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VARIGAY GARDENS 
PRESENTS 

ALMOST GLADYS $25.00 

When we began hybridizing in 1957, one of our first crosses was Ex¬ 

travaganza by Pink Formal. Our goal was to create a pink amoena to be 

named Gladys. No other colors would do because Gladys has white 

hair and a pink complexion. 

Now, thousands of seedlings later, we have this near pink amoena 

that is Almost Gladys. 

Almost Gladys is so advanced in the pink amoena class and is so 

beautiful that it was voted ‘Best out of Region Iris’ in the combined 

Regions 14 and 15 Spring meeting in 1981. To grow it in your garden, 

order from: 

RFD 3 

VARIGAY GARDENS 
Allan Ensminger 

Lincoln, NE 68505 
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From the 
of the President 
Hal Stahly 

Over most of the country now the irises have been put to bed, and we 

wait—for warmer weather, for the new catalogs, for the annual 

renewal of life that begins another round of anticipation, gratification, 

and some occasional disappointment. We’re optimists, ever looking 

forward to next year. But even as we do so, we also take pleasure in 

remembering the past year. 

The St. Louis convention stands out as one of the highlights of 1981. 

It was well organized, and the hospitality was great. And the tour 

gardens? We were treated to an unusually abundant display of iris 

bloom on obviously well grown plants. All this plus the usual pleasure 

of association with iris people made St. Louis a tough act for Denver 

to follow. Yet we look forward to Denver in ’82 expecting to have an 

equally good time there. 

I’d like to make note here of some things that came out of the fall 

board meeting in Tulsa. Some of you have seen the new Youth Hand¬ 

book that was done by Youth Chairman Maryann Anning. This really 

fine booklet prompted a number of members to suggest a similar 

publication for adults, one that discusses the basics of iris culture. 

I’m pleased to say that the Board has approved this project, and you 

will see announcement of its availability during this year. I think it will 

fill a void that has existed in our AIS publications program. 

I also want to make note here of those persons who have just left of¬ 

fice in the Society. To Ann Dasch, Steve Kegerise, Archie Owen, and 

John Harvey we express our thanks for the many hours of hard work. 

They will be missed. And we extend welcome to the newcomers to 

office; Janice Chesnik, Jaymie Heathcock, and Francesca Thooien 
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join us for their first national offices while Jimmy Burch, Keith Kep- 

pel, Dick Pettijohn, and Phil Williams are back, assuming offices dif¬ 

ferent from those previously held. Special words of thanks go to 

Dorothy Howard and Ron Mullin, who leave very demanding offices 

but remain with us on the Board in other capacities. 

One other Board action should be mentioned. We have removed cer¬ 

tain responsibilities from the Secretary’s office, primarily those hav¬ 

ing to do with agenda preparation and the handling of minutes and 

meeting notices for the Board. This should relieve Secretary Carol 

Ramsey of some of the almost overwhelming duties in her job. The 

new office, filled by presidential appointment, is Recording 

Secretary. Janice Chesnik becomes the first person in that position. 

We look forward to a good year, both in the garden and in the opera¬ 

tion of the Society. 

MOVING? 
To insure that your Bulletin goes where you do, the Member¬ 

ship Secretary MUST have your new address by the 15th of 

the month preceding the date of Bulletin issue. 

In its Diamond Jubilee year 

THE BRITISH IRIS SOCIETY 
sends warmest greetings to all members and friends 

in the American Iris Society 

Our subscription for 1982 remains unchanged at £6.00 if re¬ 
ceived before the 1st of March and £7.00 if received after March 
1. The dollar equivalents are 814.00 and 816.00 plus 81.50 to 
cover conversion costs. Sterling remittances are preferred and 
should be sent, please, direct to: 

The Hon. Membership Secretary: 
Mrs. E. M. Wise, 197 The Parkway, 
Ivcr Heath, Iver, Bucks, England. 
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1982 SYMPOSIUM RESULTS 
POSITION VOTES VARIETY HYBRIDIZE 

1981 
2 

1982 
1 617 Mystique Ghio 

1 2 588 Stepping Out Schreiners 

3 3 536 Bride’s Halo H. Mohr 

4 4 515 Mary Frances Gaulter 

6 5 401 Going My Way J. Gibson 

5 6 373 Kilt Lilt J. Gibson 

9 7 340 Debby Rairdon Kuntz 

8 8 339 Shipshape Babson 

14 9 326 Vanity Hager 

7 10 321 Lemon Mist Rudolph 

10 11 319 New Moon Sexton 

19 12 314 Entourage Ghio 

40 13 306 Victoria Falls Schreiners 

27 14 299 Queen Of Hearts O. Brown 

11 15 296 Pink Taffeta Rudolph 

21 16 295 Joyce Terry Muhlestein 

12 17 286 Dream Lover Tams 

21 18 275 Son Of Star Plough 

15 19 267 Dusky Dancer Luihn 

13 20 265 Bayberry Candle DeForest 

19 21 261 Babbling Brook Keppel 

17 21 261 Cup Race Buttrick 

23 23 253 Five Star Admiral Marsh 

23 24 250 Grand Waltz Schreiners 

23 25 248 Pink Sleigh Rudolph 

42 26 243 Navy Strut Schreiners 

38 27 242 Blue Luster O. Brown 

32 27 242 Gay Parasol Schreiners 

51 29 237 Ruffled Ballet Roderick 

18 30 232 Buffy O. Brown 

16 31 231 Latin Lover Shoop 

36 32 226 Gold Trimmings Schreiners 

30 33 213 Study In Black Plough 

23 34 212 White Lightning Gatty 

55 35 210 Temple Gold Luihn 

28 36 207 Winter Olympics 0. Brown 

31 37 202 Camelot Rose Tompkins 

— 37 202 Chartreuse Ruffles Rudolph 
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POSITION VOTES VARIETY HYBRIDIZER 
1981 

48 
1982 

39 199 Feminine Charm Ev. Kegerise 

29 40 198 Cherub Choir G. Corlew 

37 40 198 Cranberry Ice Schreiners 

67 40 198 Rancho Rose J. Gibson 

34 43 197 Autumn Leaves Keppel 

39 44 194 Caramba Keppel 

35 45 192 Bicentennial Ghio 

33 46 190 Gala Madrid Peterson 

48 47 181 Skylab Sexton 

43 48 179 Sapphire Hills Schreiners 

79 49 177 Flamenco Keppel 

53 49 177 Ice Sculpture Hager 
— 49 177 Superstition Schreiners 

58 52 173 Night Owl Schreiners 

53 52 173 Orange Empire Hamner 

43 54 166 Christmas Time Schreiners 

45 55 164 Raspberry Ripples Niswonger 

46 56 155 Lime Fizz Schreiners 

51 57 154 Gentle Rain Keppel 

58 58 153 Amethyst Flame Schreiners 

56 58 153 Rippling Waters Fay 

79 60 149 Michigan Pride Berndt 

48 60 149 Wine And Roses Hall 

62 62 147 Matinata Schreiners 
62 63 146 Launching Pad Knopf 
84 64 144 Showcase Schreiners 

73 64 144 Southern Comfort Hinkle 
67 66 142 Loop The Loop Schreiners 
— 66 142 San Jose Ghio 
70 68 141 Blue Sapphire Schreiners 
65 69 140 Praise The Lord Boushay 
47 70 135 Full Tide O. Brown 
77 70 135 Peach Frost Schreiners 
73 72 133 Ermine Robe Schreiners 
— 72 133 Gold Galore Schreiners 
70 72 133 Gypsy Belle Hamner 
— 75 131 Thick And Creamy Weiler 
79 76 130 Anon J. Gibson 
78 77 129 Dover Beach Nearpass 

40 78 128 Winner’s Circle Plough 

76 79 125 Coffee House Ghio 
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POSITION VOTES VARIETY HYBRIDIZER 
1981 

56 
1982 

79 125 Spartan Schreiners 
90 81 123 Dutch Chocolate Schreiners 
67 82 122 Lord Baltimore Nearpass 
99 82 122 Mandolin Ghio 
86 82 122 Pink Angel Rudolph 
75 85 121 Esther Fay Fay 
— 85 121 Exotic Star Plough 
65 85 121 Laurie Gaulter 
97 88 120 Betty Simon Hamblen 
93 88 120 Frontier Marshall Schreiners 
87 90 118 Carved Cameo Rudolph 
— 90 118 Old Flame Ghio 
79 92 117 Wedding Vow Ghio 
60 93 116 One Desire Shoop 
61 94 114 Rococo Schreiners 
— 94 114 Sun King J. Stahly 
— 96 113 Actress Keppel 
— 96 113 Christmas Rubies Hamblen 
— 96 113 Fresno Calypso Weiler 
— 96 113 Heather Blush Hamner 
93 100 112 Cayenne Capers J. Gibson 

Runners-up: 

111:Flair: 110: Country Manor, Kentucky Derby: 109:Penny A 
Pinch, Violet Harmony: 108:Caliente: 107:Chamber Music; 
106:Margarita; 105:Lemon Brocade: 103:Charmed Circle, Modern 
Classic, San Leandro. 101:Beverly Sills (write in votes). 

ATTENTION HYBRIDIZERS 
The Sooner State Iris Society is pleased 

to announce the Second Annual 

POLLEN DAUBERS’ SEMINAR 
February 26-27, 1982 

KEITH KEPPEL 
has accepted an invitation to lead sessions on hybridizing for both 
established and budding future hybridizers. The emphasis of his all¬ 
day sessions will be on hybridizing plicatas. A fee of $20.00 per per¬ 
son is required. For further information and assistance, write: 

Dr. William E. Jones 
104 Allenhurst, Oklahoma City, OK 73114 

Phone: 1-405-751-4235 
or come at 7:30 P.M. on the 26th to: 

Will Rogers Garden Center 3400 NW 36 St., Oklahoma City 
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Border Patrol Jubilant: 
Brown Lasso Corrals Dykes 

Philip Edinger 

“They said it couldn’t be one.” “It’s just not the American Way.” 

“Some of my best friends are . . ., but I wouldn’t vote for them.” 

Etc., etc. Nevertheless, the 1981 balloting gives us an historic 

“first”: the only American Dykes Medal, since the original one 

awarded in 1927, to go to an other-than-tall-bearded iris. Granted, 

it’s not an enormous leap to go below the arbitrary 28-inch height 

limit that separates Tall Bearded from Border Bearded irises (con¬ 

trast us with the more catholic—did I hear “eccentric”?—British 

who have unhesitatingly given the Dykes to Siberians, Pacific Coast 

Natives, interspecific hybrids, and others); but considering the flam¬ 

boyant big birds that were in the running for the medal, it is no small 

achievement for a Bantam to rope it in. 

The sad part of the tale is that the hybridizer, Eugene Buckles, did 

not live to enjoy the popularity of his seedling. And it also is unfor¬ 

tunate he is not around to explain the reasons for making the cross 

that produced this little giant. As the chart on the adjacent page 

shows, one parent is a seedling, the appearance of which we can 

only conjecture. A reasonable guess is that the Wild Mustang X 

Milestone seedling must have looked somewhat like Punchline in its 

blending of violet, plum, brown, and tan, and that it must have of¬ 

fered qualities the hybridizer felt would improve Punchline. The fact 

that one seedling, at least—the one we know as Brown 

Lasso—turned out to be a Border Bearded must have been just a 

happy accident: Punchline, Wild Mustang, and Milestone all are 

registered at 30 inches or greater. 

At first glance, the ancestry appears to include a little bit of 

everything. A closer look reveals a few specific points that are 

unusual or may hint at further usefulness. Note the amount of 

tangerine-bearded ancestry, particularly behind Punchline. Another 

repeated element is the once-famous cross to produce quality 

browns, Mexico X Tobacco Road, found three times here. And con¬ 

sidering the oft-mentioned influence of Snow Flurry on modern 

irises, it is curious to note its appearance only once—and that as a 

great-great-great grandparent. 

Aside from enjoyment, what can we get from Brown Lasso? It 

could be well used for other Border Beardeds of good proportion. 

There are factors for tangerine beards, dominant bicolors, and even 

some sort of edge patterns. How about Brown Lasso X Old Flame? 
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Flaring 
Ivory Sib" 

Moonlight 
Serenade 

Mary Randall 

Snow Flurry 

I 
Hall 42-10 (pink) 

Kachina 
Doll sib" 

Punchline — 

Pink Cameo¬ 

seedling- 

seedling- 

Pink Formal- 

New Horizon. 

Mary Randall H 
seedling* 

Hall 42-02 

Overture 

Golden Eagle 

Loomis SQ72 (pink)3 

Hall 42-02 

Overture 

^Pink Cameo 

Cherie 

Brown 
Lasso 

seedling 

Serene 
Serenade" 

-\ 
pink seedling 

Bold 
Buttercup" 

Pretty _ 
Quadroon 

Good News' 

Top Flight 

seedling 

Wild _ 
Mustang” 

seedling 

-I 
Mixed 

Emotions 

Wayward 
Wind 

Wayward 
Wind H 

seedling- 

Cordovan 

Butterscotch 
Kiss 

Rainbow 
Gold ‘ 

Milestone — 
seedling - 

Cahokia2 

Whole Cloth A 
seedling ■ 

Mexico 

Tobacco Road 

Mexico 

Tobacco Road 

Hall 46-45- 

I 
Hall 46-31- 

.44-26 

Courtier 

^44-30 

Floradora 

Golden Ruffles 

Azure Skies- 
Crystal Beauty 

Snowking 

Great Lakes 
Sylvia Murray—^hlning Wa|ers 

_seedling 

Golden Spike 
Rocket 

sdlg. 314 

1, ryce Canyon¬ 

seedling-- 

Mexico 

Tobacco Road 

Cascade Splendor 
Honeyflow 

Twenty Grand Rainbow Room 
Chantilly 

seedling__Ruth 
-j Rainbow Room 

Mary Randall 

Blue Rhythm- 
.Annabel 
Blue Zenith 

seedling 

1 complete parentage in AIS Bulletin 219:35 
2 complete parentage in chart of Shipshape, AIS Bulletin 218:39 
3 this much-used seedling was registered in 1977 by Melba Hamblen, for the 
deceased hybridizer, under its garden name Pikes Peak Pink. The parentage is 

presumed to be Purissima X Seashell. 
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THROUGH DIFFERENT EYES 
Perry Dyer 

Have you ever wondered what the reaction would be of some of the 

early pioneers of the iris world, such as Mohr or Dykes, if they were 

to be miraculously brought back to life and could see the irises on the 

market in the 1980s? I think they surely would be shocked and 

pleasantly surprised at the advancement irises have made. 

In looking back through my notes from the St. Louis convention, I 

decided to write some varietal comments on what I had seen. But I 

will use a different perspective in making my comments; they will be 

viewed expressly through the eyes of a new hybirdizer who is plan¬ 

ning his breeding goals. 

What More Could You Want? 
These are the varieties you look at and say “why bother?”. They are 

so advanced, it seems useless to even think of hybridizing in these 

areas. But, with the rate at which irises are progressing, I’m sure we 

will look back at this article in 20 years and laugh. Nonetheless, these 

were most impressive as a “finished product.” 

LEDA’S LOVER (Hager, ’80), the “dark horse” of the year, over¬ 

shadowed (until now) by other popular creations in recent years from 

this hybridizer. Strong, sturdy stalks support this heavily ruffled white, 

often with three open at once, with plenty of backup buds for later 

bloom. It was consistently vigorous in all gardens. This iris is a far cry 

from Snow Flurry, but where would we be today, had the famous 

ancestor not been created? PRAY FOR PEACE (Plough, ’82) is also a 

beautiful new white, perhaps even whiter than Leda’s Lover (which is 

more of a “warm” white). Very nearly perfect form, with the falls so 

wide they touch at the hafts. Seen on a first year plant, it appears to 

be a good grower, also. 

Remember how Gala Madrid stirred up the iris world in the 1960s? 

Naturally, hybridizers started breeding heavily with it, and soon it 

seemed the Gala Madrid types were “a dime a dozen,” to the point 

that growers shied away from them. It’s time for a new one with the 

future release of DUAL ACCORD (D. Palmer). Gold standards and 

smooth plum falls with a harmonious gold beard. 

You think blues have reached their ultimate and then you see a new 

one that makes you melt. If you were to use a one-word description 

for MIRRORED SKY (D. Palmer, 79), “elegant” would sum it up. It is 

a shimmering light blue, crystal clear with no other color evident. 
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From similar breeding, VICTOR HERBERT (Benson, 77) was a 

sleeper for many of us. Although basically the same color as Mir¬ 

rored Sky, it has lavender undertones which give the overall color a 

vibrant appearance. A rampant grower, and has impeccable bran¬ 

ching. ST. LOUIS BLUES (Schreiner, 79) made quite a hit, but I 

assure you it wasn’t only due to the name. A heavily ruffled deep blue 

with a white patch below the beard which "makes” the flower. Stun¬ 

ning in a clump. SEEKER (D. Palmer, ’81), although a blue-bearded 

white attempt, is definitely light blue rather than white, but the shade 

of blue is unlike any other attempt currently on the market, and the 

broad flowers, displayed on three well-spaced branches, are the best 

formed of any in its class. The color reminds me of the shade used in 

some eye shadows, and the deeper blue beard has no other color in 

it to distract. 

Some of the color combinations in the new Gibson plicatas seem im¬ 

possible, and they are very difficult to accurately describe. Seeing is 

believing. QUEEN IN CALICO (’80), from the pink plic lines, is a heavi¬ 

ly laced light orange ground plicata stitched in rose-violet. RUSTIC 

DANCE (’80) is my favorite of all his many fine plicatas. A wild "fan¬ 

cy” plicata with yellow ground, but heavily sanded and speckled in 

deep red-purple and brown. The wide form is capped with heavy Gib¬ 

son ruffling and lace. 

Oklahoma is a good testing ground for yellows. We usually have 

warm dry weather during the iris season, and many yellows burn or 

bleach within a few hours. A completely sunfast yellow such as Gold 

Galore is more the exception than the rule. Two new yellows seen in 

St. Louis will be given the opportunity to prove themselves next year: 

PLEATED GOWN (Roderick, ’81) is a heavily ruffled light to medium 

yellow. Although it has decent branching, it will be best known as a 

garden iris, for it is a very vigorous grower, produces plenty of stalks, 

and has a bright clean color. The two-year clumps of this in St. Louis 

were huge and full of bloom. FOUR LEAF CLOVER (Spahn, ’81) is a 

brilliant "full yellow” without the white patch below the beard that is 

so difficult to breed out. Large, well-shaped flowers are displayed on 

strong stalks with seven buds. If it is sunfast in Oklahoma, it will 

become very popular. 

There are so many good, worthy pinks on the market now, it’s hard to 

pick and choose . . . until a BEVERLY SILLS (Hager, 79) comes 

along. Again, like Pleated Gown, its real value is in the garden, for it is 

a heavy bloomer, yet increases so rampantly that plenty remains for 

the next year. Auxiliary stalks are not as well branched as the princi- 
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pal stalks, but this is naturally the case of any variety. From California 

to Missouri to Italy, this laced medium pink seems to be as depen¬ 

dable a performer at its namesake. 

Of the many fine Dorothy Palmer introductions seen, my favorite was 

SHEER POETRY (79). The ruffled, classically formed flowers done in 

soft shades of honey with some lavender blending, were consistently 

displayed on stalks with three well-spaced branches (eight buds), and 

in all gardens the plant habits were superb. 

The dark blue to purple class has been rather neglected by many 

hybridizers and growers recently, but three new varieties are sure to 

find their way into AIS gardens in the near furture. LOUDOUN 

ROYALE (Crossman) is a great royal purple with the broadest of form. 

Rains eariler in the week had had no adverse effect on the strong 

stalks, carrying seven to eight buds, even though the flowers are 

huge. Combine the branching of Navy Strut and the ruffling of Ruffled 

Ballet, and you have two great new Roderick creations. STAR WARS 

(’81), a sell-out at the box office and in the garden, is a shiny, broad, 

heavily ruffled purple with interesting, contrasty blue beards. The 

candelabra stalks are the type just waiting to be entered in the 

shows: three branches, nine to eleven buds, consistently opening 

three well-spaced flowers at once. Its sib, 7919 (scheduled for ’83 

release) is similar in form, growth habits, and branching, but the color 

is even deeper, has a self beard, and has an incredible glossy finish. 

Oh! The Things I Could Do To You! 
This is the group of irises where you take one look and see just all 

kinds of breeding potential. Do not misunderstand—all of the follow¬ 

ing are fine irises themselves and could be put into my first category. 

But, through my eyes, I can see all kinds of breeding potential, using 

these varieties. 

Never have I seen CHARTREUSE RUFFLES (Rudolph, 76) with such 

rich coloration as in the St. Louis gardens. Many hybridizers, in¬ 

cluding myself, see worlds of potential in it, and are using it heavily. 

ORIENTAL ETCHING (Rudolph, ’80) is his own proof that there is 

something there. Varieties such as this will make it very difficult for 

those societies who still have color classified shows—where do you 

put it? It is an elegant, subtle blend of lavender, pink, and tan, 

moderately ruffled and lightly laced. A first year plant showed good 

growth habits and adequate branching. 

Although from two fancy plicatas with Gibson plicata ancestry, TED 
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SHINER (Innerst, ’81) is different and most appealing. Clean white 

flowers, large and broad, and narrowly, precisely stitched in rich 

solid brown. SHADES OF AUTUMN (Gladish, ’81) comes from a mix¬ 

ed marriage of a fancy plicata, Autumn Leaves, crossed with a solid 

bronze-brown Denver Mint child, Conversation Piece. SHADES OF 

AUTUMN is a taller, darker, more vibrantly colored version of its 

popular parent, Autumn Leaves, and has better form. 

Two new plicatas showed new colors and patterns. My notes 

describe MORNING SUNSHINE (Daling, ’81) as a Spinning Wheel in 

rose. This pink plicata is from different blood lines than the Gibson 

plicatas, and opens up new avenues of breeding possibilities. Thin, 

graceful, S-curved stalks have three widely spaced branches. Keith 

Keppel has come up with yet another new type of plicata with the 

release of CASBAH (’81). Standards are light golden-tan. The unique 

falls are white, completely “washed” in light violet, then distinctly 

rimmed with deeper red-violet. The wash pattern is reminiscent of 

varieties from the 1940s such as Aladdin’s Wish—one of the irises I 

first grew and have again added to the garden. CASBAH has the 

branching we’ve come to expect from Keppel plicatas; one stalk in 

St. Louis had 12 buds! 

I hadn’t see BRONZE MASTERPIECE (Schortman, 79) before, and it 

was a pleasant surprise. This heavily laced bronze self has a 

beautiful glossy finish. Really was surprised when I came home, got 

out the registrations book, and discovered it is from Kilt Lilt X Gala 

Madrid. To be half-plicata, the hafts are quite smooth. STEADY PACE 

(Kegerise, ’80) is also from somewhat different blood lines, but has 

Denver Mint in its background, as most modern browns have. This 

ruffled deep red-brown has excellent substance and three branches. 

Steve Stevens is doing some incredible things with his line of reds, 

and the first was released this year, CLEARFIRE (’81). Steve has in¬ 

corporated Denver Mint into the well-established Schreiner red line, 

and he is getting reds unique to what is currently on the market. RED 

REWARD (’82 or ’83) has even better branching (four branches, 

eleven buds) and the flowers are more waved than ruffled. Still in the 

seedling patch, his 76-12-21 (sib to Clearfire) has the heaviest ruffling 

and substance of this trio, and the finish is a high gloss like nail 

polish. 

SHIP TO SHORE (Plough, ’81) is the closest approach to a yellow and 

blue bicolor yet. From the same lineage as Freedom Road (76), the 

form is better and the falls are even bluer. 
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After seeing CORAL SATIN (Hamblen, ’81), you’ll say I’ve put it in the 

wrong category. This vigourous, deep coral self has the best form 

and substance of its class. What more could you want? Check the 

parentage . . . with Star Spangled, Saffron Robe, and Love Sonnet for 

parents, there are all kinds of possibilities. 

Remember Emma Cook? Take the same pattern (white, edged only 

on the falls in blue) and put it on a modern flower, with wide form, ruf¬ 

fling, and horizontal falls, and you have Burger’s M-4. It was con¬ 

sistently good in all the St. Louis gardens it was grown in, and we’re 

looking forward to its introduction. 

ORANGE STAR (Hamblen, ’81) is a new color in oranges, and is from 

a different background than most oranges currently on the market. 

Red undertones give it extra carrying power, and it is stunning in a 

clump. The strong, straight stalks and branching will make it equally 

as stunning on the show bench. Heavily ruffled and laced, and has 

the best form and substance of this color class. 

STORMY SEAS (W. Jones, 79), coming from Pink Sleigh X Sea Ven¬ 

ture, should offer an incredible range of breeding possibilities. It has 

Sea Venture type standards, but with more purple in the midribs than 

deep blue. The falls are light blue-white, and have mysterious under¬ 

tones of blue, lavender, and muted yellow. The beards and style arms 

are also muted yellow, and seem to add the finishing touch to the 

flower and make the colors come together in harmony. It has the 

form and lace of Pink Sleigh, and excellent branching and plant 

habits. 

So much has been said and written about COPPER CLASSIC 

(Roderick, 79), to say more in this article would seem redundant. 

However, consider that this toasted melon with deep tangerine 

beards is from West Coast X New Moon; the breeding potential is 

unlimited! 

Perhaps the one variety that caused the most excitement, from 

hybridizers and non-hybridizers, was Roderick 7920 (to be released, 

hopefully, in ’84). Many have already nicknamed it “Bride’s Halo in 

blue’’, as it is a heavily ruffled, crystalline, icy white with distinct band 

of blue on all petals. It is from Ruffled Ballet X (Ruffled Ballet x Moody 

Blue), and is the culmination of a line begun many years ago by the 

late Georgia Hinkle. 

Varieties such as these are what any hybridizer, but especially a 

beginning hybridizer, dreams of when planning and making a cross. 

When fantasy becomes reality, it makes it all worthwhile. 
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AIS SALES ITEMS 

THE WORLD OF IRISES.$15.00 

Edited by Warburton & Hamblen; 34 contributors and authors including inter¬ 

national authorities. 494 pages of text; 32 pages full color. Published in 1978 and the 

most authoritative book on all phases of irises, scientific and popular. 6" x 9" hard 

bound cloth cover. 

AIS LAPEL PINS .$5.00 

AIS Logo in blue and green on silver plated pin V2" x %" with safety lock catch. 

TWO RARE IRIS PRINTS.each $6.00; both for $11.00 

Suitable for framing. Color reproductions of original art work done for the New 

York Botanical Garden in 1929. See illustration, in Spring 1978 Bulletin, page 59. 

Proceeds from sale of prints will be used to support the work of the AIS Historical 

Committee. 

HANDBOOK FOR JUDGES AND SHOW OFFICIALS.$2.50 

1979 MEMBERSHIP LIST.$2.50 

1959 IRIS CHECK LIST.$3.50 

Hard bound. Ten-year compilation of registrations 1950-59, complete awards 

listing 1920-59. 

1979 IRIS CHECK LIST.$12.00 

Hard bound. Ten-year compilation of registrations 1970-79, complete awards 

listing 1960-79. New; printing just completed. 

REGISTRATIONS AND INTRODUCTIONS— 1977 . $2.00 

1978 .$3.50 

1979 .$3.50 

1980 .$3.50 

1981 .$3.50 

BULLETINS: Current issues .$3.00 

Back issues, if available.$2.50 

BULLETIN 1 (Reprint).$1.50 

Golden Anniversary BULLETIN.$2.00 

BRONZE ANNIVERSARY MEDALS.$2.50 

The AIS 50th Anniversary medal in antiqued bronze. Suitable for pendants, show 

prizes, and special awards. 

AIS SEALS.Pack—$2.50; 5 Packs—$10.00 

Self-adhesive ovals, slightly larger than a half dollar, official design in blue and 

green on a silver background. (50 per pack) 

AIS AUTO LICENSE TAGS.S3.50 

Prices include postage and handling. 
Make checks payable to The American Iris Society 

Send order to Jaymie Heathcock, Route 2, Box 238 Mounds, OK 74047 

Tel. (918) 366-3480 
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IRISTIME IN THE ROCKIES 
Harlan B. Clark 

When you come to Denver the first of June, it will be the peak of 

iris season in the Mile High City, and you will find that springtime in 

Colorado is a very special time of year in other respects as well. 

Most of the winter snowpack will still lie in dazzling white drifts 

along the Divide, but it will already be melting along the lower 

fringes beneath the intense sun, forming rivulets of crystal clear 

water. They join and become freshets that tumble joyously down 

the rocky streambeds, and some of the droplets evaporate to form 

a suggestion of iridescent haze in the clear blue sky. 

The Rockies are always inviting, but in the spring the urge is 

almost irresistible to drive up through the conifers and aspens to 

look for the first pasque flowers, candytuft, stonecrop, and Indian 

paintbrush. If you know where to find a field of I. missouriensis that 

early (its peak bloomtime in the Colorado high country is mid-June), 

it will be an unforgettable vision to glimpse a cloud of lavender blue 

in the fields that seem to bring the sky down almost within one’s 

reach. 

Even if you can’t take time to do much touring, only a short trip 

west of Denver gives one an inviting introduction to the state that is 

truly a unique gem of our continent. Colorado is the eighth largest 

among the adjoining 48 states, and within its borders rise more than 

three-fourths of our country’s peaks that rise above 10,000 

feet—more than a thousand of them—giving to Colorado the title 

“Top of the Nation’’. Most of these peaks lie within our national 

forests, monuments, and parks, and they are a precious part of the 

heritage of all Americans. 

The size of the state will surprise anyone who begins to seek out 

its many natural beauties. Easterners, for example, will find that the 

land area of Colorado exceeds that of Pennsylvania and New York 

states combined, and the sparseness of population makes it seem 

even larger. Denver itself has retained much of its frontier 

character, notwithstanding its remarkable growth in fulfilling its role 

in the 1980’s as the so-called Energy Capital of the United States. It 

is the headquarters of many companies participating in various 

aspects of the exploitation of the enormous deposits of coal and oil 

which Colorado shares with neighboring states, along with 

petroleum and natural gas reserves being tapped, especially in the 

Overthrust Belt. There have also been other forces behind the rapid 

pace of development here, marked by the continual rise of addi¬ 

tional stunning skyscrapers in downtown Denver. The unique beau- 
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The ‘Bucking Bronco’ and ‘On the Warpath’ statues stand before the gold- 
plated dome of the Colorado State Capitol Building, visible from convention 
headquarters. 

ty of the state continues to bring millions of tourists. Great firms 

such as International Business Machines, Johns-Manville, Anacon¬ 

da, Samsonite, and Continental Oil have brought either their head¬ 

quarters or principal offices here. 

The federal government continues to maintain more offices here 

than in any other city except Washington, DC. Defense installations 

and the spaciously beautiful Air Force Academy near Colorado Spr¬ 

ings are only a short drive away. This activity and growth, as well as 

Denver’s location near the center of the American Heartland, have 

made its Stapleton International Airport seventh in the world in 

terms of passengers handled. Yet Colorado’s people, both old 

timers and the recently arrived, have joined in taking care to 

preserve our common heritage and especially the friendly and 

easy-going lifestyle of frontier days. 

Visitors will want to see the magnificent and justly world-famous 

Denver Botanic Gardens, Denver Art Museum, Museum of Natural 

History, and the Center for Performing Arts, as well as older attrac¬ 

tions such as the Denver Mint, Larimer Square (where Bat Master- 

son once tended bar), and the mansion where the Unsinkable Molly 

Brown was once the hostess with the mostest. A short drive into the 

foothills west of Denver will bring one to the incomparable Red 

Rocks Ampitheatre and a herd of buffalo thriving near the turnoff to 

Buffalo Bill’s grave. Beyond lie the wide open spaces of the unique¬ 

ly beautiful Colorado High Country. The more of it you can take time 

to see, the more unforgettable will be your visit to Denver—the 

Gateway to the Rockies! 
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WELCOME TO RENDEZVOUS ’82 
IN DENVER, COLORADO 

An Outline of Events of the Great Happening 

Detailed schedule to follow in the Spring Bulletin. 

June, 2. 

June, 3 

10:00 AM 

1:00—5:00 PM 

5:30—6:30 PM 

8:00 PM 

June, 4. 

Early 

Noon 

Mid-afternoon 

to 5:00 PM 

5:00—6:15 PM 

7:30—8:30 PM 

9:00—10:00 PM 

June, 5 

Early 

10:00 AM 

Noon 

Mid-afternoon 

to 5:00 PM 

6:30—7:30 PM 

7:30 PM 

Pre-convention meetings of the Board of Direc¬ 

tors and Regional Vice Presidents and others. 

Registration 

Shuttle buses to and from the Denver Botanic 

Gardens (D.B.G.) where guest iris are located. 

Social Hour-Hilton Hotel 

Dinner on your own 

“Meet the Experts’’ Open to all. Substitute for 

Judges Training requirement. 

Departure to the north for Boulder (Long’s 

Gardens) and Fort Collins (Guest Iris planting 

at the Colorado State University). 

Lunch at the University. Return to Denver. 

Tour of D.B.G.’s Special Features and guest 

iris not seen the day before. 

Region 20 Host Wine Party in the D.B.G. 

Dinner on your own. 

First round of Section Meetings. 

Second Round of Section Meetings. 

Departure to the South for Colorado Springs 

via the U.S. Air Force Academy. 

Colorado Springs private gardens cluster of 

Col. Max and Oretta McCarthy (retired), Col. 

Clyde and Ruth Wooten (retired), and Ed and 

Emily Varnum (old timers!). Vistas, Hostas and 

Guest Iris. 

Lunch at the Broadmoor Hotel. Return to 

Denver and D.B.G. via the Garden of the Gods. 

Last round up of the D.B.G. 

Social Hour-Hilton Hotel 

Awards Banquet 
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DENVER RENDEZVOUS 1982 
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY CONVENTION 

June 3—June 5, 1982 
Headquarters: The Denver Hilton 

1550 Court Place, Denver, CO 80202 
(303-893-3333) 

Please make reservations directly with the hotel. State that you are 
attending the AIS Convention. All rooms blocked for the convention 
which are not reserved by May 10, 1982, will be released to the 
general public on that date. 
HOTEL RATES (Good from June 2nd—June 6th) 

Single—$50.00 
Double/Twins—$64.00 
Suites Parlor + 1 Bdroom—$190.00 up 

Parlor + 2 Bdrooms—$250.00 up 
Extra Bed—$10.00 
Children (regardless of ages) free in same room. 
*Note—Denver Hilton rates are subject to 71/2% tax. 

AARP and other Senior Citizen’s Discounts will not apply to above 
rates. 
Additional Hotels within 2 blocks of the Denver Hilton are: 

Denver Marina Hotel 
303 W. Colfax Ave. 
Denver, Colo. 80204 
303-292-9010 

REGISTRATION FEES 
Received before April 20 
Received after April 20 
Youth Rate (Under 18 years) 
Partial Registration as Follows: 

Bus Fee 
Lunch 
Banquet 

Holiday Inn (Downtown) 
1450 Glenarm PI. 
Denver, Colo. 80202 
303-573-1450 

Friday 
$10.00 
$ 9.00 

$89.00 
$99.00 
$66.00 

Saturday 
$10.00 
$12.00 
$23.00 

Please mail registrations to: 
Mrs. Linda Doty, Registrar, 6230 E. Iowa Ave., 
Denver, Colorado 80224 (303-759-9398) 

If it is necessary to cancel a registration, full refund is assured if 
notice is received no later than May 20, 1982. 
The Denver Rendezvous ’82 has been streamlined to qualify as an 
economy convention. Hotel rates have been extended to permit you 
to come early and stay later; on the other hand the entire 2V2 day 
convention requires only 3 nights lodging. 
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Japanese Iris Flowers with Multiple Parts 
Beyond the Normal Sequence of Threes 

Dr. William L. Ackerman & Margot Williams* 

The trilogy, most frequently associated with drama, literature, 

musical composition, and religion, also applies to the components of 

the iris flower. The primary structures of the iris flower come in sets of 

three; three upright petals or standards, three drooping petals or falls, 

three pistils with style branches, and three stamens. The ovary, 

located directly below the flower where it is joined to the stem, is di¬ 

vided into three compartments of loculi, each of which is connected to 

one of the three style branches. 

Thus, three is the “magic number’’ for irises, and any deviations 

from that number may be considered atypical. Most deviations from 

the iris trilogy occur when one structure replaces another or so mimics 

another that it cannot be readily distinguished from it. A much more 

rare occurrence is where more than three of any primary structure oc¬ 

curs without a corresponding reduction in the number of one of the 

other primary structures. It is only in these latter cases that we have 

flowers with a total number of primary structures beyond that of the 

normal, or wild, form of the flower. The phenomenon of conversion of 

flower structures to replace other structures is complex and although 

some forms of doubleness are genetically controlled, the mode of in¬ 

heritance of other forms is not well understood. Even less is known 

about inheritances of flower forms with flower structures in excess of 

those found in the normal flower. 
Among bearded irises, horns, spoons, and flounces are considered 

novelties and are described as changes in the growth of the beard 

area. The beard in these cases extends beyond the normal position on 

the fall and forms short or long pointed horns or long threadlike 

filaments tipped by small petaloids as in spooned types, or 

multipetaloid boat-shaped flounces without beards. Lloyd Austin in¬ 

troduced and publicized this group as “Space Age’’ irises around 

1961. Their origin appears to come from Sydney Mitchell and, in turn, 

back to Henry Sass who observed this character in his seedling fields 

in the 1930’s (1). 

Structurally, the Space Age irises do not have extra primary struc¬ 

tures beyond the normal number, but would appear to produce abnor¬ 

malities within a single primary structure (the fall). In its best forms this 

phenomenon was considered curious, decorative, and even 

"'Research Horticulturist & Horticulturist respectively, U.S. National Arboretum, 
Science and Education, Agricultural Research Service, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 20002. 
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esthetically exciting. These controversial projections were for many 

years considered an obstruction to the pure grace of the unadulterated 

iris flower. However, interest in the Space Age and other novel forms 

of irises have been increasing, and a number of catalogues now list 

them (2). 

Physical Aspects 
The most common and perhaps simplest deviation from the basic 

Japanese iris flower is when one or more of the standards enlarge, 

develop the yellow signal at their base characteristic of all falls, and so 

resemble the falls that it is difficult-to-impossible to distinguish them 

from the falls. In some such flowers, the true falls have wider petals 

than the "converted” standards, while in other flowers there appears 

to be no difference between them. These flowers may have four, five, 

or six falls and correspondingly fewer standards. We call such flowers 

semi-double, or doubles, depending on the number of falls. In these 

flowers the pistils and stamens are frequently completely normal in ap¬ 

pearance, function and number. Thus, they are usually fully fertile as 

both seed and pollen parents. 

In deviating from the basic trilogy of the iris flower, some plants go a 

step or more further in the production of doubles. Here, either pistils, 

stamens, or both, may become petaloid. Petaloidy may take on many 

forms from abbreviated spoons or flounces to partial or complete 

mimicry of standars or falls. Some of these flowers may have the ap¬ 

pearance of having from seven to twelve falls. One of our seedlings 

SKY AND MIST with nine falls is shown in Figure 1. As with the 

Japanese cultivars MIYUKI and HAGAROMO, all nine falls in our 

seedling carry the signals. Perhaps the ultimate in doubleness are the 

peony forms, where style arms and stamens become petaloid creating 

a pompon effect in the center of the flower. Our seedling WHITE 

PROFUSION (Figure 2) illustrates the pompon effect. 

All of the above conversions have been in one direction, i.e.\ 
stamens and/or pistils and standards to falls. From a reproduction 

standpoint any conversion of stamens or pistils to petaloid forms is 

at the expense of fertility. Flowers whose stamens become petaloid 

frequently produce no pollen, and those whose pistils become 

petaloid produce no seed. If both structures become petaloid, then 

the flowers are usually completely sterile. 
We are not aware of any situations where the sequence of conver¬ 

sions ever moves in the opposite direction, i.e., fall or standards to 

stamens and/or pistils. Nonetheless, we do have plants producing 

flowers with from four to nine stamens per flower and from four to 

eight pistils per flower. However, in these flowers it has not been a 
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Figure 1. Japanese iris flower SKY AND MIST 
with nine petal falls. 

Figure 2. Japanese iris flower WHITE PROFUSION 

with ten falls, plus petaloids and five style 
arms producing a pompon effect. 

Figure 3. Japanese iris flower with eight style 
arms showing some distortion. 
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Figure 4. Japanese iris flower (falls and 

standards removed) with six style 

arms arranged in a vase-like pattern. 

Figure 5. Japanese iris flower with six style arms 

forming a tight, rosebud-like cluster. 

Figure 6. Japanese iris seed capsules with 

from three to six compartments (loculi). 
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conversion of other structures, but instead a multiplication of the 

number of stamens and/or pistils without a corresponding reduction 

of other parts. Indeed, a corresponding increase in standards and 

falls is usually associated. Doubles of this type have also been 

reported for bearded irises, although they usually appear only 

sporadically on otherwise normal plants, apparently as a result of 

climatic factors. However, Hager (1) reports that there are at least 

three named bearded irises with some multiple parts: DOUBLE 

BLUE RIDGE, with three falls but multiple standards; DOUBLE 

EAGLE: and FULL HOUSE, with five standards and five falls. 

Flowers with more than three stamens were, for the most part, 

otherwise normal in appearance, but with two (or sometimes three) 

instead of one stamen arising from one to all three of the usual 

stamen locations. The existence of more than three pistils per 

flower resulted in more spectacular changes. The extra falls add to 

the striking appearance of the flower. The standards tend to be 

small and narrow, crowded among the pistils. Also, there may oc¬ 

cur considerable distoration about the center of the flower because 

of the crowding of pistils for the limited space available. Figure 3, a 

flower with eight pistils, shows some distortion. However, in Figure 

4, the six pistils are arranged in a vase-like pattern. The arrange¬ 

ment of multiple pistils can be very attractive on some flowers as 

shown in Figure 5, where six have formed a tight rosebud-like 

cluster. A flower with multiple pistils has an ovary with multiple 

locules. Thus, a flower with six pistils will also have six locules, and 

if properly fertilized may have seed in all six compartments. Figure 

6 shows a number of mature seed capsules which have been cut to 

show from three to six locules. 

Genetic Aspects 
The single Japanese iris flower, with its trilogy of structures, is 

genetically dominant. This is not strange because it is also the wild 

form of the species. Plants with single flowers may be homozygous 

(all genes acting toward the development of single flowers) or 

heterozygous (genes for both singleness and doublness present). 

Therefore, when one crosses two plants with single flowers one 

may obtain all signles (if either plant is homozygous) or various 

ratios of signles and doubles if both are heterozygous. Double 

flowers forms are recessive. When one crosses two plants with 

double flowers, all of the progeny should also be double flowered. 

There may be some exceptions because it appears that certain 

forms of doubles, (for example, those with multiple parts) are the 

result of different genetic factors. 
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Figure 7. Japanese iris, 

F-22, source of most progeny 

having flowers with 

multiple parts. 

Flowers with multiple parts occured at a very low incidence 

among our seedling populations. Fourteen seedlings having flowers 

with more than three pistils were observed among a population of 

more than 5,000 seedlings. Nine of these were among 246 seed¬ 

lings from one parental line (F-22) and three were among 274 pro¬ 

geny of seed that have been treated with gamma irradiation. The 

other two seedlings with multiple pistils were from two unrelated 

parental lines which otherwise showed no abnormalities. 

Flowers with more than three pistils in most cases also have 

more than three stamens, but flowers with more than three 

stamens do not necessarily have more than three pistils. Although 

the two characteristics occur in essentially the same populations, 

we have no idea whether they are genetically related to each other. 

We have just begun selfing, intercrossing, and backcrossing to F-22 

among these seedlings and find most are fully fertile, but their pro¬ 

geny have not yet bloomed. Seedling F-22 (Figure 7), our primary 

.source of progeny with multiple styles and stamens, is a large 

single of excellent substance and its physical appearance gives lit¬ 

tle indication of its genetic potential. 

Flower structure has always been more flexible among Japanese 

irises than it has been among the bearded irises. If such progress 

and acceptance as reported has been gained for the Space Age 

irises, then perhaps there is a place among Japanese iris growers 

for wider development of multi-styled flowers. Japanese irises, with 

multiple styles arranged in an aesthetically pleasing manner, 

especially where in color contrast to the standards and falls, could 

add a new dimension to breeding truly unusual, exotic flower forms. 

The prospects appear worthwhile to us and we certainly intend to 

explore the possibilities. 

LITERATURE CITED 
(1) Hager, B.R. 1978. Novelty Iris. Chap 20. The World of Irises, Bee Warburton, 

editor. The American Iris Society, Wichita, Kansas. 
(2) Zurbrigg, L. 1981. A new tangent for the new decade. Newscast AlS-reg 4. Vol 

23(2): 19:20. 
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IRISES WINNING 
HIGH COMMENDATION, 1981 

TALL BEARDED 
Votes 

ALBERS, DON 

7 79-05 

ANDERSON, D.C. 

12 Oh Babe 

BLEDSOE, WILLIAM 

5 Olivella 

BLODGETT, ARTHUR 

5 80-01 

BLODGETT, RAMONA 

8 80-03D 

6 80-03 

BROWN, OPAL 

7 78-1F10 

5 78-2A-10 

BURCH, JAMES 

5 Silvery Dew 

BURGER, GENE 

7 M-7 

CLAUSSEN, CHARLES 

13 CC-77-7B 

CONNALLY, MARGARET 

7 76-48-A 

DALING, MERLE 

5 75-1 

ENSMINGER, ALLAN 

'io Almost Gladys 

GADD, FREDERICK 

5 38A-75 

GHIO, JOSEPH 

6 Bubbling Over 

HAMBLEN, MELBA 

17 RosabelleV. 

15 Beauty Is 

28 

Votes 
io Ruffles And Lace 

9 Infinite Grace 

HAMNER, BERNARD 

5 77-03-7 

5 77-44 

5 77-160 

HAGBERG, MARGE 

8 77-8 

7 Social Hour 

INNERST, STERLING 

16 346-1 

5 414-1 

5 1078-5 

JOHNSON, ROYAL 

8 K45 

8 Mil 

KEGERISE, EVELYN 

6 Warm Regards 

5 Wondrous Love 

MAHONEY, JAMES 

7 Mary O. Mahoney 

McWHIRTER, JAMES 

6 NightClub 

MICHEL, LEONARD 

5 C78-3 

MORRIS, JAMES 

5 LP-81-1A 

NELSON, ROGER 

15 RN78-17N 

NISWONGER, DAVID 

5 16-77 

OGBURN, EDLA 

5 Summer Dreams 



Votes 
PALMER, DOROTHY 

11 2675L 

8 7879A 

8 2378A 

6 4975A 

5 1477B 

PARKER, MARGARET 

5 7608-2 

PETERSON, LES 

11 LP 79-25 

7 LP 80-11 

PROTZMANN, CLARENCE 

8 75-80 

REINHARDT, MATTIE 

6 80-12 

REINHARDT, ROBERT 

6 78-13 

RODERICK, ELVAN 

34 7920 

29 7919 

11 8002 

5 OP 7406 

5 8001 

RUDOLPH, NATHAN 

5 Lilac Crest 

SCHREINERS 

8 K 868-A 

8 K 397-B 

7 J 620-1 

7 J 85-B 

6 H 264-D 

5 I 686-1 

SHOOP, GEORGE 

8 75-11 

SIMON, WILLIAM 

6 6-21-11 

Votes 
5 20-12-44 

5 62-21-15 

SLADE, GEORGE 

6 78-20-4 

6 78-19-2 

STAHLY, HAROLD 

7 72-49-8 

STEVENS,STEPHEN 

16 76-12-21 

7 78-34-6 

6 76-12-9 

VAN VALKENBURGH, 

ROSABELLE 

5 V 4-79 

WAGSTAFF, KEITH 

13 KW 79-108 

9 KW 76-113 

WAITE, KENNETH 

5 71-21-PR 

WALTERMIRE, CHRIS 

ii Loyal Devotion 

WEILER, JOHN 

10 74-54 

WOOD, VERNON 

5 76-48 

ARILBRED 
HAMBLEN, CLAY 

11 El Kalah 

PETERSON, LES 

9 LP 80-7A 

MINIATURE DWARF 
MACHULAK, AUDREY 

6 15-78-12 

6 9-77-10 

WILLOTT, D. & A. 

5 PUSSYTOES 

5 78-44 
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Votes 

BORDER BEARDED 
BLODGETT, RAMONA 

6 81-10 

BOULDIN, ALICE 

9 2-7-A 

BROWN, OPAL 

6 76-3D-10 

HAMBLEN, MELBA 

14 Lady Bug 
PETERSON, LES 

9 LP 79-5 

STEVENS, STEPHEN 

5 WHO’EE 

VAN VALKENBURGH, 

ROSABELLE 

5 A28-81 

STANDARD DWARF 
BEARDED 

HAMBLEN, CLAY 

10 Magus 
HAMBLEN, MELBA 

io Azure Gem 
10 M74-25B 

WILLOTT, D. & A. 

5 78-189 

Votes 

INTERMEDIATE BEARDED 
HAMBLEN, MELBA 

7 Pepper Rim 

6 Raspberry Rose 

WILLOTT, D. & A. 

5 Caracal 

SIBERIAN 
BRISCOE, HARLEY 

7 76-8A 

6 77-2 

6 73-50A 

McEWEN, CURRIER 

6 T475/108Z 

WAITE, KENNETH 

5 WS-73-7X 

LOUISIANA 
ARNY, CHARLES 

5 BIT-R-1 -81 

CHENOWETH, VALERA 

5 79-3-L 

DUNN, MARY 

9 La Rona 

9 Mary’s Charlie 

CALIFORNICAE 
GHIO, JOSEPH 

5 PQ235A 

ERRATA: The October awards listing should be corrected to show 

that Honorable Mentions were won by the TB Portrait of Larrie (not 

Portrait of Laurie) and the MDB Grey Pearls (not Grey Pearl). 
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EXHIBITION COMMITTEE REPORT 
FOR 1981 

Glenn F. Corlew, Chairman 

Schedules for 142 shows were approved for the 1981 season, 

which is a gain of 4 over the 1980 total. However, unfavorable 

weather conditions and miscellaneous problems caused 23 of 

these shows to be canceled. Hardest hit was Oklahoma, but they 

were certainly not alone, as others also felt the impact. As a result, 

only 119 shows submitted timely reports—the lowest total since 

1978. 

Regional 14 (Northern California and Nevada) headed the list with 

16 shows. Second place was a tie with both Region 18 (Kansas and 

Missouri) and Region 22 (Arkansas and Oklahoma) reporting 11. 

Next in line were Region 6 (Indiana, Michigan and Ohio) and Region 

17 (Texas) with 10 each. 

The race for the Nelson Award again brought a first time winner for 

the distinction. The 1981 Dykes Medal winner, BROWN LASSO, 

won Best Specimen at three widely scattered shows—Mountain 

View, CA, Milledgeville, GA and Midland, TX. And as with the Dykes, 

this is a first time for an other than Tall Bearded to be the top win¬ 

ner. Two time winners were ANN CHOWNING, BRIDE’S HALO, 

COUNTRY MANOR and ROYAL TRUMPETER. In all, 113 varieties 

were represented in the Best Specimen column. A breakdown of 

types shows 82 Tall Bearded, 7 Borders, 4 Intermediates, 6 Stan¬ 

dard Dwarfs, 2 Aril and/or Arilbreds, 2 Japanese, 5 Louisianas, 4 

Spurias and 1 Species. The Miniature Tails, Miniature Dwarfs, 

Californicae and Siberians were not represented among the win¬ 

ners. 

It is interesting to note that while STEPPING OUT, the many time 

Nelson Award winner, took the top honors in only 1 show this year it 

was the outstanding favorite as Best Youth Specimen. It achieved 

the honor 5 times out of the 32 shows that reported a Best Youth 

Specimen. 

Exhibition Certificates were issued to 169 unintroduced irises. This 

total is up appreciably from the 1980 season when 153 Certificates 

were issued. The 169 Certificates represent the work of an even 

100 hybridizers. 

Details of the various shows are contained in the complete report 

that follows. 
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AWARD WINNERS 
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY SHOWS-1981 

PLACE OF SHOW 
REGION 1 

MAINE 
Auburn 
Norway 

REGION 2 
NEW YORK 

Buffalo 
REGION 3 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Exton 
Harrisburg 
Pittsburgh 
York 

REGION 4 
MARYLAND 

Lutherville 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Burlington 
Charlotte 
Concord 

REGION 5 
GEORGIA 

Atlanta 
Milledgeville 

Rome 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Columbia 
Summerville 

REGION 6 
INDIANA 

Indianapolis 
MICHIGAN 

Flint 
Grand Rapids 
Grand Rapids 
Kalamazoo 
Lansing 
Mio 

OHIO 
Akron 

Dayton 
Mansfield 

REGION 7 
KENTUCKY 

Cynthiana 
Lexington 

TENNESSEE 
Lebanon 

Memphis 
Murfreesboro 

Nashville 

REGION 8 
MINNESOTA 

Chaska 
Chaska 
Minneota 
Roseville 

WISCONSIN 
Fond du Lac 
Wauwatosa 

REGION 9 
ILLINOIS 

Lombard 
Lombard 

REGION 10 
LOUISIANA 

Lafayette 

SILVER MEDAL 

The Moors 
Shirley Pope 

Greg Schifferli 

Evelyn Kegerise 
Sterling Innerst 
Dr. R. L. Loughry 
Sterling Innerst 

Mr. & Mrs. Wm. E. 
Barr 

J. D. Stadler 
John Wood 
Everette 

Lineberger (tie) 
Mrs. Paul Karriker 

Everette Lineberger 
Mr. & Mrs. Earnest 

Yearwood 
Mrs. John Gaines 

Mrs. George Plyler 

Emma Hobbs 

Marjorie Starkey 
Robert Mallory 
Hugh Kegerreis 
Frank Grodick 
Robert Northrup 
Nelson Yoder 

Mr. & Mrs. Anthony 
Willott 

David Rawlins 
Joan Her 

George D. Slade 
Mr. & Mrs. Henry B. 

Rabe 

Thelma Lamb 

Mr. & Mrs. Wm. Belus 
Mr. & Mrs. Phil 

Williams 
Mr. & Mrs. Earl 

Tenpenny 

Inge Hempel 
Joan Cooper 
Rita Dovre 
Julius Wadekamper 

Norman Frisch 
Mel Bausch 

Donovan Albers 
Charles J. Simon 

Robert Andrus 

BRONZE MEDAL 

Ann Webb 
The Hazeltons 

Dr. Edward Valentine 

Eleanor Kegerise 
The Baileys 
Harold Goshorn 
Robert J. Staub 

Carol Warner 

Alice Bouldin 
Mrs. Miles Farrar 

Mrs. Troy Karriker 

Nina Hawkins 
Mr. & Mrs. Joe S. 

Watson 
Mrs. Fielding Hight 

Stutts 

Mrs. James Jeffcoat 

Russell Bruno 

Helen Dimmitt 
Ivan Kinney 
Ivan Kinney 
Leland Welsh 
Ruth Esper 
Opal Fullerton 

Mrs. Jack Witham 

Earl Hall 
Mrs. Howard Warrell 

Ed Roberts 
Albert C. Dierckes 

Brenda Ryan 

Robby Browne 
Mr. & Mrs. James 

Nelson 
Jerry Phillips 

Sigrid Dalgaard 
W. L. Jefferies, MD 
Hazel Borson 
Joan Cooper 

Martha Wilkins 
Fred Jahnke 

Marge Hagberg 
Russell Bruno 

Charles W. Arny 

BEST SPECIMEN 

Superstition 
Roustabout 

Stop Sign 

Temple Gold 
Agrippinella 
Money 
Fruffles 

Loop the Loop 

Celestial Ballet 
Hold That Tiger 

Arctic Dawn 

Pretty Poise 
Brown Lasso 

Sky Crown 

Bride's Halo 
Muffled Drums 

Guitar Country 

Elysian Fields 
Pink Kitten 
Vanity 
Kiss 
Bride’s Halo 
Spartan 

Wishing Star 

Milestone 
Tufted Cloud 

Well Endowed 
Flair 

Caliente 

Carved Cameo 
Gold Trimmings 

Blue Luster 

Gentle Grace 
Urbane 
Country Manor 
Lombardy 

Gentle Rain 
Lemon Mist 

Rain Dance 
Madeleine I'Engle 

Ann Chowning 

EXHIBITOR 

The Hazeltons 
The Moors 

Greg Schifferli 

Evelyn Kegerise 
Sterling Innerst 
Dr. R. L Loughry 
Mr. & Mrs. Jack 

Bailey 

Mr. & Mrs. Wm. E 
Barr 

J. D. Stadler 
Mrs J. B. Carpenter 

Everette Lineberger 

Mrs. J. T. Rowe, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Earnest 

Yearwood 
Mrs. John Gaines 

Mrs. James Jeffcoat 
Mrs. Wells E. Burton 

Emma Hobbs 

Alby Sharknas 
Doris DeHaan 
Frank Grodick 
Tokiko Curtis 
Diane Hicks 
Nelson Yoder 

Mr, & Mrs. Anthony 
Willott 

Lynda Foreman 
Albert Whatman 

Ed Roberts 
Mr. & Mrs. Henry B. 

Rabe 

Earl & Martha 
Tenpenny 

Bob Love 
Mr. & Mrs. M. B. 

Odom 
Evelyn G. Irwin 

Riverdale Gardens 
W. J. Jefferies, MD 
Fran Beecher 
Inge Hempel 

Pearl Stockinger 
Mel Bausch 

David Sindt 
Cathy Simon 

Robert Andrus 
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REGION 11 
IDAHO 

Boise Cleo Frost Eileen Allison Country Manor Cleo Frost 
REGION 12 

UTAH 
Salt Lake City Charlotte Easter Ray & Winona 

Solomon 
Mary Frances David Taylor 

REGION 13 
OREGON 

Portland John Dorr Joanne Mentz Cotton Blossom Zelne Quigley 
Portland John Dorr Dwight Booth Sun King Hugh Leathers 

WASHINTON 
Bellevue Jayne Ritchie Ron Kessel Kilkenny Jayne Ritchie 
Seattle Jayne Ritchie Stan Dexter 1. douglasiana Ron Kessel 
Spokane Laura Buelow Helen Nelson Miriam Steel Virginia Harms 
Tocoma Pat Farmer Charlotte Bushey Christmas Angel Dr. Alan Brooks 

REGION U 
CALIFORNIA 

Capitola Joseph Ghio Sue Coleman Love Chant Joseph Ghio 
Concord Maryann Anning Glenn Corlew Border Beauty Gigi Hall 
Cupertino Joseph Ghio Lois Belardi Blue Staccato Lois Belardi 
Fresno John & Fran Weiler Charles Haynes Beauty Crown John & Frank Weiler 
Hanford R Payson Vucovich Evelyn Hayes Fresno Fiesta John & Frank Weiler 
Mountain View Glenn Corlew Maryann Anning Brown Lasso Glenn Corlew 
Redding Albert Bryceson Georgia Maxim Pretty Carol Albert Bryceson 
Sacramento Lee Boehmer/ 

Vern Hauk 
Mrs. Mac W. Holloway Lady of Spain Lee Boehmer/ 

Vern Hauk 
San Jose (Fall) Ben Hager Evelyn Newman Little Susie Evelyn Newman 
San Leandro Maryann Anning Glenn Corlew Fergy's Poetry Alan Robbins 
Santa Rosa Jackie Norton Jean Erickson Santa Cruz Jean Erickson 
Stockton Glenn Corlew Melrose Gardens Broadway Keith Keppel 
Ukiah Ruby Hulbert Chloe DeBruyn Santana George Sutton 
Weott Sue Tosten Agnes Tupes Modern Classic Agnes Tupes 

NEVADA 
Las Vegas Berkeley Hunt Helen Cochran Inner Circle Helen Cochran 

REGION 15 
ARIZONA 

Phoenix Dorald Shepard Mary Scheidler Ann Chowning Bobbie Shepard 
Tucson Marilyn Harlow Dibby Bosbury Boskey Dell Marilyn Harlow 

CALIFORNIA 
Arcadia Corrine Bromberger John Holden G. W. Holleyman Richard Sloan 
Arcadia Richard Sloan Duncan Eader Estertide Duncan Eader 
San Bernadino A Redlands Garden Hamner's Iris Garden Moon River GLoria Selby 
San Diego 
Woodland Hills 

Margaret Otto Valera Chenoweth Golden Lady 
Cascade Pass 

Walter Gorrell 
Judith Mogil/ 

Ella Anton 
Woodland Hills Claire Hood William S. Tracy Above All Pete De Santis 

REGION 17 
TEXAS 

Amarillo Louise Nichols Marie Glovier Dream Lover Louise Nichols 
Belton Mrs. Doyle Gray Mrs. W. L. Lamb Wedding Vow Mrs. Patsy O'Barr 
El Paso Helen & Floyd Stopani Margaret Dean Eolian Niki Riddler 
Fort Worth Mrs. Peggy Williams Walter Moores Cool Head Bill Powell 
Irving Marie Caillet John 1. Moore Laced Cotton Tom & Jackie Irby 
Lubbock Mr. & Mrs. Felix West Mrs. Therell Hodges Eight Immortals Mrs. Therell Hodges 
Midland Mrs. Willadene 

Henderson 
Edward Jones Brown Lasso Mrs. Felix West 

New Braunfels Mr. & Mrs. S. F. 
Johnson 

Mr. & Mrs. M. R. 
Schaefer 

Panorama Mr. & Mrs. M. R. 
Schaefer 

Temple Mrs. F. J. Kostohryz Mrs. Jack Lawhorn Hall of Fame Mrs. F. J. Kostohryz 
Waco Mary Fussell Hazel Haik New Moon Charles E. Lee, Jr. 

REGION 18 
KANSAS 

Dodge City Arthur Cole Jonel Bell West Coast Jonel Bell 
Garden City Frances Tomchak Iona Boyd Stepping Out Keith Fillmore 
Hutchinson Betty Hill Eula Stout Cherished Eula Stout 
Wichita Mrs. Harry Spence Iris Merrifield Butter Blaze Floyd Dyer 
Wichita Glen V. Merrifield J. Ray Jarrell Seaborne Betty Jean Bowlin 

MISSOURI 
De Soto Sheldon Butt Frances Boyd Pearl Chiffon Stephen Stevens 
Festus Sheldon Butt Polly Chism June Prom Polly Chism 
Joplin John Gass Mrs. T. J. Archer Girl Guide Mrs. T. J. Archer 
Joplin Dr. Tom Grim John Gass Baby Face John Gass 
St. Louis Sheldon Butt Dale Johnson Webelos Louise Bellagamba 
St. Louis 0. D. Niswonger Frances Boyd Pink Divinity Alice Johnson 

REGION 19 
NEW JERSEY 

Princeton Elizabeth Aulicky Clem Reeves Royal Trumpeter Norman Noe 
REGION 20 

COLORADO 
Colorado Springs Mrs. N. W. James Warren Weikhorst Peace Offering Mrs. M. W. James 
Denver Mr. & Mrs. Ray D. 

Lyons 
Mrs. Morris James Going My Way Mrs. Frances B. 

Smothers 
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REGION 21 
NEBRASKA 

Norfolk Gaddie’s Gardens Larry Harder Tawny Tone Larry Harder 
Omaha Doris Jensen Richard Kohout Chiffon Bonnet Beverly Tingley 
Scottsbluff Viola Schreiner Patricia Randall American Heritage Viola Schreiner 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
Sioux Falls Robert & Helen 

Bledsoe 
Don Briggs Debby Rairdon Don Briggs 

REGION 22 
ARKANSAS 

Hot Springs Bruce Richards Laura L Cox Michigan Pride Bruce Richards 
Little Rock Mr. & Mrs. Richard 

Butler 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank 

Chowning 
Ha Crawford Mrs Bruce Wooley 

OKLAHOMA 
Alva Betty Zimmerman Mrs. Ralph Strete Royal Trumpeter Alton Zimmerman 
Altus Bebe Reimer Mrs. R. M. Kobs Peach Frost Mrs. R. P. Dempsey 
Enid Bill Frass Fred Spellman Showcase Mrs. Wanda Morton 
Oklahoma City Paul Black Loretta Aaron Grand Vizier Paul Black 
Oklahoma City Paul Black Perry Dyer Picayune Mark Hewitt 
Oklahoma City Paul Black Perry Dyer Stitch In Time Paul Black 
Tulsa Dean & Georgia 

Brand 
Cleo Cox Whispering Glade Dean & Georgia 

Brand 
Tulsa Ron Mullin Cleo Cox This 1 Love Janelle Babb 
Woodward Hooker Nichols Lillian Luinstra Prophetic Message Hooker Nichols 

REGION 23 
NEW MEXICO 

Albuquerque Howard Shockey Mrs. Valerie White Embroidery Mrs. Valerie White 
Hobbs Mrs. T. E. Bertram W. A. Brown Bang Mrs. G. 0. Stowers 
Las Cruces Steve Davenport Donna Holland Magnifique Floyd & Helen Stopani 

REGION 24 
ALBAMA 

Birmingham Mrs. E. P. Miles & 
Nan Elizabeth Miles 

Mr. & Mrs. Richard 
Mansfield-Jones 

Entourage Doris Barton 

Guntersville Eva Garner Sarah Scruggs Dundee Kerri Traylor 
Huntsville Gertrude Price Rosa Belle Van 

Valkenburgh 
Overtone Gertrude Stallwitz 

Huntsville Rosa Belle Van 
Valkenburgh 

Grady Kennedy Lacy Snowflake Gertrude Price 

Huntsville Margaret Connally Betty Burch Sea Venture Sue McNeal 

ARTISTIC AND EDUCATIONAL AWARDS 
PLACE OF BEST ARTISTIC COMMERCIAL EDUCATIONAL 

SHOW ARRANGEMENT SWEEPSTAKES EXHIBIT EXHIBIT 

REGION 1 
MAINE 

Auburn Edith Down Alice Yates Shirley Pope & 
Peter Young 

Norway Alice Yates Bernard McLaughlin 
REGION 3 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Pittsburgh 
York 

Mrs. John M. Pope 
Mary Hanlon 

REGION 4 
MARYLAND 

Lutherville 
NORTH CAROLINA 

Pauline Vollmer 

Charlotte B. J. Brown B J. Brown 
REGION 5 

GEORGIA 
Atlanta Mrs. Tom Roland 
Miliedgeville 
Rome 

Earnest Yearwood Earnest Yearwood 
Mrs. John Gaines 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Columbia Becky Wise Nick's Iris Gardens 
Summerville Ira Parnell Mrs. Wells E Burton 

REGION 6 
INDIANA 

Indianapolis 
MICHIGAN 

Pat Foster Gertrude Beard Jeanne Clark 

Flint Joey Morgan Martica Thompson 
Grand Rapids Kay Keating Kay Keating 
Grand Rapids Bobbi Schirado Ken Keating 
Kalamazoo Wilma Nelson Wilma Nelson 
Lansing Tokiko Curtiss Tokiko Curtiss Virginia Maynard 
Mio Colleen Solak Colleen Solak 

OHIO 
Akron Mrs. James Her Mrs. Jack Witham 
Dayton Mrs. Doyel Flory Mrs. Jack Anewalt 
Mansfield Jan Neighbarger Jan Neighbarger 
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REGION 7 
KENTUCKY 

Cynthiana 
Lexington 

TENNESSEE 
Memphis 
Nashville 

REGION 8 
MINNESOTA 

Chaska 
Chaska 
Minneota 
Roseville 

WISCONSIN 
Fond du Lac 
Wauwatosa 

REGION 9 
ILLINOIS 

Lombard 
Lombard 

REGION 10 
LOUISIANA 

Lafayette 
REGION 11 

IDAHO 
Boise 

REGION 12 
UTAH 

Salt Lake City 
REGION 13 

OREGON 
Portland 
Portland 

WASHINGTON 
Seattle 
Spokane 
Tacoma 

REGION 14 
CALIFORNIA 

Concord 
Cupertino 
Hanford 
Redding 
San Leandro 
Ukiah 

NEVADA 
Las Vegas 

REGION 15 
ARIZONA 

Phoenix 
Tucson 

CALIFORNIA 
Arcadia 
Arcadia 
San Bernadino 
San Diego 
Woodland Hills 
Woodland Hills 

REGION 17 
TEXAS 

El Paso 
Fort Worth 
Irving 
Lubbock 

Midland 

New Braunfels 
Waco 

REGION 18 
KANSAS 

Dodge City 
Garden City 
Hutchinson 
Wichita 
Wichita 

MISSOURI 
De Soto 
Festus 
Joplin 
Joplin 
St. Louis 
St. Louis 

Katy Florence 
Katy Florence 

John Pierce 

Janice Krahn 
Charlotte Sindt 
Jamie Anderson 
W. G. Sindt 

Nadine Yunker 
Lavone Ney 

Dr. Jerome Paul 
Ada Follett 

Mrs. Paul Boriski 

Cleo Frost 

Marguerite Allen 

Georgiana Aston 
Ruth Krummel 

Norma Luden 
Mary Lutz 

Glenn Corlew 
Audrey Arnold 
June Pope 
Pauline Blalock 

Ruby Hulbert 

Mrs. Marvin Ray 

Clarice Maben 
George W. LeCompte 

Inez Webster 
Tish Hall 
Ralph Strane 
Eda Slaughter 
Claire Hood 
Claire Hood 

Ray John 
Bonnie Watts 
Mrs. Jack Price 

Mrs. Jane 
Cappadonna 

Mary Fussell 

Elaine Ayers 
Keith Fillmore 
Pat Dixon 
Chris Taggart 
Betty Lou Bowlin 

Frances Boyd 
Priscilla Pooker 
Mrs. T. J. Archer 
Mrs. Sandy Bemis 
Louise Bellagamba 
Louise Bellagamba 

Katy Florence 

John Pierce 

Janice Krahn 
Joan Cooper 

Janice Krahn 

Gladys Robezek 

Ada Follett 
Ada Follett 

Cleo Frost 

Marguerite Allen 

Alice Bassett 

Norma Luden 
Jackie Larkin 

Jan Press 

June Pope 
Gracie Brown 

Ruby Hulbert 

Clarice Maben 
Gladys Hertzog 

Claire Hood 
Jennie Hopson 
Ralph Strane 

Claire Hood 
Pete DeSantis 

Janie Weller 

Bonnie Watts 
Mrs. Jack Price 

Mrs. Jane 
Cappadonna 

Mary Fussell 

Elaine Ayers 
Iona Boyd 
Marilyn Luman 
Mrs. Harry Spence 
Chris Taggart 

Dorothy Jackson 
Frances Boyd 
Mrs. T. J. Archer 
Mrs. Sandy Bemis 

Louise Bellagamba 

Mr. & Mrs. Jerry 
Phillips 

fileen Allison 

Schreiners Iris Gardens 
Aitkens Iris Gardens 

Jean Witt 

Robert Brown 

Robert Brown 

Cordon Bleu Farms Thelma Carrington 

Niki Riddler 

Mrs. Dorothy Smith 
Joan Patton & 
Hettie Whitfield 

Janelle Heiner 

Mary Grace Schaefer 

Amelia Mueller 
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REGION 20 
COLORADO 

Colorado Springs Mrs. S. W. Dee 
Denver 

REGION 21 
NEBRASKA 

Mary Jo Kniseley Juanita Swigart 

Norfolk Helen Werkmeister Ann Hoegermeyer 
Omaha 
Scotfsbluff 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
Sioux Falls 

REGION 22 
ARKANSAS 

Kathy Zyla 
Evelyn Kraupie 

Evangeline Martindale 

Sally Guest 

Hot Springs Bertha Mullican Bertha Mullican Violet Richards 
Marie Watkins 

Little Rock 
OKLAHOMA 

Altus 

Mrs. Joe Bartley 

Mrs. George Huckaby 

Mrs. Joe Bartley Henry Rowlan 

Enid 
Oklahoma City 

Mrs. Harry Moore Mrs. Harry Moore 
Robert S. Benton 

Oklahoma City Jane Dorn Jane Dorn 
Oklahoma City 
Tulsa 

Rita A. Robinson Genevieve Followwill 
Dorothy Hujsak 
Robert S. Benton 

Tulsa 
REGION 23 

NEW MEXICO 

Lillian Ross Jaymie Heathcock Bob & Nancy Benton 

Albuquerque June Wood June Wood 
Hobbs W. A. Brown W. A. Brown David Hooten 
Las Cruces 

REGION 24 
ALABAMA 

Tine Crawford Tine Crawford Tom Little 

Guntersville 
Huntsville 

Elizabeth Haden 
Ruth Wilder 

Elizabeth Haden 

YOUTH DIVISION WINNERS 

SILVER MEDAL 
BEST OF SHOW YOUTH DIVISION 

REGION 1 
MAINE 

Norway 

REGION 5 
GEORGIA 

Milledgeville 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Columbia 

REGION 6 
MICHIGAN 

BRONZE MEDAL 
YOUTH DIVISION 

BEST SPECIMEN 
YOUTH DIVISION 
AND EXHIBITOR 

BEST ARTISTIC 
ARRANGEMENT SWEEPSTAKES 

YOUTH DIVISION YOUTH DIVISION 

Mrs. Nate Rudolph 
Julie Hazelton 

December Morn Karla Lavender 
Jennifer Williamson 

S. C. Gaines 

Flint 

Kalamazoo 

Lansing 

Angela Morgan Joey Morgan Cranberry Ice 
Angela Morgan 

Quapaw 
Jimmy Copeland 

Piety 
Matthew Lebaron 

Tami Curtiss 

Mio 

OHIO 
Dayton 

REGION 7 
KENTUCKY 

Cynthiana 

Jimmy Ziehl 

Linda Foreman 

Billy Ziehl 

K. Ryan 

Launching Pad 
Jimmy Ziehl 

Milestone 
Lynda Foreman 

lllini Gold 
Virginia Broning 

Billy Ziehl 

Beth Marsh 

Niel Kennedy 

Lexington 

TENNESSEE 
Murfreesboro 

REGION 8 
MINNESOTA 

Melinda Smith 

David Pitts 

Wayne Whalen 

Allen Mason 

Rococo 
Wayne Whalen 

Golden Garland 
Allen Mason 

Cindy Lindon 

Chaska 
Chaska 

Minneota 

David Spence Tracy Andon 
Elixir 

Chris Krahn 

Laurel Krahn 
Laurel Krahn 

David Dovre 

Kaurel Krahn 
Laurel Krahn 

Roseville 

WISCONSIN 
Fon du Lac 

David Spence Walt Broich Priceless Pearl 
Walt Broich 

Royal Dapper 

Laurel Krahn 

Kirsten Frisch 

Laurel Krahn 

Kirsten Frisch 
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REGION 9 
ILLINOIS 

Lombard 

REGION 10 
LOUISIANA 

Lafayette 
REGION 13 

WASHINGTON 
Bellevue 

Tacoma 

REGION 14 
CALIFORNIA 

Capitola 

Redding 

Santa Rosa 

Stockton 

Ukiah 

REGION 15 
CALIFORNIA 

San Bernadino 

Woodland Hills 
REGION 17 

TEXAS 
Lubbock 
Midland 

Waco 

REGION 18 
KANSAS 

Madeleine I’Engle 
Cathy Simon 

Eve Hessel 

Cashman Andrus Amee Andrus 

Christine Brooks Kathrine Brooks 

Dancers Veil 
Karen Ritchie 

Sea Venture 
Christine Brooks 

Carrie Farmer Carrie Farmer 

Frieda Mohr 
Matt Schermer Horn 

Sally Frazier Sally Frazier 

Kevin Phillips Liana Moss 

Stepping Out 
Kevin Phillips 

Shipshape 
Dustin Branch 

Stepping Out 
Kevin Phillips 

Beauty Crown 
Stanford Cherry 

Sam Grinker 

Luis Sais, Jr. Daniel Strife 

Loop the Loop 
Michael Cappadonna 

Touche 
Louis Sais, Jr. 

Terri Ferguson 
Michael Cappadonna Michael Cappadonna 

Garden City Kim Fillmore Kelly Chopp Stepping Out 
Kim Fillmore 

Kim Fillmore 

Hutchinson 

REGION 20 
COLORADO 

Jane Ann Hendricks Angela Holeman Hold That Tiger 
Angela Holeman 

Jane Ann Henrick 

Denver 

REGION 21 
NEBRASKA 

Scottsbluff 
REGION 22 

OKLAHOMA 
Alva 

Anne Cuthbert Joel Cuthbert Bride's Halo 
Anne Cuthbert 

Stepping Our 
Mike Wagner 

Brandee Stratton 

DeAnne Randall 

Grove 

Oklahoma City 

Melissa Nichols Terry Bates Stepping Out 
Melissa Nichols 

Paris Opera 
Mark Hewitt 

Mark Hewitt 

Tulsa Sue Brand Tommy Gambill Bride's Halo 
Sue Brand 

Tulsa 

REGION 23 
NEW MEXICO 

Albuquerque 

Tommy Gambill 

Drusilla Marshall 

Sue Brand 
JoAnn Stonecipher 

Kurt Latimer 

Bonbon 
Sue Brand 

Heather Milroy 

Hobbs Jacky Roberts Blue Ribbon 
Jacky Roberts 

Kristi Teague 

Jimmy Crawford 
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EXHIBITION CERTIFICATES ISSUED 
AT AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY SHOWS—1981 
ALBERS, Donovan Orchid Tiers ERICKSON, Jean 77-1B 

79-05 EYMAN, William G. 46 
ALEXANDER, Ellen 67-8-5 For Pleasure Gardens C-80-7 
ANDERSON, D. C. ADG-RA4-Ca5 GADDIE, Gene 55-7 
ASHFORD, Ida A2-81 GARTMAN, Lilly Smooth Talk 
BAUSCH, Melvin H-59 GASS,John G-12 
BERTINOT, NEIL 81-1 G-18 
BLACK, Paul B80-38 GAULTER, Larry 78-42 

B80-41 79-21 
B80-107 GHIO,Joseph Bubbling Over 
B81-108 77-77Y 

BOSWELL, Carl 183-74 78-219X 
BOYD, Harry 78-21-8 PQ-235A 
BRISCOE, Harley 77-2B PQ-235C 
BROWN, B. J. 0181 PQ-317H 

0581 PQ-240D 
CHOWNING, Frank FC-77-9 PR-275C 

FC-79-A PR-280C 
CLAUSSEN, CharlesT 77-40-G HAGBERG, Marge 77-1-1 

79-21 78-2C 
COLEMAN, Sue 1-77 HAGER, Ben SB-98 
CONNALLY, Margaret 76-48-A T3342-BS 
COOPER,Joan VE-16 1 133259 OR PL 
COPELAND, Jill 81-1 HAWKINSON, William AB 81-5 
CORLEW, Glenn Ballet HOLDEN,John Ho2a 

Candelero HI 25a 
DANIELSON, Henry 75-3 HOOD, Claire HS-76-2 
DENKEWITZ, Lothar Bodderlecke HUJSAK, Mrs. Karol 79-T-6 
DENNY, Dodo RO-VIO-79-1 INNERST, Sterling 1078-3 

RUF-0RC-80-1 1540-3 
SMO-79 1540-11 

DEXTER, Stan 1977-A JEFFCOAT, Peggy J-143 
DUNN, Mary Mary’s Charlie J-178 

LI 5-74-14 JEFFRIES, Robert J75-6-WA 
R, Floyd M. D7-79-B J76-8-RP 

D22-78-T JENSEN, Karl F. LR 39-11 
D30-79-B JOYCE, Dave FOUT-13 
D31-81-B KAVAN, Lucille 77-70 
D42-81-B KEGERISE, Eleanor 95-76-2 
D55-78-T KEGERISE, Evelyn 74-32-1 
D75-80-T KENNEDY, Grady 988-961 
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KEPPEL, Keith Hopscotch SHOCKEY, Howard G. 173-122A 
LEAVITT, Mel 19-81-40 176-11 -1A 

19-81-11 173-44-A 
LEE, Charles E., Jr. 77-7-0011 173-15-M 
LYONS, Ray D. LY78-25-4 SHOUP, Marvin 838 
MAGEE, Thomas L. Molly Brown 81-24 

81-104 81-25 
MAHONEY, James 77-190 81-26 
MARTIN, Jeanne 76-26-1 81-30 
MARYOTT, Bill D-280-D SINDT, David 303 

E-141-B 405 
MAYBERRY, George 1 408 
MEEK, Duane B15-11-3 412 

B337-1-7 70-14 
MOORES, Walter 77-24 SKILLMAN, Dr. Bill 5-81 
MUELLER, Adam 76-Y10 SLADE, George D. 79-26-2 
MURPHY, Irene M-2 78-49-1 
McCaskill Gardens 77-14 78-55-1 
McCOWN, Eleanor 80-17 78-19-2 
McEwen, Dr. Currier 76-100-4 SMITH, Raymond G. 7807B 

T4 75-108Z SMITH, Roger DC-10 
NEARPASS, D. C. 81-11 SOLOMON, Raymond C. Snowdrift 
NICHOLS, Hooker 8150A SPENCE, David 578-1 
NISWONGER, 0. D. 9-78 STEINHEIMER, Morris 80-7-1 

10-78 STEVENS, Stephen 78-60-5 
13-78 72-12-21 
15-78 76-12-9 
63-79 76-46-7 

NORTHRUP, Robert 7-L-11 76-48-14 
PHILLIPS, August GBK-3 STUBBS, Annabelle 

GST Sunny Snowflake 
POPE, Shirley 74-5-B TEARINGTON, John S-603 

75-4-A TRIESCH, Kenneth 78-1-LA 
RICH, Mrs. R. A. K71-1K WARRELL, Mrs. Howard 6554 

R75-251A WEILER, John 74-54 
RITCHIE, Jayne 75-12-2 75-43 
REYNOLDS, Helen 34-71 78-5-3 
ROBERTS, Ed 811 75-47-6 
ROBINSON, J. B. 6150 74-101-2 
ROBINSON, Marge 76-19B WILLIAMS, Peggy RB-2-75 
ROGERS, Francis FR78-23-6 WILLOTT, A.&D. Inner Accent 
ROWLAND, Virginia 0381 WIRZ, A. T. 81-5 
SAXTON, Donald 75-6 WOOD, John WO 65-101 
SCHIRADO, Roberta BPW-33 YUNKER, Nadine 251 
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AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY 
SHOW SUPPLIES 

The official show supplies of the American Iris Society are available 

for all shows after approval of the show schedule by the Exhibitions 

Chairman. No orders for supplies will be shipped prior to this approval. 

For best service, secure approval and order supplies at least two mon¬ 

ths prior to the proposed show date. Supplies will be shipped by United 

Parcel Service whenever possible. If you use a Post Office Box or 

Rural Route address, include phone number and/or street location to 

insure prompt delivery of your packages. Prices listed include postage 

and handling. Any money sent for postage will be considered a dona¬ 

tion to the AIS. Make all checks payable to the AMERICAN IRIS SOCIE¬ 

TY. 

Entry Tags. (250 per pack) $5.50 per pack 

Clerk’s Reports. For recording winners in each 

Class, Group or Section. Specify if for Classified 

Show or Cultivar Show. (50 sheets per pad) $2.00 per pad 

Award Ribbons. 2” x 8”. Imprinted with AIS 

Seal and Premium Award. Blue, first; Red, se¬ 

cond; White, third; Pink, Honorable Mention. (20 

per pack) $4.50 per pack 

Award Ribbons. 1V2” x 6”. Similar to above, 

except smaller. Good for Median and Dwarf 

Shows. (20 per pack) $3.75 per pack 

Large Rosettes. Three streamers 2” x 10’’. AIS 

Seal on middle streamer, American Iris Society 

on one outside streamer and the other outside 

streamer imprinted 

Best Specimen of Show $1 .80 each 
Best Seedling of Show $1 .80 each 
Best Arrangement of Show $1 .80 each 
Horticultural Sweepstakes $1 .80 each 
Artistic Sweepstakes $1 .80 each 

Section Rosettes. Two streamers 2” x 10”. 

American Iris Society on one streamer and the 

other imprinted Best Specimen in Section. $1 .45 each 
Small Rosettes. May be awarded for Best of 

Group or for any special award. Two streamers 

V/2" x 8’’. American Iris Society on one 

streamer and the other imprinted 
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Special Award, Horticulture Division 

Special Award, Artistic Division 

Youth Division Rosettes. Two streamers V/2” 
x 8”. American Iris Society on one streamer 

and the other imprinted. 

Best Specimen, Youth Division 

Best Arrangement, Youth Division 

Horticultural Sweepstakes, Youth Division 

Artistic Sweepstakes, Youth Division 

Anniversary Medals. The AIS 50th Anniversary 

medal in antiqued bronze. Ideal for use as 

keepers to accompany Perpetual Cups and for 

special show prizes or recognition. 

AIS Seal Stamps. Oval shape, slightly larger 

than a half dollar. Official AIS Seal on silver 

ground. (50 per pack) 

5 packs for $10.00 

Seedling Ballots (1980 Revision). For voting the 

Exhibition Certificate. One should be given to 

each AIS Judge visiting the Show. Please 

destroy stock of previous revisions and re-order 

as needed. No Charge 

Invitation to join the American Iris Society. Give 

to prospective members visting the Show. (25 

per pack) No Charge 

Silver and Bronze Medals. Not engraved. One 

Silver and one Bronze Regular Medal per 

calendar year will be supplied without cost for 

any one show presented by an AIS affiliate. All 

additional, including the Youth Medals, will be 

at listed price. Orders for medals, both paid 

and at no charge, should be forwarded with the 

completed Show Report. DO NOT ORDER 

MEDALS WITH OTHER SUPPLIES. 

Regular Medals $9.50 each 

Youth Medals $7.75 each 

$1.30 each 

$1.30 each 

$1.30 each 

$1.30 each 

$1.30 each 

$1.30 each 

$2.50 each 

.50 per pack 

Order from 

Glenn F. Corlew, Chairman 

Exhibitions Committee 

2988 Cherry Lane 

Walnut Creek, California 94596 
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THE MOTH TRAP 
Ruth E. Schulz 

My mother’s Uncle Gus was a highly unsuccessful inventor (his 

concrete house fell in), but I seem to have inherited a faint leaning 

to try things out. 
When Betty Wood asked for the invention of a good Moth Trap 

(do borer moths go to a flame?), I had a few months to come up with 

an idea. But it was during the Gypsy Moth Invasion that we could 

test equipment, refine and revise. 

My first idea, to use a stone lantern, was a beautiful but 

theoretical solution. In a picture-book of great gardens, this was 

described as “does not illuminate, but casts a glow in the garden’’. 

IDEAL! A little candle every night, and does the moth burn in the 

flame? But although I have seen these oriental souvenirs even here 

in Connecticut, I do not happen to have one. 

As the gypsy caterpillars began to swarm, I went into the library 

for a book about moths. The author used a moth-trap, humane for 

the study of live moths. He discovered that they prefer ultraviolet 

light. 

So this is what I put out: my Gro-Light! A spotlight bulb, mounted 

in a socket with a spring-clamp (usually seen on my book-case, 

which has a nice counter-top for plants in winter). To entice and ex¬ 

terminate moths, I poured some water, with ammonia added, into 

an old dishpan, and set the light to reflect on it. 

Between 8 and 10 p.m., I would find as many as twenty moths 

swimming round and round, but the ammonia did not seem to hurt 

them; I killed them by spraying. I must explain that everyone of my 

acquaintance has a different juice to drown caterpillars. I use am¬ 

monia, others used Lestoil, Lysol, Kerosene, etc. Since I have 200 

feet of outdoor electric cord (from past Christmas Trees in 

midlawn), I could take this whole set-up out to the iris patch. 

We used Cygon on the borers this year, mixed with warm water 

and real soap, drenching with a watering can, but during July we 

could always find a borer or two in residence. Not like the year I 

tried Malathion and could find 50! 

So far I have lit my lamp three times. One night I got a lot of tiny 

moths, another night one “dark moth” and two Japanese beetles. 

One night, nothing! 

Now I must add a precaution: we left a pan of ammonia water the 

first day, and it was empty by noon. We wandered around asking, 

“Where is the friendly dog who sometimes drinks the bird-bath?’’ 

He turned up at 5 p.m., to our immense relief, tail wagging. But 
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please remember four-footed friends if you put out a toxic bath! A 

barrier of chicken wire would do, or like my gypsy-moth trap, put it 

up on a table out of reach. 

The night we got nothing, I had tried plain water without the am¬ 

monia. Perhaps ammonia attracts moths? Or maybe, as we first 

suspected, the "fumes” detain the casual visitor. Surely the reflec¬ 

tion in the water intensifies the attraction of the electric light. 

I am not sure my dark moth was a borer moth, but he did grab the 

stick with which I attacked him, and began to climb to freedom. 

When I have found borer-moths in my garden, they are elusive as 

well as well-camouflaged and apparently well able to escape a 

casual slap. 

If you have a Japanese Stone Lantern with a reflecting pool, do 

you find moths lying around? Please advise. 

SPECIES IRIS SEED LIST READY 
SIGNA’s fifteenth species seed list is now being distributed. Copies 

are available by sending a stamped, self-addressed long envelope 

to Mary Duvall, Rt. 1, Box 142, Dassel, MN 55325. No orders for 

seeds will be accepted after May 1, 1982. 

BLUE-PENCIL BLUES 

What does a new editor write when he’s knee-deep in communica¬ 

tions and copy? Not much, if he’s smart! However, he would be 

remiss if he did not give thanks to Ann Dasch for gathering together 

most of the material needed for this issue. 

As usual, space in the January issue is limited, due to the necessi¬ 

ty of printing various reports. However, April should bring showers, 

spring flowers, and a Bulletin with more articles of interest to the 

general membership. We’re already working on that. The editorial 

"we” includes many people, but especially Joe Gatty, whose help 

has been invaluable in this transitional period. 

If you have ideas about improving the Bulletin or suggestions as to 

articles you’d like to see in print, please feel free to write. Construc¬ 

tive criticism is always welcome. 
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Sam Reece, Editor 
1834 E. Brown Ave., Fresno, CA 93703 

Fragrance 
Bee Warburton; Westborough, MA: I’ve probably told this 

before, but in all my irising, I’ve had just one seedling so fragrant 

that it had to be put out of the house, like paper-white narcissi . . . 

and it wafted all over the patch. Took me awhile to find it, and I do 

believe that irises waft forth their fragrance in puffs, not a steady 

emission. When I found the seedling, it was a dirty yellow thing, and 

I didn’t have sense enough to KEEP it, but started searching for 

others that at least I could bear to look at. 

Lloyd Zurbrigg; Radford, VA: I looked over my list of seeds for 

1980, and cannot find, for certain, a cross that was made especially 

for fragrance. Now that there are a band of you who are positively 

for fragrance, I will make at least one cross, and probably several 

this coming year, designed for fragrance primarily. There were two 

Key Lime seedlings that were crossed to Latest Style, and that 

ought to give some very fragrant ones. As you all well know, there 

are so many factors to think about in making a cross, that it is hard 

to add still one more. Fortunately, the reblooming lines seem to be 

well endowed with perfume, except for the “pinks”. I have been 

working hardest to achieve hardiness and rebloom, then whatever 

quality could be combined. The last few years the quality has come 

leaping ahead, which is a very welcome addition. 

Yes, it was the controversy over how to identify a fragrance that 

caused AIS to drop the whole thing. I think it would be better for us, 

perhaps, not to be specific about the unpleasant smells. When that 

came up at the board meeting in Tulsa, there was much heavy jok¬ 

ing, especially about the diapers. Better that we just list it as 

unpleasant, I think, and be well on the side of good taste. With even 

the pleasing fragrances, in most cases, the personal identification 

should probably be in quotation marks or brackets. 

Clare Roberts; Ontario, CA: How much fragrance information do 

you want in the check lists? My reason for asking is that with prin- 
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ting prices and everything else going up almost daily, I wonder what 

it would do to the cost of the publication. I think the idea of some 
fragrance information would be great. For instance: VF-vanilla, or 

SF (some or slight fragrance) -appleblossom, or even NF meaning 

no fragrance. We are probably going to have to go by whatever the 

hybridizer says about fragrance, because that will be how it is listed 

in the check lists. By the time most of the new iris get into the tour 

gardens where they can be seen and smelled, they are already 

registered and in a check list. The point is to get the hybridizer to 

smell what they are producing before they register them, so we can 

have an idea of what we are getting, isn’t it? So the more we can get 

into the Bulletins, the more aware people will be of fragrance, and 

the more they will ask of the hybridizer. 

Hybridizing 
Margaret Dean; Las Cruces, NM: Have you experimented with 

foliar feeding your seedlings? In an effort to get bloom in one year 

from germination, I tried it a few years ago with spectacular results; 

once a month spraying after germination, with line-out as soon as 

they were an inch high, has given me a high percentage of one-year 

bloom. We aren’t quite warm enough to match the California- 

Oregon growth rate. 

Lloyd Zurbrigg: Radford, VA: Kathryn Wright mentioned a pod 

on Butterhorn that had purple on the top of the pod. Old Rameses 

had purple on the spathes from which the flowers would open; it 

was quite elegant, I thought. Then Gordon Plough introduced 

Blakstok, a neglecta that had purple or at any rate dark stalks. I 

grew it, but it did not do very well and was discarded. I really must 

make at least one cross just for the purple flush at the base of the 

foliage. By concentrating it. I think the whole fan or a very signifi¬ 

cant portion of it, could be made dark. Then the foliage of the plant 

in the resting stage might be of some ornamental value. 

START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT: 
JOIN A ROBIN AND SEE THE WORLD 

. . .see the world of irises expand with each flight of the robin. This is 

an excellent way to make friends and gain knowledge. Join one or 

more robins covering various types of irises, or related subjects such 
as hybridizing, arts and crafts, fragrance, etc. 
For information on how to join a robin, contact Robin Chairman Jeane 

Stayer, 7414 East 60th, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74145. 
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MACHO 
Bryce Williamson ’82.$25.00 

See our display ad in this issue for prices of other introductions 

P.O. Box 972 Campbell, CA 95009 
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International 
News 
See UJarburton, Gditor 

Events of 1982 
The British Iris Society’s Diamond Jubilee Festival, to take place 

June 2nd to 5th, is a second Cannington Capers, for which more 
complete information will be furnished later. The BIS Newsletter an¬ 
nouncement asks all to note the dates and plan holidays to fit in. 
They also note that they are expecting groups from the French and 
Italian iris societies and other overseas visitors. Let us hope that 
some Americans will be included. For dates of this event and for a 
further listing of gardens open to visitors, inquire of the Hon. 
Secretary G. E. Cassidy, 67 Bushwood Rd., Kew, Richmond, Surrey 
TW9 3BG, England, enclosing SASE. 

Also among the important events of 1982, the previously noted 
Australian Convention in Sydney, which commences with Registra¬ 
tion and Welcome Dinner on Wednesday, October 20th, and closes 
on Sunday, October 24th. Garden tours on October 21-22, and the 
New South Wales Region Show on the 23rd promise the usual 
splendid gathering of Iris friends, old and new. 

Awards, British Iris Society 1981 
Award of Garden Commendation (AGC), SARAH TAYLOR (SDB) and 
WENLOCK (IB) (Taylor). 
Hugh Miller Trophy. No award. 
Souvenir de M. Lemon Trophy. EYEBRIGHT (SDB) (Taylor) 
Fothergill Trophy. JILL ROSALIND (TB) (Dodsworth) 
“The Awards and Judging Committee has recommended to the Ex¬ 
ecutive Committee the award of the Dykes Medal to JILL 
ROSALIND (TB) (Dodsworth) and the AIS Hybridizers Medal to Miss 
Norah Scopes’’ . . . from Newsletter, BIS, No. 76, Sept. 1981. 
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COTTAGE GARDENS 
HAS MOVED 

And to Celebrate our New Location 
We Proudly Present 

ALL THAT JAZZ (Don Denney ’82) 
$30.00 

(World News X Gypsy Caravan) 

Please order from this ad or write for free catalog. 

COTTAGE GARDENS 

Don Denney (707-823-3322) Jim McWhirter 
6225 Vine Hill School Road 

Sebastopol, Calif. 95472 
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MULLED WINE (Keppel ’82) 

$30.00 

((((Amigo’s Guitar x (Rippling Waters x Gypsy Lullaby)) x (Jones 

743 x (Marquesan Skies x Babbling Brook))) x Salmon River) X 

Maraschino) 

Please see advertisement this issue. 

KEITH KEPPEL 
P.O. Box 8173 Stockton, California 95208 
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AWARDS IN VIENNA 
The following results of the International Dwarf and Median Iris 

Competion, Vienna 1981, have been reported by Dr. Franz Kurz- 

mann: 

Special prize (highest award): SAPPHIRE JEWEL, Melba Hamblen, 

USA. 

SDB in light medium blue, beard and throat dark blue. 

Special Prize of the GdSt: TIVOLI, D.lng. Fritz Lammert, Austria. 

Lemon yellow intermediate brownish red spot, reminiscent of an 

arilbred. The hybridizer is certain, however, that the variety has 

no arilbred ancestry. 

Group I: Miniature Dwarf Bearded (MDB) 

1. First place not awarded. 

2. QUIP, Sindt, USA. Plicata, almost white, delicate lilac 

markings. 

3. JO-JO, Cleo Palmer, USA. As above, but with stronger 

markings. 

4. PIXIE PINK, Boushay, USA. Light apricot. 

GROUP II: Standard Dwarf Bearded (SDB) 

1. MICHAEL PAUL, William Jones, USA. Whole flower blackish 

blue. 

2. BRIGHT GOLD, Palmer, USA. Egg-yolk yellow, orange beards. 

3. BLAURACKE, Kummert, Austria. Medium blue, beards gray. 

4. SARAH TAYLOR, John Taylor, England. Bitone yellow, beards 

blue. 

Group III: Intermediate and Border Irises (IB and BB) 

1. AZ AP, Ensminger, USA. IB, Entirely one color, light blue. 

2. LOOKIN’ GOOD, Hager, USA. IB, very late yellow, here 

judged BB. 

3. FASHION DRAMA, Delany, New Zealand. IB, cream and in¬ 

digo, floriferous, giving a very varigated effect. 

4. CONFEDERATE SOLDIER, Nichols, USA. IB, pale lilac mark¬ 

ings on cream ground. (Holdover from previous year). 

Group IV: Arilbreds 

1. KLEIN ESTHER, Kummert, Austria. CGW hybrid of medium 

height, standards gray-white, falls yellowish, beautiful 
form. 

2. VISTA GOLD, Doris Foster, USA. Yellow, rather tall CGW 

hybrid, with red-brown onco spot. 

3. EISPALAST, Mathes, BRD. Arilbred, light gray blue. Spot only 

weakly indicated. 
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FILOLI (Corlew 1982) 

The Cherry Lane Gardens of 
GLENN F. CORLEW 

2988 Cherry Lane 
Walnut Creek, CA 94596 

INTRODUCTIONS FOR 1982 
BALLET (Corlew 82) 

Medium sized true pink with a complimentary pink beard. Fine 
branching. Best Tall Bearded seedling at the 1981 Mt. Diablo Show. 

$25.00 

EC 1981. 

FILOLI (Corlew'82) $30.00 
This is the chalky and ruffled red-bearded white that you have heard 
about. A willing grower that produces magnificent stalks with three 
open flowers. HC 1977 under #935-6B. 

TRAZARRA (Corlew’82) $10.00 
A Standard Dwarf done up with creamy white standards and bright 
yellow falls, edged with the same creamy white of the standards. 

Send 25C for catalog or order from this ad. 
Shipping charge is $2.00 west and $2.50 east of the Rockies. 

■■■■I 
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1981 AIS JUDGES 
REGION 1 

G Mrs. Burleigh Allen, 
Tenants Harbor, ME 

S Mrs. Leona L. Bahret, Danbury, CT 
H Mr. John A. Bartholomew, 

Gilford, NH 
S Mrs. John A. Bartholomew, 

Gilford, NH 
S Mrs. Thelma Greenwood Barton, 

Gardner, MA 
S Mrs. Irving W. Fraim, Waltham, MA 
S Mr. Frederick W. Gadd, 

Wethersfield, CT 
G Mrs. Frederick W. Gadd, 

Wethersfield, CT 
S Mr. John E. Goett, Monroe, CT 
G Dr. Warren C. Hazelton, 

North Norway, ME 
S Mr. Frederic A. Jacobs, Meriden, CT 
S Mrs. Stephen C. Kanela, Walpole, MA 
G Walter Kotyk, New Britain, CT 
A Mrs. Phylis A. Malec, Sandy Hook, CT 
G Dr. Currier McEwen, 

South Harpswell, ME 
S Mr. Bernard W. McLaughlin, 

South Paris, ME 
G Mrs. Orrin E. Merrill, Epsom, NH 
S Mrs. William Messick, Weston, CT 
G Mrs. Marilyn R. Noyes Mollicone, 

Augusta, ME 
G Mr. Russell B. Moors, Auburn, ME 
G Mrs. Russell B. Moors, Auburn, ME 
S Miss Eleanor L. Murdock, 

East Templeton, MA 
G Beatrice Palmer, Westford, MA 
G Marie T. Panikoff, Glastonbury, CT 
G Mrs. Maruice B. Pope, Jr., 

Gorham, ME 
A Mrs. Keith Roberts, Barre, MA 
G *RVP Mr. Clayton H. Sacks, 

Nobleboro, ME 
G Mrs. Marian H. Schmuhl, 

Bedford, MA 
S Mr. Carl G. Schulz, Meriden, CT 
G Mrs. Carl G. Schulz, Meriden, CT 
G Mr. Robert Sobek, Westford, MA 
S Mrs. Charles I. Stephenson, 

Hamden, CT 
S Mr. Kenneth W. Stone, Fitchburg, MA 
S Mr. William Thomson, Stamford, CT 
G Miss Shirley A. Varmette, 

New Haven, CT 
S Mr. Kenneth M. Waite, Westfield, MA 
G Mrs. Kenneth M. Waite, 

Westfield, MA 
H Mrs. F. W. Warburton, 

Westborough, MA 

G Mrs. Ann Webb, Waterford, ME 
G Mr. James R. Welch, 

Londonderry, NH 
S Mrs. Troy R. Westmeyer, 

Stamford, CT 
G Mr. Denis R. A. Wharton, Natick, MA 
G Mrs. Barbara B. Whitehouse, 

Plainville, MA 
G Wendy S. Shaw, Plainville, MA 

REGION 2 
G Mrs. Carolyn S. Bridgers, 

Oswego, NY 
G Mr. James G. Burke, 

Lackawanna, NY 
G Mr. Lynn Carmer, Spencerport, NY 
G Mrs. Lynn Carmer, Spencerport, NY 
S Dr. Irwin A. Conroe, 

Voorheesville, NY 
G Mr. W. H. Cooper, Baldwinsville, NY 
G Mrs. W. H. Cooper, Baldwinsville, NY 
G Miss Eleanor M. Cosleman, 

Middleport, NY 
G Mr. Albert F. De Groat, 

Brockport, NY 
S Mrs. H. L. Edwards, 

Massapequa Park, NY 
G Miss Mary P. Engel, Kenmore, NY 
G Mr. James Gristwood, Phoenix, NY 
G Mrs. James Gristwood, Phoenix, NY 
S Mrs. Jane I. Hall, Clay, NY 
S Mr. Lowell G. Harder, Churchville, NY 
H Mr. Thomas E. Jacoby, Batavia, NY 
H Dr. Wm. McGarvey, Oswego, NY 
G Mary Passero, Webster, NY 
H Mr. William H. Peck, Oyster Bay, NY 
S Mrs. 0. F. Quist, Spring Valley, NY 
S Mr. Robert H. Savage, Newburgh, NY 
G Mrs. Walter A. Savage, 

North Syracuse, NY 
G *RVP Mr. G. M. Schifferli, 

Lackawanna, NY 
G Mrs. Elizabeth W. Simpson, 

Clarence, NY 
G Mrs. Granger S. Smith, Manlius, NY 
G Dr. Edward L. Valentine, Elma, NY 
S Mr. George P. Watts, Armonk, NY 
G Mrs. George P. Watts, Armonk, NY 
G Mrs. Philip Winter, Fayetteville, NY 
G Mr. Alfred T. Wirz, Kenmore, NY 
G Mrs. Dorothy Yoerg, Ulster Park, NY 
S Mrs. Phyllis Zezelic, 

Massapequa Park, NY 
S Mr. Clinton Ziems, West Monroe, NY 

REGION 3 
A Walter Betzold, Pittsburgh, PA 
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Region 3 (continued) 

G Mr. John A. Boylan, 
Cambridge Sprgs., PA 

S Mrs. William E. Chambers, 
Merion Station, PA 

G Mr. W. H. Clough, Pittsfield, PA 
S Mrs. J. W. Dougherty, Pittsburgh, PA 
G Mr. William G. Eyman, 

Allison Park, PA 
G Mr. Todd Grace, Townsend, DE 
S Mrs. Frank W. Hankins, Smyrna, DE 
S Dr. John Harvey, Jr., Wilmington, DE 
G Mrs. Harry M. Hays, Butler, PA 
H Mr. Wm. T. Hirsch, Malvern, PA 
H Mr. Maxwell W. Hunter, Sr., 

Hollidaysburg, PA 
G Mr. Sterling U. Innerst, Dover, PA 
G Mrs. Grant Kegerise, Reading, PA 
G Mrs. R. P. Kegerise, Temple, PA 
G Mr. C. M. Kelly, Berwyn, PA 
S Mrs. Gustave E. Landt, 

Norristown, PA 
H Mr. John C. Lyster, Aldan, PA 
A Dorothea Marquart, Enola, PA 
G Mrs. Stephan Molchan, 

Pittsburgh, PA 
A Morris Otte, Verona, PA 
S Mrs. Cora May Pickard, 

Springfield, PA 
G Mrs. Jean Quick, Clifford, PA 
A Raymond J. Rogers, Philadelphia, PA 
S *RVP Mr. Paul R. Smith, 

Sanatoga, PA 
G Mr. Robert J. Staub, New Oxford, PA 
S Mrs. Guy E. Stevens, Wellsboro, PA 
G Mrs. Ophelia F. Straw, Dauphin, PA 
G Mr. Ronald J. Thoman, 

Wilmington, DE 
G Mrs. Elizabeth Unruh, Wilmington, DE 
S Mr. Jack Weber, Yeadon, PA 
H Dr. John C. Wister, Swarthmore, PA 

REGION 4 
S Rev. Raymond L. Alexander, 

Washington, NC 
G Mr. Wm. E. Barr, Stevenson, MD 
G *RVP Mrs. Wm. E. Barr, 

Stevenson, MD 
G Mrs. Alice Bouldin, Elon College, NC 
H Mr. Earl T. Browder, St. Albans, WV 
S Mr. B. J. Brown, Charlotte, NC 
S Mrs. B. J. Brown, Charlotte, NC 
S Mrs. F. Allen Brown, Roanoke, VA 
S Mr. Norman R. Clouser, Gladstone, 
VA 
G Mrs. Charles M. Cox, Falls Church, VA 
S Mrs. B. E. Crumpler, Roanoke, VA 
G Mrs. Geraldine Davis, 

Elon College, NC 

G Dr. E. Roy Epperson, High Point, NC 
G Mrs. Miles P. Farrar, 

Mount Holly, NC 
G Mrs. Frank H. J. Figge, Towson, MD 
H Rev. Paul E. Folkers, Chatham, VA 
G Mr. Glenn Grigg, Jr., Raleigh, NC 
G Mrs. Glenn Grigg, Jr. Raleigh, NC 
G Mr. Maynard E. Harp, Baltimore, MD 
G Mrs. Maynard E. Harp, 

Baltimore, MD 
S Mr. Paul L. Hoffmeister, Neavitt, MD 
S Mrs. Paul L. Hoffmeister, Neavitt, MD 
G Mrs. Paul D. Kabler, Roanoke, VA 
G Mrs. Troy Karriker, Kannapolis, NC 
S Mr. W. D. Kelley, Lewisburg, WV 
G Mrs. Fred M. Miller, Towson, MD 
S Mrs. Robert L. Munn, 

Virginia Beach, VA 
G Dr. D. C. Nearpass, 

College Park, *MD 
S Mrs. Donald W. Parham, 

High Point, NC 
S Dr. Joseph B. Parker, Jr., 

Durham, NC 
G Mrs. A. H. Price, Summerfield, NC 
G Dr. A. W. Rice, Roanoke, VA 
S Mrs. A. W. Rice, Roanoke, VA 
G Mrs. J. E. Rucker, Roanoke, VA 
S Mr. Frank Sherrill, Charlotte, NC 
G Mr. Richard C. Sparling, Olney, MD 
A Mr. J. D. Stadler, Reidsville, NC 
G Mrs. Richard D. Steele, Charlotte, NC 
S Mr. F. G. Stephenson, Roanoke, VA 
G Mrs. James H. Trent, Roanoke, VA 
G Mr. Andre Viette, Fishersville, VA 
G David G. Walsh, Broadway, VA 
G Mrs. Andrew C. Warner, 

Upperco, MD 
G Mr. Dennis A. Wilkie, Columbia, MD 
S Dr. Lloyd Zurbrigg, Radford, VA 

REGION 5 
S Mrs. C. E. Buchanan, Atlanta, GA 
S Mrs. Wells E. Burton, Ladson, SC 
S Mrs. C. C. Chapman, Williston, SC 
G Mr. L. A. Dillenbeck, 

Port St. Lucie, FL 
S Mr. James H. Duren, Morrow, GA 
S Mr. Johnson B. Hale, La Grange, GA 
G Mrs. Johnson B. Hale,La Grange, GA 
S Mrs. John S. Harley, Orangeburg, SC 
G Mrs. William B. Hawkins, 

Lithonia, GA 
S Mr. L. P. Irvin, Kissimmee, FL 
G Mrs. Cassie E. James, Camden, SC 
G Mrs. Carine D. Johnson, Cayce, SC 
G Mrs. Frank L. Johnson, Elberton, GA 
G *RVP Rev. Everette L. Lineberger, 

Inman, SC 
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Region 5 (continued) 

S Mrs. B. F. Martin, Columbia, SC 
G Mrs. Edward L. Paquet, 

Prosperity, SC 
S Mrs. E. Fay Pearce, Atlanta, GA 
S Mr. M. B. Satterfield, Atlanta, GA 
G Mrs. R. G. Stockton, Tucker, GA 
G Mr. Robert L. Terpening, 

Fairburn, GA 
G Mrs. Robert L. Terpening, 

Fairburn, GA 
S Mr. Harry Turner, Snellville, GA 
G Mr. Robert C. Walsh, Leesburg, FL 
G Mrs. Robert C. Walsh, Leesburg, FL 
G Mr. Joe Scott Watson, 

Milledgeville, GA 
G Mr. John W. Wood, Gaffney, SC 
G Mr. C. E. Yearwood, Milledgeville, GA 

REGION 6 
H Mr. Jay C. Ackerman, Lansing, Ml 
H Mr. Bennett S. Azer, Mio, Ml 
S Mrs. Carl R. Bacon, Kalamazoo, Ml 
S Mr. Myron Beard, 

Cuyahoga Falls, OH 
G Mrs. Otho Boone, Wadsworth, OH 
S Miss Olive M. Bowman, 

Woodville, OH 
S John L. Briggs, Kalamazoo, Ml 
G Mrs. Harold E. Cooper, 

Brookfield, OH 
G *RVP Mr. James A. Copeland, 

Mattawan, Ml 
G Mrs. James A. Copeland, 

Mattawan, Ml 
A Arthur B. Cronin, Roscommon, Ml 
S Mrs. Edwin R. Crosby, 

Grand Blanc, Ml 
G Mrs. Albert De Haan, Wayland, Ml 
S Mr. Marion F. Dow, Crestline, OH 
S Mr. Lee Eberhardt, Springfield, OH 
S Mrs. Robert Edwards, Indianapolis, IN 
G Mrs. Albert Fillmore, Warren, OH 
G Mr. James J. Foreman, Tipp City, OH 
H Mr. A. H. Hazzard, Kalamazoo, Ml 
G Mrs. Wm. K. Hendershott, 

Canton, OH 
G Mr. Bernard Hobbs, Noblesville, IN 
G Mrs. Bernard Hobbs, Noblesville, IN 
S Mrs. Lila Howland, Morrice, Ml 
G Mr. Ivan E. Kinney, Hopkins, Ml 
S Dr. Frederick J. Knocke, Troy, Ml 
G Mr. Stuart J. Loveless, 

Grand Rapids, Ml 
G Mr. Robert A. Mallory, 

Grand Rapids, Ml 
S Mrs. Clarence G. Maynard, 

Royal Oak, Ml 
S Mr. Forrest V. McCord, Muncie, IN 
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G Mr. Roger A. Miller, Ossian, IN 
G Mrs. Roger A. Miller, Ossian, IN 
G Mrs. Robert E. Moore, Warren, OH 
A Marlyn N. O. Nelson, 

Swartz Creek, Ml 
G Mr. Jack E. Norrick, Muncie, IN 
G Mrs. Jack E. Norrick, Muncie, IN 
G Mr. C. D. Overholser, New Albany, IN 
S Mrs. C. D. Overholser, 

New Albany, IN 
G Mrs. Z. R. Prentiss, Akron, OH 
G Mrs. D. Olen Rawdon, Akron, OHVA 
S Miss Pauline Reindl, Crestline, OH 
G Mrs. William T. Rhodes, Akron, OH 
S Mrs. Chester Robarts, 

Whittemore, Ml 
S Mr. John D. Rusk, Jr., 

Bay Village, OH 
S Mrs. C. W. Schmalstig, Dayton, OH 
G Mrs. Edmond M. Siegling, 

Gahanna, OH 
G Mr. William D. Simon, Westland, Ml 
S Mrs. Harold Slessman, Willard, OH 
S Dr. Raymond G. Smith, 

Bloomington, IN 
G Mrs. C. E. Soules, Indianapolis, IN 
S Dr. Harold L. Stahly, Grand Blanc, Ml 
G Mrs. Henry L. Storey, Huntington, IN 
S Mr. Fred L. Taylor, Masury, OH 
S Mrs. Frederick Thaler, Mansfield, OH 
S Mr. Raymond Thomas, 

Indianapolis, IN 
G Mr. Eugene D. Tremmel, 

North Royalton, OH 
S Mrs. E. D. Warner, Brookville, OH 
G Mr. Leland M. Welsh, Kalamazoo, Ml 
S Mr. Frank A. Williams, Parchment, Ml 
H Miss Mary Williamson, Bluffton, IN 
S Mr. Anthony Willott, Beachwood, OH 
S Mrs. Anthony Willott, Beachwood, OH 
S Mrs. Elsie Zuercher, Indianapolis, IN 

REGION 7 
G Mr. Rodney A. Adams, Louisville, KY 
G Mr. James W. Alexander, 

Lexington, KY 
S Mrs. James W. Alexander, 

Lexington, KY 
G Mr. W. C. Belus, Bartlett, TN 
G Mrs. W. C. Belus, Barlett, TN 
H Mrs. William T. Bledsoe, Jackson, TN 
G Mrs Charles Bless, Lewisburg, TN 
G Mrs. Stanley Boren, Lewisburg, TN 
S Mr. Franklin P. Brewer, Lexington, TN 
S Mr. Joe Brinkerhoff, Memphis, TN 
G Mr. James R. Browne, Memphis, TN 
G Mrs. Robert S. Carney, Memphis, TN 
G Mr. J. L. Christopher, 

Murfreesboro, TN 



Region 7 (continued) 

A Mr. Ray Collins, Memphis, TN 
A Mrs. Ray Collins, Memphis, TN 
G Mr. Robert H. Cosby, Jr., 

Lexington, KY 
G*RVP Mrs. Kearney Crick, 

Lewisburg, TN 
S Chap. C. S. Cunningham, 

Murfreesboro, TN 
S Mrs. Ray M. Dalrymple, Sr., 

Memphis, TN 
G Mr. Albert Dierckes, Erlanger, KY 
G Mrs. Albert Dierckes, Erlanger, KY 
S Dr. Frank B. Galyon, Knoxville, TN 
G Mrs. Edd Gordon, Woodbury, TN 
G Mr. Byron C. Grebe, Memphis, TN 
G Mrs. Edgar Green, Lewisburg, TN 
G Mrs. Lawrence E. Hall, Nashville, TN 
G Mrs. D. F. Hill, Lexington, KY 
G Mr. Doyle B Inman, Whitley City, KY 
G Mrs. Lee A. Irwin, Mt. Juliet, TN 
G Mrs. C. T. Jenkins, Murfreesboro, TN 
G Mrs. Glenna Johnson, Nashville, TN 
G Miss Lucy Carrington Jones, 

Memphis, TN 
G Mrs. Donald R. King, Nashville, TN 
G Mrs. Thelma Lamb, Scottsville, KY 
G Mrs. M. A. Luna, Lewisburg, TN 
G Mrs. Luther B. Martin, Memphis, TN 
G Mr. Raymond N. Miller, Memphis, TN 
H Mrs. Raynond N. Miller, 

Memphis, TN 
S Dr. Hubert C. Mohr, Lexington, KY 
G Mrs. Hubert C. Mohr, Lexington, KY 
G Jerry Phillips, Carthage, TN 
A Mrs. Jerry Phillips, Carthage, TN 
S Mr. Henry Rabe, Ft. Mitchell, KY 
G Mrs. Henry Rabe, Ft. Mitchell, KY 
G Mrs. Dick Reynolds, Nashville, TN 
S Mrs. R. G. Ross, Jr., Memphis, TN 
H Mr. Jake H. Scharff, Memphis, TN 
G Mr. Geo. D. Slade, Cynthiana, KY 
G Mrs. Geo. D. Slade, Cynthiana, KY 
G Mrs. Evalyn Story, Memphis, TN 
G Mrs. Frank Tyree, Lewisburg, TN 
G Mr. W. W. Vines, Memphis, TN 
H Adolph J. Vogt, Louisville, KY 
G Mrs. W. C. Wilder, Nashville, TN 
S Mrs. Henry J. Willenbrink, 

Louisville, KY 
G Mr. Phillip A. Williams, Eagleville, TN 
G Mrs. Elmer D. Winfree, Lebanon, TN 

REGION 8 

S Mrs. Peter Baukus, West Allis, Wl 
G Mr. Melvin Bausch, Mequon, Wl 
G Mrs. Melvin Bausch, Mequon, Wl 
S Mr. A. G. Blodgett, Waukesha, Wl 

S Mrs. A. G. Blodgett, Waukesha, Wl 
G Mr. Walter Carlock, Minneapolis, MN 
G Joan Cooper, St. Paul, MN 
G Mrs. R. W. Dalgaard, 

Minneapolis, MN 
G Mrs. Leroy Duvall, Dassel, MN 
G Dr. Norman Frisch, Oshkosh, Wl 
G Mrs. Du Wayne Giefer, Nicollet, MN 
G Zula A. Hanson, Minneapolis, MN 
G Mr. Charles Holtz, Fond Du Lac, Wl 
G Mr. Royal Johnson, Windlake, Wl 
G Mrs. Royal Johnson, Windlake, Wl 
G Dr. Donald Koza, St. Paul, MN 
S ALice Foss Kronebusch, 

Minneapolis, MN 
G *RVP Mr. W. A. Machulak, 

Hales Corners, Wl 
G Mrs. W. A. Machulak, 

Hales Corners, Wl 
S Mrs. D. C. Messer, Excelsior, MN 
S Mrs. Lavone R. Ney, Milwaukee, Wl 
G Mr. Gene Nordquist, Canby, MN 
S Mr. Clarence H. Protzmann, 

Milwaukee, Wl 
S Mr. Robert M. Reinhardt, 

New Berlin, Wl 
S Mrs. Robert M. Reinhardt, 

New Berlin, Wl 
G Mr. Stanton C. Rudser, 

Minneapolis, MN 
G Mrs. Lois Seeden, Rogers, MN 
S Mr. Wilbert G. Sindt, Afton, MN 
G Mrs. Wilbert G. Sindt, Afton, MN 
S Mrs. Clifford Stover, Minneapolis, MN 
G Mr. Julius Wadekamper, 

Elk River, MN 

REGION 9 
G Mr. Donovan Albers, Northlake, IL 
S Mrs. Michael Birkoltz, 

West Chicago, IL 
S Mr. Fred E. Bond, Albion, IL 
S Mr. Harley E. Briscoe, White Hall, IL 
G Mrs. Gzarina Brown, Marion, IL 
A Brian Clough, Chicago, IL 
S Mrs. Clyde Cox, Eldorado, IL 
G Mr. Orville Dickhaut, Carlinville, IL 
G Mrs. Orville Dickhaut, Carlinville, IL 
G Mr. Edwin T. Drake, Park Ridge, IL 
S Mrs. Edwin T. Drake, Park Ridge, IL 
S Mrs. Paul E. Dunbar, Caseyville, IL 
S Mrs. William Hagbert, Westmont, IL 
S Mr. G. E. Hubbard, Dekalb, IL 
G Mr. Karl F. Jensen, Belvidere, IL 
G Mrs. Karl F. Jensen, Belvidere, IL 
G Mrs. Franklin Johnson, Rockford, IL 
A Dolores Kassly, Fairview Heights, IL 
G *RVP Mrs. Rita Kinsella, 

Fairview Heights, IL 
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Region 9 (continued) 

S Mr. James Mason, La Grange, IL 
G Ruth Messer, West Chicago, IL 
G Mr. Ted A. Olson, Jacksonville, IL 
A Dr. Jerome T. Paul, Winnetka, IL 
A George Steve Poole, Marion, IL 
S Miss Marilyn J. Redenbo, 

Smithboro, IL 
G Mr. George Rodosky, Kinsman, IL 
S Mr. Nathan H. Rudolph, Aurora, IL 
G Mrs. Nathan H. Rudolph, Aurora, IL 
G Mr. Marvin A. Shoup, Kankakee, IL 
G Mr. C. J. Simon, Hinsdale, IL 
G Mrs. C. J. Simon, Hinsdale, IL 
A Cathy Simon, Hinsdale, IL 
G David B. Sindt, Chicago, IL 
G Mrs. Florence E. Stout, Lombard, IL 
S Mr. John M. Thompson, 

Springfield, IL 
S Mr. D. Steve Varner, Monticello, IL 
G Mrs. Gloria L. Vinton, Granite City, IL 
A Melody Wihoit, Kansas, IL 

REGION 10 
S Miss Aline Arceneaux, Lafayette, LA 
H Mr. C. W. Amy, Jr., Lafayette, LA 
G Mrs. C. W. Arny, Jr., Lafayette, LA 
H Mrs. Walter Colquitt, Shreveport, LA 
G *RVP Mr. Richard Goula, 

Lafayette, LA 
G Mr. Marvin A. Granger, 

Lake Charles, LA 
S Mrs. Erwin Jordan, Alexandria, LA 
G Dr. Bernard H. McSparrin, 

Alexandria, LA 
G Mr. Joseph K. Mertzweiller, 

Baton Rouge, LA 
G Mrs. Ira S. Nelson, Broussard, LA 
G Mrs. Hubert Rena, Metairie, LA 

REGION 11 
G Mrs. J. W. Allison, Meridian, ID 
S Mrs. Floyd Bandy, Twin Falls, ID 
G Mr. Donald Chadd, Twin Falls, ID 
G Mr. David Durnford, Missoula, MT 
A Mr. John Fuller, Jr., Moreland, ID 
A Mrs. John Fuller, Jr., Moreland, ID 
S Mr. Robert L. Jensen, Montpelier, ID 
S Mrs. Alfred Kramer, Castleford, ID 
S Mrs. L. Brooks Lawson, Kalispell, MT 
G Mrs. Grace Kershaw Leach, 

Caldwell, ID 
H Dr. H. N. Metcalf, Bozeman, MT 
G Mrs. Victor W. Nelson, Twin Falls, ID 
G Mrs. Floyd H. Smith, Great Falls, MT 
A Mr. Lowell A. Storm, Chugwater, WY 
S Mrs. Lowell A. Storm, Chugwater, Wy 
S Mrs. W. R. Walters, Great Falls, MT 
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REGION 12 
G Mr. Hyram L. Ames, 

Salt Lake City, UT 
G Mr. D. C. Anderson, 

Salt Lake City, UT 
G Mr. Tony L. Ballard, Smithfield, UT 
S Mrs. Townley Brian, Ogden, UT 
S Mrs. David E. Burton, 

Salt Lake City, UT 
S Mrs. T. O. Daley, Ogden, UT 
G Mrs. Willard Done, 

Sale Lake City, UT 
G Miss Charlott T. Easter, 

Salt Lake City, UT 
S Mr. James R. Hamblen, Roy, UT 
H Mrs. James R. Hamblen, Roy, UT 
S Mrs. H. C. Hansen, Logan, UT 
S Mildred S. Johnson, 

Sale Lake City, UT 
S Dr. Odell Julander, Mapleton, UT 
S Mr. Wm. E. McClure, Roy, UT 
S Mrs. Thomas Osguthorpe, 

Salt Lake City, UT 
G Miss Suzanne Parry, 

Salt Lake City, UT 
G Mr. Stanley Petersen, Kearns, UT 
S Mr. Les Peterson, Salt Lake City, UT 
G Mrs. Cathy Reed, Holladay, UT 
S Mrs. Gladys M. Raynolds, 

Bountiful, UT 
G Mr. E. F. Ritter, Kaysville, UT 
G Mrs. Thelma F. Rose, Layton, UT 
S Mr. Herbert J. Spence, Ogden, UT 
G Mr. Ben H. Stanger, Ogden, UT 
S Mrs. Merlin Tams, Wellsville, UT 
A De Ray Taylor Kaysville, UT 
S Mr. Bion Tolman, Salt Lake City, UT 
G *RVP Mr. Keith H. Wagstaff, 

Salt Lake City, UT 

REGION 13 
A *RVP Terry Aitken, Vancouver, WA 
G Miss Patricia Adams, Spokane, WA 
S Mr. Foster M. Allen, Washougal, WA 
G Mrs. Charles M. Baldwin, 

Walla Walla, WA 
S Mrs. G. D. Bletcher, 

Otis Orchards, WA 
S Mr. Donald J. Boen, Walla Walla, WA 
G Mrs. Delora Boggs, Springfield, OR 
G Mr. Jack Boushay, Cashmere, WA 
A Dr. Alan Brooks, Tacoma, WA 
H Mrs. Tom M. Brown, 

Milton-Freewater, OR 
G Mrs. Grover C. Carter, 

Hood River, OR 
G Mrs. Duane M. Cass, Auburn, WA 
G Mr. Fred R. Crandall, Seattle, WA 
S Mr. Merle Daling, Waterville, WA 



Region 13 (continued) 

S Mr. B. Leroy Davidson, Seattle, WA 
A George De Laray, Grants Pass, OR 
A Mrs. Joe Del Judge, Sequim, WA 
A Stan Dexter, Everson, WA 
G Mrs. Doris Greenwood, 

Vancouver, WA 
G Mr. Paul Harms, Spokane, WA 
A Mr. Elm Jensen, Wenatchee, WA 
H Mr. Bennett C. Jones, Portland, OR 
S Dr. Frederick R. Judy, Spokane, WA 
G Mr. George F. Lankow, Kirkland, WA 
S Mrs. George F. Lankow, Kirkland, WA 
S Mr. Carl A. Larsen, Redmond, WA 
G Mrs. Evelyn R. Lemire, Brookings, OR 
S Mr. Austin Morgan, 

College Place, WA 
G Mr. Frank H. Nickell, Spokane, WA 
G Mr. Warren E. Noyes, Monroe, WA 
G Mrs. Laurence Olsen, Richland, WA 
S Mr. Herbert M. Parker, Richland, WA 
G Mrs. Herbert M. Parker, 

Richland, WA 
S Mrs. Fern E. Pilley, Grants Pass, OR 
H Mr. Gordon W. Plough, 

Wenatchee, WA 
G Mrs. Lorena M. Reid, Springfield, OR 
G Mr. Gerald L. Richardson, 

Richland, WA 
G Ms. Jayne K. Ritchie, Renton, WA 
G Miss Michelle Ritchie, Renton, WA 
S Beulah Robinson, Kirkland, WA 
H Mr. Bernard Schreiner, Salem, OR 
A Mr. David Schreiner, Salem, OR 
A Mr. Raymond Schreiner, Salem, OR 
H Mr. Robert Schreiner, Salem, OR 
G Miss Doris E. Shinn, Spokane, WA 
S Mr. George Shoop, Portland, OR 
S Mrs. S. M. Sisley, Spokane, WA 
S Robert F. Smiley, Federal Way, WA 
S Mrs. Jake L. Smith, Waitsburg, WA 
G Mrs. William F. Snell, Outlook, WA 
H Mrs. Glen Suiter, Nyssa, OR 
S Mr. Chet W. Tompkins, 

Oregon City, OR 
S Mrs. Lewis Trout, Moses Lake, WA 
S Mrs. C. Van De Water, Mitchell, OR 
S Lois R. Weaver, Grants Pass, OR 
G Mrs. Jean G. Witt, Seattle, WA 

REGION 14 
G Mrs. William Anning, 

Los Altos Hills, CA 
A Dr. Stanley J. Baird, Blue Lake, CA 
G Mr. Lee Boehmer, Anderson, CA 
G Mr. Carl H. Boswell, Concord, CA 
G Mrs. Carl H. Boswell, Concord, CA 
G Mr. Robert Brown, Kensington, CA 
S Mrs. Sam Burnett, Sacramento, CA 

S Mrs. E. V. Butler, Sacramento, CA 
G Mrs. Jack H. Cochran, 

Henderson, NV 
G Mrs. Mark Condo, Las Vegas, NV 
S Mr. Glenn F. Corlew, 

Walnut Creek, CA 
S Mrs. John Coscarelly, San Jose, CA 
G Mr. Don R. Denney, Sebastopol, CA 
S Mr. Sidney P. DuBose, Stockton, CA 
S Mrs. Robert L. Dunn, 

No. Highlands, CA 
A Mrs. Gustave R. Erickson, 

Sebastopol, CA 
G Mr. Frank J. Foster, Santa Rose, CA 
S Mr. Thomas W. F. Foster, 

Sonoma, CA 
G Lilly M. Gartman, Los Gatos, CA 
S Mr. Joseph A. Gatty, Stockton, CA 
H Mr. Larry A. Gaulter, 

Castro Valley, CA 
S Mrs. Larry A. Gaulter, 

Castro Valley, CA 
S Mr. Joseph J. Ghio, Santa Cruz, CA 
S Mr. Jim M. Gibson, Porterville, CA 
G Mr. Richard E. Gibson 

Sacramento, CA 
H Mr. Ben R. Hager, Stockton, CA 
G Mrs. Robert E. Haley, Vallejo, CA 
G Miss Gigi Hall, Fremont, CA 
G Mrs. Eugene A. Harris, 

Henderson, NV 
G Mr. Vernon L. Hauk, Anderson, CA 
G Merry L. Haveman, Burlingame, CA 
G Mrs. Evelyn Hayes, Lemoore, CA 
G Dr. Charles Haynes, Fresno, CA 
S Mrs. Marilyn Holloway 

Sacramento, CA 
G Mrs. C. A. Hulbert, Sr., Philo, CA 
A Berkeley Hunt, Las Vegas, NV 
S Mrs. Jim Ingle, Tulare, CA 
S Mr. George W. Johnson, 

Castro Valley, CA 
S Mr. Keith Keppel, Stockton, CA 
G Mrs. Gladys Kloberdanz, 

Modesto, CA 
S Mr. Walter F. Luihn, Hayward, CA 
G Mr. William R. Maryott, San Jose, CA 
G Mr. Hal Mttos, Foster City, CA 
S Mrs. Paul Maxim, Redding, CA 
S Mrs. J. M. McKellips, Stockton, CA 
G Mr. James P. McWhirter, 

Sebastopol, CA 
G Duane E. Meek, Concord, CA 
G Joyce Meek, Concord, CA 
G Ray Morris, Windsor, CA 
A Mrs. Jean Near, Redwood Valley, CA 
G Dr. John Nelson, Saratoga, CA 
G Mrs. Iris I. Nelson, Saratoga, CA 
S Mrs. R. Nelson Nicholson, 

Stockton, CA 
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Region 14 (continued) 

G Mrs. John D. O’Brien, 
Portola Valley, CA 

S Mr. Roy L. Oliphant, Berkeley, CA 
G Capt. M. C. Osborne, Sunnyvale, CA 
A Fred C. Parvin, Las Vegas, NV 
G Muriel Perkins, Los Altos Hills, CA 
S Mr. D. L. Peterson, San Jose, CA 
S Mr. Carl A. Ouadros, Hanford, CA 
G Mrs. Lucile Ray, Las Vegas, NV 
G Mr. Gomer Reece, Fresno, CA 
G Mr. Sam Reece, Fresno, CA 
H Miss Ruth Rees, San Jose, CA 
S Mrs. Arthur L. Romer, Ukiah, CA 
H W. F. Scott, Jr., Walnut Creek, CA 
S Mrs. Mona Stipp, Santa Rose, CA 
G Mrs. Sven I. Thoolen, Orinda, CA 
H Mrs. Hugo Wall, Stockton, CA 
G Mrs. W. G. Waters, Berkeley, CA 
G *RVP Dr. John Weiler, Fresno, CA 
G Mrs. Verne J. Wheeler, 

Sacramento, CA 
G Mr. Bryce Williamson, Campbell, CA 
S Vernon Wood, Pinole, CA 
G Mrs. Opal Zug, Las Vegas, NV 

REGION 15 
S Mr. Thornton M. Abell, 

Santa Monica, CA 
H Dr. Ray C. Allen, Tucson, AZ 
G Miss Joanne Anderson, 

Canoga Park, CA 
S Mrs. Polly Anderson, La Canada, CA 
G Mr. Richard A. Basler, Irvine, CA 
S Mrs. Rex P. Brown, Hemet, CA 
G Mrs. Walter Bunker, San Diego, CA 
S Mrs. N. R. Carrington, San Diego, CA 
G Mrs. Eunice Carter, Jamul, CA 
G Mrs. Valera V. Chenoweth, 

Lemon Grove, CA 
G Janice Chesnik, Vista, CA 
S Mr. Ralph Conrad, Bonsall, CA 
G Ms. Dolores Denney, 

Santa Monica, CA 
G Mrs. Donald Dopke, Phoenix, AZ 
G Mr. Duncan Eader, Aracadia, CA 
S Mrs. Charles R. Foster, Vista, CA 
S Mrs. Harry B. Frey, Riverside, CA 
G Mr. Howard W. Goodrick, Hemet, CA 
S Mrs. Howard W. Goodrick, Hemet, CA 
S Mr. W. J. Gunther, Del Mar, CA 
S Mrs. Dick Hadley, Arlington, CA 
S Mrs. Bernard Hamner, Perris, CA 
G Mrs. John Harlow, Jr., Tucson, AZ 
G Mr. Wm. D. Hawkinson, El Monte, CA 
S Mrs. Wm. D. Hawkinson, 

El Monte, CA 
S Mr. Charles R. Hopson, 

San Clemente, CA 

S Mrs. Mary N. Hoskins, 
Bakersfield, CA 

S Mrs. Margaret Howard, 
Escondido, CA 

G Mr. Robert P. Hubley, Riverside, CA 
S Mrs. Genevieve H. Jasper, 

Tucson, AZ 
S Mrs. Lois R. Joris, 

San Bernardino, CA 
H Dr. Lee W. Lenz, Claremont, CA 
S *RVP Mrs. Eleanor McCown, 

Holtville, CA 
S Mr. Herbert H. McKusick, Globe, AZ 
G Mrs. Ronald E. McLean, Tucson, AZ 
A Kenneth Mohr, Riverside, CA 
S Mrs. George W. Nelson, 

Riverside, CA 
S Mrs. Paul Newman, La Jolla, CA 
S Mrs. Edward Owen, Encinitas, CA 
G Mr. Robert J. Parker, 

Los Angeles, CA 
G Mr. S. August Phillips, Inglewood, CA 
G Myrna Pollock, Reseda, CA 
S Mr. Jose C. Rivera, Vista, CA 
S Mrs. G. M. Roach, Sr., 

Los Angeles, CA 
G Mrs. E. L. Roberts, Ontario, CA 
H Mrs. Bernice R. Roe, 

Diamond Bar, CA 
S Mr. Mark E. Rogers, Yucaipa, CA 
G Mrs. Norman S. Romero, 

Scottsdale, AZ 
A Mary Scheidler, Phoenix, AZ 
G Mr. Richard J. Sloan, Arcadia, CA 
G Mr. Roy L. Sylvies, Ouartz Hill, CA 
G Mrs. Roy L. Sylvies, Ouartz Hill, CA 
G Mrs. J. E. Tearington, Hawthorne, CA 
S Mrs. J. W. Turner, Tucson, AZ 
H Mr. Marion R. Walker, Ventura, CA 
G Mrs. Evangeline Welborn, 

N. Hollywood, CA 

REGION 16 
S Mr. Donald V. Fritshaw, Hamilton, 

Ontario, Canada 
S Mr. Douglas Insleay, Ville Brossard, 

Ouebec, Canada 
G Miss Verna Laurin, Willowdale, 

Ontario, Canada 
G Mr. John McMillen, Norwich, 

Ontario, Canada 
S Mr. M. D. Smith, Thornhill, 

Ontario, Canada 
G *RVP Mr. Jack Taylor, Don Mills, 

Ontario, Canada 

REGION 17 
S Mrs. A. M. Aikin, Jr., Paris, TX 
G Mrs. W. D. Brady, Dumont, TX 
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Region 17 (continued) 

S Mrs. Lester E. Brooks, Iowa Park, TX 
S Mrs. Lawrence Burt, Waco, TX 
H Marie Caillet, Frisco, TX 
S Dr. Jesse W. Collier, Bryan, TX 
G Mr. F. D. Coppin, Waco, TX 
G Mrs. Frank Courtney, Dallas, TX 
G Mr. Jim D. Coward, Waxahachie, TX 
G Mrs. K. G. Davis, Chillicothe, TX 
G Mrs. Martin H. Dean, 

New Braunfels, TX 
G Mr. Robert Demory, Richardson, TX 
A Wanda Gaines Dow, Fort Worth, TX 
G Mrs. M. S. Downing, Canyon, TX 
G Mrs. Joe Frank, Canyon, TX 
S Mrs. Doyle Gray, Belton, TX 
G Mrs. Hazel M. Haik, Waco, TX 
G Mrs. Una Hamilton, Dallas, TX 
S Mr. H. H. Henkelman, Fort Worth, TX 
G Mrs. Finley Herrington, Lorenzo, TX 
S Mr. Paul W. Horn, Fort Worth, TX 
G Mrs. Charles A. Howard, Lubbock, TX 
A Dr. W. Clyde Ikins, Bandera, TX 
S Mrs. Vernon H. Keesee, Lubbock, TX 
G Mrs. Harley L. King, Tulia, TX 
S Mrs. W. F. Jack Lawhorn, Temple, TX 
G Mr. E. W. Lawler, Carrollton, TX 
S Mr. W. D. Lee, Magnolia, TX 
G Mr. Walter Moores, Fort Worth, TX 
H Mrs. J. Arthur Nelson, 

Nacagdoches, TX 
G *RVP Mrs. Roy Nichols, Amarillo, TX 
S Mr. M. W. Norton, Jr., Dallas, TX 
S Mrs. M. W. Norton, Jr., Dallas, TX 
H Mrs. Stayton Nunn, Houston, TX 
S Mr. Wm. K. Patton, Matador, TX 
G Mrs. C. W. Peavey, San Antonio, TX 
S Mrs. W. W. Popejoy, Borger, TX 
A Col. Garth A. Riddler, El Paso, TX 
G Mrs. Dorothy M. Riddler, El Paso, TX 
G Mrs. C. C. Rockwell, Jr., Fentress, TX 
H Mrs. John C. Sexton, El Paso, TX 
G Capt. Otis R. Skinner, Yorktown, TX 
G Mrs. Otis R. Skinner, Yorktown, TX 
G Mr. Frank L. Stephens, Amarillo, TX 
G Wynnaline Stinson, Dallas, TX 
G Mrs. Luella Stopani, El Paso, TX 
S Mrs. A. M. Tallmon, Decatur, TX 
G Mrs. John Wade, El Paso, TX 
G Mrs. N. W. Williams, Fort Worth, TX 
S Mr. Leon C. Wolford, Dallas, TX 
G Mrs. Leon C. Wolford, Dallas, TX 

REGION 18 
G Mr. Bob Ammerman, Florissant, MO 
S Mrs. August Bellagamba, 

Bringeton, MO 
S Mr. George A. Bender 

McPherson, KS 

G Mrs. George A. Bender, 
McPherson, KS 

S Mr. Clifford W. Benson, 
Hermann, MO 

G Mr. Chester Blaylock, 
Cape Girardeau, MO 

A Mr. Roy Bohrer, O’Fallon, MO 
A Mrs. Betty Bohrer, O’Fallon, MO 
G Mrs. Leo Boulanger, Parsons, KS 
A Mr. Harry J. Boyd, Cedar Hill, MO 
A Mrs. Harry J. Boyd, Cedar Hill, MO 
S Mrs. Roy Brizendine, Topeka, KS 
S Mr. W. F. Brown, Golden, MO 
H Mrs. Walter H. Buxton, St. Louis, MO 
S Mrs. James Lee Chism, Festus, MO 
G Mrs. Pat Christena, Wichita, KS 
G Mrs. Meredith E. Christlieb, 

Severy, KS 
S Mr. Bob Crockett, Joplin, MO 
S Mr. Zeh Dennis, Jr., Springfield, MO 
S Mrs. Zeh Dennis, Jr., Springfield, MO 
G Mrs. Julius Dutton, Labadie, MO 
G Mr. Floyd Dyer, Wichita, KS 
G Mr. Larry Ermey, Wichita, KS 
G Mrs. Robert E. Ewing, Wichita, KS 
A Mr. Keith Fillmore, Garden City, KS 
S Mr. C. L. Fondoble, Washburn, MO 
S Mrs. C. L. Fondoble, Washburn, MO 
A Mrs. Gladys Fowler, 

Shawnee Mission, KS 
G Mrs. C. T. Freidline, Wichita, KS 
G James Fry, Wichita, KS 
G Lucy Fry, Wichita, KS 
G Mr. Norman Gossling, 

Cape Girardeau, MO 
G Mrs. Norman Gossling, 

Cape Girardeau, MO 
A Mr. Thomas A. Grim, Joplin, MO 
S Mr. C. Allen Harper, Moran, KS 
S Mrs. Paul Hatcher, Emporia, KS 
S Mrs. Charles Heisz, Selden, KS 
G Mr. Calvin H. Helsley, Mansfield, OH 
A Mrs. Paul Henderson, 

Valles Mines, MO 
S Miss Annabel Hennrich, Ironton, MO 
G Rev. Robert R. Jeffries, Sublette, KS 
G Mrs. Martha D. Johnson, 

McPherson, KS 
S Rev. David R. Kinish, Atchison, KS 
G Mrs. Edwin W. Knight, 

Farmington, MO 
G Mr. Delbert O. Long, Virgil, KS 
G Mrs. Delbert O. Long, Virgil, KS 
G Mrs. Larry Mallon, Emporia, KS 
A Mrs. Robert Mark, Garden City, KS 
S Mr. M. J. McHugh, Kansas City, MO 
G Mrs. M. J. McHugh, Kansas City, MO 
S Mrs. C. Robert Minnick, 

Kansas City, MO 
S Mr. Russell Morgan, Parsons, KS 
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Region 18 (continued) 

S Mrs. Russell Morgan, Parsons, KS 
G Mr. Orval V. Moritz, Noel, MO 
G Mr. James W. Morris, Florissant, MO 
A Mrs. James W. Morris, 

Florissant, MO 
S *RVP Mr. O. D. Niswonger, 

Cape Girardeau, MO 
H Mrs. Ray C. Palmer, Manchester, MO 
A Mrs. Katherine Perry, Westwood, KS 
G Mr. Jimmie L. Poe, Norwich, KS 
G Mrs. Jimmie L. Poe, Norwich, KS 
S Mrs. Russell M. Pryer, Joplin, MO 
G J. Donald Puett, Baxter Springs, MS 
G Mrs. J. Donald Puett, 

Baxter Springs, KS 
S Mrs. Victor Quesnel, Farmington, MO 
S Mrs. Richard V. Ramsey, Wichita, KS 
G Mr. James Rasmussen, Wichita, KS 
S Mrs. Helen Reynolds, El Dorado, KS 
A Mrs. W. E. Rigsby, Olpe, KS 
G Mrs. Robert H. Robinson, Wichita, KS 
S Mr. Elvan E. Roderick, Desloge, MO 
G Mrs. Elvan E. Roderick, Desloge, MO 
S Mrs. Harlan Rogers, Emporia, KS 
S Mrs. J. H. Salley, Liberal, KS 
H Mr. Carl O. Schirmer, St. Joseph, MO 
G Mr. Robert Small, Viola, KS 
G Mrs. Harry E. Spence, 

McPherson, KS 
S Mr. Stanley G. Street, 

Independence, MO 
S Mr. Elmer H. Tiemann, 

Fredericktown, MO 
A Mrs. Ed Tomchak, Garden City, KS 
G Mr. George Torrey, Wichita, KS 
G Mrs. Robert Ven John, 

Dodge City, KS 
G Annette Vincent, Emporia, KS 
S Mr. George W. Warner, 

Junction City, KS 
G Mrs. James Watters, 

Washington, MO 
G Mrs. Floyd J. White, Sr., Festus, MO 
A Mrs. Ben F. Winter, Emporia, KS 
G Mr. Russell H. Wurl, 

Maryland Heights, MO 
A Mrs. Mary Wyss, Independence, MO 
G Mrs. Gladys Young, Parsons, KS 

REGION 19 
S Mrs. Elizabeth Aulicky, Warren, NJ 
S Mr. Raymond J. Blicharz, Trenton, NJ 
S Mr. Franklin E. Carr, Bordentown, NJ 
G Mrs. Harry Held, Warren, NJ 
G Mr. B. J. Houseward, Jr., 

Hawthorne, NJ 
A Lynn E. Kodrich, North Bergen, NJ 
S Mr. Melvin Leavitt, Whitehouse, NJ 
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G Mrs. Melvin Leavitt, Whitehouse, NJ 
G Mr. F. J. McAliece, Tenafly, NJ 
G Mrs. F. J. McAliece, Tenafly, NJ 
G Dr. Norman H. Noe, Martinsville, NJ 
G Mrs. Lloyd F. Rake, Titusville, NJ 
S Mr. C. B. Reeves, Jr., 

West Cape May, NJ 
G Mrs. C. B. Reeves, Jr., 

West Cape May, NJ 
G Mrs. Willard I. Rogers, 

Berkeley Heights, NJ 
G RVP Mr. David Silverberg, Howell, NJ 
G Mrs. David Silverberg, Howell, NJ 
G Nancy Szmuriga, Highland Park, NJ 
H Mrs. Elizabeth A. Wood, 

Red Bank, NJ 
G Mr. Stephen Zdepski, Milford, NJ 

REGION 20 
G Mrs. Paul Anderson, LaSalle, CO 
G Mary Jo Christenson, Littleton, CO 
G Mrs. John M. Cuthbert, 

Englewood, CO 
A Mr. Duane W. Daily, Lakewood, CO 
G Mrs. Richard E. Doty, Denver, CO 
H Dr. Jack R. Durrance, Denver, CO 
G Mr. Merrit E. Esmiol, Kremmling, CO 
A Mrs. Catherine Long Gates, 

Boulder, CO 
G Mrs. William R. Goebel, Denver, CO 
G Mr. Charles L. Hare, Longmont, CO 
G Mrs. Charles L. Hare, Longmont, CO 
S Mr. John Hartman, Meeker, CO 
S Mrs. Samuel L. Heacock, Denver, CO 
S Mr. Joseph H. Hoage, Lakewood, CO 
G Mrs. H. P. Hollingsworth, 

Colorado Springs, CO 
S Mrs. M. H. Hurlburt, Denver, CO 
G Mrs. Morris James, Golden, CO 
S Mrs. Thomas A. Johnson, Denver, CO 
G Dr. Carl Jorgensen, Fort Collins, CO 
G Mrs. K. R. Kelly, Denver, CO 
A Mr. Roy G. Krug, Denver, CO 
S Mr. Harry B. Kuesel, Littleton, CO 
S Mr. Everett Long, Boulder, CO 
G Mr. Ray D. Lyons, Lakewood, CO 
S *RVP Mr. Thomas L. Magee, 

Littleton, CO 
G Mrs. Bethel Martin, Greeley, CO 
G Mrs. Tolbert E. Murphy, 

Colorado Springs, CO 
G Mr. John J. O’Donnell, 

Colorado Springs, CO 
G Mrs. Dwane Ouinn, 

Colorado Springs, CO 
A Mr. Jess V. Ouintana, Denver, CO 
G Mr. Robert O. Sorensen, Denver, CO 
G Mr. M. L. Steinheimer, 

Colorado Springs, CO 



Region 20 (continued) 

S Mr. E. E. Varnum, 
Colorado Springs, CO 

S Mrs. Ted Weber, Denver, CO 
S Mrs. Charles Wedow, Denver, CO 

REGION 21 
G Mickey Schliefert Anson, 

Murdock, NE 
A Ardeth J. Bailey, Omaha, NE 
G Dr. Robert L. Bledsoe, 

Sioux Falls, SD 
G Mrs. Robert L. Bledsoe, 

Sioux Falls, SD 
G Mrs. George Bordman, Valley, NE 
G Mr. Charles T. Claussen, 

Sioux Falls, SD 
G Mrs. Charles T. Claussen, 

Sioux Falls, SD 
S Mrs. J. N. Cox, Norfolk, NE 
G Mr. James L. Ennenga, Omaha, NE 
S Mr. Allan G. Ensminger, Lincoln, NE 
G Mr. Leo W. Framke, Blencoe, IA 
G Mrs. Arnold Freudenburg, 

Norfolk, NE 
G Mrs. Anne M. Gaddie, Stanton, NE 
G Mr. Gene Gaddie, Norfolk, NE 
S Mrs. John A. Graff, Omaham, NE 
S Mrs. Hazel Grapes, Big Springs, NE 
A H. W. Gray, Sioux Falls, SD 
G Mr. John E. Griffin, Sioux Falls, SD 
S Mr. Larry Harder, Ponca, NE 
G Mrs. A. J. Harvey, Lexington, NE 
G Mr. Charles Hemmer, Sioux Falls, SD 
G Mrs. Charles Hemmer, 

Sioux Falls, SD 
S Mr. Lester Hildenbrandt, 

Lexington, NE 
S Mrs. Leon N. Hockett, 

Marshalltown, IA 
A Mr. Leo L. Horton, Sioux Falls, SD 
G Mr. Jay D. Hummel, Wayne, NE 
G Jim D. Hummel, Wayne, NE 
G Vera Hummel, Wayne, NE 
S Lucille J. Kavan, Omaha, NE 
G Barbara Mapes, Lincoln, NE 
G Mrs. Evangeline Martindale, 

Sioux Falls, SD 
G Mr. Roger P. Mazur, Omaha, NE 
G *RVP Mr. Leonard J. Michel, 

Ames, IA 
G Kay Nelson, Omaha, NE 
G Mr. Roger Nelson, Wayne, NE 
G Mrs. Curt Parsons, Sioux City, IA 
S Mrs. N. S. Pederson, Norfolk, NE 
S Mr. Richard T. Pettijohn, Omaha, NE 
H Mrs. Ralph E. Ricker, Sioux City, IA 
S Mrs. C. V. Robertson, Chambers, NE 
H Mr. Henry E. Sass, Bennington, NE 

A Dorothy B. Schaefer, Waukee, IA 
G Mr. Kempton Settle, Marshalltown, IA 
G Mrs. Kempton Settle, 

Marshalltown, IA 
S Mr. Clifford W. Smith, Vermillion, SD 
G Mr. Fred E. Spahn, Dubuque, IA 
A Mr. Thomas E. Tingley, Bellevue, NE 
G Mrs. Thomas E. Tingley, 

Bellevue, NE 
G Mr. C. O. Torkelson, Ames, IA 
H Mr. Charles G. Whiting, Mapleton, IA 
S Dr. R. W. Wilder, Stanhope, IA 

REGION 22 
S Mr. Wiley Abshire, Seminole, OK 
S Mr. M. B. Bartley, Enid, OK 
G Mr. Robert S. Benton, Tulsa, OK 
G Mrs. Robert S. Benton, Tulsa, OK 
G Mr. Paul W. Black, Wheatland, OK 
A Mrs. John Burkett, Searcy, AR 
S Mr. Richard C. Butler, Little Rock, AR 
S Mr. Oren E. Campbell, 

No. Little Rock, AR 
S Mrs. J. P. Crawford, 

Oklahoma City, OK 
G Mr. C. A. Cromwell, 

Oklahoma City, OK 
G Mrs. C. Wayne Drumm, 

Stillwater, OK 
G Mr. Perry Dyer, Blanchard, OK 
G Mrs. Dan Edelman, Crowder, OK 
S Mrs. Howard Estes, 

Oklahoma City, OK 
S Mrs. W. O. Fleck, Ponca City, OK 
S Mr. W. G. Frass, Enid, OK 
S Mrs. R. L. Gilbert, Lawton, OK 
G Mrs. James Gildea, Enid, OK 
G Mr. James Hawley, Edmond, OK 
G Mrs. Jaymie Heathcock, Mounds, OK 
G Mrs. H. R. Hensel, Norman, OK 
S Mr. Alva J. Hickerson, Tulsa, OK 
S Mrs. Alva J. Hickerson, Tulsa, OK 
H Miss Eleanor Hill, Tulsa, OK 
G Mrs. Robert C. Howard, Tulsa, OK 
G Mr. J. H. Jamieson, Hot Springs, AR 
S Dr. W. E. Jones, Oklahoma City, OK 
A Mrs. Shirley Kelley, Little Rock, AR 
S Mrs. Charles E. Kenney, Tulsa, OK 
S Mrs. Virginia Mathews, Stillwater, OK 
S Mrs. Helen McCaughey, 

Oklahoma City, OK 
A Mrs. Betty Lou McMartin, 

Oklahoma City, OK 
G Mr. David Mohr, Tulsa, OK 
S Mr. Richard E. Morgan, 

Little Rock, AR 
S Mr. Ronald Mullin, Pawnee, OK 
G Mr. Hooker Nichols, Woodward, OK 
G Mr. Cleo Palmer, Geary, OK 
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Region 22 (continued) 

S Mr. Perry L. Parrish, 
Oklahoma City, OK 

G Mrs. lea Pierson, Lawton, OK 
S Mrs. Harold G. Plato, 

Oklahoma City, OK 
G Mrs. Robert Pollard, Crescent, OK 
G *RVP Mrs. William M. Rhodes, 

Osage, OK 
G Mr. Bruce Richards, Hot Springs, AR 
S Arthur E. Rowe, Bentonville, AR 
G Mr. Henry C. Rowlan, Little Rock, AR 
S Mr. Joe Saia, Helena, AR 
S Mr. Ted Schwachhoffer, 

Muskogee, OK 
S Mr. Kenneth J. Shaver, Yukon, OK 
G Mrs. Marthella Shoemake, 

Nicoma Park, OK 
H Mrs. Iris Smith, Hitchcock, OK 
G Mrs. Joe Smith, Hot Springs, AR 
A Mr. Robertson V. Smith, Hollis, OK 
G Mrs. Al Spencer, Tulsa, OK 
S Mrs. Cyrus Stanley, Yukon, OK 
G Mr. L. D. Stayer, Tulsa, OK 
G Mrs. L. D. Stayer, Tulsa, OK 
S Mrs. Mike Van Meter, 

Oklahoma City, OK 
G Mrs. Charles L. Waltermire, 

Walters, OK 
S Mrs. Leo W. Whitten, 

No. Little Rock, AR 
S Mrs. T. B. Wood, Tulsa, OK 
G Mr. Alton E. Zimmerman, Alva, OK 
G Mrs. Alton E. Zimmerman, Alva, OK 

REGION 23 
G Dr. Victor G. Berner, Hobbs, NM 
G Cheryl R. Berner, Hobbs, NM 
S Mrs. Richard Bohannon, 

Albuquerque, NM 
G Mrs. Robert L. Clark, Aztec, NM 
G Mrs. Milton J. Clauser, Corrales, NM 
G Mr. Henry Danielson, Chapparal, NM 
S Mrs. George L. Doolittle, 

Albuquerque, NM 
S Mrs. Irby A. Downey, 

Albuquerque, NM 
G Dr. Cecil Eiffert, Roswell, NM 
G Mrs. Cecil Eiffert, Roswell, NM 
G Mrs. Roger Figge, Albuquerque, NM 
A Mrs. Everett Freidline, 

Albuquerque, NM 
S Mrs. Earl Gould, Albuquerque, NM 
G Margaret R. Johnson, Santa Fe, NM 
S Mr. Frank V. Kalich, Albuquerque, NM 
G Mr. Leslie Kilgore, Roswell, NM 
G Mrs. Leslie Kilgore, Roswell, NM 
G Mrs. Douglas Latimer, 

Albuquerque, NM 

A Tom Little, Las Cruces, NM 
S Mrs. Bernard Lowenstein, 

Albuquerque, NM 
G *RVP Mr. James A. Mahoney, 

Albuquerque, NM 
S Mr. J. E. McClintock, Carlsbad, NM 
S Mrs. J. E. McClintock, Carlsbad, NM 
S Mrs. W. M. McGrath, 

Albuquerque, NM 
S Mrs. W. H. McKinley, Roswell, NM 
A Mrs. Charles J. Merrill, Roswell, NM 
A Mr. George A. Nickel, 

Albuquerque, NM 
G Mrs. Francis C. O’Kelly, 

Albuquerque, NM 
G Mrs. L. E. Roberts, Albuquerque, NM 
G Col. G. L. Seligmann, Las Cruces, NM 
S Mr. Howard Shockey, 

Albuquerque, NM 
G Mrs. Howard Shockey, 

Albuquerque, NM 
G Mr. Robert D. Steele, 

Albuquerque, NM 
G Mrs. Robert D. Steele, 

Albuquerque, NM 
G Mrs. Walter C. White, 

Albuquerque, NM 
G Mrs. Richard Wilson, 

Albuquerque, NM 
S Mrs. James R. Yocum, 

Albuquerque, NM 

REGION 24 
G Mrs. B. G. Bennett, Huntsville, AL 
G Miss Eula Birdsong, Albertville, AL 
S Mrs. Paul Frank Boon, 

Birmingham, AL 
S Mrs. B. W. Branumn, Huntsville, AL 
G Mrs. E. G. Brown, Palmerdale, AL 
G Miss Carol Burch, Huntsville, AL 
G Mr. James G. Burch, Huntsville, AL 
G Mrs. James G. Burch, Huntsville, AL 
S Mr. B. Howard Camp, Albertville, AL 
S Mrs. B. Howard Camp, Albertville, AL 
S Mr. Carl Carpenter, Ozark, AL 
G Mr. James G. Charles, Huntsville, AL 
G Mrs. James G. Charles, 

Huntsville, AL 
G Mrs. Margaret Connally, Gurley, AL 
G Mr. Elton J. Cooper, Jr., Dothan, AL 
G Mrs. Thomas F. Craig, Huntsville, AL 
G Mrs. Marjorie W. Deaton, 

Huntsville, AL 
G Mrs. Muriel H. Easley, Huntsville, AL 
S Mrs. Lester Fanning, Madison, AL 
S Mrs. Ruth T. Fletcher, Gadsden, AL 
S Dr. L. E. Fraser, Florence, AL 
S Mrs. Floyd Garner, Albertville, AL 
G Miss Kristen Gilliam, Huntsville, AL 
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Region 24 (continued) 

G Mr. T. A. Gilliam, Huntsville, AL 
G Mrs. Robert H. Haden, 

Guntersville, AL 
S Dr. Marvin J. Hall, Huntsville, AL 
S Mrs. H. C. Hendricks, Pinson, AL 
S Mrs. Everett H. Hughes, Jackson, MS 
S Mrs. Hugh Johnston, Vicksburg, MS 
G *RVP Mrs. Jack Kearney, 

Guntersville, AL 
G Mr. Grady Kennedy, .Huntsville, AL 
G Mrs. Grady Kennedy, Huntsville, AL 
S Mrs. A. I. Kuykendall, Guntersville, AL 
G Mr. J. W. Kuykendall, Jr., 

Oakland, MS 
G Mrs. J. W. Kuykendall Jr., 

Oakland, MS 
S Mr. Joe M. Langdon, Birmingham, AL 
S Mrs. Joe M. Langdon, 

Birmingham, AL 
G Mrs. Ivy Lavacot, Huntsville, AL 
G Mrs. Jack H. Lucas, Huntsville, AL 
S Dr. R. D. Mansfield-Jones, 

Birmingham, AL 
S Mrs. R. D. Mansfield-Jones, 

Birmingham, AL 
S Mrs. Frank McCann, Jackson, MS 
G Mrs. Nelson M. McGahee, 

Huntsville, AL 
G Mr. James McLaren, Huntsville, AL 
G Mrs. James McLaren, Huntsville, AL 
S Miss Nan Elizabeth Miles, 

Birmingham, AL 
H Mrs. E. P. Miles, Birmingham, AL 
A Mrs. W. E. Mitchell, Gurley, AL 
G Mrs. Gertrude Price, Huntsville, AL 
H Mrs. A. K. Primos, Jackson, MS 
S Mr. Donald R. Saxton, Huntsville, AL 
S Mrs. Donald R. Saxton, Huntsville, AL 
G Miss Sarah Scruggs, Guntersville, AL 
S Mr. Herbert L. Sherrod, 

Tuscumbia, AL 

S Mrs. H. P. Tipton, Southaven, MS 
S Mrs. R. P. Van Valkenburgh, 

Huntsville, AL 
G Mrs. A. D. Wilder, Huntsville, AL 

OVERSEAS 
G Mr. John O. Baldwin, Victoria, 

Australia 
G Mr. Barry Blyth, Victoria, Australia 
G Mrs. N. E. H. Caldwell, Victoria, 

Australia 
G Mr. Leslie J. Donnell, Victoria, 

Australia 
G Mr. Graeme Grosvenor, N.S.W., 

Australia 
G Mr. Alan W. Johnson, Victoria, 

Australia 
G Dr. Gordon B. Loveridge, N.S.W., 

Australia 
G Mr. Robert Raabe, N.S.W., Australia 
G Mr. B. L. C. Dodsworth, Notts, 

England 
G Dr. C. C. Hall, Herts, England 
H Mr. H. R. Jeffs, Surrey, England 
H Mr. F. I. L. Knowles, Kent, England 
G Mr. G. H. Preston, Cambridge, 

England 
G Miss N. K. Scopes, Herts, England 
G Mr. J. D. Taylor, Gloucestershire, 

England 
G Mon. Jean Cayeux, Gien, France 
G Dr. Jean Segui, Carcassonne, France 
G Dr. Bruno Muller, Frankfurt-am-Main, 

West Germany 
H Mrs. Helen Von Stein-Zeppelin, 

Sulzburg, West Germany 
G Prof. Gian Luigi Sani, Firenze, Italy 
G Flaminia Specht, Firenze, Italy 
G Mr. Akira Horinaka, Osaka, Japan 
G Mrs. H. E. Collins, Tauranga, 

New Zealand 

AIS AFFILIATES 
Expiration Date: July 1, 1982 

Region 18 Region 22 
O’FALLON IRIS SOCIETY 

Pres. Betty Bohrer 
1 Summer Court 
O’Fallon, MO 63366 

EDMOND IRIS CLUB 
Pres. Mrs. James Campbell 

325 Tullahoma 
Edmond, OK 73034 
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MINUTES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
Camelot Hotel, Tulsa, Oklahoma November 6, 7,8,1981 

The regular fall meeting of the Board of Directors of the American Iris 
Society was called to order at 8:04 p.m. Friday, November 6, 1981 by Presi¬ 
dent Stahly with the following in attendance: Vice Presidents Mullin and 
Rasmussen; Secretary Ramsey; Registrar Nelson; Publication Sales Director 
Howard; Directors Burch, Corlew, Ensminger, and Rockwell; Directors-elect 
Chesnik, Pettijohn and Williams; Past President Wolford; Committee 
Chairmen Lawler, J. Stayer and Anning; RVPs Mohr (7), Durrance (20) and B. 
Rhodes (22); RVP representative Roderick (18); and Region 22 guests Brand, 
Drumm, Dyer, Gossett, Heathcock, Hensel, Leach, McMartin, D. Rhodes, 
Shoemake, Smith and L. Stayer. 

The reading of the minutes of the previous meeting in St. Louis, Missouri, 
May 12 & 13, 1981, as printed in BULLETIN No. 243, was dispensed with. 
There being no objection, the minutes stood approved as published. 

Reporting on the election of Board members, Secretary Ramsey advised 
that Corlew, Rockwell, Wadekamper and Williams had been duly elected and 
qualified as AIS Directors with terms expiring in 1984; and that Chesnik and 
Pettijohn had been duly elected and qualified as AIS Directors with terms ex¬ 
piring in 1982. The new Directors took their seats and were welcomed by 
President Stahly on behalf of the Board. 

Burch moved, Howard seconded, that, on behalf of the American Iris 
Society, the minutes reflect the Board’s expression of thanks and apprecia¬ 
tion to retired Directors Harvey and Owen for their years of service on the 
Board. Motion passed unanimously. 

Stahly reported that there had been no interim business requiring Ex¬ 
ecutive Committee action; and advised that he had to date received no 
nomination from the British Iris Society for the 1981 Hybridizers Medal for 
British hybridizers. Wolford moved, Burch seconded, that the President be 
given the authority to accept and approve the recommendation of the BIS if 
one is forthcoming. Motion passed. 

Secretary Ramsey suggested that because of inflation and the resulting 
larger sums of money being handled, the AIS bonding limits be doubled and 
the Publication Sales Director be added to the list of bonded officers. Corlew 
moved, Rasmussen seconded, that the bonding limits be set at $50,000 for 
the Treasurer, and $10,000 each for the Secretary, Membership Secretary 
and Publications Sales Director, and that blanket bonding be investigated. 
Motion passed. 

Ramsey read a letter from RVP Schifferli, on behalf of the Empire State Iris 
Society, offering the Board a complete set of the AIS BULLETIN in exchange 
for new iris introductions to be procured by the Board for the ESIS. Wolford 
moved, Burch seconded, to thank the ESIS but decline the offer because the 
suggested Board action would be inappropriate. Motion passed. 

Treasurer Kegerise’s 1981 fiscal year report and 1982 budget and Editor 
Dasch’s report on 1982 Bulletin bids were distributed. The Board agreed to 
delay consideration of these reports until later in the meeting. 
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Ramsey proposed that in view of new USPS regulations, the AIS should 

assume the responsibility for the required advance postage payment instead 
of having the printer make the advance. Burch moved, Howard seconded, 

that the Secretary be authorized to advance $500 for each mailing of the 

BULLETIN. Motion carried. 

Ramsey asked the Board to review the policy for ordering the number of 

Bulletins printed. The Board reaffirmed the policy (San Diego minutes, 

BULLETIN No. 218) that the Secretary order each run of the BULLETIN on 

the basis of exact number needed plus 15%. 

Registrar Nelson reported that the 1979 Checklist has been published; that 

for fiscal 1981,579 registrations were completed, with 503 introductions and 

registration fee income in excess of $2,600; submitted bids for the 1981 
Registrations and Introductions; and requested authorization to print new 

certificates of registration. Wolford moved, Burch seconded, to print 750 

copies of the 1981 booklet. Motion passed. Corlew moved, Ramsey second¬ 

ed, that the price be $3.50 postpaid. Motion passed. Burch moved, Corlew 

seconded, to authorize the Registrar to have printed 1500 certificates of 
registration. Motion passed. 

Publication Sales Director Howard distributed the inventory as of October 

1, and reported sales in excess of $10,000 for fiscal 1981. Concerning the 

large stock of bronze anniversary medals, Corlew suggested that these be 

added to the list of exhibition supplies. The Board agreed and directed that 

the Exhibitions Chairman and Publications Sales Director work out the 

details. Howard expressed her pleasure in having served for five years as 

Librarian and Publication Sales Director, and thanked everyone who had 

helped her. Corlew moved, Ensminger seconded, that the Board express a 

unanimous vote of appreciation to Howard for her work. Motion passed. 

The report of Affiliates Chairman Owen, by Ramsey, stated that there were 

103 Affiliates in 1981; that the use of application and notification forms had 

been implemented during the year and had proved most helpful; that 1982 

applications have been sent to RVPs as requested in St. Louis; and thanked 

the RVPs for their help in checking AIS memberships on affiliate rosters. 

The meeting recessed at 10:05 p.m. Friday and reconvened at 8:07 a.m. 

Saturday, November 7, 1981. 

The report of Awards Chairman Waite, by Ramsey, advised that 983 of¬ 

ficial ballots had been sent to accredited judges with 758 returned by the 

deadline, and that 22 Regions had reported Symposium results, plus ten 

ballots received from overseas members. The report outlined problem areas 

to be considered in establishing a separate Japanese Iris ballot deadline; and 

presented the request of the Dwarf Iris Society for MDB Awards of Merit and 

MDB Special Medal status, along with Waite’s recommendations for some 

restructuring of the awards format. The Board reacted favorably to the DIS 

request and directed the President to appoint a committee to work out the 

wording of the proposal and report back later in the meeting. Stahly ap¬ 

pointed Burch, Corlew, Nelson, Ramsey and Rasmussen to the committee. 

Ramsey reported that the inventory on keeper medals for the four traveling 
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trophies, after 1981 withdraws, stood at eleven. It was noted that the AIS now 

provided a keeper medal for the Payne Cup and that all other Sections have 

assumed responsibility for section physical awards where given. Rockwell 

moved, Burch seconded, to continue giving the keeper award for the Payne 

Cup in 1982 and 1983, and as of the 1984 voting year, the AIS transfer all 

responsibility for the physical award to the Society for Japanese Irises; Mo¬ 

tion carried. 

For the remaining three cups (President’s, Franklin Cook and Walther), 

Burch moved, Wolford seconded, to authorize the Secretary to purchase 30 

medals, a ten year supply, and identical to those now is use as keeper medals 

for those three cups. Motion passed. 

Convention Liaison Chairman Burch reported that an invitation has been 

received from the Indiana Iris and Daylily Society to hold the 1985 AIS con¬ 

vention in Indianapolis, and moved to accept the invitation Wolford spr.nnd- 

Membership Secretary Mullin reported that as of September 30, 1981, 

total AIS membership was 6,871. It was noted that for the first time three 

regions have exceeded 500 members. Region 18 has the largest member¬ 

ship followed by Regions 7, 22, 6, 14, 15, 17 and 21. States with the greatest 

membership are California, Texas, Tennessee, Oklahoma, Missouri, Col¬ 

orado, Nebraska and Kansas. Mullin advised that a computerized regional 

membership printout is sent quarterly to each region as well as interim 

membership notices (tissues) and requested a policy statement stating which 

regional officer is to receive the printouts and tissues. Ensminger moved, 

Rockwell seconded, that as a matter of policy all computer printouts and 

tissues be sent to the RVP. Wolford moved, Burch seconded, to amend the 

motion by adding except when the RVP designates another person in the 

region. Amendment carried. Original motion as amended passed. 

Further, Mullin expressed concern about complaints he receives about 

Section dues increases and Section publications not received by Section 

members. It was pointed out that the AIS has no control over setting Section 

dues or Section publications, and more often than not, are unaware of Sec¬ 

tion’s activities. Notable exceptions were the Louisiana and Siberian Sec¬ 

tions. Mullin moved, Rockwell seconded, that as a matter of policy, all Sec¬ 

tions be required to send copies of all publications to the AIS Membership 

Secretary and the AIS Section Liaison Chairman. Motion passed. Wolford 

moved, Burch seconded, that the AIS go on record as encouraging any 

organization, Regional, Affiliate, Section and local, to send its publications to 

all AIS Officers and Directors and appropriate Committee Chairmen. Motion 

passed. 

Corlew moved, Rockwell seconded, that the minutes reflect a unamimous 

vote of appreciation to Mullin for his work as Membership Secretary. Motion 

passed. 

Following a discussion about the Membership Secretary’s duties and work 

load, Wolford moved, Burch seconded, that a committee be appointed to in¬ 

vestigate acquiring work processing capability for the AIS, with Mullin to head 

the committee and appoint his own members. Motion passed. 
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Exhibitions Chairman Corlew reported that due to the early season in much 

of the country, a record number of shows had been cancelled; that BROWN 

LASSO had won the Nelson Award; that 169 Exhibition Certificates had been 

awarded; that interest in English Boxes is very high; and that color classed 

shows appear to be a thing of the past with varietal shows now registering 

90% popularity. Corlew noted a new trend in unclassified shows with each 

entry judged, a real challenge to the iris judge, and predicted this will catch 

on. Corlew stressed the need to be receptive to the needs of the member¬ 

ship, that a survey had indicated strong support for discontinuance of the Ar¬ 

tistic Sweepstakes Award, and moved, Mullin seconded, that the AIS discon¬ 

tinue the Artistic Sweepstakes as an official AIS Award. Motion defeated. 

For Foundation Liaison Chairman Flarvey, Pettijohn reported assets of 

$43,337 plus a $6,500 note from the Society for Siberian Irises. Concerning 

confusion about where to send AISF and AIS donations, the Board agreed 

that a notice be placed at the end of each published list of contributors. 

Honorary Awards Chairman Wolford proposed to amend„the policy on noti¬ 

fying Honorary Award recipients to have the President notify instead of the 

Honorary Awards Chairman, and so moved. Burch seconded, motion passed. 

For his committee, Wolford recommended that the AIS Distinguished Service 

Medal be awarded to Mrs. Edward Owen and Dr. John Harvey; and that no 

Hybridizers Medal be awarded in 1981. Wolford moved, Burch seconded, to 

dispense with an executive session. Motion passed. Wolford moved, 

Rockwell seconded to award the Distinguished Service Medals to Owen and 

Harvey. Motion passed unanimously. Wolford moved, Burch seconded, that 

no Hybridizers Medal be awarded for 1981. Motion passed. Responding to an 

inquiry, Wolford pointed out that any AIS member may submit recommenda¬ 

tions to the Honorary Awards Committee. 

Judges and Judges Training Committee Chairman Rockwell reported on 

judges’ activities, training and performance in 1981, convention training 

plans for Denver, and recommended for 1982: 

1) The approval of the following as Senior Judges: 

Mrs. Peter Baukus, West Allis, Wisconsin 

Mr. Myron Beard, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 

Mr. George A. Bender, McPherson, Kansas 

Mr. Richard Bohannon, Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Mr. Bob Crockett, Joplin, Missouri 

Mrs. Edwin T. Drake, Park Ridge, Illinois 

Mrs. Robert Edwards, Indianapolis, Indiana 

Mr. Allan G. Ensminger, Lincoln, Nebraska 

Mr. C. L. Fondoble, Washburn, Missouri 

Mr. W. J. Gunther, Del Mar, California 

Mrs. Bernard Hamner, Perris, California 

Mr. Alva J. Hickerson, Tulsa, Oklahoma 

Mrs. Margaret Howard, Escondido, California 

Mrs. M. H. Hurlburt, Denver, Colorado 

Mrs. Genevieve H. Jasper, Tucson, Arizona 

Dr. W. E. Jones, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
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Mrs. Vernon H. Keesee, Lubbock, Texas 

Mr. Thomas L. Magee, Littleton, Colorado 

Dr. R. D. Mansfield-Jones, Birmingham, Alabama 

Mrs. R. D. Mansfield-Jones, Birmingham, Alabama 

Mrs. Virginia Mathews, Stillwater, Oklahoma 

Mr. J. E. McClintock, Carlsbad, New Mexico 

Mrs. Eleanor McCown, Holtville, California 

Dr. Hubert C. Mohr, Lexington, Kentucky 

Mrs. Russell Morgan, Parsons, Kansas 

Mrs. Lavone R. Ney, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Mr. Perry L. Parrish, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 

Mr. John D. Rusk, Jr., Bay Village, Ohio 

Mr. Donald R. Saxton, Huntsville, Alabama 

Mrs. Donald R. Saxton, Huntsville, Alambama 

Dr. Raymond G. Smith, Bloomington, Indiana 

Mr. Harry Turner, Snellville, Georgia 

Mrs. Lois R. Weaver, Grants Pass, Oregon 

Mr. Jack Weber, Yeadon, Pennsylvania 

2) The approval of the 1982 Roster of Judges with publication in the 

January 1982 BULLETIN authorized. 

Ramsey moved, Corlew seconded, to move adoption of the recommenda¬ 

tions. Motion passed. The report on Honorary Judge recommendations was 

deferred. 

The meeting recessed at 11:35 a.m. and reconvened at 1:12 p.m. the 

same day. 

Bulletin bids were considered and Rasmussen moved, Corlew seconded, 

to stay with and accept the proposal of Williams Printing Company. Motion 

passed. At the request of Anning, Rasmussen moved, Burch seconded, to 

change the title of Anning’s Bulletin staff position from “Photo Editor” to 

“Photo Coordinator”. Motion passed. The Board discussed Bulletin content 

with several areas of concern being noted. Wolford moved, Howard second¬ 

ed, that President Stahly compile a list of these areas of concern and discuss 

them with the editor. Motion passed. 

Managing Editor Williams compared costs of Federal Express with USPS 

Express mail and United Parcel Service, and recommended discontinuing 

the use of Federal Express for mailing copy. Burch moved, Ramsey second¬ 

ed, to amend the contract with Williams Printing Company to use USPS Ex¬ 

press or UPS in place of Federal Express. Motion passed. 

Advertising Editor Nelson reported income from Bulletin advertising in ex¬ 

cess of $11,000 for the 1981 fiscal year, that all potential advertisers for 1982 

have been contacted, and that all advertising has been submitted for the 

January 1982 issue. 

Region 20 RVP and 1982 Convention Chairman Durrance offered to give 

20% of any profits from the Denver convention to the AIS on the condition 

that the AIS assess all conventions the same amount and assess all AIS af¬ 

filiates and regions 25% of the net profits from fund raising campaigns. 

Burch so moved, Ramsey seconded, motion defeated. 
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Membership Contest Chairman Lawler discussed possible changes in the 

1982. Membership Contest. Ramsey moved, Mullin seconded, to keep the 

same Membership Contest rules for 1982 except that Chairman Lawler be 

authorized to set up a differential point credit system. Motion passed. 

Policy Chairman Rasmussen reported on his progress in developing a 

Policy Book for the AIS, and that the work is complicated by the great number 

of AIS policy decisions covering the many areas of AIS responsibility. The 

Board expressed its approval of the approach being taken and progress thus 

far. 

For Public Relations Chairman Rice, Ramsey advised that the work on 

lris.es is progressing but no target date or bids can be given at this time. 

Mullin expressed concern over the delay and advised that, with WEIGSK sold 

out, approximately 500 new members have been promised a copy of Irises as 

soon as it is ready. Burch moved, Corlew seconded, to authorize the 

Membership Secretary to mail the first copies off the press and to continue to 

provide Irises to all new members. Motion passed. It was the consensus of 

the Board should Irises be ready to print before the next regular session of 

the full Board, the Executive Committee will take it under advisement. 

The Board discussed the need for a new handbook for the RVPs to replace 

the Handbook for American Iris Society Members and Officers, and that the 

present handbook is outdated and no longer salable. Corlew moved, Pettijohn 

seconded, to withdraw the handbook from the inventory and sell remaining 

copies for recycled paper, and delete from the list of publications in the 

Bulletin. Motion passed. 

Robin Committee Chairman Stayer reported that a number of robins have 

been unreported in some cases for two years, that former robin members are 

being contacted, that divisions are being consolidated, new directors found, 

and robins restarted in an effort to revitalize the robin program. Stayer advis¬ 

ed that when the present stock of robin invitation cards is exhausted, the 

cards will be revised to include the Fragrance Robins, along with other 

changes deemed necessary. The Board expressed its thanks to Stayer for 

the progress made with the robins this past year. 

RVP Counsellor Ensminger reviewed the activities of his office for the past 

year and reported that he had sent monthly letters to the RVPs addressing 

the problem situations and conditions experienced by the RVPs in conducting 

the duties of their office. Response to the letters has been excellent and the 

Board expressed its approval. Ensminger further reported that he had con¬ 

tacted all the RVPs concerning the will of each region in naming the RVP, and 

that the following names were being submitted for the Board’s consideration: 

1) Having been duly nominated by their respective regions for reappoint¬ 

ment as RVP: 

Region 1—Clayton H. Sacks 

Region 2—Greg M. Schifferli 

Region 3—Paul R. Smith 

Region 4—Claire B. Barr 

Region 5—Everette Lineberger 

Region 6—James A. Copeland 

Region 8—Walter A. Machulak 

Region 9—Rita Kinsella 

Region 10—Richard Goula 

Region 12—Keith Wagstaff 

Region 14—John Weiler 

Region 17—Louise Nichols 
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Region 18—Dave Niswonger Region 22—Burdella Rhodes 

Region 19—Dave Silverberg Region 23—James Mahoney 

Region 21—Leonard Michel 

2) Having been duly nominated by their respective regions for appoint¬ 

ment as new RVPs: 

Region 7—Mrs. Kearney (Hilda) Crick, Route 4, Lewisburg, TN 37091 

Region 13—J. T. (Terry) Aitken, 608 N.W. 119th St., Vancouver, WA 

98665 
Region 15—Mrs. Eleanor McCown, P.O. Box 176, Holtville, CA 92250 

Region 16—Jack Taylor, 100 Graydon Hall Rd., Apt. 1604, Don Mills, 

Ontario, Canada M3A 3A8 

Region 20—Thomas L. Magee, 6631 South Hill Way, Littleton, CO 

80120 

Region 24—Mrs. Jack (Mary) Kearney, Route 3, Box 502, Gunters- 

ville, AL 35976 

Ensminger moved, Pettijohn seconded, to approve the recommendations for 

appointment and reappointment of RVPs as submitted. Motion passed. It was 

noted that Region 11 had failed to complete its recommendation, and Corlew 

moved, Burch seconded, that the position of RVP in Region 11 be left vacant 

at present and that when a candidate is forthcoming, the Board will be polled. 

Motion passed. 

Ensminger moved, Howard seconded, that the Board express its grateful 

appreciation to retiring RVPs Dr. Hubert Mohr, David Durnford, Janice 

Chesnik, John McMillen, Dr. Jack Durrance and Grady Kennedy for their 

work as Regional Vice Presidents in serving the Society. Motion passed 

unanimously. 

Ensminger called attention to a report submitted by RVP Silverberg again 

urging that the titles for Senior and Honorary Judges be changed, and the 

Board agreed to consider the report later in the meeting. 

Scientific Committee Chairman Wadekamper’s report, by Ramsey, stated 

no further requests for grants are being made at this time, that the borer 

research in Minnesota is encouraging, and asked the Board’s approval on 

adding O. M. Otte to the Scientific Committee. Burch moved, Mullin second¬ 

ed, to approve Otte’s appointment. Motion passed. 

Section Liaison Chairman Rasmussen reported that there had been no 

reports from the Sections in the last six months, and expressed concern 

about the apparent lack of activity in some Sections. 

Youth Chairman Anning reported on revisions during the past year in the 

youth program as follows: 

1) The AIS Youth Handbook has been mailed to each youth member and 

all new members will receive a copy. Booklets cost 450: plus 40p postage. 

Several adults requested copies. 

2) The first issue of the Youth Newsletter was sent this fall, with members 

contributing very well done articles. Two issues per year, spring and fall, are 

planned and an editor is being sought. 

3) The Pen-pal system is going strong, and a leader to take charge is being 
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sought. 
4) Youth membership has increased 20% in one year, with thanks to 

many people such as Sharie Warnock and Alan Hewitt. 
5) Letters to all RVPs and Regional Youth Chairmen will be sent the first of 

the year to encourage nominations for the 1982 Youth Achievement Award 
Contest. It was noted that 62.5% of the Regions have Youth Chairmen. 

Chesnik advised that at the time Region 15 had endowed the Youth Trophy 
in memory of Dr. Clarke Cosgrove, it had been the intent of Region 15 that the 
trophy carry Dr. Cosgrove’s name, and on behalf of Region 15, requested 
that this be done. Burch moved, Howard seconded, to honor the request of 
Region 15 with the trophy to be known as the “Clarke Cosgrove Memorial 
Award for Youth Achievement”. Motion passed. 

Stahly reported that many suggestions had been received for the AIS to 
publish an adult version of the AIS Youth Handbook. Burch moved, Corlew 
seconded, that the AIS Youth Handbook be adapted as an adult booklet to be 
titled Basic Iris Culture and authorized the printing of 10,000 copies. Motion 
passed. Stahly appointed Anning to proceed with the adaptation. Corlew mov¬ 
ed, Chesnik seconded, to approve the appointment. Motion passed. With 
Board agreement, Stahly asked Williams and Corlew to work with Anning and 
provide Board liaison on format, size and printing decisions. The Board ex¬ 
pressed its appreciation to Anning for the excellent work she had done this 
past year. 

The meeting recessed at 4:58 p.m. and reconvened at 8:40 p.m. the same 
day. 

Reporting for Special Committee Chairman Goula, Rasmussen outlined 
the proposal for marketing the Darryl Trott iris prints. Decisions were defer¬ 
red to Sunday’s session when Trott and E. F. Windberg would be present to 
answer questions. 

Judges Handbook Chairman Rockwell reported progress on the handbook 
chapters with revues starting next week, and that cost estimates await final 
copy approval and preparation. 

For the Special Committee to study affiliates, Burch reported the commit¬ 
tee’s recommendations that in reference to AIS BULLETIN No. 233, Spring 
1979, page 57, the following revisions in requirements be made: 

2. There must be at least 15 AIS members in the local society. 
6. If the above requirements are met, societies with 50% of their 

members belonging to the AIS, or 50 AIS members (regardless of percentage 
belonging to the AIS), will be affiliated without charge. If a society does not 
meet one of these two membership requirements, there will be an affiliation 
fee, currently $50. 

8. An affiliate which has allowed its affiliation to expire must wait one year 
before becoming eligible for reaffiliation. 

9. There will be a grace period until January 1, 1983 for those affiliates 
with less than 15 AIS members on January 1, 1982 to obtain the correct 
number of AIS members before they lose affiliate status without paying an af¬ 
filiation fee. 
Ramsey moved, Wolford seconded, to adopt the report. Motion passed. 
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For the ad hoc Search Committee, Ramsey advised that in addition to the 

original charge to the committee, when it had recently become known that 

Kegerise desired to step down as treasurer, the President had asked the 

committee to assist in finding a new treasurer, and therefore the committee 

unanimously recommended that Jaymie Heathcock be appointed Publication 

Sales Director, James Burch be appointed Membership Secretary, 

Francesca Thoolen be nominated for the elective office of treasurer, and that 

those recommended had agreed to serve. 

Acting on the recommendations, Stahly appointed Heathcock and Burch. 

Howard moved, Rockwell seconded, to approve the appointment of 

Heathcock as Publication Sales Director. Motion passed. Wolford moved, 

Rasmussen seconded, to approve the appointment of Burch as Membership 

Secretary. Motion passed. The Board was advised that January 1, 1982 will 

be the changeover date for Publication Sales Director, and April 1, 1982 for 

Membership Secretary. 

Ramsey nominated Thoolen for treasurer. Burch moved, Rockwell second¬ 

ed, to close nominations and cast a unanimous vote for Thoolen. Motion 

passed. The Board agreed that the changeover date be left to the treasurers 

to determine, but completed no later than January 1, 1982. 

Ramsey suggested that with the growth of the Society and proliferating 

responsibilities of the business office, she was recommending that a Recor¬ 

ding Secretary be appointed who would be responsible for the agenda, mail¬ 

ing meeting notices, and the recording, publication and distribution of the 

minutes. Corlew moved, Ensminger seconded, to establish the appointive of¬ 

fice of Recording Secetary. Motion passed. Stahly appointed Chesnik as 

Recording Secretary. Wolford moved, Mullin seconded, to approve the ap¬ 

pointment. Motion passed. 

The Huntsville Chapter’s invitation for the Board to hold its 1982 fall 

meeting in Huntsville was considered. Discussion concerned current airline 

schedule difficulties and the spiraling cost of air fares. Rockwell moved, 

Wolford seconded, to accept the Huntsville invitation. Motion defeated. The 

Secretary was directed to express the Board’s regrets with sincere thanks 

and appreciation for their thoughtful invitation. 

Corlew moved, Rasmussen seconded, that all future scheduling of fall 

Board meetings be handled through the Convention Liaison Chairman. Mo¬ 

tion passed. 

The matter of the Bulletin Index was discussed and that there is apparently 

no further progress. Ramsey moved, Pettijohn seconded, that the 1977 Index 

be withdrawn from the publication sales list in the Bulletin. Motion passed. 

The Board adjourned into executive session at 9:40 p.m. for consideration 

of Honorary Judge recommendations and personnel matters. Temporarily 

rising from executive session at 9:55 p.m. Burch moved, Howard seconded, 

that Dr. Homer Metcalf be appointed an Honorary Judge. Motion passed 

unanimously. 

The executive session concluded, the meeting recessed at 10:15 p.m. 

Saturday, and reconvened at 8:10 a.m. Sunday, November 8. 

Darryl Trott and E. F. Windberg met with the Board and discussed the iris 
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print project and responded to the Board’s questions. The Board expressed 

its appreciation to Trott and Windberg for their time, and it was agreed that 

Rasmussen would meet with them following the Board meeting to advise of 

the Board’s decisions and finalize the contract draft. 

Rasmussen outlined the areas of agreement: 

1) Initial watercolor selection to be of the iris “Clara Goula”; subsequent 

selections by an AIS committee with Trott submitting sketches for approval. 

2) Depending on demand, one or two prints will be produced each year; 

selected iris to be printed in hand signed limited edition exclusively for the 

AIS; AIS Seal on border and/or on affadavit of authenticity. 

3) Five percent of each edition will be offered, remarqued, at $150.00, 

retail, each; artist retains ten copies. 

4) Shipments will be the responsibility of Windberg Galleries; shipping 

charges will be added to print cost. 

5) AIS will receive orders and retain 30% of retail price plus any ap¬ 

plicable sales tax; AIS will toward order, 70% of purchase price plus shipping 

charges collected to Windberg Enterprises, Inc. 

6) All costs of producing original and print reproduction will be borne by 

Trott and Windberg Enterprises; AIS is responsible for no costs other than 

advertising in the AIS Bulletin. 
7) WEI will provide color separations and ad layout, etc. at no cost to the 

AIS: WEI and Trott will retain all copyrights on paintings, reproductions and 

ad material. 

8) One year from publication date each print, WEI will have the option to 

sell any unsold reproductions. 

Wolford moved, Corlew seconded, to undertake the production of 1,000 

prints of the “Clara Goula” painting. Motion passed. (It is noted here that 

these will retail for $75.00 plus a $5.00 shipping charge for a total cost to the 

purchaser of $80.00 plus any applicable sales tax). 

Wolford moved, Burch seconded, that President Stahly act as temporary 

agent for the AIS for signing of the contract. Motion passed. The Board 

directed that the present committee be retained for determing and recom¬ 

mending future prints, with recommendations subject to approval of the 

Board. The Board agreed that Publication Sales Director Heathcock will 

receive and coordinate all orders, and forward money and purchasers’ 

names to Secretary Ramsey; and Ramsey will deduct the AIS profit and then 

forward payment and purchasers’ names to Windberg Enterprises, Inc. The 

Board further agreed that Advertising Editor Nelson will coordinate the adver¬ 

tising and the Board directed that Nelson hold cover 2 of the July 1982 

Bulletin for advertising the prints. (It was noted that all color ads for January 

and April are already printed). 

Reporting for the ad hoc committee on formalizing the MDB-AM-Special 

Medal proposal, Ramsey advised that it was the sense of the committee that, 

beyond the original proposal, the Dykes Medal eligibility listing is too long and 

to augment it by nine more selections each year would be a mistake. 

Therefore the committee will have two separate recommendations. The com¬ 

mittee proposed: 
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1) That the AIS activate three Awards of Merit for the MDB class and 

elevate the Caparne Award to medal status, said medal to be called the 

Caparne-Welch Medal, subject to financing and procurement of a suitable 

medal by the Dwarf Iris Society; 

2) that eligibility for the MDB Award of Merit and Special Medal be under 

the same rules as for the BB and IB classes; 

3) that the effective date for the MDB AMs be 1983, and the effective date 

for the Caparne-Welch Medal be 1984; 

4) that the Caparne-Welch Medal eligibility list in 1984 be made up of the 

past nine Caparne Award winners, 1974 through 1982, that the 1985 eligibility 

list be made up of the 1983 AMs and the last six Caparne Award winners, the 

1986 eligibility list contain the 1983 and 1984 AM winners and the last three 

Caparne Winners, and thereafter the eligibility list will be the MBD Award of 

Merit winners. 

Ramsey moved, Pettijohn seconded that the Board approve the recommen¬ 

dations. Motion passed. 

The committee further proposed: 

That beginning in 1985, the Award of Merit for those classes having 

Special Medals will no longer be the qualifying award for Dykes Medal 

eligibility; that as of 1985, the qualifying award will be the Special Medal win¬ 

ner, with the period of eligibility being three years, beginning the year im¬ 

mediately following awarding of the Special Medal. Ramsey moved, Mullin 

seconded, to approve the recommendation. Motion passed. 

Following a discussion of Silverberg’s report, Burch moved, Wolford 

seconded, that the term “Senior Judge’’ be changed to “Master Judge’’ and 

that “Honorary Judge” be changed to “Emeritus Judge”, and that Appren¬ 

tice and Fully Accredited Judge remain as is. Motion passed. Corlew moved, 

Rasmussen seconded, that the changes approved be fully implemented as of 

January 1, 1982. Motion passed. 

Nominations for AIS President being declared in order, Stahly temporarily 

yielded the chair to Mullin. Wolford moved the nomination of Stahly for presi¬ 

dent. Corlew moved, Burch seconded, to close nominations and cast a 

unanimous ballot for Stahly. Motion passed. 

Wolford nominated Mullin for First Vice President. Rockwell moved, Burch 

seconded, to cease nominations and cast a unanimous ballot for Mullin. Mo¬ 

tion passed. 

Burch nominated Rasmussen for Second Vice President. Ramsey moved, 

Rockwell seconded, to close nominations and unanimously elect 

Rasmussen. Motion passed. 

Howard nominated Ramsey for Secretary. Wolford moved, Williams 

seconded, to close nominations and cast a unanimous ballot for Ramsey. 

Motion passed. 

Stahly temporarily yielded the chair for the purpose of placing in nomina¬ 

tion Dasch's name for Editor. Burch nominated Keith Keppel. Rockwell mov¬ 

ed, Williams seconded, that nominations cease. Motion passed. A written 

ballot having been requested, it was so ordered, and Stahly appointed 

Heathcock and B. Rhodes to count the ballots. The President announced the 
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results of the balloting as: Dasch—6, Keppel—6, abstaining—1. A second 

ballot was ordered, and the results announced as Keppel—7, Dasch—6, 

with Keppel elected as Editor. Wolford moved, Mullin seconded, that the 

changeover be immediate and that those with material for the Bulletin send it 

to Editor Keppel. Motion passed. 

Completing the list of appointive officers for 1982, Stahly recommended 

the appointment of Kay Nelson as Registrar; and for the Bulletin staff, the ap¬ 

pointments of Phil Williams as Managing Editor, Kay Nelson as Advertising 

Editor and Phil Edinger as Associate Editor. Corlew moved, Mullin seconded, 

to approve the appointments. Motion passed. 

Stahly appointed the following as Chairmen of Standing Committees for 

1982: 

Affiliates—Dorothy Howard 

Awards—Kenneth Waite 

Convention Liaison—Ron Mullin 

Exhibitions—Glenn Corlew 

Foundation Liaison—Richard Pettijohn 

Historical—Larry Harder 

Honorary Awards—Leon Wolford 

Judges & Judges Training—Ellene Rockwell 

Membership Contest—E. F. Lawler 

Policy—James Rasmussen 

Public Relations—Olive Rice 

Registrations—Keith Keppel 

Robins—Jeane Stayer 

RVP Counsellor—Allan Ensminger 

Scientific—Julius Wadekamper 

Section Liaison—James Rasmussen 

Slides—D. C. Nearpass 

Test Gardens—Bennett Jones 

Youth—Maryann Anning 

Ramsey moved, Pettijohn seconded, that the appointments be approved. 

Motion passed. 

Ramsey moved, Rockwell seconded, the standard banking resolution for 

new officers. Motion passed. 

The report of Treasurer Kegerise for the fiscal year ending September 30, 

1981 was reviewed. Burch moved, Wolford seconded, to accept the report. 

Motion passed. 

Howard moved, Rockwell seconded, that the Secretary be authorized to 

purchase a new typewriter for the business office, either an IBM correcting 

Selectric III, or an electronic typewriter, Olivetti ET-121, Brother EM-1 or IMB 

50. Motion passed. 

Ramsey moved, Wolford seconded, that Dasch’s salary be paid to the end 

of December, 1981. Motion passed. Wolford moved, Pettijohn seconded, that 

Keppel’s salary begin effective November 1, 1981. Motion passed. 

During discussion of the fiscal 1981-82 budget, the Board agreed that 

should any income result from sales of the Trott prints during this year, the in- 



come will go into the general fund but be separately identified, and that any 

decision on disposition of those funds would be deferred. The Board 

budgeted for moving expenses for shipping records and office furniture in the 

Membership Secretary’s office, except for one chair and desk. Burch moved, 

Corlew seconded, that the desk and chair in Mullin’s office be transferred to 

the indefinite custody of Howard. Motion passed. 

Corlew moved, Rockwell seconded, to approve the 1981-82 budget as pro¬ 

posed. Motion passed. 

Corlew moved, Ensminger seconded, to authorize reimbursement to Bee 

Warburton for expenses incurred in notifying AIS hybridizers of the invitation 

to exhibit at Munich in 1983, and to charge the expense to miscellaneous. 

Motion passed. 

The Board agreed to set the dates for the 1982 fall Board meeting on 

November 5, 6, 7, 1982. 

Chesnik moved, Ensminger seconded, that the Board express its thanks 

and appreciation to the Tulsa Area Iris Society for its warm hospitality, the 

banquet, and the thoughful arrangements for the meeting. Motion passed. 

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 11:15 a.m. Sun¬ 

day, November 8, 1981. 

CAROL RAMSEY, Secretary 

Gartman Introductions for 1982 

ELECTRIC HORSEMAN—TB, E-M. 
Violet-blue (RHS 94A) self with a metallic sheen; orange 
beard tipped "electric” blue. #178-10H: (Wedding Vow X 
Intuition).$25.00 

ICE BALLET—TB, M. 
Large, superbly formed, blue-white self; red beard. Sib to 
Smooth Talk and voted second best TB by the judges at 
the Region 14 seedling show held in Fresno, 1981. 
#178-25W: (Carved Cameo X Entourage).$25.00 

SMOOTH TALK—TB, E-M. 
Heavy substance on this very smooth coral (RHS 29A). 
Bud count, branching and plant habits are reminiscent of 
its pollen parent, Entourage. Voted best seedling at the 
1981 Region 14 seedling show in Fresno. # 178-251: (Carv¬ 
ed Cameo X Entourage).$25.00 

HILLVIEW GARDENS 
18461 Hillview Drive Los Gatos, CA 95030 

Catalogue on Request 
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1982 Youth Achievement Contest 
With all the youth activities going on throughout the nation, and 

the increase in membership, 1982 should be a much easier year to 
nominate the youth enthusiastic irisarian for the 1982 Youth 
Achievement Award Contest. Rules are Simple. Any AIS member 
may nominate any AIS Youth Member. Entries must be in writing, 
including the name, address and age of the youth member, and 
mailed to Maryann Anning prior to March 15, 1982. The Youth Com¬ 
mittee will code the entries to conceal identities and send them to a 
carefully selected panel of judges. A brief note will do, but please in¬ 
clude as much as you can about his/her iris achievements. Use the 
following list as a guideline: do you know a young irisarian who. . . 

...grows a very fine garden of his/her own? 

...is actively hybridizing? 

...has contributed to an iris publication? 

...has helped an iris organization thru one of its activities or 
committees? 

...visits local iris gardens? 

...has attended regional or national conventions? 

...is studying to become an iris judge? 

...has promoted the iris and/or AIS to others? 

...found new AIS members? 

...competes enthusiastically in shows? 

...is involved in scientific experimentation with irises? 

...extended his iris interests to types other than the TBs? 

...shows leadership? 

If you can check one or more of the above categories, you should 
nominate that AIS youth member! 

THE FLORIDA IRIS SOCIETY 
Formed in 1977 by a small group of “northerners” who spend part 
of each year in that state, the Florida Iris Society has started a 
small experimental garden of both bearded and beardless irises at 
Lakeland. The group holds monthly meetings from November 
through April at Bradenton, in the Tampa area. President Marjorie 
Starkey would like to contact other Florida “commuters” and 
“transplants” in the iris ranks. Her October-to-April address is as 
follows: 

Mrs. Marjorie Starkey, 111-49th Ave. Dr. W., 
Bradenton, FL 33507 phone (813) 756-9454 
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY FOUNDATION 

March 26, 1981 to October 23, 1981 

CONTRIBUTIONS IN MEMORY OF: 
Mrs. Mary Bigler (TX) 

The Iris Society of Dallas (TX) 

Ralph B. Coleman (CA) 

The Monterey Bay Iris Society 

(CA) 

Betty Ann Crockett (MO) 

Nell and Glenn Corlew (CA) 

Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Freidline 

(KS) 

Mineral Area Iris Society 

(MO) 

Mrs. R. M. Pryer (MO) 

Richard and Carol Ramsey 

(KS) 

George F. Torrey (KS) 

Barbara Deremiah (AZ) 

Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Rockwell, 

Jr. (TX) 

Mrs. Forrest (Anna) Day (UT) 

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hamblen 

(UT) 

Mrs. May Evelyn Eby (AR) 

Hot Springs Iris Society (AR) 

Mrs. S. P. Hannifin (NM) 

Mrs. W. H. McKinley (NM) 

Glenn F. Hanson (MN) 

Nell and Glenn Corlew (CA) 

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hamblen 

(UT) 

Dr. Donald B. Koza (MN) 

Kay Nelson (NE) 

Region 8, AIS 

Betty Wood (NJ) 

Eugene A. Hunt (OK) 

Oklahoma Iris Society (OK) 

Avis T. Jasmin (CA) 

Bob and Lucienne Brooks 

(CA) 

Betty Jones (OR) 

Terry and Barbara Aitken 

(WA) 

Foster and Ruth Allen (WA) 

Mary Lou Bledsoe (TN) 

Nell and Glenn Corlew (CA) 

Rudolph Fuchs (TX) 

Greater Portland Iris Society 

(OR-WA) 

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hamblen 

(UT) 

Marilyn Holloway (CA) 

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Hoage 

(CO) 

Marvin Hoage (CO) 

Dr. and Mrs. Bernard 

Lowenstein (NM) 

Walt and Vi Luihn (CA) 

Kay Nelson (NE) 

Mrs. C. C. Rockwell, Jr. (TX) 

The Schreiners (OR) 

George and Roberta Shoop 

(OR) 
Wilbert and Charlotte Sindt 

(MN) 

Larry and Jeane Stayer (OK) 

Mr. and Mrs. Leon C. 

Wolford (TX) 

Mrs. Cecilia Krone (IL) 
Southern Illinois Iris Society 

(IL) 

Marie Lovejoy (ID) 

Melvina Suiter (OR) 

Mrs. E. C. Lowry (GA) 

Georgia Iris Society (GA) 

Arthur L. McClure (TX) 

The Iris Society of Dallas 

(TX) 
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Mrs. O. Currier McEwen (ME) 

Kay Nelson (NE) 

Betty Wood (NJ) 

Mrs. William G. McGarvey 
(NY) 

Kay Nelson (NE) 

Betty Wood (NJ) 

Mrs. George Miller (TX) 

The Iris Society of Dallas 

(TX) 

C Robert Minnick (MO) 

Kay Haines Beach (KS) 

Miss Mary Becker (MO) 

Greater Kansas City Iris 

Society (KS-MO) 

Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. 

Greiner (MO) 

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hamblen 

(UT) 

Allen Harper (KS) 

Mrs. Charles E. Miller (KS) 

Miss Kathryn E. Mistele 

(MO) 

Orsie L. Poff (MO) 

Richard and Carol Ramsey 

(KS) 

Mrs. Nellie K. Solomon 

(MO) 

Mr. and Mrs. John A. Taylor 

(MO) 

Mrs. Gladys Moores (TX) 

John H. Cooke, Jr. (TX) 

The Iris Society of Dallas 

(TX) 

Mrs. L. F. Murphy (IL) 

Southern Illinois Iris Society 

Ray C. Palmer (MO) 

Nell and Glenn Corlew (CA) 

The Elkhorn Valley Iris 

Society (NE) 

Greater St. Louis Iris Society 

(IL-MO) 

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hamblen 
(UT) 

Kay Nelson (NE) 

Larry and Jeane Stayer (OK) 

Mrs. Les (Edna) Peterson (UT) 

Dr. and Mrs. Robert L. Bled¬ 

soe (SD) 

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hamblen 

(UT) 

Region 12, AIS 

David Ross (CA) 

San Fernando Valley Iris 

Society (CA) 

William B. Schortman (CA) 

Nell and Glenn Corlew (CA) 

Arnold Schliefert (NE) 

The Elkhorn Valley Iris 

Society (NE) 

Mrs. Anne Gaddie (NE) 

Gene Gaddie (NE) 

Kay Nelson (NE) 

Rose Shiner (PA) 

Delaware Valley Iris Society 

(DE-PA) 

Mrs. C. C. Rockwell, Jr. (TX) 

Margaret Sporney (CA) 

San Fernando Valley Iris 

Society (CA) 

Roberta W. Torrey (KS) 

Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Freidline 

(KS) 

Mineral Area Iris Society 

(MO) 

Richard and Carol Ramsey 

(KS) 

Mrs. C. C. Rockwell, Jr. (TX) 

George E. Torrey (KS) 

Mrs. Jessie Troop (TN) 

Mr. and Mrs. Leon C. Wol¬ 

ford (TX) 

Mrs. Claude (Wilma) Vallette 
(ID) 
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Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hamblen 

(UT) 
Ada Windsor (IL) 

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Edmiston 

(MO) 

Dora Henry and family (IL) 

Mayme Joffray (IL) 

Priscella Mitchell (IL) 

Martha Rapp (IL) 

Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Renish 

(MO) 

Mary Walked (IL) 

Ira E. Wood (NJ) 

West Trenton Garden Club 

(NJ) 

Edna Yunker (Wl) 

Fond du Lac Iris Society (Wl) 

Alice Bowden (Wl) 

Esther Georg (Wl) 

Nadine Yunker (Wl) 

CONTRIBUTIONS IN 
HONOR OF: 
Bob and Ellen Demory (TX) 

Anonymous 

Bennett C. Jones (OR) 

Rudolph Fuchs (TX) 

Barbara Serdynski (CA) 

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hamblen 

(UT) 

THE GIFT OF: 
Northern Illinois Iris Society (IL) 

Remittances should be made payable to the AIS Foundation and 

mailed to: Richard T. Pettijohn, Treasurer 

2510 South 148th Avenue 

Omaha, NE 68144 

Please include the name and address of the next of kin in the case of 

memorials so that we may forward a card of acknowledgment. 

vv 'ClvK 
- - 

"Schultz-Instant” 
LIQUID PLANT FO.OD 

EASY TO USE 
‘Just add 7 drops per qt. in the water 

Everytime you water, 

Everything you grow.” 

DROI 
PER QTl™ 

Convenient for 

Ultra Pure, Concentrated, 10-15-10, 
Liquid, All Purpose, ‘‘Starts & Feeds Formula 

all indoor and outdoor uses. 3 sizes. 

Available at your store or send $1.50 for 5V2 oz, $2.75 
for 12 oz., $4.00 for 28 oz. (includes mailing). 

SCHULTZ CO. —St. Louis, MO 63043 
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BARBARA SERDYNSKI 
1909-1981 

The many friends of Barbara Serdynski will be saddened to 

learn she passed away October 24, 1981, at her home in Los 

Angeles. She had been in failing health only a few months. 

Barbara was a most familiar figure at many AIS conven¬ 

tions; an active worker in all of the local societies and chair¬ 

man of the Irises in General Division of the National Robin Pro¬ 

gram for seven years. Her first term as RVP started in 1966. In 

addition to her executive duties, she edited the Regional 

Newsletter and continued to do so through the spring of 1971. 

It was Barbara who, in 1973, successfully guided our area as 

RVP to the 1975 National Convention in San Diego. 

As a life member and Honorary Judge of the American Iris 

Society, she gave willingly and unstintingly. We will miss her 

charm, her ready smile, and above all, her generous love for 

all. 

Lura B. Roach 

MRS. THEODORE R. SHINER 
Region 3 members were saddened by the death of Rose 

Shiner at her home on July 17, 1981. 

Rose was an AIS judge, Regional Vice Chairman, Editor of 

the Region 3 Bulletin for quite a few years, and was Regional 

Vice President from 1971 to 1974. She was a member of the 

Delaware Valley Iris Society and the South-Central Penn¬ 

sylvania Iris Club. 

For many years she attended the AIS Conventions, where 

she made many new friends and renewed old friendships. Her 

illness prevented her from attending the 1981 Convention. 

Rose and her husband, Ted, grew irises in a lovely garden 

at their home in Nescopeck, Pennsylvania. Here visitors were 

always welcomed by her generous hospitality and lively iris 

discussions. 

She will be fondly remembered by her many friends. 
O. F. Straw 

We have just learned that Hubert Fischer, former AIS Presi¬ 

dent, died November 2. Further information will be in the April 

Bulletin regarding him and regarding Betty Jones. 
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GIBSON IRIS GARDEN 
146 South Villa St., Porterville, California 93257 

1982 Introductions 

AUTUMN MEMORY—TB, E & RE, 86 cm, Plic #6-OF.$25.00 
An appropriately named reblooming charmer. It is a dependable rebloomer 
in our mild California climate, with the added attraction of its bright fall col¬ 
ors. Standards are rich golden russet brown edge on a yellow ground. The 
falls are the same color, but have a white signal. Orange-yellow beards. Eight 
buds producing 5”x6” flowers. The autumn bloom is as beautiful as the spr¬ 
ing. It is a good grower. 

CHOCOLATE SHAKE—TB, M. 91cm, Plic. 6-8A.$25.00 
As the name indicates, a brown combination is involved. The full domed 
standards are highly ruffled and a blend of brown with a violet cast on a 
cream ground. The wide, semi-flaring falls are highly ruffled, too, having a 
brown fancy rim on a yellow band, set off by a white signal. Branching on 
this 36” plant is good, with 8 buds that develop into 5”x6” flowers. A clump 
is especially attractive. 

COLUMBIA THE GEM—TB, M, 81 cm, Plic. 65-4A.$25.00 
A sibling of QUEEN IN CALICO and RUSTIC DANCE and having many 
of the same characteristics, such as lace, ruffles, unusual markings and rich 
greyed orange (RHS 71A) beards. Nice sized blooms, 5”x6”. The standards 
are a rich red-purple (60A) fancy on orange-apricot ground. The heavily ruf¬ 
fled and serrated edges have lace, highly pointed in yellow-orange. The falls 
are a red-purple (59A) fancy on orange-apricot ground. The serrated, fluted 
rim is orange-apricot. 

INSPIRATION POINT—TB, ML, 96 cm, Plic. 28-4F.$25.00 
A tall (38”), beautifully-shaped and ruffled plicata. Branching and bud 
count are good. The standards are a blend of smoky violet and brown on a 
yellow ground. The falls have smoky violet plicata markings on a yellow 
band; white signal. A nice beard of brown and yellow. Blooms are 6”x5”. A 
clump makes an inspiration point in the garden. 

LOOKOUT—TB, M, 86 cm, 54-7A.$25.00 
A most unusual and attractive flower of white, delicately flushed violet. The 
ruffled petals have an outstanding 3/4” lace edge of gold, and the hafts are 
also gold. A brilliant orange-red (30C) beard could well serve as a lookout 
signal. The medium height bloomstalk has good branching, with 6 to 8 buds 
producing 6”x6” blooms. Much admired in our garden the past two seasons. 
It could be an interesting parent because of its orange-colored parents and 
grandparents including CHRISTMAS TIME and DENVER MINT. 

SHOOT OUT—TB, M, 96 cm, Variegata 56-7C.$25.00 
Have you seen a variegata? It can be a most brilliant, contrasty combination, 
putting on a real show. This tall (38”), well-branched stalk has 6 to 8 buds, 
producing 5”x6” ruffled flowers. The standards are a rich yellow-orange, 
having a violet cast. The unusual colored falls are most fascinating in that 
they appear to be red (46A), turning into orange-red (30A) with the shift of 
viewing angle. An opalescent effect. A garden standout. 

Order three TB varieties and select another free. Order four varieties and the 
other two will be sent free. (Only one of each in a collection). California 
residents please include sales tax. A $2.00 charge on all orders shipped to assist 
in handling and shipping. No orders after A ugust 15 please. 
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From MISSION BELL GARDENS for 1982 
All Hamblen varieties. 

BEAUTY IS. 28”, ML. Lacy, ruffled pink self 
touched with greenish texture veining at tips 
of red beards. Exquisite form. Lilac Flame X 
Pink Sleigh. #73-28A. HC ’81. . . . Net $25.00 

HENNA ACCENT. 28”, ML. Creamy white. 
Stands flushed palest pink, greenish midribs. 
Falls rimmed with amber, intensifying at 
hafts. Greyed orange beards. Lacy petals. 
(Misty Dawn x Sienna Star) X Sienna Star. 
#H75-16A., . Net $25.00 

INFINITE GRACE. 36”, ML. Near approach to a pink amoena. White stands 
flushed palest pink at midribs and base. Medium pink falls with lighter 
rims and amber pink hafts. Reddish beards tipped white. Involved lines X 
Festive Skirt. #H75-103A. HC ’81.Net $25.00 

KING’S CASTLE. 36”, ML. Ruffled, rich royal dark purple with wide parts 
and excellent form, branching, etc. (Nobleman x Valley West sib) X His 
Lordship. #H74-81T.Net $25.00 

ROSABELLE V. 34”, ML. Pink stands over violet falls. Large flowers with 
ruffles and pizzazz on strong well-branched stalks. Involved pedigree. 
#H73-42A. HC ’81. Named in honor of our charming friend, RosaBelle 
Van Valkenburg.Net $25.00 

RUFFLES AND LACE. 28”, ML. Heavily ruffled and laced yellow with 
creamy fall centers and greenish texture veining. Wide petals. Precise bud 
placement. Inv. Pretty Karen, Grand Waltz, etc. #H75-112A. 
HC ’81.  Net $25.00 

EL KALAH. (Clay Hamblen). AB, 28”, EL. Large light purple stands veined 
intricately with deeper color, lightening toward midribs. Greyed orange 
falls with burnt orange veining intensified at hafts. Rusty orange beards. 
Rose signals. (Silken Blend X Card of Thanks). #C76-2. HC ’81Net $25.00 

Additional 1982 Introductions 

LADY BUG. Striking Border Bearded.Net $15.00 
PEPPER RIM. Intermediate - aptly named.Net $10.00 
RASPBERRY ROSE. Intermediate. Raspberry stands, pink fallsNet $15.00 
AZURE GEM. Standard Dwarf. Ruffled, light greenish blue.... Net $ 7.50 
MAGUS (Clay Hamblen). Standard Dwarf. Bicolor plicata.Net $ 7.50 

(Each of the above five irises received an HC). 

Free catalog with complete descriptions and listing more than 500 varieties 
available in mid-April 

2778 West 5600 South 
Jim and Melba Hamblen 

Roy, Utah 84067 
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GATTY-KEPPEL INTRODUCTIONS 

Tall Bearded 

ETIQUETTE (Keppel ’82) M 36” (Inv. Montage, Gene Wild, Majorette, 

Rococo, Vaudeville, Charmed Circle) White ground plic with both stan¬ 

dards and falls narrowly banded strong violet-blue. Deeper hafts and 

stylearms, contrasting orange-yellow beards. *74-55N.$25.00 

MOVIE QUEEN (Gatty ’82) ML 32” (Pink Ballet X Princess) Beautiful clear 

pink with crushed strawberry beards. Nicely ruffled, touched with lace. 

*F71-3.$25.00 

MULLED WINE (Keppel ’82) L 36” ((((Amigo’s Guitar x (Rip. Waters x 

Gypsy Lullaby)) x (Jones 743 x (Marq. Skies x Babbling Brook))) x 
Salmon River) X Maraschino) Hearty raspberry-burgundy with faint 

apricot undertoning on upper part of falls. Prominent terracotta beards. 

Ruffled and laced; heavy substance. *76-35C.$30.00 

PRETTY LADY (Gatty ’82) ML 38” (Bonbon X (Risque x (Flaming Heart x 

(Regna x Esther Fay)))) Creamy, rich peach pink with large, bushy 

beards of fiery orange-red. Large flowers on excellent stalks. 

*G67-2.$25.00 

SIMPLE PLEASURES (Gatty ’82) M 36” (Princess X Beaux Arts) Shim¬ 

mering silvery lilac-orchid, paler in falls. Beards shade from white to jon¬ 

quil to tangerine red. Ruffled and heavily laced. *F79-1.$25.00 

SORCERESS (Keppel ’82) EM 34” ((Roundup sib x Jealous Lover) x Osage 

Buff) Peach standards with lavender glow; ivory peach falls with wide 

sanded plicata border and hafts of soft reddish violet. Soft orange 

beards. Ruffled, lightly laced. *74-33D.$25.00 

Border Bearded 

HOPSCOTCH (Keppel ’82) M 26” ((Picayune sib x Roundup) X (Picayune x 

Roundup)) Fat, frilly flowers of golden buff to lemon tan, the hafts 

moderately marked with dahlia purple, giving a butterscotch brown ef¬ 

fect. Excellent branching. #74-50C.$20.00 

PREDICTION (Keppel ’82) EM 24” ((Roundup sib X Jealous Lover) x 

(Roundup sib x April Melody)) Lavender-pink standards; pinkish ivory to 

cream falls with wide band of soft rosy orchid. White beards tipped 

tangerine orange. #74-25D.$20.00 

Intermediate Bearded 
BOLD PRINT (Gatty ’82) M 22” (sib to Rare Edition) Striking white ground 

plic with narrow stitched borders of purple heather. #G4-7.$10.00 

Standard Dwarf Bearded 
BABE (Gatty ’82) E 12” (Inv. Dainty Royal, Golden Fair, Zip, Ginger Tart) 

Chubby-petalled concord purple with white plic: Standards with a solid 

1/8” band of color, falls with just a wire edge. Purple styles. 

*K99-1.$ 7.50 

KEITH KEPPEL 
P.O. Box 8173 

Stockton, California 95208 
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1982 Introductions by 

NATHAN & THELMA RUDOLPH 

LILAC CREST—Sdlg. 77-77. (Louise Watts x Pink Angel) X Chartreuse Ruffles. 
TB, 30", M. The overall color is a lilac-pink bitone. Ruffled, domed standards 
are a medium lilac with a pink flush, very ruffled and flounced. Wide, round, 
flaring falls are a pale lilac, blending to white, very ruffled and flounced. 
Lilac-tipped beard. Four branches with six or more buds. Plant habits are ex¬ 
cellent. Fertile both ways. HC 1980/1 $25.00 

CANYON ROSE —Sdlg. 77-10: (Pink Angel x Orange Fire) X (Pink Angel x 
Orange Fire). TB, 35", E. Overall color is a blend of rose, brown and tan. Ruffl¬ 
ed, upright standards are rose with a brownish flush. Heavily ruffled, wide, 
flaring falls are a rosy tan with a lighter blaze. Pink beards. Four branches with 
six buds. Plant habits are excellent. Fertile both ways. HC 1979 $25.00 

ANTIQUE BAND —Sdlg. 77-17. (73-85: (68-54 x Lemon Mist) X Chartreuse Ruf¬ 
fles). TB, 31", E. Wide, upright standards are chrome yellow, very ruffled. The 
3" wide, ruffled, flaring falls are white, with a wide chrome yellow edge. 
Chrome yellow beards and styles. Four branches with seven or more buds. 
Plant habits are excellent. Fertile both ways $25.00 

Previous Rudolph Introductions 
Send for catalog describing exclusive Daylilies, Hostas, Irises and Peonies. 

ANGEL CHIFFON 1978 $10.00 LILAC FROST 1980 $15.00 

BALLET RUFFLES 1978 $10.00 LOVE SCENE 1981 $20.00 

BEIGE MELODY 1974 $ 6.00 ORCHID TINSEL 1979 $15.00 
BLUE CHARMER 1972 $ 6.00 ORIENTAL ETCHING 1980 $20.00 

CARVED ANGEL 1975 $ 6.00 PEACH TAFFETA 1973 $ 6.00 

CARVED CAMEO 1972 $ 6.00 PEARL FROST 1977 $12.00 

CARVED MARBLE 1977 $ 6.00 PINK ANGEL 1973 $ 8.00 

CHARTREUSE RUFFLES 1976 $ 8.00 PINK BALLET 1969 $ 6.00 
CHIFFON BONNET 1978 $10 00 PINK FRINGE 1967 $ 6.00 

CREAM TAFFETA 1970 $ 6.00 PINK SLEIGH 1970 $ 6.00 

CUT CRYSTAL 1978 $ 8.00 PINK TAFFETA 1968 $ 6.00 

FRINGED LACE 1980 $10.00 RUFFLED SURPRISE 1981 $20.00 

GOLD BRACELET 1981 $20.00 SALMON DREAM 1970 $ 6.00 

LAVENDER RIBBON 1981 $20.00 THELMA RUDOLPH 1976 $12.00 

LEMON BROCADE 1974 $10.00 TITIAN GOLD 1973 $ 6.00 

LEMON CREST 1979 $10.00 YELLOW TAPESTRY 1979 $15.00 

SEND ALL ORDERS AND INQUIRIES TO CHARLES KLEHM & SON 
NURSERY. All prices are net. Check, draft or money order must accompany 
order. Visa and Master Charge accepted. No COD PLEASE. Irises will be ship¬ 
ped by Parcel Post, Special Handling or United Parcel Service from mid-July 
to September 15. Include $2.50 for shipping and handling. We ship only state- 
inspected plants and true to name. If not satisfied, notify us promptly. 

CHARLES KLEHM & SON NURSERY 
2 East Algonquin Road Arlington Heights, IL 60005 

Telephone - 312-437-2880 
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GARDEN of WILLIAM G. and ESTHER C. McGARVEY 
1 Etwilla Lane, RD 3 Oswego, NY 13126 

1982 Introductions 

GULLS WAY (R. 1975). SIB, 34”. White self. From McG 68-64-22-2 X 71-68-37-Y-l. A 

particularly handsome white. Different in form from our other whites. Has done well in 
many areas.Net $65.00 

ESTHER C.D.M. (R. 1981). SIB, 36”. White self. From McG 59-P-l X 70-Swirl-63-3-2- 

W-2. An unusually fine white with still another and entirely different form from any of 
our other whites. It was the last of my wife’s selections.Net $1500.00 

PINK HAZE (1980). SIB, 38”. Pink self. Opens Munsell 5PR 6/10. From McG 60-InRoy- 

P-l X McG 63-2-2-2. HC ’76 and ’79- Much admired entry at the Huntsville Conven¬ 
tion in 1979.Net $65.00 

YANKEE DOODLE BOY (1979). SIB, 34”. S. light violet with white edges; F. very dark 

violet. Both S. and F. grade into lighter color, then white at edges; white style-arms. 
This plant blooms after the 4th of July in Oswego and was named in relation to that 
holiday. Stock low. No sales in 1982. 

LYDIA WINTER (1979). SIB, 39”. Opens pink but converts to a lovely violet. Named in 

honor of the competent flower judge who admired it as a seedling. From pink 
breeding.Net $45.00 

MAGGIE SMITH (1979). SIB, 36”. Similar to Lydia Winter, but sufficiently different in 

plant and flower that competent judges see it as worthy of individual 
attention.Net $45.00 

BLUE CHANTEUSE (1977). SIB, 38”. Light blue self. By my standards, this is a lovely 

flower on an excellent plant. Stock low. No sales in 1982. 
ROANOKE’S CHOICE (1976). Lovely violet. Much admired at Roanoke Convention. Ex¬ 

cellent, floriferous plant. Top Siberian in Judges’ Choice ’78.Net $45.00 
RED PASSION (1974). HC at Lansing Convention. Large, handsome, bright purplish red 

flowers on well-branched stalks. Late bloomer. Stock low. No sales in 1982. 
AUGURY (1974). SIB, 40”. Same breeding as Red Passion. Same excellent characteristics 

but very different flower. Large, ruffled, compact flower. Opens pink but converts to 
violet. Morgan Award ’80.Net $40.00 

DEVIL’S SCION (1973). Pure I. fulva from Devil’s Advocate selfed. Grows well in Oswego 

and blooms and reblooms there.Net $25.00 
WING ON WING (1969). SIB, 38”. Handsome white different from White 
Swirl.Net $30.00 

DEVIL’S ADVOCATE (1972). 15”. Pure I. fulva. Bright red-orange flowers. Prospers in 

Oswego and reblooms in August and September. Needs year around moist, humus sod 
and likes extra moisture in the spring and summer.Net $30.00 

EGO (1966). The best of my 28-chromosome blues. HC ’67, JC ’68, Morgan Award 

’72.Net $ 5.00 
FORETELL (1970). Fertile hybrid between the 40-chromosome I. forrestii and a 

28-chromosome hybrid. Named to suggest future use in breeding. Produces excellent 
and unusual seedlings. HM,JC ’71.Net $25.00 

ID (1969). Velvety black from pure I. chrysographes. Pure to species in form. Requires 

moist soil year around. HM ’70, JC ’71. Short stock. No sales in 1982. 
KING’S FOREST (1969). Clear light yellow from pure I. forrestii breeding. Excellent 

parent. Requires moist soil year around.Net $12.00 
SUPER EGO (1966). Truly unusual Siberian form. S. pale blue; F. darker blue at edge, 

fading to powder blue near center. HM ’67, JC ’68, Morgan Award ’71.Net $ 5.00 
DEWFUL (1967). SIB, 40”. Sister to Ego but entirely different form. HM ’68, President’s 

Cup ’70, Morgan Award ’70.Net $ 5.00 
BLUE BURN (1968). Sib to Ego and Dewful but different from both. ‘Burn’ in Scotland 

means river or stream. HM '68.Net $10.00 
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INTRODUCING in 1982 

for Richard Sloan 

CORAL SURF 

This was one of the most interesting and nicest guests that I grew for the 1978 National. 
On white grounds, a fancy plicata done in warm blue-violet, accented by pink—yes 
pink—beards. This child of Brilliant Star X unknown is apparently an expression of the 
recesive plicata factor that we now know was present in many Hall and Hall-related 
irises. The pollen parent may have been another Hall-related iris, or a plicata. Form is 
good—ruffled, closed standards and flaring falls—and, though short (30-32” tall), 
branching is good. However, Coral Surf will bloom heavily. In areas milder than the 
Bay area, it may/will bloom out. This has exciting breeding potential. Limited 
stock.$35.00 Net 

for Bryce Williamson 

CINEMA 

Large, ruffled flowers are carried on tall, sturdy stalks. Closed standards of butter 
yellow, texture veined slightly darker, and clear white falls, hafted and banded in butter 
yellow. This child of Islands of Light X Fan Club is a vigorous grower, healthy in¬ 
crease^ and a producer of 36” stalks that have three branches, spur, terminal, and dou¬ 
ble and triple buds.$25.00 

CENTRE COURT 

Though actually a blue-violet plicata, Centre Court gives the garden impression of a 
mid-blue plicata, a coloring surprisingly missing in recent introductions. Clean white 
grounds contrast with wide, sanded edges with clearly defined plicata banding on both 
standards and falls. Soft yellow beards are inconspicuous. The flowers—wide, globular, 
ruffled—are carried on 37” stalks, having double buds and three branches and ter¬ 
minal. Odessey X (Rococo x (Mary McClellan x Whole Cloth)).$25.00 

DESERT MIST 

Something different in a brown-toned plicata. Standards of golden tan, infused, brush¬ 
ed, peppered and sanded sandlewood; creamy white falls have a precise plicata edge of 
golden tan, with hafts sanded and peppered sandlewood; lemon on white-base beards. 
This seedling of Osage Buff X Iris Nelson’s 34-74A: (Smoke Rings x Decolletage) is 
32-34” tall, has medium-sized flowers that are ruffled, flared and tightly formed. 
Desert Mist should prove to be an interesting parent for red-beareded plicata 
seedlings.$25.00 

LAST CALL 

As to be expected by the name, an iris to end the season, flowering from mid-season un¬ 
til all other irises are gone. This neglecta-plicata has light orchid-lavender standards 
with lavender-pink highlights, white falls edged in medium orchid-violet plicata bands, 
and lemon beards. With closed standards, ruffled form, and medium-to-large 
blossoms, the flowers are well displayed on 36” stalks with three branches and terminal. 
Because of the lavender-pink tones, I am using this with pink and tangerine-bearded 
plicatas. Smoke Rings X Montage.$30.00 

MACHO 
Dramatic Arts X Chamber Music produced this bright henna and rust-brown blend. 
With closed standards, flared falls, the flowers have gentle ruffling and a diffused violet 
wash beneath the gold beards. Three tight branches on 38” stalks, flowering from mid¬ 
season into the late garden. Like many irises descended from Knopf irises, Macho will 
sometimes produce sparse-leafed rhizomes. See our color ad in this issue of the Bulletin 
for coloring and form.$25.00 

PACIFIC COAST HYBRIDIZERS 
P.O. Box 972 Campbell, California 95009 

No catalogue in 1982. Please order from this ad. California customers add 6.5% sales 
tax. All customers add $2.00 handling. 
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iris is an original, yet beautiful in its own way. And then came the knowledge 
that good qualities and good characteristics are equally important considerations 
when determining the real beauty of an iris. 

Although Addie first saw these lessons in the iris, she soon noticed the same 
lessons in other flowers . . . and then she saw messages from God in all flowers. 

Order HE SAYS IT WITH FLOWERS, with messages of thirty flowers, 
beautifully illustrated, from Addie Scheve, Route 1 -IB, Battle Creek, NE 68715. 
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WANTED: Good plants of Steve Moldovan’s SEVEN LEAGUES 

and HONESTY and Jim Marsh’s PIRATE TREASURE and 

ORANGE TRIUMPH for planting in the summer of 1982. Please 

contact ROGER R. NELSON, 313 Lincoln Street, Wayne, NE 

68787. 

FOR SALE: All issues of the AIS Bulletins from 1956 through 

1980 (except July, 1970) plus April, 1954, and April and Oc¬ 

tober, 1955. Good condition. Will accept best offer for the lot. 

Lin Flanagan, 5700 Rockhill Road, Ft. Worth, Texas 76112. 

1982 INTRODUCTIONS 
BIRDFEEDER—Sdlg. 375. Siberian, 35”, M. Medium blue. Round 

form, flat flare. Unusual! Parentage unknown - probably from White 
Swirl seedling. Postpaid.$20.00 

SHANDY—BB, 24”, M. Very ruffled, beautiful champagne with brown 
beards. Crisp open standards. Postpaid.$15.00 

Other Introductions 
1978—MAGGIE LEE—Red Siberian. HM ’80.$ 5.00 
1978—DRUCILLA SHAW—TB. White, fragrant.$ 5.00 
1978— DOLL FOOT—AB-MED. Pink. HM ’80.$ 5.00 
1979— AN-JAN—TB. Pink HM ’81.$10.00 

Add $1.00 per plant for expenses. 
Please order form this ad. 
LOUISE BELLAGAMBA 

11431 Old St. Charles Rd. Bridgeton, MO 63044 

"Schultz-Instant" 

Fertilizer 
EASY TO USE 

“Just add Va tsp. per gal. in the water. 
Everytime you water, Everything you grow.” 
Ultra Pure, Concentrated, 20-30-20, Soluble, All Purpose, “Starts 
& Feeds Formula.” Sizes for Gardens, Vegetables, Flowers, 
Roses, Shrubs, Trees, Lawns, Greenhouses, Nurseries. 3 Sizes. 

Available at your store or send $2.50 for 1 lb., Small Garden Size, $9.95 
for 5 lb. Lawn & Garden Size, $33.00 for 25 lb. Estate Size (includes 
mailing). By the makers of “Plant Shine.” 

SCHULTZ CO. —St. Louis, MO 63043 
SEND FOR OUR FUND RAISING OFFER 
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^^^Commercial Birectory^p 

ALPENFLORA GARDENS 

17985- 40th AVE. 

Surrey (Cloverdale) B.C. V3S 4N8 

West Coast Natives and Hybrids. Many dif¬ 
ferent species from the world over. Minia¬ 
tures and Standard Dwarfs. All well estab¬ 
lished in 4" pots. Ready to ship and to plant 
any time. 20% off on U S. currency. Quality 
plants - Quantity Discounts. Also, many 
hardy plants and perennials plus choice al- 
pmes, rockery plants, primroses. 

List on request 

BROWN’S 
SUNNYHILL GARDENS 

Opal L. Brown 

“YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY'' 

FEATURING THE FINEST OF 
MODERN TALL BEARDED IRIS 

Catalog on request 
— No Color — 

Route 3, Box 102 
Milton-Freewater 
Oregon 97862 

ANDERSON IRIS GARDENS 
22179 Keather Ave. N. 

Forest Lake, Minn. 55025 
400 varieties Northern grown TB irises at 
reasonable prices. Also 40 varieties of fine 
peonies. 

List on request. 

Perennials 

BUSSE 
GARDEN CENTER 

& NURSERY 
635 E. 7th St. 

COKATO, MINNESOTA 55321 
“The Minnesota Perennial People’’ 

Send $1.00 for catalog 

Credited on first order! 

BALDWIN’S IRIS 
Offering fine irises of recent introduc¬ 
tion at attractive prices. Over 500 
varieties. 

TBs * BBs * SDBs 
Descriptive catalog on request. 

1306 Monroe Walla Walla, WA 99362 

BAY VIEW GARDENS 
of Joseph J. Ghio 

1201 Bay St., Santa Cruz, Calif. 95060 

Send $1.00 for catalog listing the 
finest in Tall, Louisiana, Pacifica and 

Spuria irises. 

COPY DEADLINES 

January issue.Oct. 15 
April issue.Jan. 15 
July issue.Apr. 15 
October issue.July 15 

BURGES IRIS GARDEN 
1900 Fordham Drive 
Denton, TX 76201 

817-383-1946 
Quality rhizomes of the newer tall 
bearded irises at reasonable prices. 

List on request. 

C&A IRIS GARDENS 

Growers of Quality Iris 
REASONABLE PRICES 

PRICE LIST ON REQUEST— 
Wholesale and Retail 

1320 Mary Street 
Hanford, CA 93230 
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CAL DIXIE 
IRIS GARDENS 

COOK'S GARDENS 
6924 Pacific Hwy. E., Tacoma, WA 98424 

1-206-922-7988 

Offers Quality Iris at affordable 
prices. Over 1000 varieties of TBs, 
BBs, SDBs and remontants. De¬ 
scriptive price list on request. 

Herb and Sara Hoik 
14115 Pear St. 

Riverside, CA 92504 

CHARJOY 
GARDENS 

Charles and Joyce 
Arny, Jr. 

117 Acacia Drive 
Lafayette, La. 70508 

Top Quality 
Louisiana Irises 

Featuring Siberians, Species and 
Pacific Coast Natives. 

Introducing Cal-Sib Carrie Dawn 

Catalog on Request 

CORDON BLUE FARMS 

418 Buena Creek Road 
San Marcos, California 92069 

Spuria and Louisiana Irises 

Wide selection of daylilies 
from miniature to TETRAPLOID 

Catalog $1.00 

The Cherry Lane Gardens of 

GLENN F. CORLEW 
Catalog 200 

CONTEMPORARY GARDENS 
of Perry Dyer 

Box 534 Blanchard, OK 73010 

The newest in TBs, medians and 

beardless. Featuring '82 introductions 

of Perry Dyer, Chris Waltermire and 

Dr. W.E. Jones. 

Catalog on Request 

COOLEY’S GARDENS 

2988 Cherry Lane 

Walnut Creek, California 94596 

featuring the introductions of 

Glenn F. Corlew 

and 

Vernon Wood 

Send 250 for catalog 

COTTAGE GARDENS 
301 S. James St. 

P.O. Box 126 
SILVERTON, OREGON 97381 

Incomparable Iris catalog in color 

FEATURING THE FINEST OF 
TALL BEARDED IRISES 

DUALITY RHIZOMES 

Free with your first order of the season 
and to our recent customers 

nr 

Send $2.00 for the catalog, then deduct 
it from your first catalog order. 

6225 Vine Hill School Road, Sebastopol, CA 95472 
Featuring the introductions of Bob Brown, 

Virginia Messick, John Nelson, Don Denney, 
and Jim McWhirter 

CATALOG ON REQUEST 
A comprehensive collection of Tall Bearded Irises 

COTTONWOOD GARDEN 
Route 2 Moville, IA 51039 

Edna Moss 

Our clean, highly organic farm soil 
produces heavy, healthy rhizomes. Send 

stamp for list of TBs and IBs. Reasonable 
prices—finest quality! 
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D. and J. Gardens 
1373 Coventry Road 
Concord, CA 94518 

Introductions of Joyce and Duane Meek 

See our ad in the Spring Bulletin 
No catalog. Write for prices of previous intros. 

M. A. D. GARDEN 
Bob and Mary Dunn introductions only 

4828 Jella Way 
North Highlands, CA 95660 

See our ad in April Bulletin 

FOR PLEASURE 
IRIS GARDENS 

of 
HENRY DANIELSON & 

LUELLA STOPANI 

425 East Luna 
Chaparral, New Mexico 88021 

ARILBRED IRIS 
Since 1941 

1982 introductions listed and 
described in the April Bulletin 

Catalog on Request 

HARDY NORTHERN BEARDED IRIS IRIS LABELS 
1982 Color Catalog $1.00 

Featuring Introductions of: 
Gordon W. Plough 

James Craig 
Tall, Border, 

Intermediate, Standard Dwarf 

EDEN ROAD IRIS GARDEN 

Mfg. by 

TOM FOSTER 
977 Meredith Court 
Sonoma, CA 95476 

A garden labeling method that is un¬ 
obtrusive in the garden, durable, very 
legible and easy to use. 

P.0. Box 117 
Wenatchee, WA 98801 

Send stamp for descriptive, 
literature and price list. 

4-(Square c}ris 
GIBSON IRIS GARDENS 

146 S. Villa St., 
Porterville, Ca 93257 

Tall bearded iris price list on request. 
Specializing in Gibson introductions. 
Our current introductions listed and 
described in the January Bulletin. 

A. H. HAZZARD 
510 Grand Pre Ave. Kalamazoo, Mich. 49007 

Grower of 

Featuring TB, MTB, IB, SDB, MDB, 
Space Age Irises and other perenials. 

Some Color 

JAPANESE IRISES 

Over 300 varieties. List on request. 

Catalog $1.00 
(Refundable on first order) 

3237 Eisenhower St. Eau Claire, Wl 54701 

David R. Spence (715) 839-7053 

HILDENBRANDT'S IRIS GARDENS 
Star Route. Box 4, Lexington. NE 68850 

Featuring introductions ot Mrs B Woltl 
Catalogue on request, listing 1100 varieties 

ot SDB. IB, BB. AB and TB Irises Also 
Oriental Poppies and Peonies 
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HILLVIEW GARDENS 
Lilly Gartman 

18461 Hillview Dr., Los Gatos, CA 95030 

Choice selection of the latest 
TBs and Medians 

Free Catalog 

ILLINI IRIS 

D. STEVE VARNER 
N. State St. Rd. 

Monticello, IL 61856 
Hybridizer and Grower 

Tall Bearded, 
Border Bearded and 

Siberian Irises, 
Tetraploid Hemerocallis 

Price List on Request 

THE J—LOT GARDENS 
of Lottie Ogles 

Box 486 Rt. 3 

Joshua, Texas 76058 
Ph. 817-295-4074 

REBL00MIN6 SPECIALIST 
Catalog listing of 125 varieties 

also 
Extensive listing of Spring Bloomers 

Quality high - prices low 

Send 350 stamp for lists after 

March 1 

KEITH KEPPEL 
P 0 Box 8173 

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95208 

Catalogue Featuring . . . 
1982 Introductions of 

Joe Gatty 
Keith Keppel 

and the newest varieties of 
tall beardeds 

medians 
Available on Request to AIS Members 

LA CRESTA GARDENS 
of 

Maryann M. Anning 
12864 Viscaino Road 
Los Altos Hills, CA 

94022 

Catalog 
40<U 

LAURIE’S GARDEN 
(Lorena M. Reid) 

41886 McKenzie Hwy 
Springfield, Oregon 97477 

Specializing in: CALIFORNICAE, JAP¬ 
ANESE and SIBERIAN Irises. Also 
grow many Cal-Sibes, Evansia, 
Laevigatae and other Beardless 
Species and Hybrids. 

Descriptive price list 
for stamp in May. 

LOUISIANA NURSERY 
Ken and Belle Durio 

CHOICE 

LOUISIANA IRISES 

TETRAPLOID AND DIPLOID 

OUR 32nd YEAR 
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG 

$1.00 

THIS LIST INCLUDES 

MANY EXCITING 

NEW DAYLILIES 

RT. 7, BOX 43 
OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA 70570 
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Listing the newest in Tall Bearded and 
Median irises with descriptions. 

‘Hardy irises trom northern Nebraska’ 

MAPLE TREE GARDENS 

MELROSE GARDENS 
309-AD Best Road South 

Stockton, CA 95205 

Larry L. Harder 
P.O. Box 278 

Ponca, Nebraska 68770 

Write for free price list 

MARYOTT’S IRIS GARDENS 

Presenting the 1982 introductions of: 
Sanford Babson and a wide range of 

iris types from Ben R. Hager. 

Our smaller catalog will bring you a 
restricted listing of only the most 

elite irises, but still all of the 
fascinating types of irises and newer 

daylilies. 

Nearly two acres of irises 
specializing in 

‘Latest Tall Bearded 
‘Dwarfs and Medians 
* Remontants, Exotica & Antiques 

Featuring large quantities of the 
most recent varieties and offering 
them at exceptionally reasonable 
prices. The gardens are open to 
the public during bloom season, 
and AIS members are cordially 
invited. 

Free Catalog 

BILL &MELINDA MARYOTT 
1678 Andover Lane 
San Jose, CA 95124 

(408)265-2498 

GARDEN of the 
ENCHANTED RAINBOW 

THE CONNOISSEUR’S CATALOG 
$1.00 mailed first class 

not deductible 

MID-AMERICA GARDENS 
of Paul Black 

TBs * Medians * Arilbreds 
Quality rhizomes of the latest introductions to 

the tried and true older varieties. 
Catalog on request. 

Box 425 Wheatland, OK 73097 

MILLER’S MANOR GARDENS 

Roger and Lynda Miller 
Route 2, Box 323A 
Ossian, IN 46777 

Specializing in Miniature Dwarf, 
Median and Tall Bearded Irises. 

REASONABLE Prices 
Best of the OLD. 

Many NEW ones. 
REBLOOMERS. 

Some MEDIANS. 

Jordan A. & Bernice M. Miller 
Rt. 4, Box 439B, Killen, Alabama 35645 

Send stamp for price list. 

List on Request 

MOHR GARDENS 
1649 Linstead Drive, Lexington, KY 40504 

Featuring tall bearded introductions of Dr. H.C. 
Mohr, David Mohr and Ken Mohr. Also a large 

selection of contemporary TBs from your favorite 
American hybridizers. 
Send stamp for catalog 
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MISSION BELL GARDENS 

(MELBA AND JIM HAMBLEN) 

Featuring Fine Irises of 

Recent Introduction 

TALL BEARDED 

CATALOG ON REQUEST - NO COLOR 

2778 W. 5600 So. Roy, Utah 84067 

HARDY 
NORTHERN PEONIES 

Beautiful Herbaceous and 

Tree Peony Hybrids. Excellent 

quality. Exciting colors. 

Catalog $1.00 

SCHLIEFERT 
IRIS GARDENS 

Murdock, Nebraska 68407 
Since 1935 

Collection of all Dykes available 
No catalog available this year 

SCHREINER’S GARDENS 
3629 QUINABY RD., NE. 
SALEM, OREGON 97303 

Fine Irises for discerning collectors 

GROWERS - HYBRIDIZERS - 
ORIGINATORS 

America’s Finest Iris Catalog, accurate 
color illustrations, a treasure trove of 
information. 

$2.00 (Deductible from 1st order) 

DAVID B. SINDT - IRISES 

DAVID REATH 
Vulcan, Michigan 49892 

REDBUD LANE IRIS GARDEN 
Jerry & Melody Wilhoit & Sons 

RR #1, Box 141 - Kansas, IL 61933 

TBs, Medians, MDBs, Arilbreds, 
Species, Beardless Irises, Hardy 

Northern grown Louisianas, 
complete Dykes collection. 

Free Catalog Low Prices 

1331 West Cornelia, Dept. A 
Chicago, lllinios 60657 

Extensive listing of pure pumilas 
and small bearded species. 

1982 MDBS, SDBs and IB by 
David Sindt, Earl Roberts, 

J.D. Taylor and 

Lothar Denkewitz. 

Free catalog available in April. 
No orders accepted after July 15. 

RIVERDALE IRIS GARDENS GILBERT H. WILD & SON 
Zula A. Hanson 

7124 Riverdale Road 
Minneapolis, Minn. 55430 

Featuring an extensive list of dwarfs and 
medians. Send $1.00 for our catalog, then 

deduct it from your first order. 

Dept. AIS 182 
Sarcoxie, MO 64862-0338 

Send $2 for 96-page illustrated 
catalog in color featuring 

IRISES, PEONIES, DAYLILIES. 
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REGIONS AND REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENTS 

1- Maine, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and 
Vermont. Clayton H. Sacks, West Neck Rd., Box 70, Nobleboro, ME 04555 

2- New York. Greg M. Schifferli, 1211 McKinley Pkwy., Lackawanna, NY 14218 

3- Pennsylvania and Delaware. Paul R. Smith, 299 N. Pleasantview Rd., 
Sanatoga, PA 19464 

4- Maryland, District of Columbia, North Carolina, Virginia and West Virginia. 
Claire B. Barr, 1910 Greenspring Valley Rd., Stevenson, MD 21153 

5- South Carolina, Florida and Georgia. Rev. Everette L. Lineberger, Route 6, Bx 
300, Inman, SC 29349 

6- Michigan, Indiana and Ohio. James A. Copeland, Wolf Lake Fish Hatchery, 
Route 1, M-43, Mattawan, Ml 49071 

7- Kentucky and Tennessee. Mrs. Kearney (Hilda) Crick, Rt. 4, Lewisburg, TN 
37091 

8- Wisconsin and Minnesota. Walter A. Machulak, S. 82 W. 12877 Acker Dr., 
Hales Corners, Wl 53130 

9- lllinois. Mrs. Rita Kinsella, 318 Marabeth, Fairview Heights, IL 62208 

10- Louisiana. Richard Goula, 113 Acacia Dr., Lafayette, LA 70508 

11- Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming. David M. Durnford, 1504 S. Seventh West, 
Missoula, MT 59801 

12- Utah. Keith Wagstaff, 2424 E. Sundown Ave., Salt Lake City, UT 84121 

13- Washington, Oregon, Alaska, J. T. Aitken, 608 N.W. 119 St., Vancouver, WA 
98665 

14- Northern California, Hawaii and Nevada. Dr. John H. Weiler, 1146 W. Rialto, 
Fresno, CA 93705 

15- Southern California and Arizona. Mrs. Eleanor McCown, P.O. Box 176, 
Holtville, CA 92250 

16- Canada. Jack Taylor, 100 Graydon Hall Rd., Apt. 1604, Don Mills, Ontario, 
M3A 3A8, Canada 

17- Texas. Mrs. Louise Nichols, 2703 S. Harrison, Amarillo, TX 79109 

18- Missouri and Kansas. Dave Niswonger, 822 Rodney Vista Blvd., Cape 
Girardeau, MO 63701 

19- New Jersey and Staten Island. Dave Silverberg, 27 Spring Hill Dr., Howell, NJ 
07731 

20- Colorado. Thomas L. Magee, 6631 South Hill Way, Littleton, CO 80120 

21- Iowa, Nebraska, North Dakota and South Dakota. Leonard J. Michel, 420 
Hilltop Rd. Ames, IA 50010 

22- Oklahoma and Arkansas. Burdella Rhodes, Box 78, Osage, OK 74054 

23- New Mexico. James A. Mahoney, 704 Jefferson N.E., Albuquerque, NM 87110 

24- Alabama and Mississippi. Mrs. Jack (Mary) Kearney, Rt. 3, Box 502, 
Guntersville, AL 35976 
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1982 Introductions By 

Nathan and Thelma Rudolph 

CANYON ROSE 
(Rudolph '82) #77-10 

ANTIQUE BAND 
(Rudolph '82) #77-17 

LILAC CREST 
(Rudolph '82) #77-77 

CHARLES KLEHM & SON NURSERY 
2 East Algonquin Road Arlington Heights, IL 60005 



IT’S NOW AVAILABLE 
The Exciting 

BUBBLING OVER MAR 8 U82 

(Ghio ’82) $35.00 

Order direct or send Si. oo for cMQgTAN I CAL GARDE 

BAY VIEW GARDENS 
1201 Bay Street Santa Cruz. CA 95060 
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EDITOR’S PAGE 

“It takes more than irises to make an iris society.” This truism has ap¬ 

peared on Bulletin pages before, but it seems particulary apropos at the mo¬ 

ment. 

The April issue we dedicated to you, the members, without whom we could 

have no society. On the following pages we wish to introduce you to some of 

the many people who make this society run. (Come to the Denver convention 

and meet many of them in person!) We wish to use several pages for honor¬ 

ing those who have won well-deserved awards. And of course there is the in¬ 

evitable: we pay tribute to those friends and members who have left their 

earthly gardens. 

our apologies to ... . 

MARYOTT’S IRIS GARDENS 
for the mistake in their advertisement on the inside back cover 
of this issue. Their address is 1678 Andover Lane, San Jose, 
CA 95124, NOT 1673. 
(It isn’t often we can apologize for an error in the same issue it 
happens, but the color covers are printed two issues at one 
time to hold down printing costs.) 

BULLETIN ADVERTISING RATES 

COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY (Four Issues) 
One-inch . 
Three-inch. 

.$ 30.00 Two-inch 

.$ 50.00 

DISPLAY ADVERTISING (Single Issue) 

. $ 40.00 

One-inch . .$ 25.00 Two-thirds page. $ 73.00 
One-quarter page. .$ 31.00 Three-fourths page . .$ 82.00 
One-third page 
One-half page . .. 

.$ 40.00 

.$ 56.00 
Full page . $100.00 

Full page, color.$200.00 plus color separations 
Cover ads .$200.00 plus color separations 
All advertising copy and photographs, except color which requires individual ar¬ 
rangements, must be received by the Advertising Editor by April 15 (July Issue), 
July 15 (October Issue), October 15 (January Issue) and January 15 (April 
Issue). 

Send advertising copy and check payable to The American Iris Society to: 
Ms. Kay Nelson, Advertising Editor 

P.O. Box 37613 Omaha, NE 68137 
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from the Desk 
of the President 
Hal Stahly 

Torrential rains. Unprecedented cold. Record snowfall in some places 

and bitter weather with no snow cover in others. It has been a difficult 

winter, the weather seeming almost to parallel the more disastrous aspects 

of our national economy. But now the winter has passed and again garden¬ 

ing is seriously begun, even in our northern areas. 

As another year of iris activity gets under way, we would all do well to 

think about how we can help our Regional Vice Presidents in doing their 

work. Often it is a thankless job. We are truly fortunate to have capable peo¬ 

ple in the Society who are willing to take the office, usually at substantial 

cost to themselves. Not only are they not paid; they give, they pay, with time 

and money and emotional investment. 

RVPs are the backbone of the Society. We simply could not function 

without them. And there is no way to express adequately our gratitude to 

them. The best way to show your appreciation is to give them your support. 

A capable RVP supported by members will assure a successful region. 

Recently with the help of the RVP Counselor the RVPs have been pooling 

ideas for fund raising. Need to nourish your local society treasury? Ask your 

RVP. And do whatever you can to help with the financial support of your 

region. The RVP has some ideas for raising money, but none of them will 

work without your cooperation. Usually this means giving a little of your 

time and a lot of moral support. 

Successful local and regional organizations are the only real means we 

have for increasing AIS membership. And we do need more members in 

order to enhance the operation of the Society, including, importantly, our 

cost efficiency. These spring months offer our best chance for attracting 

new members. Now is the most important time for your help. 

We can not really thank our RVPs enough for the work they do. I hope we 

can all, though, take the time to express our thanks, not only with words but 

also with action. 

We look forward to Denver and seeing many of you there. 
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DENVER RENDEZVOUS ’82 
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY 
NATIONAL CONVENTION 

June 3V2, 4, and 5, 1982 

Tom Magee 

It’s only a 2Vi day BUDGET convention, but what a party, a Mountain 

and Plain RENDEZVOUS! Registration begins Thursday morning, June 3, 

but the convention begins at noon, June 3V2, with shuttle buses operating 

between the convention hotel, downtown Hilton, and the Denver Botanic 

Gardens. You’ll want to go out early as the timing is a mite past peak (no 

bud convention). There at the Botanic Gardens, Mary Ann and John 

Cuthbert meticulously planted all one thousand varieties from 130 

hybridizers in this one garden. Dr. Jack Durrance has doctored each grow¬ 

ing plant. Garden staff and volunteers and Region 20 members have helped 

manicure the plants, the weedless mounded soil, and wood shaving paths. 

The hotel is in downtown Denver. There is much to see and do by foot. A 

block south is the Civic Center; west around the center is the Convention 

and Visitors Bureau for complete information. Next is the U.S. Mint; free 25 

minute tours give visitors the chance to see shining new coins stamped 

from metal blanks. Past the City and County Building is the Denver Art 

Museum, a 10-story, 28-sided piece of sculpture faced with a million gray 

glass tiles. Inside is one of the world’s great collections of Native American 

art works, an outstanding Western Art Exhibit, and some 35,000 art objects 

divided among seven curatorial departments. Further east is the new Col¬ 

orado Heritage Center, a free museum devoted to the history of the Indians, 

gold miners, cowboys, and pioneers. North is the 24-carat gold-domed 

State Capitol. The thirteenth step of the building is exactly one mile above 

sea level. Free tours of the building are offered, including an observation 

deck on the rotunda with a magnificent view of Denver and the Rockies. 

Around the flagpole in front of the Capitol is a show of irises. Running from 

the Capitol past the Hilton Hotel to Larimer Square is the 16th Street Mall, a 

mile of tree-lined streets, shops, outdoor cafes, and fountains. Denver of¬ 

fers a free bus that circles downtown from the Civic Center to Larimer 

Square. A hundred years ago Denver’s wildest street, today Larimer 

Square is a maze of arcades, courtyards, gas lamps, and restored Victorian 

buildings housing restaurants, gift shops, movies, galleries, and offices. 

Thursday night at the hotel, there will be four big programs conducted by 

four experts: one covers selecting from the dogpatch, one goes back to the 

species, one will extoll the beauty of Japanese irises, and finally, an account 
of the popular Siberians. 
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Early next morning, Friday, June 4, we’re off to the north. First we’ll stop 

at Long’s Gardens in Boulder. There, three generations have tilled the soil 

for irises. Everett and Anne Long and their daughter and son-in-law, Kathy 

and Dennis Gates, will welcome you to 23 acres originally platted in 1916 

by Ev’s father. Not a convention garden, but a major attraction of 500 

varieties. Here also, Region 20 hybridizers have over 5000 seedlings grow¬ 

ing. 

Then north to Colorado State University at Fort Collins. Faculty member 

(now partially retired) Dr. Carl Jorgensen and his wife Margaret are hosts 

for the convention garden on University ground. Carl, a former RVP for 

Region 20, longtime judge and judges training expert, has done extensive 

work on his own and in tandem with the university on iris culture, hybridiz¬ 

ing, and seed germination. Special wide, grassed paths have been 

prepared to accommodate easy viewing of the 500 convention irises, plus 

Region 20 test garden, plus Carl’s own extensive breeding program. 

Lunch is at the Student Union on campus. Then we freeway back to 

Denver via 1-25, paralleling the front range of the Rockies. You’ll enjoy look¬ 

ing across level farmland crossed with rows of arching cottonwood trees 

growing along fences and ditches. Opposite is one of the three high peaks 

visible from the plains: Long’s Peak, 14,255 ft. The other two, Mt. Evans and 

Pikes Peak, are visible in the distance looking south. 

Back at the Hilton in early afternoon, there is downtown Denver for you, 

and shuttle buses operating for viewing the day’s bloom at the Botanic 

Gardens planting. Early evening, Region 20 will host a cheese and Colorado 

wine party at the Botanic Gardens. At night are section meetings at the 

Hilton. 

Early next morning, Saturday, June 5, we’re off to the south: Colorado 

Springs. We head towards Pikes Peak through cattle country—semi-desert 

with rolling hills of scrub oak. The buses will wind through the U.S. Air Force 

Academy, where the ultra-dramatic architecture rests before the equally 

dramatic rise of the Rockies. Climbing high on a hill east of Colorado 

Springs, the buses will stop at the three convention gardens. Embarkation 

is at Col. Clyde and Ruth Wooten’s garden. Half a block down the hill is Col. 

Max and Oretta McCarthy’s garden. Across the street is Ed and Emilie Var- 

num’s garden. From all three your eyes will travel down across the city of 

Colorado Springs and up to the heights of Pikes Peak. 

Lunch is at one of America’s grand resorts, the Broadmoor Hotel. A pink 

plazzo set against a backdrop of Cheyenne Mountain, the hotel recalls the 

grandeur of the Italian lake district. After lunch a brief stop will be made at 

the Garden of the Gods, a 940 acre park of massive red sandstone rock for¬ 

mations. 

Back at the Hilton in early afternoon, once more there is downtown 

Denver for you, with shuttle buses to the Denver Botanic Gardens. Satur¬ 

day night’s banquet will feature souvenir favors, iris awards, and a Col¬ 

orado slide program. Then, the party’s over. 

Details of the under $100 registration are in the January Bulletin. 
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MEET THE NEW RVPS 

Region 7 ■ Hilda Crick 

Hilda began growing irises twenty five years ago—the blue ones, and 

yellows and whites. When a lady who lived nearby invited her to stop and 

see her irises, Hilda found out they not only had names, but also came in 

other colors and patterns. She was hooked and ordered her first named 

varieties in 1963. 
The following year a local iris society was formed in Lewisburg. She join¬ 

ed and began taking an active part in the iris world. She has been treasurer 

and assistant RVP for Region 7. Hilda admits to enjoying iris people almost 

as much as she enjoys her irises; she has missed attending only one con¬ 

vention since 1974. 

Married, she and her husband Kearney have one son and two grand¬ 

children. She is employed with Genesco, a shoe company. 

Region 13 ■ Terry Aitken 

Terry first became interested in irises after viewing several of the spec¬ 

tacular Minneapolis shows about ten years ago. After seeing the array of 

colors and patterns available in a Schreiner catalogue and with a bit of per¬ 

suasion on the local level, he joined AIS. 

In 1974 the Aitkens moved to Vancouver, Washington, and soon became 

acquainted with Bennett Jones, George Shoop, and the Schreiners. It was 

only natural that he became interested in hybridizing at this point, and 

several of his seedlings have already reached the registration stage. 

The Aitken display garden contains approximately 500 varieties 

representing TBs down to MDBs, plus pacific coast natives and japanese, 

available commercially oh a local level. Terry writes that he attempts to 

make a livelihood in Architecture, operating from a home studio. He and 

Barbara have two sons, one attending college and the other in the navy. 

Region 15 - Eleanor McCown 

A native Californian, Eleanor moved to the Imperial Valley in 1933 to 

teach the primary grades at Highline School, and in 1935 she married 

Frank McCown. Shortly thereafter, she was given a clump of I. ochroleuca 
and some tall beardeds. Seeing an iris list from Milliken Gardens, she 

ordered more beardeds and spurias. The latter did well except for LARK 

SONG, which bloomed beautifully but without increase. In an attempt to 

replace the loss, the seeds from LARK SONG were planted. When the 

seedlings bloomed, Eleanor realized she was dealing with hybrids, not 

species, and her breeding program began. 
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An article about spurias in a flower magazine mentioned the Spuria Iris 

Society. In order to join the spuria group, she also joined AIS. With the en¬ 

couragement of Mary Redford, of the spuria society, she made a trip to Ar¬ 

cadia to enter spurias in the iris show at the Arboretum. This brought her in 

contact with AIS members and the AIS members in contact with the Mc- 

Cown spurias. The remainder is chronicled in AIS awards listings, with 

many H.M. entries and the Nies Awards for IMPERIAL RUBY, IMPERIAL 

BRONZE, and HIGHLINE LAVENDER. 

Eleanor has'two daughters and a son, plus four grandchildren. Widowed 

in 1971, she supervises the family ranch. And, of course, crosses beautiful 

spurias. 

Region 16 - Jack Taylor 

No stranger to convention-goers, Jack begins another stint as our Cana¬ 

dian RVP, having served previously from 1972-1978. 

Jack grew up with irises, saving his allowance in high school to purchase 

his first ones. Through the years he has been active with the Canadian Iris 

Society, serving as Director and as President. 

He has made many trips to the states to keep up with iris activities and 

advancements. 

Region 20 - Tom Magee 

Tom’s first exposure to irises came when he was a child tending a thirty- 

foot row of flags in Columbus, Ohio. Then in Denver in the late fifties, he 

watched Jack Durrance demonstrate how to hybrkiize an iris, and that 

started another project. Generally growing about a thousand new seedlings 

a year, his efforts to date include the border iris MAROON BELLS, which 

has won an A.M., and the H.M. winner COLORADO SUNSHINE. 

He and his wife Judy operate an eight-sheet billboard plant, with Judy do¬ 

ing the designs for the outdoor posters, plus freelance fashion art work. 

They have two married daughters. 

Region 24 • Mary Kearney 

Mary, a native Alabaman, is the office manager and bookkeeper for a 

natural gas distribution system. She and her husband Jack hold state real 

estate licenses and own and operate Homeplace Farm, where they breed 

registered black angus cattle. Those who were at the 1979 Huntsville con¬ 
vention will remember their well-tended tour garden. 

A member of Marshall Iris Society, Mary has held various offices with 

that group, and has also served on the region’s convention committee. She 

is also a charter member of the newly formed Arab Iris and Daylily Society 

and belongs to the American Hemerocallis Society, American Hosta Socie¬ 

ty, and Alabama Hosta Society. 
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JAYMIE HEATHCOCK APPOINTED 
PUBLICATION SALES DIRECTOR 

AIS lost a librarian and gained a publication sales director in 1981. It was 

decided that the latter title was more descriptive of the work being done by 

Librarian Dorothy Howard, which Jaymie Heathcock was appointed to take 

over. Either way, AIS is fortunate in having two such willing and able 

workers, and in having them located in relative proximity for ease in 

transferring inventories! 

Anyone attending the Tulsa convention will remember Jaymie as both a 

talented pianist and a capable tour garden owner. A professional pianist 

and organist for nearly twenty years, she has also taught piano and done 

musical direction for college and theater productions in the Tulsa area. Cur¬ 

rently she is working part time as a designer at a florist shop and serving as 

a church organist. 

Her husband Bob she describes as a banker by occupation, horseman 

by choice. They have three children: two married and the third (John—a 

runner-up in the Youth Achievement Award contest several years ago) in 

the Marine Corps. 

Jaymie grew up as a “third generation irisarian’’, joining the local Tulsa 

Area Iris Society after attending one of their rhizome sales. She served in a 

number of jobs for the society, from president on down, and has been assis¬ 

tant RVP for Region 22. The move from Tulsa out into the country at 

Mounds was accomplished to make room for the irises or the horses, 

depending which member of the family tells the tale .... Either way, we’re 

glad you moved, Jaymie, so you’d have room for all those boxes of Bulletins 
and books! 
12 



AIS SALES ITEMS 

THE WORLD OF IRISES.$15.00 

Edited by Warburton & Hamblen; 34 contributors and authors including inter¬ 

national authorities. 494 pages of text; 32 pages full color. Published in 1978 and the 

most authoritative book on all phases of irises, scientific and popular. 6" x 9" hard 
bound cloth cover. 

AIS LAPEL PINS .$5.00 
AIS Logo in blue and green on silver plated pin Vi" x %" with safety lock catch. 

TWO RARE IRIS PRINTS.each $6.00; both for $11.00 
Suitable for framing. Color reproductions of original art work done for the New 

York Botanical Garden in 1929. See illustration, in Spring 1978 Bulletin, page 59. 
Proceeds from sale of prints will be used to support the work of the AIS Historical 
Committee. 

HANDBOOK FOR JUDGES AND SHOW OFFICIALS.$2.50 

1979 MEMBERSHIP LIST.$2.50 

1959 IRIS CHECK LIST.$3.50 

Hard bound. Ten-year compilation of registrations 1950-59, complete awards 

listing 1920-59. 

1979 IRIS CHECK LIST.$12.00 

Hard bound. Ten-year compilation of registrations 1970-79, complete awards 

listing 1960-79. New; printing just completed. 

REGISTRATIONS AND INTRODUCTIONS— 1977 . .$2.00 

1978 . .$3.50 

1979 . .$3.50 

1980 . .$3.50 

1981. .$3.50 

BULLETINS: Current issues . .$3.00 

Back issues, if available .$2.50 

BULLETIN 1 (Reprint). .$1.50 

Golden Anniversary BULLETIN . .$2.00 

BRONZE ANNIVERSARY MEDALS. .$2.50 

The AIS 50th Anniversary medal in antiqued bronze. Suitable for pendants, show 

prizes, and special awards. 

AIS SEALS.Pack—$2.50; 5 Packs—$10.00 

Self-adhesive ovals, slightly larger than a half dollar, official design in blue and 

green on a silver background. (50 per pack) 

AIS AUTO LICENSE TAGS.$3.50 

Prices include postage and handling. 
Make checks payable to The American Iris Society 

Send order to Jaymie Heathcock, Route 2, Box 238 Mounds, OK 74047 

Tel. (918) 366-3480 
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BURCH IS NEW MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY 
As of April 1, James Burch has taken over as AIS Membership Secretary. 

A native of eastern North Carolina, Jimmy has been an Alabaman since 

1958. He graduated from the University of Alabama in Huntsville, majoring 

in political science and German. He is currently employed by the U.S. Army 

Missile Command as an Equipment Specialist on the Pershing Missile 

System. 

Jimmy began growing irises in 1963 and has hybridized and introduced 

several tall beardeds, including the 1979 President’s Cup winner FROSTY 

JEWELS. He has served as membership contest chairman and also as con¬ 

vention chairman for the Huntsville convention in 1979 and has held 

various local and regional offices. He was elected to the Board of Directors 

in the fall of 1980 and had been in charge of convention liaison. 

He and his wife Betty, a high school administrator, have one daughter, 

Carol, currently a college senior. 

Jimmy, your picture would look more natural if you were puffing on a 

cigar! 

MEMBERSHIP RECORDS 
As noted elsewhere in this issue, all new memberships, renewals, 

and changes of address should now be sent to: 

Mr. James G. Burch, P.O. Box 10003, 717 Pratt Avenue NE, 

Huntsville, Alabama 35801 
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MEMBERS OF REGION 12 (UTAH) 

Extend a cordial invitation to friends and neighbors to visit our 
gardens PRIOR to Denver’s National Convention. 

Although Mother Nature’s whims are the determining factor in 
bloom dates, Utah gardens usually bloom a few days earlier than 
those in Denver. 

For additional information concerning our bloom season, 
transportation to gardens, etc., please contact your Utah friends. 

-KEITH WAGSTAFF, RVP- 

(Melba B. Hamblen) 

AIS MEMBERSHIP RATES 

Annual.$ 9.50 Sustaining $20.00 

Triennial. 23.75 Research. 47.50 

Family.11.50 Life. . . . . 190.00 

Family Triennial.28.50 Family Life. . . . 237.50 

Youth Member, with others of family as members. . 2.00 

Youth Member, with no others of family as members . .3.25 

SECTION MEMBERSHIP RATES aSai 
single 

triennial 
family 
annual 

family 
triennial 

Median Iris Society. . . . 5.50 15.00 8.00 22.50 

Society for Siberian Irises. . . . 2.50 6.50 3.00 7.50 

Spuria Iris Society. . . . 2.50 6.00 3.00 7.00 

Society for Japanese Irises. . . . 2.00 5.00 2.50 6.00 

Reblooming Iris Society. 

Society for Pacific Coast 

3.00 7.50 4.00 10.00 

Native Iris. 

Species Iris Group of 

4.00 10.00 5.00 12.00 

North America. . . . 3.00 9.00 6.00 18.00 

Louisiana Iris Society of America. . . . 2.00 5.00 2.00 5.00 

Dwarf Iris Society. . . . 2.00 6.00 3.00 9.00 

Membership in AIS Sections is open to all AIS members. Payment 

may be made directly to the Section, or may be made payable to the 

American Iris Society and sent to AIS Membership Secretary, James 

G. Burch, P.O. Box 10003, 717 Pratt Avenue NE, Huntsville, Alabama 

35801. Note: Section memberships and AIS memberships must have 

the same expiration date. 
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OUR NEW TREASURER: 
FRANCESCA THOOLEN 

At the fall board meeting, Francesca Thoolen was elected as the new AIS 

treasurer. A native of New York state, she lived on the east coast and in 

France, and was a French/English secretary for the French Line, New York 

City, then in 1947 she married and settled in California. For seventeen 

years she worked at varied duties with the University of California library, 

quitting in 1964 to become a full-time home maker. She and husband Sven 

have a grown daughter, Karla. Sven is Manager of Industrial Engineering 

for Matson Navigation. 

Francesca joined AIS in 1965 and has held numerous positions with local 

iris societies. She took over the duties of guest iris chairman, overseeing 

tabulation and return of guests for the 1968 convention. An accredited 

judge for a number of years, she is currently judges’ training chairman for 

Region 14. Her linguistic abilities aided her as AIS representative and judge 

at the 1978 Orleans, France, iris competition. She has directed robins for 

Aril Society International and served as vice-president and as president of 

the Society for Pacific Coast Natives. She has been treasurer of the Mt. 

Diablo Iris Society, for Region 14 and the 1978 national convention, for the 

Pacific Horticultural Foundation, and is currently treasurer for the Species 

Iris Group of North America. 

Her interests are numerous and varied, but of those which are iris- 

related, she enjoys tracing iris pedigrees, doing embryo-culture of aril 

seeds, and is currently trying to develop 48-chromosome dwarfs for use in 
aril-med and aril-dwarf breeding. 
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DISTINGUISHED SERVICE MEDALS AWARDED 

DR. JOHN HARVEY, JR. 

Dr. Harvey is no newcomer to the world of irises, having grown many 

types of them during the past forty years. He joined AIS in the early 1950s, 

was a charter member and became the first president of the Delaware 

Valley Iris Society, and also worked on the committee for the 1973 

Philadelphia convention. 

He was RVP of Region 3 from 1974-1976, and in the fall of 1976 was 

elected to the Board of Directors, serving for five years. He held the posi¬ 

tion of Second Vice President from 1979-1980. 

Also deeply involved with the AIS Foundation, he served as a trustee and 

as secretary from 1977-1981, and from 1978-1981 was also its treasurer. 

Thank you, John, for a lot of jobs well done. Congratulations on being 

awarded the Distinguished Service Medal. 

ARCHIE OWEN 

ARCHIE OWEN is more than a stately, cheery spuria. The original, Archie 

MacLean Owen, is a stately, cheery, gracious lady who was voted the 

Distinguished Service Medal at last fall’s board meeting. 

Her service to iris societies spans several decades, beginning in the mid¬ 

thirties when she began growing a few irises, discovered an iris nursery 

(Milliken Gardens) in her area, and heard about a group of people who were 

forming an iris club in near-by Pasadena. She attended the first meeting of 

this group, the Southern California Iris Sogiety, and later served as its presi¬ 

dent. 

This group became the nucleus of Region 15, and Archie MacLean serv¬ 

ed two terms as RVP of the region. During the second term, when she also 

served as convention chairman, the 1956 National Convention was held in 

Los Angeles. (Interesting to note is that the profit from the convention was 

used to start the scientific fund and to establish the Eric Nies Award for 

spurias.) 

In 1956 she and her husband moved to northern San Diego County, join¬ 

ing the local society; she later became president of that group. All who at¬ 

tended the 1975 San Diego convention will remember the beautiful Owen 

garden, both for the irises and the glasshouse and orchids. 
In her spare time, she served as editor of the Spuria Newsletter, later be¬ 

ing elected as president of the Spuria Section of AIS. In 1975 she was 

elected to the Board of Directors and served in that capacity for two three- 

year terms. 

Congratulations, Archie—and thank you, from all of us! 
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NEW BOARD MEMBERS 

Three new members of the Board of Directors began their terms of office 

as of the Tulsa meeting last November .... 

JANICE CHESNIK 

A native of Kansas, it was during a 1966 garden trek in Arizona that 

Janice discovered what irises were all about, and she joined a local society 

and AIS. She later served as president of the local group and as an area 

chairman for Region 15, then assumed the duties of RVP from 1979-1981. 

With her marriage to Ray Chesnik, a partner in Cordon Bleu Farms, 

Janice soon learned what the commercial end of the iris game was like, and 

she had plentiful opportunities for trying out her interests in hybridizing and 

photography. However, another hobby—stained glass—turned into more 

than just a hobby when she began making and selling kaleidoscopes. Now 

instead of helping Ray “down on the farm’’, Ray has to give her an occa¬ 

sional hand keeping up with her orders. However, she still finds time for 

irises . . . and daylilies. 

Janice’s first assignment on the board will be as Recording Secretary. 

RICHARD PETTIJOHN 

Financial matters shouldn’t faze Dick Pettijohn, with his degree in 

Business Administration and stints with the Board of Governors of the 

Federal Reserve System, the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, 

Oakland Bank of Commerce, Allied Chemical, and, finally, the Federal 

Deposit Insurance Corporation. He retired a year and a half ago as Assis¬ 

tant Regional Director of the Omaha Region, after previously having been 

headquartered in San Francisco, Seattle, and Portland. 

He joined AIS in 1955 and was treasurer from 1977-1979. In 1981 he was 

elected as director, secretary, and treasurer of AIS Foundation. 

Despite the multitudinous moves, he has managed to make a few 

crosses, and one intermediate of his raising, MAIDEN LANE, is on the 
market. 

PHILLIP WILLIAMS 

Phil Williams has set some sort of recent record by being elected to the 

Board of Directors prior to his thirtieth birthday! This enthusiastic “over- 

the-hill youth member’’ bought his first irises in 1962 and joined AIS in 1966. 

A charter member of Tennessee’s Mid-State Iris Association, he is a former 

editor of the Region 7 Irisarian. He is currently managing editor for the 

Bulletin, serving as a link with the printer in Nashville. 
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Phil and his wife Joan have three children: son Craig and daughters 

Bridget and Shannon. Their garden was on tour for the Huntsville conven¬ 

tion and featured torrents of rain, iris buds galore, peanut butter and mash¬ 

ed potato cookies, and warm smiles and cheerfulness despite the deluges. 

We have confidence that he’ll weather the board storms, also! 

Pictures of our three new board members may be found on 
+l^ '"'y, 1981, Bulletin. 

EDITORIAL STAFF CHANGES 

With the new year has come change in many quarters, including the 

Bulletin staff. Keith Keppel is the new Editor-in-Chief and Joe Gatty has been 

added as an Associate Editor. 

Keith has worked on a number of projects since joining AIS in 1957, in¬ 

cluding the robin program, guest chairman for the ’68 convention and assis¬ 

tant chairman for the ’78 convention, compiler of the awards listing for the 

1979 Check List, contributor to The World of Irises, chairman of the Registra¬ 

tions Committee, and from 1975-1980 he was on the Board of Directors. 

Hybridizing plicata tall beardeds is his main garden project, and he goes to 

the post office, swing shift, to rest up. 
Joe, with his background in office work and procedures, joined AIS about 

1950. He is a former RVP for Region 19, his native state of New Jersey, and 

served as convention chairman for one of the Newark conventions. After 

moving to California in 1969, he served as Region 14 Bulletin editor for 

several years. He was the registrar for the 1978 San Jose convention. A 

hybridizer of note, he won the Hybridizer’s Medal in 1980 for his work with 

medians and tall beardeds. Interested in plant material in general, he also 

hybridizes daylilies and has one rose registration to his credit. 

CONTRIBUTORS, PLEASE NOTE: 

All material for inclusion in the Bulletin should be sent to the 
Editor: Keith Keppel, P.O. Box 8173, Stockton, California 95208. 
All copy is due in the editor’s hands by October 15 (January 
issue), January 15 (April issue), April 15 (July issue), or July 15 
(October issue). 
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BEN HAGER 

AWARDED 

FOSTER MEMORIAL 
PLAQUE 

The Foster Memorial Plaque was instituted by the British Iris Society to 

commemorate the achievements of Sir Michael Foster and his contribu¬ 

tions to the iris world. It is a personal award, given to those individuals who 

contribute outstandingly to the advancement of the genus Iris. At the Ex¬ 

ecutive Committee meeting of the society last November, the award was 

given to Ben R. Hager. 

★ ★ ★ 

Benjamin Ross Hager was born on April Fool’s Day, 1915, in the little nor¬ 

thern California community of Aromas. Shortly thereafter, the Hager family 

moved to southern California, and Ben grew up in northern San Diego 

County and Orange County. Once out of school, he began a varied career 

that included working in restaurants, designing and making ceramics, a 

stint in the army, bee-keeping, and working on a banana boat. 

It was while Ben was in the ceramics business in Capistrano Beach that 

a friend gave him two boxes of unnamed irises. The irises were added to a 

garden already occupied by glads and mums. The following year, 1951, he 

made his first crosses. 

But it was at the Pasadena Flower Show that he really got hooked on 

irises. Sylmar Gardens had put in a commercial display, and in the display 

was an iris that stopped him in his tracks: ROCKET! Checking the 

catalogue, he found he could get this iris free by ordering a $15.00 collec¬ 

tion of 50c varieties. That did it! 

The following spring he entered his first iris show. Being a novice at such 

things, he spent much time checking details with the clerk at the entry 

table. So much, in fact, that another exhibitor, bent on winning 

sweepstakes, had time to assemble his complete array of entries on the 

floor directly behind Ben. His questions finally answered, Ben turned from 

the entry table and fell—full length—into the competing entries. 

Ben’s entry of MASTER CHARLES won a blue ribbon over its competitors 

(perhaps due to ‘fall-out’?), and as a prize he won a rhizome of SAVAGE. 

The following year he got pollen of MOLTEN at the show and put it on the 

SAVAGE he had won previously. This is the cross that produced FORAY, 
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which was to be Ben’s first tall bearded introduction. 
His first experience with commercial iris production came when he went 

to work for Tom Craig. Tom used to tell how Ben saved FRIEDA’S 
FAVORITE for posterity, as it had been a bloom-out, but Ben hilled soil 
around it, feeding it hormones and vitamins until it finally threw increase. 

Then for two years he worked as field manager for Milliken Gardens. 
There, exposed to Carl Milliken’s sensational spuria WADI ZEM ZEM, his 
iris horizons and breeding interests began to broaden. The cross which was 
to produce ELIXIR was made at Milliken’s. 

At the iris shows Ben had met Sid DuBose and later got Sid a job at 
Milliken Gardens. When they heard of an iris garden for sale, the two men 
decided to go into partnership. In the fall of 1955 they moved to Modesto 
and took over the business which Irma Melrose had started. The following 
spring saw the first catalogue of the “new” Melrose Gardens. 

They stayed in Modesto four years, but when the Melrose ranch property 
was subdivided for housing, they had to look for new acreage. In the fall of 
1959 they began the move to their present ten-acre location east of 
Stockton, where Ben has been ever since except for a short time when, 
following Lloyd Austin’s death, he helped manage Rainbow Hybridizing 
Gardens in Placerville. 

Ben’s avowed goal in iris breeding is to win the top award in each iris 
class; a survey of the awards he has won to date indicates he just may be 
able to accomplish this feat! He has won Nies Awards for his spuria in¬ 
troductions ELIXIR, CONNOISSEUR, PORT OF CALL, ARCHIE OWEN, 
MARILYN HOLLOWAY, CLARKE COSGROVE, and I LA CRAWFORD. The 
louisianas DELTA KING and MARY DUNN earned him Debaillon Awards. 
The Payne Award for japanese irises was won by STRANGER IN 
PARADISE, the Morgan Award went to the Siberian SWANK. In the bearded 
classes, SHEIK won the C.G. White Award; the Caparne Award for 
miniature dwarfs went to THREE CHERRIES, CURIO, and LIBATION: the 
Williamson-White Award for miniature tails was won by NEW IDEA; Cook- 
Douglas Medals for standard dwarfs went to REGARDS and HOCUS 
POCUS; the Sass Medal went to the intermediate SWIZZLE. After a slow 
start in the tall bearded class, he has come on strong for the past few years 
with Awards of Merit for ICE SCULPTURE and VANITY. LEDA’S LOVER won 
the Franklin Cook Cup at the St. Louis convention last year, and BEVERLY 
SILLS won the Walther Cup and Premio Firenze. (As if this were not enough, 
he has also bred glads, chrysanthemums, and cannas in years past, and 
has several daylily introductions to his credit.) In 1973 he was awarded the 
Hybridizers Medal by the American Iris Society. 

Through his writings he has stimulated and helped maintain interest in a 
wide range of “other than tails” and in novelty irises. Through the pages of 
the Melrose Gardens catalogue, gardeners the world over have had access 
to a diverse range of irises in a critical selection of the best of the various 
classes. And also listed, for sentimental reasons, is the 1945 Whiting in¬ 
troduction ROCKET. 
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21 December, 1981 

Trials under glass develop well. We can send now, for the first time, 

flowers of rebloomers to the florists in Paris. AUTUMN ECHO, 

CAYENNE CAPERS, DOUBLE PRAISE, ORANGE HONEY, and SE¬ 

COND LOOK do very well and are going to flower during the winter. 

. . . Pierre Anfosso, Hyeres, France 

As spring bloom commences, we tend to be overwhelmed by the season. 

There is so much to see, so many varieties from which to choose! But why 

not also think about bloom again, later in the year? Twice is nice. 

COLD CLIMATE REBLOOMERS 
Earl E. Hall, Ohio 

We average approximately 165 freeze-free days each growing season, 

so many rebloomers will not rebloom for me here in Ohio. There has been 

much improvement made in the quality of bloom in rebloomers during the 

past ten years, however, and much more is coming in the near future. 

The variety I liked best this year was Zurbrigg’s 1980 introduction EARL 

OF ESSEX, an orchid-violet plicata. I planted two rhizomes in July, 1980, 

and they had five bloom stalks the spring of 1981; in the fall of the same 

year, there were five bloom stalks from six rhizomes. It has the most 

substance, plus good form, of any reblooming iris I have, and the flowers 

lasted four and five days. Dr. Zurbrigg also has a seedling, P 33 Alba, which 

will be introduced this year, that I think will be equal to EARL OF ESSEX, but 

with earlier rebloom. 

Very Dependable Rebloomers For Me 

ARTISTIC GOLD (Denman 72), yellow self, average flower; BELVI 

QUEEN (Jensen 76), standards cinnamon, falls with white blaze on yellow, 

average, a good grower; CORN HARVEST (Wyatt 77), yellow self, nice; 

DAWN OF FALL (Jensen 76), cream yellow, below average, but very 

dependable and a good grower; ENGLISH COTTAGE (Zurbrigg 76), white 

with light violet plicata markings, large average bloom, but good grower; 

GOLDEN ENCORE (F. Jones 73), yellow with white blaze on falls, average 

flower with good substance, good grower; I DO (Zurbrigg 74), white, nice 

flower; LATEST STYLE (Zurbrigg 79), standards white, falls light violet, 

large average flower, good grower. NEON VIOLET (Jensen 76), violet self, 

nice; NOW AND LATER (Zurbrigg 70), salmon pink, large average flower, 

but bunched; PEPPER LANE (Jensen 76), standards tan, falls reddish 

maroon, average flower; RED REVIVAL (Preston 77), standards pinkish 

bronze, falls rosy red, average flower; ROYAL SUMMER (Applegate 71), 
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Returning 
Peace 

purple, very average bloom, but good grower and dependable; SIGN OF 

LEO (Zurbrigg 77), violet with red influence, large and very nice; SUMMER 
CHARM (Jensen 76), light to medium purple, nice; SUMMER OLYMPICS 

(R. Smith ’80), standards greenish yellow, falls white and yellow, average 

flower with large bloomstalks, good grower; SWEET SUMMER (Applegate 

72), light violet, nice; TOUCH OF SPRING (Applegate 72), white and violet 

plicata, average; YOUTH DEW (Zurbrigg ’80), pale violet self, average; 

PETKIN (Zurbrigg ’69), border bearded, white and violet plicata, nice; 

BLESSED AGAIN (F. Jones 76), intermediate, standards light yellow, falls 

whitish yellow, very average; BABY BLESSED (Zurbrigg 79), standard 

dwarf, light yellow, very nice; BABY TEARS (Weiler ’80), standards white 

with pale yellow at base, falls light yellow, nice. 

Others That Have Rebloomed For Me 

AHEAD OF TIMES (Henkelman 71), orange self, average; AL SEGNO (R. 

Smith 78), deep violet self, nice; BORN AGAIN (Miller 78), dark crimson 

red bitone, average; CROSS STITCH (Zurbrigg 73), white and violet plicata, 

very nice; EMMA LOUISA (Buckles ’69), standards light lavender blue, falls 

red plum, nice; HALLOWED THOUGHT (Zurbrigg 77), standards white, 

falls pale blue-violet, average; HAPPY PAL (Wright 72), greenish yellow, 

nice; JEAN GUYMER (Zurbrigg 77), apricot-pink self, nice; LEMON DUET 

(R. Smith 78), standards white, falls white and yellow, nice; LEMON 

REFLECTION (R. Smith 78), brilliant greenish yellow self, nice; MAGIC 

MEMORIES (T. dark 73), deep yellow self, nice; MARY MARIA (Zurbrigg 

74) , pink self, average; ORCHID CLOUD (Applegate 74), standards white, 
falls orchid with blue blending, average; PEPPER BLEND (Moores 77), 

standards dark red, falls dark red brown plicata, nice; PERFUME COUNTER 

(Zurbrigg 72), bright violet self, nice; RE-TREAT (R. Smith 78), violet self, 

extra nice; RETURNING GLORY (R. Smith 72), orange yellow self, average; 

RETURNING PEACE (R. Smith 74), white self, nice; BELLA ROSE (Wright 

72), intermediate, pink lavender on cream ground, nice; CHILD STAR (Ghio 

75) , border bearded, standards gold, falls rosy orchid, nice; EMBROIDERY 

(Keppel 71), border bearded, plicata, nice. 
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Reblooming Test Gardens 

With the Reblooming Test Gardens sponsored by the Reblooming Iris 

Society now in operation, we will have better records for reporting rebloom 

in the future. The Reblooming Test Gardens are divided into four climatic 

zone groupings: A—less than 170 freeze-free days; B—170 to 229 freeze- 

free days; C—230 to 299 freeze-free days; and D—300 or more freeze-free 

days. A seedling or named variety will be certified as a rebloomer by the 

Reblooming Iris Society for the climatic zones in which it has rebloomed. 

Also, the Reblooming Test Gardens report will show how the seedling or 

named variety did in regard to date, quality and size of bloom, blooms per 

stalk, number and quality of branching, plus the growth habit, vigor, plant 

hardiness and disease resistance. This will enable an individual to know in 

advance if an iris should rebloom in his climatic zone, as well as the quality 

of flower and the plant habit. 

For more information on thd Reblooming Test Gardens, write to: Earl E. 

Hall (chairman), R.R. 2, Box 104, West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. 

JUDGING REBLOOMING IRISES 
Walter A. Moores 

Reblooming irises fall into three distinct categories according to climate— 

cold, mild, and hot—with perfection closely associated with the type of 

climate. The reblooming season is staggered by climatic conditions and by 

the caprices of the weather, except with those cultivars that send up secon¬ 

dary stalks soon after the initial spring blooming period. 

Not all reblooming irises fare equally in the various climatic zones. What 

reblooms in one climate may sulk in another. Conversely, cold climate 

reblooming irises may be ‘timed’ to bloom at an inappropriate time in the hot, 

arid parts of the country, thus affecting the form, branching, and height of 

these irises. 

Reblooming irises are judged in comparison with themselves and with 

once-blooming irises. With a few exceptions, present-day cold climate irises 

are ten or more years away from perfection in comparison to their once- 

blooming counterparts. Mild and hot climate reblooming irises more nearly 

approach perfection, with west coast types being equal or near equal to their 

spring blooming peers. 

In garden or exhibition judging of reblooming irises, the judge should be 

mindful of what is perfection for the variety, as is the case with judging once- 

blooming irises. Knowing the climatic differences and the influences of the 

weather as regards the reblooming irises, the judge can assess reblooming 

irises by using the knowledge gained in judging once-blooming varieties. 
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CROSS COUNTRY COMMENTS: 1981 REBLOOM 
Compiled by Lloyd Zurbrigg 

The year 1980 was a discouraging one in the eastern half of the nation 

for growers of twice-blooming irises. Fortunately, 1981 seems to have been 

a bumper crop year, as if to make amends. Summer rainfall appears to be 

the main factor in this difference. In the deep south and in Texas, the sum¬ 

mer heat is so intense that some shade must be given for any growth to be 

possible. In the most northern states, it is important to discourage the irises 

from any prolonged dormancy, almost the opposite of the recommended 

treatment for once-blooming irises. 

Louise Smith, VA: I have gathered most of my remontants into a new 

bed in the front yard as of last year, so that I could give them more water 

and other attention .... It was our second year of severe drought, so I am 

very happy that I had these all together, near the water faucet and 

sprinkler. 

ICE BALLERINA was the first to bloom, but only one stalk. It is sure-fire to 

bloom every fall. NOW AND LATER bloomed next with three stalks. JEAN 

GUYMER bloomed three stalks in sequence, so it seemed like a lot of 

bloom. Old ELEANOR ROOSEVELT bloomed her inconsequential blooms; 

not worth looking at. CORN HARVEST outdid itself in one clump, and seemed 

to bloom nearly endlessly. The other clump never did a thing. PETKIN 

bloomed many stalks over a period of time, but the color blends into the 

background and the flowers were hardly noticeable. PERFUME COUNTER 
put up only one stalk; it had lovely perfume. CEASE-FIRE, planted in July, 

put out a gorgeous stalk and blooms of pure white, and I was able to bring 

the bloom inside before the killing frosts came. JAUNTY TEXAN put up six 

stalks, but so late that they frosted while still in small stems. Last spring it 

tried to bloom so early that it was frosted to death, while other varieties had 

bud stalks only 3” to 4” tall. SEA DOUBLE and DA CAPO usually rebloom 

here, but not this year. 
Alby Sharknas, Ml: ENGLISH COTTAGE and HALLOWED THOUGHT 

put up a fall blooming effort, but the buds did not burst into bloom. LOVELY 

AGAIN, RED REVIVAL, and CROSS STITCH just kept blooming and bloom¬ 

ing, with flowers as lovely as in the spring. 

Nina Dolen, TN: My irises bloomed beautifully in the spring, and then in 

July SIGN OF LEO and GOLDEN ENCORE started blooming again. The first 

of August JEAN GUYMER started rebloom, and all are still in bloom, 
November 7. JEAN GUYMER can’t be beat. I counted fifteen blooms and 

buds on one stalk, with anywhere from five to seven blooms open at one 

time. 
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Dorothy Yoerg, NY: SPIRIT OF MEMPHIS was fantastic. The catalogue 

description indicated it was not too strong on rebloom, but in the second 

year I grew it, it rebloomed heavily from early September right through to 

hard frost on November 11. 
JEAN GUYMER rebloomed for the first time in my four years of trying to 

get it to survive. SIGN OF LEO rebloomed for the first time, too, and won the 

hearts of many. I DO sent up bloomstalks so late that not one bloomed 

before November 11, yet in previous years I’ve had blooms in early Oc¬ 

tober. 
Walter Moores, TX: Our killing freeze was December 17, the latest in 

several years. A clump of FIRE SIREN with seven or eight stalks and at 

least twenty-five blooms at once in late November was super. The top three 

rebloomers I saw this year were COMMUNIQUE, LEMON REFLECTION, 

and VIOLET MIRACLE. 
Lottie Ogles, TX: My soil is sandy loam which does little to conserve 

water. Vera Goodrum’s soil is clay with very little humus or sand, hard to 

get wet, but once it is wet it holds moisture for very long periods. Also, she 

reset her rebloomers either last spring or in the fall of 1980; I did not have 

time to reset any of mine. Therefore, nearly all of this report is from her 

garden. I am convinced that constant growth and the resetting of plants are 

the contributing factors to rebloom, at least for us. Unless a variety in¬ 

creases very slowly, it should be divided every other year to prevent 

crowding, because for us growth goes on all year. 

Our first freeze came December 26, which was late, even for us. Had it 

not come so late, most of our varieties would not have bloomed at all. 

These all bloomed in the spring, and at the dates indicated. (Normally, fall 

bloom would have started four or five weeks earlier.) SUMMER GREEN- 

SHADOWS, continuously July 10 to December 26, at which time it had two 

more bloomstalks coming. RIVIERA, April through June, then all of 

December. LOTHARIO AGAIN, one stem in June, then October through 

December 26. FIRE SIREN, all of November and until December 10. DA 

CAPO, all of November. CORN HARVEST, almost continually, April through 

to freeze. CHABACANO, December 8 until freeze. TAWNY, all of November 

and December. LATE SHOW, July 8, no fall bloom. ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, 

from October through December. SOUND MONEY, BEAU CATCHER, I DO, 

JULY BEAUTY, ROYAL SUMMER, SKY QUEEN, from the last week of 

November until the freeze. BLACK MAGIC, CRIMSON KING, JANE KREY, 

JAUNTY TEXAN, all of December until the freeze. 

Virginia Mathews, OK: VIOLET CLASSIC bloomed well last spring, then 

bore eight stalks spread over a long time this fall, on a two-year clump. It 

seems to have plenty of increase left. 

George Slade, KY: PLAYBACK has rebloomed each year for us since 

1977. It seems to be quite hardy. We have success with rebloomers pro¬ 

viding it is not too hot and dry during August and September, and do not get 

an early freeze. Some that have rebloomed for us are: AUTUMN TINTS, 

CAYENNE CAPERS, TOUCH OF SPRING, EMMA LOUISA, MANY MOONS, 
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SECOND LOOK, AUTUMN ECHO, BELLEEK PASTEL, FRIVOLITY, and 

MEMPHIS LASS. LEORA KATE frequently forms a bloom stalk, but gets 

frozen before blooming. I have had CROSS STITCH for three years, but it 

has not rebloomed. 

Bernice Miller, AL: HALLOWED THOUGHT is proving to be an ever- 

bloomer for me here in Alabama. Since the cooler weather has arrived, it is 

living up to its catalogue description. 

Norman H. Noe, NJ: There was some surprise summer bloom on a cou¬ 

ple of clumps before I had a chance to divide them. I DO sent up a rather 

short stalk about the middle of July. The flowers were beautiful, as usual, 

but didn’t last as long in the heat as they would have at their normal time in 

the fall. About a week later, several stalks of GOLDEN ENCORE bloomed. It 

was great to have irises blooming in the garden as I dug and replanted. It 

made the work more enjoyable. 

Several weeks after replanting, GOLDEN ENCORE sent up new stalks 

from rhizomes that had shown no trace of reblooming when planted. Since 

the roots were not well established, the stalks were small and weak, but still 

enjoyable. 

Donald Saxton, AL: A dry September delayed rebloom this fall. Only 

three varieties made it into bloom: JEAN GUYMER, PERFUME COUNTER, 

and BLACK MAGIC. Two others, MAGIC MEMORIES and AUTUMN ECHO, 

started up stalks in November, but will not bloom. The three successful 

varieties also rebloomed in the research garden at Alabama A&M. 

John Chambers, CA: NEEDLECRAFT is very good. I think that it rests, 

and seems to be super-super every other year for me. HALLOWEEN PARTY 

is still a very good iris. SPIRIT OF MEMPHIS was on my best iris list, VIC¬ 

TORIA FALLS also. 
Frances Gatlin, MO: CORN HARVEST was perhaps my favorite. It was 

slow getting started and did not bloom at all in Spring, but in mid-September 

three stalks appeared, well budded and of good height. These gave me a 

continuous bouquet for almost three weeks just outside my living room win¬ 

dow. Then just a little later and in the same location came two fine stalks on 

LATEST TREND. It made a nice complementary contrast to CORN 

HARVEST. I think LATEST TREND has a lot of zest for belonging to a color 

class that sometimes comes off as blah to me. Of course, its exemplary 

habit and good form are not to be overlooked. I like the strong, upright 

stems. 

JEAN GUYMER failed me in that respect. That is, the stalks wanted to 

snake about the ground, but oh, how it repeats! Three times, beginning in 

August. ENGLISH COTTAGE has been my most successful rebloomer until 

this season, when it decided to take a sabbatical. One clump had been 

divided, the other not; it seemed to make no difference. 
One thing I noticed about the above successful rebloomers is that having 

them grouped in an intimate setting for easy viewing packs a bigger punch. 

This is needed where rebloomers are a seldom thing. They get lost out in 

my big garden. 
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SUNBELT, U.S.A. 
Myrna B. Pollock 

Christmas Eve, 1981. The terminal bud on DAZZLING GOLD is opening 

up. In fact, by late afternoon of this warm, sun-soaked day, it’s open! And, 

on its perfectly branched stalk, the second and third buds are about to open 

in perfect progression. So what if the standards fall open a bit? Its glowing 

gold and sultry reds are bright enough to liven up the dullest winter day. 

PUNKIN, just to its right, is showing not one, but two, nice straight stalks, 

one about 10” tall already and the other just poking above the fan. Behind 

is SCOTCH BLEND with a bloom stalk already nearly a foot high. Now that 

one was never supposed to rebloom . . . nor, of course, was DAZZLING 

GOLD, far as I know, but here they are, looking like April, all set to send up a 

bright patch of color just outside my front door. 

Is there some mystery going on here? If so, it’s easily solved. These irises 

are in front of my doorstep, which is equipped with a porch light. This light, 

only 60 watts strong, burns all night as a safety precaution. Only the irises 

under this circle of light are offering any bloom. Further up and down the 

25’ row, there is plenty of encouraging increase showing, but no buds. Also, 

no night light. 

Once Upon a Time ... 

. . . here in the San Fernando Valley of Los Angeles County, there was a 

crazy nut who decided to rig up floodlights all over her iris beds. This night¬ 

lighting went on for a couple of months while the demented lady’s electric 

meter spun around like a compass in the middle of the Bermuda triangle. 

By the end of January, her deluded irises had begun to think it was Spring 

already, and they threw up hundreds of stalks. Since it was time for a winter 

iris show, she blithely cut every likely-looking stalk and hauled them to the 

Mall. Next day she was covered up with seventeen blue ribbons, a garnish 

of red and white ribbons, three or four purple rosettes, more trophies than 

she could carry, including the Queen of Show award and the Silver Medal. 

For the record, blue ribbon winners were AUTUMN LEAVES, BEAUTY 

CROWN, BEAUX ARTS, BUTTERED POPCORN, CIRCUS STRIPES, 

FASHION RINGS, FRIVOLITY, GREEN EYED LADY, HIGHLAND CHIEF, 

LADY X, ORANGE EMPIRE, RISQUE, RONDO, THUNDERCLOUD (which 

became Queen of Show), TROPICAL NIGHT, WHITE LIGHTNING, and the 

arilbred AMBER ETCHING. Coming up with seconds and thirds were CHAIN 

OF GOLD, EXOTIC STAR, MAESTRO PUCCINI, PAISANO, PEARL CHIF¬ 

FON, VALENTINA, MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, and VICKI’S VANITY. 
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I guess the main lesson I learned from my experience back in the Winter 

of 79 (yes, I blushingly admit I was the crazy nut) was this: if an iris is a 

natural remontant, or has some remontant tendencies, night-lighting will 

probably make it bloom most any old time. But keep in mind that many of 

my TBs getting the same light treatment did not bloom. Therefore, I’d 

speculate that there are three categories of TBs: hard-core remontants, 

soft-core remontants, and absolutely-not remontants. The absolutely-nots 

won’t rebloom in fall or winter, no matter how they’re coaxed, teased, or 

brute-forced. Lights will make the soft-cores rebloom in off-season, while 

the hard-cores, God willing and they get heavy feeding, will winter-bloom on 

their own. Lighting will produce much heavier bloom, though, and bring it 

along much faster. 

Is it nice to fool Mother Nature? If you live in the Sunbelt and your local 

society is crazy enough to put on January shows, the answer has to be a re¬ 

sounding YES! Fooling the friendly neighborhood electric company, 

however, may be quite another matter .... 

Hallowed 
Thought 



THE TRACK RECORD OF RECENT DYKES 
MEDALISTS 

Ron Thoman 
The border bearded BROWN LASSO, the most recent example of 

a Dykes Medal winner is only the second non-tail bearded to be voted 
the top AIS award. One might expect that the iris world was set back 
on its heels in surprise. Not completely. 

BROWN LASSO has been highly acclaimed since its introduction 
in 1975. When it won Honorable Mention and the Award of Merit, 
each time it received more votes than any other iris—including tall 
bearded. In 1980 BROWN LASSO was the first runnerup for the 
Dykes Medal and the recipient of the Knowlton Medal, the top 
border bearded award. 

Has award-winning excellence been typical of the recent Dykes 
Medalists? 

Table A lists the last ten Dykes Medalists. Shown for each iris is 
the year of the award and its rank in regards to the number of votes. 
Although it has no official status, it has been the practice to list one 
or more runnersup to the Dykes Medal winner in the Bulletin. This 
information is also included. What the table shows is eye-opening. 

Five of the last ten Dykes Medalists were first runnersup before 
winning the top honor. In fact, PINK TAFFETA was first runnerup 
twice. One Dykes Medalist, MARY FRANCES, was a second run¬ 
nerup. Four won the Dykes Medal the first year of eligibility. 

Performance as an Award of Merit winner is the best indicator of 
things to come. Here six Dykes Medalists ranked number one; two 
ranked number two; and two ranked number three. Furthermore, 
second ranked NEW MOON received more votes than all but PINK 
TAFFETA, another Dykes Medalist. All obtained the Award of Merit 
three years after introduction—the shortest permissible time ac¬ 
cording to the rules of eligibility. 

Table A covers Award of Merit winners between 1969 and 1978. 
Of the tall bearded iris ranked number one in this ten year period, 
the Dykes Medal was denied five: LAURIE, DUSKY DANCER, POST 
TIME, SEA VENTURE, and QUEEN OF HEARTS. 

The last ten Dykes Medalists obtained Honorable Mention in just 
one year after introduction. Three were ranked number one. Only 
two ranked greater than number four: DREAM LOVER ranked 
number six and MARY FRANCES ranked number eleven. 
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The track record of the recent Dykes Medalists displays a signifi¬ 
cant pattern. The merits of the top winner are usually recognized 
early. By the time of the Award of Merit eligibility, it is an even bet 
that the iris obtaining the top votes here will go on to win the Dykes 
Medal. However, such examples as MARY FRANCES and DREAM 
LOVER are reminders that the choice of the Dykes Medalist is not 
routine. 

Dykes Dykes Award Honorable Intro¬ 
Variety Medal Runnersup of Merit Mention duction 

year (rank)/year (rank)/year (rank)/year year 

BROWN LASSO 

(BB) 
1981 (1 )/1980 C

D
 

0
0

 

CD
 

CD
 

(1)/1976-BB 1975 

MYSTIQUE 1980 — (1 )/1978 (2)/1976 1975 

MARY FRANCES 1979 (2)/1978 (3)/1976 (11 )/1974 1973 

BRIDE’S HALO 1978 — (1 )/1976 (1 )/1974 1973 

DREAM LOVER 1977 (1 )/1976 (3)/1974 (6)/1972 1971 

KILT LILT 1976 (1 )/1975 (1 )/1973 (1 )/1971 1970 

PINK TAFFETA 
»1 

1975 (1 )/1974 

(1 )/1973 
(1 )/1971 (4)/1969 1968 

SHIPSHAPE 1974 — (1 )/1972 (4)/1970 1969 

NEW MOON 1973 — (2)/1971 (3)/1969 1968 

BABBLING 
BROOK 

1972 (1 )/1971 (2)/1969 (4)/1967 1966 

TABLE A 
AWARD PERFORMANCE OF RECENT DYKES MEDALISTS, 1972-1981 

IRIS ON NEW POSTAGE STAMP 

April 14 will be the first day of issue for a new U.S. stamp depicting an iris. 

Just barely! 

The new stamp issue is titled State Birds and Flowers. The 50-stamp sheet 

carries 50 different stamp designs, one for each state. Thanks to Tennessee 

for having the iris as its state flower, the iris is on one of the designs. Unfor¬ 

tunately, the iris is upstaged by a mockingbird, so look closely! 
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pH STUDIES WITH TALL BEARDED IRIS 
GROWN UNDER HYDROPONICS AND IN SOIL1 

W.K. Hurley, A.E. Einert and L.H. Hileman2 

Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station 

Most published cultural recommendations for tall bearded irises specify 

a pH range of from 6.0 to 8.0 (2, 4, 9). It has been stated that irises can 

adapt to almost any soil pH (1) but that rhizomatous irises prefer alkaline 

soil conditions. Additions of limestone have been suggested as beneficial to 

the growth of many species of irises (5, 6). Soil pH may influence greatly the 

predisposition of the iris to disease, particularly bacterial soft rot (7). The 

difficulty in maintaining consistent pH levels in the field over several 

seasons is probably the reason for the lack of research documentation of 

optimal iris pH. The research reported in this paper seeks to define optimal 

pH levels for irises using greenhouse studies in which plants were grown in 

containers of field soil and also under hydroponic conditions. 

Greenhouse Hydroponic Study 

A hydroponic growing system (Fig. 1) was utilized to eliminate soil in¬ 

fluence of pH conditions established for the plant roots. Rhizome clumps of 

CAPTAIN GALLANT were taken from an established field planting in August 

1979. Daughter rhizomes were separated, plant foliage and roots pruned 

and the young rhizomes were cured in open trays in a greenhouse (24°C 

mean temp) for two weeks. Prior to placing into the hydroponic apparatus, 

the young rhizomes were surface sterilized for five minutes in a 10% solu¬ 

tion of sodium hypochlorite. Three uniform rhizomes were set in each con¬ 

tainer (15 cm hard rubber pots) in a support medium of sterilized sand. Five 

pH levels (4.5, 5.5, 6.8, 8.0, 9.0) were established and maintained by using 

HCI and hydrated lime Ca(OH)2.Mg(OH)2 in water solutions. The solutions 

were circulated automatically for five minutes every six hours. The pots 

were arranged with two replications in a glass greenhouse under long days 

at a mean temperature of 26°C. All treatments were fertilized with slow 

release 14-14-14 (Osmocote) and micronutrients (Esmigram). Fertilizers 

were surface applied to the sand after setting of the rhizomes. 

After a four month period, root and leaf quality were judged on a scale of 

0 to 5, with 5 being the highest quality. Root quality was judged by root size 

and presence of necrosis. Leaf quality was determined by foliage height 

’Published with the approval of the Director, Arkansas Argicultural Experiment Sta¬ 
tion. Research supported in part by funds from the American Iris Society. 

2Graduate research assistant and professor, Department of Horticulture and 
Forestry, and assistant professor, Department of Agronomy, respectively. 
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Fig. 2 Root quality index by pH values for hydroponic culture. Index values 

from 1 = poor quality to 5 = excellent quality. 



Fig. 3 Leaf quality index by pH values for hydroponic cluture. Index from 

1 = poor quality to 5 = excellent quality. 

pH Values 
Fig. 5 Leaf quality index by pH values for soil grown iris. Index values from 

1 = poor quality to 5 = excellent quality. 
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and the extent of chlorosis or necrosis. Plant tissue samples of the roots 

and leaves were analyzed to determine tissue levels of nutrients. Plant 

parts were dried, ground and digested according to Lindner (3). Phosphorus 

was determined colormetrically by Shelton-Harper procedures (8), and all 

other elements by atomic absorption procedures. 

Data from plant quality indexes indicate the optimal pH range is 8.0 - 9.0 

(Figs. 2, 3). Root and foliage quality ratings increased with pH increases. 

There were no significant difference in plant height among treatments. The 

onset of foliar chlorosis was delayed significantly at pH 8.0 and 9.0, as com¬ 

pared to the lower pH levels of this study (Fig. 4). The higher pH treatments 

derived by additions of hydrated lime minimized root necrosis. Com¬ 

parisons of nutrient levels in the iris root and leaf tissues at the conclusion 

of the study are given in Table 1. While nutrient levels generally appeared to 

be constant at the different pH conditions, calcium seemed to have been 

accumulated in root and leaf tissue at the higher levels. Phosphorus levels 

were also significantly higher in plant tissue from the lower ph (4.5, 5.5), and 

the elements of Zn and Mn appeared to be accumulated in the iris leaf 

tissue under acid conditions. 

Greenhouse Soil Study 

An experiment was established in the greenhouse to closely approximate 

actual garden growing conditions. Iris plants were grown in clay pots filled 

with soil (Pembroke silt loam - existing pH of 5.1) brought from the field in 

which irises were growing. Daughter rhizomes of CAPTAIN GALLANT were 

obtained as in the hydroponic experiment and similarly sterilized and set in 

pots containing soil of pre-adjusted pH levels. The pH treatments were 4.5, 

5.5, 7.0, 8.5, and 9.5. The soil was acidified by using elemental sulfur at 681 

Fig. 4. Tall bearded iris CAPTAIN GALLANT grown hydroponically at pH 

levels of 4.5, 5.5, 6.8, 8.0 and 9.0 (left to right). The onset of foliar chlorosis 

was delayed significantly at pH 8.0 and 9.0. 
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g/10 sq. meters to decrease pH by 1 unit. Hydrated lime was used to raise 

the pH according to Woodruff (10). 

The potted irises were grown in a glass greenhouse at a mean 

temperature of 26°C under natural day length for four months. All con¬ 

tainers received soil surface applications of Osmocote 14-14-14 im¬ 

mediately after planting. This study consisted of 15 replications for each pH 

treatment. At the termination of this study, leaf quality ratings were taken 

for comparison to those from the hydroponic study. 

Final leaf quality ratings (Fig. 5) show higher quality foliage from plants 

grown at pH 7.0-9.5 than below this level, yet virtually no difference within 

the alkaline soil range. Plants grown at pH levels of 4.5-and 5.0 consistently 

had leaf tipburn, while those from alkaline soil showed no foliar damage. 

Observations during the progress of the study were that plants in the acid 

soil grew initially more rapidly, but that plants of pH levels 8.5 and 9.5 

equalled them in height at the termination of the study. 

Summary 

Data from hydroponic culture and from plants grown in field soil indicate 

that tall bearded irises grow better in alkaline soil (pH 8.0-9.0) than in acid 

soils. Better root and foliage quality was attained at pH 8.0-9.0 under 

hydroponics, and studies using field soil supported the hydroponic findings. 

Tissue analysis suggests that calcium accumulation in the root tissue at 

high pH may play an important role in reducing root necrosis and subse¬ 

quent reduction in the incidence of foliar tipburn. It may also be that poorer 

foliage quality under acid conditions is the result of minor element toxicity. 

While no optimum tissue nutrient levels have been set for irises, it is hoped 

that the values derived in this report may serve as a guide for future nutri¬ 

tional research and studies seeking correlations between soil reaction and 

bacterial diseases of irises. 
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BOX SCORE 
Elsiemae Nicholson 

In exhibiting and in judging English Boxes, the emphasis is on the beauty 

of the individual blossom. 

The schedule will determine the method of display—size and dimensions 

of the box, type and number of flowers, filler substance between the 

blooms, etc. 

Boxes should be displayed at table height, judging done from a standing 

position, and the blooms must not be touched. Judges are encouraged to 

look into the heart of the flower to note symmetry of outline (marginal 

shape) and even spacing of the petals. 

Visible side buds can distract from the overall beauty of the display, but 

the schedule must note whether or not they are allowed. However, the 

judge should not penalize buds under the bloom, as these are sometimes 

helpful in keeping the stems erect. 

SUGGESTED SCALE OF POINTS 

Overall Beauty (effect).15 

Color and/or Pattern combination. .20 

Horticultural Perfection.40 

Condition.15 

Conformance to Schedule.10 

100 

Overall beauty will be achieved by blossoms uniform in size, form, type 

and vintage (unless schedule calls for showing hybridizing progress in form 

or color). 

Color and pattern combinations should be pleasing. However, colors 

need not be of uniform intensity; dark with bright could be bold and pleas¬ 

ing, and bicolors combined with the two self colors could be dramatic. 

Horticultural perfection should be evaluated according to the criteria 

given for the single flower in the Judges’ Handbook for specimen classes. 

Points for form, color, substance, and size should be given as would be ap¬ 

propriate for the type and variety. 

Condition is the physical state of the flower, which should be fresh and 

mature, but not past peak, and should be beautifully clean. Dust, grime, 

bruises, insect damage or spray residue should be penalized heavily. 

Conformance to schedule is needed for proper educational informa¬ 

tion. Of course the schedule should be specific as to type of iris and other 

requirements for the entry. A card giving the names of the varieties 

displayed should be neatly presented. Unlabeled displays will not be ac¬ 
cepted for competition. 

The above suggestions will be included in the AIS Judges’ Handbook now 
being revised. 
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MATERIALS NEEDED 

Sides: 1 x 4’s 

Top: y2” plywood 
Bottom: open 
Glasses: 3 y2 ” high, 2 Vi” circum. Fill with wet sand and place under the 

holes to hold the stems securely. 

Paint: box sprayed flat black 

Iris stems are cut just long enough to keep the falls from touching the box. 

When cutting in the garden, be sure and cut stems longer than needed, trim¬ 

ming them back as necessary when setting up the box. 
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1982 
NEW MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN 

The 1982 New Membership Campaign began on January 1, 1982, and 

will end on December 31, 1982. Competition will be on an individual basis. 

Participants will be credited on the basis of the following point scoring: 

10 points for each new single annual 

15 points for each new family annual 

20 points for each new single triennial 

25 points for each new family triennial 

10 points for converting single annual to single triennial 

20 points for converting family annual to family triennial 

5 points for converting single to family 

During the 1983 National Convention, a trophy will be awarded to the in¬ 

dividual who obtains the highest number of points. The individual in each 

region who obtains the most points will be awarded a certificate of achieve¬ 

ment. Names of the national winners will be published in the April, 1983, 

Bulletin. 

Rules 

1. Payment should be sent immediately to the AIS Membership Secretary. 

2. Notice of each new member sent to the RVP or Regional Membership 

Chairman within one week after it is secured. 

3. Each new membership should be reported on a separate slip of paper, 

postcard size, showing name and address of the new member, the 

Region, and the name and address of the participant securing the new 

membership. This slip should then be used by the RVP (or Regional 

Membership Chairman) in reporting to the AIS Membership Chairman. 

4. The RVP (or Regional Membership Chairman) must submit new member¬ 

ship information to the AIS Membership Committee Chairman by the 

seventh day of each quarter. (Jan., Apr., July, & Oct.) 

5. Only those new memberships properly reported to the AIS Membership 

Chairman will be counted. 

6. New memberships are to be credited only to the participant actually 
securing them. 

7. Renewal of memberships after a lapse of one year will count as a new 
member. 

8. New memberships received by the Membership Secretary after January 
7, 1983 will not be counted. 

9. An individual must recruit at least three new members to qualify for the 

regional certificate of achievement. 
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How To Register and Introduce an Iris 
These instructions apply to the registration of all classes of irises except bulbous 
irises. 

REGISTRATION 
1. Write to the AIS Registrar Kay Nelson, P.O. Box 37613, Omaha, Nebraska 68137, 

for a registration blank, enclosing a check for the registration fee payable to the 

American Iris Society. Registration fee is $5.00 for each iris; for each transfer of 

a name from one iris to another the fee is $7.50 

2. Select a name that has not been previously registered, which may be submitted 

for approval when you write for the registration blank. You will save time for 

yourself and for the Registrar if you will first look in the AIS Check Lists and the 

annual reports of the Registrar since 1979 to see if the name you have chosen 

has been registered previously. Please also suggest an alternate name. The 

Registrar will hold an approved name for a short time to enable you to complete 

the blank and send it back to her, but a name is not registered until the registra¬ 
tion blank is filed and approved by the Registrar. A registration certificate then 

will be sent to you. 

3. Names should follow the rules established by the International Horticultural 

Code, and the following names shall not be admissible: 

a. Names of living persons without the written permission of that person. 

b. Names of persons including forms of address (that is, JANE DOE, not MRS. 

JANE DOE). 

c. Names including numerals or symbols. 

d. Names beginning with the article “a” and “the” or their equivalent in other 

languages unless required by linguistic custom. 

e. Abbreviations unless required by linguistic custom. 

f. Latin names or Latinized forms. However, the AIS custom of using part of 

the Latin names of a species, namely the specific epithet, as part of the 

cultivar name when this seems appropriate (e.g. SUSIMAC, from I. susiana 
X IB-MAC), shall be continued. 

g. Use of trademark or copyrighted names unless previously in common use. 

h. A slight variation of a previously registered name. 

i. Names containing more than three words. 

j. Names that exaggerate or may become inaccurate (e.g. HEAVIEST LACE, 

TALLEST BLACK). 

4. Previously registered names may be re-used provided (a) the original registration 

has not been introduced or distributed by name, (b) does not appear by name in 

later parentage registrations, and (c) the new registrant furnishes the Registrar 

with written statement of permission from the previous registrant. 

5. Names will not be released as obsolete unless there is proof that no stock now 

exists and that the iris was never used as a parent. 

INTRODUCTIONS 
An introduction is an offering for sale to the public. Catalogs, printed lists, and 

advertisements in the American Iris Society. Bulletin are acceptable mediums of 

introduction. It is a requisite for the awards of the Society above that of High Com¬ 

mendation. An iris is not eligible for these awards until two years after its introduc¬ 
tion has been recorded with the Registrar. Send Ms. Nelson a copy of the catalog, 

list or advertisement and she will acknowledge the fact that the introduction has 

been recorded. (For irises introduced in the AIS BULLETIN, notify her of the 

BULLETIN number and page on which the introductory advertisement appears.) 
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SEATTLE SENDS INVITATION 
FOR GUEST IRISES 
Carol Lankow, Washington 

It is time for hybridizers to consider sending guest plants for the 1984 

American Iris Society National Convention which will be held in Seattle and 

Tacoma, Washington. Most kinds of irises can be grown in the Puget Sound 

area. Arils generally are not happy here, although many arilbreds do quite 

well. With a very temperate climate and considerable variation in peak 

bloom dates because of differences in altitude among the tour gardens, we 

feel that we will be able to have many types of irises in bloom for the con¬ 

vention. 

We ask that you: 

1. Send 1 to 4 plants of each variety 

2. Send official guest irises to: Guest Iris Chairman, Mrs. George F. 

Lankow, 725—20th Avenue W., Kirkland, WA 98033. 

3. Include the hybridizer’s name, address, and phone number; name or 

seedling number of the variety, type of iris (Siberian, TB, etc.), and 

year of introduction. 

4. If seedlings sent under number are named before the convention, 

please notify the guest iris chairman before November 1, 1983, so 

that labels may be changed. 

A receipt will be mailed to all contributors. A growth report will be sent so 

that losses may be replaced. Contributors will be asked for instructions for 

disposition of plants after the convention. Failure to reply will be considered 

an order to destroy the stock. Guest plants will be returned at the con¬ 

tributor’s expense. 

The convention committee and guest iris chairman can take no respon¬ 

sibility for loss of plants that fail to grow, but we will take every precaution to 

protect contributors’ guests, and we will do our very best to provide a good 

display for the tours. 

ERRATA: 1979 CHECK LIST 

Thanks to Harry Kuesel’s sharp eye, we find that the Golden Anniversary 

Medals awarded at the 1970 New York convention were not all included in 

the list of AIS Gold Medal Recipients on page 368. Although Dr. Randolph’s 

award was listed, there was no mention made of the medals awarded to John 

C. Wister, Barbara Walther, Jesse Wills, or Geddes Douglas, although the 

awards were made the same evening. This would be the second Gold Medal 

for Dr. Wister, as he had previously received the honor in 1930. 

On page 312 of the Garden Awards listing, BAYOU VIEW should be cor¬ 

rected to BAY VIEW. 
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INDIANA INVITES GUEST IRISES 
Shirley Bruno, Indiana 

The Indiana Daylily-lris Society will host the 1985 AIS Convention in In¬ 

dianapolis. We will be requesting bearded iris guests in 1983, but we can 

also accept plants this year. We feel, however, that beardless iris guests 

will make a better showing if given an extra year, and so suggest that they 

be sent in 1982. 

Please send guest irises to: 

Mrs. Shirley F. Bruno, Guest Iris Chairman, I.D.I.S. 

P.O. Box 500, Medaryville, Indiana 47957 

(For UPS: N.E. corner, U.S. 421 and Maple Street) 

1. Beardless irises to be shipped at hybridizer’s discretion as to best 

transplanting time. Bearded irises accepted from July 12 through August 

21. 
2. Each plant must carry the following information: 

(a) Hybridizer’s name and address 

(b) Name or seedling number 

(c) Type 

(d) Height, color description, and bloom season 

(e) Year of introduction 

3. When guests sent under number are named, the Guest Chairman 

must be notified prior to November 1, 1984, so that changes can be made 

on labels and guest iris listings. 

4. Receipts will be sent to all contributors, listing the garden location 

of guests. Losses will be reported so that replacements may be sent if so 

desired. Contributors will be asked for instructions regarding disposition of 

plants. Failure to reply by July 1, 1985, will be taken as an order to destroy 

all plants involved. Plants returned to contributors will be sent postage col¬ 

lect. 

5. The Convention Committee will make every effort to see that no 

plant is sold or traded, no seed set, or pollen taken. 

6. Responsibility of the Guest Iris Committee extends only to plants 

received by the Guest Iris Chairman, and only those irises will be listed in 

the convention booklet. 

ATTENTION ALL JUDGES 

The AIS Board has approved a change in the National Garden Awards 

Ballot in 1982. There will be a tear-out page for the japanese iris voting, 

due to the lateness of their bloom. Judges who vote only on the 

japanese awards must sign and return the main body of the ballot to 

the Awards Chairman by July 10, in order to receive credit for voting. 
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Sam Reece 
1 843 E. Brown Ave 
Fresno, CA 93703 

Robin Reporters Needed 

Three reporters have been invaluable to Flight Lines the past few years, 

and without their assistance Flight Lines would be almost non-existant. I 

would like to salute and thank Margaret Dean, Las Cruces, New Mexico; 

Kathryn Wright, Terre Haute, Indiana; and Cleo Palmer, Geary, Oklahoma. 

Do you see your robin represented or your name in Flight Lines? If not, 

why don’t you become a reporter for your robin? Please help these faithful 

reporters . . . and all of us. Let’s have all the robins and divisions 

represented in Flight Lines! 

A FEW WORDS FROM YOUR ROBIN CHAIRMAN 

I hope to keep you up-to-date on the Robin Program with each Bulletin. 
This first time, I want to tell you that I am pleased to be your Robin Chair¬ 

man, and I want to do all .that I can to improve the program. I am open to 

suggestions and opinions so that we can make the Robins better. The im¬ 

portant thing is for us to communicate with each other. 

I have already heard from many of you, telling that you were in a Robin 

you have not seen for as long as two years. If there are others of you in this 

same situation, please write me; I will place you in a new group. 

It is very interesting—and fun—to exchange ideas. We all have some¬ 

thing more we can learn, and a Robin is definitely a sharing experience; 

open up and give. 

If you have written to me, but have not had a reply—hang in there. It is 

probably because the Division you want to be placed in does not yet have a 

Director. When I find a Director to take over, I will be placing you. You will 

be hearing from me. 

The Robin Program and the people involved are the very heart of AIS. 

Let’s all work together to rebuild this program. 
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Tall (Bearded) Tales 
Paul Smith, Pleasant Grove, UT: The 1981 Queen of Show was a 

choice stalk of MARY FRANCES shown by a 12-year-old boy. Runner-up 

was an equally lovely stalk of ENTOURAGE. Also very impressive were a 

stalk of Schreiners’ MOONSTRUCK and one of VANITY. Everyone seemed 

to like MOONSTRUCK, as everyone wanted it at our auction. 

The best of the later-blooming irises in my garden was LILAC FLAME, 

lovely form and such a lovely color, nicely branched, too. Sister seedling 

LOVELY KAY was also choice. I was surprised to find that in my last robin 

letter I had not been enthused with BROWN LASSO. Must have had only 

one or two open when I wrote, but by the end of the season we loved it. 

Other goodies in the second half of the season were FIEAVENLY HAR¬ 

MONY and HEATHER BLUSH, both pink standards and violet falls, same 

coloring, but very different from each other and both worth growing. SAN 

JOSE, large, ruffly brown, blushed blue. WOODCRAFT, super reddish 

brown plic. CHERRY SMOKE, a dark, lacy eyecatcher. FREEDOM ROAD, 

yellow and blue violet. PARADISE, super peachy pink. JACARANDA, lacy, 

ruffly orchid with substance. RADIANT SUMMER, last to open in my 

garden, good coppery brown, but open standards here. 

JEANETTE came as a show premium, and what a nice surprise! If you 

like DEBBY RAIRDON, get this one. EVENING ECHO, powdery light blue 

with dark blue beards. SILENT MAJESTY, such a good grower, large, 

healthy uniform increase, smooth dark violet blooms on super stalks. EN¬ 

TOURAGE is a real show stalk here; I would guess that it will be the Dykes 

Medal winner in a couple of years. One of the best blue violet plies I grow is 

STITCHED BEAUTY, introduced in 1975 by Bion Tolman. It did not get very 

good distribution, but is really good, with superior branching, three open 

blooms, and it can really take wet, windy weather. 

When we visited Mission Bell Gardens this past year, it was in the best 

bloom I’ve seen there—I didn’t know which way to go first. When compar¬ 

ing my 1980 and 1981 notes on this garden, I found that in 1980 I had writ¬ 

ten down a long list of good pinks. In 1981 I kept notes on mostly dark seifs 

and bicolors. In the dark ones, I liked SOUL MUSIC, TITAN’S GLORY, 

STORM CENTER, and GOOD KNIGHT. Good variegatas and bicolors were 

WORLD NEWS, BLAZING SADDLES, P.T. BARNUM, and SHAMAN. The 

best blends were FAR CORNERS and HOMECOMING QUEEN. In the plies I 

liked WILD BERRY and COZY CALICO. In the pinks I liked VIVACIOUS MISS 

and CORAL SATIN. To me, ORANGE STAR is the orange. BENGAL TIGER 

was super and really different. 
It’s really fun to walk through the seedling rows with Mrs. Hamblen and 

hear her discuss the seedlings, their faults and merits. Real fun is to watch 

her anxiously open a promising seedling to see how it is. The only problem 

in viewing a commercial garden is that everything is replanted every year 

for maximum rhizome growth, and you don’t get to see things blooming on 

two- or three-year-old clumps, which is what I enjoy. A good commercial 

garden is such an asset to a club and its members, as it allows us to view 
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first-hand so many of the new things. 
Shirley Brueggeman, Loma, CO: COLORADO SUNSHINE bloomed 

nicely, showing no effects of the frost; it’s a large, beautiful yellow. LEMON 
BROCADE is another waxy lemon yellow with wide and ruffled falls. 
BLUSHING LEMON was also good, yellow with a pretty pink blush on the 
falls and in the center. STREET FAIR has good form, lots of bloom, and is a 
very pretty violet plicata. CHARTREUSE RUFFLES is different in color, but I 
like it. SUNSHINE EXPRESS is a wide yellow and is of thick substance. 
BRITISH BLUSH has also made my favorite list, being a ruffled pink peach. 
COUNTRY MANOR is also on the favorite list, a ruffled white with deep 
yellow hafts, the color coming out onto the falls. CALYPSO BAY has good 
form and good coloring in a brown blend. Another in the brown class is 
CARNIVAL TIME, a deep burnt-sugar brown. 

Raymond Blicharz, Trenton, NJ: Some of the irises I liked in 1981 in¬ 
cluded; BURGUNDY BROWN (Gibson), superb on all counts, with a super 
flower. Name is apropos, deep burgundy brown on white plicata, with ruf¬ 
fles, lace, form, thickness of substance and a good grower. BEYOND (Gib¬ 
son), a bigger and better ANON. Orange plicata with tangerine beards; 
large, beautifully formed flowers, and it appears to be a good grower. 
GOLDEN GARNET (Gibson), the name describes it; very pleasant, lacy and 
neat plicata. FREEDOM ROAD (Plough), very pretty iris. Yellow primrose 
stands with a blue midrib, and lobelia blue falls. The flower is large, but ex¬ 
tremely attractive in form. DEEP PACIFIC (Burger) had its first bloom in 
three years (my fault, not the iris’), but it was spectacular. If you grow NAVY 
STRUT, this iris is much more intense in color, the deepest blackish blue im¬ 
aginable. Very large flowers with cardboard substance. Individual blossoms 
lasted 4-5 days. It has about six stalks and loads of huge increases. I was 
overwhelmed with it. HARD RAIN (Plough), a darker and very vivid luminata, 
better than SINGING RAIN. The color is exactly as pictured in Plough’s 
catalog. Some people may not care for luminatas, but I admired it. 

Other tall beardeds included SUN TOASTED (better than KILT LILT), 
PINK CONFETTI, BLUE STACCATO, and the superb THISTLE BELLE. This 
last one is intense violet-brown on white; there is nothing like it to compare. 
I had quite a clump of MARY FRANCES, but the form didn’t hold in my 
humidity. Dorothy Palmer’s FASHION TREND is still super for me. Keppel’s 
PATINA and FLAMENCO were gorgeous; his MISTRESS was very pale and 
disappointing, poor compared to PINK CONFETTI. ORANGE FIRE had in¬ 
tense color but a very poor plant. GOING MY WAY was unbelievable in 
every garden seen, just spectacular. Mel Leavitt had a huge clump of 
MYSTIQUE in his garden growing about three feet high, but absolutely no 
branching; every stalk was bunched at the top and looked like a flat-topped 
aster. Leavitt’s yard had the best clump of DREAM LOVER I ever saw; it 
was luscious, and I wish it would bloom that way for me. 

Some more likes and dislikes: Gatty’s DREAM AFFAIR was mouth¬ 
watering. Schreiner’s HELEN BOEHM was fabulous, with several stalks at 
our show. Ghio’s ENTOURAGE and CRUSHED VELVET were two of the 
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worst-looking irises I’ve ever seen in my life and I wonder why they were 

ever introduced. Schreiners’ INFERNO is a fabulous, huge smoldering red. 

I bloomed SYMPHONETTE, which I got last year. It was absolutely a 

fabulous iris, the color is like nothing I’ve seen before. 

Donna Sylvester, Tonasket, WA: I went to our regional meeting in 

Walla Walla in May, and the irises were at peak bloom. FOOLISH 

PLEASURE (Gaulter 77), a gorgeous flared and ruffled lavender pink, with 

excellent form. FUNTASTIC (Plough 78), a deep purple plic, with varied 

stripes in the falls, and lightly ruffled. MONACO (B. Brown 77), a very crink¬ 

ly, lacy lavender with flaring round falls. WINGS OF DREAMS (Woodside 

75), very lacy light pink standards, apricot falls with white in the center and 

a bright orange beard. ROSE CARESS (0. Brown 77), rose pink, crinkly, ruf¬ 

fled and flaring. MISTY TIDE (Plough 78), large light blue self, fluted and 

ruffled. GODDESS (Keppel ’81), swirled and ruffled peaches and cream. 

THEATRE (Keppel ’81), a neglecta-plicata in soft violet standards and pur¬ 

ple fall markings, white beards. DESPERADO (Keppel 79), a border beard¬ 

ed with greenish yellow standards, warm white falls. RARE EDITION (Gatty 

’80), intermediate, white and mulberry purple plic. 

I agree that WHITE LIGHTNING is special. I also like WEDDING VOW 

and VALENTINA. Those three are the best whites in my garden. At our 

regional meeting, LACED COTTON (Schreiner ’80) was beautiful. I loved 

PAINTED PINK, but sure have a hard time growing it; it was great three 

years ago, but since then it has been just terrible, no bloom last year or this 

year, and only scroungy little rhizomes. I don’t know what the problem is. I 

have lost BLUSHING LEMON and replanted it again and hope it does better 

this time. FIVE STAR ADMIRAL has done just beautifully here; you couldn’t 

ask for a better blue. 

George Couture, Nunda, NY: I had a suprise the first of September 

when I noticed a yellow bloom in the iris patch. JULY SUNSHINE was 

blooming then instead of in the spring. This is the third or fourth time that 

particular variety has done that. I understand it is considered a rebloomer, 

but this was the only time it bloomed in 1981. 

Tom Little, Las Cruces, NM: One very impressive TB seen was EVEN¬ 

ING IN PARIS. This is a very dark mulberry color (a little like black raspberry 

jello) with tangerine beards, an impressive color combination. But what 

struck me even more was the elegance of the individual stalks; tall, 

graceful, and not crowded like just about everything seems to be these 
days. 

I was somewhat disappointed in BLACK MARKET, which supposedly is 

one of the very blackest irises. It was dark all right, but it took me two years 

to get one stalk with minimal buds. One expects, of course, to make 

sacrifices to get specific characteristics. In my mind DUSKY DANCER is 

still the best black iris. The color is very close to black and it is a good iris 

besides. Occasionally stop and think to yourself, “Would I grow this iris if it 

were white?” I read that in a discussion of judging form, but it’s a good 

thing to think about from time to time. 
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Virginia Mathews, Stillwater, OK: I had an odd experience with ROYAL 

REGENCY. I had it in the guest iris planting from summer 78, and I bought 

it myself in 78. It bloomed in 79, again in ’80 and ’81. But this year (1981) it 

had only three fans, all of which bloomed, and then it died without making 

more increase. I got it again, a nice big fan with lots of little increases on it. 

Maybe it should be divided every other year, or even every year. I have 

come to the conclusion that here, two years is as long as they should go 

without dividing, and even every year would be better for some of them. 

When the clumps get crowded, the stalks aren’t as good, and they are more 

subject to disease. 
Mary Curbello, Cheshire, CT: I find that the old irises bloom under the 

most adverse conditions. WABASH blooms despite the fact that it’s in a 

weed-growing area near the driveway, on the side of a sandy hill. Unless 

the new hybrids are fussed over, many of them just fade out (and fast, too!). 

Purple Pods and Foliage 

Barbara Benson, Lubbock, TX: LUNAR LIGHT, a plic recessive yellow, 

has pods that are almost black on top. I have a pod on ISLAND FIESTA 

which is also turning black. The latter is a plic “fancy” (mixed luminata and 

plicata patterns). The only plants that I have grown that had these 

characteristics were in the plicata pattern range or a variant thereof. 

It has occurred to me that dark pigmentation on the ends of the seed 

pods might have something analogous to the deposition of dark pigment on 

the back side of the falls, which develops only where the falls’ reverse side 

is hit by strong sunlight, characteristics of the celestar pattern. This is the 

unsung, unloved contaminant of the plicata family, but one which is very in¬ 

teresting. I have had the dark-ended pods form only on the celestar 

variants: LUNAR LIGHT, ARCTIC SUN, ALALOA, LEMON ICE, WILLIWAW, 

and seedlings of (Summer Silk X Blushing Blonde), all of which are in the 

plicata family. 

As for purple-based foliage, I counted no less than fourteen varieties in 

my garden that exhibited this characteristic. The most pronounced is the 

Meek plicata BARRISTER, which has 4” of unbroken purple pigmentation at 

the base. I also have some /. biglumis seedlings that are purple based. 

Other purple-based foliage in my garden is on a Brady (Mary McClellan X 

Pierre Menard) seedling, JAUNTY TEXAN, CAROLINA FRAGRANCE, 

MARICOPA, IRMA MELROSE, BUTTERCUP BOWER, LEMON BOWL, a Pat¬ 

terson (Majorette X Pretty Pansy) seedling, and MATTERHORN. Just what 

genetic significance all this has, I don’t know. 

Lloyd Zurbrigg, Radford, VA: Hardly any of my irises have the dark 

base on the fan. This is really surprising, inasmuch as DA CAPO had this 

trait very strongly. However, its child CROSS STITCH did not, and CROSS 

STITCH was used more than its parent. O MY GOODNESS must have got¬ 

ten the trait, for many seedling from it have the dark base. 

Those in the garden showing purple-based foliage were SONG OF 

SALVATION, TUDOR ENGLAND, and a slight showing on SPOON TIME. 
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International 
News 
Bee UJorburton, Editor 

HAVELBERG AND HAVELSEE 

HAVELBERG (Schwarz r. 1944 (’59)) and HAVELSEE (Werckmeister r. 

’66), some of the first recognized examples of the pattern now known as 

‘luminata’, recently arrived here from Dorothe Schroeter of Switzerland 

after some years of fitful inquiry on my part in search of these interesting 
plants of German origin. 

HAVELBERG was considered by Dr. Werckmeister to be the first in this 

pattern, and he called the prosposed gene ‘Havelburg’ and considered it 

separate from the plicata locus. He claimed that HAVELBERG was bred 

before World War II (as of course was the Sass’ BERTHA GERSDORFF), 

but as German irises were not registered with AIS during hostilities and, fur¬ 

thermore, AIS was not named as the international registration authority un¬ 

til after the war, the matter of priority is confused and seems irrelevant. 
Actually, when I saw them in Helen von Stein’s fascinating historical col¬ 

lection in Basel, it was my considered judgment that they were hideous in 

pattern and coloring, as well as in the dreaciful form that seems to be linked 

with the pattern. Nonetheless, these two early examples should be seen by 

American hybridizers who have an interest in the pattern and its place in 

the historical record of tall bearded irises. They can look upon them either 

as a warning or as a challenge! 

AN AUSTRALIAN VISIT 

George Slade of Cynthiana, Kentucky, was one of the fortunate 

American visitors to Australia in the 1981 bloom season. He was met at the 

Melbourne Airport by Les Donnell and taken to the Donnell home. He says, 

“The Donnells’ beautiful yard was filled with blooming irises including TBs 

and many other varieties. One of Les’ creations which I especially liked was 

his ’79 registration MARSH LIGHT, with yellow standards, falls yellow with 

blue blaze down the center, brown gray at hafts, and gray yellow beards. 

Many popular US introductions were blooming, content in the southern 

hemisphere environment.’’ 
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The Donnells took George to the home of Harry Thomas, where many 

flowers were putting on a show. A Thomas iris, the 1981 introduction FAIR 

TIDINGS, was a “pale blue-orchid self, wide ruffled petals, closed stan¬ 

dards, bright tangerine beards, four-way branching.’’ 

At Barry and Lesley Blyth’s Tempo Two gardens, peak bloom was still 

about a week away, but with so many cultivars, the gardens were a sea of 

color, especially the Pacific Coast hybrids. George grows several Blyth 

irises in his home garden, and says that CABARET ROYALE has attracted 

much attention; an improved version of that iris, MAGIC MAN (Blyth ’79), 

has a lighter edge around the falls, pastel blue standards, velvety purple 

falls, and bright tangerine beards. Impressive 1981 Blyth introductions 

were NOON SIESTA, with closed lemon standards and white falls speckled 

with lavender violet becoming more concentrated near the edges, yellow 

beards, flaring and well branched; and ASHA MICHELLE, described as a 

bicolor plicata, with closed, ruffled lemon standards and white falls, stitched 

with a rose-brown border, ruffled and flared, with yellow beards. George 

also admired the 1980 Australian introductions, Donnell’s DINGLEY DAWN 

and Thomas’ WILD RICE. 

MORE AUSTRALIAN NOTES 

Gilbert Cole, whose beautiful garden in Millswood, South Australia, was a 

highlight of the 1974 tour, reports the best year ever in 1981 . . . “with our 

national television service showing our garden on one of their gardening 

segments. This brought many new visitors, and as I had imported over 200 

new varieties in 1980, most of which bloomed this year, I was able to have 

visitors enthuse over things like SONG OF NORWAY, BEVERLY SILLS, 

SKYFIRE, etc.’’ 

Then, one more reminder of the 1982 Convention of the Iris Society of 

Australia, beginning October 20. There’s still plenty of time to finalize plans 

for a trip down under. 

COMING EVENTS 

It is sad to hear that the beds of tall bearded irises in the Royal Botanic 

Gardens at Kew are to be discontinued. The annual show of irises there has 

been famous for many years and will be sadly missed. 

Some of the irises have been moved to Cannington for the Grand Jubilee 

Festival, to take place there June 2-5, 1982. This will be a splendid iris 

celebration, with delegations from France and Italy, and we hope that some 

Americans will be able to attend. There is still time to make plans! Inquire of 

the Hon. Secretary. G. E. Cassidy, 67 Bushwood Rd., Kew, Richmond, Sur¬ 

rey TW9 3BG, England. 

Some of the irises are being planted at Harlow Car Gardens, Harrogate, 

where demonstration beds of all kinds of irises are being created. This is a 

splendid idea, and worthy of help we can contribute toward it. 
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FLEMISH SOCIETY FORMS 

Word has been received that a second iris group—the Flemish Iris 

Society, geared toward the Flemish-speaking community—is being formed 

in Belgium. 

As formation of the society will result in customs advantages, it is hoped 

that the members will be able to promote the importation of more new 
varieties into that country. To help publicize irises and maintain en¬ 

thusiasm, they would like to build a collection of slides of the very new 

varieties. Donations of slides may be sent to Mr. Roger Springael, Jozef 

Hendrickxstraat 83, 2120 Schoten, Belgium. 

SLIDES FOR BRITAIN 

A request for slides comes also from Maureen Foster, newly elected Slides 

Librarian for the British Iris Society, who hopes to update the BIS slides files. 

As she points out, there is a definite time lag between introduction of new 

varieties in this country and the importation, flowering, and general 

dissemination of the varieties abroad. Slides would help to fill this gap and to 

advertise our American iris wares. Slides donations should be addressed to 

Mrs. Maureen Foster, 56 Darren View, Crickhowell, Powys, Wales NP8 IDS. 

SEED FROM LATVIA SSR 

Bob Schreiner received a large supply of seed of I. sibjrica collected in 

Latvia SSR, and has distributed some to interested friends and some to the 

seed exchange (SIGNA). It will be interesting to see if it gives plants like 

those grown from seed collected in Germany, Poland, and Czechoslovakia. 

REVIEW 
Koehlein, Fritz. 1981. Iris. Eugen Ulmer GmbH & Co. Stuttgart 

360 pp. 147 color photos, 60 line drawings. 

Fritz Koehlein is a professional garden author and lecturer, author of 

previous books on garden practices, plant propagation, garden succulents, 

and saxifrages. His own amazing garden is actually a laboratory for the 

study of rare plants, of which he grows an incredible and unique array. A 

visit there is always a revelation and a delight. His present book reflects the 

rarest of qualifications, because to put together a volume on both hor¬ 

ticultural and botanical aspects of such a huge and varied genus as Iris is a 

genuine tour de force. The book is written in German, but even to one 

without knowledge of the language, the obvious completeness of the sub¬ 

ject matter and the profuse illustration by 147 excellent color photographs 

and 60 line drawings by a highly skilled botanical artist speak eloquently of 

its quality. The chapter on iris hybridizing, which was written by the late Dr. 

Peter Werckmeister, reflects the knowledge and experience of one of the 
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great irisarians of all times, and includes some of Dr. Peter’s studies on Iris 
pigments and their inheritance, and on the fine art of embryo culture, which 

made his flowering of wide hybrids possible. 

The book is in four sections. The first is an introduction to the genus, and 

consists of information on sources, culture, the diversity of the genus, and 

manner of growth and handling of various types, with some emphasis on 

water irises and on companion plants, of which Herr Koehlein has a profes¬ 

sional understanding. 

The second section forms the main body of the text. It is a discussion of 

the species of the genus, and begins with a presentation of the classifica¬ 

tions usually cited: Dykes-Diels and Lawrence, and the more radical 

classification of Rodionenko, who formed separate genera of the bulbous 

irises—Xiphium, Iridodictyum (reticulatas), and Juno. Herr Koehlein has 

also included the horticultural classification under which the bearded irises 

are registered. This is useful, as this classification is little understood other 

than in America. 

Also furnished is a useful key to the various taxa, with pen drawings il¬ 

lustrating the differences in seedpod and in rhizomatous or bulbous confor¬ 

mation. These are some of the best of the line drawings that illustrate all 

aspects of the subject throughout the volume. 

The remainder of this section is devoted to study of the taxa of the genus 

down to species level, with careful descriptions of each, and includes 

studies of those here considered as being in the genera Xiphium, Iridodic¬ 
tyum, Juno, Hermodactylus, and Gynandriris. There are color photos of 

many of these species. Among those rare in gardens, there are pictures of 

I. ruthenica, nepalensis, kamaonensis, longipetala, notha, cretensis, grant- 
duffii, milesii, carthaliniae, and Simonet’s constructed hybrid species, 

x autosyndetica. There are also pictures of some rarely seen bearded 

species, many of rare hybrids, and both old and new forms of garden irises 

of all shapes and sizes. Indeed, all 147 photographs are interesting, and as 

a whole, artistically superior. 

The final text section is Dr. Werckmeister’s chapter on iris hybridizing, 

with notes on embryo culture and tissue culture. 

The back matter includes lists of irises for various types of locality; lists 

of desirable varieties by class and by color; lists of spurias, japanese, and 

Siberians; and lists of prize-winning bearded irises. There are also lists of 

iris organizations and of commerical iris establishments, worldwide; a 

bibliography of iris literature, and a glossary of genetic and taxonomic 

terms, many of them English; and last of all, an index of species terms and 

plant names mentioned in the text. 
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Vouth 
Views 
Maryann Anning 

YOUTHFUL ACTIVITIES ABOUND! 
Development of the youth program continues. Much activity has 

taken place in this past year—an increase in show participation, 
contests, regional youth newsletters, a scout troop with 100% AIS 
membership, and the new Youth Handbook. The youth newsletter 
called “The Iris Fan’’ has been born with most contributions com¬ 
ing from the youths themselves. Of course, we’ll include adult con¬ 
tributions—periodically. Youth membership is at an all time high at 
250 members. Many, many thanks to all who have made this possi¬ 
ble, what more could a Youth Chairman ask for? 

Flossie Nelson, Region 4 Youth Chairman, reports that the 
Region 4 youth members have been busy this year with a Japanese 
Iris Seed Germination Contest. Seeds and instructions were 
distributed to each youth member who wished to participate, the 
contest to end August 15. On that date, the youth member having 
the most living seedlings won 2 named Japanese Irises as a first 
prize. A second prize of one named Japanese iris was offered. The 
big winners were Michelle Nelson, 1st place with 12 seedlings, and 
Michelle Stadler won second place with 10 seedlings. Congratula¬ 
tions, girls! 

Sharie Warnock, Region 7 Youth Chairman, has transformed her 
Girl Scout Troop into an AIS youth group; among other typical scout 
activities, Sharie spends much time with the girls working with 
irises. The session that she had before their show on how to put 
together an arrangement from a theme and Dr. Mohr’s session on 
horticulture exhibiting both went well. Unfortunately, the session he 
had planned to hold in the garden was rained out. 

The girls making the arrangements came over to Sharie’s house 
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the night before the show and all pitched in to help each other 
translate their ideas into a working arrangement. The girls were all 
competing against one another, but the rivalry was diluted when 
they helped each other. Cindy Linden won the best arrangement 
and received a large silver platter, a rosette, and a blue ribbon. Two 
other girls from the troop received third place and honorable men¬ 
tion. Sharie had hoped that some of the girls would have gotten a 
horticulture award because it would have boosted their en¬ 
thusiasm, but for the first year with new plants and a bad season, 
they really did quite well. The show was a good one from the youth 
standpoint! 

Alan Hewitt, Region 22 Youth Chairman poses a question for 
young and old alike: 

“What is a real iris nut? A real iris nut is one that wears out the 
catalogs in 6 months and stays on the phone for hours asking 
others what they are going to order, so they can order the same 
thing! An iris nut is one who starts feeling for bloom stalks in 
January and doesn’t stop until July. He’s one who gets mad at every 
one who votes for a Dykes that he doesn’t like, and thinks Stepping 
Out has been on the pop poll too long. He’s the one with the flash 
light in the iris beds a week before show time. He’s the one who has 
to eat out for a week before the show because the refrigerator is full 
of irises—along with the kitchen table and the bedroom, too! And 
after the show, he’s the one walking around saying ‘just wait until 
next year’! Aren’t you glad that you are an iris nut too?’’ 

Region 22 has taken a youth popularity poll, Results are: 
1. Stepping Out 11. Lemon Brocade 
2. San Leandro 12. Loop the Loop 
3. Going My Way 13. Navy Strut 
4. Mystique 14. Old Flame 
5. Temple Gold 15. Vanity 
6. Spinning Wheel 16. Paris Opera 
7. Mary Frances 17. Pink Angel 
8. Gay Parasol 18. Modern Classic 
9. Joyce Terry 19. New Moon 

10. Kilt Lilt 20. Country Manor 

Tom Little, Region 23 Youth Chairman, has conquered the pro¬ 
blem of scattered membership very successfully. Perhaps other 
regions with a similar situation could follow suit. Tom says that 
Region 23 is geographically large, but has only 159 AIS members, 
eight of which are youth members. Several of them live in Albuquer¬ 
que, but the others are spread widely throughout the state. In order 
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to increase communication between youth membership and to 

whet their iris interests, Tom puts out a regional youth newsletter. 

The newsletter contains general iris information in addition to youth 

news. The idea is that if enthusiasm for irises is encouraged, en¬ 

thusiasm for the AIS will follow naturally. Because of the small mail¬ 

ing list, the newsletter can be produced very economically, posing 

virtually no financial burden on the region. The schedule of the New 

Mexico show in Albuquerque features a youth division, which is well 

received each year. Any spot where irises are grown can be the site 

of a growing youth program, all it takes is a little interest! 

The first issue of the national youth newsletter was distributed in 

October, 1981. Many thanks to all who submitted names in our 

“name the newsletter’’ contest. “The Iris Fan’’ was submitted by 

Suzanne Morris, Region 18. Irises are a prime interest for the entire 

Morris family—Suzanne’s dad, Jim, was chairman of the 1981 Na¬ 

tional Convention in St. Louis, and mom, Jean, was a tremendous 

help—organizing the youth activities. Cover designed by Paul 

Matalucci of Region 23 who came forth with the offer to help. 

Thanks, Paul! 

photo credits 

R. Gibson, p. 23; R. D. Koenitzer, p. 29; D. Koza, p. 64; M. McLane, p. 12; 

0. J. Rice, p. 16; B. Williamson, p. 20. 

1981 MEMBERSHIP 
CONTEST WINNERS 

Congratulation to: 

Mrs. Jack (Mary) Kearney 

Paul Black 

Herb and Sara Hoik 

John Weiler 

Mrs. Kenneth Drury 

James L. Ennenga 

Mrs. Robert Bledsoe 

Jimmy Burch 

Lilly M. Gartman 

Gordon W. Plough 

11 Members 

10 Members 

10 Members 

10 Members 

9 Members 

8 Members 

7 Members 

7 Members 

7 Members 

7 Members 

Special Thanks to: 

The Memphis Area Iris Society 14 Members 
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INTRODUCING FOR 1982 

a 
SDB 
STARLIGHT 
WALTZ 
$15.00 

and 
a 

Siberian 
BLUE 

KALEIDOSCOPE 
$20.00 

Calvin Helsley—Iris 
Box 306 

Mansfield, Missouri 65704 
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REAL ADVENTURE (John Nelson '82) $25.00 

OUR 54th YEAR 
CATALOG 

In Full Color 
$2.00 

Then deductible from 
your first catalog order 

1982 

GARDENS 

P.O. Box 126 

Silverton, Oregon 97381 
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NOTICE TO AFFILIATES 

Requirements for Affiliation with the American Iris Society 

Revised requirements for affiliate status were adopted by the Board of 

Directors at their November, 1981, meeting. 

A local society may become an affiliate of the American Iris Society upon 

application to the Regional Vice President, who will verify the AIS member¬ 

ships. The application will then be forwarded to the AIS Chairman of Af¬ 

filiates. The local society must meet the following requirements: 

1. All officers of the local society must be members of AIS. 

2. There must be at least 15 AIS members in the local society. 

3. The date of the society’s annual election of officers must be stated. 

4. The society must participate in the AIS system of registrations, and 

awards must adhere to AIS show rules. 

5. The society must state its affiliation with AIS on show schedules, 

publications, and publicity releases, including, when possible, an invitation 

to join AIS, with appropriate membership information. 

6. If the above requirements are met, societies with 50% of their 

members belonging to AIS, or 50 AIS members (regardless of percentage 

belonging to AIS), will be affiliated without charge. If a society does not 

meet one of these membership requirements, there will be an affiliation fee, 

currently $50. 

7. After having initially qualified, a society must submit annually a list of 

its officers and members to the RVP of its region, who will verify AIS 

membership and forward it to the Chairman of Affiliates. Failure to report 

will result in automatic disqualification. 

8. An affiliate which has allowed its affiliation to expire must wait one 

year before becoming eligible for reaffiliation. 

9. There will be a grace period until January 1, 1983, for those affiliates 

with less than 15 AIS members as of January 1, 1982, to obtain the correct 

number of AIS members before they lose affiliate status without paying an 

affiliation fee. 

Dorothy Howard, 

Chairman, Affiliates 

MEDIAN MEETING SLATED FOR WICHITA 

The Wichita Area Iris Club will host a Spring Median Garden Tour 

and Region 18 Meeting on April 30, May 1 and 2. Headquarters will be 

at the Holiday Inn, Downtown Plaza, 250 W. Douglas, Wichita. 

Additional information is available from Jim and Lucy Fry, 2640 N. 

Bluff, Wichita, KS 67220. Phone (316) 686-6852. 
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AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY 
APPROVED AFFILIATES 
Expiration Date January 1, 1983 

REGION 1 

CONNECTICUT IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. James M. Shivers 

164 Dudley Road 
Wilton, CT 06897 

IRIS SOCIETY OF 
MASSACHUSETTS 

Pres. Marian H. Schmuhl 
7 Revolutionary Ridge Rd. 
Bedford, MA 01730 

MAINE IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Peter J. Young 

Rt. 1, Box 780 
Buckfield, ME 04220 

REGION 3 

DELAWARE VALLEY IRIS 
SOCIETY 

Pres. E. A. Maltman 
206 Milltown Road 
Wilmington, DE 19808 

REGION 4 

FRANCIS SCOTT KEY IRIS 
SOCIETY 

Pres. Mrs. Andrew C. Warner 
16815 Falls Road 
Upperco, MD 21155 

REGION 5 

FLORIDA IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Marjorie Starkey 

111 49th Drive West 
Bradenton, FL 33507 

GEORGIA IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Ralph T. Bullard 

6159 Ridge Way 
Douglasville, GA 30135 

OCONEE VALLEY IRIS CLUB 
Pres. Erma Hodges 

Wildwood Lane 
Milledgeville, GA 31061 

SOUTH CAROLINA IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. James L. Jeffcoat 

P.O. Box 56, Abell Road 
Blythewood, SC 29016 

SUMMERVILLE IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Mrs. Frank Vincent 

Rt. 1, Box 460 
Bonneau, SC 29431 

REGION 6 

AKRON AREA IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Wilford James 

10965 Boston Mills Rd. 
Peninsula, OH 44264 

CENTRAL MICHIGAN IRIS 
SOCIETY 

Pres. Carol L. Morgan 
G1384 Westwood Dr. 
Flint, Ml 48504 

GRAND VALLEY IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Stuart J. Loveless 

2033 Jerome SW 
Grand Rapids, Ml 49509 

MIAMI VALLEY IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Earl E. Hall 

Rt. 2, Box 104 
West Alexandria, OH 45381 

NORTHEASTERN INDIANA IRIS 
SOCIETY 

Pres. Roger A. Miller 
Rt. 2, Box 323A 
Ossian, IN 46777 

SOUTHWESTERN MICHIGAN 
IRIS SOCIETY 

Pres. Mrs. Carl R. Bacon 
8619 East ML Avenue 
Kalamazoo, Ml 49001 

TRI-COUNTY IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Mrs. Paul Quinn 

1044 Shelter Lane 
Lansing, Ml 48912 

REGION 7 

BLUE GRASS IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Al Dierckes 

3114 Hulbert Ave. 
Erlanger, KY 41018 
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HARRISON COUNTY IRIS 
SOCIETY 

Pres. Mrs. Katy Florence 
Route 3 
Cynthiana, KY 41031 

JACKSON AREA IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. R. B. Love 

1013 N. Highland 
Jackson, TN 38301 

LOUISVILLE AREA IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Mrs. Edward C. Harrigan 

1207 Wolfe Ave. 
Louisville, KY 40213 

MEMPHIS AREA IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Mrs. William C. Belus 

6401 Constance 
Bartlett, TN 38134 

MIDDLE TENNESSEE IRIS 
SOCIETY 

Pres. James R. McMahon 
Rt. 2, Box 11 

Cottontown, TN 37048 

MID-STATE IRIS ASSOCIATION 
Pres. Mrs. M. B. Odom 

Rt. 8 

Murfreesboro, TN 37130 

TENNESSEE VALLEY IRIS 
SOCIETY 

Pres. Mrs. M. A. Luna 
Rt. 2 
Lewisburg, TN 37091 

TWIN STATES IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Mrs. James Daves 

Rt. 1 
Mt. Juliet, TN 37122 

REGION 8 

WISCONSIN IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Melvin Bausch 

11530 N. Laguna Drive 
Mequon, Wl 53093 

REGION 9 

MID-ILLINOIS IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Rita Kinsella 

318 Marabeth 
Fairview Heights, IL 62208 

NORTHERN ILLINOIS IRIS 
SOCIETY 

Pres. Russell Bruno 
P.O. Box 500 
Medaryville, IN 47957 

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS IRIS 
SOCIETY 

Pres. Melody Wilhoit 
Rt. 2, Box 141 
Kansas, IL 61933 

REGION 13 

GREATER PORTLAND IRIS 
SOCIETY 

Pres. Caroline Burke 
23162 S. Upper 

Highland Rd. 
Beavercreek, OR 97004 

KING COUNTY IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. George F. Lankow 

725 20th Ave. W. 
Kirkland, WA 98033 

REGION 15 

INLAND IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Herbert C. Hoik 

14115 Pear St. 
Riverside, CA 92504 

SAN DIEGO-IMPERIAL 
COUNTIES IRIS SOCIETY 

Pres. Mrs. Eugene Cooper 
4444 Arista Dr. 
San Diego, CA 92103 

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY IRIS 
SOCIETY 

Pres. Myrna Pollock 
17921 Ingomar St. 
Reseda, CA 91335 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA IRIS 
SOCIETY 

Pres. Mrs. Charles R. Hopson 
2312 Calle Las Palmas 
San Clemente, CA 92672 

SUN COUNTRY IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. D. L. Shepard 

3342 W. Orangewood 
Phoenix, AZ 85021 

TUCSON AREA IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Genevieve H. Jasper 

2650 N. Desert 
Tucson, AZ 85712 
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REGION 17 

BENSON AREA 12 IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Helen P. Brown 

310 W. Bank Street 
Iowa Park, TX 76367 

EL PASO IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Josephine I. Lynch 

8709 W. H. Burgess Dr. 
El Paso, TX 79925 

FORT WORTH IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Jean Clingman 

3544 Rita Lane 
Fort Worth, TX 76117 

NEW BRAUNFELS IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Mrs. Ellene Rockwell 

Box 70 
Fentress, TX 78622 

NORTH PLAINS IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Mrs. Ida Frank 

2424 14th Ave. 
Canyon, TX 79015 

SOUTH PLAINS IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Mrs. Vernon H. Keesee 

3620 31st Street 
Lubbock, TX 79410 

TEXOMA IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Gordon Green 

Box 301 
Bonham, TX 75418 

REGION 18 

GARDEN CITY AREA IRIS 
SOCIETY 

Pres. Jack Kume 
1005 East Mary 
Garden City, KS 67846 

GREATER ST. LOUIS IRIS 
SOCIETY 

Pres. Mark Dienstbach 
2 Lake James Court 
Florissant, MO 63034 

HI PLAINS IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Mrs. Charles Heisz 

P.O. Box 142 
Selden, KS 67757 

JEFFCO IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Frances Boyd 

Rt. 1, Box 638 
Cedar Hill, MO 63016 

MINERAL AREA IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Russell H. Wurl 

11334 De Runtz 
Maryland Heights, MO 63043 

PARSONS AREA IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Mildred Williams 

314 So. 35th 
Parsons, KS 67357 

TRI-STATE IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Dr. Thomas Grim 

2901 Vermont 
Joplin, MO 64801 

WASHINGTON IRIS CLUB 
Pres. Betty Bohrer 

1 Summer Court 
O’Fallon, MO 63366 

REGION 19 

GARDEN STATE IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. David Sllverberg 

27 Spring Hill Dr. 
Howell, NJ 07731 

REGION 21 

GREATER OMAHA IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Richard C. Kohout 

6225 H. Street 
Omaha, NE 68107 

LINCOLN IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Eugene Kalkwarf 

RFD 6 
Lincoln, NE 68502 

REGION 22 

CENTRAL ARKANSAS IRIS 
SOCIETY 

Pres. Henry C. Rowlan 
12 Roxbury Drive 
Little Rock, AR 72209 

NORMAN AREA IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. J. D. Spence 

Rt. 2, Box 130 
Norman, OK 73071 
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ROLLING HILLS IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Hazel Daugherty 

2111 Admiral Road 
Stillwater, OK 74074 

SOONER STATE IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Mrs. Howard Estes 

2429 NW 36th Terrace 
Oklahoma City, OK 73112 

TULSA AREA IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Virginia Mathews 

326 South Stallard 
Stillwater, OK 74074 

REGION 23 

NEW MEXICO IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Lt. Col. L. F. Luckie 

1046 Matador S.E. 
Albuquerque, NM 87123 

REGION 24 

ARAB IRIS & DAYLILY CLUB 
Pres. Gladys O. Smith 

Rt. 1, Box 54 
Union Grove, AL 35175 

BIRMINGHAM AREA IRIS 
SOCIETY 

Pres. Joe M. Langdon 
5605 11th Avenue South 
Birmingham, AL 35222 

HUNTSVILLE CHAPTER OF A.I.S. 
Pres. Henry S. Schultz 

2624 Bonita Circle 
Huntsville, AL 35801 

MARSHALL IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. William E. Williamson 

1400 Bains Street 
Albertville, AL 35950 

NORTH ALABAMA IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Gertrude Price 

2308 Lee High Drive, N.E. 
Huntsville, AL 35811 

IN MEMORIAM 

Jackie Bryant (NM) Ruby Harris (TX) 

F. D. Coppin (TX) Bert Livingston (NC) 

Edna Gibson (CA) Vi Luihn (CA) 

Jake Scharff (TN) 
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ELIZABETH STUART JONES 
(19131981) 

The death of Betty Jones of Portland, Oregon, on August 10,1981, after a 

prolonged illness, brought sorrow to her many friends. She was a World 

War II Navy Veteran. Interment was in Willamette National Cemetery. 

Betty possessed a friendly and outgoing personality and made many 

friends through her many iris activities, both on a local as well as national 

level. She was AIS Membership Secretary from November, 1976, until July, 

1978. Many will remember her through her activities connected with the 

AIS convention in Portland in 1972. Aside from her iris activities, Betty was 

Secretary for a local lumber company for many years and was Secretary of 

Vestry, St. Barnabas Episcopal Church, for fourteen years. 

Betty is survived by her husband Bennett C. Jones and son Robert Ed¬ 

ward Jones. 
F. G. Stephenson 

FRANK EDWIN CHOWNING 
(1894-1981) 

Frank Chowning died at his home in Little Rock, Arkansas, on November 

20, 1981. 

The iris world has lost one of its prominent louisiana iris hybridizers. He 

had won four Mary Swords Debaillon Awards, starting with DIXIE DEB in 

1967, and the past three years with THIS I LOVE, ANN CHOWNING (named 

for his daughter), and BRYCE LEIGH (named for his wife). ANN CHOWN¬ 

ING was also honored with the Walther Award. 

One of his goals was to produce a shorter iris that would not require stak¬ 

ing and would be more resistant to the cold of winter. The proof of his 

achievement is that his irises have been grown successfully in Minnesota. 

Frank was an authority on wild flowers and other native plants, and his 

home garden abounded with shrubs and flowers that he had collected. 

He had been a member of AIS for more than fifty years. He was an 

honorary AIS judge, served as RVP, and had been a member of the Society 

for Louisiana Iris, LISA, and the Central Arkansas Iris Society. 

Born in Rison, Arkansas, he attended Henderson-Brown College in 

Arkadelphia, Arkansas, and was graduated from the Vanderbilt University 

School of Law in Nashville, Tennessee, in 1922. He served as an Army 

lieutenant in France during World War I. He practiced law in Little Rock for 

52 years and was a member of the Board of Directors of Union National 

Bank, also serving as the bank’s general counsel. He was a member of the 

Pulaski County Bar Association, the Arkansas Bar Association, and the 

American Bar Association. 

His vast knowledge and enthusiasm in the iris field inspired many in his 

area to grow and hybridize his favorite iris, the louisiana. I was one of these, 

and this year when working in the garden, I will be looking for the back gate 

to open, and Frank to walk in as he did so many times in the past. I will miss 

you, my friend and adviser. 
Oren E. Campbell 
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Hubert Fischer 
at the 
St. Louis convention, 
May, 1981 

HUBERT A. FISCHER 
(1896-1981) 

Irisarians and horticulturists of the world lost one of their truly great 

members on November 2, 1981, when Hubert A. Fischer, of Hinsdale, Il¬ 

linois, died after a month-long illness. 

Hubert was a 1920 Charter Member of the American Iris Society. He and 

his wife Marie were early iris fanciers, and soon became acquainted with 

leading iris growers. As their interests included perennials other than irises, 

they soon established show gardens, first in Lombard, Illinois, and later on 

their fourteen-acre estate in Hinsdale, which under their meticulous care 

and horticultural ingenuity became well known as one of the finest privately 

owned garden show places around Chicago. Here visitors were treated to 

spectacular displays of literally thousands of blooming tulips, daffodils, 

hybrid poppies, peonies, irises, hemerocallis, all amid a park-like surroun¬ 

ding of evergreens, oaks, elms, and willow trees, with plush green lawns. In 

the late ’60s and early 70s, an outstanding display of hostas was added 

among the pine trees. 

Hubert and Marie were active hybridizers of poppies and irises; several 

of the latter, including DU PAGE, TRUTH, and MEADOW SNOW, were in¬ 

troduced. Hubert was better known for his hemerocallis orginations, which 

included Oriental Ruby, Green Valley, Red Spinel, and Thumbelina. 
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Hubert will be long remembered for his great interest in horticulture, hav¬ 

ing been an active member of the Chicago Horticultural Society; the Men’s 

Garden Club of America (Chicago and Hinsdale); the American 

Hemerocallis Society (Past President); Chicagoland Daylily Society 

(Founder); and the Northern Illinois Iris Society. He served as RVP of 

Region 9, AIS Director, and AIS President (1963-1966). He will be 

remembered for his many interesting talks and slide shows frequently given 

to groups all over the world. He will be remembered for his seed transfer 

programs to hybridizers in foreign countries. 

As AIS President, Hubert was instrumental in establishing the AIS Foun¬ 

dation; in arranging for and establishing the rules and methods for local iris 

societies becoming affiliated with AIS;Jn providing for Sections of AIS in 

order to promote the interest in irises of all kinds; and for developing and 

assuring the future of scientific growth within AIS. 
For his extreme devotion to horticulture and for the fruits of his efforts, 

Hubert A. Fischer received many medals and awards during his long, color¬ 

ful and active horticultural life. 

AIS: Distinguished Service Medal 

Chicago Horticultural Society Medal 

Men’s Garden Club of America Medal 

American Hemerocallis Society: Floriadi Medal, President’s Cup, 

three Don Fischer Memorial Awards, two Achievement Awards, 

Bertrand Farr Award, Two Lennington All American Awards 

American Horticultural Congress: Outstanding Gardener Medal 

After his term as AIS President, Hubert became an extensive world 

traveler, usually making his visits during peak bloom periods: England 

(irises and roses); Germany (fall garden shows); Italy (three times to the 

Florence International Iris competition); South Africa (wild flowers and or¬ 

chids); Australia (irises and ferns); and Japan (chrysanthemums). He was 

an invited honor guest at the Moscow Botanical Conference, and was in¬ 

vited to view the Russian Crown Jewels. His travels also included 

Switzerland, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, Tahiti, India, Kashmir, Nepal, 

and mainland China. In addition to all these trips, Hubert found time to at¬ 

tend almost all AIS conventions. His stamina belied his age, and gave him 

the opportunity, and the pleasure, to meet with horticulturists all over the 

world, making many long-lasting friendships. His gentleness, sincerity, 

humor and willingness to participate at all levels, made him an outstanding 

ambassador in the horticultural world. 
Marie and Hubert lost their son Donald in the late ’50s, and Marie died in 

the early 70s. Afterwards, Hubert lived alone, not willing to give up his 

home and garden, but maintained communications with his multitude of 

friends throughout the world. 
He had been a wholesale diamond and precious gem dealer in Chicago 

for more than fifty years. 

Edward E. Varnum 
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GIFTS TO THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY 
July 1, 1981 to December 31, 1981 

MEMORIAL GIFTS FOR: 
EARL BEACH 

* Pittsburgh Iris & Daylily Society 

(Pa) 

FRANK CHOWNING 
Dorothy Howard (OK) 
Jimmy & Betty Burch (AL) 

MRS. MAE CROCKER 
Jeffco Iris Society (MO) 

BETTY ANN CROCKETT 
Tulsa Area Iris Society (OK) 

LOUISE HENDRICKS 
Wichita Area Iris Society (KS) 

EUGENE HUNT 
Edmond Area Iris Society (OK) 

BETTY JONES 
Dorothy Howard (OK) 

Don & Burdella Rhodes (OK) 
Ronald Mullin (OK) 
Walla Walla Iris Club (WA) 
Rachel Drumm (OK) 

EMMA JONES 
Garden State Iris Society (NJ) 

JENNIE JONES 
Wichita Area Iris Society (KS) 

MARIE LOVEJOY 
Pollen Daubers Iris Society (ID) 

VI LUIHN 
Jimmy & Betty Burch (AL) 

ROY MARSH 
‘Southwestern Michigan Iris 

Society (Ml) 

RAY PALMER 
Richard & Carol Ramsey (KS) 
O’Fallon Iris Society (MO) 
Ronald Mullin (OK) 

Dorothy Howard (OK) 
Rachel Drumm (OK) 

Don & Burdella Rhodes (OK) 

ARNOLD E. SCHLIEFERT 
‘Blue Valley Iris Society (NE) 
Mr. & Mrs. Chuck Claussen (NE) 
Clark Gadden (NE) 

Mrs. C. M. Sudduth (NE) 

Mr. & Mrs. Robert Tenopir (NE) 

Lincoln Iris Society (NE) 
Mrs. Arnold E. Schliefert (NE) 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Anson (NE) 

BARBARA SERDYNSKI 
Penny & Walter Bunker (CA) 

Dolores Denney (CA) 

AL SPENCER 
Tulsa Area Iris Society (OK) 

MRS. BEATRICE TOMLIN 
Jimmy & Betty Burch (AL) 

MARGARET TURNEY 
Mesilla Valley Iris Society (NM) 

GIFT HONORING: 
JACKIE & GEORGE BRYANT 

Lucille McKinley (NM) 

OTHER GIFTS: 
AIS Region 22 (OK & AR) 
Tulsa Area Iris Society (OK) 
Rodney L. Stephan (PA) 
Gertrude T. Funkhouser (CA) 

‘Special purpose gifts 

Note: Contributions and memorial gifts to the American Iris Society 

should be sent to: The American Iris Society, Carol Ramsey, Secretary, 

6518 Beachy Ave., Wichita, KS 67206 
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Domestic 
News 
Fred Stephenson, €ditor 

It is hard to believe that there is little of interest going on in the various 

regions; certainly some of these activities should be shared with other 

members. I would be most interested in learning about and passing on this 

information. One of our best leads on news comes through the various 

newsletters. Would the new officers in each region please check to see that 

both the Domestic News Editor and the Bulletin Editor are on your mailing 

lists? News items of general interest are also welcome from individual 

members. 

Congratulations! 
Congratulations are in order to our friends in the Syracuse (NY) Area. 

Their meeting last May 24th was their 200th meeting, truly a milestone to 

reach. Also known as the Central New York Iris Society, this area has 

always been an active one and can boast of many accomplishments over 

the years. 

Newsletter Gleanings 
From REGION 8 NEWSLETTER: Mrs. Grace Newman presented several 

charts in analyzing the “Irises in the National Symposium”. Some in¬ 

teresting facts were revealed. STEPPING OUT placed first in 9 out of the 22 

reporting regions. BRIDE’S HALO placed first in three regions while MYSTI¬ 

QUE placed first in two regions. These three placed within the top ten in all 

but six regions. Many interesting facts were presented in this study and 

questions were raised. 
Your Domestic News Editor was challenged by the statement that the 

Symposium Results show that there were twice as many irises with names 

beginning with the first 13 letters of the alphabet as with the last 13. It was 

suggested this might indicate a weakness in our judging system. 

Sensing a possible news story, your editor made a sampling of iris names 

from the 1976 Registrations and Introductions booklet and from the listings 

of four commercial growers. Out of nearly 1600 irises listed, 60% were in 

the A-M group and 40% were in the N-Z group. The Symposium Results 

show 62% and 38% respectively. A good news story vanished. 
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Now available. 

BASIC IRIS CULTl IDE 
1 

. . a 5 X2" x 8V2", 32 page booklet 
covering the basic aspects of growing 
irises. Available in single issue or 
quantity for resale by Societies at 
meetings, shows and sales. 

Single copy, $1.25 postpaid 
Packet of 25, $15.00 postpaid 

Order from: 
Jaymie Heathcock 
Rt. 2, Box 238 
Mounds, OK 

74047 

Make checks 
payable to: 

THE AMERICAN 
IRIS SOCIETY 
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c^ucmfcKMk 3/ti8 Qafidevis 

IMMORTALITY (Zurbrigg '82) 

1982 Introductions • 
IMMORTALITY—Excellent pure white ruffled flowers on well- 

branched, strong stalks, 30-32". Mild, sweet perfume. Tremendous, 
strong growth, and almost everblooming here in Virginia. It is fertile 
both ways. (I Do X English Cottage). $100.00 

GRACE THOMAS-Beautiful, heavily ruffled yellow, reblooming the 
last week of September in Virginia. Very good placement on 36" 
stalks. Highly recommended by James Ennenga, President of the 
Reblooming Iris Society. No pollen, but pod fertile. (Spirit of Mem¬ 
phis X Returning Glory). $35.00 

HERALD BLUE—Exceptionally brilliant blue-violet /. laevigata. Grows 
in field conditions, heavy clay, with no extra attention. Clean, 
classic form. EM, 34". Fertile. (Seed from Japan, from remontant 
forms of I. laevigata. Herald Blue does not remont here).$20.00 

Send two 20 cent stamps for catalogue of remontant and remontant- 
bred irises, with full descriptions, pedigree and cultural recommenda¬ 
tions. 

Dr. Lloyd A. Zurbrigg 
Box 5691, Radford University Radford, VA 24142 
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First Introductions of 

DONOVAN ALBERS 
109 No. Prater Northlake, Illinois 60164 

PARADE QUEEN (Albers '82). Sdlg. 7905. TB, 28\ M. Tailored, smooth 
medium pink self. Medium pink beards. 75-1: (inv. pink sdlgs.) X Pink 
Ballet. Well liked in the Bohrer garden at the 1981 Convention. EC 
1981, Hope Chest Award, 1981, HC 1981.$30.00 

ORCHID TIERS (Albers '82). Sdlg. 7900. SDB, 10", M. Blue-violet self, 
slightly ruffled falls; yellow beards tipped blue. Show Baby X Pale 
Suede.$15.00 

CLIFF W. BENSON—IRIS—NEW FOR 1982 
Rt. 1, Box 82—Old Iron Road Hermann, Missouri 65041 

KISS WALTZ (Love Theme X 68-1C: (inv. May Hall, Salmon 
Shell, Pink Fulfillment, Pink Cameo, Cherie, Pink Formal and 
Fay and Hall pink sdlgs.)). A striking, rich and intensely col¬ 
ored iris. A self with blendings of coral, sherbet, cinnamon 
and spice pink. Broad petals are ruffled and heavily sub- 
stanced. Stalks are strong and well branched. Fragrant. TB, 
40", midseason. HC ’80.$25.00 

RUSTIC WEDDING (71-3: (Denver Mint x sdlg. inv. Fay and 
Hall orange, yellow and pink sdlgs. and D. Palmer 5167C inv. 
Royal Ransom, A1 Borak and War Paint) X My Desire). A 
stately blend with tan, gold and copper tones. The ruffled 
standards are domed and tightly held. Falls are wide, ruffled 
and firmly trussed. Stalks are straight, sturdy and perfectly 
branched. Fragrant. TB, 38", midseason. HC ’80.$25.00 

ORIENT EXPRESS (71-3E: (Denver Mint x sdlg. inv. Fay and 
Hall orange, yellow and pink sdlgs. and D. Palmer 5167C) X 
71-41: (Miss Dolly Dollars x Paris Opera)). An attractive orien¬ 
tal color scheme. A blend with large, broad and nicely shaped 
blossoms. Standards are tight and a blend of beige, raspberry 
and buff. Falls are a combination of orchid, beige and mauve, 
evenly banded and trimmed tan. Flowers are wide and ruffled 
on sturdy, well-branched stems. Fragrant. TB, 38", midseason, 
HC ’75.$25.00 

ELVIS PRESLEY (Night Frost X 64-34: (inv. Van Cliburn, 
Melissa, Tosca, Chivalry, Snow Flurry, Skywatch and Henry 
Shaw)). A stately and striking white self of enormous size. 
Brushing of lime-green on extremely wide hafts is deepened 
and intensified in cool weather. Expansive, beautifully formed 
and ruffled, the very broad petaled blossoms perform in true 
fashion on 38" well-branched and budded stalks. Very 
fragrant. TB, midseason. HC ’76.$35.00 
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BOSWELL IRIS GARDEN 
Carl and La Rue 

1821 Gross Lane Concord, CA 94519 

PUPPET BABY (Carl Boswell ’82) MDB, 7", Sdlg. 69-71: Puppet X (Just So x 
Rickshaw). A perky little blue-lavender self, with plum-brown hafts on round 
falls. A reliable, early and long blooming flower in our area. A welcome addi¬ 
tion to the MDB class.$7.50 

Previous Introductions 
EYELASH SDB ’80 $ 2.50 SARANAP IB ’80 $ 5.00 
FROSTY PASTEL BB ’81 $10.00 SMOKE WITH WINE AB ’81 $10.00 
PLUM PLUM SDB ’80 $ 2.50 

See descriptions in past Spring Bulletins or ask for our Price List of Median Irises. 
July Shipment. Make check payable to Carl Boswell. Please include $1.00 for 
postage and handling. 

BLODGETT IRIS GARDENS 
1008 E. Broadway Waukesha, WI53186 

1982 Introductions 

ARDENT DANCER (A. Blodgett). TB, 33", Early. (Violet Design 
x Instant Charm) X (Favorite's Daughter x Peach Festival). S. 
pink; F. violet, buffy apricot at shoulders; bright tangerine 
beard.$25.00 

BLUE DAZZLER (R. Blodgett). TB, 33", M-L. (Five Star Admiral 
X Charisma). S. cobalt blue; F. cobalt blue, lighter in center; 
yellow beard; ruffled and fluted. HC 1981.$25.00 

FLAMINGO TRIM (R. Blodgett). TB, 34", EM. (Serene Dawn X 
April Melody). S. Spanish orange; F. white, edged Spanish 
orange; Spanish orange beard.$25.00 

Previous Introductions 

PEACH CHAMPAGNE TB 81. . $20.00 

LIGHTED WITHIN TB '80.$20.00 

CHIEF WAUKESHA TB 78.$7.50 

PERSIAN MORN TB 78.$5.00 

DANCING PIXIE SDB '81.$7.50 

DOLL DEAR SDB '80.$3.50 

GYPSY BOY SDB 78.$2.00 

VIOLET CLOUD TB '81.$20.00 

FAVORITE'S DAUGHTER TB '79$10.00 

COPPER FLAME TB 78.$6.00 

PEACH FESTIVAL BB 78.$3.50 

PETITE PINK SDB'81.$7.50 

WA WA SDB '80.$5.00 

SNOW PIXIE SDB 78. $2.00 

No price list. Please order from this ad. 
Please include $1.00 for postage and shipping. 
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BROWN'S SUNNYHILL GARDENS 
Route 3, Box 102 Milton-Freewater, OR 97862 

1982 Introductions 

ART CENTER (O. Brown) TB, 38', M. Ruffled flowers with domed 
standards of rich apricot-pink. Styles same. Semi-flaring falls are 
brownish apricot with lavender infusion below the lighter center area. 
Showy satum red beards. Excellent branching. HC 1981 under 
#78-lFlO. Satin Bow X Symphonette.$25.00 

COZY /N/ WARM (O. Brown) TB, 32', M. Wide, full-petaled flowers 
with intricately fringed edges. A self of warm, rich coral pink with 
deeper coral beards. Standards are domed and falls semi-flaring. Good 
branching. #77-2A29. Schiaparelli sib X Instant Charm. $25.00 

GAY MOTIF (O. Brown) TB, 35', M. Very large, ruffled flowers with 
nicely closed standards and wide, flaring falls. Standards and styles are 
azalea pink. Falls are the same, only blending from the center to light 
magnolia purple. Poppy red beards. Excellent branching. #77-2A20. 
Schiaparelli sib X Instant Charm.$25.00 

LILAC FANTASTIC (M. Parker) TB, 35', M. Light violet self with 
beautifully fluted edges. Color slightly lighter in center of the horizon¬ 
tal falls. Beards light violet. Well-branched stalks and good bud count. 
HC 1981 under #7608-2. Light Fantastic X Mary Frances.$25.00 

SITTIN' PRETTY (O. Brown) BB, 27', M. Somewhat different is this 
border with light smoky rose-purple standards and flaring opalescent 
falls with lavender-beige hafts. Unique beards of coral-purple. HC 
1981 under #76-3DlO. Mystic Vision X Saber Dance.$15.00 

"Schultz-Instant" 

fertiliser 
EASY TO USE 

“Just add V4 tsp. per gal. in the water. 
Everytime you water, Everything you grow.” 
Ultra Pure, Concentrated, 20-30-20, Soluble, All Purpose, “Starts 
& Feeds Formula.” Sizes for Gardens, Vegetables, Flowers, 
Roses, Shrubs, Trees, Lawns, Greenhouses, Nurseries. 3 Sizes. 
Available at your store or send $2.50 for 1 lb., Small Garden Size, $9.95 
for 5 lb. Lawn & Garden Size, $33.00 for 25 lb. Estate Size (includes 
mailing). By the makers of “Plant Shine.’’ 

SCHULTZ CO. —St. Louis, MO 63043 
SEND FOR OUR FUND RAISING OFFER 
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BURCH IRIS GARDENS 
717 Pratt Avenue, N.E., Box 10003 

Huntsville, AL 35801 

SILVERY DEW (Burch) TB, 37", M-L, Sdlg. 74-9E. This light 
violet (RHS 87B) self is overlaid with a silvery sheen. Its ruf¬ 
fled standards are atop ruffled and fluted falls, with yellow- 
orange beards. Many favorable comments, including 
“dynamic”, were made about this iris and its excellent perfor¬ 
mance at the St. Louis Convention. (San Leandro X 
Seance). HC 1981 ..:.$25.00 

CANARY MUSIC (Bledsoe) TB, 30", M., Sdlg. 77-31. The 
flower is large and laced with closed standards, which are 
canary yellow (10D), with slightly darker (8B) midribs. The 
falls are white (158D) with 1/8" border of mimosa yellow 
(8A). The 7-8 blooms appear on three branches and a ter¬ 
minal. (Lemonade Stand X Bride’s Halo).$25.00 

OLIVELLA (Bledsoe) TB, 32", E, Sdlg. 77-13. Olive, violet 
and gold, tightly closed standards are really light violet (87D) 
with gold-suffused (162B) border, giving an olive effect. The 
flaring falls are light violet (88D) with gold-suffused border 
and olive underneath. Beards and hafts are bright gold (23A). 
The 32" stalk with three branches and terminal often holds 
three show blossoms at once. (Lillian Terrell X Fantast). HC 
1981 .$25.00 

ROMAN LOVER (Burch) TB, 34", E-M, Sdlg. 74-20-3. A 
bitone (3FV/DRV) with purple (77B) standards and red- 
purple (71 A) falls, this iris features slight pleating on the flar¬ 
ing falls and closed standards. The orange (163B) beards are 
surrounded by white, changing to orange hafts. The four 
branches have seven buds that are well spaced on the 34" 
stalk. (Latin Lover X Lightning Ridge).$25.00 

Catalog of new irises on request. 
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1982 Introductions From Dave Niswonger 

CORAL BEADS—Sdlg. 3-79: Coral Strand X Peach Spot. TB, 40", E-M, 11-12 
buds. Fertile both ways. Sib to Coral Beauty and June Sunset. A crisp white 
with a blaze of pink around the hafts, some pink in the crests and midribs. 
Falls are semi-flaring with slight ruffling. The tall, ramrod stalks can take a 
strong wind without staking. Beards are white based, tipped tangerine. One 
that will stand out across the garden.$25.00 

LILAC LASS—Sdlg. 9-78: ((Sapphire Fuzz x Rippling Waters) x Pink Sleigh) X 
13-73, white sib to Mulberry Crush and Center Fold. TB, 34", M, 8-9 buds, 
fertile both ways. A vigorous reverse amoena in blue-lilac shades. All around 
good garden iris that we expect in today’s modern irises with excellent 
branching, bud count, performance and form. White beards are tinged with 
tangerine. Another lass from the breeding for a pink with a blue beard. HC 
’80, EC ’81.$25.00 

MISSOURI SUNRISE—Sdlg. 10-78. Happy Harmony X 2-72: ((Java Dove x 
((Happy Birthday x Glittering Amber) x Marilyn C)) x Sunset Snows). TB, 
32", E-M, 7 buds, fertile both ways. An early morning plane trip in the fall to 
our state capitol with brilliant colors as the sun was rising with hues of pink, 
red, buff and yellow reminded me of this striking iris. It’s a bicolor with pink 
stds. and a hint of buff with deep yellow falls. The flower is somewhat 
tailored in form. Something different for the garden. EC ’81.$25.00 

PEPPERMINT CRUSH—Sdlg. 15-78: Buckles 71-17: (Stained Ivory x Butter¬ 
scotch Trim) X 1-76: (Secret Wishes x (May Melody x (Fleeta x Golden Years 
sib))). TB, 34", M, 8 buds, fertile both ways. The flavescens pattern is evident 
in this iris, giving the effect of a pink rim on the white falls. The stds. are 
pink, and the beards are tangerine, providing the ingredients of a beautiful 
iris. The reverse side of the falls is pink, but the lace and ruffling cause the 
pink to show up as a rim. Branching and vigor are great. EC ’81. $25.00 

1981 Introductions of Merit 

CORAL BEAUTY—This pink, peachy apricot amoena has a small white rim 
around the falls, and one you will enjoy as a new color. It has the height, size 
and substance that are so often missing in pink amoenas.$22.50 

IRENE’S LOVE—A border bearded iris by Truman Gladish from Brown 
Lasso. The form is blocky. Full yellow standards and light violet falls with a 
brown rim. HC ’77.$20.00 

JUNE SUNSET—Another ‘pink amoena’ type with peachy orange falls. It is 
the parent of an orange amoena to be introduced later.$22.50 

PEACHES N’ TOPPING—Another border iris with white stds. and peach 
falls. Good contrast for an amoena. A color not seen before.$22.50 

SHADES OF AUTUMN—The name tells you its color. A TB introduction 
from Truman Gladish. A hit at Tulsa after the convention.$22.50 

CAPE IRIS GARDENS 
822 Rodney Vista Blvd. Cape Girardeau, MO 63701 

Order from this ad but include $2.00 for postage and handling. 
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PAUL H. DENNIS 
702 South Oak Grove Avenue Springfield, MO 65802 
MEMORY MAKER (Dennis ’82) TB, 36", ML. Stately Mansion X 65-15: 

((Twenty Grand x Superlation) x (Song of Songs x Whole Cloth)). You will 
not forget a clump of this stylish beauty. Ruffled standards are light cream, 
flushed pink. Flaring, ruffled falls are light cream with a small area of pale 
blue beneath the orange beards, narrow border of pale buff pink. Three 
branches and terminal. Six to eight buds.$25.00 

TWILIGHT MAGIC (Dennis ’82) TB, 34", M. Mauna Loa Magic X 
Tambourine. There is an enchanted time between sunset and dark when the 
western sky is suffused with blendings of gold, pink, blue and orchid. 
TWILIGHT MAGIC captures some of this transient beauty. Domed, ruffled 
stands and styles are rich yellow. Beards are light yellow. Wide, lightly laced 
falls are pale red-violet bordered light yellow. As the flower ages, the violet 
fades and becomes very pale violet infused light yellow. Two branches and 
terminal. Eight to ten buds.$25.00 

No Catalog. Order from this ad. Generous extras. 

CONTEMPORARY GARDENS 
Box 534, Blanchard, OK 73010 

AZTEC SUN (P. Dyer ’82). TB, 30" (76 cm), M. This brilliant, clean full 
yellow self has proven completely sunfast, even under the hot 
Oklahoma sun. There is no white in the falls. Moderately ruffled with 
thick, leathery substance. Dark golden orange beards. Three branches 
plus spur, 7 buds. Very vigorous. Sdlg. G-15: (Prosperity X White 
Lightning).$25.00 

LOYAL DEVOTION (C. Waltermire ’82). TB, 30" (76 cm), E-M. Among 
the bluest TBs in existence, this crystalline, shimmering medium blue has 
the best qualities of both parents. Graceful stalks have 3 well-spaced 
branches. Well received at the 1980 Tulsa Convention under number 
CW 77-2. (Sapphire Hills X Full Tide). HC 1980 (13 votes). . . $25.00 

SUNLIT WAVES (W. Jones ’82). TB, 33" (84 cm), M. A beautiful sib to 
Stormy Seas, but with a different color pattern. Heavily ruffled pale 
lavender highlighted in yellow at edges and hafts. Stylecrests and 
beards are yellow. Lots of glitter on the edges, especially in the stand¬ 
ards. Darker lavender line down the center of the falls. Thanks to Ron 
Mullin for suggesting the name. Sdlg. 75-145L: (Pink Sleigh X Sea 
Venture).$25.00 

HERBAL ESSENCE (P. Dyer ’82). SDB, 10" (25 cm), M. Citron yellow 
with clean olive-green spot covering 2/3rds of the falls. Medium blue 
beards. The effect is quite green! Extremely vigorous and floriferous. 
Sdlg. G-4: (Puppet X Meadow Moss). EC 1980.$7.50 

PEACH HEART (W. Jones ’82). SDB. 10" (25 cm), E. Perky, small 
flowers with honeysuckle pink standards flushed bright pink at midribs. 
Honeysuckle pink falls have a heart-shaped peach spot. White beards, 
tangerine-red in throat. Small 1/16" pink band around falls. Very nice 
form and good substance. Sdlg. 72-35B: (Dove Wings X Platinum 
Gold).$7.50 

— 1982 catalogue available on request — 
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MINIATURE TALL BEARDED IRIS 

1982 Introduction: ROSEMARY'S DREAM—23' (58 cm).$10.00 
Deep rose plicata. Standards are deep rose with a small amount of white in 
center. White falls with 1/2' border of deep rose. Deep orange beards. 

Previous MTB Introductions: 

BETTINA (1981) Lightly ruffled white with pale orchid-pink in center of 
flower.$7.50 

CHICKEE (1980) Ruffled butter yellow self. $5.00 

MARY LOUISE DUNDERMAN 
480 White Pond Drive Akron, Ohio 44320 

ANGIE QUADROS (Carl Quadros ’82). Sdlg. 79-32A. TB, 
32-34" (81-86 cm), E-M. New Moon X Wild Ginger. Light 
honey brown self. Ruffled falls and closed standards. It inherited 
the form and good habits of its great mother. Withstands the 
heat. Fades a little when it gets too hot, but does not go limp. It 
has a sparkling sheen over the blooms that glistens in the sun. 
Good increaser. Fertile both ways.$25.00 

C & A IRIS GARDENS 
1320 Mary Street Hanford, CA 93230 

W. H. CLOUGH 
Box 196 Pittsfield, PA 16340 

DAVID DICKSON (Clough ’82) TB, 36", Midseason to late. A 
vigorous grower with strong, well-branched stalks. Nine to 11 
buds per stalk, spread out so well that there may be four blooms 
open at one time without touching each other. The flowers flare 
out 6" across and are 4V2" high. The round falls are 3" across 
and are flaring and lightly ruffled. The standards are veronica 
violet (about HCC 639/2), coned but not fully closed. The color 
is deeper at the base of the standards. The falls are victoria violet 
(738) with a touch of white infused near the base of the stan¬ 
dards. The orange beards are tipped white. (Royal Voyager X 
Lord Baltimore.$25.00 

Previous Introductions 

WINTER SCENE, TULIP FESTIVAL, ROYAL VOYAGER, HIS 
HIGHNESS, SPILLWAY and RICH DREAMS. 

I grow over 300 varieties, many of the latest introductions. Good 
prices and rhizomes. Price list on request —no pictures. 
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SEEN YOUR KNEES LATELY? 
Then you could be admiring: 

PLINKLY—'82. BB, 24", (Pink Taffeta X 313AM-B). Blocky with fluting like most 
society knees, but definitely pinker than most Iris Society knees. Peeking be¬ 
tween yours, you may discern some stippling. You may prefer Sophia's, but 
you can't take hers home for a double sawbuck. That's $20 son! 

1981's 
ST AKER'S HEIGHTS—Very TB. Printer's error made this tangerine-bearded 

large light yellow a singular, which it may well be, but I definitely had more 
than one. Don't be shy!.$20.00 

GILLIGAN—BB. The Maynard brown blend, which I'm obviously incompetent to 
describe. Suffice to say the only ones wanting this are some of those who've 
seen it.$9.00 

Leftover Leftovers 

RELUCTANT DRAGIN—Beautiful early pink, but still a SDB. I never dreamed 
anyone would pay $22 for a SDB. So.$23.00 

AERIALIST—World's tallest border bearded. It's lacy and light orange, and I still 
have the one I had.$15.00 

COMPEER—TB. Part time rim shot. Drouth made this more lavender than blue 
last year. Tangerine beard stayed the same. Great form and the thickest petals 
in the yard.$12.50 

TOULOUSE—IB. It's pink and that's enough for some folks.$4.00 
CAESURA—SDB. This light yellow over pale pink infestation will be growing into 

your yard any season now. Insurance.$3.00 

LIKE A MELODY—BB. Like a pink melody. $3.00 
CLOSE ORDER FRILLS—TB. Nice ruffled rose. Makes a superior clump. Tulsa 

culture left me cluttered. I told you I need help here. Please note only one in¬ 
troduction this year. Maybe a cacii price. $7.88 

I want you to have these. However, those sending check or money orders will 
receive preferential treatment. Chocolate is currently overpriced. 

C.A. CROMWELL, II. — 2529 N. W. 28th, Oklahoma City, OK 73107 

GARDEN of the EAST WIND 
Mel & Lynn Bausch 

11530 N. Laguna Drive Mequon, Wisconsin 53092 

1982 Introductions 
SWEET DEAL—SDB, 10", E. S. pale yellow with look of iridescence, tan 

stippling; F. white, rimmed yellow; white beard; pronounced spicy 
fragrance. (Scot Cream X Arrangement).$7.50 

FLIP FLASH—SDB, 8V2", E. S. antique gold; F. wine, rimmed antique 
gold; dark gold beard. (Footnote X (Dark Spark x Bloodspot)). . $7.50 

MIGHTY MITE—SDB, 14", M. Full dark violet self, darker velvety 
violet area around bright violet-gold bushy beard. (Three Smokes X 
(Dark Spark x Bloodspot)).$7.50 

SYNCOPATING IVORY (1981) TB, 34", E. Ruffled, laced ivory self; 
light yellow on ribs and underside of F.; yellow-white beard. Involved 
parentage.$20.00 

Please include $1.00 for postage and handling 
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D. & J. GARDENS 
1373 Coventry Road, Concord, CA 94518 

Phone (415) 685-6489 

For 1982 . . . 

AMBER LYNN (J. Meek) Sdlg. G66-8-2. BB, 24", M.$25.00 
Stds. pink, 1/2" edging of apricot. Falls ivory with 1/4" edging of 
deeper apricot. Golden thumbprint at hafts. Underside of falls solid 
apricot. White beards tipped tangerine to orange in throat. Heavy 
substance, lightly laced and ruffled. Sweetheart Waltz X (Sym- 
phovnette sib x Symponette). 

APACHE ROSE (D. Meek) Sdlg. B41-2-4. TB, 36", EM. $25.00 
Stds. cream-brown with gold wash. Falls creamy brown, peppered 
brownish plum, gold halo. Burnt orange beards. Ruffled. Pencil 
Sketch X Dixie Desert. 

CHAPEL BELLS (D. Meek) Sdlg. B113-1-4. TB, 34", ML.$25.00 
Lavender-orchid self with very wide petals and much ruffling. Has a 
bluish cast when first opening. Red beards with lavender-orchid at 
tips. Caro Nome X Sweetheart Waltz. Won Region 14 Sdlg. Cup 1979. 

HARLEM HUSSY (D. Meek) Sdlg. B29-1-4. TB, 35", ML.$25.00 
Very ruffled and heavily substanced red-black self. Self beard. ((Gay 
Tracery x Witches’ Brew) x War Lord) X Cherry Smoke. 

Please order from this ad. No catalogue. Prices of previous introductions 
furnished upon request. (See our ad on page 97 of the April, 1981, 
Bulletin). Please include $2.00 for shipping with your order. Will ship 
UPS wherever possible. Calif, residents add appropriate sales tax. Ship¬ 
ping mid-July unless otherwise requested. We are generous with extras. 

" Schultz-Instant” 
LIQUID PLANT FO,OD 

EASY TO USE 
“Just add 7 drops per qt. in the 

Everytime you water, 
Everything you grow.” 

Ultra Pure, Concentrated, 10-15-10, 
Liquid, All Purpose, “Starts & Feeds Formula.” Convenient for 
all indoor and outdoor uses. 3 sizes. 

Available at your store or send $1.50 for 5V2 oz, $2.75 
for 12 oz., $4.00 for 28 oz. (includes mailing). 

SCHULTZ CO. —St. Louis, MO 63043 
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ECHO HILL GARDEN 
Dorothy S. Palmer 

851 Weidmann Road Manchester, MO 63011 
1982 Introductions 

MAIN TOPIC—Sdlg. 1477B. A very wide, corrugated and ruf¬ 
fled iris. Touching, medium honey standards have lace trim¬ 
ming at the edges and a slight tinge of yellow at the midribs. 
The lighter tan falls have yellow at the hafts and around the 
beards and then blend to amber at the lacy edges. A real eye 
catcher. HC 1981. Mid to late, 34".$25.00 

POETIC JUSTICE—Sdlg. 2472A. A fascinating, large, ruffled 
iris of intriguing coloration. The fluted standards are bur¬ 
gundy. Falls are cerise violet with a tiny rim of burgundy at the 
edge. Yellow beards are tipped blue-violet. Mid to late, 
36".$25.00 

SI SENOR—Sdlg. 2675L. A graceful, heavily corrugated iris. 
Touching standards are copper brown. The falls are amber 
gold around the hafts, blending to caramel brown at the edges. 
HC 1981. Midseason, 35".$25.00 

SPRING BALLET—Sdlg. 2378A. The light cream standards 
have light yellow at the base. Broad, horizontal falls are white 
with bright yellow around the beards and at the hafts. A stiff, 
ruffled tantalizer. In short supply. Mid to late, 34". HC 
1981.$25.00 

STAR STUDDED—Sdlg. 8075B. Peachy pink standards are 
slightly deeper at midribs. The wide falls are pink at the hafts 
and then become essentially white, but finally blend into pink 
at the edges. Heavily ruffled and lightly laced. Mid to late, 
35".$25.00 

“IRIS LOVERS” 
T-SHIRT 

50% POLYESTER — 50% COTTON 
PURPLE PRINT ON GOLD T-SHIRT 

- PLEASE INDICATE SIZE - 
□ SMALL □ LARGE 
□ MEDIUM □ EXTRA LARGE 

$5.00 Plus .50 Postage & Handling 
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

ROGER VANDER VELDE 
3615J4 WEST LEONARD 
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. 49504 

(MEMBER A.I.S.) 

PLEASE ALLOW 3 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY 
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FULLER'S GARDENS 
Box 179 Phone U08) 684-4969 Moreland, Idaho 83256 

1982 Introductions 
Tall Bearded 

AARON'S ANGEL—37", EM-ML. Beautiful heavily substanced, laced and ruf¬ 
fled white. Good branching and bud count. Named for a special friend. Sdlg. 
JF 46-B: Hall of Fame X Grand Waltz.$25.00 

ARLENE'S PORTRAIT—36", M-VL. Ruffled and heavily laced rich butter¬ 
scotch cream with opalescent area on falls. Cool weather emphasizes the 
blue-white tip to the beards. Three branches and terminal, 9 buds. Named in 
memory of my older sister. JF 10-A: Love with Lace X (Fair Luzon x Jan 
Elizabeth).$25.00 

BANNOCK CHIEF (Muhlestein) 28", M-L. Wide and ruffled silky red with 
shadings of ruby and plum wine. A quality beauty that we feel has breeding 
potential. T 202-A: (Toni Michele x Balinesian) X (velvety red sdlg. 276: 
((56-W-37 x Bang) x (Big Ute x Cordovan)) x Tonalea).$25.00 

BANNOCK WARRIOR (Muhlestein) 38", EM-ML. Majestic velvety red from 
brownish side. Ruffled, flaring and well branched. T 207-A: War Lord X 
(Toni Michele x Balinesian).$25.00 

BOHEMIAN WAXWING—34", EM-ML. Unusually smooth blending of olive 
yellow and opalescent greys. Darker amaranth influence in the heart. Good 
show stalk. JF 24-A: Rain Shadow X Secret Society.$25.00 

CAPTAIN BONNEVILLE—39", ME-L. Opens a wide, flaring light lavender- 
blue but quickly fades to white. Makes a commanding clump. JF 1-A: Dream 
Lover X Marshmallow.$25.00 

CHARMING CHANDRA (Rodney John Fuller) 38", VE-L. Lightly laced plicata 
of burgundy on white. Long bloom season. This is Rodney's (12 years) first, 
but not his last. RJF 58-A: Love with Lace X Charmed Circle. $25.00 

CHERRYL'S REFLECTION—36", ME-ML. Laced, ruffled and heavy substan¬ 
ced lemon yellow self with sparkling finish and texture. Named in memory of 
another sister. JF 46-A: (Hall of Fame X Grand Waltz).$25.00 

CHIEF TENDOY—40", M-VL. Large, interesting product of Secret Society X 
Auburn Star. Smoky buckskin with center of falls opalescent soft buckskin. 
Styles and base of midribs darkened to a shade of amaranth.$25.00 

DAVID ADRIAN—39", ME-VL. Light butterscotch stds. flushed violet at base. 
Dark violet falls with laced edges of rose-brown; hafts brushed amber. 
Named after my only brother. JF 74-A: Dream Lover X Loud Music. . $25.00 

DENA—37", E-ML. Stds. blended buff and butterscotch. Oyster and soft 
chamois falls are widely edged color of stds. A real show stalk, often having 
4 open blooms; strong stalks. JF 41-B: Secret Society X Auburn Star. . $25.00 

FROSTY TETONS—37", M-L. Heavily substanced, laced and ruffled frosty 
white. A stunning flower. JF 10-B: sib to Arlene's Portrait.$25.00 

LANDER'S TRAILS—32", E-ML. Ruffled, heavily laced and substanced with a 
stalk to match. Appears to be completely covered with lavender trails over 
white ground. A real novelty with intriguing quality. Hall of Fame X Grand 
Waltz.$25.00 
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LA REE—35", ME-VL. A large (7"x7"), wide-petaled, flaring, heavy sub- 
stanced, rich dark violet-blue-black, ruffled. Named for my daughter. JF 
68-A: Sinkiang X Night Owl.$25.00 

SHOW /Nr TELL (Muhlestein) 37", M-VL. Stds. butterscotch, blended to cream 
toward the edge and top. Dahlia purple falls with glistening dark blue blaze 
washed over center. Extra heavy substance. Nicely held flower. T 40-D: 
(Lilac Champagne X (Toni Michele x Bon Vivant)).$25.00 

TYHEE BRAVE!—39", E-M. Lavender-pink stds. Burgundy/grape-wine falls 
with hairline edge of lavender-pink. Mustard beards. Very vigorous growing 
eye catcher. JF 13-B: Preferred Man X Latin Lover. . .*.$25.00 

Border Bearded 

BABYFOOT LAKE—16", M-L. This clean, wide, well-formed true light blue 
will certainly win your heart. Has held to size and height each year in varying 
conditions. Visitors love it! JF 47-A: Angel Unawares X Skywatch.... $25.00 

BITTERROOT VALLEY—Winter hardy neglecta plicata with wide, flaring 
form. Stds. white, banded light delft blue. Falls white, banded a brilliant 
shade of violet. Consistent in height and flower size. JF 4-A: Sinkiang X 
Dream Lover.$20.00 

DOCTOR KARL—16", M. White stds. stitched light blue. Falls have a medium 
blue border, dotted with some darker peppering on hafts; orange beards tip¬ 
ped blue. Two branches and terminal with average of 5 blooms. JF 68-B: 
Sinkiang X Night Owl.$10.00 

LEMHI PASS—Very hardy, contrasty neglecta plicata. White stds. with very 
wide band of light delft blue. Falls have white ground with very wide band of 
dark violet-blue. Bushy, dark violet-blue beards are lightly tipped mustard. 
Three branches and terminal, 7 buds. JF 4-B: Sinkiang X Dream 
Lover.$15.00 

TYHEE PRINCESS—20", E-M. Ruffled stds^are lavender-pink. Wide falls are 
dark, velvety mulberry grape with definite pinstriped lavender-pink edge, 
lightly ruffled. A striking BB with plant size to match flower and stalk. JF 
13-A: Latin Lover X Preferred Man.$20.00 

Generous extras. If you prefer no extras, pay one-half of regular price. Please in¬ 
clude $2.50 for handling and packing. With our harsh climate and short season, 
shipping ordinarily will not begin before July 25. All of our irises have been 
grown with no winter protection or special care and have proven to be perfectly 
winter hardy and healthy. 

We are growing several hundred named varieties of recent vintage and nearly 
1/4 acre of seedlings Tell Muhlestein had planted just prior to his death. All of 
the above are my registrations except as noted. We are proud of what we have 
and hope they will please you. Our season usually begins about the 1st of June. 
Come and visit us if you can. 

Price List on Request 

FULLER'S GARDENS 
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A CALVIN HELSLEY—IRIS 
Box 306, Mansfield, Missouri 65704 

* 1982 Introductions 
BLUE KALEIDOSCOPE (Helsley) SIB, 27', M. $20.00 

Remember the toy you looked through to see beautiful patterns of color? 

This iris presents a kaleidoscopic pattern in different shades of blue. The 4' 

flowers sport 2' falls of medium blue (RHS 96C) shaded and veined darker 

(96A) with edging of light blue (97C/D) and hafts of violet (93B). The lVi' 

standards are light blue. Styles are light blue with midribs of turquoise 
(104D). A blue filter was used for the picture in the color ad so flowers con¬ 

tain more violet. The compact form is further enhanced by horizontal flare 

and ruffling. Lower growing plant with excellent growth. Sdlg. 33-80. 

White Swirl X Sky Wings. 
STARLIGHT WALTZ (Helsley) SDB, 12', M. $15.00 

This little beauty is outstanding for its extreme ruffling, personality and 

charm. The standards are pale lemon yellow; the falls are warm white with 
a small pale lemon yellow patch on each side of the lemon yellow beards. 

Both standards and falls are heavily ruffled, and falls flare horizontally. 

Rowers are very fragrant with a fragrance similar to 'lilac bubble bath'. 

Three buds. Sdlg. 4-80. Cotton Blossom X Joy Bringer. 

Both introduction are pictured in color on my centerfold ad. 

Please include $2.50 for postage and handling. Catalog available upon re¬ 
quest featuring TBs, SDBs and Siberians. 

WANTED: 1969 AIS Check List. Will pay top price. 

1982 Introductions 
of Mr. and Mrs. David O. Rawlins 

by Hall’s Flower Garden 

COLOR CODED (David Rawlins) Sdlg. 73-3. TB, 30", M. S. 
light blue; F. very dark purple-violet. Flaring and ruffled, 2 
branches and spur. Yankee Boy X Whole Cloth. Best seedling 
in Miami Valley Iris Society show in 1981 from 31 seedlings. 
Good grower and exceptionally nice.Net $30.00 

SUNSET SONG (Esther Rawlins) Sdlg. 73-5. TB, 34", M. 
Brilliant orange self. Two branches and spur with 8 buds. (65-3 
x May Hall) X (Fleeta x Picora Pink). Net $25.00 

LITTLE EPISODE (David Rawlins) Sdlg. 75-31. SDB, 12", M. 
Deep violet self with lighter 1/8" edging. Flaring falls. 
Velvatine X Velvet Caper.Net $10.00 

All three for $50.00 

Many TBs, Medians and Rebloomers 
Write for Price List—Phone (513) 839-4216 

HALL’S FLOWER GARDEN 
RR #2, Box 104 West Alexandria, Ohio 45381 
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THE GREAT IRIS PRINT SALE 
Region 8 commissioned a handsome fine-lined colored pencil 
drawing of a Siberian iris, which has been meticulously re¬ 
produced in a limited edition of 200 copies. The composite draw¬ 
ing, similar to the form of Super Ego and the blue of Cambridge, 
was created by Joan Mosling, an experienced art graduate of the 
University of Wisconsin. The 8 x 10 lithoprint bears the artist's 
signature and print number. A truly remarkable value at $17.50 
postpaid. 

Mrs. Walter Machulak 
S. 82 W. 12877 Acker Drive 

Hales Corners, WI 53130 

HAMNER'S IRIS GARDEN 
960 No. Perris Blvd. Perris, CA 92370 

1982 Introductions 

BRONCO BROWN—TB, 38", ML. Yellow ground plicata. 
Stands are bronze, and falls have heavy plicata markings of 
red-bronze. Beards are mustard. A one-half inch border of 
bronze circles the falls. Fall rebloom in mild climates. 7 buds. 
Sdlg. §77-030. Sketch Me X Shaft of Gold.$25.00 

HAPPY TRAILS—TB, 32-34", M. Strong, upright caramel-buff 
stands. Falls are a blend of caramel, buff and orchid. Stylearms 
are caramel-buff splashed golden. Golden shoulders and 
beards. Ruffled falls have a tiny caramel border with a touch of 
lace. 7 buds. Sdlg. §77-46. Fashion Rings X Joyce Terry. $25.00 

PEACH LUSTER—TB, 38", E-M. Pastel peach self. Wide, ruffled 
petals. Tangerine beards. Excellent branching, 7 buds, Sdlg. 
§75-23. Beauty Crown X unknown.$25.00 

ROYAL KINGDOM—TB, 38", ML. Tall, flaring red-purple self, 
lightly ruffled. Dark blue beards tipped mustard. Excellent 
branching, 7-8 buds. Sdlg. 77-160. Pagan X ((Red Planet x 
Jewel Tone) x Swahili). $25.00 

SEA SPELL—TB, 32-34", ML. Light blue self. Upright stands. 
Round falls are lightly ruffled. Blue beards tipped mustard. Ex¬ 
cellent branching, 7-8 buds. Sdlg. §78-444. (Sweetwater x Jack 
R. Dee) X (Sea Venture x Jack R. Dee).$25.00 

Price list sent by request 
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HILLCREST IRIS GARDENS 
Box 702, Woodward, Oklahoma 73802-0702 Phone: 405-256-5282 

1982 Introductions 
ROYAL EYES (Marvin Shoup). #77-6. SDB, 12", E-M. Closed standards deep red 

with purple influence. Flaring falls are rosy red with deep coffee brown spot; 
fuzzy white beards. 3 buds. Fast increaser, attractive. Rangerette X 
Duplex.$7.50 

GIMLET (Marge Hagberg). #75-5B. SDB, 11", E-M. This charming sib to That’s 

It has the same beautiful, round, ruffled form done in pale creamy yellow with 

a green overlay. Best seedling at 1980 Wisconsin Iris Show.$7.50 
SUPER MOMENT (Marvin Shoup). #76-13. SDB, 12", M. Standards are soft 

blue-grey; flaring falls are light brown with deeper spot around deep violet 

beards. 3 buds. Gingerbread Man X Moon Step. EC 1979, 1980.$7.50 
SWEET INSPIRATION (Mark Rogers by Hooker Nichols). #73-13. SDB, 12", 

M-L. Sparkling lemon standards; mauve-violet falls with creamy lemon under¬ 

tone, gold hafts; white beards tipped gold. Pronounced fragrance. Frost Tip¬ 

ped X Gingerbread Man. A beautiful iris in every aspect.$10.00 
WAVING BANNER (Mark Rogers by Hooker Nichols). IB, 14-18", M-L. Corn 

gold standards; red-brown falls with yellow undertone, edged corn gold, few 

inconspicious haft markings. Corn gold beards. Slight fragrance. Regards X 
Valley Charm. $12.00 

and from Hooker Nichols 
IBs—EMERALD CITY, EMOTIONALISM, PERSONAL PRIDE, SENTI¬ 
MENTAL LADY and THUNDER ISLAND.$12.50 each 
SDBs—ENCHANTED KINGDOM and LEPRECHAUN KINGDOM$ 10.00 each 

New for ’82 

ELECTRIC HORSEMAN—-TB, early to midseason. Mid-blue 
with a metallic sheen. Orange beards tipped ‘electric’ blue. Ex¬ 
cellent plant habits. #178-10H: (Wedding Vow X Intui¬ 
tion) .$25.00 

ICE BALLET—TB, mid to late season. Flawlessly formed, red- 
bearded blue-white beauty. Wide, ruffled, heavy substanced 
flowers are well placed on gentle S-curved stalks. #178-25W: 
(Carved Cameo X Entourage).$25.00 

SMOOTH TALK—TB, early to midseason. Strong, well- 
branched stalks support large, waxy substanced, smooth coral 
flowers. Bud count, vigor and other plant habits are reminis¬ 
cent of its pollen parent, Entourage. Voted Best Seedling at the 
Region 14 Seedling Show, Fresno, CA in 1981. #178-251: 
(Carved Cameo X Entourage).$25.00 

HILLVIEW GARDENS 
Lilly Gartman 

18461 Hillview Drive Los Gatos, CA 95030 

Free Catalog 
No Foreign Shipments 
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COLORTRAK 
TB, 36", Midseason, HC 1981. Sdlg. 1078-5: (424-1: Frivolity x Porta Villa) X 
Caramba. Standards are antique gold with prominent gold highlights, domed and 

ruffled. Wide, round and ruffled falls are cream-white, edged, dotted and stippled 

bright medium blue and are semi-flaring. Beards are bronzed gold. Fertile both 

ways. Excellent branching with 9 buds. $25.00 

ROSE SHINER 
TB, 36", Midseason, HC 1981. Sdlg. 44-1: Curtain Call X Porta Villa. Standards 

are domed and ruffled pure white, trimmed rose-lavender-pink. Wide, ruffled falls 

are pure white, trimmed same as standards and are semi-flaring. White beards. 
Fertile both ways. Outstanding stalk with 9 buds. Named for our former RVP, who 

passed away last summer.$25.00 

PALMER LEADER 
TB, 36", M-L. Sdlg. 385-1: Red Planet X Post Time. Ruffled medium red self. 

Excellent tall stalks that are well branched with 7 to 9 buds. Makes a beautiful late 

show stalk. Named in memory of one of our hard working founding members. 

Semi-flaring. Fertile both ways.$25.00 

STERLING BLUSH 
TB, 36", Midseason, HC 1981. Sdlg. 346-1: Buffy X Pink Angel. This cultivar 

was very nice in several St. Louis gardens. It is a smooth, very ruffled and laced 
medium pink self including beards. Very wide and excellently branched stalks with 

7 to 9 buds. Sterling Blush is the parent of several excellent very, very lacy off¬ 

spring. Semi-flaring. Fertile both ways. $25.00 

COALBUCKET 
SDB, 12", Midseason, Sdlg. 1246-5: (548-1: Soft Air x Runaway) X (693-2: 

Lorena x Stockholm). Heavily ruffled purple-black (the blackest I’ve seen) self with 

fuzzy blue beards. One branch, 3 buds. Nice flaring width.$7.50 

HOBBY 
SDB, 12", Midseason. Sdlg. 1167-1: Gentle Smile X Soft Air. Ruffled tannish 
yellow with feathered, medium brown spot on falls. Tan beards. One branch and 

three buds. Wide and flaring. $7.50 

INFLAMED 
SDB, 12", Midseason. Sdlg. 1225-1: Be Dazzled X Byword. Wide, ruffled, flar¬ 
ing bright yellow self with a huge well-defined, brown-red spot on the falls. 

Bronzed yellow beards. A definite improvement in form in its color class. One 

branch, 3 buds.$7.50 

INLAID 
SDB, 13", Midseason. Sdlg. 1169-3: Gentle Smile X Mystic Symbol. Wide, flar¬ 

ing and ruffled purest white with the bluest medium blue spot available. White 

beards. Clean and crisp. One branch, 3 buds. $7.50 

STERLING INNERST 
2700-A Oakland Road Dover, PA 17315 
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RAGAZZA (R. 1981) TB, 36" and up, M. Rippling Waters X (Lordly 
Ways x Pretty Carol). Winner of Silver Medal and Cup for best 
branching at Florence, 1981. Runner-up to Beverly Sills. A very 
feminine iris in pastel pink and violet. Its name means sweetheart in 
Italian.$25.00 

Also, MIO CARO and SORELLINA, the Silver and Bronze Medal win¬ 
ners at Florence, 1978. $8.00 each 

ROBERT MALLORY 
1211 Covell Road, N.W., Grand Rapids, MI 49504 

KANSAS RAINBOW GARDEN 
Robert (Bob) Jeffries 

Introducing for 1982 

AGGIE PRINCESS—Sdlg. J76-1-WA. TB, 36% E-M. Ruffled, white 
standards with green midrib; ruffled, white falls with yellow 
shoulders; satum red beards. A lovely princess dressed for the 
prom!.$20.00 

COLORADO AMETHYST—Sdlg. J68-7-A. TB, 33% M-L. Standards 
amethyst violet; falls a darker shade of amethyst violet; orange-yellow 
beards. A ruffled amethyst gem! EC '80. $20.00 

ALICE BELLE—Sdlg. J75-6-WA. TB, 39% M-L. Standards white, tinted 
pale wisteria blue; falls a shade lighter; yellow beards tipped pale 
wisteria blue. Flower is heavily ruffled with excellent substance. Stur¬ 
dy, well-branched stalks with 8 to 9 blooms. Named for my Mother! 
(Independence Pass sib X Shipshape). EC '81.$25.00 

ECHO LAKE—Sdlg. J75-6-HB: Sib to Alice Belle. TB, 37% E-M. Ruffled 
and pleated hyacinth violet self; orange beards tipped white, with hint 
of red in throat. The quality of its pollen parent in a different shade of 
blue!.$25.00 

(TB collection for $75.00—one each, of the four listed above) 

ASPEN PRINCESS—Sdlg. J74-D6-Y. IB, 17% E-M. Lightly ruffled 
aureolin yellow self; Indian yellow beards. Rowers prominently 
displayed above attractive foliage; 4 to 5 flowers on well-branched 
stalks. Makes a stunning bright yellow clump! (Joy Bringer X Baby 
Snowflake). HC '80.$7.50 

NEATO—J72-D1-A. SDB, 13", M. Canary yellow bitone with bright 
blue beards. Nicely proportioned flowers on slender stems. Our best of 
hundreds of seedlings in this color class.$5.00 

ASPEN ROCK—Sdlg. j74-Dl-v/b. SDB, 11", E. Uranium green stand¬ 
ards with darker green rib; lobelia blue stylearms, shading to uranium 
green crests. Light brownish tan falls; lobelia blue beards. (Biddy Bye 
X Gingerbread Man). You won't pass this one by!.$5.00 

(Median collection for $12.50—one each of the three listed above) 

300 Courthouse Ave.—P.O. Box 160 Sublette, KS 67877 
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LA CRESTA GARDENS 

12864 Viscaino Road 
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022 

MUFFIN (Anne Johnson ’81) IB, 14-16" (38-41 cm), M-L. A soft 
greenish yellow blend (RHS 162B) with a violet infusion sur¬ 
rounding the light violet beards. Midribs are also flushed 
violet. Well rounded and flared with pleasing ruffles and good 
substance. Five well placed buds in good proportion to the 
plant. Muffin was well received in Tulsa in 1979 under 
#71-224B. Commentary X Blueberry Muffins. HC 1980 $15.00 

Introductions 1982 
IDOL’S DREAM—TB, E-L, 36". A vigorous, well-branched and budded 

clear medium yellow. The large, durable blooms are attractively ruffled 

and flared. Opens 3 blooms at once which expand to 6"x6" on second 
day. Nine substanced blooms. Reliable performer with good plant 

habits. #76-56-Y: Country Manor X (Moon River x West Coast) $25.00 

WONDROUS LOVE-TB, M-L, 32". A beautifully fashioned hot pink 

self with apricot hafts and orange-red beards. All petals are deeply ruf¬ 

fled and frilled; semi-flaring form. Seven medium-sized blooms are well 

spaced on sturdy stalks. Fast increase. Fertile. #74-66-A: Princess X 
Matchmaker. HC ’81.$25.00 

SILENT MORN—TB, EL:. 36" This well-branched mid-blue self produces 
9 to 11 very ruffled and fluted blooms per stalk. Opening sequence 

allows for long period of bloom. White beards change to yellow in 

throat. Large rhizomes, healthy foliage, sturdy stalks. Average increase. 

#74-32-1: Frost Line X Full Tide. EC ’81.$25.00 
EVE’S ANGEL—TB, M-L, 36". An exquisitely formed, clear deep pink 

with slightly lighter area at base of coral-pink beards. Deeply ruffled and 
frilly blooms are nicely displayed on well-branched stalks. Smooth tex¬ 

ture, durable substance. Average 8 blooms. Healthy foliage, sturdy 

stalks, good increase. Fertile. #74-102-2: Pink Taffeta X Princess$25.00 
SNOW PALACE—TB, M-L, 35". An appealing, glistening white iris with 

sunny hafts. White beards changing to golden orange in the throat. 
Beautifully ruffled and fluted blooms are displayed on widely branched 

stalks. Averages 8 blooms, opening 3 initially. An attractively formed 

flower from an impressive array of parents. #75-88: ((Celestial Snow x 
Winter Olympics) x Flight of Angels) X Country Manor.$25.00 

Please include $2.00 for postage. 
MRS. GRANT D. KEGERISE 

501 Penna. Ave. Reading, PA 19605 
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KEITH KEPPEL 
P.O. Box 8173 Stockton, California 95208 

Introducing in 1982 . . . 
ETIQUETTE (Keppel) White ground plic with narrow dark violet-blue edging and 

hafts, deeper styles. Contrasting orange-yellow beards.$25.00 
MOVIE QUEEN (Gatty) Clear pink with crushed strawberry beards. Nicely ruf¬ 

fled, some lace.$25.00 

MULLED WINE (Keppel) Hearty raspberry-burgundy with terracotta beards. Ruf¬ 
fled and laced; heavily substanced.$30.00 

PRETTY LADY (Gatty) Large, rich peach pink on excellent stalks. Large, bushy 

beards of fiery orange-red.$25.00 
SIMPLE PLEASURES (Gatty) Shimmering silvery lilac-orchid, beards shading 

from white to jonquil to tangerine red. Ruffled, heavily laced.$25.00 
SORCERESS (Keppel) Peach standards with lavender glow; ivory peach falls with 

soft reddish violet plic borders and hafts. Soft orange beards.$25.00 

HOPSCOTCH (Keppel) Border bearded. Fat, frilly golden buff to lemon tan, with 
hafts plic-marked dahlia purple, giving butterscotch brown effect. Excellent 

stalks.$20.00 
PREDICTION (Keppel) Border bearded. Lavender-pink standards, pinkish ivory 

to cream falls widely banded soft rosy orchid. White to tangerine orange 

beards. $20.00 
BOLD PRINT (Gatty) Intermediate. Striking white ground plic with narrow stitch¬ 

ed borders of purple heather.$10.00 
BABE (Gatty) Standard Dwarf. Chubby white ground plic with solid concord pur¬ 

ple band on standards, wire edge on falls.$7.50 

IRIS 
Mile-Hi quality in 
every introduction 

Featuring in the 1982 Convention beds: 

SUMMIT LOVE (Jorgensen ’82) TB, 32", E-M 
A luscious Venetian Pink with Mandarin Red beards.$30.00 

SUMMIT LADY (Jorgensen ’82) TB, 32", M. 
An intense Cadmium Orange self with Saturn Red beards... $25.00 

AMY RENEE (Jorgensen ’82) BB, 18 ", E-M. 
A bright, cheerful orange and yellow border, with red beards$15.00 

Released through Long's Gardens, Boulder. Please see full description 
of above irises in their ad. Send for description and price list of other new 
introductions to: 

Dr. Carl J. C. Jorgensen 
1445 Whedbee Fort Collins, CO 80524 
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WALT LUIHN 

523 Cherry Way Hayward, CA 94541 

1982 Introductions 

CABLE CAR (Walt Luihn ’82) #79-2. TB, 40", M-L. ((Temple Gold x 

Ormolu) X #73-19: inv. Dark Chocolate, Caliente, Bang, Stop). Sad¬ 

dle leather brown self. Serrated edges more prominent on standards 

and style arms. Cadmium orange beards. $25.00 

NAVY CHANT (Walt Luihn ’82) #77-39. TB, 36", E-M. (Dusky Dancer 

X His Lordship). Aconite violet (HCC 937) self including beard. Wide, 

slightly ruffled flowers.$25.00 

M. A. D. IRIS GARDEN 
of Mary and Bob Dunn 

4828 Jella Way North Highlands, CA 95660 

BRASS TRIO (Bob Dunn ’82) A trio of standards and falls as smooth as 
the sound from the award winning brass trio. Add a vibrant violet 
blaze to the falls, and the show begins. Many flowers on the 38" stalks 
to start the season. (Pagan sib X Tucson).$25.00 

EVENING MIST (Bob Dunn ’82) The mist rolls in over a quiet glen, leav¬ 
ing only filtered rays of sunshine to add zest to the setting. Here’s an 
iris which captures the beauty of that moment, with its mist-colored 
petals brightened by bands of green-tan. Superbly branched, broadly 
ruffled flowers on 38 " stalks. (Forbidden sib X Mystique).$30.00 

HILOW (Mary Dunn ’82) Glittering in the sunlight like rare jewels, this 
iris with an aura of mystery will entice you to take a closer look. 
Sparkling jewels of wine are the falls with an electric blue blaze and 
gold beards. A treasure for your garden. Well-branched, 36" stalks. 
Substance with plenty of ruffling. (Chamber Music X Tucson). $25.00 

MORNING SHADOWS (Bob Dunn ’82). Like contrasting soft and deep 
shadows found just before sunrise, this ruffled two-toned blue 
possesses a quiet beauty that will enhance your garden, with its bran¬ 
ching, substance and form. Large flowers on 36" stalks. (Forbidden 
sib X Mystique).$25.00 

Also Available— 
ADORA, BLUE MAXX, BOURBON.each $20.00 
CHARRO.$22.00 
FORBIDDEN, MIDWAY, STYLELITE, TARDE.each $15.00 
PAGAN. $ 2.00 

No List—Please order from this ad. Include $2.00 handling and postage. 
California residents add sales tax. July 1 to August shipment. 
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1982 INTRODUCTIONS FROM 

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA (Elizabeth Bradley) Sdlg. 80-1. TB, 35% M. 
Yellow ground plicata, stitched brown, brown stripes on falls. 
Homecoming Queen X Anon.$25.00 

CAROLINE'S SUGGEST (Linda Doty) Sdlg. D76-300-1. TB, 34-36% 
M. Dark purple self. Navy Strut X Black Market.$25.00 

PRISCILLA OF BOSTON (Linda Doty) Sdlg. D76-200-6. TB, 34-36% 
M. Lacy white self. Buffy X Angel.$25.00 

TRIBUTE TO TESS (Linda Doty) Sdlg. D75-100-1. TB, 34-36% M. 
Yellow self with hint of white on falls, tangerine beards. Launching 
Pad X Flaming Dragon. $25.00 

CURIOUS YELLOW (Durrance) Sdlg. D80-9. TB 35% M. Yellow self. 
Good Times X Soft Moonbean . . . Stock Limited.$35.00 

MARY ANN WILDEBEEST (Durrance) Sdlg. D80-14. TB, 36% ML. 
Medium blue brindled gnu pattern, dark blue beards. Eloquent X 
Jack R. Dee.$25.00 

CORAL PEAKS (Hoage) Sdlg. 72-llB. TB, 34-36% M. Lightly ruffled 
pink self with 7 to 9 well-placed buds. Irish Lullaby X After 
All.$25.00 

MORE REFRESHING (Hoage) Sdlg. 66-21B. TB, 32", M. Clean green 
self with bronzy beards. Green Quest X Blue Miller.$25.00 

AMY RENEE (Jorgensen) Sdlg. 4-21-5D. BB, 18'% EM. Named for our 
granddaughter, and like her, bright and cheerful. Standards 
tangerine orange, falls lemon yellow with Vermillion red beards. Ruf¬ 
fled and fragrant. Brizendine 68-64 X (Coral Comments x Spanish 
Gift).$15.00 

SUMMIT LADY (Jorgensen) Sdlg. 1-21-14B. TB, 32", M. Ruffled 
standards and flaring falls of intense cadmium orange. A lighter area 
around the wide saturn red beards. Clean hafts, laced style crests. 
Good substance. Merry Miss X Flaming Star.$25.00 

SUMMIT LOVE (Jorgensen) Sdlg. 5-P11-6C. TB, 32", EM. A pristine 
beauty in luscious, pure Venetian pink. Lighter pink rays emanating 
from mandarin red beards. Cupped standards, semi-flaring falls. 
Nicely ruffled and laced. Fragrant. 2-P11-2A: (inv. Truly Fair, One 
Desire) X Pink Sleigh.$30.00 

COLORADO GOLD (Ray Lyons) IB, 23", E-L. A sparkling golden 
yellow self with ruffled, touching standards. Semi-flaring falls have a 
darker overlay and darker rays surrounding the rich gold beards. 
VERY FRAGRANT! Vigorous and floriferous. Little Dandy X un¬ 
known.$15.00 
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COLORADO HYBRIDIZERS 

LITTLE EVE (Ray Lyons) SDB, 15", E-L. A jaunty blue-violet self with 
ruffled standards and scrolled and flaring falls. Darker violet rays 
surround the beards and adorn the hafts. The blue-violet beards are 
gold-tipped deep in the throat. Orchid Raye X unknown . . . . 
Limited stock.$10.00 

MOLLY BROWN (Magee) TB, 33", M. Unsinkable Denver Grande 
Dame. Peach-pink open cupped stds. opposite apricot colored falls 
with white blaze. Exposed stylearms peach-pink with apricot side 
stripes. Stds., falls, stylearms rimmed with crinkled lace. Beards 
bright orange at the throat, grading to gold at the tip. (Amethyst 
Flame x Mary Randall) X Buffy. EC 1981.$25.00 

ALLEGRETTO (Bethel -Martin) TB, 36", M. Quite greenish, very ruf¬ 
fled and well branched. Green sdlg. X Emerald Fountain.$25.00 

BALALAIKA (Bethel Martin) TB, 36", M. Big ruffled cool yellow. 
Allegretto X New Moon.$25.00 

EN SAGA (Bethel Martin) TB, 36", M. Shipshape color and Cup Race 
form, but more ruffled and broader petals. Cup Race X Ship¬ 
shape.$25.00 

FOREST MURMURS (Bethel Martin) TB, 38" M. Also quite green, 
with larger flower and more flared form than Allegretto. Allegretto 
X sib. $25.00 

JAZZ COMBO (Bethel Martin) TB, 36", M. Ivory and red amoena 
with yellow beard. Tailored. (Mexican Hat x Melodrama) X Wine 
and Roses.$25.00 

LOVE DUET (Bethel Martin) TB, 38", M. Ivory and pink amoena with 
some ruffling and fabulous branching (13 buds). Java Dove X Esther 
Fay.$25.00 

MAZURKA (Bethel Martin) TB, 40", L. Big, ruffled peach with white 
blaze. Orange Frills X Orange Parade. $25.00 

SEA SYMPHONY (Bethel Martin) TB, 36", L. Reverse blue amoena, 
good form and branching. Ocean Shores X unknown.$25.00 

Address all orders and inquiries to 

LONG'S GARDENS 
P.O. Box 19 Boulder, Colorado 80306 
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MELROSE GARDENS 
309 Best Road South Stockton, California 95205 

Presenting a WIDE RANGE of IRIS INTRODUCTIONS for 1982 

Tall Bearded—$25.00 each 

MERRY MADRIGAL (Sanford Babson) S. lemon cream; F. full lavender, 

edged cream. 

PLEASURE DOME (Hager) Heavily laced pink-orchid. 
SATURNALIA (Hager) Bright, clean yellow; orchid flushed falls. 

TRACI BOND (Bond-Hager) Ruffled cream. 

Novelty 
BIG VALLEY (Hager) The BIGGEST blue-violet.$25.00 

SNOW SPOON (Hager) Clean white; consistent spoons.$15.00 

Miniature Dwarf—$10.00 each 

DITTO—Improved Cherry Spot. DOODLE-Deep violet, fancy plicata. 

HOT FOOT—variegata 

Standard Dwarf—$10.00 each 

BOBBIN—Lavender-violet plicata 

BRIGHT MOMENT—Blue and 

white amoena 

FRACAS—Dazzling, deep yellow. 

JUST DANDY—Shapely lavender 
PET—Horiferous apricot 
TOY—Tan blend, blue beards and 

stripe on falls. Cute! 

Miniature Tall—$10.00 each 

GUMDROPS—Reddish blend. TING-A-LING—White. 

Siberian—$20.00 each 

ALTER EGO—Pale blue, deeper INNOCENT EGO—Pure white, 

signals. 

CABERNET—Dark wine-red. JAYBIRD—Blue bitone. 

OMAR'S CUP—Bright, medium wine-red. 

Spuria—$15.00 

ZEAL—Bright yellow. 

Stylosa (unguicularis)—$10.00 

WINTER MEMORIES (Cleaves-Hager) Narrow leaves; violet-purple. 

Daylilies—Three Plants of One Variety (only) $25.00 

New BEDDING series: Short, Horiferous and TETRAPLOID. 

BEDDER BOY—Deep yellow. BEDDER BYE—Pale apricot. 

BEDDER BE—Smallest apricot. 

(Unless otherwise noted, introductions above are Hager originations) 

The CONNOISSEUR'S CATALOG—$1.00 on request. (Mailed FIRST 
CLASS—not deductible). 
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1982 Introductions 

SATIN SHEETS—Sdlg. C93-2. TB, 36", ML. A ruffled light yellow with a 

tinge of chartreuse (RHS 2C); yellow beard. Good stem, 9 buds, often 3 
open. Makes a nice clump that glows in the sunlight. Pink Taffeta X 

Louise Watts. 

WELL DECORATED—Sdlg. C78-3. TB, 30", ML. Heavily laced, flared 

and ruffled rose-purple (S. RHS 75A/B, F. 75C/D); yellow beard. 
Medium size blooms, 7 buds. Don’t help this one open. Look but don’t 

touch. Lilac Treat X Grand Waltz. HC 1981. See in Denver. 

BOTH IRISES FOR $25 plus $1 for UPS. Will trade. My previous introduc¬ 

tions are TRES ELEGANTE, SUPERSKIRT and NOBLE. Write for list. 

LEONARD MICHEL 

420 Hilltop Road Ames, Iowa 50010 

WALTER A. MOORES 
4233 Village Creek Road Ft. Worth, TX 76119 

1982 Introductions 
Reblooming Tall 

PALO PINTO—TB, 36", EM & RE (Oct. TX). Standards are golden yellow. 
Plicata falls are tannish yellow, sanded deeper tan, with central stripe of gold; gold 
beards. An improved Replicata type which reblooms about the same time as Pep¬ 
per Blend. (Crinoline x Pepper Blend) X Shaft of Gold.$25.(X) 

Spring Blooming Tall 
SPIKED PUNCH—TB, 32", M. Standards are red-brown, lighter toward midribs. 
Falls are fancy plicata, dotted and sanded near cherry red on white to cream 
ground. Beards are mustard. Trite expressions cannot describe the color of this iris! 
Offered at.:. $20.00 
HAUNTING MUSIC ('80) is only $10.00 MISS SCARLETT ('80) is $7.50 
Send stamp for price list featuring many rebloomers. Still generous zoith extras 
when others are not. Add $2.00 for shipping. 

1982 INTRODUCTIONS FROM CLEO PALMER 

GRAND GESTURE—TB, 34", E. Stds. light tannish yellow, ruffled, open and 

held. Wide, arched falls are red-purple, paling on edges. White area around 
beard streaked and dotted red-violet. Heavy substance. Orange beards tipped 
bronze. Two branches and spur, 12 buds—3 per socket. Diplomacy X Cayenne 
Capers.$25.00 

ANGEL’S TEARS—TB, 33", E. Ruffled, slightly open stds. pale red with pale 
yellow infusion. Ruffled, wide, oval and arched falls are white, heavily dotted 
and veined pale red-violet along rim, lighter in center area. Good substance. 

Radiant Apogee X Jealous Lover. $25.00 

OLIVE CHARMER—SDB, 12", E. Stds. pale bluish green. Closed and held falls 
pale brown, heavily infused olive green, lighter rims. Lightly ruffled, wide falls 
have good substance and flare. Dark blue beards. Kentucky Bluegrass X Fairy 
Dancer. (Co-introduced with Riverdale Iris Gardens).$7.50 

Route 1, Box 152 Geary, OK 73040 
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PLEASURE IRIS GARDENS 
425 East Luna Street, Chaparral, NM 88021 

or 
P.O. Box 5416, El Paso, TX 79954 

1982 Introductions 

PLEASURE AHEAD—Sdlg. 79-20. AB (1/2), 30", M. Lavender-blue standards. Falls 

smoke with purple veining. Small wine-colored signal. Brown haft markings. Purple 
beards tipped yellow. Lavender stylearms with blue rib. Terminal and bud with two 

branches. Strong grower and fertile both ways. Standards nicely cupped. Well-formed 

flower. TulKeremXKalifaGulnare. $35.00 

AMERICAN SMILE—Sdlg. 74-13. AB (1/2), 30", M. S. lavender; F. golden tan with hint 

of green, maroon signals. Golden tan stylearms, same as falls. Haft markings add to the 

yellow-tipped beards. Terminal and two branches. Good growing habits and heavy 

substance. Strong stalks. Moon Dust X Quote Me.$35.00 

WHISKEY MACK—Sdlg. R-77-9. AB (1/2), 30", M-L. Flower is edged in gold on both 

standards and falls including stylecrests. Standards have gold veining. Midribs are 

veined violet with rust brown coloring next to stylearms. Falls same. Standards are 
somewhat open, but this only adds to the beauty of this flower. The coloring is difficult 

to describe, but it is a real eye catcher and makes you wonder whether it is real or 

artificial. Stars Over Chicago X Genetic Artist.$35.00 

AMERICAN DREAM—Sdlg. 76-7. AB (1/2), 32", EM. S. light lavender. F. yellow-tan. 

Midribs show some yellow one-third up. Light yellow stylearms. Blue beards. Extremely 

large raspberry signals. Large flower. Terminal and one branch, two flowers. This one- 
half arilbred could pass for a pure onco because of the flower, but the stalk and foliage 

show very strong growth. Rugged and easy to grow. The flower is simply enormous for 

an arilbred. If you can’t make your neighbors ‘oh and ah’ with this one, they’re hopeless. 
A real exhibition flower. Pod fertile. Country Morning X Moon Dust.$40.00 

BIT OF IRISH—Sdlg. 80-3. AB (1/2), 28", ML. Chartreuse self; brown beard. Best seed¬ 

ling at El Paso last spring in a class of 17 irises. If you are looking for a green iris, this is 
the closest you will get to green. Well-formed flowers. Fast increaser. Jabal Kerak X 
(Wilkes JB3 x Ker 19)..$35.00 

ARIL WORLD—Sdlg. 75-11. AB(l/4), 32", ML. S. yellowish tan; F. chartreuse to yellow. 

Brown stylearms. A good exhibition flower. Aril Lady X (Wilkes JB3 x Ker 19).. $35.00 

NIGHT DREAMER—Sdlg. A-77-1. AB (3/4), 16". Black self; lavender to brown beards. 

This flower resembles the pollen parent. Conspicuous, large and black signal patch. The 

blackest I have seen in any flower. As yet, no tall bearded iris can compete with the 
blackness of this iris that I know of. Does not go dormant, always a sure bloomer each 
year and a fast increaser. Pod fertile. King Henry X Persian Pansy.$35.00 

DESERT SHADOW—Sdlg. LH2. AR (RC), 10", E. Brown self with darker lines through 

the standards and falls. Black signals. Brown beards tipped yellow. An easy grower. 
Extremely fertile both ways. Charon X L. Clark sdlg.$35.00 

Any two of the above except 
AMERICAN DREAM and DESERT SHADOWS—$50.00 
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1981 Introductions 

AMETHYST BUTTERFLY—Sdlg. 79-1. AB (1/2), 28", M. S. deep amethyst pink, veined 

darker. Mulberry falls similar but darker. Bronze beards; black signals. A sure bloomer 
each year. Big Black Bumblebee X Ardrun.$25.00 

CHECK ME OUT—Sdlg. 73-15. AB (1/2), 24", M. A sister seedling of Amethyst Butterfly. 
Both pod fertile. Here is an eye catcher if there ever was one. Will win its share of blue rib¬ 
bons. Two to three flowers per stalk.$25.00 

JEALOUS HEART—Introduction of Dorothy Pais of Richton Park, IL. SDB, 11", E-M. 
Light blue-lavender with olive green spot on upper F.; white beards. Three flowers. 
Temple Dancer X unknown.$5.00 

1980 Introductions 

SCENTED OPALS—Sdlg. D-77-1. TB, 32", E-M. A sister seedling of Lawrence Welk. 

Five flowers. Opens with a blue cast but fades to white. A better formed flower 
than Lawrence Welk with a darker blue beard. Pod fertile. Winter Olympics X Genetic 

Burst. $15.00 

LOVE FLIGHT—Sdlg. R-77-5. AB (1/4), 28", E-M. This flower was not for sale last year 
because of lack of stock. A light beige self with very dark blue beards from tip to extreme 
bottom. Three to five flowers. Brass Accents X Genetic Burst. $20.00 

ARIL LANDMARK—This pure aril was not for sale last year because it was sold out in 
1980, but we have received over 20 plants that were guested out to friends for the past five 
years. It is from Isolda X Persian Embroidery. It has the regelia form like its mother and 
coloring. The basic color is brown with dark brown veining. Large mulberry-black 

signals. Very fertile both ways.$25.00 

Package Deal 

Here we have put together five of our most outstanding irises at a very low price including 
our ARIL LANDMARK, CHECK ME OUT, SCENTED OPALS, SUMMER SET and 
FOR PLEASURE.$50.00 

Seedlings 

These are seedlings from which we select our own introductions. They will bloom the follow¬ 
ing year. Well matured rhizomes: 25—$35.00; 50—$65.00; 100—$100.00. 

Arilbreds and tall bearded only. Not labeled. 

Aril Slides 

These are available to any iris club by giving us a 30-day notice. Slides consist of arilbreds and 

pure arils of all types. 

Have specialized in aril irises since 1941, but am now growing TBs, BBs, IBs, SDBs, 
Louisianas, Japanese, Spurias, Siberians and Californicae. Expect to have some of these for 

sale in the near future. 

Send for our catalog describing later introductions since 1966, aril culture and news letter. 

Catalog $1.00, then deduct it from your first order. 

HENRY and LUELLA DANIELSON 
Phone 505-824-4299 
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1982 BEARDED IRIS INTRODUCTIONS OF 
LOLETA KENAN POWELL 

BRONZE GLOW—32", E-M. Scintillating golden bronze; many stalks 
and blooms. Rippling and fragrant. (Rippled Brass X Bright- 
leaf).$25.00 

CAROLINA BLUE—32", M-L. That famous color of the TAR HEELS 
of our University at Chapel Hill in a smooth, tailored, large flower on 
fine stalks; sweetly fragrant. $25.00 

HELLO SPRINGTIME—36", E-M. Heavily flowered rosy orchid that 
makes certain the season. Very pretty and personable; pink beards. 
(Strawberry Sensation X Pretty Karen).$25.00 

PINK ‘N’ BLUE—32", M-L. Soft pure pink. Beards have 7/8" blue tip. 
Foliage purple-based; sweet fragrance. One breeders are sure to want. 
(Two Pinks X Rose Hermosa).$25.00 

YELLOW SPLENDOR—35", M-L. Clear yellow that combines the 
sturdy dependence and beauty of its two parents. Truly magnificent! 
Orange beards; sweet fragrance. (Arctic Dawn X Carolina 
Gold). $25.00 

All of the above—$100.00. Include $4.00 on all orders for postage and 
handling. Most sent parcel post air mail, which is faster than UPS Blue 
Label. Catalog featuring 500-1- IRISES as well as HEMEROCALLIS, 
HOSTAS, DWARF CONIFERS and PERENNIALS in fabulous 
listing—$1.50 
POWELL’S GARDENS Route 2, Box 86, Princeton, NC 27569 

Introducing for 1982 

BARON’S DELIGHT (C. Torkelson) SDB. Ruffled medium blue self; blue 
beards.$7.50 

MAYA MARTYR (A. Machulak) MDB. S. cream; F. deep purple, widely 
edged cream. HC 1981. $6.00 

MAYA MARVEL (A. Machulak) MDB. S. pale lavender; F. deeper smoky 
lavender, edged light lavender. HC 1981.$6.00 

MAYA MAMA (A. Machulak) SDB. S creamy with greenish midrib; F. 
pansy purple over yellow, edged yellow. HC 1979.$7.50 

MAYA MAIZE (A. Machulak) BB. Full yellow self; domed ruffled S. and 
horizontal F.; orange beards tipped yellow. HC 1980.$20.00 

BINK (D. Johnson) MDB. Brilliant blue-violet, darker overlay in center of 
F.; white-tipped beards.$6.00 

KIRSTEN MARIE (D. Johnson) SDB. Creamy yellow with large spot of 
soft rosy brown in center of F.; gold beards tipped white. $7.50 

OLIVE CHARMER (C. Palmer) SDB. S. pale bluish green. F. pale brown, 
infused olive green, edged lighter; dark blue beards. (Co-introduced 
with Palmer Iris Gardens). $7.50 

RIVERDALE IRIS GARDENS 
Zula Hanson 

7124 Riverdale Road Minneapolis, MN 55430 
Specializing in dwarfs and medians 

Catalog $1.00 
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Fresno, CA 93705 

RIALTO GARDENS 
John Weiler 

1146 W. Rialto 
1982 Introductions 

TB 
AZURE LUSTER (J. Weiler ’82) 93 cm. Outstanding sky blue flower is broad, 

ruffled, with cream beard, and is borne over a long period on exceptionally 
well-branched stalks with 11-14 buds. Pronounced fragrance, good growing 
habits. M-L. Sdlg. 75-46-6: ((Pacific Panorama x Seaside) x Wedding Vow) X 
(Wedding Vow x ((Pacific Panorama x Giant Indiglow) x Alves 65-176)). EC, 
HC.$25.00 

LEMON CUSTARD (J. Weiler ’82) 90 cm. Yummy, smooth yellow color, broad 
petals with ruffles confined to narrow band at petal edges, good stalks with 7-9 
buds and a long season from very early to midseason make this vigorous plant 
one of the showiest in the garden. Sdlg. 77-2: Solano X Thick and 
Creamy.  $25.00 

MARINE LUSTER (J. Weiler ’82) 90 cm. Extremely wide petals of full, deep blue 
are accented by creamy white beards. Texture is smooth with a glistening satin 
sheen. The husky, disease-resistant plants produce 3-branched stalks with 7-8 
buds from early to midseason. Sdlg. 75-43: Sapphire Hills X ((Pacific 
Panorama x Giant Indiglow) x Alves 65-176).$25.00 

SDB 
SUSIE’S HONEY (Susan Weiler ’82) 26 cm. This perky honey yellow flower has a 

brown thumbprint near the beard. Flaring falls, rapid increase and abundant 
blooms make this stand out in the early season. Produces occasional winter 
bloom in mild climates. Sdlg. 72-77: Puppet X Bongo.$5.00 

AND A NEW RACE OF SDB BLOOMING THREE TIMES A YEAR 
THIRD CHARM (J. Weiler ’82) 26 cm. This well-proportioned medium blue- 

violet flower has a much darker violet spot near the beard. Flaring form and 
abundant bloom with rapid increase at midseason for SDB, this, like the 
following two repeat blooms toward the end of TB season and then blooms 
again in the fall. Fall bloom for this cultivar begins early in September and con¬ 
tinues until a hard freeze. In mild-climates it may bloom throughout the winter. 
Should repeat in the spring over the entire U.S. and rebloom in the fall in all 
but the northern-most states. Sdlg. 75-100: (Brighteyes x Grace Note) X 
(Yellow Wave x Duplex).$10.00 

THIRD WORLD (J. Weiler ’82) 27 cm. This very striking flower is a bitone with a 
color between red-violet and garnet. The startling blue-violet beards contrast 
well with the very dark falls. Outstanding health and vigor. Blooms heavily 
from very early to midseason for SDB, repeats toward the end of TB season 
and then reblooms in the fall from mid-October until a hard freeze. Fall bloom 
probably too late for all but the Sunbelt states and West Coast. Sdlg. 78-89-4: 
(Gingerbread Man x (Brighteyes x Grace Note)) X (Bloodspot x (Brighteyes x 
Grace Note)).$10.00 

THRICE BLESSED (J. Weiler ’82) 26 cm. This smooth, bright and clean full 
yellow has broad petals with nearly horizontal falls accented with blue-white 
beards. The beards are more deeply colored in cool weather. Starts very early 
with abundant bloom, repeats toward the end of TB season, and then scatters 
fall bloom from mid-October on. Fall bloom probably too late except in the 
Sunbelt and West Coast states. Sdlg. 78-90: (Brighteyes x Grace Note) X (Baby 
Snowflake x Gingerbread Man).$10.00 

Include $1.50 postage. California residents add 6% tax. Generous extras. 
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MARGIE ROBINSON’S IRIS GARDENS 
558 North Stratford Wichita, Kansas 67206 

Phone (316) 684-3982 

FRENCH SILK (M. Robinson ’82) Sdlg. 76-18A. IB, 22", E-L. 
Here is a smaller sized flower that appears to be made of heavy 
blue silk. Excellent branching. Vigorous increase. A large plant¬ 
ing will bloom continuously for three to four weeks. Starry 
Eyed X Peek A Blue.$10.00 

BRIGHT SPIRIT (M. Robinson ’81) Sdlg. 75-6A. TB, 37", E-M. 
Beautifully proportioned bright light lemon self. Ruffled with 
fine pictotee edging on all petals. Never sun fades. Excellent 
branching. Exceptional vigor. Kimberlina X (Sapphire Hills x 
Miss Illini).$20.00 

RODERICK IRIS GARDEN 
1137 North Main, Desloge, MO 63601 

BASHFUL BRIDE (Roderick ’80) Ruffled clear pink with pink beards.$17.50 

CLEARFIRE (Stevens ’81) Ruffled vibrant mahogany red self . . . Sold out for 1982 

COPPER CLASSIC (Roderick ’79) HM ’81. Winner of Out of Region Award in San 
Jose 77, and popular President’s Cup winner at the St. Louis National Conven¬ 
tion in ’81. Stock scarce. $15.00 

DIVINE GUIDANCE (Roderick ’80) Large, ruffled white.$17.50 

ERLEEN RICHESON (Roderick 79) Ruffled peach pink. HM ’81.$15.00 

PLEATED GOWN (Roderick ’81) Heavily pleated and ruffled light yellow. Stock 
scarce.$22.50 

SEA PILOT (Roderick ’81) Lovely blue and white bitone .Sold out for 1982. 

STAR WARS (Roderick ’81) Popular ruffled indigo blue.Sold out for 1982. 

SUNDAY BRUNCH (Stevens ’81) Rosy lavender bicolor with brown border. Sold 
out for 1982. 

VANITY SKIRT (Stevens ’81) Extremely lacy orchid-purple .... Sold out for 1982. 

RUFFLED BALLET (Roderick 75) Ruffled lovely blue bitone. AM 79, 3rd runner- 
up for Dykes Medal’81. $10.00 

Thanks for the overwhelming response to the Stevens and Roderick introductions in 
1981. Watch for the 1983 introduction of sdlg. **7920, sib to Star Wars. 
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HENRY C. ROWLAN 
12 Roxbury Drive Little Rock, Arkansas 72209 

1982 Space Age, TB and MTB Introductions 

ARKANSAS SKIES-Space Age TB. #72CJ-1, 35", M. Pale violet-blue self; 
yellow beards with short blue-tipped horn. Wenatchee Skies X 69K-14: 
(Flounced Frivolite x ((Spanish Peaks x Chivalry) x Happy Birthday)) . $25.00 

CHATTER LINE—MTB. #77MI-1, 22", M. Light violet on white; pale yellow 
beard. EC 1978. Pewee X self .$12.50 

GERTIE—TB. #76D-1, 37", EML. Light violet self; pale yellow beard tipped 
white. Up to 15 buds per stalk. Osborne 0-20 X Hula Moon. Named for my 
friend, Gertrude Butler of Little Rock.$20.00 

GOLDEN ACT—TB. #72AN-1, 36", M. Lightly laced golden yellow, white blaze 
on falls; orange beard. Rainbow Gold X (Horned Lace x Whole Cloth) $25.00 

HULA HONEY-Space Age TB. *77B-1, 35", ML. Pale yellow with deeper 
yellow around yellow beard, large yellow spoon. Guitar Country X Lemon 
Spoon.$25.00 

JAN BURT—TB. #76BJ-1, 36", M. Ruffled full violet, brown shoulders, bit of 
white around orange beard. (Lynn Hall x Horned Flamingo) X self . . . $25.00 

SNOW FACE—Space Age TB. #74AU-7, 36", M. Snow white with lemon 
shoulder; lemon beard, white spoon. Southern Comfort X (Primrose Drift x 
Lucky Flounce).$25.00 

SPACE DAWN-Space Age TB. *77A-1, 34", M. Pale violet-orchid-yellow- 
white blend. Narrow violet flounce from orange beard. Guitar Country X 
Horned Flare.$25.00 

1981 Space Age, TB and Louisiana Introductions 

ANGEL’S VEIL—Space Age TB, 36", M. S. white ground, red-brown markings; 
one inch red horns. #77D-1: Miz Lib X Joy Ride .$20.00 

BAYOU WATERS—LA. #77LC-15, 35", M. Greyed violet-blue with crested 
line signal bordered violet. Lake Maumelle X Dixie Deb.$18.00 

SAVAGE MOON—TB. #75AO-4, 36", M. Ruffled dark red-violet with brown 
shoulders. White around orange-brown beard. Grand Alliance X War 
Lord. $18.00 

WINTER’S VEIL-LA. *77LG-6, 32", M. White self; yellow signal. Underside 
of falls are yellow. COMPACT GROWER. Mrs. Ira Nelson X Gypsy 
Moon.$20.00 

1978 Space Age TB Introductions 

HULA MOON—Ruffled barium yellow, violet infusion below yellow beard; short 
violet-tipped horns. HC 1977 .$8.00 

SPACE ANGEL—Ruffled white, violet infusion in front of yellow beard with 
white horns or flounces.$8.00 

SPACE CHARM —Lightly laced cream; yellow beard, cream horns.$7.00 
TORNADO CLOUD —Full violet self; orange-brown beard, violet horns . $10.00 

Richard Morgan 1981 TB Introduction 

SPANISH TREASURE-TB, 36", ML. S. empire yellow; F. beetroot purple. 
Lilac Champagne X High Life.$15.00 

NO PRICE LIST-NO CATALOG-ORDER FROM THIS AD 
Please add $2.00 per order to help with handling and postage costs. I ship by Air. 
Extra iris given with each order. 
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NEVA SEXTON S IRIS GARDEN 
1709 Third Street Wasco, CA 93280 
ARKANSAS GIRL (Sexton '82) TB, 36% M. A beautiful green- 

gold self. Blooms are large like New Moon with some lace. 
Branching and bud count are good.$25.00 

NEW TOMORROW—Ruffled white with orchid style- 
arms. $15.00 

PRINCE OF PEACE—Heavily ruffled snow white self. . . $10.00 
JOY OF SPRINGTIME—Cream-white with lots of green-gold 
lace.$10.00 

GOOD MORNING AMERICA—Blue-white with darker blue 
beards.$7.00 

HOMECOMING QUEEN—Copper rose with carrot orange 
beards.$7.00 

TACO BELLE—Bright yellow standards; red-brown falls. $7.00 
WORLD NEWS—Falls rich red-brown; standards lighter, flushed 
orange.$5.00 

Please add $2.00 for postage. 
Complete list on request. 

SHAMROCK IRIS GARDENS 
of Jim and Lucille Mahoney 

704 Jefferson St., NE (505) 256-9454 Albuquerque, NM 87110 

AAH SOO (Mahoney ’82) Sdlg. 77/85: (New Moon X Homed Sunshine). 
TB, 38", M. Lightly ruffled and laced pale yellow or cream self; flaring 
falls; self colored beards from tip of 1/4" long hom to hom end, 
changing to bright gold in center of flower; fertile p. and p., excellent 
increaser.$25.00 

MARY O. MAHONEY (Mahoney ’82). Sdlg. 77/190: (Miz Lib X Petite 
Posy). TB, 30", M. S. & F. white ground, lightly stitched and dotted 
with light violet plicata markings; violet colored 3/4" horns on some 
blossoms, 1 Vi" plicata marked spoons on other blossoms. Good 
substance, lightly ruffled and laced; white beard tipped violet, chang¬ 
ing to gold. Fertile p. and p., good increaser. EC ’81, HC ’81.. $30.00 

SEX APPEAL (Mahoney ’82). Sdlg. 77/132: (Candleflame X Spooned 
Blaze). TB, 37", ML. Lightly laced and ruffled pale yellow with pale 
violet wash on both S. & F. Falls darkening to It. tan at edge. Large 
blooming flower with 1 !4 " horns extending from golden beards. Good 
substance and increaser. Fertile both ways.$25.00 

We have no list. Please order from this ad and include $2.00 for UPS ship¬ 

ping. We’ll ship between August 1 to 30. Extra gift iris with order. 
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GEORGE A. SHOOP 
12560 S.W. Douglas Portland, Oregon 97225 

COLOR BASH (Shoop '82). TB, 34', M. White standards, and 
clean colored peach orange falls. The standards are closed, and the falls 
are semi-ruffled. Nice proportioned plant and well branched. Sdlg. 
72-16-2. Sib to Latin Lady.. $25.00 

DEEP VENTLJRE (Shoop '82). TB, 36', M. Mid to deep blue self; 
tangerine red beard. Ruffled form. Good branching and stalk. Sdlg. 
75-10-2. Sib to Lucky Locket.$25.00 

TODAY'S FASHION (Shoop '82). A bright peach pink self. Ruf¬ 
fled form. Good stalk and branching. Long bloom season. Lovely in 
every respect. One of my best pinks. Sdlg. 76-20. From pink seedlings. 
Blond Goddess and Buffy.$25.00 

Two of the above—$40.00 

HULA GIRL, SOCIAL CLIMBER and LUCKY LOCKET.each $20.00 

THE SKYLINE GARDENS 
of Leon and Edith Wolford 

present 

JUAN N ONLY (Leon Wolford, 1981).... $20.00 net 

A colorful tall bearded with excellent branching and 
very floriferous bloom. Sold out early last year. See 
the January, 1981, Bulletin (inside front cover) for 
color picture. 

Send long envelope with 20c stamp for our Price List 
featuring bearded and Louisiana irises. 

Route 1, Box 162 Whitewright, Texas 75491 
(Note new address) 
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SAXTON IRIS GARDEN 
1011 Cole Drive Huntsville, AL 35802 

1982 Introduction 
PROFILE—Sdlg. 78-22. TB, 42", M. S. pale cream ground, light violet 
plicata markings centered around midribs; F. 1/4" band of medium violet 
stippled and stitched into white ground at interface. Full yellow-orange 
beards. Wide, semi-flaring form with ruffling. (Fantast X Smoke 
Rings).$25.00 

Previous Introductions 
SYNOPSIS '81.$20.00 LIFTOFF 79.$12.50 
LIFESTYLE '80.$15.00 STRATEGY 79.$12.00 

HEART OF DIXIE 79.$12.00 

Free Price List Upon Request 

Recent Introductions 

AULD LANG SYNE (Spahn '82) TB, 35". Diamond dusted, creamy pink 
standards. Wide, rounded, semi-flaring, peach-pink falls with faint 
yellow shoulders. Prominent brick-red beards. Large, ruffled, with ex¬ 
cellent stalks and vigor. Sdlg. 77A5. (After All X Isle of Capri). $25.00 

FINIAN'S RAINBOW (Spahn '82) TB, 34". Dark brown buds open to 
rosy brown stds. Wide, semi-flaring falls are rosy brown with a 
lavender wash, brown edge and underside. Yellow at hafts with deep 
yellow beards. Lots of ruffles and lace. Sdlg. 76C2: (Sunrise Sym¬ 
phony X Louise Watts).$25.00 

LAST WALTZ (Spahn '82) TB, 34". A beauty in deep rosy orchid with 
nicely domed stds. and wide, flaring falls with lighter area near soft 
tangerine beard. Ruffled throughout, well branched and vigorous. A 
lovely color. Sdlg. 76D5: (Whirling Ruffles X Ramona S).$25.00 

SEPTEMBER (Spahn '82) TB, 34". Rust brown, domed stds. Brown falls 
have a bright yellow flush below beard and at haft area. Orange- 
yellow beards. Ruffled, flaring and bright, a brown with vigor. Sdlg. 
76M2: (Mr. Lincoln X (Fortune's Gift x Mary Randall)). $25.00 

SOCIAL HOUR (Marge Hagberg '82) TB, 33". A really nice ruffled and 
laced rose-pink with lighter area around tangerine beards. Excellent 
form, well branched, 7-8 buds. Awards: EC 1981, HC 1981. Sdlg. 
77-1-1: (((Flaming Heart x Esther Fay) x Pink Fringe) X Sea of 
Stars). $25.00 
Any 1982 introductions can be purchased at HALF PRICE with 

NO EXTRAS. 
Or my four for $45.00—All five for $55.00 

Attractive, discounted prices on my 16 previous introductions and over 

300 other newer TBs. Write for price list. Please add $1.00 for postage on 
orders. 

FRED E. SPAHN 
1229 Lincoln Ave. Dubuque, Iowa 52001 
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WANTED EARLY AIS BULLETINS 
Numbers 1 through 50 (1920-1934) 

Needed for Bulletin Indexing Project 
Dr. Donald W. Koza 

1171 E. Idaho Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55106 

1982 Introductions From 
JOE L. SAIA 

ALL MY LOVE—TB. Ruffled white self; yellow beard. (Marjo X White 
Lightning).$25.00 

STEVEN MICHAEL—MDB. S. yellow; F. golden yellow. (Lenna M X Fashion 
Lady). 

Earlier Introductions 

.$10.00 

MAPLE HONEY. . $15.00 YELLOW ANGEL .... $ 7.50 
MARJO .$10.00 ICE PRINCESS. .... $ 2.50 
PINK MADONNA .$10.00 RUFFLED SATIN. .$ 2.50 

For parentage and description see 1979 Iris Check List. 

726 Liberty Street Helena, AR 72342 

TOW PATH LANE GARDENS 

1981 Introductions 

DASH AWAY (Waite ’81) SDB, 15" (38 cm), M-L. (Sky and Snow X Pamela 
Ann ). Yellow amoena. White standards with trace of yellow in midrib. Falls 
sulphur yellow.$5.00 

LORD JEFF (Waite ’81). TB, 37" (94 cm), M-L. (Grand Alliance X Sterling Silver). 
Ruffled dark violet (RHS 83A), 3 to 4 branches and 9 to 10 buds.$17.50 

POPS CONCERT (Waite ’81). TB, 37" (94 cm), M-L. (Grand Alliance X Sterling 
Silver). Very heavily ruffled and flaring dark violet self (RHS 83A/B). 3 to 4 
branches and 9 to 10 buds. Has all the zest of a Pops Concert.$17.50 

Prices include shipping and handling. 

6 Tow Path Lane KEN & AGNES WAITE Westfield, Mass. 01085 

The Permanent Metal Label 
A—Hairpin Style Markers.30 for $5.85 
B—Plant or Shrub Markers.100 for $4.35 
C—Cap Style Markers 30 for $6.30 
D—Swinging Style Markers. 30 for $4.90 
E—Rose Markers. . 30 for $6.10 
F—Tall Display Markers 30 for $8.60 
G—Tall Single Staff Markers 30 for $6.75 
H—Pot or Rock Garden Markers 30 for $4.15 
J—Small Plant Labels.100 for $3.90 
K—Tie-On Labels.100 for $6.10 
M—Miniature Markers 30for$5.10 

PAW PAW EVERLAST LABEL CO. 
Box 93-G Paw Paw, Michigan 49079 

Quantity Prices Available Postage Prepaid 
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NEBRASKA BORN IRISES 
Hardy to -20° F 

ALMOST GLADYS—TB '82. Near pink amoena. See inside cover of the 
January 1982 Bulletin. $25.00 

PURPLE STREAKER—TB '81. Victoria violet with white streaks. Sold 
out in 1981. See the back cover of the July 198lBulletin. $25.00 

PANDORA'S PURPLE—TB '81. This plicata has everything—large 
blossoms, good form, outstanding branching and bud count, and fra¬ 
grance.$22.50 

FEATHERED FRIEND—BB '81. A nicely proportioned border iris with 
white lacerated petals. You'll like it.$20.00 

IRIS BOHNSACK—BB '81. White petals are striped with imperial violet. 
Best seedling in Omaha Show in 1980. Sold out in 1981. $20.00 

NICE N' NIFTY—IB '82. This dark violet and white plicata shouts for 
your attention. Prolific increaser and bloomer. Very nice.$15.00 

AZ AP—IB '80. See back cover on the July 1980 Bulletin. Gold Medal 
winner 1981 in International Contest for Small Irises, Vienna, 
Austria.$10.00 

SOLAR SONG—SDB '82. The brightest spot in any garden. A beautiful, 
well proportioned, yellow and garnet-brown variegata.$10.00 

Select from the Following for Extras 

TEN—SDB '81, 15V2n. Golden brown. 
TANTARA—SDB '82, 15". Standards tan; falls garnet-brown. 
ONE ACCORD—SDB '82,14". Wide-petaled blue-violet. 
MISS REGION TWENTY-ONE—SDB, 8". HM 1981. 
DOODLE STRUDEL—TB. HM 79. Variegated color. 
INTY GREYSHUN—BB. HM '81. Variegated color. 
PEACHY CREAMY—TB. HM '80. Peachy creamy. 
SHAHROHK MAHROHKI—TB. Good brown. 
TAKE IT EASY—BB '81. Yellow with white spot. 

All those traveling from the east on Interstate 80 to attend the Denver 
Convention are invited to visit our garden. Get off 1-80 at the Lincoln- 
Waverly exit. Proceed west about 3 miles on Highway 6. We are on 
Highway 6—the first house west of 84th Street. 

RFD3 

VARIGAY GARDENS 
Allan Ensminger 

Lincoln, NE 68505 
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D. STEVE VARNER—ILLINI IRIS 
RR 1, Box 5, N. State Street Road 

Monticello, IL 61856 
Ph. 217-762-3446 

1982 Introductions 

CHEERY CHERRY (Greenlee-Varner) SDB, 9", M. Wilma’s “#3 red” 
breeder: (Captain Gallant X Tiny Mite’). Deep red self, lightly ruffled. 
Orange-red beards.$15.00 

DREAM HOLIDAY-V949. Siberian, 35", ML, FRV1/DRV3-6. 
Wide, flared medium purple. Falls have full purple rim and slight dap¬ 
pling. Light aqua styles. (Ann Dasch X V5104: (Mariya x 
Swank)).$30.00 

GOLDEN KIWI-5347. TB, 35", ML. Yellow self. Ruffled falls overlaid 
gold. Orange-yellow beards. Excellent branching and bud count. 
(Melodrama sdlg. X Miss Illini). Has HC.$25.00 

HIGH OFFER—V755. Siberian, 38", EM. Lustrous, wide, floriferous, 
very deep blue-purple self. RV1DD. CHOICE! (Dreaming Spires X 
Tealwood).$25.00 

SILVER BIRD—V8106. Siberian, 34", ML. Wide, very deep royal blue 
with slight purple overcast. Tiny edge of silver on falls. Aqua purple 
styles. Unique. (Maranatha X Steve).$35.00 

WATERLOO—V760. Siberian, 36", ML. Wide. Stds. rich grape pur¬ 
ple. Falls darker with slightly dappled lighter center. No signals. Falls 
have an ‘onco’ tuck at tips. (Dark Desire X Steve Varner) .... $25.00 

ALSO offering three ruffled tetraploid Hemerocallis: ILLINI JACKPOT 
and MIRACLE MAID, green-throated dark red sibs out of Ed Murray 
at $100.00 each; and ILLINI RUFFLES, an orange-beige blend at 
$50.00. Fall delivery. 

Former Introductions 

SDBs: BETTY WOOD, WEE DOLL (MDB), LILAC AND 
LAVENDER. 
TBs: AGAPE LOVE, BATTLE FURY, DIVINE GRACE, GLADYS 

O’KELLY, MT. COOK, STOLEN LOVE and others 

SIBERIANS: ANN DASCH, AVON, BELFAST, INVADER, KIS¬ 
MET, NEW WINE (82 HM votes), ODE TO LOVE, OUTER 
LOOP, RARE JEWEL, SOLE COMMAND, STEVE and others 

We extend a special invitation to visit ILLINI IRIS (pronounced Ill-lye- 
nye). We expect fine bloom and can be reached via interstates. 

Order directly from this ad or request our price list with more detailed 
descriptions of our plants and also listing others’ Siberians and Hems. 
Please add $2.50 to help with packing and shipping. Foreign customers 
pay actual air PP costs. Bearded iris orders will be shipped in order receiv¬ 
ed, starting July 6, and Siberians starting Sept. 7—unless you specify 
desired shipping dates. Please send street or RR and directions for UPS 
delivery. 
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ANDERSON IRIS GARDENS 
22179 Keather Ave. N. 

Forest Lake, Minn. 55025 
400 varieties Northern grown TB irises at 
reasonable prices. Also 40 varieties of fine 
peonies. 

List on request. 

Iris 
Daylilies 
Peonies 
Perennials 

BUSSE 

BALDWIN’S IRIS 
GARDEN CENTER 

& NURSERY 
Offering fine irises of recent introduc¬ 
tion at attractive prices. Over 500 
varieties. 

TBs * BBs * SDBs 
Descriptive catalog on request. 

1306 Monroe Walla Walla, WA 99362 

BAY VIEW GARDENS 

635 E. 7th St. 

COKATO, MINNESOTA 55321 
“The Minnesota Perennial People" 

Send $1.00 for catalog 

Credited on first order! 

C&A IRIS GARDENS 

of Joseph J. Ghio 

1201 Bay St., Santa Cruz, Calif. 95060 

Growers of Quality Iris 
REASONABLE PRICES 

PRICE LIST ON REQUEST— 
Send $1.00 for catalog listing the 

finest in Tall, Louisiana, Pacifica and 
Spuria irises. 

Wholesale and Retail 
1320 Mary Street 

Hanford, CA 93230 

BROWN’S 
SUNNYHILL GARDENS 

CAL DIXIE 
IRIS GARDENS 

Opal L. Brown 

"YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY" 

FEATURING THE FINEST OF 
MODERN TALL BEARDED IRIS 

Catalog on request 
— No Color — 

Offers Quality Iris at affordable 
prices. Over 1000 varieties of TBs, 
BBs, SDBs and remontants. De¬ 
scriptive price list on request. 

Herb and Sara Hoik 
Route 3, Box 102 
Milton-Freewater 
Oregon 97862 

14115 Pear St. 
Riverside, CA 92504 

BURGES IRIS GARDEN 
1900 Fordham Drive 
Denton, TX 76201 

817-383-1946 

Quality rhizomes of the newer tall 
bearded irises at reasonable prices. 

List on request. 

CONTEMPORARY GARDENS 
of Perry Dyer 

Box 534 Blanchard, OK 73010 
The newest in TBs, medians and 

beardless. Featuring '82 introductions 

of Perry Dyer, Chris Waltermire and 

Dr. YJ.E. Jones. 

Catalog on Request 
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CHARJOY 
GARDENS 

Charles and Joyce 
Arny, Jr. 

117 Acacia Drive 
Lafayette, La. 70508 

CORDON BLEU FARMS 

418 Buena Creek Road 
San Marcos, California 92069 

Spuria and Louisiana Irises 

Top Quality 
Louisiana Irises 

Wide selection of daylilies 
from miniature to TETRAPLOID 

Catalog 20$ 
Catalog $1.00 

COOLEY’S GARDENS 
301 S. James St. 

P.O. Box 126 
SILVERTON, OREGON 97381 

The Cherry Lane Gardens of 

GLENN F. CORLEW 
2988 Cherry Lane 

Incomparable Iris catalog in color Walnut Creek, California 94596 

FEATURING THE FINEST OF 
TALL BEARDED IRISES 

QUALITY RHIZOMES 

featuring the introductions of 

Glenn F. Corlew 

Free with your first order of the season Vernon Wood 
and to our recent customers 

or 
Send $2.00 for the catalog, then deduct 
it from your first catalog order. 

Send 25c for catalog 

COOPER’S GARDEN 
212 West County Road C 

Roseville, MN 55113 

COTTONWOOD GARDEN 
Route 2 Moville, IA 51039 

Edna Moss 

Our clean, highly organic farm soil 
produces heavy, healthy rhizomes. Send 

COLD-HARDY IRISES 
Tall Beardeds; Siberians, 

Louisianas, Spurias & Species 

stamp for list of TBs and IBs. Reasonable 
prices—finest quality! 

D. and J. Gardens 

Hemerocallis, Lilies, Wild Flowers 
and other perennials 

1373 Coventry Road 
Concord, CA 94518 

Introductions of Joyce and Duane Meek 

Send 20* stamp for catalog See our ad in the Spring Bulletin 
No catalog. Write for prices of previous intros. 

COTTAGE GARDENS 
6225 Vine Hill School Road, Sebastopol, CA 95472 

Featuring the introductions of Bob Brown, 
Virginia Messick, John Nelson, Don Denney, 

and Jim McWhirter 
CATALOG ON REQUEST 

A comprehensive collection of Tall Bearded Irises 

M. A. D. GARDEN 
Bob and Mary Dunn introductions only 

4828 Jella Way 
North Highlands, CA 95660 

See our ad in April Bulletin 
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HARDY NORTHERN BEARDED IRIS 

1982 Color Catalog $1.00 

Featuring Introductions of: 
Gordon W. Plough 

James Craig 
Tall, Border, 

Intermediate, Standard Dwarf 

EDEN ROAD IRIS GARDEN 

IRIS LABELS 
Mfg. by 

TOM FOSTER 
977 Meredith Court 

Sonoma, CA 95476 

A garden labeling method that is un¬ 
obtrusive in the garden, durable, very 
legible and easy to use. 

P.0. Box 117 
Wenatchee, WA 98801 

Send stamp for descriptive 
literature and price list. 

GIBSON IRIS GARDENS 
146 S. Villa St., 

Porterville, Ca 93257 
Tall bearded iris price list on request. 
Specializing in Gibson introductions. 
Our current introductions listed and 
described in the January Bulletin. 

A. H. HAZZARD 
510 Grand Pre Ave. Kalamazoo, Mich. 49007 

Grower of 

Featuring TB, MTB, IB, SDB, MDB, 

Space Age Irises and other perenials. 

Some Color 

JAPANESE IRISES 

Over 300 varieties. List on request. 

HILDENBRANDT’S IRIS GARDENS 
Catalog $1.00 

(Refundable on first order) 

3237 Eisenhower St. Eau Claire, Wl 54701 

Star Route. Box 4. Lexington. NE 68850 

Featuring introductions ot Mrs B Woltt 
Catalogue on request, listing 1100 varieties 

ot SDB, IB, BB. AB and TB Irises Also 

David R. Spence (715) 839-7053 
Oriental Poppies and Peonies 

FOR PLEASURE 
IRIS GARDENS 

of 
HENRY DANIELSON & 

LUELLA STOPANI 

425 East Luna 
Chaparral, New Mexico 88021 

ILLINI IRIS 

D. STEVE VARNER 
N. State St. Rd. 

Monticello, IL61856 
Hybridizer and Grower 

ARILBRED IRIS 
Since 1941 

1982 introductions listed and 
described in the April Bulletin 

Catalog on Request 

Tall Bearded, 
Border Bearded and 

Siberian Irises, 
Tetraploid Hemerocallis 

Price List on Request 
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HILLVIEW GARDENS 
Lilly Gartman 

18461 Hillview Dr., Los Gatos, CA 95030 

Choice selection of the latest 
TBs and Medians 

Free Catalog 

THE J—LOT GARDENS 
of Lottie Ogles 

Rt. 3 Box 486 

Joshua, Texas 76058 
Ph. 817-295-4074 

REBLOOMING SPECIALIST 

Catalog listing of 125 varieties 
also 

Extensive listing of Spring Bloomers 
Quality high - prices low 

Send 350 stamp for lists after 

March 1 

KEITH KEPPEL 

P 0 Box 8173 
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95208 

Catalogue Featuring . . . 
1982 Introductions of 

Joe Gatty 
Keith Keppel 

and the newest varieties of 
tall beardeds 

medians 

LAURIE’S GARDEN 
(Lorena M. Reid) 

41886 McKenzie Hwy 
Springfield, Oregon 97477 

Specializing in: CALIFORNICAE, JAP¬ 
ANESE and SIBERIAN Irises. Also 
grow many Cal-Sibes, Evansia, 
Laevigatae and other Beardless 
Species and Hybrids. 

Descriptive price list 
for stamp in May. 

LOUISIANA NURSERY 
Ken and Belle Durio 

CHOICE 

LOUISIANA IRISES 

TETRAPL0ID AND DIPLOID 

OUR 32nd YEAR 
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG 

$1.00 

THIS LIST INCLUDES 
MANY EXCITING 
NEW DAYLILIES 

RT. 7, BOX 43 
OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA 70570 

Available on Request to A IS Members 

LA CRESTA GARDENS 
of 

Maryann M. Anning 
12864 Viscaino Road 
Los Altos Hills, CA 

94022 

Catalog 
400 

Listing the newest in Tall Bearded and 
Median irises with descriptions. 

“Hardy irises from northern Nebraska” 

MAPLE TREE GARDENS 

Larry L. Harder 
P.0. Box 278 

Ponca, Nebraska 68770 
(fr (fd \pj 
ddf1 

Write for free price list 
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MARYOTT’S IRIS GARDENS 

Nearly two acres of irises 
specializing in 

* Latest Tall Bearded 
‘Dwarfs and Medians 
* Remontants, Exotica & Antiques 

Featuring large quantities of the 
most recent varieties and offering 
them at exceptionally reasonable 
prices. The gardens are open to 
the public during bloom season, 
and AIS members are cordially 
invited. 

Free Catalog 

BILL&MELINDA MARYOTT 
1678 Andover Lane 
San Jose, CA 95124 

(408) 265-2498 

MELROSE GARDENS 
309-AD Best Road South 

Stockton, CA 95205 

Presenting the 1982 introductions of: 
Sanford Babson and a wide range of 

iris types from Ben R. Hager. 

GARDEN of the 
ENCHANTED RAINBOW 

REASONABLE Prices 
Best of the OLD. 

Many NEW ones. 
REBLOOMERS. 

Some MEDIANS. 

Jordan A. & Bernice M. Miller 
Rt. 4, Box 439B, Killen, Alabama 35645 

Send stamp for price list. 

MILLER’S MANOR GARDENS 

Roger and Lynda Miller 
Route 2, Box 323A 
Ossian, IN 46777 

Specializing in Miniature Dwarf, 
Median and Tall Bearded Irises. 

List on Request 

MISSION BELL GARDENS 
(MELBA AND JIM HAMBLEN) 

Our smaller catalog will bring you a 
restricted listing of only the most 

elite irises, but still all of the 
fascinating types of irises and newer 

daylilies. 

Featuring Fine Irises of 

Recent Introduction 

TALL BEARDED 

THE CONNOISSEUR’S CATALOG 
$1.00 mailed first class 

not deductible 

CATALOG ON REQUEST - NO COLOR 

2778 W. 5600 So. Roy, Utah 84067 

MID-AMERICA GARDENS 
of Paul Black 

MOHR GARDENS 
1649 Linstead Drive, Lexington, KY 40504 

TBs * Medians * Arilbreds 
Quality rhizomes of the latest introductions to 

the tried and true older varieties. 
Catalog on request. 

Box 425 Wheatland, OK 73097 

Featuring tall bearded introductions of Dr. H.C. 
Mohr, David Mohr and Ken Mohr. Also a large 

selection of contemporary TBs from your favorite 
American hybridizers. 
Send stamp for catalog 
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NORTH CASCADE GARDENS 
P.O. Box 232, Aurora, Oregon 97002 
Catalog of TB irises featuring 1982 introduc¬ 
tions of Ron Beattie and many fine new and 
older varieties, gladly sent on request. 

Charlie Medlicott, Owner 

SCHREINER’S GARDENS 
3629 QUINABY RD., NE. 
SALEM, OREGON 97303 

Fine Irises for discerning collectors 

GROWERS - HYBRIDIZERS - 
ORIGINATORS 

America’s Finest Iris Catalog, accurate 
color illustrations, a treasure trove of 
information. 

$2.00 (Deductible from 1st order) 

MRS. MILTON OGBURN 
Route 1, Box 31 

Smithfield, NC 27577 
TB irises—low prices 

Send stamp for free list 

RAINBOW GARDEN 
John R. Maddox 

Box 157 
Weir, Kansas 66781 
TBs * IBs * SDBs 

SHANNON’S IRIS 
An expanding selection of 

bearded and beardless varieties 
(Hardy Northern rhizomes) 

30545 Tern Avenue 
Shafer, Minnesota 55074 

HARDY 
NORTHERN PEONIES 

Beautiful Herbaceous and 
Tree Peony Hybrids. Excellent 

quality. Exciting colors. 

Catalog $1.00 

DAVID REATH 
Vulcan, Michigan 49892 

DAVID B. SINDT - IRISES 
1331 West Cornelia, Dept. A 

Chicago, lllinios 60657 

Extensive listing of pure pumilas 
and small bearded species. 

jyyi 1982 MDBS, SDBs and IB by 
David Sindt, Earl Roberts, 

J.D. Taylor and 
Lothar Denkewitz. 

\VV/ Free catalog available in April. 
yOM No orders accepted after July 15 

REDBUD LANE IRIS GARDEN 
Jerry &- Melody Wilhoit & Sons 

RR #1, Box 141 - Kansas, IL 61933 
TBs, Medians, MDBs, Arilbreds, 
Species, Beardless Irises, Hardy 

Northern grown Louisianas, 
complete Dykes collection. 

Free Catalog Low Prices 

TRANQUIL LAKE NURSERY 
45 River Street 

Rehoboth, MA 02769 
SIBERIAN and JAPANESE IRISES 

DAYLIUES 
Descriptive Catalog—25* 

RIVERDALE IRIS GARDENS 
Zula A. Hanson 

7124 Riverdale Road 
Minneapolis, Minn. 55430 

Featuring an extensive list of dwarfs and 
medians. Send $1.00 for our catalog, then 

deduct it from your first order. 

GILBERT H. WILD & SON 
Dept. AIS 482 

Sarcoxie, MO 64862-0338 

Send $2 for 96-page illustrated 
catalog in color featuring 

IRISES, PEONIES, DAYLIUES. 
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REGIONS AND REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENTS 

1- Maine, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and 
Vermont. Clayton H. Sacks, West Neck Rd., Box 70, Nobleboro, ME 04555 

2- New York. Greg M. Schifferli, 1211 McKinley Pkwy., Lackawanna, NY 14218 

3- Pennsylvania and Delaware. Paul R. Smith, 299 N. Pleasantview Rd., 
Sanatoga, PA 19464 

4- Maryland, District of Columbia, North Carolina, Virginia and West Virginia. 
Claire B. Barr, 1910 Greenspring Valley Rd., Stevenson, MD 21153 

5- South Carolina, Florida and Georgia. Rev. Everette L. Lineberger, Route 6, Bx 
300, Inman, SC 29349 

6- Michigan, Indiana and Ohio. James A. Copeland, Wolf Lake Fish Hatchery, 
Route 1, M-43, Mattawan, Ml 49071 

7- Kentucky and Tennessee. Mrs. Kearney (Hilda) Crick, Rt. 4, Lewisburg, TN 
37091 

8- Wisconsin and Minnesota. Walter A. Machulak, S. 82 W. 12877 Acker Dr., 
Hales Corners, Wl 53130 

9- lllinois. Mrs. Rita Kinsella, 318 Marabeth, Fairview Heights, IL 62208 

10- Louisiana. Richard Goula, 113 Acacia Dr., Lafayette, LA 70508 

11- Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming. Eileen Allison, 1935 E. Carol St., Meridian, ID 
83642 

12- Utah. Keith Wagstaff, 2424 E. Sundown Ave., Salt Lake City, UT 84121 

13- Washington, Oregon, Alaska, J. T. Aitken, 608 N.W. 119 St., Vancouver, WA 
98665 

14- Northern California, Hawaii and Nevada. Dr. John H. Weiler, 1146 W. Rialto, 
Fresno, CA 93705 

15- Southern California and Arizona. Mrs. Eleanor McCown, P.O. Box 176, 
Holtville, CA 92250 

16- Canada. Jack Taylor, 100 Graydon Hall Rd., Apt. 1604, Don Mills, Ontario, 
M3A 3A8, Canada 

17- Texas. Mrs. Louise Nichols, 2703 S. Harrison, Amarillo, TX 79109 

18- Missouri and Kansas. Dave Niswonger, 822 Rodney Vista Blvd., Cape 
Girardeau, MO 63701 

19- New Jersey and Staten Island. Dave Silverberg, 27 Spring Hill Dr., Howell, NJ 
07731 

20- Colorado. Thomas L. Magee, 6631 South Hill Way, Littleton, CO 80120 

21- Iowa, Nebraska, North Dakota and South Dakota. Leonard J. Michel, 420 
Hilltop Rd. Ames, IA 50010 

22- Oklahoma and Arkansas. Burdella Rhodes, Box 78, Osage, OK 74054 

23- New Mexico. James A. Mahoney, 704 Jefferson N.E., Albuquerque, NM 87110 

24- Alabama and Mississippi. Mrs. Jack (Mary) Kearney, Rt. 3, Box 502, 
Guntersville, AL 35976 
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cyVlaryott’g °lTi§ 
Qatdeqs 

Offering an extensive collection of the best bearded irises available 

today at reasonable prices and superior quality. 

Write or phone for our free catalog today. 

1673 Andover Lane 

San Jose, CA 95124 

(408) 265-2498 



NEW FOR 1982 APR 2 2 1982 

he 

botanical gard 
BLUSHING DIANA 

(D. Mohr ’82) 
830.00 

(Wings of Dreams X 
Starfrost Pink) 

FASHION JEWEL 

(K. Mohr ’82) 
825.00 

(Shipshape X Fashion 
Trend) 

ORANGE MOON 

(H. Mohr ’82) 
825.00 

(Minnesota Glitters X 
Mandarin Moon) 

Order direct. Please include 82.00 for shipping & handling 

MOHR GARDENS 
1649 Linstead Drive Lexington, KY 40504 
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Our thanks go to the people of Colorado for hosting the 1982 national 

convention. Although we were headquartered in Denver, it obviously was an 

event that involved people from throughout the region. This was their third 

convention in twenty years, and as before it was a great pleasure to be in 

Colorado. The Bulletin will of course carry convention coverage in much more 

detail. Here we want just to express appreciation of their work and their 

hospitality. We are truly grateful. 

I want to call your attention to the announcement in the center of this issue 

of the Bulletin. For the first time, members of the American Iris Society are 

being offered an exclusive opportunity to purchase a limited edition art print 

through the society. Only if any remain after AIS members are given the 

chance to purchase will the prints be offered to the general public. By 

arrangement with the artist and his publisher, the society acts as agent and 

receives a portion of sales proceeds. This is an experimental effort which, if 

successful, we expect will be repeated with future iris prints. Please consider 

adding this quality art to your iris art and artifact collection. 

We are at the time of year when many regions and local societies are 

engaged in their major fund-raising projects. Auctions, rhizome sales, and 

other activities are in full swing, many of them accomplished by pleasant social 

events. Regional Vice Presidents and the RVP Counselor have been pooling 

information on schemes for raising money, and any local groups needing ideas 

should contact their RVP. Also, any group with proven methods of fund raising 

should share their ideas with others by informing RVP Counselor Allan 

Ensminger, either through their RVP or directly. We need full cooperation in this 

matter of maintaining fiscal health. 

I hope your summer is pleasant. Do all you can to make the iris and iris 

activities in our organization a pathway to a fuller and more satisfying 

life—both for yourslf and for others. 
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Artist Darryl Trott, with original painting of CLARA GOULA. Photo 

taken during presentation to the Board, November 1981, at Tulsa. 
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ANNUAL PRESIDENTIAL LETTER 

The American Iris Society 

July 1, 1982 

Each year the terms of office expire for one-third of the twelve 
directors of the American Iris Society, and four are elected to fill those 
positions. As provided in the AIS bylaws, a five-member Personnel 
Committee recommends to the AIS Board of Directors candidates for 
nomination as directors. The Personnel Committee consists of two 
directors chosen by the Board of Directors, two RVPs elected by the 
Board of Counsellors, and one Section member selected by the Board 
of Section Presidents. 

As approved during the spring 1982 meeting in Denver, Colorado, 
three incumbent directors eligible for additional terms were 
renominated, and in addition James Copeland was nominated to 
complete the slate of four. Therefore, approved in accordance with the 
AIS bylaws, the nominees are: 

For regular three-year terms expiring in 1985 
Janice Chesnik 
James Copeland 
Ronald Mullin 
Richard Pettijohn 

The bylaws provide that nominations may be made by any forty 
members, of whom not more than fifteen may be located in any one 
region. Such additional nominations must be received by the AIS 
Secretary on or before September 1, 1982. Should additional 
nominations be made, a ballot on which all nominees are listed will be 
mailed on or before October 1, 1982 to all AIS members, and must be 
received by the AIS Secretary or Election Committee (if one is 
appointed) on or before November 1, 1982. If there are no nominations 
in addition to those listed above, issuance of a ballot may be omitted. 

HAROLD L. STAHLY, President 
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THE CHARTREUSE RUFFLES STORY 

Nathan H. Rudolph 

“Why did you make the cross in the first place?” Quite often I am asked this 
question when discussing our introductions, and especially when discussing 
CHARTREUSE RUFFLES. The answer to the question starts back in the late 
1940s. At that time Dave Hall’s and Orville Fay’s F2 and F3 pink crosses were 
producing some lemon yellows with large off-white signal patches on the falls, 
giving the effect of a wide banded edge. We recognized this pattern as the 
potential forerunner for new families of color combinations with banded edges. 
Two of Dave Hall’s unnumbered lemon yellow seedlings, crossed with his and 
Orville Fay’s pinks, started the line that produced CHARTREUSE RUFFLES. 
One day my wife, Thelma, who is adept at dreaming up exotic color 
combinations, said a pink iris with a chartreuse banded edge would be 
beautiful. Most of the crosses for this line were made with this combination of 
colors in mind. We haven’t yet quite made our goal, but hopefully we will. 

Our first crosses were made in the spring of 1948. The first significant bands 
appeared in 1954: 54-02, with light pink standards, rose pink falls with lighter 
band; and 54-04, light lemon yellow with deeper band on the falls. Our results at 
this point were quite disappointing, and we spent the next ten years outcrossing 
with six different varieties to improve flower form, branching, and bud count 
and to introduce new color into the line. The year 1964 (when the AIS national 
convention was in Chicago) gave us four good, but not introducable, seedlings: 
64-39, from (62-63 X Chinese Coral), apricot standards, off-white falls with 
apricot band; 64-54, (62-23 X Chinese Coral), pink standards, apricot falls with 
deeper band; 64-67 (59-51 X Chinese Coral), pink standards, chartreuse falls, 
pink hafts, peach beards; and 64-47, (60-69 X 61-61), blue pink standards, off- 
white falls with apricot pink band, which received an HC that same year. Then 
in 1967 we bloomed 67-54, (64-39 X 64-25), peach pink standards, off-white falls 
with peach band. This was our best banded pink so far and would have been 
introduced, but it had no substance and was relegated to the pits. It was a half 
sister to SALMON DREAM. 

The year 1968 gave us CHARTREUSE RUFFLES’ maternal grandmother, an 
unnumbered seedling from (64-13 X 66-60), with lemon yellow standards, off- 
white falls with lemon yellow band. It, crossed with Blocher’s 223, gave us 
CHARTREUSE RUFFLES’ mother, 70-85, with light pink standards with narrow 
lemon edge, off-white falls with lemon band and butterscotch beard. In turn, 
70-85 crossed with LOUISE WATTS gave us CHARTREUSE RUFFLES. 
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CHARTREUSE RUFFLES 

As the chart on the adjacent page shows only about five generations of 

ancestry, it should be noted that both parents can be traced back to the original 

(1942) pink lines of Dave Hall and Orville Fay, and that during the period of 

1942 through 1973, six unrelated varieties were incorporated into the line, 

namely, SNOW FLURRY twice, NOONDAY SKIES, KATHARINE FAY, NEW 

SNOW, IRISH LINEN, CHINESE CORAL, and AMETHYST FLAME once each, 

to improve various characteristics. 

It is of interest to note that the BROWN LASSO ancestry (see chart on page 

11, January, 1982, Bulletin 244) also traces back to the original Hall and Fay 

pinks, as also does my border iris DRESDEN FRILLS, which won the Knowlton 
Medal in 1975. 

What Lies Beyond 

So what have subsequent generations produced? In 1980 we introduced 

FRINGED LACE, ORIENTAL ETCHING, and LILAC FROST, three sisters from 

the cross (Crystal Dawn X Chartreuse Ruffles); in 1981, RUFFLED SURPRISE, 
from (73-79 X Chartreuse Ruffles), and ANTIQUE BAND, from (73-85: (68-54 x 

Lemon Mist) X Chartreuse Ruffles). (Note: for color pictures of these 

introductions, see the inside back cover in the January Bulletin for the 

appropriate year of introduction.) 
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ANTIQUE BAND has produced 79-20, a 24" tall border bearded version of 

RUFFLED SURPRISE. RUFFLED SURPRISE has produced 80-26, with brown 

violet standards, falls blue violet with brown band, underside of falls brown. My 

80-67, (Lilac Frost X Oriental Etching), is a blend of tan, orchid, yellow, and 

white double flowers. The first bloom had six standards and six falls, white with 

orchid band, and six orchid styles. The second bloom had no standards, three 

falls with brown band, three falls with orchid band, six orchid and tan styles, and 

no stamens. The large-flowered 80-74, (Lilac Frost X Fringed Lace), has pale 

pink standards with yellow tops, pale cream falls with yellow band. 

What is yet to come? Considering the CHARTREUSE RUFFLES background, 

I truly expect to see a flamingo pink with a chartreuse band, or maybe a lemon 

yellow with a pink or coral band. There already is evidence of bands on both 

standards and falls. A branch line designed to produce another of Thelma’s 

exotic combinations is well under way, the goal of a dark violet with chartreuse 

band—or maybe a black with a chartreuse or gold band, who can predict? We 

have another line (in the fifth generation—ten years) that is showing strong 

evidence of flamingo pink with blue beards. This year could be the year. The 

potential for improvement, new colors, color combinations and variations in 

form are endless and will never be exhausted. I firmly believe that we are far 

from the end of the line in iris breeding and that each year will bring forth many 

new things to enjoy. 

LEST WE FORGET: 
ELMOHR GOT THERE FIRST! 

It was published in the Bulletin, in a national garden magazine, and also in 

other media that BROWN L4SSO was the first “Other than tall bearded” to win 

the American Dykes Medal. This statement is in error. ELMOHR, an arilbred, 

won the Dykes Medal in 1945. 

ELMOHR was registered and introduced in 1942 as a TMB type plant, 

indicating at that time that it was a “tall miscellaneous bearded”. Parentage is 

listed as WILLIAM MOHR X R Sdlg. In turn, WILLIAM MOHR, registered in 

1925, resulted from the cross of PARISIANA X I. gatesil (an aril species), and 

thus is Vz aril. Gametic doubling of WILLIAM MOHR’s chromosomes occurred 

in the WILLIAM MOHR X R Sdlg. cross, resulting in an arilbred of Va aril content. 

The chromosome count by Dr. Randolph lists ELMOHR at 46, as should be 

expected. 

Although the Aril Society was not in existence at the time of ELMOHR’s 

introduction, ELMOHR was recognized .at that time as a “miscellaneous 

bearded”, not a tall bearded. ELMOHR was, and remains by Aril Society 

criteria, an arilbred ... .and thus qualifies as the first of our non-tall-bearded 

Dykes winners. 
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SO YOU WANT TO BE A HYBRIDIZER 
Joe Gatty 

The wish to try one’s hand at hybridizing is a natural bit of curiosity that 

comes to many an iris enthusiast at one time or another. It is a form of curiosity 

that should be satisfied by all who are tempted, provided they realize the end 

result is more self-satisfaction than fame and fortune. Fame as an iris 

hybridizer is possible, as we all know, but fortune in the dollar-and-cents sense 

is rare. In the iris hybridizer’s vernacular, fortune is all too often limited to an 
outstanding seedling or good iris parent. 

Where does the new hybridizer begin? As with the noted hybridizers of 

yesterday and today, the beginning is the same: with a dream. This dream 

might involve a new iris form, a new color pattern, or may merely be a wish to 

have an iris of one’s own in the garden. Dreams are elusive; hence, the desired 

product rarely appears in the first seedling crop, but those seedlings that do 

appear will be remembered longer than the successful results that will follow. 

It is at this point that the iris dreamer must become somewhat of a realist. 
The new hybridizer must accept the fact that the game is not all one of putting 

pollen to stigma, of selecting and introducing cultivars. He must realize that the 

doing involves both manual and mental labor: maintaining an up-to-date iris 

collection for comparative purposes; lining out and discarding seedlings; and 

possibly most important of all, learning the genetic make-up of the successful 

iris varieties of yesterday and today and the parental value of each. For those 

truly bitten by the bug, doing all these things will not be toil and trouble, but 

rather, delightful pastimes of learning to arrive at an iris goal. 

With few exceptions, the breeding stock of the new hybridizer is limited to 

the new introductions of others. This can be both an advantage and a 
disadvantage. It is advantageous to use only the best of today’s cultivars, but 

one must do so fully aware that a cross of named variety with named variety 
has probably been duplicated in other hybridizers’ gardens. However, even the 

disadvantages of duplication can work for you if the selections out of these 

crosses are thought of in terms of parental jig-saw pieces which, when 

combined with other pieces, will bring into being a distinctive iris. The building 

of an iris line takes time. If the line is to be a valuable one, then it must be put 

together in a slow and careful manner. Once a line and/or lines are established, 

one can then work within those lines, using the products of others only when it 

is deemed necessary for the improvement of the line, or the beginning of new 

lines. The advantage in the use of crosses involving seedlings with seedlings is 

tenfold when the background of those seedlings is well known to you. 

If you are to be a good hybridizer, then you must be objective about your 

own seedlings as well as those of other hybridizers. The advice to fault all 

seedlings might be discouraging to the novice, but in the long run it’s the lesser 

of evils, for if you do not, others will. Today’s market place doesn’t embrace the 

merely pretty or slightly different iris. The astute hybridizer is well aware of this 
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and is also aware of the award potential of his latest introduction. The very 

good seedlings which have appeared have been selected, faulted, and then 

lined out and re-evaluated and faulted three or four times before being named 

and introduced. And during this period of time their value as parents has been 

learned. The game of iris hybridizing is a constant beginning again, which 

fortunately at this point is done with finished or nearly-finished material of your 

own origination. It’s a seedling that bloomed low but which displayed good 

form, or a pink bitone that Lady Luck tossed your way, not to deflate your ego 

but to hint that here was something different to be worked. There are moments 

in hybridizing when the seedlings dictate the direction one should go. 

Now that a line is established and numbered seedlings on hand are 

comparable to or better than those currently in commerce, it is human to want 

that first introduction. A good rule of thumb when tempted to name an iris is 

“when in doubt, don’t”, and this same rule applies to introduction. Remember 

that the introduction represents you, and its merit or lack of merit reflects your 

ability as a selector and hybridizer. A worthwhile first introduction will bring you 

to the attention of irisarians, but it will be the introductions that follow which will 

establish you as a hybridizer with promise. The adage “you are only as good as 

your last picture” has a Hollywood origin, but with a change of one word it’s 

also an iris truth a hybridizer can’t (and shouldn’t) ignore. 

Today there are few commercial outlets where new hybridizers can 

introduce their products. The reasons are many and varied, but basically it is 

that sales of the house product (usually that of a known hybridizer) are assured 

sales. It has therefore become a necessity that the new hybridizer introduce his 

own, either by a mailed listing or by advertisement in the AIS Bulletin. The sales 

resulting from first introductions have been for many an “expect nothing, be 

surprised” venture. However, you will learn quickly that iris sales can be 

improved if the variety is given every opportunity to be seen prior to 

introduction. This can be achieved by obtaining permission from well known 

growers to “guest” your product in their gardens or by sending stock for 

display at national convention sites, details of which are printed in the Bulletins. 
To assure best results and reports, the stock sent out should be well grown and 

capable of producing bloom the next year. In reality the key to sales and 

awards is distribution— provided that the variety being distributed is distinctive. 

If you have a desire to hybridize irises, then none of the realities that have 

been mentioned will deter you from doing so. Perhaps they will even help. In 

the doing, you’ll know the exhilaration that comes from finding a winner in a 

mere three seedlings and the frustration of finding nothing in an in-depth repeat 

of the same cross. (That is the WHITE LIGHTNING story.) You’ll find, as I did in 

PRINCESS, WHITE LIGHTNING, and particularly DREAM AFFAIR, those 

valuable iris parents that are definitely your own—and you’ll make the most of 

them. The seedling block will be dominated by the progeny of your best, but 

here and there among the rows will be small lots of seedlings new to your lines 

which might in time, if they prove out, become tomorrow’s important iris 

endeavor for you. There is one thing every would-be iris hybridizer learns: that 

Iris is always generous with her rewards. 
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HOW THEY GROW, 
NEW MEXICO STYLE 

Margaret Dean 

I keep a daily journal during iris time and try to make an accurate record of 

what blooms when and my opinion of it. Going back to March 20 of that year, 

here is an overview of the 1981 season. It was on that date that the rebloomer 

EMMA LOUISA started the season. A pretty iris in itself, with rose standards 

and deep violet falls, it is one of the faithful rebloomers for me. SUMMER 

SUNSHINE followed; this very tall yellow-brown plic has superb form and 

branching and grows like you wouldn’t believe. Can’t miss with this one. 

You’ll find “four star” in front of a few I’m going to describe; that is the 

highest mark I give an iris. As critical as I am, it has to be one I find extra 

special to get this rating. 

In order of bloom, next came the four star OSAGE BUFF. If you don’t have it, 

buy yourself a treat. With a sort of apricot-orchid base ground, overlaid with red 

violet dots and stippling, it is totally unique. The form is excellent and placement 

on stalks first rate. Could use a few more buds and be taller, but those are 

minor flaws compared to the overall quality of this one. RANCHO ROSE, its 

child that has had such rave reviews, couldn’t touch its parent for pure color 

and quality. 

I think there can be too much lace on an iris, and WINGS OF DREAMS 

overdoes it. It is a pleasing shade of pink, blooms very early, and grows 

vigorously. It also sets seed pods like crazy. JOYCE TERRY is supposed to be 

an improved LAUNCHING PAD and in some respects is. JOYCE TERRY has a 

richer color and somewhat better form, but LAUNCHING PAD can outgrow 

and outbloom it. And, there is nothing wrong with the glowing yellow and white 

of LAUNCHING PAD. As for BARLETTA, too bad a plant that grows so well and 

has show stalk branching, should also have a flower with the most washed-out 

purplish blue coloration you ever saw. I’m told it’s supposed to be a step in the 

direction of the “amoena-plicatas”, but that’s a direction I’m not heading. 

Next came the four star WHITE LIGHTNING. I’ve watched it for four years 

now and still find this huge snow white with lace and a fiery gold heart on my 

ten-best list. Among the first to bloom, still opening buds at the end of the 

season, every stalk a show stalk, substance as thick as this paper, and does it 

grow! Wish they were all as good as this one. Four star SOCIALITE is early to 

appear and rarely makes a show, but the rich violet plicating, not overwhelming 

the snowiest of petals, is somehow so clean looking, fresh as spring. Good 

form, good spacing, lots of buds. 
ROYAL ROMANCE is just another too-big purple, without much shine and 

rather poor substance on a short stalk. I wonder if it just doesn’t like where I'm 

growing it, as other written reports about it are favorable. NAVY STRUT has 

lovely deep violet, ruffled flowers with excellent substance and no fading, 

carried on tall stalks. The buds hug the stalk a bit too closely, but I find no other 
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major flaws. GAY PARASOL, despite all the buds huddling up at the top of the 

stalk, is a lovely little laced bicolor worth seeing in a clump. Orchid standards, 

rich, glowing red violet falls, much lace. It grows well, and the height is just 

right, meriting its being called dainty. 
LUSCIOUS LEMON is an older iris not given enough praise. A lovely, soft 

light lemon, it consistently opens three perfect blooms per stalk. Standards are 

deeper lemon than the falls. PAINTED PINK is the deepest pink of any I have, 

though color is applied rather blotchily. Reminds me of a small girl learning to 

use rouge, a bit deeper here than there, with some white spots peeking out. 

Nevertheless, this is a color to work with in hybridizing, and PAINTED PINK sets 

seed easily. It is well branched, form at least acceptable, has a flaming red 

beard, and will outgrow other pinks two to one. 

The soft lavender blue RIO VISTA is another four star. So many branches 

and open flowers always come into consideration when judges are narrowing 

the field for Queen of Show. Three stalks resulted in twenty-one blooms open at 

one time. Blooms last quite well, and the spacing is among the best I have ever 

seen. 

If you have the four star THICK AND CREAMY, you’ll never need any other 

cream. It opens a cloud of big flowers and has bud after bud after bud; grows 

well. Again this year, GYPSY BELLE gave a four star performance. What an 

iris! Why don’t irises like this and CHAMBER MUSIC get the Dykes Medal? 

Give GYPSY BELLE, with her brown and orchid flowers, plenty of room (like half 

the yard!). Take CHAMBER MUSIC to the show with its usual three fresh open 

blooms and collect your Queen of Show rosette. DIALOGUE is another older 

iris that delights me and all the garden visitors. It is a parent of MYSTIQUE; I’m 

just sorry its vigor didn’t go to its child. 

EVENING IN PARIS is the most unique color I’ve seen in years. How do you 

describe it? Red, yes, but dark violet, too, and with flaming orange beards. 

There weren’t too many buds on a too-tall stalk, and the flowers were held out 

too far from the stalk, but with that color, who cares? 

If HIGH LIFE won’t grow for you (it does fine here), try WOODWINE. How is it 

that true red is unknown in self-colored irises, but the red plies like HIGH LIFE 

and WOODWINE have splashes of true red? WOODWINE is simply lush, with 

beautiful form and substance. The branching sometimes is high, but I have 

seen at least one show stalk of it take a blue in El Paso. 

MARY FRANCES earned a four star rating last year, the year before and the 

year before that! Surely a Dykes Medalist all the way. CHARMED CIRCLE is an 

older iris, and a shortie, but for sheer prettiness this deep purple and shining 

white plic is still up there with the stylishly new. (I find certain older irises are the 

classics of tomorrow—they were just way ahead of their time—and such a 

one is the many-budded, early blooming, pure white PIETY.) 

Among the “won’t grows’’: TOUCH OF ENVY, BREATH OF MORN, NIGHT 

DEPOSIT, BLUSHING LEMON, QUEEN OF HEARTS. And this last is truly a 

heartbreaker, as it is so beautiful, with its laced coral and white color. It looks 

like an artist’s exaggeration of a perfect iris. Some irises simply refuse to adjust 
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to the sunny Southwest, take an “I’d druther die’’ attitude, and do. QUEEN OF 

HEARTS still clings to life after five years with four fans, but I see a bloom 

maybe every two years. On one of those years it took a Queen of Show for me. 

It’s worth trying, because if you can make it grow, you’d throw out a hundred 

others for it. 

If it’s true that certain colors are standouts in certain years, then ’81 was the 

year for yellows. They were all good, but head and shoulders above the pack 

was the four star SOLANO. Friends, treat yourself to a big, lusty mass of 

brilliant golden sunshine, tough as leather, formed as it should be, on a stalk 

that can stand up to a New Mexico spring sandstorm. Unequivocal 

recommendation from here. Also very special: COUNTRYMAN, TRAVEL ON, 

ON TARGET, GOLDEN PROMENADE, and of course GOLD GALORE. This last 

one is a brilliant, deep, unfading pure gold. Stout-stalked and a bit short, but 

with all the other good things. 

Best of the deep yellows with white blaze was SHINING LIGHT, simply 

because its beautiful fluting. SUN CITY has the biggest, frilliest blossoms on the 

strongest of stalks, but alas, same as last year, was in too big a hurry to get all 

the blossoms unfolded and kept opening the second in the socket before the 

first folded. This is too major a flaw to overlook, as it spoils the whole thing. 

PENNY A PINCH washes out in our hot sun, but if you like washed out light 

brown, this has everything else. CATALYST is clear pure gold, free of other 

markings, and with good form and placement. Plants are husky. COSMIC LADY 

is different, with yellowish stands, falls with a stripe of deep lavender running 

down the center and blending out to the edges of the falls. Quite pretty and 

many buds, but short. 

DEEP PACIFIC is mainly just big and dark blue. Short, just a few buds, and 

those open up into flowers too big for good proportion. ORANGE EMPIRE really 

shouldn’t be included in a list of “good" irises, but the color is so wild you really 

should have it. No other orange comes close to this flaming deep orange with 

the wild orange-red beards, but whatever you do, don’t look too closely at the 
form. 

How can peach and orchid manage to clash on such a fine showstalk and 

with such good growing qualities? Yet, SMOKED PEARL is a flower arranger’s 

delight because of these colors and the fact that it’s small enough to work with. 

Is ALPINE SUNSHINE a yellow amoena? Not when it’s peach most of the time! 

Second buds showed more yellow-white, but that’s not good enough when this 

Aussie import has a parent, SNOWLIGHT, that really is a yellow and white 

amoena with exquisite flower form as well. Even though VANITY has plentiful 

stalks with more buds, the fact of four buds per stalk still bothers me. The 

flower is true pink with not much ruffling or fluting, but the whole thing grows 

with reckless abandon. You get plenty of flowers, like on a shrub, but they 

aren’t in the right place for me. 
SAN JOSE is much too big, much too tall, and much too laced for me. It is a 

light brown that fades out even further in our late spring heat. Many visitors 

were impressed with it, so it’s a matter of taste. It grows very well. While I don’t 

mind the large size of GYPSY BELLE or CHAMBER MUSIC, SAN JOSE has just 
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overstepped the limit for grace. 

I almost hesitate to rate BEAUTY CROWN, as it made one stalk last year and 

only one stalk this year, an enormous stalk “crowned" by an enormous flower 

of a beautiful shade of peach and cream. The substance was excellent and so 

was the branching, but I get the feeling that this iris is going to produce very few 

stalks per year, preferring to put all its strength into one superior effort. There 

should have been at least three stalks this second year. SAPPHIRE HILLS is a 

pure blue with large petals, but only one bud per socket, generally one bloom 

open at a time on the stalk. 

PINK SLEIGH is a four star that’s older now, but with the ruffled, perfect 

blue-pink flowers opening on a stalk in perfect sequence. All Rudolph pinks are 

slow for me for at least two years, but when they get settled in, I can see why 

Rudolph is known as the “king of the pinks". For me, they are all on the short 

side, but his LEMON MIST is four star in all ways, including height. 

MARASCHINO is a rather small pink with bright red beards. It lasts and lasts 

and lasts, has form, branching, good growth, but there are a dozen just about 

like it for color. SKYLAB really showed off. With five-inch-wide falls of shiny, 

velvety dark purple, topped by an off-white bonnet, it was the rave of the 

iris show. Some years it tends to water spot and suffers wind damage. 

RUFFLED BALLET has two shades of light blue on the most ruffled bitone 

around. The pale yellow beards go much better with it than any other color 

beards would have. I know of no other blue bitone with this good a blossom; 

form is superb. Not the fastest grower I have, but adequate. 

Ah yes—SHOWCASE! Stand back and gawk at the biggest yellow and 

brown plic you’ve ever seen, and put on your dark glasses to keep out the glare 

of brillance. What a sight! Four star all the way. 

It is unusual for me to get all choked up over a median, but I have to tell you 

not to miss WHOOP ’EM UP. Beg it, buy it, or steal it, but get it. In 1979 and 

1980 it was runner-up for Queen in our iris show, against 250-plus entries. This 

year it got Best Median honors. About the size of a pullet egg, flowers are on 

18" high stalks. It has so many branches and buds you can’t even count them, 

and when the flowers open with their bright gold standards and vivid red falls, 

you have color so bright it almost hurts the eyes. After the winter one wants to 

see a glorious riot of bright color like this. Two other border irises I thought 

exceptional were PICAYUNE and DESPERADO. There’s new blood coming in 

the border lines now, with improved form, bud count, and stalks. 

KISS is the softest of lavender and white plicatas. It outblooms any other and 

is just all around plain good. DARK ALLURE is the best of the deep, rich 

purples. GOLD TRIMMINGS is curly and ruffled in white and gold, tall and 

stately. The color of PERSIAN BERRY is hard to describe, as many of Gaulter’s 

irises have a shoulder patch of a different color, but mainly it is orchid. I saw a 

stalk at the El Paso show with four huge blooms open at once. 

Among older irises, SEANCE, in lavender blue, and FULL TIDE, in blue, are 

still right with them, as is VERVE, a tall, deep orchid that is show quality in all 

ways. MILL VALLEY is a superb tall red violet; I prefer it to others of this color, 

like MULBERRY WINE, GONDOLIER, or RIVER CITY. PLAYGIRL is an 
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improved CHERUB CHOIR, though it grows too short and is a bit skimpy with its 

perfect blooms. 

BORDELLO started blooming so early, even for our area, that it was 

shriveled by the nightly frosts and opened up a stunted little stalk of a vibrant 

shade of red black. It showed promise of being something special, but not if it 

continues to bloom too early. 

Totally unique in color is the four star PEARL CHIFFON. It is the loveliest 

shade of pale orchid on round, full flowers of show quality. The color is so soft 

and clear and the plant grows so well. It is an all around delight. 

SURF RIDER, VIKING ADMIRAL, and SEA VENTURE are all of the NIGHT 

HERON type with darker color in the heart of blue to lavender flowers. I don’t 

know that any one was better than the other, but all were satisfactory. 

CAMPUS CUTIE is a tall bearded that is so short there was confusion as to 

whether it should be labeled tall bearded or border. Whatever, it is the prettiest 

shade of deep peach I’ve seen, and the flower is so heavily ruffled from top to 

bottom it looks like a curly-headed little kid. The standards do open too far, but 

they don’t all go to the show, anyway. 

TUPELO HONEY is a gorgeous shade of orange, just a bit less bright than 

the wild ORANGE EMPIRE, but TUPELO HONEY has a bit better form. The 

flowers are still too crowded on too short a stalk, but overall it’s worthwhile. 

This year SAILOR’S DANCE had a bit of lavender in the blue, but it is fluted, 

tall, grows well, and is about the most perfectly formed of the blues. A very late 

bloomer, it will fade a bit if it turns hot. 

After replanting one rhizome three years ago, I was finally rewarded with 

three not-tall stalks of CRANBERY ICE. Color is very different and well named 

cranberry. It’s still not much of a clump, but at least it finally bloomed. 

LOUDOUN LASSIE, no matter how pretty a color of pink and orchid, gives four 

blooms that are gone in five days. It won’t grow either. GRAND WALTZ is a 

perpetual favorite, with big, heavily laced deep orchid blooms on strong, upright 

stalks, and it is a growing fool. IVORY GOWN is an oldie that is as good as any 

cream around except for THICK AND CREAMY. 

CRYSTAL CITY and VALENTINA have me stumped. For once I cannot 

choose between two irises. Never have I seen two red-bearded whites with 

such merit for both. They have flaming red beards, they have snow white 

flowers, they are both laced, and both hold their blooms well out from the 

stalks, have seven to nine buds, and rate four stars. I’m glad I have room to 

grow both, as I’d hate to part with either. 
As for ANTIQUE TAPESTRY, why did I ever buy anything with such bleary 

gold-brown colors and with falls that stay turned up even when freshly opened? 

Flowers are so big and ungainly, and it is not a fast grower. On the other hand, I 

let CHARMAINE go a few years back and had to get it again; it’s just too good 
not to have. Yellow border on white falls, yellow standards, and just a trace of 

pink. BETTY SIMON is not yellow and blue, as the falls are lavender, but if you 

like that color combination, it’s on a superior plant with lovely form and ruffling 

to the flower. Good grower. 
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HAPPY NOTE grew for three years and finally had two stalks of a lovely 

orange-peach, but it came and went in a couple of days. I want irises that 

bloom no less than three weeks! KOALA is a very large cream, quite good in all 

ways, though it could have just a little better lasting power per bloom. ROYAL 

TRUMPETER is a most striking red black, with more red than most. On the 

small side, and not too vigorous a grower, but the maroon-wine-black color 

glows with a dark shine. 

In BLUE REFLECTION I’ve finally found a replacement for the color of BLUE 

SAPPHIRE in a modern iris, and does it grow! A silver blue of show quality. 

LOOP THE LOOP is also show quality, a very tall, precisely and daintily hem¬ 

stitched blue on pure white with deeper blue on the hafts. MING DYNASTY is 

another to beg, buy, or steal. Color alone would do it. It is the richest two- 

shaded old, gleaming gold, but that still doesn’t quite describe it. Seems to 

grow okay when I can control the rot, and it’s not a show stalk type, but with 

that color it is worth some extra care. 

CIRCUS STRIPES is a novelty that draws attention. Bold purple stripes run 

wildly down the falls, fading into a narrow purple hem. Very large flowers with 

rather strappy falls, but it’s an eyecatcher for vibrancy. 

Usually the last irises of the season are nothing too special, but there were 

four of the most superb irises for the year at the very end of the rainbow. All 

four I rated as four star. EVENING ECHO is a gorgeous lavender blue with 

striking dark blue beards, a vigorous grower producing tall stalks with perfectly 

spaced flowers. Clarity of color is outstanding. SPINNING WHEEL is a plicata 

so beautifully formed it looks unreal, the softest of blue purple on white, with 

clearly marked lines. SUN KING is big, billowy, and white with a scintillating 

heart of gold. And lastly, QUIET KINGDOM, a calmly beautiful soft blue on a 

show stalk, with the perfect touch of a white spot below the beard. Colors are 

blended just right. I think this iris has been missed because of the lateness of its 

bloom, and it shouldn’t be missed. It is what a Dykes Medalist should be made 

of. 



FULL TIDE 

The author explains about her growing conditions: “I live in Las Cruces, 

which is fifty miles north of El Paso. It is in the Mesilla Valley, the only green 

spot in miles of endless desert. We get approximately 8" of rain a year, so 
depend on irrigation. Temperatures get up above 100° before the first of June, 

and we have fierce sandstorms during the spring. Irises in these conditions 

tend to be at least two shades lighter than the same variety would be in a 
gentler climate. They do grow very well here, though. MDB bloom begins in 

early March, with TB bloom starting about the first of April and lasting until mid- 

May, with spurias ending the season a week or so later.” 
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MEDIAN MEANDERINGS 
Maryann Anning 

As this is being written, the 1982 bloom season along the Pacific coastline 

has gotten off to one of the worst starts that I can remember! We have already 

received double our annual rainfall and are not yet out of the rainy season, the 

sun doesn’t seem to care to shine except for brief periods between raindrops, 

the temperatures have been lower than normal with an unusually high number 

of frosty nights, and winds have reached hurricane force. We have managed to 

survive flooding and mudslides—so far! And yet, the little guys are none the 

worse for wear; in fact, this is their best performance since my move to 

California. The “cold winter” that we have had was just what the miniature 

dwarfs needed. I do not grow a large number of them because of their 

tendency to not bloom in the warmer climates. However, this year they were 

exceptional! PENNY CANDY (Hamblen 77) is a nicely formed bright 

butterscotch with blue beards. It has been the only MDB to perform 

consistently for me year after year, and this year it was really tops! BABY 

BLUE EYES (Boushay 78) was the first to bloom. It is a bright French blue, 

excellent color but the falls could be wider. BRASS BUTTONS (Briscoe 78) is a 

perky little bright yellow. ZIPPER (Sindt 79) is another nice yellow, this one with 

blue beards. DOLL DEAR (Blodgett ’80) is cream with bluish styles and canary 

yellow hafts. ALPINE LAKE (Willott ’81) is a darling little pale blue amoena. 

PUPPET BABY (Boswell ’82) has nicely rounded lavender petals. 

The SDBs have also performed exceptionally well in this terrible spring. In 

past years, the first blooms to appear were in the sockets at ground level. Not 

until mid-SDB season were they tall enough to consider them anything but 

ground cover. Not this year! The SDBs came on strong, grew up where they 

were supposed to, and are now a mass or color. If it all seems too good to be 

true, it is. There is a very high rate of “bloom-out” this year—will I get to see 

them again next year, or not? Only time will tell. The yellow SDBs are the most 

eye-catching in my garden. I look for good form, substance, and, above all, 

good clean color, especially with the yellows. I really enjoy seeing a slightly 

ruffled fall. Ruffling is becoming more common with the SDBs and adds to the 

personality of the flower. I have seen too many dirty yellows introduced and 

called green or brown. I have also seen some in my seedling bed; they are the 

first to become compost! One of the brightest, cleanest yellows is MISTER 

ROBERTS (Willott 79). It glows! Tony and Dorothy have another seedling, 

79-82, with brighter color, better form and a longer blooming period than 

MISTER ROBERTS. Watch for this one, it is outstanding! JOYFUL (Gatty 78) is 

an excellent choice; this yellow has very good form and light blue beards. One 

of my favorite seedlings from this spring’s crop is an offspring of JOYFUL 

carrying the same form. KAYO (Niswonger ’80) is a floriferous yellow with 

clean color, blue beards and good form. Anne Johnson’s 74-210A is a nice 

medium yellow with good, growth habits and ruffles. SPRING BUTTERFLY 

(Hobbs 78) is a cute yellow bitone with a bright yellow orange beard and light 
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ruffling. FORTUNE SEEKER (Nichols ’80) is also a nicely formed ruffled creamy 
yellow. 

Yellows can also have plicata and variegata patterns. CLAP HANDS (Hager 

76) is still one of the best brown plicatas. It is often spotted on the show bench 

with 2 nicely spaced blooms. The lower bloom has a tendency to "toe-in,” but 

that doesn’t seem to keep it from winning blue ribbons. I have found this also to 

be a good parent, as most of the seedlings carry on the form. HEE HAW 

(Innerst ’80) is an unusual creation with violet peppering only on the standards 

and with creamy yellow falls. The recent rage among SDB fanciers in our 

region seems to be the heavily banded red-violet plicatas. GYPSY EYES 

(Wadekamper ’80) and AUBURN VALLEY (Willott ’81) have a solid rim of red- 

violet with the peppering and are real knock-outs. They both have the tendency 

to overbloom though, but what a show! The variegata SDB is another bright 

spot in the garden. BE DAZZLED (Boushay 75) is still one of the best yellows 

with deep reddish brown spot on the falls. FIRE ONE (Plough 79) seems to 

have surpassed BE DAZZLED’s brightness. It’s close! TEN SPEED (Willott ’80) 

has the same red-brown spot in different proportions. It grows smaller, has 

paler yellow coloring, a spot covering only 2/3 of the falls with some intricate 

markings and a hint of violet in the standards. Rather unusual. 

The browns are another class where "dirty” irises can be found. There is 
something very special about a good brown iris, but there is also something 

quite unpleasant in seeing an iris that is another dirty yellow called brown. 

BABUSHKA (Boushay ’80) is a well formed bronze-gold with a maroon flush on 

both the standards and falls. GYPSY BOY (Blodgett 78) is a cute brown bitone, 

rather narrow, but nice. An unusual, exciting honey-brown bitone is WIZARD 

OF ID (Dyer ’81) with eye-catching brown beards. 

It has been difficult for the white creations to surpass COTTON BLOSSOM 

since its introduction by Bennett Jones in 1970. LITTLE LAMB (Warburton ‘80) 

is tailored perfection. Pure white and grows quite small, almost MDB size. TEA 

PARTY (Willott 78) has creamy white petals with upright and open standards 

with pale violet styles. Lovely form, but alas, too large for the class, it is still a 

very good garden subject if one is not hung up on standards of classification. 

Two seedlings to watch for are Bennett Jones’ M232-2 and Harley Briscoe’s 
7522A. Both have exceptional form, substance and vigor. However, Jones 

M232-2-is a pure white while Briscoe 7522A has an orange beard. Could this be 

the beginning of red bearded whites in the SDB class? 
The pink-apricot-orange class leaves much to be desired in form and 

substance requirements. They do make lovely garden additions if one is not too 
choosey on form and substance. APRICOT ELF (Hamblen 79) is a floriferous 

and vigorous apricot. FORTUNE COOKIE (Schreiner 78) is a cute buff-pink. 

SALMON RUN (Tolman 79) is probably the deepest of the pinks and 

consistently has a branch. ORIENTAL BLUSH (Willott ’81) is a pale orange with 

a deeper spot. 
In looking over the entire garden, it seem that most of the recent varieties 

are in the yellow-white-brown-green shades. It is amazing how few blues there 

are. One of my favorites which never has failed me is RAIN DANCE (B. Jones 
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79), a lovely bluebird blue. SAPPHIRE JEWEL (Hamblen 78) is blue to 

perfection, with violet beards. An interesting addition to the blue class is Perry 

Dyer’s JOYOUS ISLE, 1981. Blue standards and greenish falls with electric 

blue beards. TOY PARADE (Gatty 79) is lightly ruffled with a deeper blue spot. 

The red-violet, violet, purple and black group contains some of the most 

exciting little irises. I have to admit that from a distance the lighter colors are 

much more striking, but when you stop to take a closer look, the little dark 

fellows are awesome. QUEEN’S PAWN (B. Jones 76) is a deep sultry red 
without competition. It is often found among the blue ribbon winners on the 

show bench. MICHAEL PAUL (W.E. Jones 79) is a ruffled deep purple black 

that is tops for garden quality, good form, vigor and an attractive personality. 

PRANCER (C. Palmer ’81) is a well formed blue-violet with the deeper spot 

pattern and ruffles, a nice addition to this class. Similar to PRANCER is 

YANKEE SKIPPER (Willott ’80), however, more violet than blue. The plicatas 

are also worth growing. QUIET MORN (Willott ’81) is a soft violet stippled on 

clean white. ESCAPE ARTIST (Nichols 79) is a bolder design with a solid rim of 

violet accompanying the dotting. QUILTING PARTY (Kavan 77) is actually 

stitched around the edges in violet. 

The intermediate bearded class of irises has much to offer: the best of both 

the dwarf and the tall bearded worlds. In' this class we find irises that grow well 

in clumps, have the spot pattern which is a dominant trait of the dwarfs, as well 

as color combinations found in the dwarfs but not the tall beardeds (yet!). From 

the tall bearded side of the parentage, we are getting lovely form, a longer 

bloom time due to a higher bud count, varieties that can be grown as individual 

specimens rather than in clumps, ruffling, colors and combinations that are not 

found in the dwarfs. The intermediate is a size that will fit into any garden no 

matter how large or small, but unfortunately has very limited fertility. 

Among the earliest to bloom are BIT OF CHOCOLATE (Plough ’80), a small 

flowered tailored honey brown; HELEN PROCTOR (Briscoe 78), a well formed 

deep sultry exciting black; PINK KITTEN (Wood 77), a very prolific pink favorite, 

and another “cat” by the name of LILAC POINT (Willott ’81), a lavender plicata 
with deeper markings in the throat. WEDDING GUEST (Willott ’80) is a pale 
ruffled apricot. WHY NOT (Hager ’80) is another nicely formed apricot with a 

striking red beard. RARE EDITION (Gatty ’80) is an impeccable violet plicata, 
with ruffles, vigor, good branching and everything you could ask for in an IB. 

OKLAHOMA BANDIT (Nichols ’80) is an exciting gold washed claret with nice 

form and branching. In the blue class, SILENT STRINGS (Dyer 79) has lovely 

ruffles and good form. CARACAL (Willott ’81) is an unusual plicata with a pale 

yellow ground dotted brown, has nice form and grows well. An unusual and 

exciting addition to the IB class is MUFFIN (Johnson ’82), a greenish yellow 

with a violet flush on both standards and falls, with pleasant violet beards. It has 

nice ruffling and good substance. 
The intermediates are not the end of the early bearded blooming season, as 

many varieties bloom well into the tall bearded season along with the border 

beardeds and the miniature tails. They extend the early bloom season by at 

least a month and are among the easiest of irises to grow. 
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APHIDS 
Jean Erickson 

The presence of both green and red aphids on my irises last fall reminded 

me that I had intended to seek a little information about these prolific, 

destructive little critters. The following was gleaned from several sources. 

Dr. Cynthia Westcott in The Gardener’s Bug Book states that there are 

thousands of species of plant lice in the world, abundant on and injurious to all 

forms of vegetation. Those about which we are mainly concerned are 

members of the true aphid family Aphididae, sub-family Aphidae. 
Aphids are of all colors ... black, green, pink, red, yellow, lavender, brown or 

greyish. The young may differ in color from the wingless females, which may 

also be different from the winged form. 

Some aphids are known as “single host” types; that is, they live out their 

lives on a single plant species, while others infest several or many plant 

species. Some require wintering, in egg form, on one type of plant, usually 

woody, and then migrate to another plant for the summer. These are “alternate 

host” aphids. Their reproductive lives are slightly different, but the life history of 

both is complicated. The following discussion is about the alternate host 

aphids. 

Aphid Reproduction and Life Cycle 

In early spring a crop of young hatches from eggs deposited the previous fall 

on twigs and buds of the host plant. All these spring aphids are females; no 

males will be produced until the fall. These females are parthenogenetic 

creatures able to reproduce without male fertilization, and they do so 

throughout the summer. Each mature female, being also viviparous, produces 

up to 100 female young, born as miniature aphids, during her brief life span of 

two to three weeks. After the third or fourth generation on the primary host, 

winged females are born which migrate to the summer food and continue 

producing large numbers of wingless females. 

A hot summer day can accelerate the production of young to one each 

hour! Each is born alive from an unfertilized egg which hatches inside the 

mother. The infant arrives tail first, and in five to ten minutes it drops to the host 

plant to begin feeding on sap. The sap is sucked through a hollow beak 

containing four needle-like stylets which pierce plant tissue. The young aphid, in 

turn, grows, molts and matures into another assembly line mother. 

One reproduction calculation made on a moderately prolific cabbage aphid 

concluded that descendants of a single female, which herself produces only 

about 41 young, would number... are you ready? ... 1,560,000,000,000,000,- 

000,000,000 by the end of a period from March to September. That’s one 

septillion, 560 sextillion ... if they all lived. Aren’t you glad they don’t? 
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I mentioned that their life history is complicated. Just before frost puts an 

end to the population expansion, a generation of winged males and females are 

born and return to the winter woody host. There the winged females give birth 

to wingless females which mate with the winged males and then lay fertilized 

eggs on the host bark. Thus, males appear in the life cycle only once a year, at 

the approach of cold weather. So short is the life of these autumn males that 

they are born without mouths and never eat! The fertilized eggs hatch in spring 
to begin another cycle. 

What about the effect they have on our gardens? Of chief importance, 

besides the damage done by the removal of plant juices and their secretion of 

honeydew which attracts ants, is their role as vectors, or transmitters, of 

literally scores of plant viruses. The need to control colonies of aphids before 

destructive population explosion can take its toll is obvious. 

REFERENCES: 
The Gardener’s Bug Book, Cynthia Westcott 
The Strange Lives of Familiar Insects, Edwin Way Teale 
Consider the Aphid and Flow She Succeeds, Kenneth Wilson 

Originally printed in the Santa Rosa (CA) Iris Society Newsletter, August, 

1980, this article contains much information helpful in understanding the 

enemy. 

Experiments have indicated that ‘‘single host” aphids, if deprived of their 

regular source of food, may reluctantly switch to an unrelated plant species as 

a last resort prior to starvation. Subsequent generations remain with the new 

host species, having acquired a taste for it. One more instance of adaptation to 

a changing environment! 

A final comment on the subject. We use either ‘‘aphis” or “aphid” when 

referring to a single insect, and by common usage refer to more than one as 

“aphids.” However, if you check your household dictionary, you will find that 

the correct plural is “aphides”—pronounced aff'-i-deez! —Ed. 

1982 AWARDS 

Any AIS member desiring advance notice results from the Awards Ballot, from 

Dykes Medal through Honorable Mentions, may send a stamped, self- 
addressed envelope to Awards Chairman Kenneth Waite, 6 Tow Path Lane, 

Westfield, MA 01085. 
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In the last Bulletin was a report on pH studies made under greenhouse 
conditions. The conclusion was drawn that tall bearded irises apparently grow 
better in alkaline soil (pH 8.0-9.0) than in acid soil. The following, adapted from 
an article in the Region 3 Newsletter for April, 1982, is based on the author’s 
experience with growing irises under garden conditions in Pennsylvania, and 
recommends a slightly acid (pH 6.8) soil. We present these somewhat divergent 
reports in the hope that additional experiments and observations will result and 
eventually add to our knowledge of a very complex subject. 

Proper Fertilization 
Is More Than A Pile of Manure! 

O. M. Otte, Chemical Engineer-Research 

Every year TB iris growers resolve to have better iris beds the following year, 
with improved bloom and fewer growing difficulties. Generally, their wishful 
planning just never quite comes to reality. Why? 

In most cases it isn’t solely the geographical source or the TB iris varieties 
that the grower chooses, nor is it his method of working up the soil in the beds. 
Most growers’ disappointments center around the fact that no growing plant 
can realize its full potential unless at least three vital soil conditions are met: 

1. The soil must contain enough of the three most basic and essential of all 
plant foods: nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash. 

2. These three plant foods must be present in soluble form and in a proper 
and compatible proportion. 

3. The proper pH of the soil must be established and remain controlled in 
order that the cultivated plants may gain full and equal benefits from (a) the 
plant foods available and (b) sufficient active beneficial soil bacteria. 

Since the optimum utilization of nitrogen by green plants is effected by the 
soil’s physical condition and its pH, this article focuses on certain facts 
regarding fertility as related to the soil’s nitrogen content and pH. Hopefully, 
this write-up will provide the reader with an incentive to monitor his soil by 
gaining better understanding of some of the critical soil treatment parameters. 
Perhaps some irisarian will gain a new or novel growing approach that will 
incorporate one or more of these fertility limits in the growing of TB irises or in 
the preparation of a new iris bed. 

pH — Definitely the Magic Number 

The most essential and basic step in all good gardening is the determination 
of the soil’s pH, a number representing the acid-alkaline balance of that soil 
sample. Knowing the “as is’’ pH of the soil permits the proper corrective action 
to be taken, and thereby, to achieve a controlled growing medium with the 
preferred pH (or range of pH) for the optimum growth of the particular plants 
under cultivation. 
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A pH determinaion should be part of every soil analysis. Finding the pH of 

your soil can be as quick and simple as reading a thermometer, since an 

accurate, portable, long-lasting pH meter requiring no batteries costs about 

$20 and gives a reading in about one minute. The pH scale divides the range of 

alkaline and acid materials into 14 points with a reading of 7.0 considered 
“neutral.” Neutral means that the soil is neither acid nor alkaline, but rather 

that the two types of soil conditioners are exactly in balance. 

Plants absorb soil nutrients in liquid form only, and at certain levels of the pH 

scale the three major essential fertilizers will go into solution readily. Within the 

proper pH range, the available plant nourishment is “unlocked,” ready to 

provide the plant all the ingredients necessary for growing, multiplying, and 

resisting diseases. At other pH levels, these same fertilizers “lock-up” in an 

insoluble state that cannot be assimilated by plants. Obviously, “lock-up” can 

be a tremendous waste of the grower’s fertilizer, time, and effort. “Lock-up” 

affects not only the man-applied fertilizers, but—when it occurs—the 

corresponding natural soil fertility is also lost to the plant and will remain 

“locked-up” until the soil pH is corrected. 

Some plants like blueberries, azaleas, and mosses thrive in extremely acid 

soil (pH 4.5), while the mints, some cacti, and wild rye do best in alkaline soil 

(pH 7.5). Most garden plants, flowers, and vegetables do best when the pH 

ranges between 6.0 and 6.9, slightly below neutral on the acid side. 

How often have you heard, “Too much lime encourages iris rot”? Is this 

true? If so, do you know why? When the pH is too high, above 7.3, the 

phosphorus content of the soil “locks-up” with calcium to form an insoluble 

calcium phosphate. Rain or irrigation won’t help. Tall bearded irises are heavy 

phosphorus users and, therefore, become phosphorus-starved at a pH of 7.3 or 

higher. To grow, all plants require phosphorus. In plants, phosphorus is 
responsible for strong root systems, brighter flowers, and increased resistance 

to winter kill and plant diseases. So it is true if TB iris growers apply too much 

lime (they should be using dolomitic limestone) and drive the pH up to 7.3 or 

higher, the irises are deprived of phosphorus, their disease resistance falls, the 

irises’ root systems are weakened, and rots are encouraged. 
If the TB iris grower applies commercial fertilizers, usually acidic, the pH can 

quickly drop as low as 5.0, and again the phosphorus “locks-up” at pH 5.0, but 

now it “locks-up” with the soluble iron of the soil. 
Since tall bearded irises feed primarily within the top 8-10 inches of soil, it is 

imperative that this loose-soil, cultivated layer of your growing beds be 
maintained at pH between 6.5 and 7.0, and if possible, at pH 6.8 for strong 

roots, minimum disease, improved flowers, minimum rhizome rot, good 

aeration, and proper drainage. 
The basis of all plant life and indirectly of all life, plant or animal, is the plant’s 

process of photosynthesis, whereby carbon dioxide from the air is combined 

with water to create the sugars, starches, and other carbohydrates that 

constitute the plant. Magnesium is essential in the chlorophyll that is required in 

the photosynthesis process (another reason for dolomitic limestone). 
Photosynthesis can occur only in the green (chlorophyll containing) portion of 
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plant leaves in the presence of sunlight. For their best growth, tall bearded 

irises really need: lots of sunlight, plenty of magnesium, the proper balance of 

nutrients at the right pH, 6.8. Meet these conditions and you should have strong 

leaved, healthy, profusely blooming and prospering iris plants. 

So far I have stated my opinion, “ideally a pH of 6.8 for growing TB irises.’’ 

Here is how I arrived at my recommended pH number of 6.8. Each soil nutrient 

has an optimum utilization range of pH. To cultivate irises too closely to either 

extreme of a pH range would be precarious, since a minor unexpected change 

in soil pH could starve the irises of a particular nutrient. For example: 

Utilization of: pH Range Average pH 

Nitrogen 6.0-6.9 6.5 

Phosphorus Above 7.3 = “lock-up” 

Below 5.0 = “lock-up” 6.2 

Potash Above 8.0 = “lock-up” 

Below 5.0 = “lock-up” 6.5 

Beneficial Soil Bacteria 

Maximum Count 

C
D

 
C

D
 

i o
 

C
D

 6.5 

From this data there is only one easily measured average pH that will readily 

accomodate these four fertility factors: namely, a pH of 6.5. 

I raise irises in southwestern Pennsylvania, 15 miles from Pittsburgh. Since I 

divide and replant my TBs every year, my new blooming-size TB rhizomes are 

produced in one “growing year’’ (portions of two calendar years—or bloom 

date to bloom date, excluding remontants) of approximately 163 growing days. 

The U.S.D.A. average yearly growth period for my area is 163 days occurring 

between the killing frost dates of April 30 and October 10. With this limited total 

number of growing days, my irises must have a high nutrient solubility and 

accessibility rate such as occurs near a pH of 7.0. 

So I established an average nutrient utilization pH of 6.5 and a rapid nutrient 

solubility pH of 7.0. By compromise, I eventually arrived at a safe average TB 

iris growing pH of 6.8. 

Perhaps a pH of 6.8 will not be the eventual exact-and-proven perfect 

answer for growing TB irises everywhere, but a pH of 6.8 is currently working 

very well for me in southwestern Pennsylvania. 

The A.I.S. sponsored a research project, “Bacterial Soft Rot of Irises,’’ at the 

Univ. of Alabama that is summarized in an updating report in Bulletin 242, July, 

1981. To quote from page 40: “For iris culture the soil pH should be kept below 

7.0. At lower pH E(rwinia) carotovora should proliferate less rapidly in the soil.” 

My recommended pH of 6.8 complies with these preliminary research findings, 

and, thus, should not encourage Bacterial Soft Rot. 

Productive gardening requires at least two pH determinations each year, 

one in spring at the start of growth and the second in late fall after growth is 
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completed. Corrective steps are made following each pH determination, and 

most soils will adjust and stay within a very satisfactory and narrow pH range 

during the second growing year. 

Since nutrient solubility rates change at each pH level, true soil fertility can 

only be determined after the proper stable pH level is established. Professional 

soil analysis becomes expensive, and, unfortunately, acquiring the results 

takes time. Serious iris growers can perform their own complete soil analysis 

with a relatively inexpensive Sudbury Soil Test Kit and save valuable growing 

time and money. Using a soil test kit requires no knowledge of chemistry or 

special ability, and accurate results can be obtained by any iris grower who will 

read and follow the easily understood, step-by-step directions. Routine soil 

analysis measures the soil content of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash. While 

other trace elements are required to achieve ultimate perfection of iris growth, 

nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash are the major, high concentration nutrients 

required for successful iris (or any other plant) cultivation. 

Each year gardeners spend millions for “complete" fertilizers that contain a 

set ratio of the three principal plant foods—nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash. 

This “shotgun" application of any single soil nutrient can be far worse than 

operating with a slight deficiency. Only by complete soil analysis, and with 

desired pH in mind, can an intelligent maximum soil fertility program be 

accomplished. 

The availability pH range for each major nutrient has been presented. 

Achieving a good soil fertility program requires a basic knowledge of the 

influences each of the three major nutrients has on growing plants. 

Nitrogen 

Nitrogen, a major factor in all plant nutrition, is the first-listed component of 

purchased fertilizers, i.e. 5-10-10. The 5 represents the percentage by weight of 

available nitrogen in the product. 

Nitrogen is responsible for producing leaf growth and greener leaves. 

Greener leaves indicate more chlorophyll for photosynthesis, and thus, the 

potential for more plant-manufactured food for growth and food storage within 

the plant (iris rhizome). 

Too much nitrogen in the nutrient balance causes over-rapid growth, soft 

plant tissue, and plant weakness (desirable features, within limits, when raising 

leaf lettuce). Excessive soil nitrogen can result in disease and injury-prone 

plants. Soft rot in irises often follows plant injury. Worst of all, lush plants raised 

in soil overly rich in nitrogen will produce fewer blooms than when the soil 

nitrogen content tests out just right. (Properly fed broccoli produces large, 

edible flower heads; too much nitrogen, and all you get are stems and leaves.) 

Too little soil nitrogen shows up in droopy, narrow yellowish leaves, stunted 

plant growth, and weak, small, tardy bloom. (Seed catalogs list maturity dates. 

If your plants are consistently late, you should verify your soil’s nitrogen 

content.) 

Contrary to public conception, horse or cattle manure, even when fresh, is 
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poor fertilizer, since it contains only 0.3% of nitrogen and 0.3% of potash. 

Manure, worked into soil, often produces spectacular plant growth 

improvement due to: improved soil drainage, air circulation, moisture 

stabilization, humus value, and promotion of beneficial bacteria content. For 

most soils, supplemental nutrients are required over and above manure 

application. 

Urea (46%), ammonium sulphate (20%), and ammonium nitrate (43%) are 

man-made substances, very high in nitrogen, that are often incorporated in 

commercial fertilizers. For your comparison, bloodmeal (15%) is one of the 

highest natural, animal sourced, “organic” nitrogen-containing soil 

conditioners. 

Many gardeners are currently avoiding commercial fertilizers and stressing 

“natural” fertility, or the so-called “organic growing methods.” For these 

advocates, the legumes such as peas, beans, and lima beans can produce 

nitrate form nitrogen in small nodules on their roots with the help of nitrogen- 

fixation bacteria (Rhizobia). Nitrogen fixation also occurs with some 

commercial crops such as peanuts, soybeans, and clovers. Currently some of 

the “hottest” agricultural research projects involve attempts to infuse the 

genes that permit this nitrogen fixation ability into corn, wheat, potatoes, sugar 

beets, etc. If this nitrogen fixation research is successful, these crops should 

approach self-sufficiency with regard to nitrogen requirements, thus 

conserving natural gas used in production of nitrogen fertilizers. Acreage used 

in commercial cultivation of these potential altered-gene research-developed 

nitrogen fixation crops would gain carry-over fertility benefits as a direct result 

of the residual, beneficial soil bacteria. This research looks promising. But why 

are we talking about soil bacteria and nitrogen fixation in an iris culture article? 

Any nitrogen fertilizer or nitrogen supplying nutrient must release its nitrogen 

in the nitrate form in order to be utilized by any live, growing plant. All animal- 

sourced nitrogen is in the form of animal protein, and therefore must first be 

converted by soil bacteria into the nitrate form of nitrogen before it can be 

absorbed or utilized by any live growing plant. Sofl bacteria are just as 

important to iris growers as any other type or source of utilizable plant nutrient 

if you grow your irises in dirt. 

Many gardeners say, “I prefer organic plant foods. I like their slow release. I 

avoid commercial fertilizer burns. I get trace elements from my animal-sourced 

fertilizers.” All true, but dependent on soil bacteria before you can get your 

money’s worth. In other words, fish oils, bloodmeal, or any other animal protein 

source of nitrogen depends on soil bacteria, thriving between pH 6.0-6.9, for 

conversion to the soluble nitrate form of hitrogen before the plant can use it. If 

the pH is wrong, the soil bacteria die off, and no animal sourced nitrogen can 

be fully utilized by the plant. 

My TB iris growing concepts developed so far are: (a) have the proper pH (I 

like a pH of 6.8), (b) encourage beneficial soil bacteria (they like a pH of 6.8), 

and (c) provide sufficient balanced plant nutrients (each nutrient also likes a pH 

of 6.8). 
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Future New Iris Beds 

If an iris grower has the space and plans a future flower bed, he can gain 

tremendous permanent soil improvement in his projected iris bed in about 70 
days by following these steps: 

1. Within the proposed area, spread out compost, manure, humus if you 

have it. Rototill through this top dressing, the sod, weeds, etc., to a 9" depth. 
Cut everything up fine. 

(Note: Steps 2, 3, and 4 below must be accomplished with no time delay 
between stages) 

2. After 2-3 rains have stimulated weed and grass regrowth, a second 

rototilling is performed, again to 9" depth. Chop fine, the finer the better. 

3. Immediately after the tilling, take a representative soil sample(s) and set 

them aside for complete analysis covering nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash. 

At the same time, run an instant reading on the loose, cultivated soil with your 

own pH meter. If needed, apply dolomitic limestone and rototill in both 

directions for thorough mixing at a depth of no more than 3-4 inches. (Never 

apply more than 40 lbs. limestone per 1,000 sq. ft. at one application.) 

Note: if your pH test showed the need for more than 40 lbs. dolomitic 

limestone per 1,000 sq. ft. and you applied the first 40 lbs., you must wait 6-8 

weeks and run a pH check before making the second corrective application. 

Over-application of limestone at one time can result in a pH drift. Subsequent 

third, etc., applications, where necessary, can be made at the same application 

rate at successive 6-week intervals. For optimum soil improvement, a light 3-4" 

depth cultivation should be made just after each limestone application. 

(Follow-up information for new bed maintenance: the following spring, after 

growth has started, an additional soil sample should be taken for complete 

analysis and an instant pH readout should be made in order to maximize the 

bloom and plant growth of this new bed. Any additional fertilizing found to be 

necessary as a result of this soil test sample should be applied with light 
cultivation immediately after bloom season. Perform a soil analysis and pH 

check after all growth ceases in late fall. This gives next spring’s early before¬ 

growth application information.) 
4. Soak sufficient string bean seeds, untreated, to plant your new area. (Soak 

bean seeds covered with lukewarm water about 8 hours.) Drain the soaked 

beans and immediately coat the wet bean seed with Legume-Aid. Gently shake 

the wet bean seeds to coat thoroughly with the Legume-Aid granules. This will 

result in wet, black, shiny Legume-Aid coated bean seeds that are treated with 

nitrogen fixation bacteria. Plant at once while still wet. If you have extra 

Legume-Aid, sprinkle granules on the wet, planted seeds. You could waste 
some Legume-Aid, but no harm is done by doing too much. Full benefit requires 

enough. (Note to vegetable growers: this procedure can really increase your 

string bean crop. It works!) 
Plant treated beans every 4 inches in all directions in your future flower bed 

area. Sow wet coated seeds at a depth of 1 ". Cover with lightly packed soil. 

This overdense planting is by intent. The dense shade produced will discourage 

weed growth. 
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5. When your bean plants achieve a good bloom set (about 40-50 days after 

planting, but before any sizable bean pods form), you should mow down the 

healthy blooming bean plants with a rotary lawn mower set at 2" above the 

ground level. Keep the chopped bean plant foliage (green manure) confined to 

your future iris bed. 

6. While the chopped bean foliage is still fresh and fairly evenly spread on 

the surface of your future bed, you should rototill to 7-8" depth. (The former 9" 

till will leave a narrow, loose, drainage area below this final cultivation level, and 

you will avoid the beginning of a troublesome cultivation-created hard pan in 

the bed.) 

7. Remember that soil test sample taken back in Step 3? By means of the 

soil analysis, you should know just how much of each plant nutrient your soil 

required and have the necessary types and quantities of each on hand. 

While the ground is loose and ready, you should apply the plant nutrients 

recommended, and then work the applied fertilizer into the top inch or two of 

the “live” soil. This is to prevent any hard-rain washoff of your fertilizer and 

subsequent waste. 

Finally you are ready to plant your TB irises. An investment of time and effort, 

yes! But your pay-off in better plants due to soil aeration, fertility, beneficial 

bacteria, and improved soil tilth can hardly be matched by any other procedure 

from the standpoint of time, effort, and total dollar investment. What’s more—a 

good portion of this soil improvement will last for years. 

ANNOUNCING 
A SPECIAL CONTEST FOR OUR READERS 

We would like to hear how you keep your irises labeled in the 

garden. Do you have a fool-proof method? Have you come up 

with something aesthetically acceptable? Any clever or cute 

ideas that are out of the ordinary? 

A 1983 Tall Bearded Introduction 

will be given to the person who submits the most original and 

practical method, as judged by the Bulletin Editor and 

Associate Editors. Mail entries before November 1, 1982, to: 

Garden Label Contest 

American Iris Society Bulletin 
P. O. Box 8173 

Stockton, California 95208 
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EILEEN ALLISON IS 
NEW RVP FOR REGION 11 

Eileen Allison has been appointed as RVP of Region 11 (Idaho, Montana, 

Wyoming). Eileen, a native of Kansas, was exposed to irises as a youngster 

when her parents grew “flags” . . .all three colors of them! However, when the 

depression hit, the flags had to go to make more room for the vegetable 
garden. 

After she and Jim married and moved to Idaho, an aunt who grew irises 

rekindled her iris interest when Eileen saw a pink iris for the first time. In the late 

1940s, a gift of 65 irises, all different (and all unlabeled), got her started. She 

and Jim attended the iris shows, added a few named varieties, and joined the 

local club in the mid-1960s. Today they grow approximately 600 irises, mostly 

TBs but also other bearded types, spurias, and Siberians, on a half acre. She 

does some hybridizing and reports nice red seedlings even if “not good 

enough”. They grow all kinds of flowers and vegetables, with chrysanthemums 

being another favorite, and the house contains african violets and orchids. 

As if taking care of all this weren’t enough. Eileen also works as a 

seamstress in a dry cleaning plant. She is quick to point out that she could not 

manage without Jim’s interest and help. 
The Allisons have one daughter and two nearly-grown grandchildren. 
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The American Iris Society announces a new addition 
to your library of iris books . . . 
In full color, Irises for Everyone, 24 pages, 5V2 x 8V2. 

IRISES 3 
FOR EVERYONE 

Irises for Everyone 

The all-color introduction to irises, just off the press, Irises 

For Everyone promotes all kinds of irises, the American Iris 

Society and your local society; use it as a gift to your gardening 

friends, a guide to new gardeners, a souvenir of your iris show. 

Single copies are $3.00. Or . . . use it as a moneymaker for 

your society — Buy in packs of 10: $18.00, for resale at 

$30.00. All prices include postage and handling. 

Order from Jaymie Heathcock, Route 2 Box 238, Mounds, 

OK 74047. Make checks payable to AIS. 
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AIS SALES ITEMS 

THE WORLD OF IRISES .$15.00 

Edited by Warburton & Hamblen; 34 contributors and authors including inter¬ 

national authorities. 494 pages of text; 32 pages full color. Published in 1978 and the 

most authoritative book on all phases of irises, scientific and popular. 6" x 9" hard 

bound cloth cover. 

AIS LAPEL PINS .$5.00 

AIS Logo in blue and green on silver plated pin V2" x %" with safety lock catch. 

TWO RARE IRIS PRINTS.each $6.00; both for $11.00 

Suitable for framing. Color reproductions of original art work done for the New 

York Botanical Garden in 1929. See illustration, in Spring 1978 Bulletin, page 59. 
Proceeds from sale of prints will be used to support the work of the AIS Historical 
Committee. 

BASIC IRIS CULTURE.each $1.25; packet of 25, $15.00 
A 32 page booklet covering the basic aspects of growing irises. Available in single 

issue or quantity for resale by societies at meetings, shows and sales. 

HANDBOOK FOR JUDGES AND SHOW OFFICIALS.$2.50 

1979 MEMBERSHIP LIST.$2.50 

1959 IRIS CHECK LIST.$3.50 

Hard bound. Ten-year compilation of registrations 1950-59, complete awards 

listing 1920-59. 

1979 IRIS CHECK LIST.$12.00 

Hard bound. Ten-year compilation of registrations 1970-79, complete awards 

listing 1960-79. New; printing just completed. 

REGISTRA TIONS AND INTRODUCTIONS— 1977 .$2.00 

1978 .$3.50 

1979 .$3.50 

1980 .$3.50 

1981 .•. $3.50 

BULLETINS: Current issues . $3.00 

Back issues, if available.$2.50 

BULLETIN 1 (Reprint).$1-50 

Golden Anniversary BULLETIN.$2.00 

BRONZE ANNIVERSARY MEDALS.$2.50 

The AIS 50th Anniversary medal in antiqued bronze. Suitable for pendants, show 

prizes, and special awards. 

AIS SEALS.Pack—$2.50; 5 Packs—$10.00 

Self-adhesive ovals, slightly larger than a half dollar, official design in blue and 

green on a silver background. (50 per pack) 

AIS AUTO LICENSE TAGS. $3.50 

Prices include postage and handling. 
Make checks payable to The American Iris Society 

Send order to Jaymie Heathcock, Route 2, Box 238 Mounds, OK 74047 

Tel. (918) 366-3480 
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Roots 
Keith Keppel 

With planting season at full swing, this is as good a time as any to think about 

roots. Specifically, roots in relation to newly set bearded irises. 

To begin, we should realize that roots have two very basic functions to 

perform. The first function is the uptake of moisture and dissolved nutrients. 

Water maintains the turgidity of plant cells and nutrients furnish needed 

ingredients for the plant’s growth and well being. The second function of roots 

is support. Roots anchor the plant to the soil, keeping it in place and allowing 

the plant to grow upright. 

Yet, how important to a newly-set bearded iris are these roots? If every root 

were removed from the rhizome, the plant would still grow and thrive if given 

the proper conditions. If you doubt this statement, then you are not familiar with 

the methods of many commercial dealers. In an attempt to reduce the 

likelihood of adding nematodes to their commercial plantings, these growers 

will shave off every root from incoming plants and treat the plants with a 

dilution of household bleach before planting time. If a $25.00 rhizome could not 

survive this treatment, they wouldn’t use it! 

Most planting instructions sent with iris orders say to dig a hole, leaving a 

ridge in the center on which to set the rhizome. Spread the roots to either side 

before filling the hole. This is excellent advice, for you should never wad up the 

roots under the rhizome; doing so would cause an air pocket which will keep 

moist soil away from the critical root-forming part of the plant. In addition, the 

air pocket may serve as a ready-made home for earwigs, slugs, or other pests 

that could feed on the new roots as they form. 

The planting instructions also say that rhizomes should be planted as soon 

as received; if this is not possible, store them in a cool, airy place until they can 

be planted. To keep things simple for the general gardening public, this is good 

information, but let’s examine the plant’s life processes a bit more closely. 

If roots are fresh, they are capable of absorbing moisture and nutrients. If 

they have dried appreciably, this capability is much reduced, and if they are 

dead, all they can offer is support. How long an iris root stays in a live condition 

depends on a number of factors, but the most important consideration is how 

the plant was grown prior to digging. If a bearded iris is grown in soil which is 

kept wet, root tissues will tend to be thin and soft. When exposed to air, these 

roots dry and shrivel quickly. In extreme cases, the entire root may slough off 

from the rhizome, and not even be available for support, let alone nutrient 

intake. On the other hand, rhizomes grown in drier soil will form roots with 

thicker cell walls which resist dessication. They will remain live much longer. 

Under optimum conditions, roots grown in a relatively dry, well-drained, friable 

soil will become surprisingly thick. While the adjective “succulent” is a bit 

exaggerative, the roots can become slightly swollen and filled with moisture. 

They do not dry up all at once, but seem to die back slowly, perhaps as they 

relinquish their stored juices to maintain life in the rhizome. 
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The condition of the roots as you plant the rhizomes will give some indication 

of what you may expect. If the roots are live and somewhat springy, they should 

be capable of absorbing at least a minimal amount of moisture; if they are badly 

dried or dead, they have no absorptive power. If the roots, either live or dead, 

are firmly attached to the rhizome, they will anchor the plant. If the roots slough 

off at the rhizome, they are totally useless. 

The critical root structure, insofar as freshly planted rhizomes are 

concerned, is not the root system attached to the rhizome, but the new roots 

yet to be formed. Good springy roots, if trimmed back somewhat, may form 

lateral roots under proper conditions. Generally, however, completely new 

roots must form from the rhizome. 

New roots can form at growth points anywhere along the rhizome. That is, 

they can form at the tip of the new fan or they can form at any one of the 

increases along the sides of the rhizomes. Eventually, they should form at all of 

these points, but in the beginning, growth at any one point will aid in supporting 

the entire rhizome. Once these new roots begin, the newly set plant is soon 
self-supporting. 

To Plant or Not to Plant 

Because of the limitations of the old root system and the need for 

establishment of a new root system, there may be times when the advice to 

plant immediately is not the best advice. Consider those who garden in areas of 

extreme summer heat. Newly set plants may be exposed to ground-level 

temperatures exceeding 120°. The old root system is incapable of water intake, 

or is functioning minimally. The entire plant suffers from extreme dehydration, 

sunburn, and, if you keep the soil wet to promote new roots, has a much higher 

possibility of succumbing to a variety of rots. 

The alternative in a situation such as this is to hold the rhizomes dry, spread 

out in a light, airy place. Protect them from direct sun and do not stack them to 

any appreciable degree. Protect them from rain or other wetness. If necessary, 
dip or dust to control any aphids or other insects that may appear. When the 

plants tell you they are ready to form a new root system, plant them and water 

them well. Within a week the newly set plant will be self-supporting. 

To tell when the rhizome is ready to plant, look for the formation of new root 

tips. Probably you have seen plants, perhaps thrown upside down on the 

compost pile, start these new roots. Even the merest suggestion of a new root 

is sufficient; it could be no more than a yellowish bump just beginning to pierce 

the outer sheathing leaf bases at the tip of the rhizome. That is all it takes. One 

of these yellow growth points, under proper conditions after planting, can form 

several inches of root within a few days. 
The same hold-and-wait method of handling rhizomes may prove beneficial 

for those who experience considerable losses with newly set plants. A plant 

held out of the ground will obviously lose moisture. In the process, a soft, big 

rhizome will decrease slightly in size as the tissues become more 

hardened ... and less susceptible to rot. 
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For those who wish to try the drying method for the first time, a few words of 

caution. The size of the rhizome is an indication of the plant’s ability to survive 

adversity. There is no problem with well-grown tall beardeds, for instance, but 

the smaller rhizomes of medians cannot withstand as much. Do not try this 

method on miniature dwarfs and for a very limited time span only if you are 

using standard dwarfs. 

Be certain that there is good air circulation around the plants; if you have a 

large quantity to hold, the ideal set-up is a wire tray or rack that allows air 

circulation from the bottom as well as the top. Do not stack plants so that they 

pack together. If you are digging plants from your own garden, you may wish to 

refrain from clipping the leaves; the extra foliage seems to keep the plants in 

good condition somewhat longer. Do not store diseased rhizomes. If you must 

keep them, cut out the infected portions, treat with the appropriate fungicide, 

let the cut surfaces dry and harden a day or two, and then pot up the plants, 

keeping them where you can watch over them. 

Be especially wary of aphis buildup. At the first sign of aphids, dust or dip the 
plants to combat these pests. If using a dip, be certain that the plants are 

spread out and dried thoroughly after dipping. We personally favor a short soak 

in a weak systemic insecticide solution for the rhizomes. The exposure of dry 

rhizomes to water at this point seems to aid the initiation of root growth; 

sometimes within hours you will see the tell-tale bumps showing where a root- 

tip is waiting to emerge. 

Life is tenacious. We sometimes send, or receive, plants that have taken up 

to two months to travel halfway around the world. Often these plants, having 

been packed dry in a cushion of excelsior, will already be forming new root tips 

on arrival and be ready for immediate planting. 

In extreme cases, tall beardeds may survive more than a year without soil or 

water. On occasion we have temporarily run out of space for planting and put 

plants aside in the barn ... never finding the necessary room for planting later 

as anticipated. On two separate occasions, we planted a few of these rhizomes 

the following year as an experiment. Survival rate was high, and approximately 

50% of the plants went ahead and bloomed on very short, crowded stalks 

within three months of planting. Within six months, growth on the clumping 

plants looked fully normal. One of the experimental lots had been out of the 

ground for fourteen months! It should be pointed out that these were good 

plump rhizomes when dug, had been kept dry, and no aphis infestation had 

occurred. We certainly do not advocate keeping plants out of the ground this 

long, but merely offer this experience as a testimonial to the survival qualities of 
bearded irises. 

In conclusion, the oft-repeated admonition to “plant as soon as received’’ 

may well be the best way of handling irises for most gardeners, but those with 

special situations to combat, such as extreme summer soil temperatures or 

abnormal losses on newly-set plants, may find it advantageous to hold and dry 

plants for as long as a month prior to setting them out. Get to the root of the 
problem! 
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Considering A Public Display Garden? 
Michael L. Heger 

Minnesota Landscape Arboretum 

For over a decade now, the Iris Society of Minnesota and the University of 

Minnesota Landscape Arboretum have been cooperating in promotion of a 

public display planting of irises. This article will explain why the garden came 

about and just how this relationship works to the advantage of both entities. 

Hopefully, it will inspire other iris societies to work along the same lines with an 

appropriate institution in their respective geographical locations. 

It was in the early 1970s that the Iris Society of Minnesota and the 

Arboretum joined forces to create the display garden. The Arboretum was just 

entering a period of growth that included the construction of a new 

administration-education building as well as a series of gardens to complement 

that facility and draw visitors into the Arboretum. The general feeling among 

the staff was that people would make a trip to the arboretum to see large 

splashes of color created by plantings of herbaceous perennials such as irises, 

peonies, lilies and daylilies. It was hoped that these collections would serve as 

a tool to introduce the gardening public not only to those genera, but also to the 

other programs that are part of the arboretum. Today the feeling is that all of 

these goals are being fulfilled adequately by these display gardens. 
For the Iris Society of Minnesota, one of the main reasons for becoming 

involved in such a planting was simply to spread the word about the genus Iris. 
The garden would serve to introduce the gardening public to the various types 

of irises and their culture. Another very important reason for involvement was 

that it would be a project that the membership could identify with strongly and, 

hopefully, give a sense of cohesiveness and comradery to the society. After all, 

one of the most significant reasons for membership in an iris society is working 

with other people on iris-related projects. It was also hoped that this public 

planting would spur interest in irises and thus serve as a source of new 

members for the society. Again, all of these goals have met with admirable 

success. The iris garden, though not originally intended to serve this function, 

has also turned out to be a revenue generator as well. I will explain how this has 

come about in the following paragraphs. 
What role does each party play in this project? The arboretum provides the 

site, which is located adjacent to a small man-made body of water and allows 

the growth of a wide range of iris types. A certain portion of the maintenance, 

particularly most of the day-to-day care, is also provided by the arboretum. This 

work is done by seasonal laborers under my supervision. 
The Iris Society of Minnesota supplies the balance of the physical labor 

necessary to maintain the planting. In years past, this has been mainly a matter 

of providing a labor force to divide the clumps in mid-summer. However, with 

recent budget restraints, the arboretum has found it necessary to cut back on 
seasonal help and is now depending on the society to take a more active role in 
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day-to-day maintenance routines. The task of regularly dividing the clumps is 

one of the largest jobs in maintaining such a display garden. It is one that, from 

the arboretum’s point of view, could not be taken care of without the volunteer 

help from the society. A portion of the planting is divided each season, thus 

avoiding the necessity of trying to do the whole thing at one time. This also 

provides quite a number of excess rhizomes each year. Rather than adding 

these to the compost pile, the good ones are saved, cleaned, labeled, and 

offered to the public at a sale held each summer at the arboretum. This sale 

serves as a means of getting the better irises into people’s gardens and, as 

mentioned earlier, also raises money for the society. The society, in turn, 

donates a portion of these profits to the arboretum to help defray some of the 

maintenance costs. 

A good portion of the iris plants in the garden have been donated by society 

members from their private gardens or have been purchased with monies 

provided by the society for that purpose. Once again, this helps to keep the 

arboretum’s costs to a minimum and yet allows the display of some of the best 
irises in this area. 

The display garden as it stands today contains approximately 350 species 

and cultivars representing dwarf, median and tall bearded types, as well as 

Siberians, louisianas and a number of beardless species. At the moment there 

are no spurias or Japanese represented in the garden, but as time and money 

allow, appropriate areas for each of these types will be identified. There is no 

doubt that the tall bearded cultivars draw the most visitors to the arboretum. 

That collection is based mainly on those cultivars represented in the AIS 

popularity poll that have proven themselves as desirable garden irises in this 

part of the country. The dwarf and median section also contains a good 

representative collection of those types and is the group that catches a lot of 
visitors by surprise. A good portion of the gardening public is still unaware of 

these types of irises, and a public display garden such as this one serves as a 
valuable tool for educating these people. The collection of beardless types is 

gradually being built up and it, too, is creating a good deal of interest among 

visitors. 
The relationship between the Iris Society of Minnesota and the Minnesota 

Arboretum continues to be a strong and prosperous one. Both organizations 

feel that the goals established prior to initiation of the display garden are being 

fulfilled and both look forward to a continued strong bond and many more years 

of cooperation. If your iris society is interested in starting a similar type of 
display garden, I would encourage you to contact your local arboretum, botanic 

garden or even a public park. I’m sure you will find them very willing to work 

with you in the promotion of the genus Iris. 
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Clara Goula, Darryl Trott, and 
the Iris Clara Goula. 

REMARQUE-ABLE! 

The CLARA GOUU\ Iris Print offered 

for sale in this Bulletin is available 

with or without a remarque. A remar- 

que is a separate miniature original 

painting, such as the design shown to 

the left, made by the artist on the 

border of the print sheet. A remar- 

qued print is generally framed in such 

a manner that this individualistic 

touch by the artist is clearly visible. 



OBSERVATIONS ON IRISES 
IN NORTH-CENTRAL FLORIDA 

Hervey Caton 

February, 1981, Report 

We are located at DeLeon Springs, 100 miles south of Jacksonville and 25 

miles west of Daytona Beach. Our perennial flower bed is about 20 feet square, 

slopes appreciably toward the east, and receives some morning shade from 

trees on the south and the house on the west, except in mid-summer. It is 

totally sandy. 

Louisianas seem to flourish here. In October, 1979, we planted a rhizome 

each of BLACK WIDOW, CROME DOME, AMBER GODDESS, MISSEY 

REVELEY, CAROLYN LA POINT, and I LA NUNN. By the end of February, 1980, 

several of these had leaves 18 "-24" high and began to bloom on April 5. Some 

were still blooming when we left for Virginia on April 15. This would not appear 

to be greatly different from the south Louisiana area as to bloom season. 

I LA NUNN was a real winner. Light yellow with darker midrib in falls, quite 

tall with strong 46" stem, three bloom stalks with 4 to 5 buds, 6" flowers of nice 

form that tolerate sun. And, the plant continues to grow well, CAROLYN LA 

POINT, pink self with deeper flush in the lower falls and yellow styles, had three 

32" bloomstalks with 5 yellowish buds. Looks healthy, and stands the sun. 

BLACK WIDOW, earliest to bloom, is a beautiful dark velvety self on the red 

purple side, two 41" bloomstalks, 4 buds, with falls drooping slightly. Lost one 

leaf fan but appears to be doing OK now. AMBER GODDESS is a beautiful 

small 41/2" flower with ruffled edges on almost horizontal falls. Stalk was 31", 

with 5 buds. We also had bloom on EOLIAN, CLYDE REDMOND, 

CONTRABAND DAYS, BLUE SHIELD, and MARIE CAILLET which we had 

grown the year previously. 
I. laevigata semperflorens has all but disappeared despite occasional 

copious waterings. I. virginica Giant Blue, although described as a water or bog 

iris also, has grown well, has leaves larger and taller than the louisianas, and 

bloomed on April 13, a rather small flower. The foliage was green throughout 

the year until a hard freeze on January, 1981, (14°), which froze the tall leaves. 

A cluster of new leaves has since appeared. 
In October, 1979, we also planted several spurias, dwarf beardeds, and 

reblooming beardeds. BONUS, SDB, bloomed May 25; PETKIN, Re, June 12; 

AUTUMN ROSY CHEEKS, Re, June 23; DA CAPO and Sass Plicata, both Re, 

on July 9. We later lost BONUS and AUTUMN ROSY CHEEKS to soft rot. Most 

of the spurias have survived and appear to be growing all right, but no bloom as 

yet. 
We had four Japanese named varieties which have been moved and have 

not bloomed or grown. We have some ten japenese seedlings, which were also 

transplanted. A good frost will kill these to the ground and they are slow to 
resume growth in the spring. We observed a single green shoot this morning, 
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February 21, 1981. The louisianas have green leaves all year, although there is 

some dying down in late summer. 

We have often been absent from home, sometimes for extended periods. 

The flower bed had not had constant attention nor professional care. With 

improved culture our plants may do better. All nutrients must be added to the 

dry sand which is on the acid side, pH 6.5. Rain, unless heavy and prolonged, is 
gone in a matter of hours. We have mulched mostly with cypress shavings, and 

as a result must raise some of the rhizomes which are now covered 2 "-3" 

deep. Mulching is a necessity to conserve moisture, but we will have to 

determine the optimum type and amount by trial and error. Last year, we might 

add, was a trying one, with greatly deficient rainfall, hot summer, and late 

spring freeze. 

The louisianas cross easily. Seeds planted in the open begin to show sprouts 

above ground in late December. We have several of last year’s seedlings 

which we hope to see bloom shortly, and numerous new seedlings. 

Unfortunately some of these will succumb to dryness, squirrels, birds, and 

pests. Several crosses tried on our rebloomer blossoms produced nothing. 

April, 1982, Update 

The louisianas continue to increase and bloom dependably for me, despite 

last year’s killing drought. Louisianas perform well also in Kissimmee, Lakeland, 

and Bradenton. I now have eight Japanese seedlings that were sprouted here; 

one of them bloomed last May. It has excellent foliage now, which suggests 

that it may bloom this year. The other seven almost succumbed to the drought, 

but after transplanting, appear to be making satisfactory new growth. The 

Japanese die to the ground in winter here, while the louisianas and spurias are 
evergreen. 

Attempts with the beardeds have not been so promising. In addition to what 

was reported previously, last November I bought rhizomes of five TB varieties 

in Virginia. The roots and foilage of these were quite dry at the time and some 

three additional weeks elapsed before they were planted. At the present time, 

each of these has multiple luxuriant leaf fans, but no sign of a bloomstalk as 

yet. We shall see how they persist. As an old iris lover, I shall persist, also! 

We have had no blossom on a spuria as yet, but have five spurias growing 

since 1979. All were transplanted last fall in an effort to improve their 

performance. The louisianas began blooming March 24, about ten days earlier 

than in previous years. 
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FOR THE FIRST TIME THE 
A.I.S. IS PROUD TO OFFER 

MEMBERS THIS BEAUTIFUL 
WATERCOLOR REPRODUCTION. 



JrwA/ 

Only Iris Society Members will have the opportunity to begin 

collecting this valuable portfolio of fine art by the foremost 

floral watercolorist, Darryl Trott. 
This Limited Edition reproduction will be printed one time 

only and limited to 1,000 signed copies and 50 remarqued 

copies; delivered to you in a beautiful presentation folder with 

the affidavit of authenticity, information about the Iris and the 

artist and a brass name plate to use when framing. 

Collect for the beauty and future value of the series as well 

as for gifts for those who appreciatethe world’s most beautiful 

flower. 

SEND THIS CONVENIENT ORDER FORM TO 
Jaymie Heathcock 

Rt. 2 Box 238 

Mounds, OK 74047 

Please send _ @ $75.00 each including tax to: 

Please send _ Remarqued @ $150.00 each inc. to: 

Name _ 

Address _ 

City_State_Zip _ 
Please add $5.00 for shipping and handling. 

Make check or money order payable to the American Iris Society. 



Remarqued $150.00 Signed $75.00 

(ARNY) 



DARRYL TROTT - AUSTRALIAN 
FLORAL WATERCOLORIST 

Darryl Trott’s world is a world of Irises. From his first Iris 

discovery there bloomed a love affair that would compel him 

to paint Irises with such extraordinary feeling and attention to 

detail that only a lover of Irises could achieve. He views each 

flower with the excitement and perception of an enthusiastic 

grower combined with the sharpened interest in color and 

form of a talented artist. 

Trott’s world of Irises is a world of watercolor as you have 

never seen. Rich, lucid colors with brush strokes that caress 

the paint to draw out the full capacity of variation and sensi¬ 

tivity, each Iris possessing a vivid personality born from color 

and light. 

Trott’s Iris paintings have created sell-out shows at 

leading galleries here and in Australia with several of 

his Irises hanging in famed Louisiana plantations. 

American Iris Society members will now enjoy and be 

able to share in his beautiful world of Irises. 



EXPERIMENTING WITH IRISES IN FLORIDA 
Marjorie Starkey 

In October, 1981, I brought three rhizomes of DOROTHEA K. WILLIAMSON 

from my Michigan garden and planted them in the soil on the north side of my 

home in Bradenton, Florida, on October 27. All three rhizomes started to grow 

and send up increases, and I have lost count as to how many blossoms there 

have been on the branched stalks. There were three blossoms open at once on 

February 14. In April, 1981, I planted two rhizomes of the louisiana EOLIAN, 

one on the north and one facing west, and both seem to be doing well. The 

foliage is 28" tall and there are five and six stalks shooting up from the two 
rhizomes, stalks with lots of branching. 

The Experimental Garden at Lakeland has several louisiana irises doing well 

in full sun. They are named ones, including ANN CHOWNING, BLUE SHIELD, 

EOLIAN, CLYDE REDMOND, and G. W. HOLLEYMAN. 

I brought some Siberian and spuria rhizomes from the north, and also 

planted them in October, 1981. The longer the Siberians sit, the smaller they 

get. The spuria is just starting to grow, and has foliage about 14" tall now in 
April. 

In the fall of 1980, I brought one rhizome of ACTRESS, a rebloomer, from 

Michigan in a clay pot. It has remained in the same pot. In the spring of 1981 it 

sent up one 20" stalk with five buds which started to open on April 13, one 

flower at a time, lasting only 24 hours before folding. After it finished blooming, I 

dug a hole on the north side of our home and set it in the ground, leaving it to 
shift for itself from April until we arrived back in Florida in October. Much to my 

surprise there were two increases. Stalks were short this year, only 12" and 

14", one with five blossoms and the other with three. It started to bloom 

February 15 this year, with the blooms lasting a little longer, perhaps due to the 
cooler weather in February. The flowers were pretty, but smaller than normal. I 

am dividing and repotting it, leaving the rhizomes in the same spot as last 

spring to see what will happen this summer. 
The tall beardeds planted at the Experimental Garden were in full sun and 

died during the summer of 1981. Experiment, trial and error, seems to be the 

name of the iris game in Florida. If you are a commuter or resident, please join 

us in the Florida Iris Society’s challenge to grow irises in Florida. 

Information regarding the Florida Iris Society may be obtained from Mrs. 

Starkey by writing to: 111 49th Avenue Dr. W., Bradenton Florida 33507 
(October - April)—or—4255 Tobias Road, Akron, Michigan 48701 (April - 

October). 
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UNIQUE ASPECTS OF 
JUDGING SPECIES IRISES 

Jean G. Witt and B. LeRoy Davidson 

Burgeoning interest in species irises is bringing more of them into gardens 

and to the show bench, where their evaluation poses a complicated 

assignment. It is not enough merely to instruct judges in the points for 

assessing species classes; the show officials as well must be familiar with the 

problematical situations which the judge may face. There is, of course, no 

better way to learn the material than by growing it, but it is the show schedule 

that is the most critical instrument at this point. A well conceived schedule 

makes all the difference between a successful, beautiful, and educational 

display and a show that is merely confusing. 

Scheduling 

A good schedule is nowhere more important than in dealing with species; an 

expansive series of classes can be one of the main attractions of the show, 

both to exhibitors and to visitors. The schedule must first clearly differentiate 

the qualifications for species classes as distinct from those dealing with such 

horticulture classes as aril, Siberian, japanese, louisiana, pacific coast, spuria, 

or bulbous, which in themselves are derived from species. The species should 

serve to illustrate the botanical aspect of the genus Iris: its wildflowers. Since it 

is often difficult to determine if garden plants are “pure" species, classes 

should be designated as being for species or near-species representatives. 

As the prime value of species on the showbench is to illustrate the charm 

and diversity inherent in the genus Iris, it is recommended that species classes 

be segregated, both in the schedule and in the exhibition hall, rather than 

grouped with related classes. 

Chapter 1 of The World of Irises can be used as a guideline in defining and 

organizing the entry classes, which may be as numerous and varied as those 

for bearded or other irises. Vague approaches, such as a class for “species 

iris," “other iris," or “iris not provided for elsewhere" should be avoided. 

Classes for collections and multiple stalks should be encouraged, both to 

expand the schedule and enhance the pleasure of the viewer. Finally, the 

educational aspects of the species section should illustrate the diversity of 

irises, holding endless potential for imaginative exhibits, thereby adding greatly 

to the public interest. 

Seedling classes should be designated here, as elsewhere, for improved 

individuals, yet mere novelty is not to be encouraged. It is preferable that 

awards here be based on garden material rather than showbench exhibits. 
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Garden Judging vs. Showbench Judging 

Not all judging takes place on the bench, of course. In fact, a high degree of 
selectivity probably occurs whenever any plant or seed taken from the wild 
represents the species in cultivation, and often the representatives we accept 
as “typical” may not actually represent the normal form in nature. Further 
selection of the most colorful, the shapliest, or most vigorous plants in 
succeeding generations may cause the so-called species of gardens to be one 
or more steps removed beyond the “wildflower” status, and all this is entirely 
possible without violating the circumscription of the given species, even to a 
new color expression. 

All species should be evaluated primarily as garden material, and the entire 
plant should enter into consideration over the entire garden year. Though few 
irises are of evergreen habit, any that present acceptable foliage effect for an 
extended period are to be commended. Seed stalks may have real garden 
value in certain contexts, in addition to their decorative potential indoors. 

Bench judging is dominated by its competitive aspects. Exhibits are then 
seen “as of the moment,” when condition, cultural excellence, and grooming 
are most important, whereas in garden judging those very qualities pale to 
relative insignificance. Individuality or personality is always to be sought and 
yet carefully separated from novelty. Without the other superior traits, a mere 
novelty has little real merit. However, anything that could be considered as truly 
innovative should be encouraged (such as the real red flower, should it appear), 
and a Special Merit recognition may be given even though it otherwise lacks 
the refinements of a truly finished exhibit. 

Certain abnormalities have come to be acceptable; variegated foliage, 
double flowers, and reflowering habit are examples. Colorful foliage is distinctly 
a garden asset, and attractive to the arrangers as well; leaves heavily stained 
purple should not be overlooked. Abnormal flowers occur in irises with relative 
frequency and stability, but those which do not display their extra parts in the 
basic triads of iris design should not be encouraged. Entries which by their 
nature are “novel” may be provided for in a class for novelties, and these might 
include such as flat, streaky, horned, or other flowers not universally approved 
of, but with a certain interest none the less. Remontants occur within many 
species, yet they are not ordinarily of consideration at peak-season iris shows. 
They may also be seen in other, later, general flower shows. Any quality flower 
that extends the normal season ought to be given commendation, and a note 
on the entry tag might call attention to the fact that the exhibit is remontant by 
nature. 

Eligibility and Proper Identification 

All show exhibits must be entered properly in the appropriate class. In order 
to qualify, each exhibit must be correctly identified. For species this poses 
some problems not easily resolved. Other horticultural classes are specified as 
being for registered clones. For species, the botanical publication of binomials 
is essentially equivalent to such registration, and all these (including the bulb- 
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bearing species) have appeared in older checklists and they are likewise listed 

in The World of Irises. Named registered clones of species may be entered in 

species classes or other classes at the exhibitor’s discretion (unless otherwise 

designated in the schedule). All exhibits should be identified as fully as possible, 

and this could include place of collection where pertinent, or seedling 

information, although a coded number is of limited value except in seedling 

classes. 
The show judge may disqualify any exhibit improperly entered. (The 

considerate judge will request the entry committee to re-submit such exhibit for 

consideration in the proper class. Plainly mis-named entries may likewise be re¬ 

submitted, at the discretion of the committee.) It is totally pointless to attempt 

evaluation of any stalk that cannot be identified; however, entries disqualified 

from competition may add educational value exhibited elsewhere, with 

explanations appended to their entry tags. 

The World of Irises should be taken as the authority of identification matters, 

with due attention to the cited references therein, since it could not be all- 

inclusive. The SIGNA Study Manual makes an attempt to maintain current 

status on these matters, both as to new species and name changes. It is to be 

recommended that no recent name change be taken as basis for 

disqualification. 

Although it is the “wildflower” sorts that are expected in these classes, if the 

schedule does not provide for garden-derived entries, they may be allowed in 

species classes at the discretion of the committee, examples being tetraploids, 

wide-cross hybrids, etc. 

Points to Consider 

The Plant: Once established in a suitable garden position, the plant should 

grow with vigor and with no more care than that given the rest of the garden in 

exposure to adversities, pests, and diseases. Certain irises by their nature are 

not cold resistant, while others require a degree of summer dormancy. Any 

showing an unusual degree of tolerance are to be encouraged. No exhibit 

should be dis-allowed merely because it has been flowered in a frame or 

coldhouse, rather than in the open, although this might be a matter to be stated 

in the eligibility rules of the schedule. Foliage should be a “healthy” green, 

which might be a relative term even among related species. The plant must be 

able not only to maintain itself, but to give at least moderate increase. 

Performance from season to season may well be most variable, and reliability 

of performance is of considerable importance. 

The Stalk: The flowering stalk must support its flower in a graceful and 

appropriate manner and it should be of a stature and proportion appropriate to 

the plant. Some are typically stiffly erect, while others may be more or less 

arching. Some characteristically protect their flowers somewhat within the 

leaves, but a flower hidden is not fully appreciated. It is typical of others to have 

but a single terminal flower. Branches and surrogate stems (the elongated 

perianth tubes of certain species) must likewise carry their banners 

appropriately. The iris flower should be seen as an upright chalice and must 
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never dangle or stick out at odd angles. Unbranching species are ordinarily 

multi-flowered from the rhizome or bulb. Branching, when present, must be 

orderly; placement and sequence of blossoms should give an effect neither 

crowded nor cluttered. 

The Flower: It is for the flowers that we grow irises. In form alone there are 

many diverse expressions, the rigid, the ruffled, the coy, and the bold. What 

would be totally unsuited and unacceptable to one is entirely characteristic to 

another. There are a few in which the standards are so modified as to be nearly 

unrecognizable and in others so nearly absent as to be as good as none, and in 

these the style crests commonly have become so large and ornamented as to 

achieve balance without standards. In others the falls may be so much reduced 

as to appear as mere landing platforms to pollinators; others have exaggerated 

‘‘pollinator tubes” between falls and styles. Whatever its form, the blossom 

must have the substance to remain in presentable condition for its duration; 

that in itself is a most variable consideration, for some last only part of a day 

while others go on for days on end. Those with greater durability are of course 

to be preferred, all else being equitable, yet the short-lived sorts may 

compensate by an extraordinary degree of floriferousness. 

Floral parts may be in quite distinct proportion, one to another, aligned or 

otherwise diverse, from one species to another; however, the design must 

never be erratic nor in violation of the iris triad. Many species are of such novel 

structure as to be quite recognizable on that character alone. When its time is 

over, ideally the flower should wither away inconspicuously and not interfere 

with its successors, nor require hand removal. (On the showbench, however, 

spent blooms should be removed carefully and other grooming performed as 

necessary so as to maintain the quality of the exhibit.) Texture is closely allied 

to substance; a crisp flower is ordinarily of greater durability than a soft- 

textured one, yet the latter may be deceptively more so in wind, sun, and heat 

of the garden. Fragrance is an attractive feature of some irises and a quality to 

be encouraged. 

Irises come in a vast range of color and pattern, but clarity in any event is to 

be admired above ‘‘arty” drabs, and no one really prefers muddy colors. Few 

flowers retain the sparkle of their birth-moment, although it is characteristic 

that most irises continue to expand in size following their initial unfolding, a 

point to be remembered in bench judging. Flowever inevitable, fading and 

sagging should ideally be in the manner of maturing gracefully rather than 

aging dreadfully. Garden value is the quality of carrying power, varying greatly 

according to the hue, exposure, time of day, and companionate material, 

ordinarily associated more with strong or bright color or contrasty pattern, 

although soft pastels may be just as effective while imparting value of contrast 

to other, brighter subjects. Size alone is not an important consideration; 

although a big, bright blossom may seemingly have greater impact, smaller 

especially floriferous sorts may well possess the greater value in the garden, 

especially so if secondary stalks follow the first ones, or even at a second 

season, the latter being truly remontant. In irises may be found bicolor and 

bitone patterns as well as tricolor and tri-tone effects; such should be in 
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pleasing harmony, and those of shock impact must also be possessed of a 

great deal more than that to be of true worth, althouth novelty value cannot be 

dismissed entirely. 

Species Judging Standards must strive to encourage and allow the greatest 

possible diversity of iris expression. We need them large and small, short and 

tall, early and late, black and white ... or any way they come. No rigid rules 

should stifle the expression of possible developments. And when the judge 

enters the hall to go about his assignment, he should not be hassled with 

requests to arbitrate matters rightfully the responsibility of the show committee. 

He should feel only a great elation at the beauty of the irises as he assesses the 

wonderful colors and unending variety. 

International 
News 
See UUarburton, €ditor 

Australian Convention, 1982 

We have folders from Australia giving information about travel and 

accomodations for their Convention, 20th to 24th October, 1982. They are 

available on request from Bee Warburton, 2 Warburton Lane, Westboro, MA 

01581. Plan a full Australian tour, it’s marvelous! No place else like it in the 

world. 

France 

Marcel Turbat informs us that the iris garden at the Parc de la Source in 

Orleans, established for the 1978 Symposium, has been preserved. Although 

rain and cold did considerable damage to the irises in 1981, it is hoped that 

1982 bloom will be better. If you are in France, Orleans is always a lovely place 

to visit, and it is conveniently accessible from Paris. 
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INTERNATIONAL 

Premio Firenze: Gold Florin 

1. GOLD GALORE (Schreiners - USA) 

Silver Medal 

2. AN-JAN (L. Bellagamba - USA) 

Silver Plate 

3. SPECTACULAR BID (D. Denney - USA) 

Grand Diploma of Honor 

4. CRIMSON RUST (L. Peterson - USA) 

Honorable Mention 

5. COPPER MOUNTAIN (Schreiners - USA) 
6. LAHASKA (F. Carr - USA) 

7. FORBIDDEN (R. Dunn - USA) 

8. VIVIEN (K. Keppel - USA) 

9. ‘WGKY’ (M. Blazek - Czechoslovakia) 

10. VELVET FLAME (J. Gatty - USA) 

Special Awards 

Most Commercial Variety: GOLD GALORE (Schreiners - USA) 

Best Pink: AN-JAN (L. Bellagamba - USA) 

Best Red: CRIMSON RUST (L. Peterson - USA) 

Most Original Color: MARSHLIGHT (L. Donnell - Australia) 

Best Branching: PATINA (K. Keppel - USA) 

Best Italian Entry: N-13 (Cav. F. Soldi - Italy) 

Best Early Variety: BURGUNDY BROWN (J. Gibson - USA) 

Best Late Variety: PACIFIC MIST (Schreiners - USA) 
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Is There A Horticultural Future For I. X Sibosa? 
In 1934 M. Simonet published the chromosome count of his cross of /. 

orientalis Thunb., n = 14 (/. sanguinea) X I. setosa Pall., n = 19, and 

found it to have 2n = 33, with characteristic elements of the parents. 

Through correspondence with the AIS seed exchange diirector, I 

received in October, 1973, twelve seeds of the analogous cross, SNOW 

QUEEN X I. setosa, successfully made by Jean Witt. I was unable to save 

the resultant four weak seedlings through the next two winters. I learned 

how to execute the difficult cross of the two self-pollinating species, /. 

sibirica and I. setosa. Horticultural varieties of sibirica have been used: 

WHITE SWIRL, CAMBRIDGE, SEA SHADOW, SWANK, SPARKLING 

ROSE:, HELEN ASTOR and hybrids of it, PURPLE CLOAK, and three 

unnamed sibiricas from an old collection in England. The setosas have 

all been raised since 1970, from seed received from AIS, the British Iris 

Society, and Germany. 

There are great variations in the available setosas. Most of them 

bloom out in the fourth year and must be preserved by resowing. Some 

have a tendency to be monocarpic and die after flowering, such as the 

very nice setosa from the Botanical Garden of Upsala (Sweden), with 

white and yellow colors. The same can be true with red purple setosas 

raised from Japanese seeds. The best garden plants with two branches 

have been obtained from AIS seeds in 1973 (marked ‘Alaska Blue’) and 

in 1971 (marked ‘Extra Choice’). By far the best heart-shaped falls were 

seen on plants of unknown origin with a purple base to the leaves, 

purple-flushed spathes and ovary. They also had a double-branched 

stem as described by E. Anderson, 1936, for I. setosa interior (Alaska). 

Both species, I. sibirica and I. setosa, can be used as the pod parent, and in 

both cases a well-developed capsule may contain 20 to 40 seeds. The hand- 

pollination of I. setosa is more delicate to ensure, as the tongue-like stigma is 

not receptive when the bud is opened the first time. The main effect of the 

setosa parent is to decrease the size of the standards, which can be held 

oblique or flat when very short. In most cases the standards form a rosette with 

the style-arms. The falls are flaring and broadened by I. setosa. When WHITE 

SWIRL or CAMBRIDGE are used as the other parent, the sides of the falls are 

rolled slightly, forming a channel, which is not pleasing. In most cases the 

stems have three to five flowers, often two, and up to seven. 

From about one hundred flowered seedlings, three have been most 

interesting and have encouraged me to proceed with this breeding. The first 

seedling is a very vigorous plant with 95 cm high double-branched stems with 

seven dark violet flowers. Height and placement are excellent, but the flowers 

are too small. The second has 75 cm double-branched stems of good 

placement, with seven big mid-blue, heart-shaped flowers with a light blue spot 

in the fall and a crown. The third is only 40 to 50 cm high, with one branch, but it 

has five eye-catching, light blue well-formed flowers with a white spot. The two- 

flowered varieties have all been eliminated; some five-flowered ones are being 
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observed for further growing qualities. Only one has overbloomed in the fourth 

year, but could be saved. Five others from WHITE SWIRL and CAMBRIDGE 

became big clones and very strong plants. The sibosas inherit, from the 

sibiricas, the vigor and vegetative resistance, structure and height of stem, and 

from the setosas, the easy culture and adaptability to every moist soil. The 

flower is a mixture of both parents and is very attractive when it resembles an 

enlarged and good setosa form with a crown above. 

The essential element in developing necessary qualities will be the 

polyploidizing of the sibosas to the amphi-diploid level by the method tested and 

elaborated for irises by Currier McEwen, published in Bulletin 223, October, 

1976. His clonal method applied to the above described sibosas (better 

characterized as double-haploid) will induce the formation of two complete 

diploid sets of chromosomes of both the sibirica and the setosa to (2n = 28) + 

(2n = 38) = 66 chromosomes. These flowers will be fertile and produce seeds 

with much more chance for color variation by intercrossing. 

The other way to reach fertile sibosas, namely the use of the sprouted 

seedling method for inducing tetraploidy of the chosen sibiricas and setosas to 

start with, and crossing later the tetraploids that are obtained, will demand 

much more time, for the tetraploid seeds need three to four, sometimes five 

years to show flowers. Our proposal is therefore first to collect strong sibiricas 

with high and branched stems with five to seven flowers of interesting forms 

and colors in white, light clear blue, red and lilac. We should examine all 

available garden forms of /. setosa with high and branched stems and flowers 

with heart-shaped segments in white, light or dark blue, and red violet. Then we 

should see how the sibosa hybrids of these interesting parents look on the 

diploid level. So let us start now with the more difficult step, the selective choice 

of setosas to furnish seeds for the AIS seed distribution program this coming 

winter. It is obvious that the same considerations are valuable for the crosses 

of /. laevigata X I. setosa. 

—Robert H. Egli, Switzerland 

PHOTO CREDITS 

M. Anning: p. 19—top rt. and lower left, p. 22—left; p. 26—middle and 

bottom; Convention and Visitors Bureau of Denver: p. 69; R. Egli: p. 56; 

M. Heger: p. 44; K. Keppel, p. 15, p. 16, p. 19—top left and lower rt., p. 

20, p. 22—rt., p. 23, p. 26—top; M. McLane: p. 5, p. 64; J. Wadekamper: 

p. 8; Windberg Enterprises: p. 46. 
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REVIEW: The Iris (Mathew) 
Mathew, Brian. 1981. The Iris. Batsford, London. 

176 pages, 70 photographs, 16 drawings. 

We have long anticipated such an updated version ot the genus Iris following 

the Dykes concept. We are indeed fortunate in having as its author a 

combination gardener, Wisley trained and nursery experienced, and scientist, 

with over fifteen years as field observer, fourteen of those as a taxonomic 

botanist at Kew, where at present he is a Principal Scientific Officer. His book, 

the result of his personal concern with irises in the world, in the herbarium, and 

in the garden, should remain the standard reference on the genus for a long 

time. 

‘‘As far as possible the information is from my observation of living and 

herbarium material.” So begins his preface remarks to understanding some 

250 species, reminding us surely of W. R. Dykes himself, and in that tradition 

we still have a few unresolved problems, some un-named plants, some areas 

such as Turkey and the orient where they have not yet been satisfactorily 

sorted out, and much as we should have liked to see the taxonomy of the 

oncocyclus nailed down, these and other matters are left to future explorations. 

Those familiar with his prior writing will welcome again the direct authority and 

ease of style that makes for pleasant reading. Each species is very thoroughly 

described, as are its variations, habitat and other considerations. All this 

indicates to the gardener how he might best succeed with it in his own 

particular conditions. As to diseases, they are dismissed with the wise 

instruction that it is ‘‘better to concentrate on growing the plants well than 

trying to cure sickly ones which have succumbed to disease”, as most 

illnesses result from ill-suited placement or practices in cultivation. Yet advice 

is given on what to do should infections and infestations manifest themselves. 

We can be much relieved that the familiar groupings are not much altered 

from our preconcept of the genus, and that there are few name changes to 

contend with. Be advised though that such changes reflect the opinion of the 

taxonomic community and do serve to settle old controversies for the most 

part. The basis for classification is that of Lawrence, which was of course 

derived from that of Dykes (and in turn from Lynch and Baker) with the major 

departure of following Taylor in disposing of the pogons, plus a few innovations 

in the lesser categories. 
It may seem to some that, although the work is intended for gardeners rather 

than for scientists, it is totally unrealistic to have omitted the garden-derived 

irises which fill most iris gardens. This was quite intentional since the majority 
of what is written about irises concentrated on those exclusively, much to the 

detriment of so many other good garden plants. Such things as chromosome 
counts and breeding goals have no place here, although certainly it is to be 

advocated that the better forms of the species be selected, preserved and 

disseminated in preference to the less satisfactory, and certainly the scientific 

aspects have markedly influenced the author’s opinions and decisions. 
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The sturdy binding of dun-green buckram looks as if it will take much wear; it 

is jacketed in a flashy purple, lettered boldly in orange with a striking Iris 
korolkowii on the face and a clump of Iris meda against blue sky on the back. 

Inside are 36 more fine color reproductions, many the author’s own 

photographs of exotic irises in exotic homelands of the Near East, which he has 

explored. There are another 32 photographs in black and white, plus 16 fine 

line drawings, all of which serve to illustrate and to lend understanding to the 

diversity of irises. There are 186 pages, glossary and index. This book is the 

ideal companion to the AIS publication The World of Irises, which does so 

thoroughly treat the garden-bred and for space reasons could only tantalize the 

gardener with promise of many other kinds. Irises are part of almost every 

ecological niche in nature and in the garden. The greatest attribute of most of 

the species is that when they are happily suited in the garden they are quite 

self-reliant; plant them and forget about them. They are of such diversity that it 

is totally possible to have flowers throughout the growing season, and they 

combine with other plants in easy harmonies in the garden picture. 

—Roy Davidson 

REVIEW: The Iris (Rodioneko) 
Rodionenko, Dr. G.l. 1981. The Iris. Kolos Publishers, Moscow. 

155 pages, 154 color photos. 

We have received a review copy of a new Russian book, The Iris, edited by 

Dr. G.l. Rodionenko, whose attendance at international meetings has been a 

valued link in our world-wide promotion of our most fascinating of plant families. 

The text of the book is partly bilingual, with an English translation. It includes 

the American bearded iris classification, but follows Rodionenko’s 1961 

revision of the genus, omitting the bulbous irises and refering the Apogons 

(Beardless) to the subgenus Limniris. Some of the more interesting parts of the 

text are in Russian alone, and we particularly regret our inability to read the 

section on “Breeding in the USSR”. 

However, the photography is exciting, with more than 150 color photos listed 

in the picture index. These are mostly of individual cultivars, the majority of tall 

beardeds, with approximately 50 of them of Russian origin. Unfortunately, 

these are not listed in the American Iris Society’s Check Lists, which represent 

the official international registry, and we have not been able as yet to see any of 

them growing and blooming. 

It is, of course, impossible to make any final judgments from photographs, 

but all in all the Russian originations appear to be strong in branching and bud 

count. They are strong on whites and bright yellows (with names such as 

‘Pervyi Sneg’ and “Russkij Sneg’, whites, and ‘Solnechnyi’, ruffled yellow), but 

all the other colors are present, except perhaps good blues. Few conform to 

newer American developments in form and color of flowers, but show an 

obvious selection for garden value. A large photo of COLOR CARNIVAL 

reminds us of our own changes, but few of the American irises pictured show 
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the extreme width, flare and ruffling that are signatures of our “latest”. One of 

the most modern looking is CLIFFS OF DOVER. Most modern of the Russians 

is ‘Temriuk’, which appears to be a delightful new pattern in a pale violet with a 
broad solid deeper violet edging on the standards only. 

Hybridizing of irises by amateurs is new in Russia, and the author believes 

that only by combining such work with that of professionals will the iris be 

developed to its potential as a prime plant for gardeners throughout his 
country. “The future of any plant including iris depends to a great extent on 

gardeners’ interest in developing home cultivars. There is in the USSR a group 

of iris breeders engaged in hybridization. One may see their first achievements 
for oneself in this book.” 

Wild Irises Native to Russia 

The author states that there are 58 species indigenous to the USSR, of 

which 14 pertain to his subgenus Limniris (Apogons). As the author says of 

these: “There are psammophytes (/. tenuifolia), who prefer sandy soils and are 

heat- and drought-resistant; hydrophytes (I. laevigata, I. pseudacorus, I. 
versicolor) suitable for planting at the banks of ponds and ditches; calciphobes 

(I. ensata Thunb., /. kaempferi Sieb.) which do not tolerate an excess of calcium 

in the soil; salt-tolerant species (I. lactea) and finally, species possessing the 

highest hardiness among the Iridaceae (I. setosa, I. laevigata jacutensis).” A 

number of these are pictured in the book, but not the latter which is unfamiliar 

to us! 

A number of other groups are also pictured, including the Arils that occur 

naturally in Central Asia, the Siberians and Spurias, and a number of bearded 

species. Of these, the most interesting is a large-scale photograph of /. 

germanica, which the author cites as being the most important of the ten 

bearded iris species found in the USSR. He says of it: “This is a rare species 
which is to be carefully protected. The 50- to 70-cm stalk carries from 3 to 5 

large flowers of dark or pale bluish colour with a reddish shade, and each 

branch usually bears one flower.” The photograph shows a flower of self 

bluish-violet coloring, not entirely like the familiar cultivated (and naturalized) 

forms of the sterile I. germanica, which is no longer considered a species. 

Might we have here the answer to a conundrum that has puzzled the iris world 

for many years? Query Dr. Rodionenko? 
We hesitate to mention errors in the book, and it would be a world-beating 

phenomenon if there were none—but while Mrs. Brummitt is a famed 

hybridizer of Siberian irises, producing the famous Dykes winner CAMBRIDGE 
and the gorgeous white ANNIVERSARY, she is not known as working with 

tetraploid Siberians, and CAMBRIDGE, cited as 4n, is actually diploid, beautiful 

as it is! 
All in all, it is most pleasing that the Russians have gathered together basic 

stocks of many iris types, and have well begun work with them; and that their 

work represents an obvious selection for garden value. 

—Bee Warburton 
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(Photo of USS Constitution—Old Ironsides—courtesy of Greater Boston Convention and 
Tourist Bureau) 

AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY CONVENTION 
Boston, June 4 • 9,1983 

PREVIEW SLIDE SET 

A set of 140 slides previewing the 1983 American Iris Society 

convention will be available from Dr. Nearpass, AIS slides chairman, 

after August 1, 1982. The slide set will feature first year bloom on irises 

planted in the eight guest gardens. It will also include slides of gardens 

north and south of the convention area, and a few slides of historic sites. 

Please see page 24 of the October, 1981, Bulletin for instructions on 

how to order slides. 

DOWN TO THE SEA 
IN ’83 
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The Region 13 Newsletter often carries an attractive iris design on its cover. 

The above picture shows Region 13 RVP Terry Aitken standing next to the 

source of the design: his garage door! The design was accomplished by means 

of projector and slide beaming an iris image on the door. The image was then 
sketched on the door and painted. 
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A FEW CHIRPS FROM THE ROBIN LADY . . . 

The Robin Program is a very vital part of AIS, and I am sorry that more do not 

participate. I would like to invite all of you to investigate the program and see 

what we have to offer. I believe you will find we do have something for you. 

Most of us are so busy, we think we don’t have time to get involved with 

letter writing, especially when a time limit is placed on how long a Robin should 

be held. However, if you allow yourself to become involved, you’ll find you will 

enjoy the Robin and look forward to each and every flight. 

Our divisions include Irises in General, Tall Bearded, Medians, Siberians, 

Spurias, Louisianas, Reblooming, Aril and Arilbred, Miniature Dwarf, Evansia 

and Japanese, Species and Natives, Hybridizing, Historical, Regional, 

International, and Teens and Twenties. Under Special Interests we have Arts 

and Crafts, Novelty, Space Age, and Fragrance. Since the St. Louis convention, 

some interest has been shown for a “Red’’ Robin, so one has been formed 

and is already flying under the able direction of Art Cronin. All of these Divisions 

are eager for new members. We do have rules we must abide by, and these will 

be discussed at a later time. Right now it is important for you to know what 

Robins and specialized topics are available, tailored to your interests. 

By the time this message reaches you, excitement will be running high, as 

bloom season will be over and another National Convention will be history. 

Wouldn’t it be fun to share your bloom season and convention experiences 

with someone in a different area? Think about it.and join a Robin NOW! 

—Jeane Stayer 

Application for membership or enquiries about the Robin Program should 

be sent to the Robin Program Chairman. Address correspondence to 
Jeane Stayer, 7414 East 60th, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74145. 
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Silver Anniversary 

Flight Lines marked its Silver Anniversary in April of this year. This issue is 

dedicated to all past, present and future members of the robins. Each member 

is a vital part of the robin program and'Flight Lines. 

A special salute to all those who pioneered the beginnings of Flight Lines and 

the robin program in general. Special salutes to John Bartholomew, Peg Grey, 

Wilma Vallette, Bee Warburton, Walter Welch, and Marion Walker. Without 

these dedicated people’s efforts and their ardent assistance, Flight Lines and 

the robin program would not have had the firm foundation needed to exist for 

25 years. 

We also give tribute to those who followed these pioneers, especially the 

robin directors, Flight Line editors, and their assistants. Those that have served 

are Jon Krasting, Leda Christlieb, Faye Edelman, Mary Alice Hembree, Jeane 

Stayer, Julius Wadekamper, Fred Spahn, Nona B Mott, and Keith Keppel. Each 

of you is commended for contributing to our success. 
A special thanks is given to all who have served as robin division directors, 

robin directors, robin reporters, and to YOU, the robin members. 

—Sam Reece 

Culture Comer 

Melody Wilhoit, Kansas, IL: The irises are up and growing nicely, but the 

TBs have had a lot of winter rot. I feel it was caused by the slow snow melt and 

layers of ice between the heavy snow cover. The rot was not selective in the 

irises it hit; Illinois-bred irises as well as California-bred irises suffered. The 

colors of the irises did not seem to matter, but the browns and yellows do seem 
to be much more tender in harsh winters. We had a lot of rebloom last fall, 

which is unusual in our area. I’m sure that when the irises went into winter, they 
were full of moisture from our very wet summer and fall. Then, the freezing 
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weather hit in January, along with layers of ice, and then heavy snow. The lush 

foliage was full of ice crystals and burst when frozen stiff. When the snow cover 

melted, the rot started in the terminal fans and moved down to the rhizomes. 

The small side shoots were not effected at all. We pulled off the rotten foliage 

and cut out the rot on the top of the rhizomes. The wounds seemed to heal over 

within a day as sun, moderate temperatures, and drying breezes helped dry the 

wounds. 

Virginia Mathews, Stillwater, OK: We have had a lot of crown rot (mustard- 

seed fungus) this past summer, and plenty of rain. I got a recipe from Cleo 

Palmer that really helps. To one gallon of water, add one tsp. Terrachlor, Vz tsp. 

Agri-strep, 1 tsp. liquid detergent, and one tbsp. sugar. The sugar and detergent 

make the mixture stick to the leaves, so it is also good for leaf spot. I did not use 

it, as I had Benomyl on hand, but a friend used it and reported that it worked 

really well. 

I have not had much crown rot this year. I soak all rhizomes in a solution of 

Agri-strep and Benomyl before planting; I hope it does some good! I plant all 

my bearded irises on ridges, as my soil is heavy clay. I found when they were in 

flat beds, even though it was sort of terraced, the water stood and they rotted 

away. I fill between the ridges with grindings from my shredder, mostly hedge 

trimmings, some leaves, and hay or whatever else I can get. I put Treflan on the 

beds and hoe it in, put fertilizer down the middles, then the mulch, and just let it 

rot down in place. It really helps the heavy clay, which is getting fairly mellow 

now. 

Oren Campbell, North Little Rock, AR: This year I am using Treflan as a 

pre-emergent herbicide. I put it on the beds at the church, and so far have 

found only a couple of small weeds. I have used Dacthal, but Treflan lasts a lot 
longer. 

Bill Maryott, San Jose, CA: Treflan is an excellent pre-emergent for weeds, 

but a word of warning: it is not biodegradable, so never use it where you will 

ever plant iris seeds for germination. 

Robert Ward, Little Rock, AR: Aqua-Gro is a soil penetrant which makes 

water “wetter” and can be used to loosen compact soils. It can “send” 

fertilizers into plant tissues with greater speed. I used a few drops in a gallon of 

water with one tbsp. of Malathion to kill verbena moth larvae in many of my 

Hexagonae, sibirica, and virginica crosses. 

Louise Smith, Williamsburg, VA: I soak rhizomes in Transplantone for a 

few hours when I am ready to transplant them, and it truly seems to get them 

off to a better start. 

As in previous years, after one spraying with Zeneb the irises do not have 
any leaf spot. 

Lorraine Mankiewicz, Rock, Ml: Last year I dug a trench and filled it with 

old manure and planted irises on top. I have dug a few rhizomes from that area 

and they were really nice. This year I planted with only fertilizer and Milorganite. 
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It is made from sewage. The friend who gave it to me says it really makes their 
trees grow. It will be interesting to see what it does for irises. 

I cover my irises in winter, not really a mulch, but with evergreen boughs. 

For a couple of years we have not had much snow until after December. When 

we get 0 degree nights, I worry when there is no snow cover. Next spring I will 

have to remove the cover earlier so they can get up and away before the hotter 
weather. 

Paul Smith, Pleasant Grove, UT: It was suggested that if we had plants that 
were yellowing and did not respond to iron, we might try an application of 

epsom salts as a source of magnesium, a lack of which can also cause 

yellowing. I used it with my regular fertilizing program on my roses the following 

spring and had the largest, healthiest, loveliest roses you have ever seen. I 

might try it on the irises next spring. 

Moles and Voles 

Edla Ogburn, Smithfield, NC: I have been bothered by a creature that runs 
in mole runs and eats the rhizomes from the bottom side. Then the tops just fall 
over. Our regional bulletin had a writeup about the problem; the writeup called 
them “voles” and said tobacco would keep them away. I have begged some 
waste tobacco from a farmer and am going to try it. They said that moles and 
voles disliked the odor of tobacco and would not go near it. 

Paul Smith, Pleasant Grove, UT: I have not had any problems with moles 
or voles, but have been told that mothballs repell them. I have heard those ugly 
plastic sunflowers which spin in the wind will cause them to leave if you put 
them in the ground near their tunnels. The vibrations seem to drive them away. 

Sowbugs: Friend or Foe? 

Ethel Spence, McPherson, KS: Last year we had a nasty season, weather- 

wise. Hot, with very high humidity some of the summer. The sowbugs were 

difficult; nothing seemed to bother the pests. I feel sure the sowbugs started 

the soft rot; there were no sowbugs in the other beds, cmd no rot. This bed had 

lots of compost and was a newer bed. The bugs were so thick you could hardly 

see the soil. They go for the center of the root and can kill a soft perennial 

overnight. They have riddled the violas and pansies, too. 

Dorothy Brandon, Little Rock, AR: I have sowbugs, too. I have never seen 

one eating on a rotting rhizome, but find them eating on fresh, solid ones. They 

eat on the rhizomes and cause the rot to start. They hide under the foliage of 

pansies and riddle them. Sevin kills them, but they are a constant battle to 

control. 

Margaret Dean, Las Cruces, NM: Do you think the sowbugs really damage 

the irises? The information I have read on them is that they only eat rotten parts 

of plants and do not damage living plants. However, two of you say they have 
been eating on the rhizomes. Did they start the rot process, or did they come to 

eat when the rhizome began rotting? 
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Median Notes 

Carol Lankow, Kirkland, WA: Jack Boushay’s YEARNINGS Is the widest 

pink SDB I have seen. MAGNA is a nice yellow amoena IB that is clean and 

contrasty. Jayne Ritchie may be introducing her nice white SDB MUSETTE and 

a blue-violet IB with a neat spot and lovely slim stalk. Terry Aitken has a really 

green seedling from (Dixie Pixie X Galleon Gold). George Shoop has a pretty 

apricot pink SDB (from Solar Flight). Opal Brown has a gorgeous pink BB. A 

good “border” size in her garden, it is a very lively pink with what we have 

come to call “Opal’s Beard”—a dark violet tipped red orange that winds up 

looking maroon. Stunning! 

Blooming at home: ANGELA is a pretty, small white with red beards, very 

small plants. BLUE TREASURE looks healthy, but there was little increase and 

only one stalk, beautiful flower. FAIRY CLOUD is a gorgeous flesh pink with a 

touch of lace, fine form and substance. FRENCHI did its usual good thing. This 

was the year LIKE A MELODY bloomed. Fine stalk, pretty pink. I like it a lot, but 

from the looks of the plant so far, we won’t see it next year. I will wait. 

MARMALADE SKIES did very well. It got up to 21 Vi", but the color is literally 

mouth watering. We will keep it around for a long time. MINUTE WALTZ gave 

its usual good performance. MISS PETITE was so-so, but we had divided it 

pretty severely. It looks healthy enough. SOMETHING SPECIAL was blooming 

on a small plant that had been pretty sick. It has recovered well and I think it is 

going to be a good performer. Very pretty. SOUNDER did well. I really like the 

flower of TAWNY GOLD. The color is fine, but the stem got to 32". WHOOP 

’EM UP is far from refined. I do not care that much for the form, but it is growing 

well and the visitors love it. 

Ray Blicharz, Trenton, NJ: RARE EDITION takes my vote as the most 

outstanding iris in my garden this year. An intermediate iris with absolute 

perfection of form, perfect size, great color—a glistening white plicata with a 

violet trim. 

There is fantastic color in the SDB variegata FIRE ONE, with its brillant 

yellow standards and just as bright red falls. It reminded me of FIRE CHIEF, the 

tall bearded, which I still grow. Checked the parentage of FIRE ONE and find 

that it has FIRE CHIEF in it two times. It had multiple buds and many stalks, so 

consequently was a little bunchy on a first-year plant. But it is much better than 

THUNDER EAGLE, which was dull in comparison. 

Other medians I admired include BLUE SAND, GOLDETTE, FAMILY 

CIRCLE, BLESSED AGAIN, SOFT AIR, STOCKHOLM, and SHORT DISTANCE. 

PEACHY FACE had great color but too large a flower. LACED LEMONADE was 

super. BROWN LASSO has gorgeous color, but it grows a big flower on a short 
stalk for me. 

Tom Little, Las Cruces, NM: BROWN U\SSO, at least for me, is worthy of 

the Dykes Medal. It is top notch in my yard as far as the proportions are 

concerned. The flowers are small and perky. 
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Virginia Mathews, Stillwater, OK: For me, BROWN I7\SS0 is not Dykes 

quality, and a slow grower. I like it, but not all that well. I have noticed that many 

of the border irises are far less vigorous than the regular TBs. Must be some 

inherent stunting genes that cause borders, anyhow, as they are of the same 

parentages as TBs. I have acquired quite a few more of them. I like the size, if 

they will only grow well. I do not like so well the ones that are merely TB on very 

short stems. 
I got BLESSED AGAIN the same year I got MAIDEN LANE. MAIDEN LANE is 

far wider and has far richer color in the same color class. But BLESSED AGAIN 

blooms every time it turns around, grows like a weed, and seems to be quite 

fertile. I have seeds from it, both hand crosses and bee pods. 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN HIGH 

Franklin Cook Cup winner: RUFFLED BALLET (E. Roderick 75) 

President’s Cup winner: COLORADO SUNSHINE (T. Magee 78) 

A full report on the Denver convention will appear in the October Bulletin, along 

with a preview of the Boston convention and the results of the 1982 Awards 

balloting. 
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Domestic 
News 
Fred Stephenson, Editor 

Region 4 Iris Honored 
“This is a landmark for remontant irises in Britain. To be selected for 

inclusion in the Iris trials at the R.H.S. Garden at Wisley, an iris must impress 

the Joint Iris Committee, made up of Royal Horticultural Society and British Iris 

Society judges who are very experienced and not easily impressed. VIOLET 

CLASSIC has achieved selection and now has a minimum of three years in 

which to show that it is one of the top irises. Bred by Lloyd Zurbrigg (Region 4) 

in America, this has rebloomed regularly there and is currently reblooming in 

Margaret’s Owen’s garden. On 16th June, 1981, a beautiful spike which was a 

part of an entry awarded a first prize was shown by Margaret to the J.I.C. and 

selected—the first remontant to go to Wisley but not, we can be sure, the last.’’ 

(Excerpt from The Newsletter of the British Remontant Iris Group, Autumn, 

1981, as printed in the Fall, 1981 Reblooming Iris Recorder) 

Region 19 Hybridizer No Stranger To Honors 

Frank Carr of Bordentown, NJ, whose iris QUEEN’S JUBILEE, named for 

Queen Elizabeth II, was a 1980 Premio Firenze winner, has received another 

honor which can only be classed as the “piece-de-resistance’’ up to this point. 
The following is a quote from the Trenton, NJ, Times: 

“In keeping with Bordentown’s 300 year celebration, Carr’s light blue 

commemorative creation POINT BREEZE, named after Joseph 

Bonaparte’s home in Bordentown and winner of the 1972 award for the 

best seedling in the Garden State, has captured the interest of Trenton’s 

Edward Marshall Boehm Porcelain Studio. 

The president of the company, Frank Cosentino, says Boehm plans to 

design a bone china porcelain likeness of Carr’s commemorative iris. 

‘People won’t be able to tell it from a real flower. The only thing 
missing will be the fragance.’” 
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QUEEN’S JUBILEE now grows in the Queen’s garden at Buckingham 

Palace. Carr’s SERENE HIGHNESS, named in honor of Her Serene Highness 

Princess Grace of Monaco, along with RAVEN HILL, named for the school in 

Germantown which Princess Grace attended, are now planted at the palace 

gardens at Monaco. Frank was awarded a Bronze Medal in the competition at 
Orleans, France, in 1978. 

(Information from the Region 19 Newsletter, March-April-May, 1982) 

EDITOR’S PAGE 

Of “printer’s devils’’ I had heard, but it was only after taking over as Bulletin 
Editor that I discovered a printer’s angel. Betty Crouch, who handles the AIS 

account at Williams Printing, overseeing the production of our Bulletins from 

receipt of typed manuscript to delivery to the mailer, has been of invaluable 

assistance to the Bulletin editorial staff for several years. As of this July issue, 

Betty is beginning a very early retirement to start a new career raising a family. 
We wish her much happiness. 

Is there a renaissance of interest in the iris? It seems increasingly more 

common to see fabric patterns, glassware designs, ceramic motifs with an iris 

theme. While at one time it was difficult to find stationery items depicting irises, 

there have been so many coming across our desk recently that Joe Gatty has 

begun making a scrapbook featuring them! 

Continued promotion of the iris in publications should help to sustain this 

renaissance. The society has published two booklets this year, Basic Iris 
Culture and Irises for Everyone. Several articles in nationally distributed 

magazines have carried the iris theme to non-irisarians. This issue of the 
Bulletin carries reviews of two foreign books on irises, one published in Great 

Britain, the other in the USSR. The iris rainbow is spreading. 

To many city dwellers, the only irises they see are in the florist shops: Dutch 

irises. According to the recently published 1979 Census of Horticultural 
Specialties, 1979 iris sales in the United States amounted to a $4,976,000 

business. Not plants, but 22,997,000 cut flowers! We hope that the botanists 
who wish to make a separate genus out of the bulbous irises never succeed in 

taking them away from us! We would dislike the thought of that facet of our iris 

rainbow diminishing. 
But whether it is on dresses or dinner plates, in books or pictures, blooming 

in vases or growing in gardens, we wish irises a long and abundant reign. 
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Vouth 
Views 
Maryann Anning 

Reflections. 

A year and a half into the chairmanship of the AIS Youth Committee and I 

continue to discover what wonderful young people we have as AIS youth 

members. And...I hope it never ceases! Our membership has increased in this 

past year and a half to 200-plus youth members who are a marvelous asset to 

AIS, contributing in many ways to the success of our youth program and 

assisting the adults on the local and regional levels. 

Our youth newsletter, “The Iris Fan”, now edited by past youth member and 

current Region 23 Youth Chairman, Tom Little, contains well written and 

interesting articles along with some games and puzzles. I am delighted to see 

recognition, such as Region 5’s newsletter editor reprinting Adair Uhler’s 

articles originally appearing in “The Iris Fan”. Paul Matalucci has been given 

much praise by Region 23 RVP, Jim Mahoney, in the Region 23 newsletter for 

his efforts and accomplishments. Several of our members have contributed to 

our youth publication: Jonathan Fuller, Bonnie Ellis, Donna Green, Anne 

Cuthbert, Mark Hewitt, David Spence, Clay Hamblen, Laura Peterson, Suzanne 

Morris, Paul Matalucci, Benjamin Bennett and Jimmy Copeland just to name a 

few. Youth member David Spence has recently become the editor of the Iris 

Society of Minnesota’s publication. David is also competing in the adult world 

of commercial gardening, and is doing quite well at it. 

Many of our young people are actively involved in local societies as well as 

participating in shows. Several have been in charge of the youth sections of 

their shows as well as performing as exhibitors. I have personally judged shows 

where the clerks were young people—doing a terrific job; and, they are worth 

their weight in gold when it comes to setting up or dismantling a show. Just for 

the record, since this is one of the most often asked questions regarding youths 

and shows, a person is an AIS youth member until his/her 19th birthday. 

I have met and talked with some of our youth members who have expressed 

an interest in becoming a judge. At the spring Board Meeting 1981, it was 
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resolved that there will be no minimum age requirement to apply for Judges’ 

Training. The rules applying to Judges’ Training are the same for youths as they 

are for adults. Cathy Simon of Hinsdale, IL, is a youth member currently in the 

judges’ training program. I would like to see several more within the next year. 

Is there no encouragement locally? Being an ex-teacher and the mother of two 
teenagers, I know first-hand how capable our young people are! 

Last year, our Youth Achievement Contest winners were exceptionally 

fortunate: in addition to receiving the top awards, two hybridizers, Glenn Corlew 

and Walt Luihn, sent them a set of their new introductions. A simple ‘‘thank 

you” note would, of course, have been sufficient, but Mark Hewitt did not stop 

there. He also published a public ‘‘thank you” with his contributions to last fall’s 

issue of ‘‘The Iris Fan”. Now THAT is a THANK YOU! Courtesy is never out of 

style, and I think that many of us, adult and youth alike, can improve in this 

respect. 

The convention committee for the 1982 National Convention is to be 

commended for its encouragement of our youth members: reduced 

registration, free lodging in a parent’s room at the Hilton, a special youth table 

at the Denver Botanic Garden ‘‘Wine and Cheese Party”, provisions for the 

youth meeting during the sections meetings and the special youth table at the 

Awards Banquet. Thank You, Denver! 

Finally, I’ve noticed that our most active regions are those with the Regional 

Youth Chairman. That is not to say that the regions lacking a chairman have no 

youth members or youth activity. However, a Regional Youth Chairman might 

be able to encourage a son or daughter of an AIS member who occasionally 

attends local meetings and helps at the shows to become a full-fledged AIS 
youth member! An active regional youth program will benefit not only our 

younger members, but the entire AIS. How can a good thing spread without 

encouragement? 

1982 Introduction 

CHENIE —Sdlg. 71-42. TB, 34 " (86 cm), ML. Heavily laced, flesh-colored 

self; reddish orange beards. 68-24-E: (Glamorous x Coraband) X Beaux 

Arts.$25.00 

FRANKLIN E. CARR 

27 Mary Street Bordentown, NJ 08505 
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ADDITIONAL AFFILIATES FOR 1982 
Expiration Date June. 1, 1983 

REGION 2 
EMPIRE STATE IRIS SOCIETY 

Pres. Greg Schifferli 
1211 McKinley Pkwy. 

Buffalo, NY 14218 ' 

REGION 6 
CENTRAL OHIO IRIS SOCIETY 

Pres. Joan Her 
220 Easf Atwood St. 

Galion, Ohio 44833 

NORTH EAST OHIO IRIS SOCIETY 

Pres. Anthony Willott 
26231 Shaker Blvd. 
Beachwood, Ohio 44122 

REGION 8 
IRIS SOCIETY OF MINNESOTA 
Pres. Dr. W. L. Jefferies 
227 Homedale Road 

Hopkins, MN 55343 

REGION 12 
UTAH IRIS SOCIETY 

Pres. Charlotte Easter 
2289 Lambourne Ave. 

Salt Lake City, UT 84109 

REGION 13 
PIERCE COUNTY IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Alan D. Brooks 

1012 So. Oakes St. 
Tacoma, WA 98405 

REGION 14 
CENTRAL VALLEY IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Mrs. Melba Bevilaqua 
7525 Oak Creek Dr. 
Stockton, CA 95207 

CLARA B. REES IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Richard J. Twarowski 
6062 Crimson Dr. 
San Jose, CA 95120 

FRESNO IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Philip N. Smith 
8290 N. Academy 

Clovis, CA 93612 

REDWOOD IRIS SOCIETY 

Pres. Evodia Primer 
328 George Place 
Ukiah, CA 95482 

SANTA ROSA IRIS SOCIETY 

Pres. Ruth Morey 
5667 Windsor Road 

Windsor, CA 95492 

SEQUOIA IRIS SOCIETY 

Pres. Margrette White 
508 W. Maple Ave. 
Tulare, CA 93274 

SYDNEY B. MITCHELL IRIS SOCIETY 

Pres. Capt. M. C. Osborne 

1199 Crandano Ct. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94087 

WESTBAY IRIS SOCIETY 

Pres. Larry R. Cowdery 
272 Moraga Way 

San Jose, CA 95119 

REGION 17 
WACO IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Mrs. Frank Faillace, Jr. 
1124 Redondo 
Waco, TX 76710 

REGION 18 
BOOT HILL IRIS CLUB 

Pres. Sally Robinson 
Route 1 
Dodge City, KS 67801 

GREATER KANSAS CITY 
IRIS SOCIETY 

Pres. Mrs. L. C. Krchma 
1168 E. 66th St. 

Kansas City, MO 64131 

HUTCHINSON IRIS CLUB 
Pres. Jerry Menefee 
1513 Willow Road 
Hutchinson, KS 67501 
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SEMO IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Win Bruhl 
1823 Niemann 

Cape Girardeau, MO 63701 

WICHITA AREA IRIS CLUB 
Pres. Catherine I. Breth 
218 S. McComas 
Wichita, KS 67213 

REGION 20 
THE ELMOHR IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Les Shoemaker 
4415 East San Miguel 

Colorado Springs, CO 80915 

REGION 21 
TRAILS WEST IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Patricia Randall 
Route 1 

Bayard, NE 69334 

REGION 22 
HOT SPRINGS IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Bruce H. Richards 
2 Herencia Cl. 

Hot Springs Village, AR 71909 

REGION 23 
ALBUOUEROUE ARIL SOCIETY 
Pres. Howard G. Shockey 
4611 Rio Grande Lane NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87107 

LEA COUNTY IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. W.A. Brown 
1732 No. Jefferson 
Hobbs, NM 82240 

MESILLA VALLEY IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Tom Little 
800 Cielo Circle 
Las Cruces, NM 88005 

ROSWELL IRIS SOCIETY 
Pres. Mrs. Charles Merrill 
1201 N. Lea 
Roswell, NM 88201 

SANTA FE IRIS SOCIETY 

Pres. Mrs. Louis M. Eyermann 
2009 Zozobra Lane 
Santa Fe, NM 87501 

Affiliates approved from October 1 to March 31 have a January 1 expiration 

date; those approved April 1 through September 30 have a July 1 expiration 

date. Requirements for affiliation were published on page 58, Bulletin 245, April 
1982. 

Dorothy Howard 
Chairman of Affiliates 

IN MEMORIAM 

M. Stuart Branch, Jr. (VA) 

Mrs. Wesley Goss (IN) 

Robert (Mai) Reinhardt (Wl) 

Foster Try (AZ) 
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DAVID WILLIAM LYON 
1889 - 1982 

A native of Missouri, David Lyon came to California in 1922, shortly after 
serving with the U.S. Navy in World War I. He married Mildred R. Hefley in 
1924, and during their early years of marriage worked for Shell Oil Company. In 
1930 David and Mildred went to an iris show at Germain’s Nursery in Los 
Angeles and decided to start their own iris garden. They spent many years 
saving, buying and breeding irises before opening their first garden, Lyon’s Iris 
Garden, in 1941. By 1946 David was working to breed a near-green iris. Moving 
to Van Nuys in 1947, they opened Lyon’s Irisland. Two years later CHAR-MAIZE 
was introduced. The first of David’s 38 introductions and his most famous, it 
was a runner-up for the Dykes Medal for two consecutive years. His 
BEWITCHING won the Premio Firenze in 1968. Other Lyon introductions 
include ALI BABA, CARVED JADE, EMPRESS EUGENIE, GOLD CARGO, 
HAPPY MEETING, and LADY ELSIE. 

In 1962, when David was 73, they closed the garden and moved into a 
mobile home park. In 1981 they moved again, to the home of their eldest grand¬ 
daughter and her husband in Tracy, California. David died March 28, 1982, 
after a short illness. 

Mildred is planning a memorial garden of David Lyon’s iris introductions and 
requests help in locating a number of them. Any correspondence may be 
addressed to Mildred R. Lyon, 28638 Tracy Boulevard, Tracy, California 95376. 

ETHEL K. RICKER 
1888 - 1982 

Ethel (Mrs. Ralph E.) Ricker died April 2, 1982, at the age of 93. Until the day 
she was fatally stricken, she was her usual personable self with twinkling eyes. 

Ethel was an inveterate iris convention attendee. She attended her first 
convention in 1934 at Lincoln, Nebraska. She attended most national 
conventions thereafter and knew most of the famous iris people on a first name 
basis. 

She was appointed a garden judge soon after joining the society. In 1963, 
AIS appointed her an Honorary Judge, but she prepared her ballot faithfully and 
submitted it each year; her interest in getting about to see irises never lagged. 
She grew a marvelous collection and had already begun ordering new 
introductions this year. 

Ethel served the society in many capacities. In 1938 she was asked to chair 
the Exhibitions Committee, which she did until 1950 when she resigned to 
become RVP of the newly-formed Region 21. 

During the period she was organizing Region 21, she also served as 
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Chairman of the national meeting held in Sioux City, Iowa, in 1950. She was 

innovative for the time and set a complete registration fee that covered 

everything during your stay at the meeting—all meals, transportation, 

etc.—the first time this had been tried. From this meeting grew some of the 

features we now take for granted at national conventions. 

After relinquishing her national level duties, Ethel never sat on the sidelines. 

She was still serving as Region 21 Historian and kept an up-to-date scrapbook 
of events held in her home region. 

In 1969, AIS recognized her many contributions to the society by awarding 

her the Distinguished Service Medal. 

We will miss that lovely, little friendly person who greeted you with a twinkle 

in her eye, raising her finger and shaking it to say ‘‘you know,” as she would 

start one of her interesting tales about iris people or interesting iris 
experiences. She will be missed. 

—Larry L. Harder 

JACOB H. SCHARFF 
1904 - 1982 

An iris grower since 1937 and an AIS member since 1947, Jake Scharff’s 

enthusiasm for irises and irisarians led him into regional and national activities, 

culminating in the Distinguished Service Medal in 1973. 

As chairman of the Ketchum Memorial Iris Garden from its infancy (1953) 

through 1970, Jake was known for his national convention attendance record 

which he considered an extension of his iris garden duties. This thin, frail man 

never gave up. It was this sheer determination that enabled him to serve as 

RVP of Region 7 from 1964-1966. On the road every weekend, Jake’s pace was 

matched only by his desire to help others. He worked diligently to establish new 

local AIS affiliates. His regional efforts and 1965 Memphis convention garden 

put him in the limelight and made him an obvious choice for his AIS directorship 

(1970-1973). He also served as Convention Liaison from 1970-1971. He worked 

closely with Robert Carney, also of Memphis. 
After he developed emphysema, Jake was forced to moderate his pace. In 

1979 he was able to attend the AIS convention in Huntsville. His presence in 
the iris world continued on the local level by maintaining his convention garden. 

He inspired people through his generous donations to the local rhizome sale 

and to Ketchum Garden, donations which continued even in death, for he 

willed his iris holdings to the garden. 
Jake will be remembered for his irises CHIEF CHICKASAW, JAILBIRD, and 

RELUCTANTLY, and for his gutsy determination and contagious enthusiasm. 

He was described at his funeral as a man ‘‘small in stature, but a giant in 

spirit”. He opened his life to others. 

—Jim (Robby) Browne 
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY FOUNDATION 

October 24, 1981 to April 10, 1982 

CONTRIBUTIONS IN MEMORY OF: 
Jackie Bryant (NM) 

El Paso Iris Society (TX) 

Mesilla Valley Iris Society (NM) 

Niki and Garth Riddler (TX) 

Frank E. Chowning (AR) 

Oren E. Campbell (AR) 

Central Arkansas Iris Society (AR) 

The Hot Springs Iris Society (AR) 

The Iris Society of Dallas (TX) 

Melrose Gardens (CA) 

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Morgan 

(AR) 
Richard T. Pettijohn (NE) 

Henry C. Rowlan (AR) 

Mr. and Mrs. Leon C. Wolford 

(TX) 

Mrs. Laura Lee Christoph (IL) 
Northern Illinois Iris Society (IL) 

Clarke Cosgrove (CA) 

Nadine Yunker (Wl) 

Mrs. Minnie Cosgrove (CA) 

Melrose Gardens (CA) 

Betty Ann Crockett (MO) 

Parsons Area Iris Society (KS) 

Frank L. Crouch (CA) 

Melrose Gardens (CA) 

Sydney B. Mitchell Iris Society 
(CA) 

Hubert Fischer (IL) 

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hamblen (UT) 

Northern Illinois Iris Society (IL) 

Richard T. Pettijohn (NE) 

Wisconsin Iris Society (Wl) 

Mrs. Kate Garrett (OK) 

Oklahoma Iris Society (OK) 

Ferris Gaskill (IL) 
Nadine Yunker (Wl) 

Mrs. James M. Gibson (CA) 

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hamblen (UT) 

Clarence Gummus (NE) 

Elkhorn Valley Iris Society (NE) 

Glenn F. Hanson (MN) 

The Iris Society of Minnesota 

(MN) 

Richard T. Pettijohn (NE) 

Nadine Yunker (Wl) 

Betty Jones (OR) 

Carl and LaRue Boswell (CA) 

Bob and Lucienne Brooks (CA) 

Larry and Frances Gaulter (CA) 

Melrose Gardens (CA) 

Mt. Diablo Iris Society (CA) 

Richard T. Pettijohn (NE) 

Howard and Irene Shockey (NM) 

Vi Luihn (CA) 

Carl and LaRue Boswell (CA) 

Jean and Bob Brown (CA) 

Nell and Glenn Corlew (CA) 

Cottage Gardens (CA) 

Larry and Frances Gaulter (CA) 

J. M. Gibson (CA) 

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hamblen (UT) 

Marilyn Holloway (CA) 

Bennett Jones (OR) 

Melrose Gardens (CA) 

Monterey Bay Iris Society (CA) 

Mt. Diablo Iris Society (CA) 
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Manley and Bettie Osborne (CA) 
Richard T. Pettijohn (NE) 
Region 14, AIS 

The Schreiners (OR) 

Kay McEwen (ME) 

Orrin E. and Janet K. Merrill (NH) 
Region 1, AIS 

C. Robert Minnick (MO) 

John E. Griffin (SD) 

Parsons Area Iris Society (KS) 

Ray C. Palmer (MO) 

John E. Griffin (SD) 

Marie and Dave Niswonger (MO) 

Richard T. Pettijohn (NE) 

Dr. L. F. Randolph (NY) 

Melrose Gardens (CA) 

Robert M. Reinhardt (Wl) 

Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Bausch (Wl) 

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Blodgett (Wl) 

Fond du Lac Iris Society (Wl) 

Wisconsin Iris Society (Wl) 

Nadine Yunker (Wl) 

Mrs. Ralph E. (Ethel) Ricker (IA) 

Mrs. Anne Gaddie (NE) 

Gene Gaddie (NE) 

Mrs. Helen Rodosky (IL) 
Northern Illinois Iris Society (IL) 

Jake Scharff (TN) 

The Robert S. Carney Family (TN) 

Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Lowenthal (TN) 

Tennessee Valley Iris Society (TN) 
Mr. and Mrs. Leon C. Wolford (TX) 

Arnold Schliefert (NE) 

Richard T. Pettijohn (NE) 

William B. Schortman (CA) 

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Flamblen (UT) 

J. M. Gibson (CA) 

Richard T. Pettijohn (NE) 

Barbara Serdynski (CA) 

Ethel B. Baukus (Wl) 

Bob and Lucienne Brooks (CA) 
Ray and Janice Chesnik (CA) 

Cordon Bleu Farms (CA) 

Nell and Glenn Corlew (CA) 

Cottage Gardens (CA) 

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hamblen (UT) 
Marilyn Holloway (CA) 

Melrose Gardens (CA) 

San Fernando Valley Iris Society 
(CA) 

Mrs. Henry (Evelyn) Shaver 
Oklahoma Iris Society (OK) 

Torrence Swindell (CA) 

Redwood Iris Society (CA) 

Roberta W. Torrey (KS) 

Parsons Area Iris Society (KS) 

Wilma Vallette (ID) 

Melrose Gardens (CA) 

Roland Wells (KS) 
Hutchinson Iris Club (KS) 

Ira E. Wood (NJ) 

Richard T. Pettijohn (NE) 

Edna Yunker (Wl) 

Richard T. Pettijohn (NE) 

Nadine Yunker (Wl) 

Mrs. Agnes Zerr (MO) 

Kay Haines Beach (KS) 
Mary A. Becker (MO) 

Greater Kansas City Iris Society 

(MO-KS) 
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Mrs. L. C. Krchma (MO) 

Nellie K. Solomon (MO) 

Ruth L. Strickler (MO) 

Clint Ziems (NY) 

Jane I. Hall (NY) 

CONTRIBUTIONS IN 
HONOR OF: 
Dr. J. Harvey Hobson (SC) 

Region 5, AIS 

M. B. Satterfield (GA) 

Region 5, AIS 

Their 25th Anniversary 
Mineral Area Iris Society (MO) 

Remittance should be made payable to the AIS Foundation and mailed to: 

Richard T. Pettijohn, Treasurer 

2510 South 148th Avenue 

Omaha, NE 68144 

Please include the name and address of the next of kin in the case of 

memorials so that we may forward a card of acknowledgment. 

BULLETIN ADVERTISING RATES 

COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY (Four Issues) 
One-inch . 
Three-inch. 

$ 30.00 Two-inch 
$ 50.00 

DISPLAY ADVERTISING (Single Issue) 

. . . .$ 40.00 

One-inch $ 25.00 Two-thirds page . $ 73.00 
One-quarter page .$ 31.00 Three-fourths page . . $ 82.00 
One-third page 
One-half page . 

$ 40.00 
$ 56.00 

Full page . . $100.00 

Full page, color.$200.00 plus color separations 
Cover ads .$200.00 plus color separations 
All advertising copy and photographs, except color which requires individual ar¬ 
rangements, must be received by the Advertising Editor by April 15 (July Issue), 
July 15 (October Issue), October 15 (January Issue) and January 15 (April 
Issue). 

Send advertising copy and check payable to The American Iris Society to: 
Ms. Kay Nelson, Advertising Editor 

P.O. Box 37613 Omaha, NE 68137 
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LAVENDER QUEEN 

This fine quality silkscreen from the original painting by Nancy 
Bartlett uses almost 30 colors, mostly soft tones of lavender and 
mauve. The image size is I9V2" by 24", printed on 100% acid- 
free rag paper. The edition is limited to 200, each hand signed 
and numbered by the artist. 

$55 unframed, plus $5 for shipping. 

Write: Nancy Bartlett 

8961 Moorcroft Avenue 

Canoga Park, CA 91304 
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1982 SPURIA IRIS INTRODUCTIONS OF ELEANOR McCOWN 

BARBARA'S KISS. 48". A unique color combination with standards of light 
burgundy mauve and moderate orange-yellow falls, bordered light burgundy 
mauve. Named in honor of the kissingest lady in Region 15, our two-term 
Regional Vice President Barbara Serdynski. Arbitrator X Imperial Beauty. $15.00 

BETTY COOPER. 48". A compact, fully formed and lightly ruffled cool blue. 
The strong golden orange center of the falls is heavily lined brownish purple. 
Named in honor of our multi-term President of the San Diego-Imperial Counties 
Iris Society. Highline Lavender X (Desert Seagold x Imperial Flight). 
EC'81.$15.00 

DENA'S DELIGHT. 54'. A voluptuously imposing specimen with three to four well- 
placed blossoms open at once. Standards are bright violet. The round, ruffled 
falls are orange-yellow, attractively lined brownish purple and bordered bright 
violet. Blooms very early. Named in honor of our perennial treasurer of the iris 
and daylily societies, Dena Daugherty. Arbitrator X Imperial Beauty.$15.00 

PENNY BUNKER. 48'. A luscious, fully formed beauty with standards of pale 
orange-yellow and falls of moderate orange-yellow tinged gold. Named in honor 
of San Diego's own 'Golden Penny' with the distinctive hair coloration and who is 
present at so many floral functions. Forty Carats X (Ripe Wheat x Imperial 
Gold).$20.00 

1982 SPURIA IRIS INTRODUCTION OF JEAN COLLINS 
WALKER FERGUSON. 37'. This rich, glowing dark brown of full compact form 

with tiny golden signal blending into brown of falls was a result of seed which Mr. 
Ferguson mailed to New Zealand. Blooms very late. Ferguson 71-8B X Crow 
Wing.$25.00 

Order from this ad or send $1.00 for a catalog listing Spuria and Louisiana irises and many types of 
daylilies including tetraploids, diploids, miniatures and doubles. 

Include $3.00 handling fee for each shipment. Add 6% sales tax for deliveries within the state of 
California. 

CORDON BLEU FARMS 
P.O. Box 2033 San Marcos, CA 92069 

For Sale: AIS Bulletins 1951 through 1981. Some not yet 
located may be missing. I will give you the full list on my 
reply to your offer and will prorata for missing Bulletins. 
Please make offer to: 

D. M. LYONS 
2911 East 32 Avenue, Unit 2, Spokane, WA 99203 
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GRANGER'S IRIS GARDEN 

P. O. Box 838 Lake Charles, LA 70602 
LOUISIANA IRISES 

1982 Introductions 
INSTANT REPLAY—#CC72-12. A very fine double in the blue-violet class. The color is 

intense, and the form is great, full and rounded. We think this is our best blue double 
to date, and one of the best formed to come from the Double Hybridizing Program. It 

has even performed well in uncultivated beds with very little attention. Hardy. . $20.00 

ROKKI—#CC72-10. A white double from Creole Can-Can crosses. A very exciting color 

break. The blossoms open with a creamy chartreuse coloring about the shade of one of 
its grandparents, Queen O' Queens. As it unfolds its many petaloids, it changes to 

almost pure white with a cream-chartreuse flush at the base of petals and petaloids. 
Very seldom are any two blossoms on the same stalk identical. Frequently, one stalk is 

a bouquet in itself when three blossoms are open at one time. Vigorous grower. If you 

like doubles, you must grow this one.$25.00 

Previous Introductions 
GREEN ACRES—#72-W311. A dainty, white (4' to 4Vi") blossom with miniature ruf¬ 

fling all around the falls, light ruffling on standards, and a suffusion of green glint 
throughout. The buds are chartreuse, and early-opened blossom is light chartreuse 

with light blue blush in center. This coloration soon fades to a snowy white, ruffled 
blossom with the stylearms retaining their green color. Bewitching, eye-catching and 

exciting to watch in the garden. Stunning on the show bench.$15.00 

JOHN NEUGEBAUER—#N68-33. A medium greenish yellow with lovely buff overtones. 
Standards are slightly lighter buff-yellow tone and stand semi-erect, giving an airy, 

flowing effect in contrast to the semi-recurved falls. A bright spot in the garden 
because of the color contrasts—bright, striking buff-yellow against dark green foliage. 
“The viewing line forms to the right!".$15.00 

ROSE CARTWHEEL—CC70-31. If you have seen Delta Star, this is a rose-colored Delta 
Star with a shorter bloom stalk. A hardy and robust grower. Rose Cartwheel is grow¬ 

ing well in some of the very dry regions of the country. It should do well everywhere. 
The rose-colored, star-shaped blossoms always draw comments from garden visitors. 
Catch a rising star! ..$10.00 

CREOLE CANARY—#CC68-22. Double yellow. Extremely variable blossoms. Many 
frilly petaloids. A conversation piece in all gardens in which it has been seen. It's a 
'what-is-it' Louisiana iris. Interesting, to say the least.$ 5.00 

PINK FROLIC—#66-20. Light to moderate purplish pink (Nickerson 10P 7/7) with light 

reddish purple edging on standards. Large flowers on 18" to 22" stalks. Our most 
popular pink.$10.00 

REBECCA GARBER—#66-34. White standards and lavender-blue falls. An exciting iris 
because it is one of the few bicolors in Louisiana irises.$12.50 

SAM REDBURN—QQ66-44. A very pretty shade of dark rose-red with a light brownish 
overlay. Looks like rich wine red to the eye. Large blossoms on 16" to 18" stalks. An 
ideal garden iris because of its rich color and ideal height. A constant favorite with 
garden visitors.$ 7.50 
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MARYOTT'S IRIS GARDENS 

New for 1982 

FURNACE CREEK (Maryott) TB, 37". Brilliant orange with lovely branching and strong 
growth. Orange Empire X Orange Wonder. EC 1981.$30.00 

GLISTENING ICICLE (Maryott) TB, 36". Very ruffled true blue near amoena. Full Tide X 
President Farnsworth. Many buds and strong, consistent grower.$30.00 

SHARLEE (Maryott) TB, 36". Lovely orchid and yellow rebloomer with heavy ruffling 
and exceptional form. Mary Frances X Dream Fantasy.$25.00 

SPYGLASS HILL (Dick Gibson) TB, 37". Unusual reblooming plicata with tan standards 
and lavender-rimmed falls. Tremendous branching and superb form. (Kimberly x 
Melodrama) X (Cayenne Capers x Thundercloud).$25.00 

A Sampling of Maryott's Stock 

This section mix or match: 15 for $25.00 or 30 for $50.00 

ADMIRALTY 
ARTISTE 
BABBLING BROOK 
BORDELLO 
COFFEE HOUSE 
COPPER CAPERS 
CORN HARVEST 
CRANBERRY ICE 

DUSKY DANCER 
DUTCH MASTER 
FEMININE CHARM 

FLAREUP 
FLAMING LIGHT 
GAY PARASOL 

GOING MY WAY 
GOLD TRIMMINGS 
GYPSY BELLE 
HIGHLAND CHIEF 
KONA COAST 

MANUEL 
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL 
MISTY MOONSCAPE 
MYSTIQUE 
NEW MOON 
ORANGE EMPIRE 
ORANGE WONDER 
PAGAN 

ROUNDUP 

SAPPHIRE HILLS 
SEEING RED 
SIVA SIVA 
SKYLAB 
SONGSTER 
SPICED HONEY 
SPLASH O' WINE 
TANYA 

THANKSGIVING 
TUPELO HONEY 
WALTZING WIDOW 
WHOOP 'EM UP 

WINE AND ROSES 
WINGS OF DREAMS 

This section mix or match: 8 for $24.00 or 16 for $48.00 

AMERICAN HERITAGE 
BICENTENNIAL 
ENTOURAGE 
EXOTIC STAR 
FAR GAIAiXIES 
FREEDOM ROAD 

HEATHER BLUSH 
LOVELY LOIS 
LYRICAL 

MALAYSIA 
PACIFIC PEACH 
PANACHE 
PATINA 
PERSIAN BERRY 
PLAYGIRL 
RADIANT SUMMER 
RUFFLED BALLET 
SAN JOSE 

SPACE ODYSSEY 
SULTAN'S PALACE 
SUN TOASTED 
THICK AND CREAMY 
VICTORIA FALLS 
WELL ENDOWED 
WHITE RAIMENT 
WILD WEST 
WORLD NEWS 

Order from this ad or send for our free catalog. All orders must be received by 

August 31 so don't delay. Please include $3.00 for shipping expenses, and Cali¬ 

fornia residents must include 6% sales tax. 

1678 Andover Lane San Jose, CA 95124 
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MAPLE TREE GARDENS 
P.O. Box 278 Larry L. Harder Ponca, NE 68770 

Offers two new books from England 

THE IRIS by Brian Mathew, 1982, 202 pages inc. index. Illustrated 
with color plates and black and white photos. Written with keen 
gardeners and botanists in mind. The Iris is a much needed, up-to-date 
guide to the wild species. Described are some 250 species in the genus. 
The book provides not only descriptions of the plants but also their 
classification, cultivation hints and other useful information of interest 
to the enthusiast. Hardback.$40.00 

GROWING IRISES by G. E. Cassidy and S. Linnegar, 160 pages, 20 
color plates, 35 black and white line drawings. Besides providing 
essential information on the propagation and cultivation of irises, the 
authors convey the rewards and pleasures the iris gives. Large number 
of species are discussed, and a wealth of practical advice is given. 

Hardback.$15.00 

Please add $2.00 per book ordered for shipping and packing costs. 

From the famous Incolay Studios, two new iris boxes are offered. The 
round one is 5" in diameter, 3" high, with lovely embossed Japanese 
irises. To see it is to want it. It can be ordered in carnelian (tan), sap¬ 
phire blue (light blue), rhodochrosite (pink) or lavender ivory. The 
other one is oblong—x 2l/2" x 1%"—with irises on the lid and holly 
and berries on the sides. It comes in carnelian, sapphire blue and 
rhodochrosite. Both are lovely and look like they are carved from 
stone. The round box is $45.00, and the oblong box is $30.00. Price in¬ 
cludes shipping costs. 

I am interested in purchasing your iris books. Please write if you have 
any for sale. 

The Permanent Metal Label 
A—Hairpin Style Markers 30 for $5.85 
B—Plant or Shrub Markers 100 for $4.35 
C—Cap Style Markers 30 for $6.30 
D—Swinging Style Markers 30 for $4.90 
E—Rose Markers 30 for $6.10 
F—Tall Display Markers 30 for $8.60 
G—Tall Single Staff Markers 30 for $6.75 
H—Pot or Rock Garden Markers 30 for $4.15 
J—Small Plant Labels 100 for $3.90 
K—Tie-On Labels 100 for $6.10 
M—Miniature Markers 30 for $5.10 

PAW PAW EVERLAST LABEL CO. 
Box 93-H Paw Paw, Michigan 49079 

Quantity Prices Available Postage Prepaid 
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SEAWAYS GARDENS 

DR. and MRS. CURRIER McEWEN 
South Harpswell 

Maine 04079 

SIBERIAN IRIS INTRODUCTIONS — 1982 

IRA WOOD (Wood T371/18A) Tetraploid, 37", EM-LM. This stately Siberian iris came 

from a cross made by the late Ira Wood of two tetraploid seedlings I had given him. It 

is the closest to true dark blue that I have seen. Fertile.$25.00 

FOURFOLD LAVENDER (McEwen T575/138(4)) Tetraploid, 28" EM-LM. Our first 

tetraploid lavender introduction. Falls and standards are lavender with %" edging of 

nearly white and white styles. Fertile.$25.00 

HAPPY EVENT (McEwen TS75/35A) Tetraploid, 37", M-L. At last a white tetraploid 

with the round form for which I have been striving with 5Z" flaring, ruffled flowers. 

Superb parent.$25.00 

HUBBARD (McEwen T475/108Z) Tetraploid, 37", EM-LM. Our finest red to date. The 

5/2" flaring flowers are velvety, rich wine red. Fine parent.$25.00 

KENABEE (McEwen 78/143(3)) Diploid, 39", M. Lovely light violet-blue descendant of 

Dear Delight. Named after Ken and Agnes Waite and Bee Warburton, who selected it 

from some 90 siblings.$25.00 

LADY OF QUALITY (McEwen T475/35A) Tetraploid, 34", M-L. Huge, light blue 

child of Silver Edge. True quality!.$25.00 

RUFFLES PLUS (McEwen T476/64(15)) Tetraploid, 30", M. Dark, velvety, blue-purple. 

Complete self with wide segments and extraordinary ruffling, Outstanding!... .$25.00 

JAPANESE IRIS INTRODUCTIONS — 1982 

CONTINUING PLEASURE (McEwen 78/81) Diploid, 38", M-VL. Continuing bloomer. 

Double flowers of full violet-blue with wide lines of nearly white. White styles tipped 

violet.$25.00 

DARK INTRIGUE (McEwen T.74/7D) Chimera, 36", EM-LM. The falls of the 8" 

single flowers are rich wine red with darker standards and nearly black veining and 

styles. Striking!.$25.00 

DRAMATIC MOMENT (McEwen T,74/7E) Chimera, 40", M-L and reblooms. The 

8/2" double flowers have light violet standards and falls with very dark veining and 

styles. A truly dramatic flower.$25.00 

Write for fuller descriptions and list of previous introductions. 
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1981 INTRODUCTIONS OF SELLMAN'S IRIS GARDENS 

APRIL PAGEANT—Sdlg. E-37. TB, 30", E-M. S. are garnet brown. F. 
are bishop's violet, edged garnet brown; yellow-orange beards. Debby 
Rairdon X Reta Fry.$25.00 

MADISON AVENUE—Sdlg. F-33. TB, 36", M. Ruffled white self, 
faintly tinted very pale hyacinth blue. Hafts have hyacinth blue in¬ 
fluence. Hyacinth blue beards are dusted with gold. Many buds. 
Apropos X Azure Apogee.$25.00 

MARY CHRISTINA—Sdlg. E-34. TB, 36", M. Heavily laced pansy 
violet self. Light orange beards. Laurie X Crinkled Beauty.$25.00 

NEW MUSIC—Sdlg. D-81. TB, 36", M. Amethyst violet, shaded lighter 
at beard area. Lemon beards tipped amethyst. A different color! 
Dream Time X Orchid Brocade.$25.00 

SKI SCENE—Sdlg. G-58. TB, 36", M-L. Very large, ruffled white self. 
White beards with touch of lemon in the throat. Winter Pageant X 
Flight of Angels. Breathtaking!.$25.00 

TIFFANY TOUCH—Sdlg. C-47. TB, 36", M. Hyacinth blue with lighter 
area near beard. Sapphire green beards and thumbspots at hafts. 
Triton X Gaily Clad.$25.00 

TONOPAH—Sdlg. G-70. TB, 35", E. Light garnet brown self with a 
golden sheen; orange beards. (Frontier Marshall x Xmas Fires) X Dutch 
Chocolate.$25.00 

YELLOW FRINGES—Sdlg. D-24. TB, 36", M. S. barium yellow; F. 
white with barium yellow edge and beards. All petals are heavily 
fringed with lace. (Frilly Fringes x Queen's Lace) X Kingdom.. . . $25.00 

Write for our list of previous introductions. 

577 North Alviso Road Mountain View, CA 94040 

SONOMA COUNTY . . . “the chosen spot of all the earth as far as nature is 
concerned”—Luther Burbank. 

HYBRIDIZERS TAKE NOTE 
The Santa Rosa Iris Society cordially invites you to display your newest creations in 

beautiful Sonoma County, California, at the 1984 SPRING MEETING OF AIS 
REGION 14. 

We encourage you to send your guest irises this summer (deadline for receipt is Oct. 
1) so that two-year clumps can be established by the Spring of 1984. 

Send a maximum of Five of each variety to the address below. Receipt will be 
acknowledged by return mail. 

Send to: RAY MORRIS Ruth Morey, President 

8645 Jeanette Santa Rosa Iris Society 

Sebastopol, CA 95472 
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GEORGE C. BUSH 

Grower and hybridizer of beardless and species irises. Free listing of 

species irises, related irises, and Siberian, Louisiana and Japanese irises. 

1739 Memory Lane Extended York, PA 17402 

MARGARET DOWN (1982) TB, 38". White self; fiery red 
beards. Domed standards have slight yellow cast at the base. 
Vigorous grower. Morning Breeze X Karen Jane.$15.00 

HOLLY EMILY (1981) TB, 40". S. deep yellow; F. white, 
flushed yellow at hafts, yellow rim on edge; yellow-orange 
beards. Irish Lullaby X (Cashmere x Molly Emms). ... $15.00 

ALFRED MARKWARDT 
136V2 West Third — St. Charles, Minn. 55972 

"Schultz-Instant” 
ULTRA PURE CONCENTRATED ALLPURPOSE 

LIQUID PLANT FOOD 
ALL PURPOSE 

EASY DIRECTIONS 

“Just put a little Schultz in the 
water, Every time you water, 

Everything you grow.” 

Available at your store or send $1.65 
for 5V2 oz., $2.90 for 12 oz., $4.20 for 
28 oz. (Includes Mailing.) 

ULTRA 
©"Schultz-Instant” 

i * u n ^ 
SOLUBLE 

EASY DIRECTIONS 

“Just put a little Schultz in the 
water, Everytime you water, 

Everything you grow.” 

Available at your store or send $2.90 
for 1 lb., $10.50 for 5 lb., $39.50 for 
25 lb. (Includes Mailing.) & 

©1981 A.Y. Schultz By the makers of “Plant Shine” 

Mfg. by SCHULTZ CO.. St. Louis, MO 63043 U.S 

SEND FOR OUR FUND RAISING OFFER 
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ANDERSON IRIS GARDENS 
22179 Keather Ave. N. 

Forest Lake, Minn. 55025 
400 varieties Northern grown TB irises at 
reasonable prices. Also 40 varieties of fine 
peonies. 

List on request. 

Perennials 

BUSSE 
GARDEN CENTER 

& NURSERY 
635 E. 7th St. 

COKATO, MINNESOTA 55321 
“The Minnesota Perennial People’’ 

Send $1.00 for catalog 
Credited on first order! 

BALDWIN’S IRIS 
Offering fine irises of recent introduc¬ 
tion at attractive prices. Over 500 
varieties. 

TBs * BBs * SDBs 
Descriptive catalog on request. 

1306 Monroe Walla Walla, WA 99362 

BAY VIEW GARDENS 
of Joseph J. Ghio 

1201 Bay St., Santa Cruz, Calif. 95060 

Send $1.00 for catalog listing the 
finest in Tall, Louisiana, Pacifica and 

Spuria irises. 

C&A IRIS GARDENS 

Growers of Quality Iris 
REASONABLE PRICES 

PRICE LIST ON REQUEST— 

Wholesale and Retail 
1320 Mary Street 

Hanford, CA 93230 

BROWN’S 
SUNNYHILL GARDENS 

Opal L. Brown 

“YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY’’ 

FEATURING THE FINEST OF 
MODERN TALL BEARDED IRIS 

Catalog on request 
— No Color — 

Route 3, Box 102 
Milton-Freewater 
Oregon 97862 

CAL DIXIE 
IRIS GARDENS 

Offers Quality Iris at affordable 
prices. Over 1000 varieties of TBs, 
BBs, SDBs and remontants. De¬ 
scriptive price list on request. 

Herb and Sara Hoik 
14115 Pear St. 

Riverside, CA 92504 

BURGES IRIS GARDEN 
1900 Fordham Drive 
Denton, TX 76201 

817-383-1946 

Quality rhizomes of the newer tall 
bearded irises at reasonable prices. 

List on request. 

CONTEMPORARY GARDENS 
of Perry Dyer 

Box 534 Blanchard, OK 73010 
The newest in TBs, medians and 
beardless. Featuring '82 introductions 
of Perry Dyer, Chris Waltermire and 

Dr. W. E. Jones. 
Catalog on Request 
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CHAPPEE COOPER’S GARDEN 
IRIS GARDEN 212 West County Road C 

Roseville, MN 55113 
Tall Bearded Irises from your 

favorite hybridizers. Send stamp 

for catalog. 

COLD-HARDY IRISES 
Tall Beardeds; Siberians, 

Louisianas, Spurias & Species 

The State Flower of Tennessee 

Bob G. Lewis, Gen. Manager 

103 Grace Drive, Goodlettsville 

Tennessee 37072 

Hemerocallis, Lilies, Wild Flowers 
and other perennials 

Send 20* stamp for catalog 

CHARJOY 
GARDENS 

Charles and Joyce 
Arny, Jr. 

117 Acacia Drive 
Lafayette, La. 70508 

CORDON BLEU FARMS 

Box 2033 
San Marcos, California 92069 

Spuria and Louisiana Irises 

Top Quality 
Louisiana Irises 

Wide selection of daylilies 
from miniature to TETRAPLOID 

Catalog 20$ 
Catalog $1.00 

COOLEY’S GARDENS 
301 S. James St. 

P.O. Box 126 
SILVERTON, OREGON 97381 

The Cherry Lane Gardens of 

GLENN F. CORLEW 
2988 Cherry Lane 

Incomparable Iris catalog in color 
Walnut Creek, California 94596 

FEATURING THE FINEST OF 
TALL BEARDED IRISES 

QUALITY RHIZOMES 

featuring the introductions of 
Glenn F. Corlew 

and 

Free with your first order of the season 
and to our recent customers 

nr 
Send $2.00 for the catalog, then deduct 
it from your first catalog order. 

Vernon Wood 

Send 25c for catalog 

COTTAGE GARDENS 
6225 Vine Hill School Road, Sebastopol, CA 95472 

Featuring the introductions of Bob Brown, 
Virginia Messick, John Nelson, Don Denney, 

and Jim McWhirter 
CATALOG ON REQUEST 

A comprehensive collection of Tall Bearded Irises 

COTTONWOOD GARDEN 
Route 2 Moville, IA 51039 

Edna Moss 

Our clean, highly organic farm soil 
produces heavy, healthy rhizomes. Send 

stamp for list of TBs and IBs. Reasonable 
prices—finest quality! 
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D. and J. Gardens 
1373 Coventry Road 
Concord, CA 94518 

Introductions of Joyce and Duane Meek 

See our ad in the Spring Bulletin 
No catalog Write for prices of previous intros 

M. A. D. GARDEN 
Bob and Mary Dunn introductions only 

4828 Jella Way 
North Highlands, CA 95660 

See our ad in April Bulletin 

HARDY NORTHERN BEARDED IRIS 

1982 Color Catalog $1.00 

Featuring Introductions of: 
Gordon W. Plough 

James Craig 
Tall, Border, 

Intermediate, Standard Dwarf 

EDEN ROAD IRIS GARDEN 

FOR PLEASURE 
IRIS GARDENS 

of 
HENRY DANIELSON & 

LUELLA STOPANI 
425 East Luna 

Chaparral, New Mexico 88021 

ARILBRED IRIS 
Since 1941 

1982 introductions listed and 
described in the April Bulletin 

Catalog on Request 

IRIS LABELS 
Mfg. by 

TOM FOSTER 
977 Meredith Court 

Sonoma, CA 95476 
A garden labeling method that is un¬ 
obtrusive in the garden, durable, very 
legible and easy to use. 

P.0. Box 117 
Wenatchee, WA 98801 

Send stamp for descriptive 
literature and price list. 

GIBSON IRIS GARDENS 
146 S. Villa St., 

Porterville, Ca 93257 
Tall bearded iris price list on request. 
Specializing in Gibson introductions. 
Our current introductions listed and 
described in the January Bulletin. 

A. H. HAZZARD 
510 Grand Pre Ave. Kalamazoo, Mich. 49007 

Grower of 

Featuring TB, MTB, IB, SDB, MDB, 

Space Age Irises and other perenials. 

Some Color 

Catalog $1.00 

(Refundable on first order) 

3237 Eisenhower St. Eau Claire, Wl 54701 

JAPANESE IRISES 

Over 300 varieties. List on request. 

HILDENBRANDT’S IRIS GARDENS 
Slar Route, Box 4, Lexington, NE 68850 

Featuring introductions ol Mrs B Wolff 
Catalogue on request, listing 1100 varieties 

ol SDB IB BB. AB and TB Irises Also 

David R. Spence (715) 839-7053 Oriental Poppies and Peonies 
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ILLINI IRIS 

/ft D. STEVE VARNER 
N. State St. Rd. 

Monticello, IL 61856 f Hybridizer and Grower 

Tall Bearded, 
Border Bearded and 

Siberian Irises, 
Tetraploid Hemerocallis 

Price List on Request 

LA CRESTA GARDENS 
of 

Maryann M. Anning 
Wy* 12864 Viscaino Road 

^°S A'tOS H'HS' CA 

HILLVIEW GARDENS LAURIE’S GARDEN 
Lilly Gartman (Lorena M. Reid) 

18461 Hillview Dr., Los Gatos, CA 95030 

Choice selection of the latest 41886 McKenzie Hwy 
TBs and Medians Springfield, Oregon 97477 

Free Catalog 
Specializing in: CALIFORNICAE, JAP- 

ANESE and SIBERIAN Irises. Also 
THE J—LOT GARDENS grow many Cal-Sibes, Evansia, 

of Lottie Ogles Laevigatae and other Beardless 

Rt. 3 Box 486 Species and Hybrids. 

Joshua, Texas 76058 Descriptive price list 

Ph. 817-295-4074 for stamp in May. 

REBLOOMING SPECIALIST 

Catalog listing of 125 varieties 
also LOUISIANA NURSERY 

Extensive listing of Spring Bloomers Ken and Belle Durio 
Quality high - prices low 

Send 35$ stamp for lists after CHOICE 
March 1 LOUISIANA IRISES 

TETRAPLOID AND DIPLOID 

KEITH KEPPEL 
OUR 32nd YEAR 

P.0. Box 8173 DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG 
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95208 $1.00 

Catalogue Featuring . . . 
1982 Introductions of 1 HIS LIS 1 INCLUDES 

Joe Gattv MANY EXCITING 

Keith Keppel NEW DAYLILIES 

and the newest varieties of 
tall beardeds RT. 7, BOX 43 

medians OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA 70570 

Available on Request to AIS Members 
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Listing the newest in Tall Bearded and 
Median irises with descriptions. 

‘Hardy irises from northern Nebraska’ 

MAPLE TREE GARDENS 

MELROSE GARDENS 
309-AD Best Road South 

Stockton, CA 95205 

Larry L. Harder 
P.O. Box 278 

Ponca, Nebraska 68770 

Write for free price list 

MARYOTT’S IRIS GARDENS 

Nearly two acres of irises 
specializing in 

‘Latest Tall Bearded 
‘Dwarfs and Medians 
* Remontants, Exotica & Antiques 

Featuring large quantities of the 
most recent varieties and offering 
them at exceptionally reasonable 
prices. The gardens are open to 
the public during bloom season, 
and AIS members are cordially 
invited. 

Free Catalog 
BILL &MELINDA MARYOTT 

1678 Andover Lane 
San Jose, CA 95124 

(408) 265-2498 

GARDEN of the 
ENCHANTED RAINBOW 

Presenting the 1982 introductions of: 
Sanford Babson and a wide range of 

iris types from Ben R. Hager. 

Our smaller catalog will bring you a 
restricted listing of only the most 

elite irises, but still all of the 
fascinating types of irises and newer 

daylilies. 

THE CONNOISSEUR’S CATALOG 
$1.00 mailed first class 

not deductible 

MID-AMERICA GARDENS 
of Paul Black 

TBs * Medians * Arilbreds 
Quality rhizomes of the latest introductions to 

the tried and true older varieties. 
Catalog on request. 

Box 425 Wheatland, OK 73097 

MILLER’S MANOR GARDENS 

Roger and Lynda Miller 
Route 2, Box 323A 
Ossian, IN 46777 

Specializing in Miniature Dwarf, 
Median and Tall Bearded Irises. 

REASONABLE Prices 
Best of the OLD. 

Many NEW ones. 
REBLOOMERS. 

Some MEDIANS. 

Jordan A. & Bernice M. Miller 
Rt. 4, Box 439B, Killen, Alabama 35645 

Send stamp for price list. 

List on Request 

MOHR GARDENS 
1649 Linstead Drive, Lexington, KY 40504 

Featuring tall bearded introductions of Dr. H.C. 
Mohr, David Mohr and Ken Mohr. Also a large 

selection of contemporary TBs from your favorite 
American hybridizers. 
Send stamp for catalog 
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DAVID B. SINDT - IRISES 
1331 West Cornelia, Dept. A 

Chicago, lllinios 60657 

Extensive listing of pure pumilas 
and small bearded species. 

jy* 1982 MDBS, SDBs and IB by 
J/7jL David Sindt, Earl Roberts, 

J.D. Taylor and 
uLothar Denkewitz. 

'SY/ Free catalog available in April. 
/-O)) No orders accepted after July 15. 

TRANQUIL LAKE NURSERY 
45 River Street 

Rehoboth, MA 02769 
SIBERIAN and JAPANESE IRISES 

DAYLILIES 
Descriptive Catalog—25* 

GILBERT H. WILD & SON 
Dept. AIS 782 

Sarcoxie, MO 64862-0338 

Send $2 for 96-page illustrated 
catalog in color featuring 

IRISES, PEONIES, DAYLILIES. 

AIS MEMBERSHIP RATES 

Annual. . . . .$ 9.50 Sustaining. . $20.00 
Triennial. . . . . 23.75 Research . . 47.50 
Family. .... 11.50 Life. 190.00 
Family Triennial. . . .28.50 Family Life. . . . 237.50 
Youth Member, with others of family as members. .2.00 
Youth Member, with no others of family as members. . . .3.25 

SECTION MEMBERSHIP RATES 
single 
annual 

single 
triennial 

family 
annual 

family 
triennial 

Median Iris Society. 5.50 15.00 8.00 22.50 
Society for Siberian Irises. 2.50 6.50 3.00 7.50 
Spuria Iris Society. 2.50 6.00 3.00 7.00 
Society for Japanese Irises. 2.00 5.00 2.50 6.00 
Reblooming Iris Society. 3.00 7.50 4.00 10.00 
Society for Pacific Coast 

Native Iris. 4.00 10.00 5.00 12.00 
Species Iris Group of 

North America. 3.00 9.00 6.00 18.00 
Louisiana Iris Society of America. 2.00 5.00 2.00 5.00 
Dwarf Iris Society. 2.00 6.00 3.00 9.00 
Membership in AIS Sections is open to all AIS members. Payment 

may be made directly to the Section, or may be made payable to the 

American Iris Society and sent to AIS Membership Secretary, James 

G. Burch, P.O. Box 10003, 717 Pratt Avenue NE, Huntsville, Alabama 

35801. Note: Section memberships and AIS memberships must have 

the same expiration date. 
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REGIONS AND REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENTS 

1- Maine, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and 

Vermont. Clayton H. Sacks, West Neck Rd., Box 70, Nobleboro, ME 04555 

2- New York. Greg M. Schifferli, 1211 McKinley Pkwy., Lackawanna, NY 14218 

3- Pennsylvania and Delaware. Paul R. Smith, 299 N. Pleasantview Rd., 

Sanatoga, PA 19464 

4- Maryland, District of Columbia, North Carolina, Virginia and West Virginia. 
Claire B. Barr, 1910 Greenspring Valley Rd., Stevenson, MD 21153 

5- South Carolina, Florida and Georgia. Rev. Everette L. Lineberger, Route 6, Bx 

300, Inman, SC 29349 

6- Michigan, Indiana and Ohio. James A. Copeland, Wolf Lake Fish Hatchery, 
Route 1, M-43, Mattawan, Ml 49071 

7- Kentucky and Tennessee. Mrs. Kearney (Hilda) Crick, Rt. 4, Lewisburg, TN 

37091 

8- Wisconsin and Minnesota. Walter A. Machulak, S. 82 W. 12877 Acker Dr., 
Hales Corners, Wl 53130 

9- lllinois. Mrs. Rita Kinsella, 318 Marabeth, Fairview Heights, IL 62208 

10- Louisiana. Richard Goula, 113 Acacia Dr., Lafayette, LA 70508 

11- Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming. Eileen Allison, 1935 E. Carol St., Meridian, ID 
83642 

12- Utah. Keith Wagstaff, 2424 E. Sundown Ave., Salt Lake City, UT 84121 

13- Washington, Oregon, Alaska, J. T. Aitken, 608 N.W. 119 St., Vancouver, WA 

98665 

14- Northern California, Hawaii and Nevada. Dr. John H. Weiler, 1146 W. Rialto, 
Fresno, CA 93705 

15- Southern California and Arizona. Mrs. Eleanor McCown, P.O. Box 176, 
Holtville, CA 92250 

16- Canada. Jack Taylor, 100 Graydon Hall Rd., Apt. 1604, Don Mills, Ontario, 
M3A 3A8, Canada 

17- Texas. Mrs. Louise Nichols, 2703 S. Harrison, Amarillo, TX 79109 

18- Missouri and Kansas. Dave Niswonger, 822 Rodney Vista Blvd., Cape 
Girardeau, MO 63701 

19- New Jersey and Staten Island. Dave Silverberg, 27 Spring Hill Dr., Howell, NJ 
07731 

20- Colorado. Thomas L. Magee, 6631 South Hill Way, Littleton, CO 80120 

21- Iowa, Nebraska, North Dakota and South Dakota. Leonard J. Michel, 420 
Hilltop Rd. Ames, IA 50010 

22- Oklahoma and Arkansas. Burdella Rhodes, Box 78, Osage, OK 74054 

23- New Mexico. James A. Mahoney, 704 Jefferson N.E., Albuquerque, NM 87110 

24- Alabama and Mississippi. Mrs. Jack (Mary) Kearney, Rt. 3, Box 502, 
Guntersville, AL 35976 
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FULLER'S GARDENS 
Proudly Presents 

ARLENE'S PORTRAIT (John Fuller '82) 

$25.00 

Love with Lace X (Fair Luzon x Jan Elizabeth) 

Please order from this ad or write for free price list featuring the new 

introductions of Rodney and John Fuller and some from the late Tell 

Muhlestein. 

FULLER'S GARDENS 
Box 179 Moreland, Idaho 83256 



V a&abond Gardens 

(Photo by Doris Winton) 

MYRA ELIZABETH 
Frank Foster'82.$25.00 

(Royal Heritage X San Leandro) 

11115 Bodega Hwy. Sebastopol, CA 95472 
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BOEHM PORCELAIN 
‘‘t&oint (7yIris 

6'WX51/2'HX41/2'D $275 

Boehm artists create the international award-winning Point Breeze 
iris in fine porcelain . . . each petal is individually formed and 

painted by hand, resplendent and true-to-life . . . every flower is a 
tribute to perfection in art and nature. Surprise a loved one or a 

fellow horticulturist with the new Point Breeze iris that will bloom 
year round . . . fill your world with the beauty of Boehm. 

BOEHM 
Boehm Porcelains are represented in museums, institutions, 

universities, hospitals, and palaces throughout the world, including 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Smithsonian Institution, and 

The White House. 
For literature or the store nearest you, phone: 800-257-9410 
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As we head toward another winter, the Denver convention remains a 

pleasant memory. Our thanks go to all the Colorado people whose ability and 

hard work made the convention a success. 

During this year of 1982, two AIS publication projects have come to 

completion. Maryann Anning’s Basic Iris Culture has been extremely well 

received. It appears to have found many avenues for getting into the hands of 

people who are not thoroughly familiar with iris cultivation. In addition to direct 

orders and distribution through regional and local iris organizations, it is sent 

now to all new AIS members. The response has been so favorable that we are 

already planning for a second edition. 

Now we have available Irises for Everyone, a project of Public Relations 

Chairman Olive Rice and George Waters, author of the booklet. Information on 

this publication and ordering details can be found in this issue of the Bulletin. 
Although we believe that both publications can be effective in attracting 

people to the Society, they really serve quite different purposes. Both are very 

well done; you will be pleased to have each. We believe that all local societies 

can help to make them available to the general public; for example, they are 

excellent sales items for shows and similar events. And everyone will gain if the 

information they contain becomes widely disseminated. 

As we go into the period of the year when outdoor gardening slows or stops 

completely, why not take stock of your iris promotional activities of the past 

year? Be grateful for the successes; use the omissions or failures as building 

blocks for next year. Plan now for ways to use Irises for Everyone, Basic Iris 
Culture, the membership invitation brochures, and any other materials that you 

find appropriate. Advance planning for promotion pays off. If left to be done 

during the staging of your show, for instance, the promotion probably will not 

get done. 
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1982 AIS AWARDS 

DYKES MEMORIAL MEDAL 
VANITY (Hager) — 117 votes (16.5%) 

runners-up 

RUFFLED BALLET (Roderick) — 96 votes 

VICTORIA FALLS (Schreiner) — 49 votes 

LEDA 

VANITY 

WAETHER CUP 
(Most HM Votes, all categories) 

234 LEDA’S LOVER (TB) (Hager) 

runners-up 

219 PINK BUBBLES (BB) (Hager) 

191 AZ AP (IB) (Ensminger) 



AWARDS OF MERIT 
TALL BEARDED 

votes 

125 GOLD GALORE (Schreiners) 

119 CHRISTMAS RUBIES (Hamblen) 

97 BLUE STACCATO (Gibson) 

97 COLORADO SUNSHINE (Magee) 

92 HEATHER BLUSH (Hamner) 

89 FRESNO CALYPSO (Weiler) 

85 SAN JOSE (Ghio) 

75 HOMECOMING QUEEN (Sexton) 

74 PATINA (Keppel) 

73 LEMON LYRIC (D. Meek) 

71 LACY SNOWFLAKE (Schreiners) 

70 SOUTHLAND GRAPE (Burch) 

runners-up 
69 CHARISMA (Blocher) 

69 MALAYSIA (Ghio) 

68 CHERRY SMOKE (D. Meek) 

66 VICTOR HERBERT (Benson) 

63 IRENE NELSON (B. Jones) 

62 FIREWATER (Keppel) 

60 CARVED MARBLE (Rudolph) 

60 THICK AND CREAMY (Weiler) 

BORDER BEARDED 

173 MARMALADE SKIES 107 SOMETHING SPECIAL 
(Niswonger) (Hager) 

124 GYPSY WINGS (Hamblen) 

runners-up 

74 HAPPY SONG (Hamblen) 48 LITTLE SWINGER (Hamblen) 

59 FRILLS (Roe) 45 BETHANY (Corlew) 

INTERMEDIATE BEARDED 

71 VIRTUE (Gatty) 60 MAIDEN LANE (Pettijohn) 

67 AVANELLE (W. Jones) 

runners-up 

59 FROSTED CRYSTAL (Gatty) 49 CONFEDERATE SOLDIER (Nichols) 

58 LOVER BOY (Ghio) 44 SNAPPIE (Warburton) 

STANDARD DWARF BEARDED 

124 SAPPHIRE JEWEL (Hamblen) 71 JOYFUL (Gatty) 

104 BRASS TACKS (Keppel) 60 DIXIE PIXIE (B. Jones) 

runners-up 

42 COMBO (Hager) 38 FLIRTY MARY (Rawdon) 

42 LITTLE BILL (W. Jones) 38 HELTER SKELTER (P. Dyer) 
40 COPENHAGEN (Nichols) 
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PATINA FRESNO CALYPSO 

BLUE STACCATO 

HOMECOMING QUEEN 

CHRISTMAS RUBIES 

SAN JOSE 
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GOLD GALORE 

COLORADO SUNSHINE 

SOMETHING SPECIAL 

SOUTHLAND GRAPE LACY SNOWFLAKE 
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MARMALADE SKIES JOYFUL 
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votes 

KNOWLTON MEDAL (BB) 
175 PICAYUNE (Keppel) 

runners-up 

120 AMI BLUE (Denney) 

82 STEPPING SMALL 

(Muhlestein) 

SASS MEDAL (IB) 
138 PINK KITTEN (V. Wood) 

runners-up 

135 PEACHY FACE (B. Jones) 

83 SHAMPOO (Messick) 

COOK-DOUGLAS MEDAL 
(SDB) 

94 STARRY EYED (Gatty) 

runners-up 

81 MELON HONEY (Roberts) 

68 BE DAZZLED (Boushay) 

CAPARNE AWARD (MDB) 
65 GARNET ELF (Hamblen) 

runners-up 

25 BRASS BUTTON (Briscoe) 

25 GIZMO (Hager) 

WILLIAMSON-WHITE 
AWARD (MTB) 

42 DOLL RIBBONS 

(Dunderman) 

runners-up 

37 LITTLE BLUEBEARD 
(Vaughn) 

23 TEENY BIKINI (Storey) 

C. G. WHITE AWARD (AR) 
59 BIONIC BURST (Danielson) 

runners-up 

17 MERRIGLOW (Peterson) 

16 PRINCE THOU ART (Rogers) 

PINK KITTEN 

STARRY EYED 

GARNET ELF 
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ARIL LADY 

fercys poetry 

votes 

WILLIAM MOHR AWARD 
(AB) 

35 ARIL LADY (Danielson) 

runners-up 

32 SIZZLE (Gadd) 

26 TOTEM (Crandall) 

MORGAN AWARD (SIB) 
118 STEVE VARNER (Briscoe) 

runners-up 

37 ANN DASCH (Varner) 

30 ROANOKE’S CHOICE 

(McGarvey) 

ERIC NIES AWARD (SPU) 
71 FERGY’S POETRY 

(Ferguson-Runde) 
runners-up 

26 PLAIN JANE (Ferguson- 

B rooks) 

21 HIGHIINE AMETHYST 

(McCown) 

DEBAILLON AWARD 
(LA) 

61 CLARA GOULA (Amy) 

COUNCILMAN 
runners-up 

27 MONUMENT (M. Dunn) 

24 RED GAMECOCK (Chowning) 

MITCHELL AWARD (CA) 
21 COUNCILMAN (Ghio) 

runners-up 

15 MAYOR (Ghio) 

11 SANTA RITA (Ghio) 

PAYNE AWARD 
Due to the extended deadline for 

voting, results will be anounced in a 

later Bulletin. 
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PICAYUNE 

BIONIC BURST 

CLARA GOULA 

DOLL 
RIBBONS 

STEVE VARNER 
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HONORABLE MENTION 

TALL BEARDED 

votes 

234 LEDA’S LOVER (Hager) 

156 LACED COTTON (Schreiners) 

131 LOVELY KAY (Hamblen) 

114 MISTRESS (Keppel) 

94 CATALYST (Keppel) 

91 ACCLAMATION (Corlew) 

91 TWIST OF FATE (C. Palmer) 

88 EASTERTIME (Schreiners) 

86 BANJO MAN (Hamblen) 

78 BUBBLING MOLASSES 

(Steinhauer) 

78 QUEEN IN CALICO (Gibson) 

78 SHAMAN (DuBose) 

75 CREME DE CREME (Ghio) 

74 SUNRISE SUNSET (Williamson) 

67 PARADISE (Gatty) 

61 CHANTEUSE (Gatty) 

56 FINANCIER (Ghio) 

56 HONEY MOCHA (Luihn) 

55 TROUSSEAU LACE (Hamner) 

52 SKY HOOKS (Osborne) 

47 MASTER TOUCH (Schreiners) 

47 SHOW BIZ (Gatty) 

46 CARVED CRYSTAL (D. Meek) 

46 STORYBOOK (Corlew) 

45 ALABAMA BOUND (F. Foster) 

45 BURGUNDY BROWN (Gibson) 

45 FRESNO FROLIC (Weiler) 

42 BASHFUL BRIDE (Roderick) 

41 PROMINENT (Corlew) 

41 SOLID STATE (Slade) 

40 FORBIDDEN (R. Dunn) 

40 MOROCCO (Keppel) 

39 PINK ‘N’ MINT (Schreiners) 

38 DIVINE GUIDANCE (Roderick) 

38 METALLIC BLUE (Niswonger) 

38 PRINCE OF PEACE (Sexton) 

38 SKYFIRE (Schreiners) 

votes 

37 HOMBRE (R. Nelson) 

37 WEDDING PARTY (McWhirter) 

36 LIGHTED WITHIN (R. Blodgett) 

36 P. T. BARNUM (J. Meek) 

36 RUSTIC DANCE (Gibson) 

36 SURF’S UP (Weiler) 

35 DRURY LANE (Gaulter) 

33 JEWELED STARLIGHT (Burch) 

32 DANTE’S INFERNO (Moores) 

32 INDIAN TERRITORY (Ghio) 

31 JUBILEE TRAIL (Harder) 

31 VALENTINE ROSES (H. Mohr) 

30 ACT OF LOVE (Ghio) 

30 COLOR BURST (Hamner) 

29 COLOR SPLWSH (Schreiners) 

29 DESERT ECHO (D. Meek) 

29 GOOD EARTH (Hamner) 

29 WARM EMBRACE (P. Dyer) 

28 BLUE TEMPEST (Burch) 

28 CONCH CALL (Gaulter) 

28 FANCY TALES (Shoop) 

28 MT. COOK (Varner) 

28 ORANGE PUNCH (Greenwood) 

28 STRATEGY (Saxton) 

28 SUNSHINE EXPRESS (K. Mohr) 

28 TRES ELEGANTE (Michel) 

27 BOARDWALK (K. Mohr) 

27 GALLANT MOMENT 

(Schreiners) 

27 PRIDE OF OKLAHOMA (P. 

Dyer) 

26 BRINDISI (Schreiners) 

26 HEART OF DIXIE (Saxton) 

26 SUPERSKIRT (Michel) 

25 DON'T NEGLECTA (Muhlestein) 

25 HAUNTING MUSIC (Moores) 

25 PANAMINT (Hooker) 

25 SO RARE (Shoop) 

25 TRIUMPHANT (Corlew) 
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BORDER BEARDED 

219 PINK BUBBLES (Hager) 24 

84 DOLL BABY (Corlew) 21 

66 SOFT SPOKEN (P. Dyer) 21 

34 DRUM SOLO (H. Stahly) 20 

29 BAMBOO CAPER (Denney) 19 

24 DENNA DARCY (J. Meek) 13 

24 JANE ANN (Wolff) 

SOUNDER (Lankow) 

MARY EDWARDS (Nichols) 

MISS SCARLET (Moores) 
COT AT I (F. Foster) 

YELLOW ANGEL (Saia) 

BLUE TREASURE (Wright-Hanson) 

INTERMEDIATE BEARDED 

191 AZ AP (Ensminger) 

182 RARE EDITION (Gatty) 

148 OKLAHOMA BANDIT (Nichols) 

65 BUTTER COOKIE (Gatty) 

52 SARANAP (Boswell) 

38 TENDER YEARS (Hamblen) 

32 SHORT DISTANCE (Gatty) 

29 BIT OF CHOCOLATE (Plough) 

21 WEDDING GUEST (Willott) 

10 TOULOUSE (Cromwell) 

STANDARD DWARF BEARDED 

41 THAT’S IT (Hagberg) 

37 MIDNIGHT MADNESS (P. Dyer) 

36 LITTLE BLACK BELT 

(Niswonger) 

28 EYELASH (Boswell) 

26 BABY TEARS (Weiler) 
26 KAYO (Niswonger) 

22 HESTER (W. Jones) 

21 RHINESTONE (Hager) 

21 WEBELOS (Seeden) 

20 BLOODSTONE (Schreiners) 
20 MONKEY (Hager) 

19 CINDY MITCHELL (C. Palmer) 

19 FRESH FACE (Willott) 

19 HAZEL’S PINK 
(Schmelzer-Baldwin) 

19 MISS OKLAHOMA (C. Palmer) 

18 FAD (Hager) 

18 GARDEN FAVORITE (Hager) 

17 AMBER AND HONEY (Tolman) 

17 BLOOD MONEY (Nichols) 

15 APRIL ANTHEM (Nichols) 

15 EXOTIC SHADOW (Rawdon) 

15 QUILTING BEE (Willott) 

MINIATURE TALL BEARDED 

99 CHICKEE (Dunderman) 22 MISS SPOKANE (Guild) 

67 PUPPY LOVE (Hager) 19 FUN AND FANCY (Guild) 

35 CONCORD SPRITE (Boswell) 16 WHIMSICAL BLUE (Guild) 

23 LOUISE HOPPER (Hager) 12 CHESTNUT TIGER (Guild) 

MINIATURE DWARF BEARDED 
40 QUIP (Sindt) 

35 PERSIAN DOLL (Kavan) 

34 WEE PLIC (F. Dyer) 

29 COPPER CHIEF (Hite) 

27 LITTLE RED WAGON (Hite) 
27 PANSY CAPERS (Hite) 

19 BLUETWEEN (Hager) 

19 PETTY CASH (Hager) 

17 FOOTLIGHTS (Hager) 

17 WHITE OWL (Hite) 

16 VIOLET RIBBON (Hite) 

11 BABY KID (Rawdon) 

11 RED HARMONY (Hite) 
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AZ AP (IB) CHICKEE (MTB) 

COUNT PULASKI (LA) 

PINK BUBBLES (BB) RIO DEL MAR (CA) 
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SIBERIAN 

108 PINK HAZE (McGarvey) 

43 KISMET (Varner) 

43 WHITE ENCORE (McEwen) 

42 THESPIAN (Hager) 

39 BLUE ENCORE (McEwen) 

32 OTHER WORLDS (Hager) 

27 OUTER LOOP (Varner) 

26 VIOLET JOY (McEwen) 

25 ODE TO LOVE (Varner) 

24 SIGNALS BLUE (McEwen) 

SPURIA 

53 ELEANOR HILL (Hager) 38 VINTAGE YEAR (Niswonger) 

44 CINNAMON ROLL (Niswonger) 30 PING AND PANG (Hager) 

42 TIGER BLUES (McCown) 29 GILDED CHALICE (Hager) 

41 CINNABAR RED (Niswonger) 

ARIL 

15 DESERT BUTTERCUP (Holden) 11 KASBAH QUEEN (Holden) 

14 LEO’S FEMININITY (Clark) 11 SKY SIGNAL (Shockey) 

13 PERSIAN LASS (Shockey) 10 LORETTA AARON (C. Palmer) 

13 SASSY (Rich) 

ARILBRED 

86 CAR 10 LOVE SONG (Nichols) 23 PINKEVA (Gadd) 

29 ODE TO KALIFA (Moores) 20 MIZMOSS (Gadd) 

23 LOVE FLIGHT (Danielson) 19 LAKE BESECK (Gadd) 

LOUISIANA 
87 COUNT PULASKI (Chowning) 

52 C’EST MAGNIFIQUE 
(M. Dunn) 

35 KING CREOLE (M. Dunn) 

33 GRACELAND (M. Dunn) 

31 VALERA (Arny) 

30 BLACK GAMECOCK (Chowning) 

30 LITTLE ROCK SKIES (Chowning) 

29 ACADIAN MISS (Arny) 

25 PRESIDENT HEDLEY 

(Mertzweiller) 

14 BOLD CAJUN (Arny) 

12 REBECCA GARBER (Granger) 

10 KING KONG (Durio) 
10 TOP NOTCH (Arny) 

10 URALBA GOLD (Raabe) 

CALIFORNICAE 

22 RIO DEL MAR (Ghio) 

19 PRIMO (Ghio) 
15 ALMA ABELL (Lenz) 

14 NATIVE STATE (Ghio) 

14 NIGHT MESSENGER (Ghio) 

14 PESCADERO (Ghio) 
13 CLAREMONT BLUEBIRD (Lenz) 

11 CITIZEN (Ghio) 

JAPANESE 

Results will be announced in a later Bulletin. 
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN HIGH 

DENVER RENDEZVOUS 82 

It was a busy convention, not only for those helping to put it on, but also for 

those who attended. In fact, Audrey Wessels, who came all the way from South 

Africa, was heard commenting (while resting on the terrace at the Broadmoor 

prior to lunch) that it would be her last convention, as “It’s just too tiring!” 

Certainly it was a full program, and to do everything was tiring. The slide 

show Thursday afternoon was outstanding. “Colorado Adventure Trails, Wild 

Flowers and Autumn Colors” was the title of this special showing, and reports 

from the 20% who attended left those who didn’t with regrets. The evening 

panel discussion titled “Meet the Experts” was jammed, with Roy Davidson, 

Joe Ghio, Ben Hager, and Jean Witt each taking part in this presentation. 

On Friday the stop at the Denver Botanic Gardens featured iris 

arrangements as part of an iris show presented by the Federation of Garden 

Clubs of Colorado and AIS Region 20. At the alpine garden, Peter Callas gave 

personalized tours of what was probably the finest display of species and rock 

garden irises at any convention. There was also the Iris Paraphernalia Fair at 

DBG that same day. About half the conventioneers attended the Wine and 

Cheese party; the wind may have whipped over the trays of mixed nuts, but the 

iris nuts managed well. Then it was back to the hotel for the first round of the 

section meetings. Things got so busy, two people had falls on the hotel 

escalators trying to rush from one meeting to another! 

The trip to Colorado Springs included a short tour by bus of the U.S. Air 

Force Academy, with a brief stop at the Chapel. Lunch was at the famed 

Broadmoor, with its vista of mountains in the background and lake, complete 

with black swan, in the foreground. After lunch the buses detoured via the 

Garden of the Gods for a close look at the famous rock formations. So close, in 

fact, one bus reportedly had scraped paint on either side. 

Jess Quintana made twenty ‘Rendezvous’ vases, which were used for iris 

displays in the hotel. Feathers were part of the ‘Rendezvous’ theme, also, and 

were used in various manners. One of the more conspicuous uses was to 

adorn hats, with different colors of feathers “coding” Region 20 members, 

garden hosts, bus captains, etc. 

Garden refreshments have become an integral part of every AIS convention. 

Having enough home-baked cookies to serve the hordes of conventioneers 

was a challenge, especially so at the Denver Botanic Gardens, where 800 

dozen served the three days. Among the most innovative cookies seen on our 

tour were Margaret Long's iris-shaped, house-shaped, and heart-shaped AIS 

cookies served at Long’s Gardens. 
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Hotel service was excellent. Social hours were crowded, with tables and 

chairs for relaxation and a free punch table as well as a cash bar. Whatever 

was missing in the way of iris bloom, due to the lateness of the iris season, was 

more than compensated by the comraderie. 

The Awards Banquet was the final official function at this busy convention. It 

featured steak-sized prime rib, baked Alaska, and round leather coaster favors 

branded with the convention logo. Major awards for 1981 were handed out and 

there was a speech by Dr. Richard Beitelman on “Plant Collectors on the 

American Frontier”. It was historical, educational...and very entertaining, as 

Dr. Beitelman played up the foibles of the early botanists. 

And Audrey Wessels was overheard to remark, “Maybe we will come 

again!” 

FROM THE 
CORNERS OF 
THE EARTH 

Audrey and Cornelius 
Wessels from 
South Africa 

Paul Richardson, Jean and Hector Collins, and Mary Richardson—from 
New Zealand—with Colorado’s Harry Kuesel 
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AWARDS 
BANQUET 

SCENES 

Melba Hamblen, Ben 
Hager, and awards 

Tom Magee, with Presidents 
Cup won by his Colorado 

Sunshine 

Elvan Roderick and Cook 
Cup for his Ruffled 

Ballet 
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DENVER BOTANIC GARDENS 

Elvan Roderick 

The Denver Botanic Gardens are rather new, having been established in 

1951. In the Conservatory were well displayed plantings of tropical and sub¬ 

tropical plants. A fine specimen of the epiphytic orchid cactus, Epiphyllum ‘Mrs. 

Grant’, displayed several spectacular blooms. The Rock Alpine Garden was of 

particular interest. Here many sedums, sempervivums, and alpine plants were 

grown to perfection. Many perennials were beginning to put on a show, and the 

beds of annuals had been planted to ensure spectacular color throughout 

summer and fall. 

The iris beds were well planned and located about center in the garden. 1 ne 

wide aisles made viewing at close range easy. Among the many varieties that 

appealed to me were the following: 

TOASTED ALMOND (Ghio ’81), ecru-vanilla with violet infusion in falls. 

PIPING HOT (Schreiner ’81), bright peach, apricot and white. 

LADY FRIEND (Ghio ’81), glowing garnet. 

MAIS OUI (V. Wood ’81), luscious pink. 

ALABAMA BOUND (F. Foster 79), superb clump of ruffled white. 

FROSTY JEWELS (Burch 79), light pink with red beards. 

EMERALD CITY (H. Nichols ’82), an unusual SDB still performing well. 

SHADES OF AUTUMN (Gladish ’81), just that, and very nice. 

CURIOUS YELLOW (Durrance ’82), brilliant color, and a runner-up for the 

President’s Cup. 

STEPPING LITTLE (Kuesel 73), border bearded living up to its reputation. 
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FANCY TALES (Shoop ’80), a very striking and unusual color combination, with 

white standards, purple falls, orange hafts and tangerine beards. 

Gaulter G75-45, nice and wide in shades of mulberry and pink. 

Sexton 3-1975, heavily ruffled light blue. 

SILVERY DEW (Burch ’82), medium violet with silver sheen. 

MIRRORED SKY (D. Palmer 79), lovely ruffled light blue. 

SHEER POETRY (D. Palmer 79), ruffled light caramel with violet flush in falls. 

SI SENOR (D. Palmer ’82), caramel brown. 

BRIGHT OUTLOOK (D. Palmer 79), heavily ruffled medium yellow. 

STAR STUDDED (D. Palmer ’82), ruffled and laced peach pink. 

Schreiner 1-193-5, deep purple. 

RUSTIC CEDAR (Schreiner ’81), gold copper blend. 

LORILEE (Schreiner ’81), lovely rose-orchid that did so well in my convention 

garden last year, and runner-up for the Cook Cup. 

SNOW BEACON (Helsley ’81), glistening white with bright yellow beards. 

AZTEC SUN (P. Dyer ’82), nice brilliant yellow. 

Dyer G-24, nice beige blend. Unusual color and different. 

TROUSSEAU LACE (Hamner ’80), wide, lacy white. 

LEMON CURLS (Hamner ’80), frilly lemon yellow. 

CANARY MUSIC (Bledsoe ’82), laced light lemon yellow. 

SHAHROHK MAHROHKI (Ensminger ’81), nice, ruffled red brown. 

ST. LOUIS BLUES (Schreiner 79), my favorite ruffled deep blue. 

Weiler 78-19-2, nice bright yellow with red beards. 

CATALYST (Keppel ’80), clear sunflower yellow. One of my favorites last year in 

my own garden. Especially nice. 

MUTED MELODY (B. Brown 79), creamy tan and ivory with lavender cast. 

PEACH SUNDAE (Hamner 78), bright peach amoena. 

BROWN LASSO (Buckles-Niswonger 75), popular Dykes winner. 

MALAYSIA (Ghio 76), my favorite Ghio brown. 

PRINCE OF PEACE (Sexton ’80), fluted and ruffled pure white. 

SUPERSTITION (Schreiner 77), wide ruffled black with maroon tones. Much 

darker here than in my own Missouri garden. 

P.T. BARNUM (Meek 79), light tan standards with wide and flaring deep wine- 

red falls. Very unusual color combination. I kept coming back to this one. 

DESERT ECHO (Meek 79), greenish yellow and violet plicata. 

LIGHT YEARS (Ghio ’82), lacy yellow and white. 

PROFILE (D. Saxton ’82), violet and cream plic. 

BEL CANTO (Hager ’81), lovely ruffled lilac-orchid. 

AZ AP (Ensminger ’80), intermediate bearded, powder blue with blue beards. 

Schafer 23-57, white, edged with dark blue. 

SUNFIRE (Hamblen 77), bright yellow-orange with cerise beards. 

FRESNO FROLIC (Weiler ’80), brilliant orange self. 

PEPPERMINT (Gaulter ’81), mauve-pink standards and blue-lavender falls, 

ruffled and fluted. 

DAZZLING GOLD (Anderson ’81), deep yellow with bright red veining in falls. 

INFINITE GRACE (Hamblen ’82), nearly a pink amoena. Different. 
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BOTANIC GARDEN POST-SCRIPT 

Bill Maryott 
The Denver Botanic Gardens had a master planting of convention guests 

that, unfortunately, were not at peak bloom for the convention. For those of us 

able to visit the gardens again on Sunday after the convention ended, we did 

get to enjoy the guests at peak. 

Outstanding guests the day after the convention were: 

CURIOUS YELLOW (Durrance), an exceptionally nicely formed deep gold 

with tremendous color. 

P.T. BARNUM (Meek), tan and maroon bicolor with lots of pizzazz. 

FANCY TALES (Shoop), white standards and blue falls with prominent 

tangerine beards. 

Sellman C47, an unusual grey-blue similar to SATIN GLASS but having yellow 

shoulders and intense yellow beards. 

DISCO DANCER (Sellman), apricot standards and pale violet falls, obviously 

from VICTORIAN DAYS. 

Iris Nelson 34-73A, plum plicata rim on white. This iris has been a favorite of 

mine for some time and looked nice here. 

Weiler 78-19-2,, excellent deep yellow with very noticeable orange beards. 

Weiler 75-43, now named MARINE LUSTER, a truly refined blue. 

ERUPTION (Aitken), an interesting red-bronze with gold beard, creating a most 

unusual effect. 

ALABAMA BOUND (F. Foster), smooth, strong white with exceptional growing 

habits. 

GAUGUIN (Williamson 2377-1), deep maroon red blend with tangerine beards 

that seems to be totally unique from any varieties I can think of. 

FIARLEM HUSSY (Meek), ruffled deep wine black with gold beards. 

Hamblen H76-75A, an extraordinary plicata in blue to purple on white. It has 

different markings from any other plicata on the market. 

L4DY FRIEND (Ghio), somewhat tailored, but certainly a different tangerine- 

bearded red that will most likely become an important stud parent. 

PROFILE (D. Saxton), creamy white with a one-quarter inch lavender rim. 

WEDDING PARTY (McWhirter), refined lacy orchid that will be enjoyed for the 

lovely form. 

DESERT ECHO (Meek), looking as good here as anywhere. 

BARBARY COAST (McWhirter), the unusual red-brown with blue purple blot 

was especially bright in Denver. 

CORAL STRAND (Niswonger), an older peach amoena with form. 

WHITE ELEPHANT (Hager), under number T3085 BGWH, was simply marvel¬ 

ous in my opinion. 

PURPLE STREAKER (Ensminger), was fantastic on Sunday. Giant well-formed 

purple with even white flecking all over the flower. This was the first of this 

type I really fell for. 

Schafer 12-77, a white and blue with the ALPINE CASTLE bleeding of blue on 

the falls. Very different and nice. 
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Gaulter G77-42, a smooth pale pink lavender blend with immaculate form. 

DAZZLING GOLD (Anderson), bright, well formed and attracting the public 

like flies. 

BEVERLY SILLS (Hager), simply faultless. 

PINK BUBBLES (Hager), a border sister to the above, perfectly proportioned, 

excellent growth apparent, and my favorite border iris of them all. 

ST. LOUIS BLUES (Schreiner), looking as nice as ever here. 

HEAVENLY ANGELS (Gatty), a lovely white. 

SUPERSTITION (Schreiner), a wonderful black. 

CABARET ROYALE (Blyth), lavender and black with tangerine beards. 

CIRCLE STEP (Meek), a strong plicata that forms amazing clumps. 
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LONG’S GARDENS 

Ron Mullin 
Streets in Boulder are in alphabetical order, and fittingly the one used to 

reach Long’s Garden is Iris Avenue! Mountains with “flat iron’’ rock formations 

are easily visible from the garden, and one has the tendency to let eyes stray 

from the irises to these interesting features. From these same mountains, 

sudden spring storms may bring rain and hail, but for convention-goers the 

weather was perfect. 

Three generations of Longs have grown irises in Boulder, but this university 

city continues to stake claim on the property. Long's Gardens is a commercial 

garden, and no official guests were planted here for Rendezvous ’82. This 

doesn’t mean there was nothing to see. 

The main planting is bounded by walnut trees and features long rows of 

irises. Late freezes had caused some of these to be much smaller than they 

were in 1981. Another area of the garden features seedlings, and customers 

may dig and purchase any clump they like while it is in bloom. 

Despite the presence of many iris plants, it was the Schreiner irises which 

were putting on the biggest show, perhaps because of the large number which 

were planted here. SKIER’S DELIGHT is a well branched, heavily ruffled white 

of good substance. PIPING HOT is a flashy tangerine orange color with a white 

spot. Branching is fine, but the form is not as wide as some others. For a bright, 

new color, PIPING HOT is it. LORILEE is wide and ruffled, displaying rosy 

orchid flowers with a white patch on the falls to make the flower unique. 

Superbly branched MASTER TOUCH displayed four open flowers of ruffled 

deep violet. RUSTIC CEDAR is a coppery tan blend with veining on the falls. 

The falls are a deeper shade of the standard color. 

Schreiner M21-6 is a beautifully formed light blue with super branching and 

bud count. This one is schdeuled for future introduction, and its performance in 

Colorado certainly merits it. Fabulous GOLD GALORE was performing well, 

and its sunfast golden yellow flowers showed why this iris won the Premio 

Firenze. Another star from Schreiner’s was the heavily laced blue white named 

LACED COTTON. Sometimes this one is a trifle long in the falls, but it has so 

many fine points that this minor flaw can be forgiven. This one is in a class by 

itself. 

There was a good-sized planting of Gaulter irises, and it was the seedling 

78-80 which got the most attention. Branching that is not surpassed by other 

varieties showed off the beautifully formed rosy orchid flowers well. 

Tom Magee’s COLORADO SUNSHINE was in bloom here and probably 

gathered a number of votes for the President’s Cup. The yellow and white of 

the flowers was especially attractive in the crisp morning air. Another fine 

Magee iris is WEDDING CAKE. Basically white, this iris is edged in creamy 

yellow for distinction. It is more ruffled than COLORADO SUNSHINE. 

The extensive plantings of one variety in a commercial garden is always a 

sight to behold. A long row of Melba Hamblen’s SILENT MAJESTY showed the 

outstanding quality of this deep violet beauty. Other varieties would soon 
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IRISARIANS ON 
THE ROCKS 

Garden of the Gods 

FIRST CONVENTION 
Lanette and Troy Phillips, 

Cartilage, Tennessee 

THRONGS AT LONG’S 
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COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY PLANTING 
With Irises and with Irisarians 
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feature long rows of flowers, too, but it was a bit early, so we saw only long 
rows of buds. 

Unfortunately, the huge crowd all tried to view the irises at once, and it was 
not possible to see everything. All too soon it was time to board the buses, with 
still more of the garden to be seen. 

The highlight of any visit to Long’s Gardens is the opportunity to visit with Ev 
and Anne Long and Dennis and Cathy Gates. They are wonderfully friendly 
people. Mountains, irises, a street named for our favorite flower, and friendly 
hosts. What more could one want? 

COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY PLANTINGS 
Dave Niswonger 

After leaving Long’s Gardens in Boulder, we headed north through 
Longmont, Berthoud and Loveland to Fort Collins. During the entire trip we 
were in sight of Longs Peak, one of the three mountains we saw during the 
convention that were over 14,000’ elevation. 

Fort Collins was established as a military post during the Civil War, and 
because of the protection offered, an agricultural colony was moved there. 
It was located on the route from Denver to the Oregon Trail, and many 
wagons passed through this area. The University was originally the 
Colorado Agricultural College, founded in 1870 as a land grant institution. It 
now has a student enrollment of 20,000. The city itself has a population of 
80,000, and the citizens there claim it to be “The Choice City of Colorado’’. 

Dr. Carl Jorgensen and his wife Margaret were responsible for the 
plantings seen at the University. Carl, for many years professor of botany at 
the University, established an iris trial garden in 1950. During the 
conventions of 1963 and 1967, the trial garden was close to the University 
buildings. In 1979 a virgin pasture was plowed under to provide for the 
planting of irises to be viewed at the 1982 convention. Bloom was beautiful 
in 1981, but during the past twelve months extremes of temperatures, plus 
fall and winter drought, caused problems. Irrigation by hose was started on 
March 20; April saw 95 mph winds which dried out available moisture. Also in 
April, temperatures dropped to 13°, then soared to 80° two days later, with 
an 85 mph wind buffeting and searing the tips of the fans. Irises here were 
stressed considerably for their performance during the convention! Carl 
said, “Man complains, but God ordains.’’ Nevertheless, many varieties 
showed outstanding bloom during the tour. There were a few SDBs and 
some IBs in bloom, as well as tall beardeds. 

Carl and Margaret’s seedlings and introductions put on a spectacular 
show. SUMMIT LADY (Jorgensen ’82) was a bright orange that was 
showing off. SUMMIT LOVE was a pink-pink with a pinkish red beard that 
was outstanding. Carl had several blue-pink seedlings that were very good, 
as well as many oranges and yellows. His 6-51-2A was a pale blue with 
unusual striations from the beard; it showed exceptional branching. I was 
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particularly impressed with AMY RENEE (Jorgensen ’82), with pink 

standards, the color of which extended down into the falls, surrounding the 

beard; the remaining portion of the fall was apricot. It made quite a luscious 

display of blooms. 

Among the medians in bloom, BLUE LINE (Jorgensen ’82) was an SDB 

still demonstrating lots of bloom. Bennett Jones’ IN 76-3-1 was an improved 

peachy intermediate seedling, it had flared form with a deep peach area in 

the center of the falls. It is from a cross between PEACHY FACE and 

PEACH SPOT. I thought it was quite outstanding and we expect this 

seedling to be introduced in the near future. BETTY WOOD (Varner ’79) was 

a greenish cream SDB with faint lavender tips to the beards. It was quite 

unusual and demonstrated good growth and vigor. APACHE WARRIOR (A. 

Brown ’72) was a quite attractive brassy brown IB with burnt gold-edging. 

FROSTY PASTEL (Boswell ’80) was an almost white pink BB with tangerine- 

tipped beards. Excellent form. The stalks were a bit tall for a border 

bearded, but with the virgin soil and excellent culture, it was hard to 

determine if this was a normal trait for the flower. It was quite attractive and 

the bloom was in size for the class. 

Other tall beardeds of note are as follows: 

RUFFLED BALLET (Roderick ’75) was making a spectacular display and 

was to become the winner of the Franklin Cook Cup. The standards are blue- 

white and the falls are medium blue, showing heavy ruffling and beautiful form. 

INFINITE GRACE (Hamblen ’82) is an approach to a pink amoena, showing 

form not seen to date in the pink amoena lines, with ruffled flared falls and nice 

size and substance. The standards were not completely white, as they had 

an infusion of pink, but it was definitely an advance in this hard-to-develop 

group. 

LADY FRIEND (Ghio ’81) is a different color, something of a crimson 

cranberry with tangerine beards. It showed very good branching and nice size 

for a very unusual color. 

CURIOUS YELLOW (Durrance ’82) was a very bright flared yellow that 

would almost knock your eyes out. 

MARY ANN WILDEBEEST (Durrance ’82) was another very unusually 

colored iris, with various shades of medium to dark blue, plus brown beards. 

WALNUT RIDGE (P. Smith ’78) was a very interesting red with standards of 

oxblood and falls of crimson, set off with Indian yellow beards. The style arms 

were very unusual. It was very vigorous, which is good to see in a red iris. 

PIPING HOT (Schreiner ’81) was a real bright, luscious orange with a white 

area in the falls. A hot color that immediately drew people to it. 

PLEASURE DOME (Hager ’82) was a very wide, tall light violet with lace. 

Schreiner K1278-C was a very nice ruffled, large, tall white. Nearpass 76-15 

was a very attractive bitoned lilac with red beards. John Nelson 54740R was a 

wide apricot with red beards. I have listed some of the interesting seedlings 

seen because I have a feeling that these seedlings stand a good chance of 

future introduction. Many other introductions and seedlings could be 

mentioned, but I did not have sufficient time to completely view all of the guest 

irises. The iris display was beautiful. 
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Jane Hall (NY) and Earl Hall (OH) 

Frances Gaulter (CA) with 

Dennis Gates (CO) of 

Long’s Gardens 

Greg Schifferli (NY), 

Region 1 RVP 

Don and Margaret 

Saxton (AL) 

Lee Welsh (MI) and 

David Sindt (IL) 

What the Well-Dressed 

Conventioneer Wears: 

Cameras! 
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Convention Chairman 
Jack Durrance 

COLORADO 
SMILES 

30 

Christa Doty and Anne Cuthbert with Iris Cake 
Baked by Mary Anne Cuthbert for the Youth 

Table at the Botanic Garden Party 



COLORADO SMILES 
Garden Hosts Carl and Margaret Jorgensen 

and 
Cathy Long Gates, and Everett and Anne Long 
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Clyde and Ruth Wooten, 
with Bennett Jones 

COLORADO SPRINGS 
GARDEN HOSTS 

Emilie and Ed Varnum 

Max and Oretta 
McCarthy 
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the McCarthy garden 

Betty and Jimmy Burch 

The McCarthy garden is situated on a hillside section of Colorado Springs. 

The garden is landscaped purposefully to present a native Colorado scene, 

featuring a large Colorado blue spruce, three Canadian cherry trees, and a 

Sunburst locust tree with beautiful yellow leaves in front of a Russian olive 

with sage green foliage. Contrasting color was provided by a Prunus ‘Newport’ 

tree with maroon red leaves. The front of the home was bordered with shrub¬ 

bery that included mugho pine, pfitzer junipers, Potentilla ‘Bacchus’ and beds 

of tulips and marigolds. There was a clump of Iris pallida variegata, along with 

red-leaf barberry shrubs, money plants, aspen, weeping mulberry and apple 

trees to complete the Colorado landscape. 
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An oriental gate, installed last summer for the wedding of the McCarthy’s 

daughter Patti, leads to an oriental garden in the back yard. The oriental design 

included a dry stream with an arched bridge, several Japanese figurines, a 

pagoda, lanterns and Buddhas, placed strategically throughout the garden. The 

dry stream began on the upper side of the garden in the midst of a clump of 

birch and aspen trees, meandered through the garden, and emptied into a 

simulated pool surrounded by Japanese, spuria, and Siberian irises. To create 

the oriental atmosphere, maximum use of native oaks, several white-barked 

trees, and a variety of long leaf pines and flowering trees were utilized. 

Included in the basic oriental garden design were flowering plants 

intended to provide bloom from early spring until frost. Flower beds were 

established around the outer perimeter and were interspersed throughout 

the garden. These beds included about 200 guest irises and some older 

varieties which were performing well. Plants were healthy and there were 

plenty of bloom stalks that, no doubt, were gorgeous a week after the 

convention tour. 

Irises that were blooming for the tour included the following: AVANELLE 

(W. Jones ’77), a ruffled white IB with deep yellow beards. COLORADO 

GOLD (Lyons ’82), a bright yellow IB with a delightful fragrance. STEPPING 

LITTLE (Kuesel 73), a lovely violet BB plicata. JACOBIN (P. Smith ’80), a 

yellow TB with purple infusion, banded yellow. CONCORD SPRITE (Boswell 

’80), MTB, white with violet and maroon dotting. WINE FESTIVAL (F. Foster 

’80), ruffled rose-violet TB plicata. BETTY WOOD (Varner 79), a ruffled light 

green-creamy blend SDB. MULBERRY MIST (Burch 78), a red violet small 

TB that reblooms. 

This beautifully landscaped garden was entirely designed by Max and 

Oretta McCarthy, with Max providing the labor. The McCarthys spent 30 

years in the Army, moving regularly, and this is their first permanent home 

where they could incorporate the many garden ideas they gained through 

their travels. The idea of the oriental garden is attributed mainly to their tour 

in Hawaii, where they lived in a Japanese community. Since the Japanese 

use Japanese irises extensively in their gardens and designs, interest in 

growing irises was a natural development. Max and Oretta joined AIS and 

broadened their interest to include all types, and from their AIS 

membership became active in the local Elmohr Iris Society. They have 

been active in local iris activities since 1973 and AIS since 1971. They were 

both appointed apprentice judges last fall. 

Max and Oretta’s love for irises and their dedicated efforts have created 

one of the loveliest iris gardens we have ever visited. It is difficult to imagine 

that such a garden could have been created without the joint participation 

of both. Max and Oretta are a rarity in AIS in the fact that they are both 

equally inspired and dedicated in their love for irises. They were assisted in 

tour garden preparation by their daughter Patti and son-in-law Kent 

VonValin. 

One can only imagine how lovely the garden must have been when the 

irises were blooming. 
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THE WOOTEN GARDEN 

Bennett Jones 

The Wooten garden is situated on a small mountain at the eastern edge 

of Colorado Springs, affording visitors a commanding view of that lovely ci¬ 

ty and beyond to Cheyenne Mountain and snow-clad Pikes Peak. Col. Clyde 

and Ruth chose native materials to frame their garden, including three of 

my favorite plants which abound in that area: the quaking aspen, a beautiful 

tree throughout the year; the foxtail pine, with branches that do resemble 

foxes’ tails; and the red-osier dogwood. Large stones and fruit trees com¬ 

pleted the design. 

If, prior to our visit, there had been a few more of those warm, sunny 

days for which Colorado is famous, all would have been well. As it was, a 

long border of beautifully grown irises and iris beds cut into the lawn pro¬ 

mised a riot of bloom several days after most of us would be home again. It 

was early enough that not even all of the median irises were in bloom, but 

strangely enough a few tails were. One of those seasons! 

AZ AP (Ensminger ’80): Not new to me, but I enjoyed seeing it perform so 

well here as it has wherever I have seen it in the past two years. The nicely 

formed flowers are lavender blue with blue beards. The size of the foliage, 

flowers, and height of stem are of good proportion. Certainly one of the best 

intermediate irises. 

SARANAP (Boswell ’80): This one was new to me, and it did itself proud in 

all of the gardens on tour. The flowers are oyster white with edges of pale 

gold, with yellow hafts and yellow beards. Another intermediate with the 

desired proportions. If you like a bushel basket of flowers, this is for you; it is 

a heavy bloomer. Very nice. 

ANGELA (M. Wolff 74): A tangerine-bearded white I thought was ex¬ 

cellent. One I hadn’t seen before and I was glad I found it here. Nice beards 

on a clean white flower, ruffled and of fine substance. Well branched, good 

bud count, a fine border iris. 

SORELLINA (Mallory 79): Though very few tails were in bloom, this one 

would have had its followers had the garden been in full flower. Light violet- 

blue standards, the falls were white with a half-inch plicata border in light 

violet. I liked the form and the color very much, branching was good, the 

plant vigorous. 

PROMINENT (Corlew ’80): A flower of unusual color, I had to ask to be 

told it was “pewter lavender’’ with red beards. I could see it had red 

beards! Good depth of color. One of the shorter tails, about 30 inches, the 

plant is a strong grower and an early bloomer. I liked it. 
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THE VARNUM GARDEN 

Myrna Pollock 

An unobstructed view of snow-covered Rockies with Pikes Peak as the 

centerpiece and a meticulously groomed hillside acre of clipped lawn, stately 

trees and iris borders curving down the gentle hillside to a flat ledge planted in 

irises: that was the inspiring sight to greet us at Ed and Emilie Varnum’s. 

After a few minutes of conversation with our host, it suddenly dawned on me 

that this was not the first time I had visited the Varnums’ garden—only that the 

last time was at their spectacular spread in San Jose during “Golden State in 

78’’. 

Ed and Emilie obviously have a way with horticulture, not to mention an uner¬ 

ring eye for landscaping detail. Every aspect of this new garden on the Col¬ 

orado Springs hilltop was planned and executed with loving care and attention 

to their respective specialties. Emilie is the founder of the American Hosta 

Society, and her hosta collection was corralled under a small grove of carefully 

pruned scrub oak which also sheltered assorted native plants, of which the Col¬ 

orado state flower, columbine, was poking up many graceful heads. 

It was a disappointment that the very comprehensive collection of 

Niswonger TBs which made up the major part of the serpentine border inching 

down the slope were masses of buds only. At this elevation, it was simply too 

early for all but the earliest-blooming TBs. It was interesting to this Californian to 

note that CATALYST and VICTORIA FALLS were in full bloom, with dozens of 

tall stalks and more coming on, for these same two perform early and abun¬ 

dantly in Southern California, also. Other TBs in bloom and looking great were 

MIRROR IMAGE (which seems to thrive everywhere) and TUPELO HONEY. 

I was particularly taken by THAT’S IT (Hagberg ’80), a cute, quite green 

dwarf. Another very striking median was RARE EDITION (Gatty ’80), an IB 

that’s very close to a black and white plicata. Others I liked were: B. Jones 

IN76-3A, an intermediate peach with darker peach fall spot; OKLAHOMA BAN¬ 

DIT (Nichols ’80), brass with mahagony fall spot; PINK KITTEN (V. Wood 77), a 

big, billowing mass of delicate pink bloom; and WHEATHEART PRINCESS (Jef¬ 

fries 75), gold with a violet flash on the falls. 

One final note. The ledge at the bottom of the slope was edged with large 

glass bottles sparkling in the crisp air. Innocent me, I thought they were some 

unique Western-style decoration. Not so! It turned out that the bottom of each 

bottled had been cut out, and their collective mission in life was to cover plants 

quickly in case of sudden frost. With the vagaries of weather at that altitude, a 

very clever idea! 
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LORILEE 

STEPPING LITTLE 

PROMINENT 

SORELLINA WEDDING CAKE 
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AIS SALES ITEMS 
THE WORLD OF IRISES.$15.00 

Edited by Warburton & Hamblen; 34 contributors and authors including inter¬ 
national authorities. 494 pages of text; 32 pages full color. Published in 1978 and the 
most authoritative book on all phases of irises, scientific and popular. 6" x 9" hard 
bound cloth cover. 

AIS LAPEL PINS .$5.00 
AIS Logo in blue and green on silver plated pin Vfe" x %" with safety lock catch. 

TWO RARE IRIS PRINTS.each $6.00; both for $11.00 
Suitable for framing. Color reproductions of original art work done for the New 

York Botanical Garden in 1929. See illustration, in Spring 1978 Bulletin, page 59. 
Proceeds from sale of prints will be used to support the work of the AIS Historical 
Committee. 

BASIC IRIS CULTURE.each $1.25;packet of 25, $15.00 
A 32 page booklet covering the basic aspects of growing irises. Available in single 

issue or quantity for resale by societies at meetings, shows and sales. 

IRISES FOR EVERYONE each $3.00; packet of 10, $18.00 
A 24 page, 5V2" X 8V2" full color booklet promoting irises and the iris society. Use for 
gifts or souvenirs or as a resale moneymaker for your society. 

HANDBOOK FOR JUDGES AND SHOW OFFICIALS $2.50 

1979 MEMBERSHIP LIST.$2.50 

1959 IRIS CHECK LIST. $3.50 
Hard bound. Ten-year compilation of registrations 1950-59, complete awards 

listing 1920-59. 

1979 IRIS CHECK LIST. $12.00 
Hard bound. Ten-year compilation of registrations 1970-79, complete awards 

listing 1960-79. New; printing just completed. 

REGISTRATIONS AND INTRODUCTIONS— 1977 $2.00 
1978 $3.50 
1979 $3.50 
1980 $3.50 
1981 $3.50 

BULLETINS: Current issues $3.00 
Back issues, if available $2.50 
BULLETIN 1 (Reprint) $1.50 
Golden Anniversary BULLETIN $2.00 

BRONZE ANNIVERSARY MEDALS. $2.50 
The AIS 50th Anniversary medal in antiqued bronze. Suitable for pendants, show 

prizes, and special awards. 

AIS SEALS.Pack—$2.50; 5 Packs—$10.00 
Self-adhesive ovals, slightly larger than a half dollar, official design in blue and 

green on a silver background. (50 per pack) 

AIS AUTO LICENSE TAGS $3.50 
Prices include postage and handling. 

Make checks payable to The American Iris Society 
Send order to Jaymie Heathcock, Route 2, Box 238 Mounds, OK 74047 

Tel. (918) 366-3480 
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CONVENTION POPULAR VOTE WINNERS 

Visitors attending the national conventions select the most outstanding 
varieties of irises seen in the convention gardens. Ballots are submitted at the 
end of the garden tours. Winners of the two cups are announced at the annual 
Awards Banquet ceremonies. The third ballot, listing the voter’s fifteen choices 
for the best guest irises seen growing in the tour gardens, is tallied at a later 
time and reported via the Bulletin. 

PRESIDENT’S CUP 
Awarded to the iris judged the most outstanding variety introduced within the 
host region(s) and seen in the convention gardens. This year’s eligibles were, of 
course, from Region 20 (Colorado). 

Winner 

COLORADO SUNSHINE (Tom Magee 78) 225 votes 

Runners-Up 

STEPPING LITTLE (Harry Kuesel 73) 31 votes 

CURIOUS YELLOW (Jack Durrance ’82) 29 votes 

SUMMIT FLAME (Carl Jorgensen ’82) 22 votes 

SUMMIT LOVE (Carl Jorgensen ’82) 21 votes 

TRIBUTE TO TESS (Linda Doty ’82) 19 votes 

MARY ANN WILDEBEEST (Jack Durrance ’82) 18 votes 

COLORADO GOLD (Ray Lyons ’82) 17 votes 

FRANKLIN COOK MEMORIAL CUP 

Awarded to the best iris created by a hybridizer from other than the hosting 

region, also seen in the convention gardens. 

Winner 

RUFFLED BALLET (Elvan Roderick 75) 

Runners-Up 

24 votes 

LORILEE (Schreiners ’81) 20 votes 

FIRST BLUSH (Glenn Corlew ’81) 17 votes 

AZ AP (Allan Ensminger ’80) 16 votes 

FANCY TALES (George Shoop ’80) 16 votes 

PIPING HOT (Schreiners ’81) 16 votes 

PLEATED GOWN (Elvan Roderick ’81) 14 votes 

RUSTIC CEDAR (Schreiners ’81) 13 votes 

SARANAP (Carl Boswell ’80) 13 votes 

SAMURAI WARRIOR (Schreiners ’81) 12 votes 
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RUFFLED BALLET 

FAVORITE GUEST IRIS SELECTIONS 

1. COLORADO SUNSHINE (Tom Magee 78) 132 votes 

2. LORILEE (Schreiners ’81) 101 votes 

3. PIPING HOT (Schreiners ’81) 93 votes 

4. RUFFLED BALLET (Elvan Roderick 75) 87 votes 

5. STEPPING LITTLE (Harry Kuesel 73) 82 votes 

6. CURIOUS YELLOW (Jack Durrance ’82) 79 votes 

7. SAMURAI WARRIOR (Schreiners ’81) 71 votes 

8. PLEATED GOWN (Elvan Roderick ’81) 68 votes 

9. LADY FRIEND (Joe Ghio ’81) 67 votes 

10. MICHIGAN PRIDE (Tena Berndt 76) 62 votes 

11. INFINITE GRACE (Melba Hamblen ’82) 61 votes 

—. MIRROR IMAGE (Ben Hager 79) 61 votes 

13. PROMINENT (Glenn Corlew ’80) 60 votes 

14. AZ AP (Allan Ensminger ’80) 59 votes 

15. FROSTY JEWELS (James Burch 79) 57 votes 

16. PINK BUBBLES (Ben Hager ’80) 54 votes 

17. MARY ANN WILDEBEEST (Jack Durrance ’82) 50 votes 

A review of the popularity vote shows that 356 irises received votes. Of these, 

117 received 10 or more votes; 54, more than 20 votes; 36, with 30 or more 

votes; 23, 40 or more votes; and the 17 listed varieties with 50 or more votes. 
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THE 
MARY SWORDS DERAILLON 

AWARD 

Marie Caillet 

The Mary Swords DeBaillon Award for louisiana irises, officially added to the 

AIS awards system in January of 1949, was the first of the specialty awards 

created for non-tall-bearded irises. Soon after it went into effect, other specialty 

groups followed the example. By 1953 there were three other similar awards 

added: the Caparne Award for dwarf beardeds, the Morgan Award for 

Siberians, and the Eric Nies Award for spurias. Other specialty awards were 

added over the years until there are now twelve such awards voted by 

accredited AIS Judges for non-tall-bearded irises. The Mary Swords DeBaillon 

Award is the equivalent of the Award of Merit given to tall beardeds. 

This award was named for an early Louisiana collector and hybridizer for 

whom the Society for Louisiana Irises was originally named when it was 

organized in 1941. When the name was changed in 1948, Sam Caldwell and 

Geddes Douglas, representing AIS, worked with the Society for Louisiana Irises 

to set up the award and to strengthen the ties between the two organizations. 

The first recipient, an iris collected by Mary Swords DeBaillon and named for 

her by Caroline Dormon, was selected by a committee in 1948 before the 

award was actually official. Because of certain testing requirements, the award 

did not appear on the 1949 AIS Ballot and was later selected by polling a small 

group of AIS Judges, mostly from Region 10 (then Arkansas and Louisiana). Mr. 

W.B. MacMillan’s BAYOU SUNSET was selected to receive the award, which 

was announced in the October, 1949 Bulletin, but not listed with the regular 

awards. Lillian Hall Trichel’s CADDO won the award in 1950, the first year the 

DeBaillon Award was listed and voted on the regular AIS Awards Ballot. 

The original requirements for eligibility have been altered over the years and 

reflect a change from collecting in the wild to garden hybridizing. Ouoting from 

an article in the October, 1953 Bulletin on page 106, “Many of the Louisiana 

varieties are collected from the wild; many are hybrids from crosses carefully 

made. Therefore, this award is open not only to those varieties originated by 

hybridizers, but also to varieties collected from the wild. To become eligible for 

this award, a variety must have received an Honorable Mention and a plant of it 

must have been sent to the Test Garden of the Society for Louisiana Irises at 

Lafayette, Louisiana, for growing and identification.’’ This Test Garden was 

eventually discontinued as fewer and fewer louisiana irises were collected and 

registered, so the requirement for testing was dropped. The purpose was to 

eliminate the registering of the same hybrid found growing wild by more than 

one person. This was certainly a possibility during the period of collecting in 

South Louisiana in the 1940s and 1950s, when one might run into dozens of iris 

friends in the bogs, swamps and marshes on any April weekend! 
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The award trophy, a beautiful oblong bronze medal, was designed by 

Caroline Dormon, a Louisiana naturalist, writer and artist, and an early collector 

and hybridizer of louisiana irises. These medals, given to the collector or 

hybridizer of 34 louisiana irises, are furnished and paid for by the Society for 

Louisiana Irises as a contribution to the AIS Awards program and to the 

advancement of louisiana irises. 

Hybridizers winning the most medals have been Charles W. Amy, Jr., with 8 

winners, Caroline Dormon with 5 and Frank Chowning with 4. Those that have 

won twice are Mrs. Alex Smith, W.B. MacMillan, Sidney Conger and Ben 

Hager. Only one hybridizer outside the United States has won the award, Sam 

Rix of New Zealand, for his iris FRANCES ELIZABETH, which was introduced 

through Melrose gardens. 

The voting on the award has changed over the years and indicates the 

increase in distribution and the growing interest in louisiana irises. Early 

winners won with as few as 9 or 10 votes and the total number of judges voting 

the award was as few as 51 in 1953. The total of votes for the top 3 or 4 

varieties was as few as 25 or 30 until about 1964, when the number of judges 

voting the award began to increase. By 1966 G.W HOLLEYMAN won with 24 

votes and DIXIE DEB was a close second with 21 votes. There was little 

change during the next ten years, when the winner received very few votes 

over the runner-up and the top three or four had a total of only 60 to 100 votes. 

In 1979 Frank Chowning’s THIS I LOVE came up with 54 votes and the next two 

had 38 and 35 votes each. But the real progress came in 1980 when Frank’s 

ANN CHOWNING won by a majority of the votes cast. It received 150 votes, 

with the two runners-up getting a total of only 51. 

Voting has generally been split between areas of the country. In the early 

years it was split between the judges in North and South Louisiana. By the 

1960s it began to be split between the California judges and those from Texas 

and Louisiana—thus such regional choices as AMETHYST STAR, FRANCES 

ELIZABETH and BLACK WIDOW. Until there is more widespread distribution of 

all varieties, there will continue to be sectional preferences and voting. 

What judges see at convention may carry more weight than we realize. 

Floyd Wickencamp, Editor of the Spuria Iris Society Newsletter, had an article 

in the October, 1981 issue on fluctuation in voting the Honorable Mention for 

certain beardless irises. He wondered why it reached a peak for both spurias 

and louisianas in 1975 and 1978, but fell off in other years. My solution is that 

the AIS conventions were in San Diego in 1975 and in San Jose in 1978, both 

with large numbers of spurias and louisianas in beautiful bloom. Although they 

are grown in Huntsville (1979 convention) and Tulsa (1980 convention), few or 

none were in bloom at convention time. Following the 1975 convention, 

CHARLIE’S MICHELE won the DeBaillon Award with 40 votes, the most votes 

for a winner up to this time. Although the winners for the last three years (Frank 

Chowning’s THIS I LOVE, ANN CHOWNING, and BRYCE LEIGH) are all hardy 

irises with beautiful flowers, they were all in bloom at three of the more recent 

AIS conventions. Credit might also go to better than average distribution, good 

publicity and public relations on the part of the hybridizer and a popular 
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commercial garden handling the Chowning introductions. 

It is doubtful that future winners will always be the “people’s choice’’. In fact, 

they may not even be good growers for everyone or the prettiest flower or the 

iris most likely to succeed! The winner could well be decided by the number of 

judges in a particular region rather than the national popularity of the variety. 

Even now, some of the winners, like DIXIE DUSK, are long forgotten, and some 

of our popular varieties like ELLENE ROCKWELL, FREDDIE BOY, and DELTA 

STAR never made it to the top. But I am sure the tall bearded growers feel the 

same about the winners of the Dykes Medal. Who knows, maybe one of these 

days a louisiana iris will win the Dykes Medal, but it must first have won the 

Mary Swords DeBaillon Award. 

Winners of the Mary Swords DeBaillon Award 

The DeBaillon Award winners, with a brief description of each, are listed 

here. I have added a few personal comments on the hybidizer or the name. 

Since early registration reports did not carry detailed descriptions, some had to 

be done from memory. Those of us who can remember winners back to 1948 

may not have as good a memory as we once had! Some of the information has 

been dug out of the mountains of iris society Bulletins, catalogs and 

scrapbooks I have kept since the Society for Louisiana Irises was organized in 

1941. 

1948: MARY SWORDS DEBAILLON. Collected in the wild by Mary DeBaillon 

and registered in 1943 by Caroline Dormon. Originally known as 4Liserine 

Purple’, it is a very large and somewhat floppy pinkish orchid bitone with 

broad yellow signals. Flower is 6 to 7 inches across. 

1949: BAYOU SUNSET: (W.B. MacMillan ’47) Unknown parentage. Light red 

with yellow sunburst veining on the sepals. Mr. MacMillan, who 

discovered the clones of I. nelsonil near his home in Abbeville, LA, 

hybridized and sold louisiana irises and daylilies. 

1950: CADDO (Lillian Hall Trichel ’50) (Lilyana X Bayou Vermilion). Red bronze 

with a wine overcast and large gold signal. Mrs. Trichel, an early collector 

and hybridizer from Shreveport, LA, served as President of the Society 

for Louisiana Irises and as RVP of AIS Region 10. 

1951: CHERRY BOUNCE (Ira S. Nelson ’46) (Contrast X Breeder’s Red). This 

was the best red for many years. It was named for the very potent liqueur 

made from wild cherries that grow in South Louisiana. “Ike’’ Nelson was 

one of the organizers of the Society for Louisiana Irises and a guiding 

force for the promotion of the society and of louisiana irises. He is 

remembered for his fantastic sets for the annual show in Lafayette and 

for his research that resulted in the recognition of the Abbeville fulva as a 

separate species, I. nelsonii. 
1952: ROYAL GEM (Mrs. Alex Smith ’47) Unknown parentage. A velvety red 

purple self with bright yellow signal. The only louisiana iris to ever win the 

President’s Cup (AIS convention in Shreveport, LA, 1951). 

1953: VIOLET RAY (Caroline Dormon ’49) (Large Purple X Old Coral). A very 
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large reddish purple with radiating lines of near white that cover about 

half the sepals. Caroline was one of the earliest collectors and 

hybridizers of louisiana irises and was a close friend of Mary DeBaillon. 

Her writings and drawings did much to publicize the native irises. Her 

home near Saline, LA, is now a nature preserve. 

1954: SAUCY MINX (Dormon ’49) (Cajun Joyeuse X New Orleans). A reddish 

orange with bronze overlay. Small flower with flaring “saucy” form. 

1955: THE KAHN (Dormon ’49) (Haile Selassie X Cardinalis). Very dark red 

purple with a large yellow signal. Velvety texture. Very hardy. 

1956: WOOD VIOLET (Ruth Dormon ’49) Unknown parentage. A very clear, 

deep blue small flower. Mrs. Dormon, a sister-in-law of Caroline and 

equally interested in louisiana irises, had a commercial garden during the 

1940s. 

1957: BLUE CHIP (Mrs. Alex Smith ’50) Unknown parentage, medium blue self 

with wider floral parts than the earlier blues. 

1958: WHEELHORSE (Dormon ’52) (Rose-of Abbeville X Violet Ray). Rose pink 

petals and brillant rose sepals. A very large flower and hardy like its 

name. It is in the background of many modern irises. 

1959: HER HIGHNESS (William E. Levingston ’57) Collected I. giganticaerulea 
alba. White self, light green style arms, raised chrome yellow signal. Bill 

was an early collector of I. giganticaerulea and I. virginica in the marshy 

areas of Southwest Louisiana. 
1960: AMETHYST STAR (Sidney DuBose ’55) (7. giganticaerulea X Contrast). 

Light rose pink self with gold signal patch. The only winner in 17 years 

that did not come from Louisiana; however, Sid DuBose is formerly from 

Louisiana and belonged to the Society for Louisiana Irises while a student 

at L.S..U. in Baton Rouge, LA. 

1961: LOUISE ARNY (Charles W. Amy, Jr. ’56) A cross of two seedlings. Pale 

greyed lavender self with the signal bordered with deeper lavender. 

Charles Arny, a retired professor of economics at U.S.L. in Lafayette, LA, 

has been President of the Society for Louisiana Irises, RVP of Region 10, 

and has received the AIS Hybridizers Medal. 

1962: DIXIE DUSK (Lenora Mathews ’52) A cross of two seedlings. A blue black 

self that won by one vote over the next two and by two votes over the 

third runner-up. 

1963: NEW OFFERING (Claude W. Davis ’58) (Flat Top X I. giganticaerulea). A 

dark blue violet self with chartreuse haft markings. Claude Davis was 

President of the Society for Louisiana Irises and RVP of Region 10. 

Another popular introduction was BLUE SHIELD. 

1964: W.B. MACMILLAN (Sidney Conger ’57) (Bayou Glory X Acadian). A red 

bitone with chrome yellow radiating-type signal. Sidney began hybridizing 

while a high school student and once raised louisianas to sell. He met 

and married another Society member and has been busy raising a family 

instead of irises. 

1965: FRANCES ELIZABETH (Sam Rix of New Zealand ’57) Unknown 

parentage. Purplish bronze self; dark mulberry purple spine in petals. 

Clear gold signal. 
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1966: G. W. HOLLEYMAN (Ruth Holleyman ’60) (Marquis de Lafayette X 

Golden Days). Bright yellow self with chartreuse base and yellow style 

arms. Hybridized by Mr. Holleyman, an early collector and hybridizer in 

Southwest Louisiana. 

1967: DIXIE DEB (Frank E. Chowning ’50) (Lockett’s Luck X Louise Austin). 

Small sulfur yellow self with a gold signal patch. Very tall stalk with 

multiple flower positions, an arranger’s delight. Mr. Chowning began 

collecting and hybridizing louisiana irises in the early 1930s. This iris is 

still popular and still winning at iris shows, even though there are bigger 

and better yellows being introduced. 

1968: BLACK WIDOW (MacMillan ’53) A cross of two seedlings. A very black 

purple with no signal patch; velvety texture and a spidery form like its 

name. Has been especially popular on the West Coast. 

1969: KATHERINE L. CORNAY (Arny ’62) (Seedling X Her Highness). Mineral 

violet self with cream white style arms. Named for one of the founders of 

the Society for Louisiana Irises. 

1970: MARIE CAILLET (Conger ’63) (Acadian X W.B. MacMillan). Medium blue 

violet with very tall stalks and well positioned flowers. Named for Marie 

after she picked it out as the best seedling in the Conger garden. From its 

popularity, it must have been a good choice! Marie is a charter member 

of the Society for Louisiana Irises and currently Editor of their quarterly 

Newsletter. 

1971: DELTA KING (Ben Hager ’67) ((Upstart X Fire Alarm) X sib). Terra-cotta 

red self. Everybody knows Ben: a co-owner of Melrose Gardens, winner 

of the AIS Hybridizers Medal and well known for his award winning irises 

of all types. 

1972:1 LA NUNN (Arny ’57) (Louise Arny X seedling). Cream white self with 

bright yellow line signal. Ruffled edges. Named for Mrs. Stayton Nunn of 

Houston, TX, an Honorary Judge and former RVP of Region 17. A long 

time member and supporter of the Society for Louisiana Irises. 

1973: MRS. IRA NELSON (Arny ’69) (Louise Arny X G.W. Holleyman). Light 

violet self with large triangular yellow crest. Ruffled. Named for Barbara 

Nelson, wife of Ira Nelson and the Secretary and Newsletter Editor of the 

Society for Louisiana Irises for many years. 

1974: CLYDE REDMOND (Arny ’70) (Puttytat X Snow Pearl). Cornflower blue 

self; yellow line signal. One of many irises named for the Amy’s nieces 

and nephews, as is the 1975 winner. 

1975: CHARLIE’S MICHELE (Arny ’69) (Wheelhorse X W.B. MacMillan). 

Amaranth rose self; ruffled, with large yellow signal. There is probably not 

a hybridizer that has not used it as a parent, for all its children turn out 

good! 

1976: EOLIAN (Arny ’67) (Louise Arny X New Offering). Blue self with small light 

yellow signal. Ruffled. 

1977: MARY DUNN (Hager ’74) (Sidney Conger X Her Higness). Palest orchid 

violet with a yellow signal. Named for the California hybridizer, who just 

might produce a DeBaillon Award winner herself. 
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1978: No award given because of a tie and no arrangements for a run-off. 

1979: THIS I LOVE (Chowning 73) (seedling X Miss Arkansas). Rose pink self 

fading to light pink. Large gold lancehead signal. Zig-zag stalk with 

multiple flowers open at a time. 

1980: ANN CHOWNING (Chowning 76). (Miss Arkansas X W.B. MacMillan). 

Very bright currant red self with large brilliant gold signal. Won the 

Walther Cup in 1979. Named for Frank’s daughter who teaches 

Anthropology at Victoria University, Wellington, New Zealand. 

1981: BRYCE LEIGH (Chowning 73) (seedling X Louise Arny). Pale lavender 

self with narrow gold line signal bordered with a maroon line. Very hardy 

and a rapid grower. Named for Frank’s wife, a lovely and gracious 

Southern lady. 

1982: CLARA GOULA (Arny 75) (Charlie’s Michele X ruffled white seedling). A 

very'large cream white to white self with a narrow yellow signal. Very 

ruffled segments. Named for his mother by Richard Goula, RVP of 

Region 10 and the first President of LISA (Louisiana Iris Society of 

America). Dick takes credit for saving this award-winning iris by planting 

several pots of surplus seedlings hybridized by his next-door neighbor, 

Charles Arny. And, one of these discards turned out to be CLARA 

GOULA! 

This article is based on the author’s similar article appearing in the Spring/Summer 1982 
Bulletin of the Louisiana Iris Society of America. It seemed appropriate to include this bit 
of iris history in this, our annual Awards issue, of the Bulletin. 

PHOTO CREDITS 

M. Anning: 7 center right; 8 top and bottom right; 9 center right; 10 center; 11 center; 29 top 
right; 30 bottom. 

C Arny: 12 top right. 
W. Barr: 33; 36 bottom. 
J. Chesnik: 64. 
G. Corlew: 10 top; 11 bottom. 
H. Danielson: 11 top. 
R. Figge: 19 center. 
L. Harder: 25 bottom; 29 center left; 38 center left. 
C. Hauksdottir: 15 bottom right. 
C. Jorgensen: 26 top. 
K. Keppel: 5 bottom; 7 left; 9 top left. 
D. Koza: 25 top; 29 center right; 38 center right, bottom left. 
T. Magee: 23; 30 top; 31 bottom. 
C. Marquet: 50. 
S. McAllister: 12 center. 
B. Osborne: 7 bottom right, 8 center right; 15 top left. 
E. Roderick: 20; 41. 
L. Stayer: 19 top and bottom; 70; 83. 
S. Varmette: 52. 
L. Welsh: 5 top; 7 top right; 8 bottom left; 9 center left, bottom right; 12 bottom right; 31 top; 

32; 36 top. 
D. Willott: 8 top left; 9 top right, bottom left; 10 bottom; 12 top and bottom left; 15 top right, 

center, and bottom left; 25 center; 26 bottom; 29 top left, bottom left; 38 top, bottom right. 

Following Page: Awards Chart by Glenn Corlew, courtesy of Basic Iris Culture. 
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(photo courtesy of Carolou Nlarquet) 

MINUTEMAN STATUE, CONCORD 
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PLAN NOW FOR BOSTON 
AIS National Convention, June 4-9 

Shirley Varmette 

The first time I visited Boston was in the spring of 1959. I remember 
staying in the Statler Hotel: “Right in the center of things, . . . you can see 
the swan boats in the lake on the Common.” That same perfect in-town 
location houses the remodeled and renamed hotel, the Boston Park Plaza, 
site of the 1983 AIS Convention. I am inviting all of you to come to Boston 
and to the gardens of New England. 

If by early June school is out in your area, plan to bring your whole family. 
Westerners, visit your nation’s roots! Many may plan a fly/drive convention 
trip. Fly into New York or Hartford and drive up to Boston. Catch the end of 
the bloom season in New Jersey, the southern part of New York and 
Connecticut. Visit Cape Cod. Drive to the Maine coast for fresh lobster; stay 
to see the peak bloom in mid-June. 

Some say that the city of Boston does not have a “season,” but if it did, 
spring would certainly be the season. I don’t have to tell irisarians to bring 
their walking shoes, and Boston is a “walking” city. 

The most famous walk in Boston is the Freedom Trail, starting on the 
Boston Common just a short distance from the hotel. It is said that it could 
take a whole day to really see all of the stops along the red brick line that 
winds through this historic city: the Old South Meeting House, Paul 
Revere’s House, the Old North Church, see Bunker Hill Monument and 
Faneuil Hall. The walker would see not only the old city, but many views of 
the new Boston as well: Chinatown, the Italian North End, the theater 
district. You’ll taste your way through Quincy Market. Boston’s subway, the 
“T”, also makes getting from one place to another quite easy. Nowhere is 
'the drama of the city more apparent than from the towers of the Prudential 
and John Hancock buildings. From there you see north to the mountains of 
New Hampshire, west to the Berkshires, south to Cape Cod and east to 
Boston Harbor. 

Walk through prestigious Beacon Hill and the nearby shopping areas. If 
you browse along Charles Street with its unique stores and antique shops, 
be sure to bring your check book, or visit the permanent exhibit of 18th 
Century American furniture at the Museum of Fine Arts. (There is also the 
famous Filene’s Basement for bargain hunters.) If you are not a shopper, 
you may want to visit the John F. Kennedy Library, the Boston Aquarium, or 
the campuses of M.l.T. and Harvard. 

Of particular interest to irisarians will be the Ware Collection of Blaschka 
Glass Flowers at the Harvard Museum. This is the only collection of these 
exquisite creations now in existence. You will exclaim at the absolute 
accuracy with which every detail has been reproduced—in glass. Sigh with 
regret that the process has been lost. “As frail as the buds that first, in the 
bosom of spring are nursed, . . . flowers that never fade.” 
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AGNES WAITE AND BARBARA WHITEHOUSE 
Vice Chairman, Chairman for Boston Convention 

But our main interest will be the irises in the eight Region 1 gardens 

scheduled for touring. One large planting scheduled for daily visits during 

the convention is at Case Estates of the Arnold Arboretum of Harvard 

University. Here we will find one clump of each guest iris sent to the 

convention. The longest trip will be out to the garden of Ken and Agnes 

Waite in Westfield, in the foothills of the Berkshires. Westfield is also the 

location of a planting in Stanley Park, maintained by Stanley Home 

Products. 

On the second day of tours, buses will take you to Concord. Older 

members will remember the Buttrick Estate from early conventions. The 

estate is now part of the Minuteman National Park. The house is the 

Visitor’s Center, and the path leads from the North Bridge, to the formal 

garden, up to the house. It would not be an iris convention in the Boston 

area without a stop “By the rude bridge that arched the flood . . Many of 

the older irises, including CUP RACE, can still be found among the 

plantings, although Mr. Buttrick's seedling beds and many of the plantings 

are now gone. Many visitors may think of Major John Buttrick who rallied 

the farmers near Concord, but at the last convention here it was the late 

Stedman Buttrick who opened his gardens to the Society. Many new 

members may not realize that most views of the bridge and Minuteman 

statue show the path up to Buttrick’s estate. 

You will also visit the garden of Barbara Schmeider in Concord and the 

gardens of Connie Hall and Marian Schmuhl in nearby Bedford, as well as 

Case Estates, on the second day. The third day will include a trp to Bee 

Warburton’s in Westboro and down to Bobbi Whitehouse’s garden near 

Providence, Rhode Island. 

All in all, the 1983 convention promises to be a cornucopia of New 

England delights, a spring harvest of over 300 years of American heritage. 
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Part I of this article, covering soil pH, Nitrogen, and the preparation of new iris 
beds was reprinted, in part, in the July Bulletin. The following discussion of 
Phosphorus and Potassium is from Part II, which appeared in the Summer, 1982, 
Region 3 Newsletter. 

PROPER FERTILIZATION 
IS MORE THAN A PILE OF MANURE! 

(Continued . . .) 

O. M. Otte, Chemical Engineer-Research 

This fertilizer article is geared to the serious iris grower who enjoys getting 

the utmost of “Cadillac” performance from each iris cultivar in his garden. I 

hope to show that these ideal iris growing conditions can be achieved by 

anyone willing to have simple soil tests run, and by using the soil test results to 

apply only the required fertilizers or nutrients while maintaining a pH range 

suitable to active beneficial soil bacteria. I believe that iris color, fragrance, 

frequency and degree of bloom, blossom size, seed set, and plant increase are 

dependent upon and responsive to proper soil nutrients and soil conditions. 

My intent is to show that ideal iris growing conditions require: (1) the proper 

nutrients, (2) that the soil be at the proper pH, and (3) that both these conditions 

be in conjunction with “nature’s garden helpers”—beneficial soil bacteria. 

When these three soil conditions are provided, more than enough of all the 

plant’s required nutrients are soluble. In essence my entire fertility concept is 

really KEEP YOUR NUTRIENTS SOLUBLE. Remember that plants do not eat, 

they only drink! To achieve a weight of one pound, an average plant will use 

over 300 pounds of water. So if you will keep your nutrients soluble, you can 

provide your irises the best of laboratory type hydroponic growing 

conditions—but with far less cost and effort, and in your own backyard garden 

soil. 

Phosphorus 

Of the three major plant nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus, potash), 

phosphorus holds the distinction of being the most complex and mysterious of 

the three, and for this reason phosphorus is probably the most neglected and 

misunderstood of all the plant nutrients. 

My procedure for explaining the influences of phosphorus on plants is to 

have the reader imagine that phosphorus can never act alone to produce an 

exclusive or distinct deficiency symptom in a plant. This concept has worked in 

the past, and, hopefully, will be effective now as we develop several examples. 

Remember that phosphorus “locks up” with calcium when the soil is too 

alkaline and reaches pH 7.3 or higher. We made a big to-do of this fact in Part I 

while developing an ideal iris growing pH of 6.8. Now it is time that we consider 
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this ‘‘lock up” phenomenon from the standpoint of unavailable phosphorus and 

see how the problem of phosphorus ‘‘lock up” becomes compounded in the 

soil. 

Phosphorus is the one element essential to all functions of plant growth. It 

directly affects cell division, seed formation, flowering, fragrance, assimilation 

of plant food, and every other plant function. Therefore, because phosphorus 

assists a plant achieve a faster growth rate, it hastens plant maturity. This fact 

is vital to iris growers who must raise their irises in areas of moderate to short 

growing seasons. Since phosphorus encourages root development, it can in 

turn be considered insurance for healthy balanced plant growth. Every iris 

hybridizer seeking seeds should know that phosphorus encourages “fruiting” 

or seed pod set. 

If you have alkaline phosphorus “lock up” with calcium at pH of 7.3, you not 

only lose the phosphorus, but also part of the soil calcium, which is a multiple 

effect. A high concentration of soluble calcium is desirable, since it encourages 

the presence of a high level of beneficial soil bacteria. So a phosphorus “lock 

up” at the high pH level causes your irises to suffer a triple whammy: no 

phosphorus, low calcium, and a low soil bacteria count which is an equally 

damaging effect, since organic fertilizers cannot be utilized properly. 

A phosphorus deficiency causes slow growth and stunting. Plants with a 

phosphorus deficiency have leaves with a blue-green cast. The problem for iris 

growers is that by the time you see these symptoms, conventional fertilizers 

are of little use since most phosphorus compounds move slowly in the soil. 

When you see these symptoms in your iris garden, you need a highly water 

soluble or weak acid soluble source (pH 6.8) of phosphorus for quick plant 

response. (I suggest a dilute solution of Peters High Phosphate Plant Starter 

9-45-15 Fertilizer.) 

Since excess phosphorus seemingly does not adversely affect any single 

part of a plant, an excessive soil content of conventional phosphorus sources 

seldom has any ill effects. The slow release properties of phosphorus 

compounds allow a soil excess to be “available next year.” 

Iris growers can capitalize on the slow release rate of phosphorus and apply 

Super Phosphate (18% P) or the cheaper to use Triple Phosphate (46% P) for 

late fall applications. Typically the length of time required for phosphorus to 

penetrate 4-8 inches of soil (down to the irises’ feeding root depth) means that 

this phosphorus applied in the fall will be available for next spring’s surge of iris 

growth. 

Phosphorus stiffens plant tissues! I learned this from the Denver carnation 

industry. Carnations deficient in phosphorus have weak, floppy stems while 

plants with ample phosphorus have strong, stiff, wiry stems capable of 

supporting the large, heavy flowers. This phosphorus stem stiffening feature 

also shows up in corn stalks, and could pay off with taller TB irises growing in 

open, wind-prone areas. 

Research has proven that the new rapid growth portion of a plant (e.g. iris 

bloom stalks) requires the greatest amount of phosphorus. If the soil can’t 

provide this phosphorus, the plant’s new growth will rob the required 
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phosphorus from other portions of the plant, and you get what is known as 

“sudden yellowing”—a plant that blooms, turns yellow, seldom fully recovers 

and usually dies. This “sudden yellowing” phenomenon is most often seen in 

house plants raised in glazed and poorly drained ornamental containers where 

the soil becomes extremely sour and no soil bacteria can live. 

Acidic “lock up” of phosphorus at pH 5.0 or lower locks up the soluble iron 

in the soil. At this pH soil bacteria are practically nonexistent, so again, animal 

sourced fertilizers can’t be converted by the bacteria into usable plant 

nutrients. 

Acidic phosphorus “lock up” deprives the plant of iron that is vital to 

chlorophyll function and plant photosynthesis. Organic iron in solution acts as a 

transfer medium for other trace minerals and gases. While many plant 

functions are poorly understood, they are known to depend on trace elements 

that function primarily in a catalytic manner rather than as cell constituents. 

Iron, however, is considered as a major nutrient requirement of all plants, so 

that acidic phosphorus “lock up” deprives the plant of at least two major 

nutrients, iron and phosphorus, and cannot be tolerated for any extended 

period of time. 

To avoid acidic phosphorus “lock up,” the pH of iris bed soil is most 

economiclly controlled with cheap, readily available calcium-containing 

products. Remember that high soil calcium encourages the presence of 

beneficial soil bacteria. Calcium is a main ingredient in dolomitic limestone and 

also in gypsum. But. . . dolomitic limestone produces alkaline soil and raises 

the pH, while gypsum produces an acidic effect and lowers the pH. A common 

misconception is that limestone and gypsum are interchangeable, since they 

are both excellent sources of calcium, but nothing could be further from the 

truth. Gypsum can be used to overcome the effects of over-application of 

dolomitic limestone or vice versa. Gypsum will make clay soils more porous 

and improve sandy soil by making it much more tenacious. Both of these 

calcium sources can provide the iris grower with the additional benefit of 

improved soil texture and tilth while supplying trace elements unavailable in 

plain hydrated lime. With either calcium product, a major benefit to an iris 

grower is the ability to release soil phosphorus and to condition his ground so 

that soil bacteria will make his applications of animal sourced fertilizers 

worthwhile. 

Several farmer co-ops tell their customers that rock phosphate has at least 

a five-year payout and some county agents say that bonemeal takes at least 

eight years after application before any benefit will be received, due to the slow 

release. Contrary to both of these, I believe that steamed bone-meal and lots of 

soil bacteria will allow phosphorus to show up in one year after application. 

We mentioned that Super Phosphate contained 18% phosphorus. Several 

excellent animal sources of phosphorus are: steamed bonemeal (28%), animal 

tankage (20%), and dried fish meal (13%). Even with the added advantage of 

soil bacteria conversion, animal sourced phosphorus fertilizers are still 

considered as natural slow release fertilizers not to be confused with the 

“manmades” as defined below. 
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"Manmade” slow release fertilizers are fertilizers whose particles are wax 

or rosin coated (some are multi-layered) and will be released at different 

temperature-time-moisture periods for the benefit of the growing plants. While 

safer, the "manmade” slow release fertilizers are expensive. 

When planting your new rhizomes (or bulbs), mix a tablespoon of steamed 
bonemeal into a half cup of sharp sand, and then mix this mixture with an equal 

portion of your soil. Use this phosphorus-rich mixture directly beneath your new 

rhizome. After new leaf and root growth starts (at the expense of the rhizome’s 

stored food supply), this phosphorus source will sustain strong, rapid growth of 

the newly planted rhizome and will enhance the first winter’s rhizome survival 

rate. 

Quoting Thomas Curtain of Sudbury Laboratories, Inc., "The importance of 

this nutrient is clearly demonstrated by the fact that unsatisfactory plant growth 

is more often due to the shortage of phosphorus than of any other plant food.” 

Potash 

Potash is the commonly used name for Potassium, which is the third major 

plant nutrient listed in fertilizers. 

Hundreds of years ago, man observed that plants grew best in barnyard soil. 

Saltpeter (potassium nitrate) was first made available by running water through 

barnyard soil, allowing the water to evaporate, leaving the salt-like crystals. 

Plants grown with these crystals were spectacular, so the crystals were 

analyzed, the product was synthesized, and the fertilizer industry was born! 

(Just a little Chemical Engineering history, folks.) 

The point is this: potash is normally very soluble in most soils. In fact, it can 

be so soluble that it can be easily washed out of your soil, just as in the case of 

the barnyard soil in the first saltpeter manufacture. 

Plant "burning” from over-application of rapidly soluble fertilizer can be 

caused by either the nitrogen or potash content, but in either case, it is the root 

system that is affected by "osmotic pressure” of the soil nutrient level being so 

much higher than in the sap of the plant itself. It goes back to the quote, 

"Liming and fertilizing without a soil test is like building a house without a 

blueprint.” 

The proper amount of potash in soil will increase a plant’s vigor and strength. 

Potash does part of this by encouraging quick or early root growth. Dormant iris 

rhizomes planted about August 1 benefit from this potash feature by acquiring 

a strong root system in advance of the first hard ground freeze and the coming 

winter’s onslaught. A strong root structure is what’s important, not the size or 

length of roots. 

Remember that soluble nutrients leach downward, and to be effective there 

must always be sufficient moisture in the soil down to the normal healthy root 

zone depth of the irises (6-10"), but not enough excess moisture to carry the 

potash down too deep and beyond the reach of the plant’s feeding roots. 

Potash increases disease resistance, reduces winter kill, balances the 

plant’s absorption of nitrogen and calcium, and generally acts as a plant 
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“tonic” or conditioner. Mineral potash fertilizers supply relatively insoluble 

potash that a plant can absorb as it needs it. 

Manure, compost, rotted leaves, and wood ash furnish available potash that 

should be augmented with mineral sources to insure long lasting benefits. 

There is another reason for using both potash sources together: the bacteria in 

the decaying organic matter will stimualte soil bacteria to help release the 

mineral potash to plants. 

A mild potash deficiency shows up in short, spindly, disease-prone plants 

that are poorly developed. The leaves can be mottled, spotted, streaked or 

curled so that fungus and viral diseases are suspected, and a potash shortage 

does in fact encourage plant diseases. If the majority of your TB irises grow 

and bloom short of the listed registration heights, you might check your soil for 

potash content, since it can be so easily leached away. 

Another potash deficiency alert is when your TB iris plants fall 

over—rhizome, roots, dirt, leaves and all—due to a small, weak, shallow root 

system. These plants can usually be straightened, given a shot of soluble 

Peters Plant Starter Fertilizer, and will take hold, survive and thrive if properly 

fertilized for future growth. 

A severe potash deficiency will show up as leaf burn that starts at the leaf tip 

and proceeds downward along the edges of the leaves. Potash related leaf 

burn starts on the lower leaves and progressively becomes visible as it moves 

to higher and higher leaves as this symptom moves upward in the plant. Irises 

suffering from a severe potash shortage are frequently sprayed for “leaf 

diseases” which are, in fact, actually visible signs of potash deficiency. 

Potash helps plants withstand adverse weather conditions and to resist, at 

least in part, the effects of the insects, worms, fungi and plant diseases that the 

adverse weather often promotes. 

Because potash is so soluble, most high concentration sources are 

manmade. Dried fish meal has 4%, guano has 3%, and tobacco stem powder 

has 7% potash. This is why wood ash, at 8%, is so valuable, as it also supplies 

many of the required trace elements. The “hottest” source of potash that I 

know is Muriate of Potash that contains 60% by weight. As stated previously, 

potash is best provided to soil by a combination of natural and mineral 

(manmade) sources so that the potash is available by both quick and slow 

release. 

This brings us back to some additional advantages of my “New Iris Bed 

Preparation” procedure outlined in the previous installment. Remember where 

I encouraged growing string beans for permanent iris bed soil improvement 

due to (a) nitrate from nitrogen coming from the bacterial nodules on the bean 

roots, and (b) increase in beneficial soil bacteria? There was a lot more to be 

gained by this procedure than first meets the eye from the standpoint of soil 

fertility. 

1. If you did rototill your string beans into your new iris bed soil, the “green 

manure” will contain about 2% nitrogen, % % phosphorus, and up to 

5% potash in a slow release organic material. A single string bean 

“green manure” crop is equal fertility-wise to several applications of low 
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potash nutrient content soil amendments. 

2. The organic potash will help the plant utilize existing nitrogen and 

calcium. 

3. The humus and organic nutrients when in contact with soil bacteria and 

air (oxygen from soil aeration) will provide a slowly available supply of 

absorbable plant food during the winter when plants are supposedly 

dormant, for even in winter conditions plants must absorb a small amount 

of nutrient-containing water to at least replace the evaporated moisture 

4. The soil bacteria will utilize organic fertilizers and slowly release the 

nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash. 

Beneficial soil bacteria primarily live and thrive in humus from either plant or 

animal sources. (Eastern American Indians knew this and put a fish in each hill 

of corn.) Soil bacteria growth ceases at low moisture (3%) content, and is most 

rapid at about 25% soil moisture content (keep your humus pile damp!). Soil 

bacteria die in very sandy soil due to lack of moisture, while dense clay soil is 

fatal due to a lack of air circulation within the soil. 

As you can see, I believe in both natural, organic, and properly dispensed 

"manmade” fertilizers in my growing efforts. This is true for me to keep a viable 

soil bacteria content in my soil. I retired from a major oil company which had a 

"manmade fertilizer manufacturing subsidiary.” We all knew it then, and now 

you’ll know: those little soil bacteria that you provide surely make our fertilizer 

products work well. 

So-called technical information can read well or sound great, but the real 

test of acquired second-party advice or knowledge is, "Does it work?”. "Is it 

practical?”, and "Is it worthwhile for me?”. I personally prefer to be a 

"perfection grower” and to push my TB iris plants for all they are worth. I want 

good color, bloom size, stalk height, and increase; and I want each clump to 

perform with "show stalk quality” whether or not I ever enter a single stalk in 

anyone’s iris show. The point is that year after year I have been able to grow 

and bloom my TB irises on the same shale-laden and heavy clay soil iris bed, 

following the fertilizing procedures I have described, without any dropoff in 

plant performance or quality. 

FOR SALE. Original printing THE GENUS IRIS by W. R. 

Dykes in very good condition except for slight tear at top of spine 

and dust marks on frontpiece. A collector's item. Included is a 

signed photograph of the author. Price: Five hundred pounds. Air 

parcel post and insurance twenty pounds. 

Laurence Neel, Cornerstones, 

Gatton Park, Reigate, Surrey 

RH2 OTA England. 
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GLEANINGS 

Philip Edinger 

Once listed among the Bulletin’s “Regular Features,’’ this column has been 

highly irregular in the last few years! To you editors of regional and area-society 

publications who have continued to send me your publications I extend a big 

“Thank You.’’ And to those editors who, seeing no printed extracts in Bulletin 
pages, have hesitated to forward publications for gleaning, I express my desire 

to be put on the mailing list—with a promise of Gleanings’ return to regularity. 

There is a lot of worthwhile information circulating at the sub-national level. 

Louisiana Culture 

Iris Society of Minnesota “News and Views,” August 1980 

Frank E. Chowning: In growing the louisianas, keep in mind that the wild 

ancestors of the modern hybrids, in their native habitats, grew in rather heavy 

alluvial soil rich in organic matter such as decaying leaves and often they were 

found growing in cow pastures where there was considerable cow manure to 

further enrich the soil. In addition, they grew where the soil contained an 

abundance of moisture for at least 10 months of the year, with a dry period in 

late summer allowing them to become dormant. They usually grew under 

partially shaded conditions, such as under tall cypress trees or in open glades 

where they received only 3 or 4 hours of full sun during the hot days of summer. 

When found growing in full sun they were usually in company with other tall 

wild plants such as weeds, goldenrod, marsh grasses, etc., which afforded 

their rhizomes protection from the full sun. 

They can be grown in the ordinary perennial borders of your garden with 

phlox, shasta daisies and similar plants provided they are supplied with an 

abundance of old animal manures, compost, or half rotted leaves (preferably 

oak), supplemented with light top dressings of 8-8-8 or camellia-azalea fertilizer, 

and are watered well during dry periods; but to grow them at their BEST, we 

recommend the following: 

1. Select as the location of your bed, a spot that is in an open area that is 

free of tree roots and not over-shaded by low-growing shrubs or trees. Put your 

bed on level or gently sloping ground in as damp a location as your garden 

affords. 

2. Thoroughly spade and turn the soil to a depth of 12 to 15 inches, 

removing all rocks the size of a golf ball and larger. (The perfect bed would 

contain no gravel whatever.) 
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3. Spread over the turned bed 4 to 5 inches of half-rotted oak or other 

hardwood leaves and spade or rototill until the organic matter is thoroughly 

mixed with the natural soil of the bed. Well composted old cow or horse manure 

may be substituted for the half-rotted leaves. IF YOUR SOIL IS ALKALINE, and 

before this second turning, sprinkle over your bed agricultural soil sulphur at 

the rate of one pound to each 100 square feet of bed. 

4. Now spread over the bed another 4 to 5-inch layer of half rotted leaves or 

old manure and thoroughly mix this into the bed by respading or rototilling. 

5. Next, sprinkle over the bed a well-balanced commercial fertilizer such as 

8-8-8 (10-20-10 will do) at the rate of 6 pounds for each 100 square feet of bed, 

plus a half inch of commercial steer or sheep manure. Spade or rototill for the 

final time until all of the additives are thoroughly mixed with your garden soil. 

6. Wet the bed down thoroughly and keep moist until the bed is well settled. 

We like to let our beds settle for at least 30 days before planting to allow the 

fertilizer to blend well with the compost and soil, but if time will not allow, you 

can plant in a week or 10 days after wetting the bed down. 

7. Keep the planted rhizomes moist (but not water-logged) until they have 

started growth and then soak your planted bed once a week until the plants are 

well established. Keep even your established clumps moist at all times. 

8. Plant the varieties at least 24 inches apart with 2 or 3 rhizomes to each 

clump. In planting, see that the feeding roots are well spread out like the fingers 

of your spread hand and are pointing downward at a 45-degree angle in the 

hole. Pack the earth over the feeding roots firmly and fill the hole and pack soil 

around and over the rhizome so that the rhizome is covered to the depth of 

your little finger and is firmly attached in position. 

9. After your plants have made 10 to 12 inches growth, mulch your entire 

bed with pine needles or coarse straw to a depth of 4 inches. Maintain this 

mulch the year around, adding additional mulch as and when needed. (We 

regard pine needles as the ideal mulch. If these are not available in your area, 

you may substitute coarse straw, pine bark—not too coarse—or old sawdust 

from an old mill site. You can also use cottonseed hulls if you are sure they are 

not contaminated with nut-grass seed.) 

10. Give your iris light top dressings of azalea-camellia fertilizer in (1) 

February, (2) two weeks after they have finished blooming, and (3) in late 

August. Just sprinkle over the mulch and water in thoroughly with the hose or 

sprinkler. 

11. Do not allow seed pods to form from bumble bee crosses for they will 

diminish the strength of your new growth. Cut out all bloom stalks flush with the 

rhizome to which they are attached as soon as the blooming period is past. This 

will ensure strong new rhizomes for next year’s bloom. (This advice does not 

apply, of course, to a bloom stalk on which you purposely hand-pollinated a 

flower for the production of seed.) 

12. Remake your beds and add new organic matter and fertilizer and 

separate and replant your irises in early September following the third blooming 

after the initial planting. 
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Siberian Culture 

Region Two (Empire State Iris Society) “Newsletter,” Vol. XXV, No. 3 

Currier McEwen: It is not surprising that interest in Siberian irises has 

increased rapidly in recent years because they are lovely garden subjects 

which . . . are of the easiest culture. 

The Siberians fall into two groups. The ones more commonly seen have 28 

chromosomes, consist of I. sibirica and I. sanguinea and their hybrids, and 

came originally from eastern Europe and northern Asia. Those of the other 

group have 40 chromosomes, include a larger number of species and came 

from the area around Yunnan and China. 

... I know of no flower that is easier to grow than the 28 chromosome group 

of Siberians. Within reasonable limits they are not fussy as to type of soil or its 

acid alkaline reaction. They enjoy full sun but do well in partial shade; however, 

with less than a half a day of sun they tend to be sparse in flowering. They are 

splendid subjects for growing in wet places and beside pools, but they are 

equally at home in the perennial border. Like all plants they respond to a light 

application of general purpose fertilizer but can be naturalized in a field where 

they will bloom year after year with no care at all. And to crown it all they are 

remarkably free of trouble from diseases and pests. I use no sprays and 

practically never find a sick or injured plant among the several thousand I grow. 

There is a fly or moth which has appeared in New England whose larvae can 

damage buds and seed pods but it does not appear to harm the plant. The iris 

borer also attacks them although far less voraciously than they do the tall 

bearded irises. If borers are a problem, their control is the same as in the case 

of tall bearded irises. 

Culture of the plants is simple. The slender rhizomes are planted somewhat 

deeper than those of TBs. Their roots also are less superficial than those of 

bearded irises and hence shallow cultivation can be carried out easily without 

harm. On the other hand, if one prefers to mulch instead of cultivate, this can 

be done without danger of inducing rot. As mentioned above, a light application 

of a general purpose fertilizer can be cultivated in once or twice a year but is 

not essential. As the plants grow larger they can become extremely difficult to 

dig up. Hence, it is my practice to dig and divide them about every fourth or fifth 

year if for no other reason than to save my back. It is usually stated that 

transplanting or shipping should be done in the fall. No doubt this is advisable in 

parts of the country with mild winters and hot, dry summers. However, 

experience in Maine has convinced me that spring planting is by all odds 

preferable in regions with hard winters. Although I have no direct experience 

with planting in New Mexico, I would imagine that late fall planting would be 

best in the hotter, drier sections but spring might be preferable in the colder 

mountain areas. Perhaps the single most important fact to bear in mind in 

planting is that Siberians do not tolerate drying out of their roots in the way, for 

example, that bearded irises do. Hence, they should be shipped with their roots 

moist and after planting it is essential to make sure that the soil about them 

remains moist until they are well established. Once established, the 28 
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chromosome hybrids withstand drought as well as any garden plant that I 

know. Dr. McGarvey believes, however, that the 40 chromosome ones should 

always have moist soil around them. If they are planted in very cold areas in the 

fall, I would do so as early as possible. I would apply a 4-inch mulch at planting 

to preserve moisture; and would add another 3-4 inches after the first hard 

freeze, not because they do not tolerate cold, but to prevent heaving during 

subsequent freezes and thaws. 

Region 12 “Year Book,” 1980 

Tony Ballard: After seeing the Siberian iris SWANK at the Salt Lake City iris 

show a few years ago and then seeing a long row of CAEZARS BROTHER at 

the Farmington Experiment Station, I became hooked on them and decided 

that I must try a few here in Benson. I selected some well known varieties 

hoping that some of them would do well, but to my delight all have done very 

well! I believe much of the success was due to the way the soil was prepared 

and that they got all the moisture they needed all through the growing season. 

The entire bed was covered with about five inches of well-rotted manure and 

tilled in completely, then was allowed to settle for about two weeks. Each new 

plant was planted with soil from under a pine tree and then the whole bed was 

covered with about three inches of pine needles to give the soil more of an acid 

reaction. After spring growth begins and after flowering, they are fertilized with 

a mild solution of Stern’s Miracid. 

Species Notes 

Iris Society of Minnesota “News and Views,” March 1980 

Florence Stout: “Grandmother’s flags,” the “great blue flags,” “our native 

flags” are terms we have heard, but do we understand these terms? I thought 

that when people said “the old flags” or “grandma’s flags” they were talking 

about any old diploids that happened to grow well in Tompkins Corners or 

wherever the old folks lived. I found some people insisted on calling them the 

“German iris” and some even insisted they were from the iris species 

“germanica,” which is not really a species but probably a hybrid of two or more 

species ... 

But the “great blue flag” is a different story. This is a true native. Actually this 

refers to two species, Iris versicolor and I. virginica, which leads to confusion. 

They often grow side by side, too, and cross! One has an impressive 

chromosome count, the highest number in iris—108. Virginica has 72. Let me 

modify that—they are said to cross. I have not yet made a cross where I am 

positive that there wasn’t previous self-fertilization (as so often happens in 

beardless irises!). 

What is the difference between the two species? To me, the flower of 

virginica is prettier as it grows in the marl-bedded streams in Ohio right beside 

versicolor. Virginica has a brilliant bright yellow or gold spot on the 

falls—distinct and regular in outline. The anthers are yellow or white. The 
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petals of the standards are always longer than in versicolor, and the fall petals 

are apt to be rounded and more graceful. However, virginica often has two 

branches that are the same length, has fewer flowers, and is in general less 

vigorous and adaptable than versicolor. Versicolor always has blue anthers, 

and the spot may be entirely missing. Sometimes it has a spot that fools you 

into thinking it is a virginica, so you look for other signs. Versicolor has better 

branching in different lengths; the seeds are bright and shiny, not corky and 

dull. The seed pods are different also and easily recognized. 

... In general, virginica is more tender and grows farther south, but both 

grow in Ohio and Minnesota, both areas affected by moving glaciers in the long 

ago. Apparently it separated I. setosa into the far north, from versicolor, which 

it pushed ahead and got us all mixed up. One theory is that setosa and virginica 
crossed and versicolor is the offspring when somehow the process of gamete 

reduction goofed and the resulting interspecies hybrid got a large number of 

chromosomes. Instead of being sterile and unproductive, as many such 

crosses are, the offspring were more hardy and vigorous than either 

parent. . . . 

Both versicolor and virginica belong horticultural^ to the laevigata group 

which also includes I. ensata (ancestor of the Japanese iris) and I. pseudacorus, 
the yellow water iris that is native to Europe and is apparently the “fleur de lis” 

of history and heraldry. 

It occurs to me that it’s time we devoted some time and attention to 

hybridizing these native flags. Look what the Japanese have done with the 

humble ensata! They brought it down from the mountain streams and have 

hybridized it, giving it great honor. Now you can get 3, 6, 9 or even 12-petaled 

varieties as big as dinnerplates, or short and dainty for the front of the perennial 

border. With 108 chromosomes to work with, think of the possibilities. It 

boggles the mind! 

Iris Society of Minnesota “News and Views,” January 1978 

Lois Seeden: Dr. Tomino of Mei University, Japan, says that I. japonlca, one of 

the crested irises, is a sterile species. At least in Japan that is true. It has never 

set seed as far as he has been able to determine. Yet it has become one of the 

commonest of the wild plants in Japan. You question how this can be. That’s 

the miracle—the entire Japanese population consists of a single clone! 

By its long stolons, this one clone has “walked” all over the southern three- 

quarters of the country. Of course the people have assisted I. japonica in its 

walk. 

It grows rampant in the mountains, even growing under the bamboo timber, 

where most plants refuse to grow. The combination of the bamboo and the 

waxy foliage and form of the iris is so attractive that it can be seen repeated in 

Japanese gardens. I. japonica is hardy to at least 10° F. and perhaps even 

lower temperatures. One of the most beautiful sights in Japan is the carpet of 

mist-like clouds of the two-inch flowers of I. japonica on a sunny bank near the 

ancient Kurama Temple in the mountains north of Kyoto. 
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GEORGE SHOOP 
The Happy Hybridizer 

Irises with purple standards and pink falls. Irises with lavender standards and 

tannish yellow falls, plus bushy red beards. Sound like a fancy tale to you? If so, 

then you’re on the right track, for these are seedlings in the Portland garden of 

George Shoop, originator of FANCY TALES. 
★ ★ ★ 

George Arthur Shoop was born in Kearney, NE, in 1916. He grew up in 

Kearney and enrolled at the State Teachers College there, but before it was 

time for him to graduate, the Dodge family moved from Kearney to Oregon, 

and George decided to hitch-hike to Oregon to visit his girlfriend Roberta. He 

never hitch-hiked back. 

It was off to Washington State University for Roberta, and George found 

work with the Portland Pacific Fruit Company. After college, Roberta returned 

to Oregon, but George was being transferred by the company to the small 

northern California community of Yreka. They married and moved. 

During the World War II years, it was back to Portland, where George was 

employed by Kaiser as a junior engineer at the Swan Island shipyards. 

Following the war, he held a series of jobs as driver-salesman, selling food and 

tobacco products to stores and wines to hotels. Then calamity struck in the 

form of throat cancer, and George was without voice or job. 

While adjusting and learning to speak again, George enrolled at Portland 

Community College, graduating two years later with his degree in landscape 

architecture. He was then hired by the college to run their four greenhouses 

and to supervise the plantings at a new campus. 
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Now retired and with his family raised and on their own (George and Roberta 

have one son, one daughter, and five grandchildren), George has more time for 

his various hobbies, such as painting, working with stained glass, and, of 

course, breeding strange and lovely irises. 

★ ★ ★ 

It was in 1941 while working at the shipyards that George met a co-worker 

by the name of Bennett Jones, but it was about 1948 before he started growing 

irises. He saw TIFFANY growing in Bennett’s yard and was intrigued by it; 

Bennett ordered a $3 starter collection to be shipped to George, and George 

was on his way. . . . 

Well, almost. The first year’s crosses weren’t too productive, as George 

made the classic mistake of putting pollen to beards. Subsequent tries were 

better directed, and he made crosses both in Bennett’s garden and at Mrs. 

Weed’s National Iris Gardens. The Shoop line had begun! He crossed some of 

Dave Hall’s line and came up with good pink color. He ordered seedlings from 

Tell Muhlestein, also getting JUNE MEREDITH, and from the seedlings got the 

start of his orange lines. 

Gordon Plough purchased the stock of his pink-bearded white LA 

PARISIENNE and introduced it through the pages of the Eden Road catalog in 

1960. That same year, at the national convention headquartered in Portland, 

convention-goers had a chance to see the Shoop garden on tour. One thing 

they saw—and liked—was a beautiful rich pink out of LA PARISIENNE and 

JUNE MEREDITH which George registered and introduced that year as ONE 

DESIRE. With minor exception, George has been introducing his own 

originations ever since. 

Twenty-two years after that convention and first introductions he has an 

impressive array of irises to his credit, irises that have come from very small 

seedling patches. It has been said that he gets more interesting seedlings per 

square foot than any other hybridizer, the result of his tenacity and judicious 

line breeding. 

From the pink lines have come, among others, ONE DESIRE, MAY 

DANCER, PRETTY POISE, BRIGHT SUNSET, and TODAY’S FASHION. The 

orange line-up includes SPANISH GIFT, VIVA (named, incidentally, for a brand 

of cigars George was selling at the time!), OLE, BRIGHT LIFE, and CHINA 

DRAGON. There are white and peach to apricot amoenas, like SNOW PEACH, 

PEACH SPOT, and COLOR BASH, and odd shades like the tangerine-bearded 

tannish rose blend DUTCH MAGIC. A tangerine-bearded blue to purple bicolor 

line includes such introductions as LATIN LOVER, LATIN LADY, RINGO, And 

the more softly colored SO RARE, also the lined-fall offshoots DELPHI and 

LUCKY LOCKET. And of course the strange FANCY TALES, with white 

standards, falls that vary from apricot orange at the top to concord purple at 

the bottom, and tangerine beards, if that sounds wild, just wait until you see 

what else is coming from the seedling patch of this tall, effervescent gentleman 

with the rosy cheeks, twinkling eyes, and perennial smile. It’s almost worth a 

trip to Oregon in the spring just to hear George go down the rows of unbloomed 

seedlings with Bennett Jones. “Now, Benny, there's a bud. .. .” 
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International News 
Bee UUarburton, €ditor 

AUSTRALIA: THE WARRAGUL SYMPOSIUM PAPERS 

The report of the 1981 Symposium of the Iris Society of Australia from their 

1981 meeting in Warragul will appeal equally for the excellent content of the 

papers and for the account of the people involved. All who have visited 

Australia or have enjoyed Aussie convention visitors will be delighted with the 

thumbnail sketches of the authors. The topics for discussion are well chosen, 

and are in the main applicable to irises anywhere, though revealing of their own 

special conditions. 

John Baldwin’s history of irises in Australia leads off the volume with many 

interesting facts . . . would you believe an Australian was the first to cross /. 

douglasiana (seed from Sydney Mitchell) with I. innominata (seed from Jean 

Stevens), and that the first pacific coast hybrids to be introduced were bred 

from seed sent by him to the Luhrens of Seattle, Washington? Frederick Miles 

Danks, who accomplished this round-the-world feat, was a scientific breeder of 

many plants and was the first Federal President of the Iris Society of Australia. 

This is only one example of the energy, ability and imagination that went into 

the building of the splendid organization of the iris society in Australia today. 

We have then some information on exporting and importing irises, 

interesting to us shippers and importers from foreign ports, by Loftus Callahan. 

The pacific coast irises are discussed by Stan Lott, and the spurias and 

louisianas in separate papers by Dorothy Mountford. A summation of plant 

nutritive needs, by Norm Caldwell, is as applicable to our irises as to theirs, and 

is an excellent basic survey of the problems involved, including, for added 

value, a survey of the relative cost of recommended procedures. 

Arils and arilbreds are discussed by Gordon Loveridge, and the remontants 

by Bob Maddern. Barry Blyth’s paper is obviously a review of his garden talk to 

the group, in his own garden, which was the focus of the meeting. He 

discussed the work of six American hybridizers, and something of his own 

hybridizing aims. Certainly Ian Batiste’s condensed talk on showbench judging 

of beardless irises is of interest, granting always that no two judges ever look at 

the subject quite the same. 

Requests to republish any of these papers should be made to the authors 

direct or through the Hon. Secretary, Victorian Region, Iris Society of Australia, 

Miss Phyllis Hobbs, 8 Brassey Ave., Rosanna, Victoria, Australia 3084. 

This is an unassuming volume, paper bound, mimeographed, 59 pp. 

magazine size. Any inquiries may also be addressed to the above. 
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ENGLAND: CONSERVATION OF HISTORICAL IRISES 

The British Iris Society’s Secretary, also Editor of its Newsletters, is devoutly 

interested in conservation, not only of species irises but also of the garden 

varieties of former times. He wrote in the March 1982 Newsletter: 

.. we have been invited by the National Council for the Conservation of 

Plants and Gardens (NCCPG) to cooperate in their programme to ensure the 

continued existence of endangered plants ... as far as the Iris is concerned, 

it is up to us.” And, “. . . one thing they (the NCCPG) would like to do would 

be to establish a permanent collection of Dykes Medal winners. We have 

often had this in mind, as you know. Perhaps we can now make it happen.” 

A number of our members have plantings of Dykes winners, but how many 

include the British and French lists, which are separate? We should offer any 

help we can in this worthwhile project. 

Mr. Cassidy says he had one important response to his former requests, a 

list from the Grafin von Zeppelin of the thousand or so varieties in her vast 

collection now in the State Botanical Garden at Bruglingen, Basle. The irises 

there date from 1907, the majority from the ’50s. Mr. Cassidy says that the list 

is wonderful to read, and I will add that it is wonderful beyond words to visit and 

study, for the irises are arranged by color and pattern classes in beds that 

progress through the history from earliest beginnings to fairly modern times. 

The Grafin began this collection when she was a young girl, and donated it to 

the public only when her commercial iris garden, now the largest perennial 

garden in Europe, made it impossible for her to keep it up. Since then it has 

often teetered on the edge of extinction, but finally appreciation, we hope, will 

keep it alive. 

ATTENTION HYBRIDIZERS 
The Sooner State Iris Society is pleased 

to announce the Third Annual 
POLLEN DAUBERS’ SEMINAR 

February 25-26, 1983 
ROBERT SCHREINER 

has accepted an invitation to lead sessions on hybridizing for both 
established and budding future hybridizers. A fee of $20.00 per person is 
required. For further information and assistance, write: 

Dr. William E. Jones 
2312 Butternut Place, Edmond, OK 73034 

Phone: 1-405-478-3498 
or come at 7:30 P.M. on the 25th to: 

Will Rogers Garden Center 3400 NW 36 St., Oklahoma City 
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Domestic News 
Fred Stephenson, (Editor 

WISCONSIN IRIS SOCIETY PROMOTES AIS 

As a means of promoting irises, the Wisconsin Iris Society has undertaken 

several interesting projects that should serve as examples for others seeking 

promotional projects. 

1. The Wisconsin Iris Society is donating a copy of The World of Irises and 

Siberian Iris to each of the community libraries in the towns where members 

reside. The members in these communities are the personal representatives of 

WIS in the presentation of books. Members on the local level, through these 

donations, hope to encourage the growing of irises and eventually create 

interest in the local society as well as the national organization. At a time when 

funds are scarce for the purchase of new books and reference material, the 

libraries are most appreciative of these contributions. This is the 1982 Project. 

2. Annually, WIS donates irises of all types to the Boerner Botanical 

Gardens in the Milwaukee area. Irises not sold at the annual iris sales are 

donated for public plantings where irises have been requested. Plantings have 

been made at the Wisconsin Veterans Administration for landscaping beauty 

and for rehabilitation activities of the patients. Through the efforts of WIS 

members, the Charles Allis Art Center recently redid their landscaping with 

median irises. The North Branch of the Milwaukee Area Technical College 

planted its first planting of donated irises this year. (Horticulture is taught at this 

branch.) This year irises will be donated to the children’s garden at the Mequon 

Library. Many irises have been donated to retirement homes, where additional 

landscaping was needed and requested by the residents. This activity, which is 

a continuing project, has almost unlimited appeal. 

3. For the past six years, WIS has had an educational exhibit at the Mayfair 

Shopping Center. Presented are charts, drawings, fresh iris arrangements, 

books, pass-out materials on how to grow irises, information regarding iris 

pests, agenda of society meeting dates and activities, and invitations to join 

WIS and AIS. Last year a clump of irises was displayed, and viewers were 

shown how to divide and replant it. A continuous showing of iris slides is a 

popular attraction. Much interest is always shown by the public, and this 

project has proven to be an excellent way to attract new members. 

(Information provided by Lynn and Mel Bausch. Mel is president of WIS.) 

Note: The Wisconsin Iris Society was organized in 1935. The first president was 

Louise Jaeger. Congratulations are in order for Louise, who will be celebrating 

her 91st birthday this year. She still maintains her garden with hired help, and 

her keen interest in all plants has endeared her to many gardening friends. 
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Vouth Views 
Maryann finning 

When is a Youth Member Not a Youth Member? 

One of the most often asked questions regarding youth members is, ‘‘At 

what age does a youth member become an adult member of the American Iris 

Society?’’ The question has arisen concerning the “cut-off” age for reduced 

rates at conventions, the youth sections in shows, and the point at which one 

must start paying adult membership dues. The answer is the nineteenth 

birthday of the youth member. When preparing your show schedule or 

convention rates, the following wording m&y be used: the youth section is 

limited to those “under 19 yeas of age” or to those “age 18 and under.” The 

phrase “under 18” is incorrect when following AIS regulations. 

It has also been brought to my attention that there are youth members who 

might be on a “family membership,” since the family membership may consist 

of two people at the same address, and need not be “Mr. and Mrs.”. These 

members are not recorded separately as youth members, and I have no way of 

knowing that they are, in fact, youth members. If this is your case, and you are 

a youth member and have not received the youth newsletter or handbook, 

please let me know! My address is listed on Page 2 of this Bulletin. 

1982 Youth Achievement Contest Winners 

The 1982 Clarke Cosgrove Memorial Award for Youth Achievement goes to 

David Spence, a very active 18 year old youth member from Eau Claire, Wl. 

David first joined his local society in 1976 and a year later became a member 

of AIS. He currently grows approximately 700 varieties of bearded and 

beardless irises, has introduced the first of his efforts as a hybridizer this year, 

and manages his own commercial garden. He has been a tremendous asset to 

the Iris Society of Minnesota, chairing shows, bringing in new members, and 

editing their newsletter. David is also interested in meeting other irisarians, 

having attended the National Conventions at St. Louis last year and Denver this 

year. Your youth chairman has had the pleasure of getting to know this fine 

young man at both conventions and hopes his youthful enthusiasm continues 

for many years to come. Congratulations, David! 

First runner-up is a 16 year old youth member of whom many of us are 

already familiar, Jimmy Copeland of Mattawan, Ml. Jimmy has also been a 

member since 1976. Jimmy exhibits great enthusiasm in all his iris activities 

and is especially helpful at shows. He shows many of his 200-plus varieties of 

tall bearded, median, and Japanese irises, as well as caring for his 400 

Japanese seedlings. Jimmy has also been experimenting with growing irises 
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indoors and with cold-greenhouse culture, as well as seed germination. 

Congratulations, Jimmy! 

Tied for second runners-up are two young ladies we can all be proud of! 

Fifteen year old Adair Uhler of Milledgeville, GA has been a member of AIS 

since 1978, has maintained her own garden, been very active in her local 

society, and has appeared on “A Date with Del,” a local TV talk show with Del 

Webb, to promote irises in Macon, GA. Seventeen year old Suzanne Morris of 

Florissant, MO, has been an active irisarian for several years, attending four 

national conventions, including the 1981 convention at St. Louis where she 

served as garden hostess for her parents’ (and her) garden that was included in 

the tour. Suzanne is very active when it comes to growing, showing, and talking 

irises. Congratulations, Adair and Suzanne! 

DAVID SPENCE RECEIVING YOUTH ACHIEVEMENT AWARD 
Presented by Cathy Gates at Denver Convention 
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CHIRPS FROM THE ROBIN LADY 

The Robin Program cannot exist without rules or regulations. We must all 

abide by the same rules, with no exceptions, if the robins are to fly smoothly. 

Please don’t spoil the robins for those who will abide by the rules; if you are a 

person who enjoys breaking rules, then this program is simply not for you. 

The first and most important rule pertains to the length of time you may keep 

a robin. It should not be held longer than the specified number of days shown 

on your routing card. Most directors tell you not to hold it longer than 10 days, 

others allow 14. Whatever the limit, please move the robin within that period. I 

realize that most of us are busy, and when the robin flies in it always seems to 

arrive at our busiest time. If you ‘‘put it to roost” until you find time to write, you 

will forget about it and will lose interest. If for some reason it is impossible to 

write a letter during the allotted time, just include a note saying you don’t have 

time that round, and mail the robin on its way. Don’t let it die on the roost! 

I know you have heard this before, but a large number of you are not abiding 

by this time rule. 

We will continue reviewing the rules until we have discussed all of them with 

the hope of continually improving the robin program. The robins are only as 

good as you make them. 

—Jeane Stayer 

EASY DIRECTIONS 

“Just put a little Schultz in the 

water, Everytime you water, 
Everything you grow. ' 

Available at your store or send $1.65 
for 5V2 oz., $2.90 for 12 oz., $4.20 for 

28 oz. (Includes Mailing.) 

SEND FOR OUR FUND RAISING OFFER 

EASY DIRECTIONS 

4Just put a little Schultz in the 
water, Everytime you water, 

Everything you grow.'' 

Available at your store or send $2.90 
for 1 lb., $10.50 for 5 lb., $39.50 for 

25 lb. (Includes Mailing.) 
1981 A Y. Schultz By the makers of “Plant Shine" 

Mfg. by SCHULTZ CO.. St. Louis. MO 63043 U.S. 

Schultz-Instant” 
ULTRA PURE CONCENTRATED ALL PURPOSE 

LIQUID PLANT FOOD. 
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flight Lines 
Som Reece, €ditor 

1843 €. Brown Rve., Fresno, CR 97303 

Red Irises 

Stephen Stevens, Crystal City, MO: My interest in dog breeding carried 

over into iris hybridizing. This small collection has now evolved into putting out 

from 700-1000 seedlings a year, maintaining approximately 200 named 

varieties as well. I hybridize any color that I think is a good cross. One of my 

favorite parents was DENVER MINT, and I have used it on practically 

everything, including WAR LORD. This cross yielded some interesting 

offspring. I registered two from this cross—RED RAVEN and AFTERSMILE (a 

late caramel-colored flower). RED RAVEN was beautifully branched, lots of 

class, but when I looked at POST TIME, I felt RED RAVEN lacked the 

smoothness of POST TIME. I did not introduce either one, but I crossed POST 

TIME and RED RAVEN. Like it or not, this cross put me up to my chin in the red 

class. I registered six from this cross and am still wondering about several 

others. Smoothness appears to be the most dominant feature. Good branching 

was also very prevalent. While I am on the subject, in my own mind I feel that 

POST TIME has to be a key parent in any red breeding program. Incidentally, 

one out of the above-mentioned cross (76-12-5) is lightly laced. Lace can be 

more prominent depending on the climate. 

Bernice Miller, Killen, AL: I have been working with reds for nearly fifteen 

years. I have introduced a few from two different lines—ones for brightness in 

reds and others for red rebloomers. The background parent for brightness 

comes from HEAVEN’S LARGESSE, a bright garnet crimson which seems to 

have the ability to add brightness to whatever red is used on it. From this one 

have come FIRES OF GEHENNA, ADAM’S FALL and EVE’S TEMPTATION, all 

with Schreiner’s JUNGLE FIRES as the other parent. This cross seemed to 

have a hint of scarlet that warranted the introductions. FIRES OF GEHENNA, 

especially, seems to have the same hint of scarlet with better size and a taller 

plant. WILY DELILAH and SAMARITAN WOMAN are also HEAVEN’S 

LARGESSE children and seem to have won some friends and admirers. I have 

stood and watched convention goers hurry past a red to get to some more 

favored color and thought to myself how few are truly interested in a red iris. 

However, I still go on making 10 or 15 red crosses every year. Personally, I love 

the reds and do not agree with those who think there will never be a red 

pigment. 
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Another of my early crosses gave me RAINBOW PROMISED, an October 

rebloomer in a red blend that seems to have the ability to obscure itself when 

another parent of reblooming nature is used on it. From RAINBOW PROMISED 

have come WITCH OF ENDOR, BORN AGAIN, RESURRECTION STORY, and, 

from the last with WITCH OF ENDOR, the brown PHARAOH’S DREAM and the 

gold and red bitone URIAH THE HITTITE. 

Unfortunately, the Southern California blood from BANG in HEAVEN’S 

LARGESSE and the FIREBRIGHT in RAINBOW PROMISED gives a slight 

weakness to northern winters’ extreme cold. The descendants with more hardy 

blood seem to do better. I am now deep into inter-crossing these hardier 

descendants to see if I can precipitate even more of that hint of scarlet I find in 

HEAVEN’S LARGESSE descendants and the ability to produce reliable, fairly 

early red rebloomers with less haft marking from RAINBOW PROMISED. 

Perhaps it will all come to naught, as have so many lifetimes already spent in 

trying for that true, pure red, and I will have to be satisfied with only the small 

amount of advancement I am able to achieve. 

Arthur Cronin, Roscommon, Ml: Some things I think we should work to 

achieve are: (1) Restoration of the Cook-Lapham Award by AIS or by the red 

robin; (2) Lace and tangerine beards on reds; (3) Reds in rebloomers and other 

irises besides tall beardeds: Siberians, japanese, dwarfs, border beardeds, 

versicolors, etc. Apparently louisianas already have reds near true color; (4) 

Colchicine or other methods of shaking up the genes of near reds. I have a 

grain or so now that I plan to use on FRANK ADAMS and RELENTLESS next 

spring; (5) Recruit many more members for our red robin or robins. 

Steve Varner, Monticello, IL: My training was in animal breeding and 

feeding, and I was doing well in that field until my health dictated that I stop. I 

transferred my judging and breeding skills to flowers while working at Viobin 

Corp. here in Monticello in research and production. I took early retirement in 

1977. I breed any perennial I can grow well here. I wish I could get the reds I 

have in tetraploid hemerocallis into Siberians, TBs, and SDBs. I do have so- 

called reds in Siberians (KISMET and numbered seedlings), in TBs (CHIEF 

ILLINI, FIRESTONE and seedlings) and SDBs (from Wilma Greenlee’s work). I 

located her “#3 red” breeder from (Captain Gallant X ‘Tiny Mite’) and 

introduced it as CHERRY CHERRY (SDB) this year. This was one parent of her 

best red medians. I have had POST TIME since its year of introduction, and it 

has never done well for me. It bloomed last year, the second time I can 

remember. I grow three of Les Peterson’s: LE SEDNA, SPANISH HARLEM and 

ROJO ADVANCE. I have a ruffled red seedling, V827, that produced several 

reds last year that I liked. The other parent is V925, an odd combination of 

brown red standards and purple falls. V1109 was my “reddest,” out of (Spartan 

X Redenbo 9012A); (Spartan X V827) also gave good red-colored seedlings. 

The combination of tangerine beards on reds does not “send” me. Maybe 

when I see one I will change my mind. If I could put a bright violet or white 

beard on one, I think I would be pleased. I am amazed at how much further I 

can see a deep purple with a white beard than I can see the same in self flower. 
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Many years ago I saw a TB red Lapham seedling, L-60, in the Presby Gardens. I 

would have liked to have used it, but I was never able to get in touch with Mr. 

Lapham to get his permission to obtain a piece. Perhaps an exchange of 

numbered red seedlings as guests, with breeding privileges, would be helpful. I 

have some I think might be helpful in certain goals. There are some pretty good 

“red" SDBs and IBs already. 

Duane Meek, Concord, CA: It was Joyce’s first introduction MONTEGO 

BAY, from (Gay Tracery X Milestone), that brought the heavy substance and 

ruffling to our other red things. With its plic heritage, there is roughness at the 

haft, though it throws many red variations. With POST TIME it cleaned up quite 

well, still retaining the heavy ruffling and substance. Going to DARK VALLEY, it 

gave CHERRY SMOKE, a deep red black. Back to another MONTEGO BAY sib, 

red and ruffled, comes this year’s HARLEM HUSSY, another 9- to 11-budded 

red black. 

Too, (Gala Madrid X Cherry Smoke) threw many different shades of red, all 

clean, plus some interesting bicolors of grey-green standards with medium red 

falls and clean grey standards with deep maroon falls. The variegata factor is 

there as well. 

Here in our area, most reds and blacks are late bloomers and never get 

much attention. Also, they usually bloom during a heat spell, when you cannot 

water as the next day the wind may blow them all to the ground, and as a 

consequence there is much “burn". On the other end of the spectrum, HELL’S 

FIRE and BORDELLO bloom so early they do not get much viewing. So, I have 

been combining these, as well as APOLLO RED and SEEING RED, in hopes of 

bringing them into midseason. 

As for a red beard on a red iris: I personally feel it enhances the flower 

greatly, although the shade of red will regulate its acceptance. A seedling from 

(Montego Bay X Post Time) crossed to a seedling from (Gala Madrid X Cherry 

Smoke) gave a great, clean red with a cranberry red beard; it possibly will be 

introduced as a BB if it continues to stay in class. Others from this cross have 

variations of self to red beards. (CHERRY SMOKE, by the way, is pod sterile, 

although the pollen takes very well.) 

Here it is possible to plant seed outside any time of the year, and almost 

two months to the day the first seedlings start to emerge, whereas Opal Brown 

says it makes no difference when she plants the seed, but April 9th is invariably 

when they come up. I am growing some seed from crosses of her things to see 

when I get germination. Probably not of interest to anyone but me, but it bugs 

me no end. 

Perry Dyer, Blanchard, OK: I released the red PRIDE OF OKLAHOMA, from 

(Gala Madrid X Fireball), in 1980. Unfortunately, it appears to be a notoriously 

poor grower. I am withholding it from sale this next year to increase my own 

stock of it. It really is too bad, because it has a beautiful, lightly ruffled flower 

and blooms earlier than most of the other reds, especially the Schreiner things. 

Needless to say, we still have so very far to go with the reds. 
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Robert Schreiner, Salem, OR: I do not know of what use colchicine would 

be with the present-day tall bearded irises to get a redder plant. Orville Fay did 

double some of his tet tall beardeds. He did get some octoploids; they were 

anything but good growers, and not even a garden curiosity, more runt than 

anything else. Colchicine is not a magic word. It depends what you want to do 

and what it might contribute. 

As for the Cook-Lapham Cup and the Clara B. Rees Cup for whites: both 

were terminated because the Board had the feeling there were too many cup 

awards and too much scattering of votes for many irises. 

I have been interested in red irises all my life, going right back to the A. J. 

Bliss variety CARDINAL that my father bought from England in, I think, 1922. 

Hybridizing 

Brian Clough, Chicago, IL: Comment about not seeing information in the 

Bulletin about increase and bud count is interesting. Perhaps the blossom is the 

attribute of a cultivar that will endear the variety to the iris gardener regardless 

of the other major factors in a good hybrid. I suppose it is somewhat up to the 

hybridizer to record and select introductions of good over-all quality. 

Sometimes the rush to introduce a seedling for whatever reason has given 

some problems for the average iris enthusiast. Sometimes the performance is 

varied across the country, so it does not always hold true for everyone. Some 

varieties really do produce buds and increase while some only grow for 

someone else. 

Jim Martin, Cincinnati, OH: Here is a suggestion on how to protect your 

seed pods while they are ripening. I had my mother and sister save their old 

panty hose last year. I cut the toes out about six inches from the end. These cut 

pieces would just fit over the pods. Gather the ends with a garden tie below the 

pod. Rain evaporates, bugs cannot get in, and the pods can breathe. 

Ellen Roach, Topeka, KS: Since I did not get my iris seeds outside in the 

fall, I soaked them overnight in an Axion solution and planted them in 

vermiculite in the basement and put them under lights. They were planted 

February 10 and the first germinated February 23. Twelve of 16 batches have 

germinated. As each seed sprouted, I planted it in a 5-ounce Solo cup of potting 

soil or a foil pan “flat.” Some of the plants are about five inches tall now and 

look very good. 

Dorothy Anderson, Columbia, MO: I have planted the seed in the house in 

a flat of quite moist soil. When the temperature drops, I will put them out under 

some leaves as I did last year. About the first of March I brought them in under 

the lights and had a very successful year. I then transplanted them into the 

open garden the last of April. They have made sizable growth and I have hopes 

for a few of them to bloom. This is the best first-year growth I have ever had, I 

think because of getting them into the ground before the hot weather hit. 
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Gladys Kloberdanz, Modesto, CA: Is there a way to change a certain part 
of an iris without years of crossing back and forth? The blossoms on today’s TB 
irises are gorgeous. The beards are outstanding; the width of the falls is breath¬ 
taking; and the branching is very correct. . . but. . . what happened to the 
standards? Falls are too fat for the standards to bend gracefully. 

We use flower pots, clay or plastic, for planting iris seed. I get a planter mix 
from the store and add perlite to the mix. Half way down in the pot I add a few 
grains of a balanced fertilizer. After seeds are planted and covered with a layer 
of the soil mix, I add a thin layer of sand and set the pot in the open for the 
weather to break the seed dormancy. The fertilizer was added just in case I can 
not transplant the seedlings on schedule, but have to hold them over until a 
second season. If I hold over the pot of seedlings, I keep them in partial shade 
during the summer and continue watering as necessary. 

Louise Smith, Williamsburg, VA: This past spring, in April, I finally planted 
180 seeds I did not get planted last fall, and so I tried Vallette’s suggestion 
about using powdered dried skim milk about one inch under the iris seeds. Rain 
soon stopped me and the next morning I found my darling poodle had 
scratched all through the bed, trying to catch and eat all that lovely powdered 
milk ... so I planted the rest of the seeds without milk. More seeds sprouted in 
the milk area than in the other (but that still was not many), and during the 
summer the “milked” ones grew to be about four times as big as the others. 
We were supposed to put a solution of the same milk, plus aureomycin, on the 
plants, but I could not find aureomycin, so just used the milk solution, although 
Vallette said it would make the plants grow so fast that they would be inclined to 
rot. (The plants improved, but nothing rotted.) Then Ruby Buchanan found 
some aureomycin and sent me 16 packets, so I used the correct solution on 
everything, and then the improvement really showed. The aureomycin is 
veterinarian grade, and is supposed to assure that there will be no rot ever, 
which has been true so far in all the beds except the one with rebloomers. I put 
the solution in an English spray can and hand-held it as I poured it over every 
single thing in my iris garden. I walked at a slow but regular pace as I did this. 
Vallette suggested doing this three or four times a year. It is expensive! One 
25-pound sack of powdered milk (calf feed) costs $25, and I used one and a half 
sacks. The aureomycin cost $3.75 per packet, and I used almost 20 packets. I 
have sandy clay (mostly sandy) soil that is almost white in color, and each iris 
row is raised above the paths about two to six inches, so keeping the soil moist 
is a real problem here; too much moisture is no problem. 

Lloyd Zurbrigg, Radford, VA: An ancestor that gives the inclination to go 
dormant early is I. variegeta. It seems particularly apparent in many variegatas. 
reds, and especially plicatas. My old DA CAPO was a prime example. The fall 
stalks would come up, and the leaves almost disappear, except that the 
increases would be there with good, tight little short fans. I certainly do think 
they are hardier in respect to winter, as a class. They are also less suited for 
the Mediterranean climates of California than those with more I. mesopotamica 
in them. 
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IRIS SLIDES FOR RENTAL 

A/S maintains excellent sets of iris slides that may be rented. Each set has about 100 slides, 

35mm size. Ideal as a program for iris or garden club meetings, they are a fine way to study 

and enjoy new and old irises or see rare, exotic and unusual species. To order, see details at 

end of list. 

SLIDE SETS AVAILABLE 

IRISES FOR EVERY CARDEN —Nice for garden clubs, this set includes an assortment of both 
bearded and beardless, the 25 leading TBs from the Popularity Poll and sketches for planning garden 
settings. 
IRIS THROUGH THE SEASONS —Follows the iris around the calendar, in house and garden 
MANY TYPES AND COLORS OF IRISES —Bearded, bulbous, beardless in their great variety. 
BEARDLESS AND BULBOUS —Species and cultivars other than bearded Bulbous, junos. Crested, 
Spurias, Siberians, Louisianas, Western Natives and Japanese. 
JAPANESE IRISES —Slides of exotic beauties contributed by Adolph J Vogt. 
LOUISIANA IRISES —Based on contributions from C. W. Amy, Jr and Mary Dunn, it includes 
species, arrangements, and the development of Louisiana irises. 
SIBERIANS AND SPURIAS —Both species and cultivars of these beardless 
THE WILD ONES —Iris species from around the world. 
THE OTHER BEARDED IRISES —Other than tall bearded: Dwarfs, Medians, Arils, Arilbreds. 
DWARF IRISES —Old and new miniature and standard dwarf bearded irises. 
THE MEDIANS —Standard dwarf bearded, intermediate bearded, miniature tall bearded and border 
bearded irises. 
ARILS AND ARILBREDS —Survey of aril and arilbred species and cultivars. 
DYKES, GENUS IRIS AND DYKES MEDAL WINNERS-Slides from the color plates of W R Dykes' 
The Genus Iris, sampling of English, French and early American Dykes Medal winners; all American 
winners since 1939. 
THE POPULARITY POLL —The 100 favorite tall bearded irises presented in the order chosen by AIS 
members. 
THE NEW RELIABLES —Popular, less expensive, bearded irises that have stood the test of 
widespread distribution; garden scenes. 
RECENT AWARD WINNERS —Tall Bearded Award of Merit and Honorable Mention winners 
selected by judges in the past three years. 
THE NEWEST IN IRISES —Recent introductions; most slides made by the hybridizers in the irises' 
home gardens. 
THE DESCENDANTS OF PAUL COOK'S FAMOUS PROGENITOR —A new set delineating progress 
in bicolor and amoena breeding; with commentary and a genealogical chart. 
SAN JOSE CONVENTION 1978 
HUNTSVILLE CONVENTION 1979 
TULSA CONVENTION 1980 
ST. LOUIS CONVENTION 1981 
DENVER CONVENTION 1982 
PREVIEW OF BOSTON CONVENTION 1983 
FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS FEATURING IRISES —Sets of slides with iris arrangements. 
IRISES IN THE VISUAL ARTS —European, Oriental and American paintings, arts and crafts that 
includes irises. 
TO ORDER: Requests for slides should be made well ift advance for proper scheduling, preferably 
30 days or longer. State the exact date desired, so that the slides can be sent insured airmail, and 
include a second choice date, if possible. Some sets may be especially popular or booked well in 
advance, so give a second and third choice, if optional. Send your complete address, including zip 
code. Slides are to be returned insured airmail, the next day after use. A check for $5.00 (for set of 
100 slides), payable to the American Iris Society, must accompany each order, except for the one 
free program per year for each Affiliated Society 

Mail to: D C. Nearpass, Slides Chairman, 9526 50th Place, College Park, Maryland 20740 
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MINUTES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 

Hilton Hotel, Denver, Colorado June 1 & 2,1982 

The regular spring meeting of the Board of Directors of the American Iris Society was 
called to order at 4:05 p.m. Tuesday, June 1, 1982 by President Stahly with the following 
in attendance: Vice Presidents Mullin and Rasmussen; Secretary Ramsey; Treasurer 
Thoolen; Registrar Nelson; Membership Secretary Burch; Recording Secretary Chesnik; 
Publication Sales Director Heathcock; Directors Corlew, Ensminger, Pettijohn, Rockwell 
and Williams; Committee Chairmen Anning, Harder, Jones, Lawler, Nearpass, Rice and 
Stayer; RVPs Sacks (1), Schifferli (2), Barr (4), Lineberger (5), Copeland, (6), Crick (7), 
Machulak (8), Aitken (13), Weiler (14), McCown (15), Nichols (17), Niswonger (18), 
Silverberg (19), Magee (20), Michel (21), and Kearney (24); RVP representatives Sindt (9), 
Drumm (22) and Clauser (23); Section representatives Eberhardt (MIS), Varner (SSI), 
Mathews (SIS), Vogt (SJI), Ennenga (RIS), Sindt (DIS) and Witt (SIGNA). SPCNI, LISA, 
Regions 3, 10, 11, 12 and 16 were without representation. Guests present at the various 
sessions included members A. Cronin and L. Cronin (6), A. Machulak (8), F. Weiler (14), F. 
Jones (19) and L. Stayer (22). 

The reading of the minutes of the previous meeting in Tulsa, Oklahoma, November 6-8, 
1981 as printed in Bulletin No. 244 was dispensed with. There being no objection, the 
minutes stood approved as published. 

President Stahly directed the Recording Secretary to have the minutes reflect that 
subsequent to the November 1981 board meeting: (1) Miss Nora Scopes was named 
recipient of the AIS Hybridizers Medal for the British Iris Society; 2) Keith Keppel declined 
to accept a salary as Editor for 1982; and 3) by mail ballots the following were duly 
appointed and approved: Eileen Allison as RVP of Region 11; Joe Gatty as Bulletin 
Associate Editor; and Melba Hamblen, Bennett Jones and Bee Warburton as members of 
the Honorary Awards Committee. Stahly also announced that a contract has been signed 
with Windberg Galleries for printing of 1,000 copies of Darryl Trott’s Clara Goula painting. 

Reporting for the Executive Committee, Stahly announced that the Executive 
Committee had approved the following: 1) changing the advertising schedule for the Trott 
prints to a four page insert in the July Bulletin, printed at the Windberg Galleries’ expense; 
2) setting up a separate bank account and procedures for handling orders for the Trott 
prints in order to expedite getting the copies out; 3) cost estimates and publication of 
10,000 copies of Irises, priced at $3.00 each with a 40% discount in lots of 10, and a 
special '82 convention price of 2/$5.00; 4) increasing advance postage payments for the 
Bulletin from $500 to $700 maximum because of a postage raise; 5) re-examination of our 
insurance coverage and transfer of coverage to a California agent of the same company 
with a report of same at the fall Board meeting; and 6) having Treasurer Thoolen contact 
an attorney specializing in tax matters regarding our tax exempt status. Rasmussen 
moved, Ensminger seconded, to approve the actions of the Executive Committee. Motion 
passed. 

Treasurer Thoolen reported on a meeting she had with Glen H. Spain, a tax attorney 
specializing in nonprofit organizations. It was his recommendation that AIS should apply 
for 501 (cX3) tax status instead of the current 501 (cX5). Ramsey moved, Mullin seconded, 
to pursue this course without delay and authorize expenditure of $500 for attorney’s fees. 
Motion carried. Stahly indicated there may be a need for a bylaws revision in order to 
qualify for this tax exemption. 

Secretary Ramsey reviewed the activities of the Secretary’s office for the past year 
and recommended that Basic Iris Culture be the new member giveaway in place of Irises 
as previously authorized by the Board. Burch so moved, Ramsey seconded, motion 
carried. 
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Ramsey noted that action taken at the Tulsa Board meeting regarding affiliates was in 
part in conflict with the AIS bylaws, and moved that #2 and #6 (AIS Bulletin #244, page 71) 

be rescinded, but that any affiliate which has qualified under those rules remain qualified. 

Pettijohn seconded, motion passed. 
In a Mullin-Burch joint report, retired Membership Secretary Mullin noted in his 

strength report as of March 31, 1982, before the changeover, that the Society had 6,472 
members, down 95 from the previous year. Region 18 had the largest membership, 

followed by Regions 7, 6, 14, 22, 15, 17, 21, 4 and 13. Both Mullin and Membership 
Secretary Burch indicated there had been a smooth transferral of records and duties. 

Treasurer Thoolen distributed the interim financial report for the six months ending 

March 31, 1982. Motion was made by Rockwell, seconded by Burch, to accept the 

report. Motion carried. Thoolen suggested that 10% of AIS proceeds from the Trott prints 
be transferred to operating funds in order to offset AIS handling costs, and so moved. 
Ramsey seconded. Pettijohn moved to amend the motion to 15%, Burch seconded. 

Motion to amend carried. The original motion as amended passed. 
Registrar Nelson reported that 325 registrations have been completed to date, and 

361 introductions recorded; that the registration application has been revised to include 
the section on fragrance as approved by the Board at the spring 1981 meeting; that she 

had received a request from the International Society for Horticultural Science’s 
Commission for Horticultural Nomenclature and Registration in Canada for copies of our 

registrations books as they are published in order to update their bibliography periodically 
and to answer requests for information on cultivar names, and asked if it was the Board’s 
desire to furnish to the Commission gratis the 1979 Iris Check List and annual 

Registrations and Introductions as they are published. A motion was made by Ensminger, 
seconded by Corlew, to send without charge the 1979 Iris Check List and any future 
Check Lists on a continuing basis. It was decided to defer action on the motion to later in 
the meeting. 

Nelson stated she had received a request from the Registrar of the British Iris Society 

to register a bulbous iris. The consensus of the Board was that AIS policy of not 
registering a bulbous iris should prevail. 

Publication Sales Director Heathcock reported a smooth changeover in her office, and 
announced that 3,200 copies of Basic Iris Culture have been sold since March. She 
further noted that only 100 copies remain of the Handbook forjudges and Show Officials. 

There was no report from Affiliates Chairman Howard. 

Awards Chairman Waite reported that Official Ballots, with a listing of 1,876 varieties, 
were mailed to 954 accredited, master and emeritus judges, along with sample ballots 

sent to the Judges Training Chairman for distribution to apprentice judges. It was also 
noted by Waite that a separate tear-out page was added to accommodate japanese 
irises; and that copy for the 1983 Symposium Ballot was sent for mailing with the July 
Bulletin. 

The meeting recessed at 6:00 p.m. Tuesday and reconvened at 9:05 a.m. Wednesday, 
June 2, 1982. 

Exhibitions Chairman Corlew reported that to date a record 144 show schedules had 
been approved. A full report will be made at the fall Board meeting. 

Historical Chairman Harder reported he is working to acquire old catalogs, and asked 
that any newspaper or magazine article on irises be sent to him with publication data 
noted. Because a complete pictorial record of our awards medals is desirable, Photo 
Coordinator Anning was asked to look into this and report to the Board in November. 

Judges and Judges Training Chairman Rockwell’s interim report showed the AIS with 
1,025 apprentice, accredited, master and emeritus judges. 

Membership Contest Chairman Lawler reviewed the results of the 1981 membership 
contest with results as published in the April Bulletin. 

Policy Chairman Rasmussen reported on the progress made in developing a policy file, 
and submitted a proposed index and asked for comments. 

Public Relations Chairman Rice distributed copies of the newly published Irises, and 
reported that the 10.000 copies printed would sell for $3.00 each with a 40% discount in 
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packets of 10 to retailers, societies, bookstores, and nurseries. Corlew moved, Ramsey 
seconded, that the discount be extended to everyone. Motion passed. Burch moved, 
Pettijohn seconded, that 10,000 flyers publicizing Irises and AIS membership be printed 
for our commercial iris nurseries to include in their catalogs or fall shipments if they so 
choose. Motion carried. 

Rice displayed iris articles from magazines and newspapers sent her by the 
membership. Jean Witt reported on a badly written section on irises from the New York 
Botanical Garden Encyclopedia of Horticulture. Corlew moved, Thoolen seconded, that 
on behalf of the AIS Stahly lodge a protest with them. Motion carried. The Board 
expressed appreciation to Anning, Rice, and Waters for their outstanding work in putting 
together the two new AIS publications, Basic Iris Culture and Irises. 

Robin Chairman Stayer reported 24 new members since last November, and 
discussed the problems with the Robin system. The Board thanked her for her capable 
work in reorganizing and revitalizing the program. 

Reporting for Scientific Chairman Wadekamper, Ramsey announced that Homer 
Metcalf has received the second installment on his grant for his work on the karyotypes 
of iris species; that no new grant proposals have been requested but there is a growing 
concern with the problem of scorch; and that Dr. Azad of the University of Minnesota 
continues her tests on the development of an iris borer repellant. 

Slides Chairman Nearpass reported that of the two sets of slides taken at the previous 
convention, one will be sent to the British Iris Society, and that other sets have been 
revised and updated. Ramsey thanked him on behalf of the Board for keeping the 
program solvent by donating slides at his own expense. 

Test Gardens Chairman Jones, reporting that test gardens presently number five, 
noted a difficulty in setting up new ones due to a lack of new contributions of guests from 
hybridizers. He indicated test gardens are more active among the special interest 
groups. 

Youth Chairman Anning announced that David Spence is the winner of the 1982 Youth 
Achievement Award, with Jimmy Copeland in second place, and Adair Uhler and 
Suzanne Morris tied for third; that Tom Little of Las Cruces, New Mexico has become 
editor of the youth newsletter; and that youth membership has remained fairly constant 
over the 200 mark. 

Foundation Liaison Pettijohn reported contributions of $4,250, plus $6,300 in interest 
earned for this year, stated that the Foundation is considering proposals for research on 
botrytis and scorch and is looking for suggestions for other research projects. 

RVP Counsellor Ensminger, reporting for the Board of Counsellors, presented the 

following recommendations: that 10 hours training every three years be required of 
accredited judges in order to maintain status as judges, and that it be stipulated that at 
least five of these hours be classroom training; that AIS standardize minimum judging 
requirements for all regions; and that the entry number be removed from the top half of 
the entry tags at AIS shows. A motion was made by Burch, seconded by Corlew, that ten 
hours of training within a three year period, five of these hours to be classroom training, 
be required of all accredited judges. In response to a request from Rockwell that the 
Judges Training Committee have time to study these proposals before taking any action, 
Ramsey moved, Corlew seconded, to defer action on the previous motion to the 
November Board meeting. Motion carried. Ramsey moved, Mullin seconded to 
specifically refer the recommendations on judges training to the Judges Training 
Committee for recommendation at the fall Board meeting. Motion carried. A motion was 
made by Burch, seconded by Corlew, that when the entry tags are next printed, the entry 
numbers be omitted from the top portion of the tag. Motion carried. 

Continuing the report, Ensminger announced that Silverberg and Nichols had been 
elected as Chairman and Secretary for the coming year, with Barr and Crick elected to 

the 1983 Personnel Committee. 
The meeting recessed at 12:08 p.m. and reconvened at 1:40 p.m. the same day. 
Convention Chairman Mullin reported that convention sites are set through 1986, 

those being Boston, Seattle, Indianapolis, and San Jose. Mullin read an invitation from the 
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Sooner State Iris Society to hold the 1988 convention in Oklahoma City. Burch moved, 
Corlew seconded, the invitation be accepted. Motion carried. Mullin further reported that 

the Wichita Area Iris Club had invited the Board to hold the 1982 fall Board meeting in 
Wichita, and moved to accept the invitation. Corlew seconded, motion passed. 

Section Liaison Chairman Rasmussen reported on the Section Representatives 

meeting held the previous evening, and advised that Virginia Mathews had been elected 

to represent the Sections on the 1983 Personnel Committee. Mullin asked the Board to 
restate the policy for convention hosts in scheduling time for section meetings. Stahly 

restated that space and time for one hour for each section is all that is required. 

For Editor Keppel, Managing Editor Williams reported that the transitional period had 
progressed smoothly with expressed appreciation to those involved in the publication of 
the Bulletin. Ramsey suggested a return to brown kraft envelopes due to increasing 

problems with the current white ones, and it was suggested that Keppel will possibly have 

some proposals at the November Board meeting. 
Advertising Editor Nelson reported advertising revenues of $11,000 to date, with ads 

completed for the July Bulletin. 
Judges Handbook Special Committee Chairman Rockwell reported further progress on 

the handbook, and suggested the appointment of a Judges Handbook Editor. Acting on 
the recommendation, Stahly appointed Williams. Ensminger moved, Burch seconded, to 

approve the appointment. Motion passed. 
Special Committee Chairman Rasmussen reported that the Clara Goula print, 6ach 

signed by the artist Darryl Trott, is ready for sale to the members by Windberg Galleries in 

a limited edition of 1,000, and distributed to Board members copies of the insert printed 
by Windberg Galleries that will be included in the July Bulletin. Stahly named Rasmussen, 

Rice and McCown as appointments to the Art Print Committee. Ramsey moved to accept 

the appointments, Thoolen seconded. Motion carried. 
Reporting for the Special Committee to Study Word Processing Capability, Mullin 

discussed the need for AIS to purchase a computer. Burch stated he had also 
investigated those brands that fill the needs for AIS. Needing further input from the 

committee, the Board asked that they have recommendations for Board consideration in 
November. 

Basic Iris Culture Special Committee Chairman Anning thanked her committee 

members, Corlew and Williams, and reported the publication was completed for 
distribution before the spring shows, with total costs less than half the amount budgeted. 

Stahly thanked Anning on behalf of the Board for a job well done, and discharged the 
committee. 

Returning to the Treasurer’s Report and a question concerning some operating funds 
being kept in an unsecured account, Thoolen recommended keeping $6,000 in a No-Load 

Money Market fund because of a need to withdraw money for the Society’s immediate 
use. Ensminger moved, Burch seconded that Thoolen be authorized to deposit AIS funds 

at her discretion and report back to the Board with further recommendations in 
November. Motion carried. 

A motion was made by Mullin, Corlew seconded, to appoint a Special Committee for 
bylaws revision to report in November. Motion passed. Stahly appointed Thoolen, 
Ramsey and Rasmussen. Mullin moved to approve the appointments, Corlew seconded. 
Motion carried. 

Returning to the matter of AIS supplying the International Society for Horticultural 
Science with the 1979 Iris Checklist and subsequent issues, Rockwell made a motion to 
do so with a request that they in turn send AIS reciprocal publications. Burch seconded, 
motion carried. 

After presenting a proposal for a petition on scorch, Stahly directed the Scientific 
Committee of AIS in conjunction with the AIS Foundation to look into jointly providing 

funds for procuring a graduate assistant at one of the major midwest universities to 
devote his/her full time to an in-depth study of scorch with the ultimate result that 
perhaps a treatment and cure for infested plants will be discovered. Pettijohn moved, 
Burch seconded, that the request be referred to the Scientific Committee for urgent 
study, resulting in a recommendation by September 1, 1982. Motion carried. 
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The President called for the recommendations of the 1982 Personnel Committee 
(Ensminger and Corlew, Board representatives, Barr and Silverberg, RVP 
representatives, and Ennenga, Section representative). Chairman Ensminger announced 
that the committee recommended the following candidates for nomination as AIS 
Directors for the four teams expiring in 1985: Chesnik, Mullin, Pettijohn, incumbents; and 
Lee Eberhardt, Larry Harder, Dave Niswonger and John Weiler. There being no 
objection, the committee’s report was accepted with appreciation. Rockwell nominated 
Walter Machulak, and Ramsey nominated James Copeland. Rasmussen moved to re¬ 
nominate the three incumbents for regular terms expiring in 1985. Motion carried. 

Following adjournment to Executive Session with only voting members present for the 
purpose of further consideration of candidates and voting procedures, a written ballot 

was requested. The President appointed a Counting Committee consisting of Stayer, 
Heathcock and Rice. The first ballot for the remaining office resulted in a tie between 
Copeland and Machulak. In a run-off vote, Copeland was named the nominee for a term 
expiring in 1985. 

Stahly appointed Mullin and Williams as the Board’s representatives on the 1983 
Personnel Committee. Ramsey moved, Burch seconded, to approve the appointments. 
Motion carried. 

After reminding the Board that the fall meeting would take place in Wichita, Kansas on 
Nov. 5-7, 1982, President Stahly expressed the Board’s appreciation to the Denver 
convention committee for its hospitality and fine arrangements. 

There being no objection, the meeting adjourned at 4:00 p.m. Wednesday, June 2, 
1982. 

JANICE CHESNIK, Recording Secretary 

THE BOARD IN ACTION 
Feathers Show Denver Rendezvous Influence 
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WILLS IRISES SOUGHT 

Cheekwood Botanical Gardens in Nashville is preparing a garden of 

irises hybridized by the late Jesse E. Wills. Wills, a former AIS President, 

was one of the leading hybridizers of his day, having won the Dykes 

Medal for Chivalry. He was awarded the Hybridizers Medal in 1954. 

Anyone having Wills irises they could donate to help establish this 

memorial garden should contact Mrs. H. E. McMahon, 1503 Holly Street, 

Nashville, Tennessee 37206. 

IN MEMORIAM 

Frieda Allen (TN) 
Fred Crandall (WA) 

Olga Dalrymple (TN) 
Oliver Kummer, Sr. (Canada) 

Clytie B. McCoy (VA) 
Dr. Richard Mansfield-Jones (AL) 
William T. (Dusty) Rhodes (OH) 

Kenneth J. Shaver (OK) 

LERTON HOOKER 
1901 ■ 1982 

Lerton Wright Hooker, well-known iris fancier and hybridizer from Illinois and 

California, passed away June 15, 1982, following several years of declining 

health. 

Lerton and his wife, Ora, lived in Lombard, Illinois for several decades, and 

he served as RVP for Region 9 (Illinois). His garden was the site of the Northern 

Illinois Iris Society’s regional test garden, and his two-acre garden was on the 

national convention tour in 1964. It was here that most of the Hooker 

originations were hybridized, varieties such as ACORN, BLACK CHARM, 

CONGO MAGIC, and LITTLE BOWKNOT. Most of his introductions were 

released by Tell’s Iris Gardens. 

After retirement, the Hookers moved in 1968 to a large hilltop site in Spring 

Valley, California, and this garden was on the 1975 national convention tour. 

His last two introductions were ADMIRALTY and PANAMINT. 

—Sanford Roberts 
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HELEN McCAUGHEY 
1921 - 1982 

Helen Marie McCaughey died July 3, 1982. She was the first Historian of the 

American Iris Society and served in this post for many years. 

Helen, often referred to as the “clown princess” of AIS, held many positions 

from the local to the national level. Among these positions were: Chairman of 

the 1959 AIS convention held in Oklahoma City; RVP of Region 22; president of 

the Oklahoma Iris Society; AIS Board Member; and her last position was on the 

Board of the American Iris Society Foundation. She actively assisted in 

organizing many of the iris societies in Oklahoma. 

Aside from her family and friends, irises and iris people were Helen’s chief 

interest, and she spent countless hours on their behalf. She held a near-perfect 

attendance record at the AIS conventions. 

She is survived by a brother in Denver, Colorado, and a sister in Fort Smith, 

Arkansas. 

—Perry L. Parrish 

HENRY E. SASS 
1910 - 1982 

Henry was born into the horticultural world of the Sass family and continued 

the work his father Jacob and uncle Hans had begun. Henry was known in the 

international flower world for his work with hemerocallis, irises, lilacs, and 

peonies. His awards, honorary memberships and special recognitions are 

endless. The AIS Hybridizer’s Medal was awarded to him in 1958. 

He lived on the Sass farm near Omaha, quietly developing the new and 

improving the old. He developed a new acorn squash of cream color and a 

white hem, neither of which were put on the market. He was a farmer, and in 

later years worked in a veterinary clinic. In the 1960s he moved to town and 

brought his last plants to the Schliefert Iris Gardens. His last months were 

spent in an Omaha care center. 

Henry was one of the most quiet, unassuming people I have ever known. He 

carried a wealth of knowledge and experience in the total world of nature, and 

he had a fantastic memory for records and detail. As a judge, he had a sharp 

eye for color and detail. He was a patient teacher to the apprentice and was 

intent on encouraging the novice gardener. 

—Mickey Schliefert Anson 
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GIFTS 
TO THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY 

January 1 to July 15, 1982 

RAY PALMER 

Mr. & Mrs. Johnson B. 

Hale (GA) 

MEMORIAL GIFTS FOR: 
GEORGIA BRANGLE 

Patricia Clauser (NM) 

SYLVESTER BURKE 

Central Michigan Iris & 

Hemerocallis Society (Ml) 

FRANK CHOWNING 

lla Crawford (OK) 

F. C. COPPIN 

Waco Iris Socf y (TX) 

HUBERT FISCHER 

Thornton Abell (CA) 

lla Crawford (OK) 

Mr. & Mrs. Johnson B. Hale 

(GA) 

ELMO INZER 

Louisville Area Iris 

Society (KY) 

BETTY JONES 

*Laverne & Ralph Conrad (CA) 

lla Crawford (OK) 

DOROTHY LOOMIS 

Inland Iris Society (CA) 

VI LUIHN 

Thornton Abell (CA) 

HELEN MCCAUGHEY 

Marie Garrett (OK) 

lla Crawford (OK) 

Mr. & Mrs. Johnson B. 

Hale (GA) 

C. ROBERT MINNICK 

Mr. & Mrs. Johnson B. 

Hale (GA) 

ROBERT REINHARDT 

Zenobia Robaczek (Wl) 

ARNOLD SCHLIEFERT 

Greater Omaha Iris 

Society (NE) 

Vic Sellers (NE) 

BARBARA SERDYNSKI 

Inland Iris Society (CA) 

Thornton Abell (CA) 

*Laverne & Ralph Conrad (CA) 

RAYMOND VAN RIPER 

Garden State Iris Society (NJ) 

GIFTS HONORING: 
JAMES G. BURCH 

Northeast Ohio Iris 

Society (OH) 

Akron Area Iris Society (OH) 

BEN HAGER 

lla Crawford (OK) 

HELEN McCAUGHEY 

lla Crawford (OK) 

(April 1982) 

DR. CURRIER McEWEN 

H. J. Tooby (England) 

FOR AIS SCIENTIFIC 
& RESEARCH FUND 

Inland Iris Society (CA) 

*Gift for Cosgrove Youth Trophy 

endowment 
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CONTRIBUTIONS AND MEMORIAL GIFTS 

AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY: Send to The American Iris Society, Carol 

Ramsey, Secretary, 6518 Beachy Avenue, Wichita, KS 67206. 

AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY FOUNDATION: Send to AIS Foundation, 

Richard T. Pettijohn, Treasurer, 2510 S. 148th Avenue, Omaha, 

NE 68144. 

Note: please include name and address of next-of-kin pertaining to 

memorial gifts, so that a card of acknowledgment may be sent. 

AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY 
APPROVED AFFILIATES 

Expiration Date July 1, 1983 

REGION 4 

NORTH CAROLINA IRIS SOCIETY 

J. D. Stadler, Pres. 
1613 Country Club Road 

Reidsville, NC 27320 

REGION 6 
TRUMBULL COUNTY IRIS SOCIETY 

Mrs. Albert Fillmore, Pres. 
4050 Tod Avenue 
Warren, OH 44485 

REGION 14 
MOUNT DIABLO IRIS SOCIETY 

Alan Robbins, Pres. 
58 Chaucer Drive 
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 

REGION 17 
WEST TEXAS IRIS SOCIETY 

Barbara Larsen, Pres. 

2103 Ward 
Midland, TX 79701 

REGION 21 
CENTRAL IOWA IRIS SOCIETY 

C. O. Torkelson, Pres. 
2105 Burnett 
Ames, IA 50010 

ELKHORN VALLEY IRIS SOCIETY 
Mary L. Ferguson, Pres. 
308 N. Pine 
Norfolk, NE 68701 

SIOUX EMPIRE IRIS SOCIETY 
Clarence Dybvig, Pres. 
Cedar Road 
Baltic, SD 57003 

REGION 22 
EDMOND IRIS CLUB 

Mrs. James Campbell, Pres. 
325 Tullahoma 
Edmond, OK 73034 

WHITE COUNTY IRIS SOCIETY 
LaVera Burkett, Pres. 
1100 N. Ella 
Searcy, AR 72143 

REGION 18 
O’FALLON IRIS SOCIETY 

Betty Bohrer, Pres. 
1 Summer Court 
O’Fallon, MO 63366 
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ANDERSON IRIS GARDENS 
22179 Keather Ave. N. 

Forest Lake, Minn. 55025 
400 varieties Northern grown TB irises at 
reasonable prices. Also 40 varieties of fine 
peonies. 

List on request. 

BALDWIN’S IRIS 
Offering fine irises of recent introduc¬ 
tion at attractive prices. Over 500 
varieties. 

TBs * BBs * SDBs 
Descriptive catalog on request. 

1306 Monroe Walla Walla, WA 99362 

Iris 
Daylilies 
Peonies 
Perennials 

BUSSE 
GARDEN CENTER 

& NURSERY 

635 E. 7th St. 
COKATO, MINNESOTA 55321 
“The Minnesota Perennial People" 

Send $1.00 for catalog 
Credited on first order! 

BAY VIEW GARDENS 

1201 
of Joseph J. Ghio 

Bay St., Santa Cruz, Calif. 95060 

Send $1.00 for catalog listing the 
finest in Tall, Louisiana, Pacifica and 

Spuria irises. 

C&A IRIS GARDENS 
Growers of Quality Iris 

REASONABLE PRICES 
PRICE LIST ON REQUEST— 

Wholesale and Retail 
1320 Mary Street 

Hanford, CA 93230 

BROWN’S 
SUNNYHILL GARDENS 

Opal L. Brown 

"YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY" 

FEATURING THE FINEST OF 
MODERN TALL BEARDED IRIS 

Catalog on request 
— No Color — 

Route 3, Box 102 
Milton-Freewater 
Oregon 97862 

CAL DIXIE 
IRIS GARDENS 

Offers Quality Iris at affordable 
prices. Over 1000 varieties of TBs, 
BBs, SDBs and remontants. De¬ 
scriptive price list on request. 

Herb and Sara Hoik 
14115 Pear St. 

Riverside, CA 92504 

BURGES IRIS GARDEN 
1900 Fordham Drive 
Denton, TX 76201 

817-383-1946 
Quality rhizomes of the newer tall 
bearded irises at reasonable prices. 

List on request. 

CONTEMPORARY GARDENS 
of Perry Dyer 

Box 534 Blanchard, OK 73010 
The newest in TBs, medians and 

beardless. Featuring '82 introductions 

of Perry Dyer, Chris Wa/termire and 

Dr. W.E. Jones. 

Catalog on Request 
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C H A P P E E COOPER’S GARDEN 
IRIS GARDEN 212 West County Road C 

Roseville, MN 55113 
Tall Bearded Irises from your 

favorite hybridizers. Send stamp 

for catalog. 

COLD-HARDY IRISES 
Tall Beardeds; Siberians, 

Louisianas, Spurias & Species 

The State Flower of Tennessee 
FTemerocallis, Lilies, Wild Flowers 

Bob G. Lewis, Gen. Manager 

103 Grace Drive, Goodlettsville 

Tennessee 37072 

and other perennials 

Send 20 stamp for catalog 

CHMJOY 
GARDENS 

Charles and Joyce 
Arny, Jr. 

117 Acacia Drive 
Lafayette, La. 70508 

CORDON BLEU FARMS 

Box 2033 
San Marcos, California 92069 

Spuria and Louisiana Irises 

Top Quality 
Louisiana Irises 

Wide selection of daylilies 
from miniature to TETRAPLOID 

Catalog 20$ 
Catalog $1.00 

COOLEY’S GARDENS 
301 S. James St. 

P.O. Box 126 
SILVERTON, OREGON 97381 

The Cherry Lane Gardens of 

GLENN F. CORLEW 
2988 Cherry Lane 

Incomparable Iris catalog in color 
Walnut Creek, California 94596 

FEATURING THE FINEST OF 
TALL BEARDED IRISES 

DUALITY RHIZOMES 

featuring the introductions of 
Glenn F. Corlew 

and 

Free with your first order of the season 
and to our recent customers 

nr 
Send S2.00 for the catalog, then deduct 
it from your first catalog order. 

Vernon Wood 

Send 250 for catalog 

COTTAGE GARDENS 
6225 Vine Hill School Road, Sebastopol, CA 95472 

Featuring the introductions of Bob Brown, 

Virginia Messick, John Nelson, Don Denney, 

and Jim McWhirter 

CATALOG ON REQUEST 

A comprehensive collection of Tall Bearded Irises 

COTTONWOOD GARDEN 
Route 2 Moville, IA 51039 

Edna Moss 

Our clean, highly organic farm soil 

produces heavy, healthy rhizomes. Send 

stamp for list of TBs and IBs. Reasonable 

prices—finest quality! 
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D. and J. Gardens 
1373 Coventry Road 
Concord, CA 94518 

Introductions of Joyce and Duane Meek 

See our ad in the Spring Bulletin 
No catalog Write for prices of previous intros 

M. A. D. GARDEN 
Bob and Mary Dunn introductions only 

4828 Jella Way 
North Highlands, CA 95660 

See our ad in April Bulletin 

HARDY NORTHERN BEARDED IRIS 

1982 Color Catalog $1.00 

Featuring Introductions of. 
Gordon W. Plough 

James Craig 
Tall, Border, 

Intermediate, Standard Dwarf 

EDEN ROAD IRIS GARDEN 

FOR PLEASURE 
IRIS GARDENS 

of 
HENRY DANIELSON & 

LUELLA STOPANI 

425 East Luna 
Chaparral, New Mexico 88021 

ARILBRED IRIS 
Since 1941 

1982 introductions listed and 
described in the April Bulletin 

Catalog on Request 

IRIS LABELS 
Mfg. by 

TOM FOSTER 
977 Meredith Court 

Sonoma, CA 95476 

A garden labeling method that is un¬ 
obtrusive in the garden, durable, very 
legible and easy to use. 

P.0. Box 117 
Wenatchee, WA 98801 

Send stamp for descriptive 
literature and price list. 

4-Square c}ris 
GIBSON IRIS GARDENS 

146 S. Villa St., 
Porterville, Ca 93257 

Tall bearded iris price list on request. 
Specializing in Gibson introductions. 
Our current introductions listed and 
described in the January Bulletin. 

A. H. HAZZARD 
510 Grand Pre Ave. Kalamazoo, Mich. 49007 

Grower of 

Featuring TB, MTB, IB, SDB, MDB, 

Space Age Irises and other perenials. 

Some Color 

JAPANESE IRISES 

Over 300 varieties. List on request. 

Catalog $1.00 

(Refundable on first order) 

3237 Eisenhower St. Eau Claire, Wl 54701 

David R. Spence (715) 839-7053 

HILDENBRANDT'S IRIS GARDENS 
Star Route. Box 4. Lexington, NE 68850 

Featuring introductions ot Mrs B Woltt 
Catalogue on request, listing 1100 varieties 

ot SDB IB BB AB and TB Irises Also 
Oriental Poppies and Peonies 
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ILLINI IRIS 

D. STEVE VARNER 
N. State St. Rd. 

Monticello, IL 61856 
Hybridizer and Grower 

Tall Bearded, 
Border Bearded and 

Siberian Irises, 
Tetraploid Hemerocallis 

Price List on Request 

LA CRESTA GARDENS 
of 

Maryann M. Anning 
12864 Viscaino Road 
Los Altos Hills, CA 

94022 

Catalog 
400 

HILLVIEW GARDENS 
Lilly Gartman 

18461 Hillview Dr., Los Gatos, CA 95030 

Choice selection of the latest 
TBs and Medians 

Free Catalog 

THE J—LOT GARDENS 
of Lottie Ogles 

Rt.3 Box 486 

Joshua, Texas 76058 
Ph. 817-295-4074 

REBLOOMING SPECIALIST 

LAURIE’S GARDEN 
(Lorena M. Reid) 

41886 McKenzie Hwy 
Springfield, Oregon 97477 

Specializing in: CALIFORNICAE, JAP¬ 
ANESE and SIBERIAN Irises. Also 
grow many Cal-Sibes, Evansia, 
Laevigatae and other Beardless 
Species and Hybrids. 

Descriptive price list 
for stamp in May. 

Catalog listing of 125 varieties 
also 

Extensive listing of Spring Bloomers 
Quality high - prices low 

Send 35$ stamp for lists after 

March 1 

KEITH KEPPEL 

P fl Rny fil 7? 

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95208 

Catalogue Featuring . . . 
1982 Introductions of 

Joe Gatty 
Keith Keppel 

and the newest varieties of 
tall beardeds 

medians 

LOUISIANA NURSERY 
Ken and Belle Durio 

CHOICE 

LOUISIANA IRISES 

TETRAPLOID AND DIPLOID 

OUR 32nd YEAR 
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG 

$1.00 

THIS LIST INCLUDES 

MANY EXCITING 

NEW DAYLILIES 

RT. 7, BOX 43 
OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA 70570 

Available on Request to AIS Members 
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Listing the newest in Tall Bearded and 
Median irises with descriptions. 

‘Hardy irises from northern Nebraska’ 

MAPLE TREE GARDENS 

MELROSE GARDENS 
309-AD Best Road South 

Stockton, CA 95205 

(t 
Ponca, Nebraska 68770 

Larry L. Harder 
P.0. Box 278 

ft 

Write for free price list 

MARYOTT’S IRIS GARDENS 

Presenting the 1982 introductions of: 
Sanford Babson and a wide range of 

iris types from Ben R, Hager. 

Our smaller catalog will bring you a 
restricted listing of only the most 

elite irises, but still all of the 
fascinating types of irises and newer 

daylilies. 

Nearly two acres of irises 
specializing in 

‘Latest Tall Bearded 
‘Dwarfs and Medians 
* Remontants, Exotica & Antiques 

Featuring large quantities of the 
most recent varieties and offering 
them at exceptionally reasonable 
prices. The gardens are open to 
the public during bloom season, 
and AIS members are cordially 
invited. 

Free Catalog 

BILL &MELINDA MARVOTT 
1678 Andover Lane 
San Jose, CA 95124 

(408)265-2498 

GARDEN of the 
ENCHANTED RAINBOW 

REASONABLE Prices 
Best of the OLD. 

Many NEW ones. 
REBLOOMERS. 

Some MEDIANS. 

Jordan A. & Bernice M. Miller 
Rt. 4, Box 439B, Killen, Alabama 35645 

Send stamp for price list. 

THE CONNOISSEUR’S CATALOG 
$1.00 mailed first class 

not deductible 

MID-AMERICA GARDENS 
of Paul Black 

TBs * Medians * Arilbreds 
Quality rhizomes of the latest introductions to 

the tried and true older varieties 
Catalog on request. 

Box 425 Wheatland, OK 73097 

MILLER’S MANOR GARDENS 

Roger and Lynda Miller 
Route 2, Box 323A 
Ossian, IN 46777 

Specializing in Miniature Dwarf, 
Median and Tall Bearded Irises. 

List on Request 

MOHR GARDENS 
1649 Linstead Drive, Lexington, KY 40504 

Featuring tall bearded introductions of Dr. H.C. 
Mohr, David Mohr and Ken Mohr. Also a large 

selection of contemporary TBs from your favorite 
American hybridizers. 
Send stamp for catalog 
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MISSION BELL GARDENS HARDY 

(MELBA AND JIM HAMBLEN) NORTHERN PEONIES 

Featuring Fine Irises of 
Beautiful Herbaceous and 

Tree Peony Hybrids. Excellent 

Recent Introduction quality. Exciting colors. 

TALL BEARDED 
Catalog $1.00 

CATALOG ON REQUEST - NO COLOR 

2778 W. 5600 So. Roy, Utah 84067 
DAVID REATH 

Vulcan, Michigan 49892 

NORTH CASCADE GARDENS 
P.O. Box 232, Aurora, Oregon 97002 
Catalog of TB irises featuring 1982 introduc¬ 

tions of Ron Beattie and many fine new and 

older varieties, gladly sent on request. 

Charlie Medlicott, Owner 

REDBUD LANE IRIS GARDEN 
Jerry 8 Melody Wilhoit 8- Sons 

RR #1, Box 141 - Kansas, IL 61933 
TBs, Medians, MDBs, Arilbreds, 
Species, Beardless Irises, Hardy 

Northern grown Louisianas, 
complete Dykes collection. 

Free Catalog Low Prices 

MRS. MILTON OGBURN 
Route 1, Box 31 

Smithfield, NC 27577 
TB irises—low prices 

Send stamp for free list 

RIVERDALE IRIS GARDENS 
• 

Zula A. Hanson 
7124 Riverdale Road 

Minneapolis, Minn. 55430 
Featuring an extensive list of dwarfs and 
medians. Send $1.00 for our catalog, then 

deduct it from your first order. 

LOVE THOSE IRISES SCHREINER’S GARDENS 

By Frances E. Schluter 

co-founder Grace Gardens 

3629 QUINABY RD., NE. 
SALEM, OREGON 97303 

LOVE THOSE IRISES is a com¬ 

prehensive look at Iris care, 

background, mythology and 

awards. For your copy of this 

booklet, send $3.00 to: 

Fine Irises for discerning collectors 

GROWERS - HYBRIDIZERS - 
ORIGINATORS 

America’s Finest Iris Catalog, accurate 
color illustrations, a treasure trove of 
information. 

OLIVER HOUSE 
P.O. Box 171 Onalaska, WI54650 

$2.00 (Deductible from 1st order) 

RAINBOW GARDEN 
John R. Maddox 

Box 157 
Weir, Kansas 66781 
TBs * IBs * SDBs 

SHANNON’S IRIS 
An expanding selection of 

bearded and beardless varieties 
(Hardy Northern rhizomes) 

30545 Tern Avenue 
Shafer, Minnesota 55074 
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DAVID B. SINDT - IRISES 
1331 West Cornelia, Dept. A 

Chicago, lllinios 60657 

Extensive listing of pure pumilas 
and small bearded species. 

1982 MDBs, SDBs and IB by 
David Sindt, Earl Roberts, 

J.D. Taylor and 

Lothar Denkewitz. 

Free catalog available in April. 
No orders accepted after July 15. 

TRANQUIL LAKE NURSERY 
45 River Street 

Rehoboth, MA 02769 
SIBERIAN and JAPANESE IRISES 

DAYLILIES 
Descriptive Catalog—25* 

GILBERT H. WILD & SON 
Dept. AIS 1082 

Sarcoxie, MO 64862-0338 

Send $2 for 96-page illustrated 
catalog in color featuring 

IRISES, PEONIES, DAYLILIES. 

AIS MEMBERSHIP RATES 

Annual $ 9.50 Sustaining $20.00 

Triennial 23.75 Research 47.50 

Family 11.50 Life 190.00 

Family Triennial 28.50 Family Life 237.50 
Youth Member, with others of family as members. .2.00 
Youth Member, with no others of family as members. . 3.25 

SECTION MEMBERSHIP RATES single 
annual 

single 
triennial 

family 
annual 

family 
triennial 

Median Iris Society. 5.50 15.00 8.00 22.50 
Society for Siberian Irises. 2.50 6.50 3.00 7.50 
Spuria Iris Society. 2.50 6.00 3.00 7.00 
Society for Japanese Irises. 2.00 5.00 2.50 6.00 
Reblooming Iris Society. 3.00 7.50 4.00 10.00 
Society for Pacific Coast 

Native Iris. 4.00 10.00 5.00 12.00 
Species Iris Group of 

North America. 3.00 9.00 6.00 18.00 
Louisiana Iris Society of America. 2.00 5.00 2.00 5.00 
Dwarf Iris Society. 2.00 6.00 3.00 9.00 
Membership in AIS Sections is open to all AIS members. Payment 

may be made directly to the Section, or may be made payable to the 

American Iris Society and sent to AIS Membership Secretary, James 

G. Burch, P.O. Box 10003, 717 Pratt Avenue NE, Huntsville, Alabama 

35801. Note: Section memberships and AIS memberships must have 
the same expiration date. 
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REGIONS AND REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENTS 

1- Maine, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and 
Vermont. Clayton H. Sacks, West Neck Rd., Box 70, Nobleboro, ME 04555 

2- New York. Greg M. Schifferli, 1211 McKinley Pkwy., Lackawanna, NY 14218 

3- Pennsylvania and Delaware. Paul R. Smith, 299 N. Pleasantview Rd., 
Sanatoga, PA 19464 

4- Maryland, District of Columbia, North Carolina, Virginia and West Virginia. 
Claire B. Barr, 1910 Greenspring Valley Rd., Stevenson, MD 21153 

5- South Carolina, Florida and Georgia. Rev. Everette L. Lineberger, Route 6, Bx 
300, Inman, SC 29349 

6- Michigan, Indiana and Ohio. James A. Copeland, Wolf Lake Fish Hatchery, 
Route 1, M-43, Mattawan, Ml 49071 

7- Kentucky and Tennessee. Mrs. Kearney (Hilda) Crick, Rt. 4, Lewisburg, TN 

37091 

8- Wisconsin and Minnesota. Walter A. Machulak, S. 82 W. 12877 Acker Dr., 
Hales Corners, Wl 53130 

9- lllinois. Mrs. Rita Kinsella, 318 Marabeth, Fairview Heights, IL 62208 

10- Louisiana. Richard Goula, 113 Acacia Dr., Lafayette, LA 70508 

11- Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming. Eileen Allison, 1935 E. Carol St., Meridian, ID 
83642 

12- Utah. Keith Wagstaff, 2424 E. Sundown Ave., Salt Lake City, UT 84121 

13- Washington, Oregon, Alaska, J. T. Aitken, 608 N.W. 119 St., Vancouver, WA 

98665 

14- Northern California, Hawaii and Nevada. Dr. John H. Weiler, 1146 W. Rialto, 
Fresno, CA 93705 

15- Southern California and Arizona. Mrs. Eleanor McCown, P.O. Box 176, 
Holtville, CA 92250 

16- Canada. Jack Taylor, 100 Graydon Hall Rd., Apt. 1604, Don Mills, Ontario, 
M3A 3A8, Canada 

17- Texas. Mrs. Louise Nichols, 2703 S. Harrison, Amarillo, TX 79109 

18- Missouri and Kansas. Dave Niswonger, 822 Rodney Vista Blvd., Cape 
Girardeau, MO 63701 

19- New Jersey and Staten Island. Dave Silverberg, 27 Spring Hill Dr., Howell, NJ 

07731 

20- Colorado. Thomas L. Magee, 6631 South Hill Way, Littleton, CO 80120 

21- lowa, Nebraska, North Dakota and South Dakota. Leonard J. Michel, 420 

Hilltop Rd. Ames, IA 50010 

22- Oklahoma and Arkansas. Burdella Rhodes, Box 78, Osage, OK 74054 

23- New Mexico. James A. Mahoney, 704 Jefferson N.E., Albuquerque, NM 87110 

24- Alabama and Mississippi. Mrs. Jack (Mary) Kearney, Rt. 3, Box 502, 

Guntersville, AL 35976 
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^/Aes JAmA/ 

(ARNY) 

Only Iris Society Members will havethe opportunity to begin 

collecting this valuable portfolio of fine art by the foremost 

floral watercolorist, Darryl Trott. 

This Limited Edition reproduction will be printed one time 

only and limited to 1,000 signed copies and 50 remarqued 

copies; delivered to you in a beautiful presentation folder with 

the affidavit of authenticity, information about the Iris and the 

artist and a brass name plate to use when framing. 

Collect for the beauty and future value of the series as well 

as for gifts for those who appreciate the world’s most beautiful 

flower. 

SEND THIS CONVENIENT ORDER FORM TO 
Jaymie Heathcock 

Rt. 2 Box 238 

Mounds, OK 74047 

Please send_@ $75.00 each including tax to: 

Please send _ Remarqued @ $150.00 each inc. to: 

Name _ 

Address _ 

City_State_Zip _ 
Please add $5.00 for shipping and handling. 

Make check or money order payable to the American Iris Society. 
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DARRYL TROTT - AUSTRALIAN 
FLORAL WATERCOLORIST 

Darryl Trott’s world is a world of Irises. From his first Iris 

discovery there bloomed a love affair that would compel him 

to paint Irises with such extraordinary feeling and attention to 

detail that only a lover of Irises could achieve. He views each 

flower with the excitement and perception of an enthusiastic 

grower combined with the sharpened interest in color and 

form of a talented artist. 

Trott’s world of Irises is a world of watercolor as you have 

never seen. Rich, lucid colors with brush strokes that caress 

the paint to draw out the full capacity of variation and sensi¬ 

tivity, each Iris possessing a vivid personality born from color 

and light. 

Trott’s Iris paintings have created sell-out shows at 

leading galleries here and in Australia with several of 

his Irises hanging in famed Louisiana plantations. 

American Iris Society members will now enjoy and be 

able to share in his beautiful world of Irises. 









LIBRARY 
AUG 1 6 1982 

NEW YOfti\ 

YOUR*” garc)e,si 
SYMPOSIUM 

BALLOT 
1983 

PLEASE VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE 
TALL BEARDED IRIS VARIETIES 

All members of the American Iris Society are urged to partici¬ 
pate in this ballot in order that we may obtain a wide consensus 
of the tall bearded iris varieties that grow and bloom best in 
gardens throughout America. Mail the completed ballot to your 
RVP by September 21, 1982. Final results will be published as 
the popularity poll in a future issue of the Bulletin. Please vote! 

ATTENTION: OVERSEAS MEMBERS are invited to vote the 
Symposium Ballot. Instructions on page 2. 

BULLETIN OF THE 

AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY 
VOL. LXIII, NO. 3 SERIES 246, JULY 1982 

* SECTION 2 



PLEASE VOTE 

FORTY-THIRD OFFICIAL SYMPOSIUM 
OF THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY 

1983 

This is your ballot to help determine the One Hundred Favorite Irises for 1983. 
The list of candidates was completed by combining the following lists of 
outstanding varieties: 

The 100 top varieties in last year's Symposium 
The tall bearded irises eligible for 1982 Dykes Medal 
The tall bearded irises eligible for 1982 Awards of Merit 
The tall bearded irises that won 1981 Awards of Merit 
The tall bearded irises that won 1981 Honorable Mentions 

Every member of the American Iris Society may participate in this balloting of 
the 487 irises listed on the following pages and write in as many as five unlisted 
tall bearded irses. Each member is allowed twenty-five votes. 
Please follow the instructions below. 
1. Vote only for an iris that you have seen blooming in a garden. 
2. Clearly place an X in front of each of your twenty-five favorites. The 

second member of a family membership should be an O symbol to 
designate votes. Additional, family or youth members should use a number 
(1, 2, 3, etc.) in front of each vote to identify it. Each member is entitled to 
a maximum of twenty-five votes. Since the ballot is designed for easy tabu¬ 
lation by the Regional Vice Presidents, please follow directions carefully. 

3. No member may vote for more than twenty-five varieties, including write- 
in votes. You may vote for less than twenty-five if you wish. 

4. Your ballot must be mailed to your Regional Vice President by September 
21, 1982 in order to be counted. The name of your RVP is listed inside the 
back cover of each AIS Bulletin. Sign your ballot and mail it first class. 

NAME(S) _ 

ADDRESS _ 

5. Overseas members may vote by mailing their ballot to the Awards Com¬ 
mittee Chairman whose name and address appear on the inside cover of 
each AIS Bulletin. It is advisable to send by Air Mail to assure receipt of 
Ballot by the deadline of September 21, 1982. 



_ACTRESS 

_ADDED PRAISE 

_ADMIRALTY 

_AFTER ALL 

_AGNES MOOREHEAD 

ALOHA 

_AMERI CAN HERITAGE 

_AMETHYST FLAME 

_ANGEL CHIFFON 

_ANGELIC LIGHT 

_ANGELS 1 ROBES 

_AN-JAN 

_ANOINTED 

_ANON 

_APRI COT FRINGE 

_ARSON1ST 

_ART ISTE 

_ARTWORK 

_ASGARD 

_ASTRO FLASH 

_AUTUMN ECHO 

AUTUMN LEAVES 

AZURE LIGHTS 

_BABBL ING BROOK 

_BABY FACE 

_BALLET RUFFLES 

BARBARY COAST 

BARELY BLUE 

BARTEE BLUE 

BAYBERRY CANDLE 

BAY RUM 

_BEAUTY CROWN 

BEIGE RUFFLES 

BETTERMINT 

BETTY SIMON 

_BEVERLY SILLS 

_BEYOND 

_B ICENTENNIAL 

_B IG PEACH 

_B IRTHDAY SONG 

_B IRTHSTONE 

_BLACKBERRY WINE 

_BLANC DE CHINE 

_BLAZING SADDLES 

_BLUEBERRY MERINGUE 

_BLUE LUSTER 

_BLUE MOUSTACHE 

_BLUE SAPPHIRE 

_BLUE STACCATO 

_BLUE THEME 

_BLUSHING PINK 

_BOLD ACCENT 

_BONBON 

_BONNEVILLE SURF 

BORDELLO 

_BR|DAL WREATH 

_BRIDE'S HALO 

_BRIDE'S LACE 

_BRIGHT DANDELION 

BUFFY 

_BURGUNDY CHERRY 

BURNT TOFFEE 

_BUTTERED ALL OVER 

_BUTTERSCOTCH BRONZE 

_BUTTONW I LLOW 

_BY NIGHT 

CAMELOT ROSE 

CAMPUS CUT IE 

CAP I LIGHT 

CAPTAIN'S TABLE 

_CARAMBA 

_CARNIVAL TIME 

_CARRIAGE TRADE 

_CARVED CAMEO 

_CARVED MARBLE 

_CATHEDRAL WINDOWS 

_CAYENNE CAPERS 

_CELESTIAL BALLET 

_CENTER FOLD 

_CHABLIS 

_CHAMBER MUSIC 

_CHAR ISMA 

_CHARTREUSE RUFFLES 

_CHER I SHED MEMORY 

_CHERRY SMOKE 

_CHERUB CHOIR 

_CHIEF ILL IN I 

_CHIEF WAUKESHA 

_CHIFFON BONNET 

_CHINA DRAGON 

__CH I PPENDALE 

_CHRISTMAS RUBIES 

_CHRISTMAS TIME 

_CHRISTMAS TREASURE 

_C INDY 0 

_C IRCUS STRIPES 

CLARENDON 

_CO CO MOCHA 

_COFFEE HOUSE 

_COLORADO SUNSHINE 

_COLUMB|A BLUE 

_COPPER CLASSIC 

_COPPER MOUNTAIN 

CORAL CLOUDS 

CORAL STRAND 

CORNERSTONE 



CORN HARVEST 

COUNTRYMAN 

CRANBERRY COCKTAIL 

CRANBERRY ICE 

CROW'S NEST 

CRUSHED VELVET 

CRYSTAL CITY 

CRYSTAL DAWN 

_CUP RACE 

_CUT CRYSTAL 

_DANC|NG VtOLET 

_DARK ALLURE 

_DASHER 

_DEBBY RAIRDON 

_DEEP FIRE 

_DEEP PACIFIC 

_DEEP THROAT 

_DEJA VU 

_DELORA FISHER 

_D IGN ITARY 

_D|SCO MUSIC 

_DOODLE STRUDEL 

JJOVER BEACH 

JREAM AFFAIR 

_DREAM|N' BLUE 

J5REAM LOVER 

JHJALTONE 

_DUSKY DANCER 

_DUTCH CHOCOLATE 

_DUTCH TREAT 

_ELYS|AN FIELDS 

^EMMANUEL 

EMPHASIS 

ENTOURAGE 

ERLEEN RICHESON 

ERMINE ROBE 

ESTHER FAY 

EVENING ECHO 

EVENING IN PARIS 

EXOTIC STAR 

FABULOUS FRILLS 

FANTASY FA I RE 

FAR CORNERS 

_FAR GALAXIES 

_FASH IONABLE PINK 

_FASH | ON RINGS 

_FEM IN |NE CHARM 

FEST IVE AIRE 

_F I ESTA BRAVA 

_F | RE STONE 

_F I REWATER 

_F I VE STAR ADMIRAL 

_FLAIR 

_FLAMEBURST 

_FLAMENCO 

_FLAM ING ARROW 

_FLAREUP 

_FOCUS 

_FOQL|SH PLEASURE 

_FORMOSA SPRING 

_FREEDOM ROAD 

_FRESNO CALYPSO 

_FRESNO FIESTA 

_FRONT|ER MARSHALL 

_FROSTY JEWELS 

FULL TIDE 

GAMBOGE GAL 

GARNET ROBE 

GAY PARASOL 

GENEROSITY 

GENESIS 

_GENTLE RAIN 

_G I FT WRAPPED 

_GLAC I ER SHADOWS 

_GLORY BOUND 

_GOOD MORNING AMERICA 

_GO ING MY WAY 

_GOLDEN CLARET 

_GOLDEN INGOT 

_GOLDEN SPARKLER 

_GOLDEN TRINE 

_GOLD GALORE 

_GOLD RING 

_GOLD TRIMMINGS 

_GRAND ENTRANCE 

_GRAND MANNER 

_G RAN DM A1 S TRIMDRESS 

_GRAND WALTZ 

_GRAPH IC ARTS 

_GYPSY BELLE 

_GYPSY CARAVAN 

_HAPPY FACE 

_HEATHER BLUSH 

_HEAVENLY ANGELS 

_HEAVENLY HARMONY 

_HELEN BOEHM 

_HELL1S FIRE 

_H |GH TEA 

_HOMECOMING QUEEN 

HORNY LORRI 

ENCHANTED WORLD GALA MADRID 



_ICE SCULPTURE _LEMON GLITTER _MARY GADD 

_IDA RED _LEMON LYRIC _MATCHMAKER 

IGLOO LEMON MIST MATINATA 

ILL INI MOON LEMON PUNCH MAUMELLE SNOW 
1 

_IMPERSONATOR _LE SEDNA _MELON BISQUE 

INDIAN PRINCESS L|EBESTRAUM MELTED CHOCOLATE 
1 

INFATUATION LIFTOFF MEMPHIS DELIGHT 
1' ““““ 

_INSTANT LOVE _L 1 LAC FLAME _MERRY TUNE 

INSTIGATOR LILAC THRILL METROPOLITAN 
1 1 

INTUITION LILTING LULLABY MICHIGAN PRIDE 
• 1 1 

IRENE NELSON LIME FIZZ MIDNIGHT LOVE AFFAIR 
' 

_ISLE OF CAPRI _LINEUP _M 1DN|GHT SPECIAL 

_LOMBARDY __M ILL RACE 

JAMAICAN SUNSET LOOP THE LOOP MILL VALLEY 1 ' 

JEANETTE LORD BALTIMORE MIN ISA ■ 1 ■ 

JEANNE PRICE LOUDOUN BEAUTY MIRIAM STEEL 
* ' ■ * 

__JOYCE TERRY _LOUDOUN DELIGHT _M 1RRORED SKY 

_LOUDOUN PRINCESS _MIRROR IMAGE 

KELLY CALLEN _LOU|S|ANA LACE MIRROR MIRROR 

KENTUCKY DERBY LOVE CHILD MISS PERSONALITY ■ ’ ■ ' 

KILT LILT LOVELY JAN MISS PHOTOGENIC 
■ ■ 

_KINDNESS _LOVELY LO|S _M 1SS PRISS 

_LOVE SONNET _M 1 STY MOONSCAPE 

LACY SNOWFLAKE LOVE THEME MISTY SHADOWS 
" 

__LADY MARIE _LUAU _M 1 STY WATERCOLORS 

_LADY OF SPAIN __LYR|CAL _M IXED BOUQUET 

_^_LAKE PLACID _MOCAMBO 

LATIN LADY MAGIC CANDLE MODERN CLASSIC 
’ ■ ' 

LATIN LOVER MAGIC LADY MOLLY MATTHEWS 
■ '■ • * 

LAUNCHING PAD MAGN(FIQUE _MONACO 
' * ' ■ " 

_LAURIE _MALAYSIA _MONEY 

LAWRENCE WELK MANDOLIN _MULBERRY MIST 
■ ^ ■ ■ 

LEISURE DAY MANUEL _MUTED MELODY 
• *- 

LEMON BROCADE MARASCHINO MY GIRL FRIEND 
• L 1 

__LEMON CREST 

LEMON CROWN 

_MARMALADE 

MARY FRANCES 

_MYST1QUE 



NAVAJO BLANKET 

NAVY STRUT 

NEW MOON 

NEW VENTURE 

NIGHT OWL 

OLD FLAME 

ONE DESIRE 

_ON THE GO 

_OOHS AND AHS 

_0RANGE EMPIRE 

_0RANGE FROSTING 

_0RANGE GLAZE 

_0RANGE PLUSH 

_0RANGE SPLENDOR 

_0RANGE WONDER 

J3RITAM 

_PAC I F 1C MIST 

_PAC|F t C PEACH 

_PAC | FIC SHORES 

_PAGAN 

_PALACE GUARD 

_PANACHE 

_PARTY GIRL 

JASS [ONALE 

JATINA 

JEACH FROST 

JEACH SUNDAE 

JEACHTREE 

JEACH* CREAMY 

JEARL FROST 

_PENNY A PINCH 

_PERSIAN BERRY 

JHOENIX 

PINK ANGEL 

PINK CONFETTI 

PINK FEATHERS 

PINK PICOTEE 

PINK SLEIGH 

PINK TAFFETA 

PLAYGIRL 

PLUM GLEAM 

PORTRAIT OF LARRY 

POTPOURRI 

_PRAI SE THE LORD 

PREMONITION 

_QUAPAW 

_QUEEN OF FLORENCE 

_QUEEN OF HEARTS 

_QUIE SCENT 

_QUIET KINGDOM 

_RAD|ANT SUMMER 

_RANCHO ROSE 

_RASPBERRY RIPPLES 

_REGENTS1 ROW 

_R|NGO 

_R 10 VISTA 

_R|PPLING CLOUDS 

_R |PPLING WATERS 

_RIVER CITY 

_ROBB|E LEE 

_ROCKET BLAST 

JOCOCO 

JOMAN CANDLE 

_ROSE CARESS 

JOSE TATTOO 

_ROYAL BALLET 

joyal regency 

RUFFLED BALLET 

ST. LOUIS BLUES 

SAN JOSE 

SANTANA 

SAPPHIRE HILLS 

SATIN GLASS 

SATIN GOWN 

SERENE DUET 

SEWING BEE 

SHADOW MAGIC 

_SHAFT OF GOLD 

_SHEER POETRY 

_SH I PSHAPE 

_SHOCKING PINK 

_SHOWCASE 

_S I LENT MAJESTY 

_S I LENT PATRIOT 

_S ILVER HEATHER 

_SING ING SKIES 

_SKETCH ME 

_SKY GEM 

_SKYLAB 

_SNOW HOLLY 

_SNOW JADE 

_SNOWMOUND 

_SNOWY WONDERLAND 

_SOCIAL WHIRL 

_SOLDIERS1 CHORUS 

JONGSTER 

JONG OF NORWAY 

JON OF STAR 

JOUTHERN COMFORT 

JOUTHLAND GRAPE 

JPACE BLAZER 

JPACE ODYSSEY 

JPANISH HARLEM 

SPANISH STREET SONG 



SPARTAN 

SPICED HONEY 

SPINNING WHEEL 

SPIRIT OF MEMPHIS 

SQUARE DANCE 

STAGE DOOR 

STARFROST PINK 

STARTLER 

STEPPING OUT 

STITCHED RIGHT 

STITCH IN TIME 

STOP SIGN 

STORM CENTER 

STORMY STALLION 

STRAWBERRY SUNDAE 

STRAWBERRY W|NE 

STUDY IN BLACK 

SUGAR BEAR 

SUGAR TREE 

SULTAN'S PALACE 

SUNDAY CHIMES 

sm FIRE 

SUN KING 

SUNNY DELIGHT 

SUNRISE POINT 

SUN TOASTED 

_SUPERS IMMON 

SUPERSTITION 

SWAZI PRINCESS 

_SWED I SH MODERN 

_SWEETHEART WALTZ 

TACO BELLE 

TANGERINE QUEEN 

TANGERINE SKY 

TARDE 

TEMPLE GOLD 

TENNESSEE FROST 

TEQUILA SUNRISE 

THANKSGIVING 

THELMA RUDOLPH 

THICK AND CREAMY 

TOP BANANA 

TOUCH OF CLASS 

TREVI FOUNTAIN 

TURBULENCE 

JUT'S GOLD 

VALENTINA 

VALLEY WEST 

VALVOUCHE 

VANITY 

VICTOR HERBERT 

VICTORIA FALLS 

VIVIEN 

VOLARE 

WARM AND TOASTY 

WEDDING VOW 

WELL ENDOWED 

WESTERN HOSTESS 

WHITE LIGHTNING 

WILD BERRY 

WILD WEST 

WINDSOR ROSE 

WINE AND ROSES 

WINGS OF DREAMS 

WINNER'S CIRCLE 

WINTER OLYMPICS 

WINTER PANORAMA 

_WOODCRAFT 

WOODWINE 

WORLD NEWS 

YANKEE MAID 

YVONNE B. BURKE 



WRITE-IN VOTES 

Each American Iris Society member voting is allowed to write-in as many as five 
varieties of tall bearded irises that are not on the list appearing inside this booklet. 
Additional family members participating (family or youth memberships) should 
place the symbol used for their votes in the rest of the ballot to identify their votes. 
Please remember that any write-in votes count toward your total twenty-five votes. 
In other words, if you wish to write-in three irises, you are allowed twenty-two 
votes on the other portion of the ballot, for a total of twenty-five. 

(Make Additional Lines if Needed) 






